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THE BOHEMIA MINING REGION OF WESTERN OREGON.
By J. S.

DILLER.

INTRODUCTION.

In response to the petition of a large number of citizens of Douglas
and Lane counties, Oregon, requesting a survey of the Bohemia mining
region, a preliminary examination was made in July, 1898. There
being no topographic map of the region, only a reconnaissance was
attempted, but as the results may be of interest and may be serviceable in spreading information concerning this little-known mining
camp, it bas been thought best to publish them.
HISTORY.I

The Bohemia mining region was discovered, according to Dr. W. W.
Oglesby, 2 of Junction City, Oregon, by himself and Frank Brass, in
August, 1858. The region was named from James Johnson, also called
Bohemia Johnson, who, with George Ramsey, reached it in 1S63 from
Roseburg by way of the North Fork of Umpqua River and Steamboat
and City creeks. Free gold was found in a small vein near the head
waters of City Creek, but gave out at a depth of 6 feet. This discovery
brought many prospectors.· Bird Farrier discovered what, by purchase, became later the Knott claim, where a 5-stamp mill was put up
in 1875. It shut down in 1877, and the Bohemia region was almost forgotten until interest in it was revived by Dr. W. W. Oglesby, 0. P.
Adams, and others in 1891. The first ledge of importance, located the
same year, was the Musick, which has been running a 5-stamp mill
almost continuously ever since. In 1892 the Annie (since called the
Noonday) was opened. The Champion put in a 10-stamp mill in 1895
and the Noonday a 20-stamp mill in 1896. Over a hundred claims have
been located in the district.
OUTPUT.

The output for the Bohemia mining region for the last few years has
been chiefly from one mine, although two others have contributed at
intervals. The average running time of the Musick mine since 1893
1 These facts are largely taken from an article by 0. P. Adams in the Cot tag<~ Grove Messenger of
April 2, 1897. A fuller account of the discovery and development.of the Bohemia mining district is
given in a special mining edition for 1899 of the BohemiaN ugget, published in Cottage Grove, Oregon.
2 Letter. to the author August 12, 1898.
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has been about six and one-half months each year. The heavy snows
of winter interfere with the work. The concentrates already secured
in the Bohemia region, almost wholly from the Musick mine, amount
to over 1,000 tons and are estimated to be worth about $40,000.t
Dividing this equally amung the years sinee 1893, the output of the
region, as shown by reports of the mine superintendents, may be given
approximately as follows:
Output of Bohemia mining region, 1893-1897.

I

Free gold.

Year.

Concentrates.\ Total output.

1 - - = - - - 1 - 1. ---- --- ------ .. ---1893 ................................. .

1

1894 ..••..... - - - ..... - . - - - - .. -.... - - - - .
1895 -....• - - ... - - - . . . ... - ... - . - . -.. - ..

~: ::::::::::::::: :::::::::::: ::::

$11,000
13,000
14,500
17,000
35,900

..

.....
$10,000
10,000
10,000
10,000

...

$23,000
24,500
27,000
45,900

The output for 1898 will probably exceed $50, 000. The foregoing
table is an underestimate, for the returns from some of the mines did not
permit such tabulation. A probably better estimate is given below.
The following data have been tabulated from the annual reports of
the Director of the Mint upon the production of the precious metals in
the United States:
P1·oduot'ion of gold in Lane County, (J1'egon. 2

r;;=Ye~.

Amount.

1891. - - -- ...... - ••

$5,000
3,500
3,000
20,490

1892 ..•• - .. - ... - ..

31,500

1893 .. --- .........
1894 ... - .. - .... - - .
1895. - - - - .. - . - ....

57,000
32,500
34,062

1888 . - - -- .• - .. ---.
1889 ..•••. ···- ....
1890 ... -. ~ ......•.

Remarks.

Pearson mine, $500.
Lizzie Bullock, $299; Excelsior, $93.
W.H. Thompson, $10,490; Annie Consolidated, $10, 000.
Annie Consolidated, $16,500; Occidental, or
Musick, $15,000.

I

1 Assays of ores and concentrates are frequently made by Mr. J. W. Cook, president of the Bohemia Gold Milling and Mining Company, and occasionally by others, to furnish basis of estimate. The
assay made by the Survey ($19.89) is apparently far below the average. The mine operated by Mr.
Cook is widely known, from its discoverer, as the Musick mine.
2 Although the Bohemia regiQn lies in both Douglail and Lane counties, the output of the.mines is
reported at Cottage Grove, in Lane County. All the mines enumerated under Lane County appear
to be of the Bohemia region. The output for 1889 and 1890 as given does not agree with that reported
from the mines, and in 1893,1894, and 1895 reports from mines were not given. The sudden increase
in 1893 was apparently due to special activity in the Bohemia region.
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LO.CATION AND TOPOGRAPHY.

The Calapooya Mountain extends from the Cascade Range to the
Coast Range and forms the divide between the vVillamette and the
Umpqua. From the Cascade Range it extends almost directly west,
but as it approaches the Coast Range it turns north and becomes less
prominent. The rather low gap which separates it from the Coast
Range is passed through by the railroad, mid way between Drains and
Cottage Grove. This gap was once occupied by a stream, carrying the
waters of the Umpqua northward into the Willamette, before the
Umpqua had found it8 way through the Coast Range directly to the sea.
The Bohemia mining region, whose location is shown in fig.l, is
situated at an altitude of between 4,000 and 6,000 feet above sea, along
the crest of the Calapooya Mountain a.nd upon both slopes, about 35 miles
directly southeast of Cottage Grove, from which point it may be reached

$eALt
0

FIG.

2

4

6

8

t~

ttMII.'E$

1.-Map showing the relation of the Bohemia mining district to Oakland and Cottage Grove.

by a good road up Row River. The road forks at the mouth of Sharp
Creek, one fork leading to the Noonday and Champion mh1es and the
other-a good road-leading up Sharp Creek by a shorter route. to
what is generally known as the Musick mine~ at the Bohemia p·ost-office.
The region may be approached also from the railroad at Oakland, on
the southwest, by road and trail, but the distance is somewhat greater
than from Forest Grove. The slopes throughout the region and its
approaches are steep and generally well wooded, but offer no special
difficulties in the way of road construction.
The mines cluster about Bohemia Peak and lie close to the crest of
the Calapooya Mountain, where it forms tlle divide between Steamboat Creek, :flowing south into the Umpqua, and Sharp Creek with
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Frank Brass Creek, flowing north into Row River and the Willamette.
TJ1e Umpqua and the Willamette havelong strugg.Ied for supremacy in
their head-water region. In this unequal contest the Umpqua, having
the shorter course to the sea, has the advantage, and as a result has
captured the original hea.d waters of the Willamette, first in the neighborhood of Drains, and later the outlet of Diamond Lake, which was once
the source of the Middle Fork of the Willamette. The divide between
this stream and the North Fork of the Umpqua is comparatively low,
so that Bohemia Peak an(J. the other peaks in that vicinity are separated from the crest of the Cascade Range, 40 miles to the eastward, by
lower ridges and hills. The Cascade Range may often be seen from the
Bohemia region above the clouds which lie over the interval. Seen
from the Cascade Range the Bohemia peaks of the Calapooya Mountain stand out prominently in the distance. Next to Bohemia Peak
the prominent elevations of the Bohemia region are Fairview, Grouse,
and Grizzly peaks, each of which stands at a-marked bend of the serpentine crest of the Calapooya Mountain.
GEOLOGY.
COMPOSITION AND STRUCTURE OF THE CALAPOOYA MOUNTAIN.

The Calapooya Mountain throughout its whole extent is. composed of
lavas like those of the Cascade Range. They are arranged in sheets
radiating from the volcanoes whence they caine, and are pi_led up to a
great thickness. The walls of the canyon along the Middle Fork of the
Willamette toward its source illustrate this feature at a number of
points, and it may be seen also in the summits of some of the more
prominent peaks. Generally the sheets of lava are very irregular and
no para,llel arrangement on a large scale is visible. The lava :filling
the throat of a once active volcano may make a prominent peak, as in
Cougar Rock, or may stand on end with conspicuous columnar structure,
as in Bear Bones Rock, a short distance east of .the Bohemia mining
district. The region has lost much by erosion. Its streams have carried the material away and cut deep, narrow valleys, almost narrow
enough to be called canyons. They expose rocks to a depth of over 2,000
feet-lavas, vein matter, and stratified fragmental volcanic material.
The composition and structure of the Bohemia mining district are
essentially those of the Calapooya Mountain as a whole. Upon. the
northern ·slope of the divide within the district the lava sheets incline
northward, and upon the opposite side they incline southward, apparently; but in Grouse Mountain, as well as along a part of the upper
course of Hprseheaven Creek, they swing round and. dip eastward,
as if they emanated from a volcanic center about the head of City
Creek. Such may have been the case, but, as will be shown later, the
distribution of the fragmental volcanic material is opposed to this
view. It is possible that this divergent dip is due to uplifting by
mountain-building forces.
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GEOLOGY.
AGE OF THE CALAPOOYA MOUNTAIN.

The age of the Calapooya Mountain has not been positively determined, because no fossils have yet been found in the rocks of which it
is composed. It is supposed, however, that, being a spur of the Ca~cade
Range, and being composed of similar volcanic rock, it is of essentially
the same age. ..As to the age of the Cascade Range, evidence is found
in the plant remains-which are described in detail by Mr. Knowlton
in a paper accompanying this-that the tuffs on the Columbia River
near the middle of the range, and on Coal Creek near the summit of
the range, in Lane County, as well as the sandstone upon the western
slope of the range near ..Ashland, are of Miocene age. The stratified
tuffs containing the fossil plants were evidently laid down in lakes
developed among the lava flows, and show that during the Miocene
there was extensive volcanic activity in the Cascade Range. Evidence
of earlier igneous eruptions has not been observed in the Cascade
Range, but from the records of volcanic action found in the Eocene of
the Coast Hauge at a number of points, and also at points between the ·
Coast and Cascade ranges, it is suspected that the volcanoes of the
Cascade Bange may have been active in Eocene time. The same may
be true also of the volcanoes in which much of the lavas of the Calapooya Mountain originated.
That the upbuilding of the Calapooya Mountain belongs to the later
Eocene or early Miocene is suggested by the distribution of Eocene and
Miocene strata about its bas~. At the southern base of the Calapooya
Mountain, about 12 miles northeast of Oakland, and also .near its
western end~ in the neighborhood of Comstock, characteristic Eocene
fossils are found in the sandstones and shales, while at the northern
base of the mountain the nearest fossils now known are Miocene, which
occur a few miles southeast of Cottage Grove. From their distribution
it appears that the Calapooya Mountain was the barrier to the southward extension of the sea that deposited the Miocene so widely in the
Willamette Valley.
ROCKS OF THE. BOHEMIA MINING REGION.

The rocks of the Bohemia region are known to the miners genera1ly
as syenite, but, as already stated, they are wlwlly volcanic and a:re
generally lava flows, although tufts are quite common. Among the
lavas artdesites are by far the most abundant. A few of them are more
or less conspicuously porphyritic and contain phenocrysts of quartz;
they are therefore classed as dacite- porphyries. Basalts occur sparingly.
Dacite-porphyry.-One of the best examples of this rock occurs on
the ridge southeast of Bohemia Mountain. It is light gray in color,
with many white spots, due to small vhenocrysts of feldspar, scarcely
2 mm. in length, with a few rounded grains of quartz. The large
angles of symmetric extinction in the thin section show that tlte limesoda feldspars are about labradorite in composition. The small grains
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which appear as a black pepper-like sprinkling in the band specimen
are composed chiefly of chlorite or greenish hornblende, with some epidote, and represent some ferromagnesian silicate, probably pyroxene,
that bas disappeared. The groundmass~ which is not very sharply
distinguished from the phenocrysts, is composed chiefly of clear grains
of quartz, with clouded grains of feldspar. Some of the latter show
crystallographic outlines, but the quartz grains have irregular outlines .
.A similar dacite-porphyry occurs in the Mystery claim, nearly half a
mile southeast of the Musick. The feldspar phenocrysts are more
numerous and fresh, with decided zonal structure. Some of the feldspars are surrounded by a granophyric border. The groundmass is
holocrystalline, often gra.nophyric and microporphyritic, with much
plagioclase. In this rock there are some patches of pyroxene, but it is
much less abundant than the plagioclase. Most of it is monoclinic, and
looks like augite, but a portion may be orthorhombic.
The most sharply defined outcrop of dacite-porphyry lies ·near the
eastern border of the ·mining district, where it occurs in the form of a
dike, cutting through a thick set of tuffs near the Buckhorn opening
upon the western slope of Hematite Mountain. The rock, although not
d!stinctly porphyritic, contains some quartz and feldspar phenocrysts
in a granophyric groundmass. The ferromagnesian silicate has been
replaced by chlorite and carbonates.
The andesite is not often so porphyritic as to warrant its being called
andesite-porphyry, ·but is so in one.case on the northern portion of the
divide between Grizzly and Grouse mountains. The phenocrysts of
plagioclase have a symmetric extinction of nearly 25°, and probably
belong to labradorite. They are larger and much more abundant than
the inegular grains of augite. The ground mass is granular, chiefly feldspar. Each grain contains numerous smaller ones of different minerals,
which render it micropoikilitic, and in some cases granophyric, as in
the dacite-porphyries, but in this case no quartz phenocrysts were
discovered.
Andesites.-With very few exceptions all of the rocks of the Bohemia
region might be included under this heading, for the dacite-porphyries
ar~ only porphyritic quartz-bearing andesites. The tuft's, too, and most
of the basalts are andesitic. In several of the andesites hornblende is
present, but generally pyroxene is the only characterizing ferromagnesian silicate. .Although widely distributed, the andesites are much
altered, and only a few of the least-altered forms will be noted.
On the Champion trail one-fourth mile southeast of the Musick mine
is a gray, minutely porphyritic pyroxene-andesite, in which, besides the·
crystals of plagioclase, there are dark spots of pyroxene or chlorite
derived from it. Most of the pyroxene is certainly augite, but some
of the altered forms suggest hypersthene. The groundmass is chiefly
plagioclase, the minute lath-shaped cryHtals of which, with the pyroxene,
give a somewhat ophitic structure. A few dark-bordered spots suggest
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the former presence of hornblende, and irregular grains of magnetite
are s'cattered rather abundantly throughout the mass.
Below the trail the country rock about the Galena spur opening of
the Wall Street claim is closely related to the andesite last noted, but
contains scarcely any plagioclase crystals visible to the unaided eye.
Pyroxene is present, and also dark-bordered patches from which most
of the hornblende has disappeared. The feldspar has a large angle of
symmetric extinction and is most likely labradorite. This is the only
distinctly hornblende-bearing. pyroxene-andesite seen in the Bohemia
mining district.
To the northward, in Elephant Mountain and Fairview, and in the
ridge between them, the dark-gray porphyritic andesite prevails, but .
is somewhat altered, containing considerable cor bonate of lime, epidote,
and chlorite.
·
In the south base of Bohemia Mountain, at the head of Petersburg
Canyon, the andesite is arranged in layers, seven of which make up
the upper 500 feet of the mountain. The lower layer has well-developed
columnar structure, and the dense andesite of which it is composed
contains between the minute plagioclase crystals, besides numerous
grains of augite, a great deal of yellowish, partially de vitrified glass.
·The top of Grizzly Peak is composed of a compact, dark-gray, nonporphyritic andesite of basaltic habit, but consisting chiefly of plagioclase in small, squarish, and a few oblong crystals, with considerable
·magnetite and a trace of pyroxene. Epidote, chlorite, and carbonates
replace most of the pyroxene. Another similar rock, but even finer
grained, occurs by the Noonday boarding house. The feldspars, generally less than 0.05 mm. in length, are abundant in the groundmass,
and the microphenocrysts are rich in crystals and grains of magnetite.
Ba,salts.-Basalts are few and andesitic in the Bohemia region. One
of the best marked forms the southern edge of the summit of Bohemia
Mountain. Microphenocrysts of feldspar, pyroxene, and serpentine
are abundant, and so decreased in size that the distinction between
groundmass and phenocrysts is not sharply drawn. The serpentine
has the net structure characteristic of that derived from olivine. The
groundmass is composed chiefly oflath-sbaped plagioclase and granular
augite, with considerable magnetite and a small amount of secondary
quartz. These rocks are cut by veins of quartz, and were evidently in
place before the development of the auriferous veins. At the northeastern end of Bohemia Mountain the lava sheets are cut by a vein of
bright-red chert. In the hand sp~cimen this vein chert looks very much
like that of organic origin found at many points in the Coast Range of
southern Oregon·and California.
The only other basalt observed in the Bohemia district was seen in
the Noonday mine, at the sout,h end of a crosscut from level No.3. Like
the other, it is andesitic in structure, and on account of alteration its
determination is more doubtful. The feldspar has the extinction of
labradorite. The pyroxene is replaced almost wholly by chlorite and
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carbonates, and tbe pseudomorphs suggesting olivine are chiefly oxide
of iron and quartz.
T?ktfs.-Tnffs are abundant, especially in the eastern part of the
Bohemia region. They are well exposed also at several places in the
western and central portions.
As the region ig approached by the Sharp Creek trail the stratified
tuffs are :first seen under Judson Rock, where the :fine gray banded
tuff is well exposed. Well-stratified tuffs occur also in tlle reservoir to
A. F. Johnson's stamp mill, upon the western slope of Elephant Mountain. A coarser variety, of larger distribution, was seen on the White
Ghost claim, near the right-hand bank of City Creek. At this point the
component lapilli are a centimeter or so in diameter and the fragmental
character is visible to the eye. Here, too, it is associated with the interesting tourmaline hornfels, which doubtless excited the miners' hopes.
The rock is in places gneissoid in structure and is composed chiefly of
tourmaline, with much quartz and minute scales of clear mica. This
appears to be a product of contact metamorphism, with tuff on one side,
but on the other side of a 10-foot ledge of hornfels nothing wa~ exposed.
In the tunnel to No.2 level of the Noonday mine tuff is well exposed
in sheets interstratified with lavas. They are all of :fine material. It
is a matter of surprise to :find no coarse fragmental material of volcanic
origin in the region. It furnishes evidence that the explosive outbreaks
were outside of the district, possibly to the eastward, for in that direction the tuffs become coarser and much more massive. On the trail
from the Noonday to Riverside a good view is obtained of the slope east
of Horseheaven Creek as far south as Hematite Mountain. This slope
is made up chiefly of light-colored, well-stratified tuffs.
Alteration of country rock.-Very few, if any, of the rocks of the Bohemia district are entirely unaltered, although the alteration is usually
so small as not to affect the general appearance of the lavas in the band
specimen. Near the veins, llowever, the alteration is greater, and it is
to be supposed that this alteration was effected in connection with the
development of the vein~. While the general altenition of the lavas
consisted chiefly in the chloritization and earbonatization of certain
minerals, the changes which were brought about closer to the veins are
different, in that sericitization and silicification are the most important
processes, and these are accompanied or followed by the deposition of
sulphides, especially pyrite.
Within a few feet of one of the branches of the Musick vein, near the
eastern part of Bohemia Mountain, the original character of the andesite has entirely disappeared. The general appearance of the rock, as
seen in a hand specimen, is not greatly changed, but ·under the mi~ro
scope it is found to haY<'-~ been completely altered and to be composed
of sericite, carbonate of lime, and quartz, with a small amount of pyrite.
The distance to which this process extends from the veins has not been
determined accurately, but there are indications that at times it extends
50 feet or 1nore. One specimen of such altered material was found at
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the mouth of the 120-foot tunnel on the Wall Street vein. Its distance
from the nearest vein appears to be over 50 feet, but this is not certain,
for there may be others concealed near by. Several hundred feet
farther up the slope is the comparatively fresh hornblende-bearing
anclesite of the Galena spur, the specimen from which was taken within
2 feet of the vein.
The Broad way and Champion are adjoining mines upon· the same
vein. In the Broad way the wall rock upon the north side, a few feet
away from the vein, although fresh looking, is much altered. It is .composed very largely of fine-granular quartz, with many films of sericite
and considerable pyrite. The original ferromagnesian silicates have been
entirely removed. The only trace of original structure is marked by
an occasional patch of sericite scales resulting from the larger crystals
of feldspar. Upon the south side, at the same distance from the vein,
much of the feldspar, in both large and small crystals, is still preserved,
although much is altered, and granular quartz is abundant. There
is much chlorite and some epidote and sericite, representing the
pyroxene and feldspar, which have disappeared. Pyrite is not present.
Upon the north side in· the Champion, 12 feet from the vein, as in
the Broadway, there is much silicification. Pyrite is common, and the
·carbonates are present quite as abundantly as the sericite. The pyrite
appears to find its place most commonly in the porphyritic feldspars.
Five feet from the vein upon the south side the rock is highly silicified, with the developiLent of granophyric structure. Traces of chlorite
remain, and the oxides of iron are present instead of the sulphides.
As this lies near the surface, the sulphides have been oxidized. ·
In the Noonday, at the west end of level No. 2, where the vein
pinches out, the south wall retains nearly all its feldspars and there
has been but little silicification. Chlorite, carbonates, and a little epidote represent the minerals t.hat have disappeared. Upon the north
side, near by, there bas been much silicifieation and sericitization,
accompanied by the development of considerable pyrite. Locally one
process prevails over the other, and when this is the case sili~ification
is usually the most prominent. The north wall rock of the Klondike is
highly silicified, but .in the south wall silicification has produced scarcely
as important changes as those due to carbonatization and sericitization.
VEINS OF THE BOHEMIA REGION.

Size of the veins.-The veins are rarely well defined. Generally they
are narrow but irregular mineralized belts, or zones, in which there
has been much crushing of rock material. The crushed mass, as well
as the adjacent country rock, sometimes for a distance of 12 feet or
more, may be impregnated with pyrite. The veins are irregular and
vary from a mere film to sheets 12 feet thick. A vein may be simple,
as in the case of the Champion, where there is but one ore body, or it
may be composed of several parallel veins only a few feet apart, as
locally in the Musiek. When simple the veins attain a thickness at
times of 4 feet, but wlleu compound they are as much as 12 feet thick.
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Courses of the 'l:eins.-None of the veins have been followed. to a
greater depth than about 320 feet beneath the surface, and they
bave·been traced on the surface for comparatively short distances-the
Musick for about 900 feet, the Champion for 570 feet, and the Noonday
for nearly the same distance.
The true courses of the veins noted are given in the accompanying
list, which begins with the most northerly:
Cm~rses

and dips of veins in Bohemia 'mining region, Oregon.

Location.

Ophir ............. ; ........ _......•.. ___ .
Musick .................................. {
Clarence ancl Acturas ................... .
Grey Eagle ....•...........•..............
Lizzie Bullock ........................... {
Champion ..............••.....•..........
Noonday .•••••••••....•.•.•.•...•••• : .... [

Helena ................................... {
White Swan ............................ .
Golden Slipper .. _....................... .
Story . _____ ...... _.. _..... ; ...... " ...... .
McKinley and Hobart .................. ..
Elsie ....· ................................. {
Vesuvius ................................. {
Else Dora ..................... ~ ......... .
Pearson .................................. .
\Vall Stre«;~t ............................. .
Near Noonday ........................... .
Ho"'e ........ _.......................... .
Excelsior ............................... .
Yreka ........... ·.................... ____ ..
Combination_ .......................... ..
Crushed Zone .......................... ..

Course.

N. 15° W.
N. 40° W.
N. 55° V.T.

N.
N.
N.
N.
N.
N.
N.
N.
N.

N.
N.
N.
N.
N. 66° to
N.
N.
N.
N.
N.
N.

45° W.
50° W.
55° W.
78°\¥.
55° W.
55° W.
82° W.
85° W.
58° ·w.
65° W.
60° \N.
60° W.
55° W.
710 W.
67° W.
78° W.
70o W.
75° W.
72° W.
74° \V.

N. 75° W.
N. 80o W.

Dip.

63°

sw .

75°

sw.

70°
70°

sw.
sw.

75° NE.
70°

sw.

75° NE.

74° NE.
55°
S0°
70°
81°

sw.
sw.
sw.
sw.

85° NE.
60°
75°

sw.
sw.

85° NE.
75J sw.

N. 82° W.
N. 85l~ W.

57° NE.

N. 8S 0 W.
N. S6° W.
N. 87o W.

64°
65°

sw.
sw.
' sw.

N. 81° W.

California ................................ {
Delta .................................. ..
Little vein by Combination ............. ..
Galena spur of \Vall Street ..... ; ....... ..

s.

75° w.
S. 75° \V.
S. 20° W.

S5° SE.

s. sow.

~---------------------------~--------------~--------~
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From this list it will be seeu that there is a wide range in the course
of the veins-from N. 40° W. to S. 7oo W.-although for short distances
the local .trend may fall outside of these limits, as, for example, the
Ophir, whose strike is N. 15° W. The average course of thirty-one
observations is N. 7:3° W., approximately the general course of the
Calapooya Mountain, and it seems probable that the formation of the
veins may have been connected with the axial uplift of that crest. The
dip of the veins is always at a high angle, and generally to the southwest, although in a number of places it i8 to the northwest. The same
vein-as, for example, the Noonday-is inclined in different directions
in different portions of the mine.
The last two courses given in the list, that of the little vein near the
Combination and that of Galeua spur, are nearly at right angles to the
general course of the other veins. It is evident that these veins are
smaller and less numerous than the others and belong to a different
group, although they have essentially the same history. composition,
and structure as the other veins.
Relation of veins to joints.-The veins follow sets of joint planes, of
which there are two-one lying between N. 30° W. and N. 700 W., and
the other nearly at right angles to this, a little west of south. The
joints of the first set are most abundant and occur generally in the
neighborhood of the veins. Those of the second set are not common.
The best examples were seen about Grouse Mountain.
Fissure veins.-lt is evident from the relations of the joints and· veins
that the joints determined the position of the veins, and aided in afford-.
ing an opportunity for the circulation of the mineral-bearing solutions
by which the ores and gangue were deposited. The development of the
veins, however, can not be ascribed to the presence~of simple joints
alone, but to a crushed and porous belt of rock in which there may be
many irregular joints. The crushed. condition of the rock is well displayed· in the faces of some of the drifts. Occasionally the walls or
inclosed fragments show well-marked polish or stri.:e of slickensides due.
to faulting. These appear more abundant about the Noonday mine
than anywhere else in the district. The existence of faults of at least
small extent can not be doubted. It is possible that the evidence of'
faulting was once more general, and that it has been to some extent
obscured or obliterated by subsequent deposition of vein matter. The .
country rocks are wholly volcanic and much alike, so that it was not
possible in a preliminary study to determine the amount of displace- .·
ment. From the foregoing considerations and from others which follow,.
the deposits in the Bohemia district may be considered, in part at least,
fissure veins.
Gangue.-The principal gangue mineral is quartz, which is more or
less abundant throughout the veiQs, and is in many of the small
veins the sole constituent. Such veins are of milky quartz, fresh,
bright, and solid, but the larger veins contain quartz that is more or
20 GEOL, PT 3--2
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less porous and .cavernous, and the larger openings are lined with
quartz crystais. While the crystal lined cavities which occur more or
less abundantly iu all the large veins are positive evidence· that the
deposition took place in a cavity, yet tile absence of banding indicates
entire irregularity in the shape and order of deposition in the cavities.
By the oxidation of the inclosed iron pyrites near the surface the porous quartz is deeply stained red, yellowisll, or black, the color depending upon the degree of oxidation and hydration of the iron.
Next to quartz the most important gangue material in the vei~ is a
wllite, clayey substance resembling kaolin. When treated with nitrate
of cobalt solution and ignited it becomes blue, like kaolin similarly
treated, but between crossed nicolA its interference colors are in part
high instead of low, as are those ~f kaolin, audit bas a finely foliated
structure with parallel extinction, like sericite. Mr. George Steiger
determiued that it contains 6 per cent of water. Kaolin contains 11
per cent or more of water, while sericite contai_ns less than 5 per cent.
It is evident, therefore, that the white argillaceous matter contains
only a small portion of kaolin and is made up chiefly of sericite. Subseqtl"ently in this paper, however, the material is referred to as kaolin,
partly because some of it is kaolin and partly because the miners will
more readily recognize it by that name. Mr. Lindgren 1 showed the
importance of sericite in the veins of the mining districts of Idaho
Basin, and at the same time called attention to the scareity of kaolin
under such conditions. One of the vein minerals ~f ratller loeal distribution and of little importance is epidote. In some places, as,
for example, the southern end of the Mystery, it forms considerable
masses and contains large scales of red hematite:
Another mineral which should be considered with the gangue minerals is carbonate of lime. It is rare and of but little importance.
There was found at the mouth of the Helena a large fragment of yellowish and pale green, somewhat stalactitic mineral, which upon investigation _proved to be allophane. It is said to have come from the
tunnel on the vein. .A..! though allophane was seen at only one place in
the mining district, it is not of rare occurren'ce elsewhere in miues containing copper ores.
Ores.--In the deeper portions of the veins the ores are pyrite, sphalerite, galenite, chalcopyrite, oxide of iron, and cerusite. Excepting
the last, they usually occur irregularly intermingled. When' found
together they are in general of approximately equal quantities,
although there is much variation. Pyrite is the only one which occurs
alone, and is much more widely distributed than the others,.extending
far into the adjacent country rock. The iron oxide intermingled with
the sulphides is red hematite, and its presence is generally considered
an indication that the ore is rich in gold. The dark-brown to black
oxide of iron is sometimes associated with a partially weathered form
I
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of good sulphide ore. The sphalerite (zinc sulphide), galenite (lead
sulphide), and chalcopyrite (copper and iron sulphide) are almost absent
from the ro(!k in the zone of oxidation, where yellow to black oxide of
iron derived from the pyrite is most abundant and lead carbonate
(cerusite) derived from the galenite occurs in a few places. The metal
sought is gold, which near the surface is native, finely filamentous, and
distributed through iron-stained quartz; but at greater depths, about
200 feet, beyond the reach of surface influences, the gold is largely
contained in the sulphides.
MINES AND PROSPECTS OF THE BOHEJ,\IIA REGION.

In the Bohemia region there are at present (July, 1898) seven quartz
mills and an arrastre. One mill bas 2 stamps; three have 5 stamps;
two have 10 stamps, and one bas 20 stamps. Only four of the mills are
now in operation. Besides the mines supplying these mills there are
many prospects which are now being actively pushed forward, and
some details of the region may be most conveniently grouped under the
separate bead of tlw respective claims. These will be noted in the order
of examination, beginning upon the southwest. A small number of
prospects were not seen.
The Ophir.-The Ophir, where 0. P. Adams opened two short tunnels, bas two veins; one 5 feet and the other only 3 feet, with 8 feet of
country rock between. The strike is N. 15° W., dip 63° SW., and the
smaller vein is below the larger. An assay of its ore gave not a trace
of gold and 5.65 ounces of silver per ton. In this vein there is a trace of
galena. Considerable pyrite is mixed with the quartz. The region has
suftered much from erosion, and the sulphides come near the surface.
The Olarence.-Southeast of Ophir, upon the same vein, is the Clarence, in which there is a small surface opening. The vein matter is
chiefly qua~tz, with some galena and sphalerite, but only a trace, and
consid.erable black oxide of iron. The schistose structure of the vein
strikes N. 450 W. and dips 700 SW. The vein contains considerable
kaolin.
The Acturas.-Here there is an open cut upon a 5-foot vein, which
comes across from the Clarence with a strike N. 45° W. and dip 700
.SW., just as in the other claim.
The Peelc-a-boo.- Westward of the Acturas, upon the other slope,
near the summit of the ridge, is the Peek-a-boo, where several open
cuts and pits have been made in material containing numerous white
spots resembling kaolin. Several openings have been made to the northwest, on the same ridge, in rock said to assay well, but no definite
mineralized belt was exposed.
The White Swan.-N ear the west base of Bohemia Mountain, on one
of the branches of Sharp Creek, there is a soft schistose belt 5 feet
wide exposed in the White Swan. Its strike varies from N. 60° to 90?
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W., dip 55° SW. There is considerable vein matter for 100 feet in
width, which yields traces of gold, but no assays have been made.
Combination 1nine.-On Martin Creek the Star mine was extensively
opened up several years ago, affording specimenR showing free gold, and
for a time ran a5-stamp mill. It was not in operation in July, 1898, and
was not examined. Two miles below, on Martiu Creek, at the mouth of
Quartz Creek, is the Combination mine, in which, besides an open cut,
two tunnels have been run in nearly a hundred feet, and drifts along
the vein at two levels have been made for about the same distance. In
the upper drift the course of the vein is N. 860 E., and it dips 650 SE.
It has a width in some places of nearly 10 feet, but the pay streak is
narrow.
Locally the vein contains much kaolin. A Rample of the ore from the
upper level yielded 0.5;) ounce of gold and 47.75 ounces of silver per ton ..
The ore is crushed, and the values are apparently in the pyrite and
galena, although these sulphides are not especially abundant. Sphalerite and chalcopyrite are present at some points along the vein, but are
not common. Ore from a shaft in tunnel No. 1 contained O.DO ounce of
gold and 22.55 ounces of silver per ton. At the southwest end of level
No. 1 the vein material is argillaceous, wet, soft, and slippery. It is
slickensided, containing much kaolin with other clay, besides quartz
and some limonite. An assay yielded 0.20 ounce of gold an4 0.95 ounce
of silver per ton. The oxidation of the sulphid~s in the vein, seen
locally along level No.1, is much less common in level No.2, where finely
crystalline granular quartz containing considerable pyrite but only
traces of other ores is irregularly distributed through the soft material
of which a .large portion of the vein is composed. The har(l parts, con·
taining pyritiferous quartz, yielded no qistinct .trace of gold and only
0.20 ounce of silver per ton.
On Sharp Creek near the mouth of Martin Creek there is an idle
stamp mill once used for an adjacent prospect, and a short distance
farther downstream is Walker's mine, where a large arrastre·, 32 feet in
diameter, w·as once run by a turbine wheel, but proved unsuccessful.
The material worked in the arrastre is exposed in a, broad open cut, and
is largely fragmental, without definite evidence of vein structure. It is
in part argillaceous, and strongly colore<l purplish red, white, and
yellowish.
j'J.{usiclc mine.-The only mine in the southwest portion of the field
that has been operated continuously, excepting in .midwinter, for a
number of years is the Musick mine. It was discovered and operated
for some years by Mr. Musick, but is now (July, 1898) worked by the
Bohemia Gold Milling and Mining Company, of which J. W. Cook is
president. It lies at the base of Bohemia Mountain, at the head of City
Creek, which flows into Steamboat Creek, and has about 2,500 'feet of
horizontal underground working·s, reaching to a depth of_ nearly 200
feet from the surface, although there is a range of over 300 feet
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·between the highest and lowest points of the mine, of which a general
section, based on measurements by Mr. Cook, is shown in fig. 2. 1
The course of the vein at different points varies from about N. 40°
to 80° W., and its dip lies close to the vertical upon either side. In
general its course is that of the Calapooya Mountain, although it has
not been traced with certainty more than about a quarter of a mile. It
is quite irregular in width, ranging from 4 to 12 fP-et, and
has rather
I
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l!'IG. 2.-General section of the Musick mine.

numerous branches. The vein itself, where best exposed, is made up
of three parallel veins, as shown in :fig. 3, a section taken from near the
top of the main shaft.
a is an irregular mass of quartz permeated and colored with limonite,
but contains here and there traces of pyrite. An assay yielded 0.15
ounce of gold and 1.65 ounces of silver per ton. b has a greater width,
and generally at this level there is more quartz that is crystallized,
:filling sma11 drusy cavities, and the whole is well colored by red and
yellow oxide of iron~ and contains numerous rectangular
crystal cavities from which pyrite has been removed. This
is said to be the riehest ore at
this level, and our assay confirms th~s statement. An averb
C.
age saml1le yielded 0.20 ounce
of gold and 5.90 ounces of sil~----------------------41ZFEET
ver per ton.
FIG. 3.-Section of the Musick vein.
In c there is the greatf'st
amount of soft limonite, with a small proportion of quartz, and the ore
is not rich. The specimen as3ayed carried only a trace of gold and but
little silver. 'l1his portion of the vein is not seen farther down in the
sltaft, but is reached from level No.3 by a short crosscut.
Descending to the first, level, 40 feet below the surface, the vein
continues completely oxidized. At the west e~1d of this level is the
I

In 1899 the mine was sold to Montreal capitalists, I. H. Bingham, superintendent, for $85,0LJO.
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middle vein (b of fig. 3), colored by oxide of iron. South of it is a mass
of chiefly kaolin-like sericite, beyond which 1s the vein marked a in
fig. 3. A specimen at this point yielded 1.25 ounces of gold and 2.05
ounces of silver per ton.
Level No.2 is 90 feet beneath the surface at the shaft, but somewhat
deeper at the west end, where specimen No. 16, rich in pyrite, was
obtained and assayed, yielding only a trace of gold and silver. About
160 feet below the surface, at the west end of level No. 3, the full vein
is in view, with a width of about 12 feet. A specimen from the vein
marked a in fig. 3 contained 1.8() ounces of gold and 4.75 ounces of
silver per ton, besides 7.25 per cent of zinc, 11.72 per cent of lead, and
2.31 per cent of copper. A specimen from vein b in fig. 3 gave 1.15
ounces of gold and 3 ounces of silver per ton, with 16.55 per cent of
zinc, 18 per cent of lead, and 2.37 per cent of copper, while a specimen
from c contained 0.95 ounce of. gold, with 2.40 ounces of silver, and
4.47 per cent of lead. At this level the vein rock is much less rotten
and discolored by oxides of iron. Pyrite and chalcopyrite are common
in all the specimens. Galena and traces of zinc blende appear in the
last two, and, although they occur at a number of points throughout
the mine, are of much less general distribution than pyrite and chalcopyrite. At this level we find associated with the iron oxide about the
sulphides numerous white acicular crystals and bunches· of cerusite
(lead carbonate), evidently derived from the alteration of the galena.
)Vlore or less kaolin is usually associated with the vein, and occasionally it occurs in large masses, but generally contains no considerable
quantity of the precious metals. At the east end of level No.3, only a
litile over 100 feet away, the same ore, rich in sulphides, yielded only
a trace of gold, with 0.10 ounce of silver, 3.10 per cent of zinc, and 2.10
per cent of lead.
Fifty feet below level No. 3, nearly 200 feet below the surface, is
level No. 4, which haR been opened for 850 feet. At the west end a
sample of ore yielded 0.25 ounce of gold and 3.85 ounces of silver per
ton, with 15.63 per cetit of zinc, 4.24 per cent of lead, and 2.87
per cent of copper. In this level, near the west end, the lower portion of vein c is exposed. It is especially rich in pyrite, co~taining
1.50 ounces of gold and 2.40 ounces of silver per ton, with .1.97 per
cent of zinc and 1.15 per cent of lead. Near by the middle portion of
the vein is especially rich in galena.
Ore of the same character-that is, especially rich in galena-occurs
more abundantly in level No. 6, which lies 112 feet below No. 4. Its
·development is confined to the southeastern portion of the mine,
which is only 180 feet below the surface. This level ts only 400 feet in
length, and samples were taken from both ends and .from three intermediate points, but only three of the specimens have been assayed.
The distribution of the ore is.very irregular, and the samples collected
probably contain more than the average values. At the east end the
1
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vein rock is filled with small nodules of kaolin-like sericite, which form
nearly half of the mass. Between the nodules of sericite is quartz
containing a considerable proportion of Rulphides. The ore as a whole
coutaius 0.10 ounce of gold and 0.80 ounce of silver per ton, 3.84
per cent of zinc, 0.49 per cent of lead, and 1.23 per cent of copper.
.Another sample near by consists chiefly of galena, with some intermingled chalcopyrite and pyrite, and contains 0.80 ounce of gold and
5.80 ounces of silver per ton, with 11.33 per cent of zinc, 45.90 per
cent of lead, and 0.89 per cent of copper. .At the western end.
of this level. the ore is chiefly galena, with quartz and sulphides.
Some small cavities are lined with quartz, others. with pyrite. The
'ore yielded 1.~5 ounces of gold and 4. 75 ounces of silver per ton, with
63.32 per cent of lead. On this level galena is one of the most
prominent ores. .At one point sphalerite is especially abundant, and
constitutes the greater portion of a considerable mass.
Mr. Cook informs me that about 1,000 tons of concentrates have been
obtained by two concentrators of the 5-stamp mill in the few years it
has been running, and now that the road is completed to the mine the
concentrates will be shipped. .A sample taken ,July 28, 1898, assayed
0.80 ounce in gold and 5.60 ounces in silver per ton, with 6.44 per
cent of zinc, 10.48 per cent of lead, and 0.79 per cent of copper.
Concerning the ores of the Musick mine in general, it may be said
that oxidation extends to a depth of nearly 100 feet, although pyrite
is sparingly present above that level. In the quartz and limonite of
the oxidized portion, traces of lead, copper, and zinc ores of any kind
are entirely absent. Below that level, however, the sulphides become
locally prominent, and within the limits of this mine the amount of
lead and zinc sulphides present appears to increase somewhat with the
depth. Kaolin occurs irregularly distriputed throughout the vein at
all levels.
The California.-Near the Musick vein, upon which the Musick mine
is located, to the northeast, is the California, which has been prospected for several hundred yards on a course varying from S. 75° t()
81 o W. If it continues farther westward on this course it must join
the Musick vein· some distance beyond the present limit of the Musick
ml.ne. The California is about 5 feet in width and locally contains
much black oxide of iron. Some of the material from the vein was
worked years ago, but the results are not now available.
The White Ghost.-Southeast of the California, upon t.he right bank
of City Creek, is the White Ghost or Old City ledge, in which there
were prospecting pits dug long ago. 'l'he rock is peculiar and quite
unlike any other found elsewhere in the Bohemia region. It consists
_chiefly of q•uartz and tourmaline, in places so arranged as to give the
rock a gneissoid structure, the strike of which is N. 550 W. The rock is
much fractured, aud locally it contains considerable pyrite and siderite. This material is associated with and surrounded by fragmental
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volcanic material, which suggesb; that this was once the center of
volcanic activity. The pyritiferons ore is said to range from a few
dollars to $20 a ton in gold and silver, but no assays were made.
ThcJlfystery.-Southeastofthe White Ghost is the Mystery, which has
been more extensively opened. A specimen, rich in scales of micaceous
red hematite with a trace of galena, contains 1.95 ounces of gold and
7.25 ounces of silver per ton, with O.lu per cent of lead. and a trace of
copper. This sample was probably much richer than the average.
Near the center of the Mystery clilim is the Discovery shaft, to the
west of which the quartz contains particles of sphal~rite, galena,
chalcopyrite, and kaolin. An assay yielded 0.05 ounce of gold and 1.30
ounces of silver per ton, with 5.57 per cent of zinc and 2.27 per cent~
of lead. At the Discovery shaft the porous ore is greenish within,
due to 0hlorite, and rusty on the surface. It contains many scales of
red hematite. A small pocket containing $700 in gold was found
over thirty years ago near the southeast end of the Mystery and
caused great excitement. Large scales of hematite occur in the gray
quartz, associated with yellowish-green epidote. The fine-granular
quartz, which has been broken up and brecciated, is full of minute
particles of pyrite and other sulphides, while the fragments are first
coated with a layer of hematite scales and then covered with quartz
crystals.
The Wall St1·eet ola,im.-On the left bank of City Creek, north of
the Mystery, is tlle Wall Street claim, upon which development work
was going on in July, 1898. Nearly opposite the sawmill is a ledge
which strikes N. 75° W. and dips 85° SW. It is about 5 feet wide,
all(_l the ore is iron-stained quartz, with some' partially altered galena,
and upon assay gave 0.15 ounce of gold and 2.~0 ounces of silver per
ton. A tunnel runniug a lit~le east of north, ~pproximately at right
angles to the strili:e of the veins in that portion of the field, is now 120
feet in length, reaching to a small vein, anrl will soon be extended to
the Wall Street. If continued in the same direction for nearly 1,000
feet it would perhaps reach also the Vesuvius and the Champion.
In the course of the tunnel, but upon the surface, is a sin all vein, ranging from 1 to 1.8 inches in a length of 0 feet. Being- rich in galena, it is
called Galena spur. It contains also much sphalerite and red hematite,
with some pyrite and chalcopyrite, as well as much limonite and nests
of quartz crystals. The course of this little veip, seen for only a few ·
yard~, is N. ~ 0 E;, and it is probably an offshoot from one of the larger
veins. The ore from this small vein assays 2.75 ounces of gold and
16.65 ounces of silver per ton, 3.9.3 per cent of zinc and 53.80 per cent
of lead.
The Vesuvius.-On the southern slope of Fairview Pea"k, nearly a
mile northeast of the Musick miue, is the Vesuvius, which has been
opened for some time, and i~ now being worked, with adjoining prospects, to furnish material for a 5-stamp mill, located upon the Sharp
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Creek slope. At the upper opening of this mine are two veins of
porous quartz, deeply stained and permeated by oxide of iron. From
the smaller vein a sample was taken which yielded 0.50 ounce of gold
and 0.95 ounce ot: silver per ton. One from the larger contained 1.10
ounces of gold and 2.40 ounces of silver per ton.
A little lower down on the Sharp Creek slope another tunnel reaches
a 5-foot vein, consisting of iron-stained porous quartz, which has been
opened for mining. This vein dips southwest and overlies the vein
just noted above apparently about 30 feet.
The Story claim.-On the divide a short distance southeast of Fairview is an opening recently made on the Story claim by A. F. Johnson.
Besides a 35-foot shaft there is a short tunnel on a small vein which
lies, approximately, 'in the line of the Champion, with strike N. 550 W.
and dip 70° SW. Rich pockets are said to occur here, with a fair
average for the other portions of the vein, but no samples were taken.
The Lizzie Bullock claim.- Mr. Johnson has another claim, the Lizzie
Bullock, upon the south slope of Elephant Mountain. A 6-foot vein
opened by a small shaft contains stringers of quartz, and strikes N. 550
W., with a dip of 75° NE. This dip is the reverse of that most common
ii1 the region, and may be due in this case to surface creeping. In a
second opening the vein is 7 feet thick, contains much quartz, and
strikes N. 78° W., with a southwesterly dip. These ledges are .said to
range from $4 to $9 }Jer ton. Here there is a 2-stamp mill, run by a
small overshot wheel, which has no permanent water supply and can
be operated only a small portion of the year.
·
The Delta claim.-ln the same region is the Delta claim, where a
60-foot tunnel is run in upon a 3-foot vein that strikes N. 750 E. The
vein matter is largely quartz, containing some galena and sphalerite.
The Elsie Dora claim.-Upon the opposite side of the ridge is the Elsie
Dora, at the foot of which lies a little glacial lake. In this claim there
is a tunnel over 250 feet in length along a 7-foot vein, but no work has
been done here for some years. Tbe course of the vein is N. 120 W.,
and, passing through the hill, it possibly appears upon the northwest
slope in the claims just noted.
The Golden Slipper claim.-East of Fairview Mountain, about the
head of the western branch of Champion Creek, is a small group of
claims, among which the Golden Slipper has been most extensively
prospected. Two tunnels have been run in, and about 10 tons of ore
removed. The exposed vein is small and the rock is considerably
jointed. The strike is N. GOO W., the dip 80° SW. The ore is yellowstained quartz rock containing considerable sphalerite and galena,
with some pyrite ·and chalcopyrite. The porous quartz contains many
cavities lined with little quartz crystals. N. 60° vV. from the Golden
Slipper, upon the lower slope of Fairview, is a.n opening possibly upon
the same vein, and to the southeast there are several openings, made
chiefly by the owners of the Broadway.
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The Broadway claim..-The Broad way lies on the divide at the western
end of the Champion, nearly a mile directly east of the Musick mine.
A tunnel140 feet in length reaehes the vein, along whieh a drift extends
eastward for 60 feet. The richest ore is said to be near the Champion,
which is not yet reached by the drift. An average sample, collected
across the face at the eastern end of the drift, assayed 0.05 ounce of
gold and 0.30 ounce of silver per ton. The vein at this point is 22- feet
wide and composed of rather soft quartzose material which is not deeply
colored by oxide of iron, as is usually the case so near the surface.
Small crystals of pyrite are scattered throngh the adjacent country
rock at some points along the north side of the drift, but are not abundant in the exposed portion of the vein.
Below the Broadway about 250 feet, upon the ·northern slope, is a
second tunnel, 70 feet in length. At its mouth is the Diamond ledge.
Still lower down upon the same slope is the Frank Brass claim, where
a 90-foot tunnel penetrates tuff, containing little nodules of py.rite, to
reach a small vein. The ore of this vein is chiefly quartz, with some
kaolin and oxide of iron upon the outside, and a sma1l amount of
sulphides within.
Other claims appear farther north, upon the slopes of Champion
Creek, but none are now working ·and the openings are small. Some
ofthem will be noted under the Helena, to be considered later. In a
section extending a little east of north across the middle portion of the
Bohemia mining region there appear to be at least seven veins-the
Frank Brass, Diamond, Champion, Vesuvius, Wall Street, :Mystery, and
Ophir.
The Oham.pion mine.-The Champion mine, known also as the Hartford mine, is located on the very crest of the range, a little more than
a mile directly east of Bohemia, between Fairview and Grouse M·ountain. The ore is carried on a tram way 3,400 feet long down the northern
slope to a 10-stamp ~ill on Champio'n Creek, a branch of Frank
Brass Creek. Only five of the stamps were running in July, 1898.
The mine having reached to a depth of but little over 100 feet, where
deepest, has not passed beyond the zone of oxidation, and thus far only
a small amount of concentrates has been saved. A sample of these concentrates yielded upon assay 0.2u ounce of gold and 3.40 ounces of silver
per ton. The mine is worked almost wholly from one level, 520 feet in
length, ranging from 56 to nealilY 250 feet beneath the surface. At the
face of this level, where the vein had a width of 4 feet, it consisted
chiefly of rotten quartz permeated by limonite. A sample made up of
material collected every inch directly across the vein yielded 0.05 ounce
of gold and a trace of silver per ton. vVithin the vein was found a
fresher mass of quartz containing considerable pyrite, and an assay
showed only a trace of gold and silver. Occasional masses of kaolinlike sericite occurred in the vien, but they are not conspicuous.
From the faee of one of the stopes, 70 feet above the level and 112
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feet beneath the surface, a sample was obtained by taking small and
approximately even-sized fragments an inch apart across the face, as
in the previous case. This specimen consisted of quartz permeated by
limonite, and yielded 0.20 ounce of gold and 1.50 ounces of silver per
t.on. Farther westward from the face of a stope, 70 feet beneath the
surface, another sample was taken in the same way and contained 0.15
ounce of gold and 1.15 ounces of silver per ton. In both cases the
vein material consisted of porous quartz deeply stained with limonite.
A brecciated sample collected from near the same place, containing
much quartz with some sericite, traces of sulphides, and cavities having
a dark lining, assayed 0.05 ounce of gold and 0.90 ounce of silver
per ton.
·
In this mine, as far as developed, there are few points where pyrite
occurs, and distinct bodies of the other sulphides were not found, as in
the Musick mine. The oxidation appears to have extended deeper in
the Champion than in the l\1usick mine, but this is accounted for by;
the fact that erosion has removed much more material from the surface at the Musick mine than at the Champion, which is on the crest
of the ridge.
The J[nott and other claims.-The Knott was the :first claim upon which
mining was fully undertaken. In 1873 it was furnished with a 5-stamp
mill, which was operated for about four years. It is one of the group
of claims upon the slopes of Grouse 1\fountain, and has been more extensively worked thau any other of that group excepting the Noonday.
The altered rock penetrated by the two deep shafts is brecciated, and
consists of quartz, kaolin, and oxide of iron, and does not contain much
of the sulphides. The same sort of material occupies a number of acres
upon that portion of the hill, andextends southeast into the G-ray Eagle,
where its strike is N. 510 W., its dip 700 SW. On the northwest brow
of the hill an opening exposes some vein material, where the direction
is N. 350 W., almost directly across the Champion mine to the Musick
mine.
The McCrum, Keep, Lucky, Grouse, and Elsie are .claims recently
marked out, largely on older claims about Grquse Mountain. The Keep
claim, upon the south side of the mountain, has a small surface opening
upon a vein about a foot in thickness. The strike of the vein is N. 430 W.
The Elsie, farther southeast, shows in a shallow opening a width of 5
feet or more of vein matter, having a strike N. 80° W. and dip 350 N.
The material yields a few colors when panned. Near by another outcrop shows an 18-inch vein striking N. 670 W.
The Sunset vein, which has been opened up by several tunnels, has a
width of about 2 feet, although not well defined, and is composed of ferruginous material, quartz, and kaolin. In some places the rock to a
distance of 10 feet on either side of the vein is altered, but at others the
fresh rock is seen close to the vein. The joints of the material strike
S. 52o E. and dip 72° NE., parallel to those of the adjacent rock. Half
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a mile farther south another vein, about 4 feet iu width, has been
opened; strike N. 82° E., dip 57° NE. Crushed zones parallel with the
joint of the rock are opened at a number of points along the southwest
slope of Grouse Mountain, but the amount of vein matter in them is
small and their distribution is very irregular. One of these crushed
zones is well exposed in an open cut, suppo~ed to be upon the Twin
Sister claim. The material is brecciated, but not impregnated with
ores to any considerable extent.
The Confidence claim, which is located several miles southeast of
Grouse Mountain, bas a 60-foot adit. The vein, whicl} is not well
defined, contains considerable talc. Its strike is N. 58° W., dip 65° SW.
A selected sample from the face of the opening shows pyrite and chalcopyrite in considerable quant~ties, and by an assay yielded 1 ounce in
gold and 3.40 ounces in silver per ton. Counting gold at $20.Gi and
silver.at 60 cents per ounce, the values would amount to $22.71 per ton .
. lloonday mine.-The Noonday mine, which is now operated upon the
property formerly known as tht: Annie, is located about a mile east of
the Champion. A 5-stamp mill was run for a number of years. In
1896 the company erected a 20-stamp mill far below the mine, on Horseheaven Creek. The mill was run only about five months, and has since
been closed awaiting development work, which is still progressing
with a small force of men.
The Noonday mine bas a larger extent of underground workings than
a11y other of the mines in the region. The drifts and tunnels are ovf»r
2,000 feet in length, distributed at three levels, each of which is connected directly by a tunnel with the steep slope about the head of
Horseheaven Creek. The lowest level, which is most extensive,
reaches a point on the vein about 300 feet beneath the surface. The
course of the vein varies from N. 550 W. toN. 85° W., and the farther
westward it is followed the more it bends to the south, toward the irregular brecciated mass about Knott's original claim on Grouse Hill. In
dip it varies from 75° N. to 85° S. near the surface, and at a greater
depth the dip varies within these limits~ ~lle vein is also very irregular
in size and so faintly outlined through the country rock as to be difficult to follow. This has not been unexpected, for the evidences of movement along the vein are more distinct in this mine than in any other of
the region. On level No. 2 the thickness of the Yein ranges usually
from 0 to 4 feet, with a rare maximum of 6 feet. It averages, perhaps,
about 3 feet.
The ore is of the same character as that of tbe Musick and Champion
mines. ~ear the surface it is completely oxidized, and the softened
quartz-ore mass is deeply stained by iron oxide. The ore above level
No. 1 bas been removed, excepting near the western end. It contains
no visible sulphides. Tbe foot wall is smooth and slickensided, and the
vein matter is in part brecciated, as if by faulting·, but there is much
bantling, with more or less distinct comb structure of later origin.· In
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the tunnel leading to level No.2 there is a small vein in line with
prominent slickensides on the road, and the vein strikes east and west.
Toward the weRt, on level No. 2, the large vein which is mined narrows, and finally pinclles out. Slickensides are common. Faulting has
undoubtedly played au important role in the history of the vein. The
fault plane runs east and west, and the striations upon it dip 200
E.-just the reverse of those Heen on the road near the mine. Another
small slipping plane in the same part of the mine runs nearly north
and south, and its striations dip toward the south.
At the east end of level No.2 a sample of the ore was taken. It
yielded a trace of gold aud but little silver, althouglt the ore removed
from its vicinity is said to have been rich, and the chimney to wllich
it belonged dipped to tbe eastward. Another sample was taken from
levd No.2 near the end of the tunnel, but the assay yielded only a
trace of gold and 0.90 ounce of silver per ton, with 0.31 per cent of
zinc, 4.41 per cent of lead, and 0.07 per cent of copper. Thi::; ore,
unlike that of the first specimen, is not oxidized, and contains distinct
traces of chalcopyrite and galena in the quartz-ore mass.
At level No.3 the amount of drift has been greatest, and a large
body of ore ~s being made readily accessible if sufficiently rich to work.'
The tunnel entering at this level reaches first a small vein, which is followed for about 500 feet before crosscutting to find the principal vein
upon which the upper levels are located. Near the northern end of
the crosscut, between the two veins, which are about 120 feet apart~
there is a small mass especially rich in pyrite which yielded 0.10 ounce
of gold and 1.65 ounces of silver per ton. Farther east, on a drift from
the same crosscut, there is a bit of ore, chiefly quartz, in which there
is sonie galena, pyrite, and chalcopyrite. The ore yielded 0.30 ounce
of gold and 1.70 ounces of silver per ton, besides 1.03 per cent of zinc,
2.10 per cent of lead, and 0.25 per cent of copper. Cavities lined with
small crystals of quartz are more common at this level than higher up,
and at times they are coated upon one side by pyrite. The first vein
reached by the tunnel to the third level is well exposed at the western
end of the drift. It is whitisll, rather soft and tuff-like, has a width of
about 2~ feet, and stands vertical, with a strike N. 82° W. The ore
contains 0.10 ounce of gold and 0.65 ounee of silver per ton. Hicher
ores than the samples assayed were not seen anywhere in the lower
level& of this mine, although at one time specimens rich in free gold
were found here, and the discovery of such have been reported also
sillce tbe mine was examined.
The Helena claim.-About one-third of a mile north of the Noonday
is the Helena, which has recently attracted much attention on account
of the fine specimens of free gold it has afforded. The vein is about
5 feet wide. It strikes N. 580 W., dips 740 NE., and contains, besides
limonite and porous quartz, considerable kaolin, with rare crystals of
cerusite. This oxidized ore occasionally incloses pyrite, with some
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sphalerite and traces of galena. The openings follow the course of the
vein, the upper one for 125 feet and the lower one 110 feet below t.he
other, for a distance of 225 feet. The upper level has afforded some
fine specimens of :fihn gold deposited on quartz and partly buried in
quartz. ·The whole is frequently stained by oxide of iron. It is said
that samples of this material containing free gold have assayed over
$1,000 per ton, while pyrites from the same vein near by yielded $2,500
per ton. These, of course, are very exceptional values and represent
only the richest material. This especially rich portion of the vein is of
small extent along the drift. .A.n average sample collected across the
face of the ·tunnel a short distance beyond the richer portion contained
0.05 ounce. of gold and 0.35 ounce of silver per ton. A sample of
selected ore near the same point contained 0.90 ounce of gold and 1.15.
ounces of silver per ton, amounting to about $19.29 in value. In the
lower adit free gold occurs less abundantly than at the upper level,
although sulphides are more abundant i11 the lower level.
. lVhite Wings and other claims.-T.he vein of the Helena opening runs
northwest, directly into Grizzly Mountain, which stands on the crest
north of Grouse Mountain. The ·vein possibly reaches the opposite
side of the-ridge, for at this point is the claim known as White Wings.
The opening is small, but exposes vein matter with considerable sphalerite, galena, chalcopyrite, and pyrite. This ore was assayed and
yielded 0.07 ounce of gold and 0.45 ounce of silver per ton, besides
3.84 per cent of zinc and 1.68 per cent of lead. Near the summit of
Grizzly Mountain a shaft about 35 feet in depth shows a mass of brecciated, kaolinized material deeply stained by limonite. The same vein
may extend farther northwt>st across Champion Greek, where a number
of other claims have been located, to the Else Dora and Delta, nearly
2 miles away. This is the most northerly vein that has been opened
in this field, although several others have been reported, especially on
the head waters of Frank Brass Creek, where some fine specimens of
ore rich in sphalerite,· with traces of galena, have been obtained.
Near by the rock is r~ch in pyrite, but none of it has been assayed.
South of White Wings is the Edna, which has been opened on both
sides of the ridge. On the west ~::ide is an adit 100 feet in length
along the vein, running N. soo W. The vein matter is chiefly quartz
and contains some pyrite. Upon the east side of the divide a short
tunnel is run southwest along joint planes to a vein about a foot in
thickness. This little vein strikes N. 430 W. and' dips 600 SW., but
has not been followed. ·
Riverside and other claims.-About 2 miles east of the Noonday
mine, along Horseheaven Creek, which flows into Steamboat, there
are a number of claims, upon some of which considerable development
work has been done, especially upon the McKinley, Hobart, Riverside,
Buckhorn, Yreka, and the Ma.yflower. Th~ McKinley and Hobart
claims are in the same vein, which strikes N. 660 W., and contains
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much cellular quartz and limonite, which is said to average $9.50 per
ton, although much of the ore runs higher.
The Riverside is on a small ferruginous vein 2 to ,4 inches ~ide, in
greenish rock, into which several tunnels ha\ e been run. The vein
yields considerable free gold when crushed and panned, but none of it
was assayed.
Upon the left bank of Horseheaven Creek is a small vein in the
Pearson claim. Its strike is N. 740 W. and its, dip is 850 NE. A
short distance farther east, upon the lower slope of Hematite :Mountain, is the Buckhorn claim, where a tunnel has been run into a thick
mass of stratified tuff. The tunnel is 30 feet long, to open a "\;ein which,
is about 5 feet in width. The vein is not sharply defined, but contains
much quartz, with soft clayey matter, through which ~orne quartz is
distributed. The vein material .yields free gold upon panning. .An
assay showed it to contain 0.05 ounce of gold and 0.10 ounce of silver
per ton. North of the vein in the tunnel the rock is rich in pyrite,
which assays 0.05 ounce of gold and 0.15 ounce of silver per ton.
The Yreka was examined, but not the Roy or the Mayflower. The
Yreka shows a 5-foot vein, which strikes S. S8° W. and dips 640 SE,
Four feet of the material is quartzose, with much pyrite, which yields
upon assay a trace of gold and 0.10 ounce of silver per ton. Upon the
upper side of the vein, for about 8 to 12 inches in thickness, the ore is
rich in sulphides of zinc, lead, and copper. An assay yielded no gold
and only 0.05 ounce of silver per ton, but contained 17.71 per cent of
zinc, 11.88 per cent of lead, and 1.38 per cent of copper. The easternmost prospect of the region in July, 1898, was near the southeastern
base of Hematite Mountain, which was not examined.
NOTES ON THE BLUE RIVER MINING REGION.

The Blue River mining district was examined by my assistant, James
Storrs, ..who collected samples of the more important veins and country
rocks. The region lies upon the western slope of the Cascade Range,
near the McKenzie Fork, about 45 miles northeast of Eugene. It is
50 miles a little east of north from the Bohemia region, and its rocks,
like those of the latter, are wholly igneous and of comparatively recent
origin. The rocks differ, however, from those of the Bohemia district
in being generally more siliceous, although both andesites and basalts
occur. Hhyolite is common, especially upon the slope of Gold Hill, in
the neighborhood of the Vere, Gold Reef, and Excelsior claims, where
it is frequently so conspicuously banded as to be mistaken for a stratified rock. The Uncle Sam, Wagner's, and Republican are in andesite.
The summit of Gold Hill is well-marked basalt, quite rich in olivine.
Andesites more or less altered occur upon the trail between Gold. Bill
and Blue River.
At least a dozen claims have been opened by shafts and tunnels, ranging up to 250 feet in length. There are 110 working mines 1 as yet in this
IA 10-stamp mill is reported to ha>e started in February, 1900, in this region, and yields good returns.
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district, but active prospecting continues. The general course of the
veins is N. 600 to sso W., and their dip is 750 to 900 S W., although in a
few cases the dip is at a high angle to the northeast. The veins of the
Blue River region are approximately parallel to those of the Bohemia
region, and, it may be inferred, originated in essentially the same movements, although in the Blue River region the movements did not result
in the development of so persistent a ridge as Calapooya Mountain.
The veins range in size from a mere trace to about 5 feet in tllickness,
and the gangue is quartz, usually more or less deeply stained by oxide
of iron. The quartz occasionally has a well-defined banded structure,
with crystal-lined cavities here and there between the layers. The
best exaini)les of this structure were seen in the 'face of the long tunnel
in the Warner claim. Some of the pyrite is said to be very riel!, but
none of it has ·been assayed by the Survey. Sphalerite and galenite,
although common in the Bohemia mines, were observed in the Lucky
Boy but in none of the other openings of the Blue River region. There
being no active mines in the Blue River region, the exposures thus far
are confined almost wholly to the zone of oxidation. It is probable
that at greater depths the sulphides of zinc, lead, and copper will be
found in a number of the veins.
NOTES ON THE STRUCTURE AND AGE OF THE CASCADE
RANGE, WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE TO THE LOCALITIES
OF FOSSIL PLANTS DESCRIBED BY 1\iR. Ii:NOWLTON IN
THE FOLLOWING PAPER.
Left bank of Columbia River, Oregon, near the mouth of Moffats
opposite the lower (now abandoned) steamboat landing.

Creek,

Bonneville is the nearest station on the Oregon Railroad to this
locality. It is ·4 miles west of Cascade Locks. The mouth of Tanner Creek is one-fourth mile ·below Bonneville and that of Moffats
Creek nearly a mile farther down. Ti1is is the locality visited in 187l
and 1873 by Professor Le Conte/ who collected a number of leaves and
described their mode of occurrence as well as the general structure of
the 1·egiou. Since his observations were made tile railroad bas been
built, affording a fine exposure for nearly a mile of the upper part of
the heavy volcanic conglomerate, but most of the lower part is covered. Le Conte reports two species of oak and one of conifer. The
leaves I collected in 1895 were obtained from the same dark band,
which is yet exposed at only ·a few points close to the water's edge.
The best exposure is near the 40·mile post, and among the leaves found
there Mr. F. H. Knowlton identifies poplar and maple.
The section, as given by Le Conte, is well shown in the precipitous
~lift's. There is about 100 feet of volcanic conglomerate overlain by a
I.A_m. Jour. Sci., 3d series, Vol. VII, 1874, pp. 167-180, 259-267.
1873, pp. 214-220.

Proc. California Acad. Sci., Vol. V,
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great thickness of more or less nearly horizontal sheets of bas~lt. No
stumps were seen standing in the dark baud, as observed by LeConte,
but numerous silicified logs and fragments of wood and leaves with traces
of coal occur. The dark band, reported by I.Je Conte to be 15 feet above
the water surface of the Columbia, was only 8 feet above it in 1895. The
conglomerate below the leaf bed is coarse and some fragments are angu. lar, but generally they_ ~re well rounded, indicating water action. Of
the thirteen fragments collected from this conglomerate eleven are wellmarked hornblende-andesites, rather poor in pyroxene. In an equal
number of pebbles or bowlders in that part of the conglomerate above
the leaf bed only three or four hornblende-bearing andesites were found,
and they contain much hyperstllene, so they may be designated hornblende-bearing hypersthene-andesites. The rest are chiefly fragments
of hypersthene-andesite.
At various places in the conglomerate above the railroad there . are
trunks of trees of large size, some standing, but others prostrate. The
exposures were not sufficiently complete to show positively that the trees
were still standing where they grew, but from what cot;tld be seen tha.t
is the impression they created. The accumulation of the volcanic bowlders, gravel, sand, and fine material to :m"'ake the conglomerates must
have been subaerial, and rather slow to allow the growth of trees from 2
to 4 feet in diameter before being covered up in the course of deposition.
On Tanner Creek the relation of the basal congiomerate to the overlying sheets ·of basalt, as pointed out by LeConte, is very clear. A
short distance back from the river the cliffs of basalt ris~ 3,000 feet.
This great thickness of basalt certainly accumulated after the formation of the conglomerate containing the Miocene leaves.
The lavas of Mount Hood are chiefly hornblende-andesites and
hornblende- bearing hypersthene- andesites. Besides these, Hague
and Iddings 1 have reported olivine-bearing hypersthene-andesite approaching basalt. The great floods of basalt probably, as about
Mount Shasta, came out later from adnate cones upon its lower slopes.
The heavy conglomerate along the Columbia records the period 'of
activity in the large volcanoes, which may have at that time attained
nearly or quite their present magnitude. The pass of the Columbia
may even then have been a line of drainage across the range, :filled up
later by the :final floods of basalt. The age of the conglomerate, as
indicated by the fosEil leaves, according to both Lesquereux and
Knowlton, is Miocene. It is possible, but not probable, as we shall
see later, that the eruptions, as in the· Coast Range, began in an earlier
period (Eocene), the records of which have not yet been found among
the lavas in the Cascade Range. The real bottom of the volcanics of
the Cascade Range is not visible along the Columbia River. It is
below tide level.
'.A.m. Jour. Sci., 3d series, Vol. XXVI, p. 22, September, 1883.
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Coal Creek, Lane County, Oregon.

Coal Creek, about 50 miles east of Oakland, is a branch upon the
south side of the Middle Fork of the Willamette, near its head, in the
western slope of the Cascade Range. This locality is about 20 miles
southeast of the Bohemia mining region, and lies iu a depression
between the Bohemia Mountains and the crest of the Cascade Range.
The altitude of the locality is not known, .but it must be in the
neighborhood of 3,000 feet. The leaves were discovered by a party of
miners prospecting for coal about 3 miles above the mouth of the creek.
The Middle Fork of the Willamette cuts a deep and narrow, canyon~
like valley in the western slope of the Cascade Range. Much of its
course is bordered .by a small flood plaiu. Occasional ledges of rock
appear in the stream bed, but generally the bed is of coarse gravel, protecting the underlying rock from stream cutting. Upon the slopes, in
places, at least 2,000 feet of nearly horizontal sheets of lava and beds
of fragmental volcanic material are well exposed. The bottom beds
wherever seen are igneous. The most common form just below the
mouth of Coal ~Creek is diabase, very closely related, apparently, to
that of the Roseburg region, which was erupted in the latter part of
the Eocene. This discovery excited the expectation that on Coal
Creek we should find Eocene fossils, but in that we were disappointed.
The deposit bearing fossil plants on Coal Creek is chiefly sand~toue,
with some conglomerate and shale, disturbed in places by the extrusion
of igneous rocks like diabase. The pebbles of the conglomerate are all
of igneous material, largely of a rhyolitic character. The sandstone
contains considerable feldspar, but is composed chiefly of grains of
igneous rocks. The sandstones strike N. 85° E., and dip in some
places to the southwest and elsewhere to the northeast. The thickness
of the whole mass may be as much as 1,000 feet, but the traces of coal
are very small, and it is a matter of surprise that men should have
prospected so much with so little encouragement.
In a district of active volcanoes the lava flows frequently interrupt
local drainage and thus produce lakes. The strata in which the fossil
leaves are inclosed were deposited most likely in a lake developed
under such conditions. The position of the beds at the bottom of a
deep ravine of Coal Creek, beneath several thousand feet of volcanic
material, shows that a large part of the Cascade Range has been
erupted since the leaves were buried. Among the fossils from this
locality Mr. Knowlton recogni~es with more or less doubt three
species, only one of which has been seen elsewhere, and then in the
Miocene.
Near Comstock, Douglas

Cou~ty,

Oregon.

This locality is by the railroad 1 mile north of Comstock station,
near the western end of the Calapooya Mountain~ A section of the
rocks about 50 feet in thickness is exposed upon the western side of the
track. · Conglomerate above, containing pebbles of volcanic rocks,
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and sandy layers below, with white shaly beds between, contain numerous leaf impressions.
Half a mile. southwest of Comstock the sandstones and shales contain
Oardita planicosta and other characteristic Eocene fossils. These
strata dip gently to the west and northwest, and have a wide distribution in the Coast Range. In some places the plant beds appear also to
dip gently to the northwest, conformably to the Eocene, but at other
exposures the position is different and it is possible that the plant
beds are uncomformable on the Eocene. This is the more likely to be
the case if the beds are Miocene, as Mr. Knowlton supposes.
Five Miles North of Ashland, 3 Miles Southeast of Ashland, I Mile ~ast of
Murphy's Springs, and about 4 Miles a Little South of East from Ashland. 1

All these localities lie at the western base of the Cascade Range, a
few miles from the railroad, in southern Oregon. At Ashland the Cascade Range is separated on the south west from Siskiyou Mountain,
a part of the Klamath group, by Bear Creek Valley, a branch of Rogue
River Valley.
,
The topographic features just referred to are composed of four sets
of rocks: (1) Pre-Cretaceous sedimentary and igneous rocks; (2) Cretaceous conglomerates, sandstones, and shales; (3) Miocene conglomerates, sandstones, and shales; (4) Miocene and later lavas.
·
Among the pre-Cretaceous rocks of the Ashland region quartzmica-diorite is one of the most important. It extends from Ashland southward into Siskiyou Mountain. It is the base upon
which the Cretaceous. strata lie and from which the sands and silts of
both the Cretaceous and the Miocene strata were derived.
The Cretaceous strata occupy the middle portion of Bear Creek Valley
and much of the lower slope upon the southwest side. They are characterized by fossils of the Chico epoch, and dip eastward beneath the
Cascade Range, in all probability connecting with similar rocks of the
same age 'exposed on Crooked River, in eastern Oregon.
·
The Miocene beds are exposed upon the lower slope of the Cascade
Range a short distance northeast of Bear Creek. Although not accurately measured, they must have a thickness of over 500 feet. They
are characterized by containing the leaves described by Mr. Knowlton,
obtained from the localities noted above. Besides the leaves, a number
of fragments of wood were collected from strata underlying the leat
beds, and of these Mr. Knowlton says they are certainly later than the
Cretaceous, and are probably Miocene. The Miocene sandstones, like
those of the Cretaceous, are composed chiefly of quartz, altered feldspar, scales of biotite, sericite, and kaolin, derived directly from the disintegration of the adjacent diorite, which formed the shore of the water
body originating them. The conglomerate, of which a heavy bed occurs
1 The last two localities are probably the same, as they are upon the same ranch, in a light-colored
shale, which is not common. The fossil leaves noted by Mr. F. M. Anderson in the Journal of
Geology {Vol. III, p. 461) are probably from the same place.
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near the base of the Miocene, is made up largely of fragments of older
igneous rocks from the Klamath Mountains, and differs from those of the
Cascade Range. Mixed with these in the conglomerate, but more particularly in the overlying sandstones, are pebbles of quartz, quartzite,
schist, and slate from among the older rocks of the Klamath Mountains.
In the conglomerate many of the pebbles are imbricated, slopiii.g eastward, showing that the currents or waves which determined their final
position in the bed came from that direction, and ii1dicating that a body
of water of considerable size then existed upon the site of this portion
of the Cascade Range. The beds dip gently to the eastward, and appear
to overlie the Cretaceous strata conformably, but it is evident that their
line of contact must represent a long time interval during which the
great thickness of Eocene conglomerates, sandstones, and shales were
deposited along the northern base of the Klamath Mountains, in the
Umpqua and Coquille valleys and beyond throughout the Coast Range
and valley region of western Oregon and Washington.
The older' portion of the Miocene strata contains no trace of the
modern volcanic rocks of which the Casoade Range is composed. They
dip gently eastward beneath the sheets of lava composing the range.
They are cut by dikes and in places separated by intruded sheets of
igneous material connected with the lavas, and it is evident that the
Miocene strata of the Ashland district are older than the adjacent portion of the Cascade Range. If there were any eruptions during the
Eocene in this portion of the Cascade Range there should be a record
of them in the strata overlying the Cretaceous. The absence of volcanic rocks seems to show that the earliest eruptions in this part of the
Cascade Range took place in a later portion of the Miocene or Pliocene.
The same is true at the southern end of the Casmide Range about
Lassen Peak, where a great thickness of sediments containing no volcanic material lies between the Cretaceous rocks and the lavas which
make up the range.
The Cascade Range, from Lassen Peak to beyond the Columbia, is
underlain nearly or quite continuo~sly by Cretaceous strata. From
the divide between the head waters of Rogue River and the Umpqua
northward it is in large part underlain by Eocene strata of marine
origin, and· the lavas are associated with leaf-bearing lacustrine Miocene sediments of volcanic material. From the same point south the
Eocene is entirely absent and the lavas are immediately underlain by
leaf-bearing Miocene deposits, supposed to be essentially of lacustrine
origin and containing in the earlier sediment apparently no volcanic
materiaJ. This suggests that the eruption of the m9dern lavas began
in the latter part of the Miocene. Concerning the Cascade Range from
Lassen Peak in California to the Columbia, it may therefore be said
that, as far as our present knowledge goes, the Cascade Range is not
underlain by a parallel ridge of pre-Cretaceous rocks. It is younger,
and is ~omposed alJ?lost wholly of igneous rocks derived from Miocene
and later eruptions.

FOSSIL PLANTS ASSOCIATED WITH THE LAVAS OF
THE CASCADE RANGE.
By F. H. KNOWL'l'ON.

A number of small collections of fossil plant8 from the western slope
of the Cascade Mountains, in Oregon, have been submitted to me for
study, and reports upon these have been made from time to time during a period of nearly five years. Most of this material has been collected by Mr. J. S. Diller, of the· United States Geological Survey, or
by parties under his direction. As a considerable portion has proved
to be new to science, it has been thought advisable to bring it together
in one place, as an expression of our present knowledge regarding
this flora and its· bearing on the question of the age of the beds in which
it occurs.
Following is a Ust of the localities from which the material has been
obtained:
. 1. Left bank of the Columbia River, Oregon, near the mouth of Moffats Creek, opposite the lower (now abandoned) steamboat landing.
Collected by J. S. Diller, 1895.
·
. 2. Comstock, Douglas County, Oregon. Collected by J. S. Diller, 1895.
3. One mile east of Murphy's springs, southeast of Ashland, Oregon.
Collected by J. S. Diller, 1895.
4. Coal Creek, Lane County, Oregon. Obtained by J. S. Diller, 1898.
5. Five miles directly north of Ashland, Oregon. Collected by J. S.
Diller, 1898.
6. Three miles southeast of Ashland, Oregon. Collected by Elmer I. ,
Applegate, 1897.
SYSTEMATIC ENUMERATION OF SPECIES.
ACROSTICHUM. SIMULA.TUM

n. sp.

Pl. I, fig. 1.
Similar to A.• hesperium New berry, but smaller. Pinnre linear, 1.5 mm.

to 2 mm. in width; length unknown.· Margins undulate lobed; nervation
a1mstomosing and forming elongated areoles, one vein in each lobe
slightly thicker than the others; otherwise as in A. hesperi'ltm.
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This species is represented in the collections from Coal Creek by
several small fragments only. 'rhe best one has been figured, but, as
may be seen, it is so small as to give only an imperfect idea of the frond.
It is clearly very close toN ewberry's Acrostichurn hesperiurn, yet appears
to differ in points that may entitle- it to specific distinctness. It was
a smaller fern, with the pinnre more remote, and apparently with a
decurrent wing connecting the pinnre. The rachis is not so strong,
nor is there evidence, in the fragments at my disposal, that it was
flexuose, as in A. hesperiurn. The margin of A. sirnulaturn is undulate
lobed; that is, there are low, rounded lobes separated by very shallow
sinuses. The nervation is identical in character with that of Newberry's
species, with the single difference that at regular intervals, corresponqing to the rounded lobes, there is a single slightly stronger nerve, but
at the end of two meshes it is reduced to normal thickness. 1 Of course
no additional light is thrown on the fructification.
Acrostichurn hesperiurn was described from the Green River group
at Green River, Wyoming, and apparently has not been found outside
of these beds.
·
Locality: Coal Creek, Oregon. Collected by J. S. Diller, 1898•
.ASPLENIUM TENERUM

~

Lesquereux.

The collection from Ooal Creek contains a small fragment of the
upper part of a pinnule that appears to belong to this species, but it
is too small to be identified with certainty. Asplenium tenerurn was
described by Lesquereux 1 from supposed Miocene beds ''near Gilmore
station, on the Union Pacific Railroad," in Wyoming.· This locality
and the beds in which the specimens occur have not been since determined;nor has the species been since collected. Its recognition as far
away as.Oregon is open to question, yet as nearly as can beiDade out
from the mere fragment, this species is close to, if not absolutely identical
with, Lesqnereux's.
Locality: Coal Creek, Oregon. Collected by J. S. Diller, 1898.
L.A.STRE.A. (GONIOPTERIS) FISCHER! Beer.

Pl. I, fig. 24.
'Lastrea (Goniopteris) fisohel·i Heer, Fl. Tert. Helv., irol. I, p. 34, Pl. IX, fig. 3, 1855;
Lesquereux, Cret. and Tert. Fl., Pl. L, fig. 1, 1884.

The collection contains several fragments that seem to belong to this
species. The largest and best of these has been figured.' It is slightly
larger than the figures given by Lesquereux and ci~ed above, out is
otherwise indistinguishable. All of the American material appears to
be somewhat larger than the European.
Locality: Five miles directly north of Ashland, Oregon. Collected
by J. S. Diller, 1898.
ICret. and Tert. Floras, p. 221, Pl. XL VIA, :fig. 112.
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Lesquereux.

The material from Coal Creek contains a minute fragment that with
little doubt may be said to belong to this species. S. angustifolia was
described originally by Lesquereux from Elko station, Nevada, in
strata supposed to be of Green River group age. He also reported it
from Corral Hollow, California, and I found it in the Miocene lake beds
of western Idaho, in what Lindgren has called the Payette formation. 1
Locality: Coal Creek, Oregon. Collected by J. S. Diller, 1898.
SEQUOIA L.ANGSDORFII (Brgt.) Heer.
The mLterial from Murphy's springs contains a number of branchlets
that appear to belong to this species. They are rather smaller than
the type examples as figured by Beer and others from the European Tertiary, but they are much the same as other North American material so
referred. It is also found in numerous branchlets in the collections
from about Ashland.
Localities: One mile east of Murphy's springs, Oregon, and about 4
miles so~theast of Ashland. Collected by J. S. Diller, 1895. Five
miles directly north of Ashland, Oregon. Collected by J. S. Diller,
1895. Three miles southeast of Ashland. Collected by Elmer I.
Applegate, 1897.
PINUS sp.
Pl. I, figs. 3, 4.
Leaves in fives, perhaps occasionally in fours, linear, with a central
strong rib and one or two smaller ones on each side, making the leaves
about five ribbed.
The collections made by Mr. Applegate contain several fragments
showing more or less complete fascicles of leaves of Pinus. · One of
·these, the one shown in fig. 4, shows the base of the fascicle. It is
somewhat obscure, but appears to have been surrounded by several
scales. The leaves are held close together, and are preserved for about
7.5 em. from the base. In this example there are clearly five leaves,
while 'in the other specimens there are but four. Whether this is the
normal variation or merely an accident of preservation, the material
in hand is ·not sufficient to determine.
In several cases branchlets of Sequoia langsdorfii are preserved on
the same pieces of matrix.
Locality: Three miles southeast of Ashland, Oregon. Collected by
Elmer I. Applegate, 1897.
JUGLANS sp.
Pl. I, fig~ 5.
The Comstock material contains a single ·fragmentary leaf that
apparently belongs to this genus. As may be seen from the figure, it
I

Eighteenth Ann. Rept. U.S. Geol. Survey, Part. III, Pl. XUIX, fig. 4.
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is too much broken to permit a proper diagnosis. It appears to have
been rather broadly lanceolate, with an obtusely wedge-shaped base.
'fhe margin h~ provided with numerous small, sharp teeth. The
midrib is rather thin, with apparently some eight pairs of alternate
secondaries, which are camptodrome, arching near the margin and
probably sending weak branches into the small teeth.
It is so fragmentary that comparisons made between it and other
species would be of little value.
I.1ocality: Comstock, Douglas County, Oregon. Collected by J. S.
Diller, 1895.
POPULUS Z.ADDACHI

? Heer.

0

Pl. I, fig. 11.
Populus zaddachi Heer, Fl. Tert. Helv., Vol. III, p. 307, 1859; Lesquereux, Cret. a.nd
Tert. Fl., p.158, Pl. XXXI, fig. 8; Mem. Mus. Comp. Zool., Vol. VI, No. 2, p. 11, Pl.
VIII, figs. 1--8.

The collection from the Columbia River, near the mouth of Mo:ffats
Creek, contains a single small specimen that is referred with some hesitation to this species. It is smaller than the usual form of this species
as found in the .Auriferous gravels, yet is not markedly different from
one of the smallest specimens figured by Lesquereux. 1 It is, perhaps,
closer to a leaf referred toP. zaddachi by Lesquereux, from Florissant,
Colorado, and figured by him in the Cretaceous and Tertiary Floras (Pl.
XXXI, fig. 8). Jn any event it is close to this species.
Locality: Left bank of Columbia River, Oregon, near the mouth of
lVIofi'ats Creek. Collected by J. S. Diller, 1895•
.....<\LNUS CARPINOIDES

Lesquereux.

Alnus cmpinoides Lx., Cret. and Tert. Fl., p. 24~, Pl. L, :fig. 11.

This species is represented in the collections ,by a single b_roken leaf.
There is, however, little doubt that it belongs to this species, which
was described originally from Bridge Creek, Oregon.
Locality: Three miles southeast of Ashland, Oregon. Collected by
Elmer I. Applegate, 1897.
0AS'f.ANE.A CASTANEJEFOLI.A

(Unger) Knowlton.

Ca8tanea castanemfolia (Ung.) Kn., Cat. Cret. and Tert., Pl. N. Am., p. 60.
nngm·i Heer, Phil. Trans., vol. 159, Pl. XLV, :figs. 1-3; Pl. XLVI, fig. 8, 1869~
Lesquereux, Cret. and Tert. Fl., p. 246, Pl. LII, :figs.1-3, 7, 1883.
Fagus castaneo:jolia Ung., Chlor. Prot., p.104, Pl. XXVIII, :fig.1, 1847.

Ca.~tanea

The Murphy's springs material contains a single fragment that appears to belong to this species. The col1eP-tion from southeast of Ashland also contains one rather well-preserved example.
1

Mem. Mus. Qomp. Zool., Vol. VI, No.2, Pl. VIII, fig. 7.
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J.Jocalities: One mile east of Murphy's springs, Oregon, southeast of
Collected ,by J. S. Diller, 1895. Three miles southeast of
Ashland, Oregon. Collected by Elmer I. Applegate, 1891.

A~ltland.

QUERCUS SUBSINUATA

n. sp.

Pl. II, fig. 5.

Leaf elliptic-lanceolate, narrowed below to a wedge-shaped base and
a long slender petiole, and above to a slender acuminate apex; margin
provided with rather small, sharp, outward-pointing teeth; nervation
pinnate-craspedodr.ome; midrib very thick, straight, rapidly diminishing in size above; secondaries about ten pairs, alternate, thin, arising
at an angle of approximately 450, curving slightly upward and ending
in the marginal teeth; other nervation obscure or not preserved.
This species is unfortunately represented by the single somew.hat
imperfect example figured, which lacks almost all of the margin. It is
about 12 cm.long exclusive of the petiole, which is 2.5 em. long and rather
slender. The nervation, with the exception of tlie midrib and secondaries, can not be made out.
This species appears to be most closely related to Q. nevadensis I-'x., 1
of the Auriferous gravels of California. This latter differs, however, in
being broader and more nearly obovate than lanceolate, :1nd in having
more numerous secondaries. Otherwise they appear to be rather
close.
Locality: Five miles directly north of Ashland, Oregon. Collected
by J. S. piller, 1898.
QUERCUS ~ sp.
Pl. I, fig. 8 .

.Leaf of firm texture, narrowly lanceolate (base destroyed), long-acuminate at apex; margin entire below, remotely and obscurely toothed
above; midrib very thick and strong; secondaries numerous, about
sixteen or eighteen pairs, alternate, emerging at an angle of approximately 45o, slightly curving upward, craspedodrome, ending in the
minute marginal teeth; nerviHes very numerous, close, percurrent or
broken; finer nervation forming small quadrangular areas.
Only the upper portion of this leaf, about 7 em. in length, is preset·ved. It is 17 mm. wide at the broken base, and about 4 mm. where
broken at tbe apex. It appears to have been con.tinued above to a
sharp point. The margin, as stated, is nearly or quite entire below, and
with few remote minute teeth above, each one being entered by a
secondary.
Inasmuch as only the upper portion of this leaf is preserved, it can
not be satisfactorily characterized, and has not been given a specific
lMem. Mus. Comp. Zool., Vol. VI, No.2, Pl. II, ftgs. 3, 4.
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name. In general appearance it resembles several of the forms known
from the Auriferous gravels of the John Day Valley, Oregon, yet
apparently differs in a number of particulars. I have little doubt that
it belongs to the genus Quercus; but this determination has been questioned; and it is more or less a matter of opinion.
Locality: One mile east ·of Murphy's springs, Oregon, southeast of
Ashland. Collected by J. S. Diller, 1895.
\
QUERCUS BREWER! Lesquereux.
Pl. II, :fig. 3.
Quercus breweri Lx., Cret. and Tert. Fl., p.. 246, Pl. LIV, fig. 6.

The material obtained by Mr. Applegate contains the single specimen
:figured that belongs, without question, to this specie~ as :figured by
Lesquereux. It was described originally from the John Day Valley,
Oregon.
I was some time ago inclined to regard this species as identical with
Quetcus consimilis of· Newberry, described only a few months earlier,
from the same locality, but it is probable that there are differences sufficient to warrant keeping t.hem separate. The little leaf before us is
certainly the same as those figured by Lesquereux under- this name.
Locality: Three miles southeast· of Ashland, Oregon. Oolle~ted by
Elmer I. Applegate; 1897.
QUERCUS APPLEG;A'l'EI n. Sp.
Pl. I, figs. 6, 7.

Leaves of coriaceous texture, elliptical or elliptical-lanceolate in outline, somewhat wedge-shaped or ratller abruptly truncated at base,
rather abruptly acuminate at apex;; margin provided with few large,
coarse, obtuse or rounded teeth; petiole not preserved; midrib of
medium strength, passing direct to the apex; secondaries, nine to
twelve pairs, alternate, emerging a.t a low angle, but much curving
upward and ending in the teeth; nervilles numerOt1s, fine, both percurrent and broken, approximately at right angles to the second,aries; '
finer nervation very perfectly preserved, forming numerou~ minute
quadrangular areas.
This fine little species is represented in the collections by nearly a
dozen more or less perfectly preserved examples. They vary in length
from 4.5 em. to 6 em. and in width from 18 mm. to about 22 mm., being
usually about 2 em. They are narrowly elliptical or elliptical-lanceolate, being rather abruptly narrowed to both base and apex, and have
the margin provided with (for the size of the leaf) large, blunt teeth.
In some instances the basal portion lacks the teeth, but usually the
leaves are toothed on the whole margin. The midrib is rather slender'
for the size of the leaf. It is ridged in the center. The secondaries all
end in the marginal teeth.
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.This species has affinities with a number of forms described from
adjacent localities. Thus Quercus consimilis Newby., 1 found at Bridge
Creek and John Day Valley, Oregon, and more recently near Boise,
Idaho, is similar in size, but is narrower and bas much smaller,
sharp teeth. Quercus idahoensis Kn., 2 from the lake beds near Boise,
Idaho, is very suggestive of the form in hand, but differs in being
much larger, relatively broader, and has very sharp, almost bristlepointed teeth. Quercus p.ayettensis Kn., 3 from the same locality as the
last, is a much narrower species, and has relatively larger teeth.
I take pleasure in naming this ~pecies in honor of the collector, Mr.
Elmer I. Applegate, of the United States Department of Agriculture.
Locality: Three miles southeast of Ashland, Oregon. Collec.ted by
Elmer I. Applegate, 1897.
QUERCUS PACIFICA

n. sp.

PI. I, figs. 9, 10.
Leaves evidently thick and coriaceous, linear, abruptly rounded, and
about equally obtuse at both ends, or very obtusely wedge-shaped at
base; margin entire,possiblyrevolute; petiole short (1 mm.long), thick;
midrib thick; straight; nervation very obscure, but apparently with
some eight or ten pairs of very thin secondaries, emerging at a low
angle; camptodrome.
The collection contains a considerable number of leaves of this little
species. They are linear in shape, being about 3 em. in length and 8 mm.
or 9 mm. in width. They are of nearly or quite the same width
·throughout, being very abruptly rounded to the obtuse apex, and
usually to a similar base, though occasionally a trifle wedge-shaped
below. There is some evidence to show that these leaves were resolute in the margins, as in some of the forms of the live oak (Quercus
virginiana Mill). On account of the thickness of the leaves it is
-impossible to make out the nervation, except the midrib and faint
indications of secondaries in one example.
This species is very closely related to several Miocene Pacific coast
species. Thus, it is quite like some of the smaller, narrower leaves of
Q. convexa Lx., 4 yet these ·are rather oblanceolate than linear, and are
not abruptly rounded at base and apex. It is also very much like the
smallest leaves of Q. simulata Kn., 5 from the Miocene lake beds
(Payette formation) of northwestern Idaho. This small leaf is exceptional for that species, the remainder being 7 em. or 8 em. in length,
and, further, it is ovate-lanceolate rather than linear. The probable specific distinctness of the leaves· under consideration is further
I Proc. U.S. Nat. Mus., Vol. V, p. 505.
2Eighteenth Ann. Rept. U.S. Geol. Survey, Pt. III, p. 729, Pl. CII, fig. 4.
sop. cit., p. 730, Pl. CII, fig. 9.
4 Anriferous gravels of California: Mem. Mus. Comp. Zool., Vol. VI, No.2, Pl. I, fig11. 15, 16.
6E1ghteent-h Ann. Rept.. U.S. Geol. Survey, Part. III, Pl. CI, fig. 3.
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emphasized by the fact that all the examples are of the same size and
shape. Quercus pacifica is undoubtedly closely allied to the abovementioned forms, yet seems on the whole en.titled to rank as a separate
species.
.
Locality: Five miles directly north of Ashland, Oregon. Collected
by J. S. Diller, 1898.
QUERCUS CONSIMILIS

Newberry.

Qum·cus consir~tilis Newby., Proc. U.S. Nat. Mus., Vol. V, p. 505, 1882 [1883]; Later
Extinct Fl. of N .. Am., p. 71, Pl. LXIII, figs. 2-5.
Qum·cus breweri Lx., Cret. and Tert. Fl., p. 246, Pl. LIV., figs. 5-8 [not 9].

The material from Murphy's springs contains a number of fragments
that undoubtedly belong to this species. One of the best preserved is
haraly to be distinguished from leaves of Lesquereux's Quercus breweri,
but which, as already indicated, is referred to the slightly older Q. consimilis of Newberry.
Locality: One mile east of Murphy's springs, Oregon, southeast of
Ashland. Collected by J. S. Diller in 1R95.
ULMUS OREGONIANA

.

n. sp .

Pl. II., figs. 1, 2.
Leaves coriaceous, broadly ovate-lan'ceolate in outline, narrowed or
rounded below to an obtusely wedge-s_haped, slightly unequal-sided
base, acuminate at apex; margin sharply and obscurely doubly
serrate, the teeth small; midrib thin, straight; secondaries eight to
twelve or fourteen pairs, alternate, rather remote and at somewhat
irregular distances, often considerably arched upward, not closely
parallel, usually forking and sometimes with three or four branches
ending in the teeth, with fine nervilles passing to the secondary teeth
and the sharp sinuses; nervilles numerous, occasionaly percurrent, but
mainly broken and irregularly anastomosing; finer nervation forming
irregularly quadrangular areolffi.
.
This species is represented by several leaves, two of the most perfect
being figured. As may be seen, they are ovate-lanceolate in shape,
obtuse and little unequal-sided at base, apparently acuminate at apex,
and have the margins provided with small, sharp, minutely and rather
obscurely doubly serrate teeth. They are from 7.5 em. to about 9.5 em.
in length, and from 3.5 ·em. to nearly 5 em. in width. 'fhe petiole has
not been preserved in any of the specimens.
This speeies appears to have been rather closely allied to a number
of speeies described from the Tertiary of this country. For instance,
Ulrnus braunii Heer,' as figured by Lesquereux 1 from Florissant, Colorado, is about the same size, but is very unequal-sided at base and has
simply serrate margins. The closest affinity appears to be with the
species from the Auriferous gravels of California. In size, outline, and
1

Cret. and Tert. Fl., p. 161, Pl. XXVII, fig. 4.
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margin it seems nearest to Ulmus a:ffinis Lx., 1 lJut this species di:ff~rs
in the numerous close, parallel secondaries. U. californica Lx., 2 from
the same horizon, has much the same nervation as U. oregoniana, but is
in general much smaller and inclined to be cordate at base. The other
Auriferous gravel species, U. p.cwudofulva Lx.,:J bas the same irregular
nervation as ours, but is strongly cordate at base and has much larger
teeth. They all form, however, a closely related aggregate.
.
Locality: Five miles directly north of Ashland, Oregon. Collected
by J. S. Diller, 1898.
FICUS~ HESPERI;A. n. sp.

Pl. II, fig. 4.
Leaves thick, coriaceous, elliptical in outline, apparently about
equally rounded to both base and apex (the latter destroyed); margins
perfectly entire; petiole short, very thick; midrib very thick, perfectly
straight; secondaries very light, alternate, about six pairs, emerging
at a low angle, much curved upward and following along the margin,
forming an intramarginalline, and ultimately joining the secondary
next above; intermediate secondaries present, sometimes reaching the
marginal vein or disappearing below it; nervilles anasto~osing and
forming large irregular areas, which are again divided by the anastomosis of finer nervilles.
The single specimen figured was all that coul.d be found in the collections, and unfortunately it lacks the upper portion and considerable
of the margin. It is elliptical in shape and appears to have been about
9 em. in length. The wrdth is 4 em. The petiole is only about 3 mm.
long and nearly as wide. The midrib, as stated, is very thick for the
siz~ of the blade, being nearly 3 mm. thick at the base.
It decreases
in thickn..ess upward, but still remains strong to the apex. The secondaries are just as remarkable for their slenderness; there are about six
pairs, and each one arches up at a distance of about 2 mm. from the ,
margin, joining the one next above, thus forming an 'intramargiual
line. The nervilles are very peculiarly disposed, being anastomosed to
form large elliptical or irregularly quadrangular areas, which are filled
with smaller areas formed by the anastomosis of the finer nervilles.
I am somewhat uncertain as to the generic affinities of this species.
The shape, the thick, short petiole and very thick midrib, together with
the intramarginal line formed by the secondar-ies are all suggestive
of Ficus, but the peculiar manner in which the nervilh~s anastomose does
not occur in any species of this genus with which I am familiar. That
it is a form quite new to science in this country there can be no
doubt, but of the generic affinity I am not so certain, and have therefore placed it in this genus with a mark of interrogation.
Locality: Three miles southeast of .Ashland, Oregon. Collected by
Elmer I. Applegate, 1897.
I Auriferous gra•els of California: Mem. Mus. Comp. Zool., Vol. V"I, No.2, Pl. IV, figs. 4, 5.
2Qp. cit., Pl. IV. figs. 1, 2.
a Op. cit., Pl. IV, fig. 3.
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FICUS sp. cf. F. SORDIDA Jjesquereux. ·
PL IV, fig. 2.
Among the specimens from Comstock, I find the single example here
figured, which represents only the upper portion of a large leaf. It
' approaches most closely to Ficus sordida Lx. 1, as figured from the Auriferous gravels of California. It was perhaps a larger leaf than even
the largest one figured by Lesquereux, and seems to have been some. what more acute, but otherwise it is certainly very similar.
Locality: Comstock, Douglas County, Oregon. Collected by J. S.
Diller, 1895.
FICUS sp. ~

Pl. III, fig. 1.
Leaf large, thick, broadly ovate in outline, rounded to an abruptly
truncate, possibly subcordate, base, and above to an obtusely acuminate apex; margin and petiole not preserved; midrib very thick,
straight; secondaries about six pairs, alternate, remote, much arching
upward, c;1mptodrome; fine nervation not well retained.
The single example figured is all that is to be found in the collection
belonging to this form. As it lacks nearly or quite all of the margin,
it is impossible to give its exact size, but the part retained is about 15
em. in length and 11 em. in width.
This fragment agrees rather closely with the upper. portion of the leaf
of Ficus sordida of Lesquereux 1 from the Auriferous gravels of California, but it is not well enough preserved to be identified with certainty.
Locality: Five miles directly north of Ashland, Oregon. Collected·
by J. S. Diller, 1898.
FICUS sp.
The material from Comstock contains a portion of a very large leaf
that is evidently a Ficus, but as it includes only a segment of the central part of the leaf and is entirely wl.thout margin, it is impossible to
make out its characters. It seems not unlike some of the large fig
leaves described from the Auriferous gravels of California, but this is
hardly more than conjecture.
Locality: Comstock, Douglas County, Oregon. Collected by J. S.
Diller, 1895.
BENZOIN DILLER! n. sp.

Pl. IV, fig 3.
Leaf large, rather broadly ovate-lanceolate in outline, rounded oelow
to a truncate, slightly unequal-sided base, gradually and regularly
narrowed above to an acuminate apex; margin perfectly entire; petiole
long, slender; nervation in effect palmately tri-nerved from the apex
of the petiole; midrib strong, straight; secoudaries six or seven pairs,
alternate, the lowest pair arising about one-third the length of the
I

Mem. Mus. Comp. Zool., Vol. VI, No.2, p.17, Pl. ~V, fig. 7.
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leaf above the base, all arching upward, curving inside the margin and
joining the one next above by a broad loop; the pair of nerves on low·
est and Rtrongest pair of secondaries arising at an angle of about 45°,
much arching upward and joining the secondaries next above, each
with several secondary branches on the outside, which join by broad
loops just inside the margin of the blade; nervilles apparently percur_rent, but together with the finer nervation obscurely preserved.
This species is represented by the single example figured. It is
. broadly ovate-lanceolate, being 14 cm.in length and about 5 cm.in width
at the broadest portion, which is about one-fourth the length of the
blade from the base. . The petiole is 3 em. in length and about 1.5 mm.
in width. This leafis referred to the genus Benzoin on the ground of its
similarity to certain of the smaller le~ves of the living Lindera (now
Benzoin) obtusiloba,ta Blume, a native of Japan. The most common
form of this living species has very broadly ovate-cordate leav~s that are
broader than long, but leaves are not uncommon that are simply ovate or
ovate-lanceolate and longer than broad. It is with these that the rela-·
tionship with the fossil leaf under consideration becomes apparent.
Benzoin dilleri is very closely related to aud possibly identical with
an undescribed form. from Carbonado and Roslyn, Washington, localities on the ·western . and eastern sides of the Cascade Mountains,
respectively. The leaf before us is rather larger, more truncate and less
unequal-sided at base, more acumin~te at apex, with perfectly entire '
margins, and has a greater number of secondary branches on the mid·
rib, a11d the basal ribs lighter and not ascending so high. The petiole
is not preserved in any of the Carbonado or Roslyn specimens. In B.
dilleri it is fully 3 em. in length. These differences are slight, and might
be shown to disappear if a larger series were at hand for comparison.
In any case, they are very close.
The species is named in honor of the collector, Mr. J. S. Diller, of the
United States Geological Survey.
Locality: Five miles directly north of Ashland, Oregon. Oollected
by J. S. Diller, 1898.
CINN.A.MOMUM DILLERI 11.

sp.

Pl. IV, fig. 1.
Leaf coriaceous in texture, ovate oblong in outline, rather abruptly
rounded below to an abruptly acuminate base, more gradually narrowed
above to an acute apex; margin perfectly entire; petiole short, stout;
blade equally three-nerved from just above the base; central rib or mid·
rib straight, passing to the apex. of the blade; lateral dbs arising just
above the base, arching and about equally dividing the space between
the midrib and the margin, passing nearly or quite to the apex; midrib
with a single thin pair of secondaries near the apex which pass quite to
the apex, also with numerous, mainly broken, nervilles at right angles
to it and passing to the lateral ribs; ribs with twelve or fifteen second- .
ary branches on the outside, which arise at an angle of about 45°, arch
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upward and, often by a series of loops, join the one next above, or in
the upper portion reduced to a series of loops along the rib well inside
the margin; nervilles numerous, mainly broken and irregular; finer
nervation consisting of very numerous fine nervilles which anastomose,
forming irregularly quadrangular areolre.
·
This fine species is represented by several specimens in the collection
from Comstock. In outline they are ovate or rather oblong-ovate, being
about 9 em. in length and 4.5 em. in width. The petiole is 1.5 em. in
length and 2 mm. thick. The nervation is characteristic of the genus
Uinnarnomum, being strongly and equaily three nerved or ribbed from
a short distance above the base and dividing the blade into four nearly
equal areas. The lateral ribs pass up nearly or quite to the apex, where
they join the only pair of seconda;ries to the midrib. The finer nervation
is very perfectly preserved and is well shown in the figure.
In size and shape this species is sim.ilar to Oinnamomum heerit of the
Dakota group, but the nervation of the latter species is wholly unlike
·the one before us. There seems to be no North American form in the
Tertiary with which this dosely agrees, and it appears to have its nearest affinity with forms from the Swiss Miocene.
Locality: Comstock, Douglas County, Oregon. Collected by J. S.
Diller~ 1895.
L.A.URUS SIMILIS n. ~p.
Pl. V, figs.

i-4.

Leaves coriacious, lanceolate in outline, broadest above the middle,
from which point they taper gradually to a wedge-shaped base and
upward to a rather obtuse apex; margin perfectly entire; petiole long,
very stout; midrib very thick below, running straight to the apex,
diminishing much in thickness above; secoudaries, six or seven pairs,
alternate, irregular, em_erging at an acute angle, arching near the
margin and joining the one next above, often. by a series of loops; nervilles numerous, percurrent or broken, and at right angles to the
secondaries, finer nervation forming very numerous minute quadran- ·
gular areas.
This species is represented in the collection from Comstoqk by two
nearly perfect specimens, and also by a number of fragments. The
two examples figured give a good idea of the whole leaf.·
These leaves are 11 em. or 12 em. in length and about 4 em. in width
at the broadest portion, which is at or above the middle, from which
point they taper downward to the wedge-shaped base and upward to the
obtuse apex. The petiole, as stated above, is very thick and stout for
the sizA of the leaf, being a little more than 1.5 em. in length and 3 mm.
thick at th~ end. The midrib is also very thick, being fully 1.5 mm.
wide at the base of the blade. It is rapidly reduced in thickness
above. .
Among living species Laurus similis approaches very closely indee~
to L. canariensis; in fact, is hardly to be distinguished. One point of
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difference, however, is the absence of glands in the axils formed by
the secondaries with the midrib, as in the living species.
Among fossil forms the one under discussion approaches closely to a
number. It is very close to Laurus perdita Kn., a species described
from the Miocene of the Yellowstone National Park.
Locality: Comstock, Douglas County, Oregon. Collected by J·. S.
Diller, 1895.
RHUS MIXTA Lesquereux.
Pl. III, figs. 2, 3; Pl. VI, figs. 2, 3.
Rhus mixta Lx., Mem. Mus. Comp. Zool., Vol. VI, No. 2, p. 30, Pl. IX, fig. 13.

The Comstock material contains a number of more or less perfect
leaflets that must belong to this species, as described by Lesquereux
from the Auriferous gravels of California. They have, as may be seen
from the figures given, the same lanceolate shape and oblique base, the
serrate margins, and the primate nervation, with the secondaries ending
in the teeth.
Locality: Comstock, Douglas County, Oregon. Collected by J. · S.
Diller, 1895.
ACER BENDIREI Lesquereux.
Pl. VI, fig. 4 .
.Acm· bendirei Lx., Proc. U.S. Nat. Mus., Vol. XI, p. 14-, Pl. V, fig. -5; Pl. VI, fig. 1;
Pl. VIII, fig. 1.
Acer trilobatun~ prod1wtum Al., Br., Lesquereux; Cret. and Tert. Fl., p. 253, Pl. LIX,
figs. 1, 4.

The small collection from the left bank qf the Columbia River, near
the mouth of Moffats Creek, contains two leaves that certainly belong
to this species. While these examples are fragmentary, they are sufficiently well preserved to make the determination satisfactory. 'fhe
largest and best specimen has been figured.
This species, under the name of Acer trilobaturn producturn AI., Br.,
was first reported by Lesquereux from t.he John Day Valley, Oregon.
Later, while examming a larger collection from the same locality, he
became convinced of its specific distinctness from the European form,
and gave it the nau1e of A. bendirei, in honor of the collector of the later
material. It has also been reported from the Miocene at Spanish Rallch,
California, by Lesquereux.
Locality: Left bank of the Columbia River, near the mouth of .l\lofrats
Creek, opposite the lower steamboat landing, now abandoned. Collected
l>y J. S. Diller, 1895.
PHYLLITES OREGONIANUS n. sp.
Pl. V, fig. 5.
Leaf apparently coriaceous, lanceolate or narrowly oblong.Janceolate
in outline (margin entirely destroyed), apparently acuminate at apex;
midrib very tltick, strong, grooved; secondaries numerous, some fifteen
or more pairs, alternate, at irregular distances, emerging nearly at a
20 GEOL, P1' 3--4
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right angle, or in the upper part of the leaf at an angle of nearly 30°,
tortuous, camptodrome, arching by a hood bow, and jpining the secondary next above, with smaller loops outside; nervilles numerous, fine,
oblique, and irregular, forming very irregularly quadrangular areas.
The single example figured is aU that could be found of this form in
the' collection, and were it not for the fact that it appears so unlike
anything else in the material it would ·be discarded on account of its
fragmentary state. It lacks every portion of the margin, and evidently
considerable of the basal portion as well. The portion remaining is
about 14 em. in length and nearly 6 em. in widt~. The nervation is well
shown in the drawing.
This form seems to be quite unlike any described species, at least of
the western part of this country, yet so many of the essential characters can not be made out that it has been decided not to attempt to
place it in a more definite genus. The manner of arching in the secondaries suggests certain forms of Ficus, but this is too indefinite to justify
its iuclusion in that geuus. It is probable, from the number of leaves
in the matrix associated with this, that a careful collection at this point
would contatn better material of this form, but until more material can
be had it is best placed under Phyllites.
Locality: Five miles directly north of Ashland, Oregon. Collected
by .J. S. Diller, 1898.
PHYLLITES sp.
PI. VI, fig. 1..
Leaf thick, coriaeeous, eliiptical-obovate in general outline, rounded
below to a nearly truncate base and above to an obtusely acuminate
apex; margin entire; petiole slender; midrib rather thick; secondaries
about eight pairs, thin, alternate, at an angle of about 40°, somewhat
curving upward, disappearing well be~ow the margin; nervilles and
other finer nervation not discernible.
This form is represented in the cQilections by two examples, the
.nearly perfect one fi.gured and another showing a portioll of the base
only. The specimen figured is 10.5 em. long, exclusive of the petiole,
which is 2 em. in length. The leaf is about 6 em. in width. In outline it
is somewhat elliptical-obovate, with the broadest point slightly above
the middle, from which point it is rounded to a somewhat abruptly
truncated base and above to an apparently acuminate apex.
This leaf was evidently very thick and coriaceous, for while the midrib shows plainly, the secondaries are very thin and disappear some
distance below the margin. The finer nervation is entirely obscured
by the thick parenchyma.
I am unable at present to suggest a probable generic affinity for
these ]eaves. In some respects they are suggestive of Ficus, but such
reference would be too uncertain to he of much value.
Locality: Five miles directly north of Ashland, Oregon. Collected
by J. S. Diller, 1898.
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DISCUSSION OF THE FLORA AND IT:S BEARING ON THE
AGE OF THE BEDS IN WHICH rr OCCURS.

As here enumerated, the flora of the western base of the Cascade
Range in Oregon embraces 28 forms. Of this number 10 are described
as new to science, and 7 are more or less broken or imperfect specimens not identified specifically, thus leaving 11 species having a distribution outside of the beds here considered. In· order to bring out
more graphically the distribution of this flora, not only within the area
under discussion but beyond its limits, the following table has been
prepared:
Table ahowing the diatribution of the jlom.
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It needs but a glance at this table to show that the species having a
distribution outside of these beds are confined almost exclusively to
the Miocene. Of t,he eleven species, all but perhaps three are practically confined to this horizon. Of these three, Sequoia langsdor.fii
enjoys a distribution from the Upper Cretaceous to the Miocene; Sequoia
angustifolia has been reported from beds supposed to be of Green River
group age, but the locality has not been studied by modern geological
methods, and the· age of the beds (Elko station, Nevada) is open to
much question. A similar condition exists regarding Asplenium tenerurn.
The locality from which it was originally described is not now known,
and the finding of what appears to be this form in the Cascade Range
is its second r~cord. It can therefore have little weight. The remaining eight species have, so far as I now know, never been found outside
of beds of Miocene age, at least in this country.
The recognized affinities of the species described as new to science
also, in most instance~, point to the Miocene age of this flora. Thus
the unnamed species of J uglans is undoubtedly allied to forms described
by Lesquereux from the Auriferous gravels of California. Quercus subsinuata is most closely related to Q. nevadensis Lx., of the Auriferous
gravels. Quercus applegatei is related to a number of forms (as Q. consimilis Newby., Q. idahoensis Kn., and Q. payettensis Kn.) from Bridge
Creek and John Day Valley, Oregon; and the lake beds of the vicinity
of Boise, Idaho. Quercus pacifica is close to Q. conve.vct Lx., of the
Auriferous gravels, and Q. sirnulata Kn., from Boise, Idaho (Payette formation). Ulrnus oregoniana is related to U. a.ffinis Lx., and
U. californica Lx., both of the Auriferous gravels. The Ficus sp., from
north of Ashland, is probably a fragment of F. sordida Lx., of the
Auriferous gravels. Benzoin dilleri is related to an undescribed form
from the vicinity of Carbonado and Roslyn, Washington, and may possibly not be as young as supposed. The same may be said of the form
described as Oinnarnornurn dUleri, while Laurus sirnilis is close to an
undescribed form from the Yellowstone National Park. As these last
three species are all from the same locality (Comstock), it is possible
that they may represent an older horizon than the others, perhaps
Eocene, but the evidence is not conclusive either way. Acrostichum,
sintulatnrn is al1ied to A. hesperiurn Newby., a species of the Green
River group, but is not identical with it. It is smaller in size and differs slightly in outline and nervation, and may well be a descendant
of the Green River group species.
In conclusion, therefore, I do not hesitate to say that the fossil
plants point unmistakably to the Miocene age of these beds.
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THE GOLD AND SILVER VEINS OF SILVER CITY, DE LAMAR,
AND OTHER MINING DISTRICTS IN IDAHO.
By W .A.LDEM.A.R

LINDGREN.

CHAPTER I.
GEOLOGY 01:!, WESTERN -CENTRAL IDAHO.
INTRODUCTION.

Field work and acknowledgments.-During 1896 the geologic maps
of the Boise quadrangle and the Idaho Basin region were completed.
The results of this work have been published as folio No. 45 of the
Geologic Atlas, and as a paper in the Eighteenth Annual Report, Part
III. During 1897 theNampa and Silver City quadrangles were mapped,
largely by Dr. N. F. Drake. The mining regions of the Owyhee Range,
near Silver City and De Lamar, were examined in detail, with the
efficient help of Mr. F. C. Schrader, of the United States Geological
Survey. During the fall of' the same year a reconnaissance was
extended north toward Warren, Florence, and the Seven Devils, in
which Mr. Schrader also assisted. The Wood River region was examined in August and September, 1898, in which work I was greatly aided
by Mr. W. A.. Prichard, of San Francisco.
I take pleasure in expressing my great obligations to many gentlemen connected with the mines who have extended assistance and courtesies to me during the work, especially Messrs. Frederic Irwin, R. H.
Britt, and D. T. Babbitt, of Silver City; D. B. Huntley, of De Lamar;
W. H. Watt and F. C. Mandell, of Hailey, and George Riebold, of
Warren. To the chemists of the Survey, Messrs. W. F. Hillebrand,
B. N. Stokes, and George Steiger, I am also indebted for much exact
and painstaking work.
Literature.-The first authentic information about this region-the
western-central part of Idaho-was given by Mr. G. F. Becker in the
75
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publications of the Tenth Census. 1 Mr. Becker calls attention to the
great granite area of supposed Archean age extending from the Owyhee
Range to Yankee Fork. Its northerly continuation was not known at
that time, but its eastern and western limits are approximately indicated and some of its petrographic features are briefly deseribed. The
occurrence of numerous quartz veins carrying gold and silver in varying proportions .is emphasized, and it is stated that they are usually
parallel to the ranges on the flanks of which they occur. The difference
in character between the quartz veins in the granite and the deposits
in surrounding limestones and slates (at South Mountain and Hailey)
is noted. The probability of two vein-forming periods is pointed out,
and it is suggested that the contents of precious metals may have been
leached out from the granite by heated waters. Altogether the broad
and mostly correct generalizations of the article are notable.
In 1894 Mr. George H. Eldridge visited the region between Boise,
Hailey, and Salmon City, and recorded a great number of important
observations. 2 The granite area is regarded as probably of Archean
age; the region of sediriientary rocks east of the granite is described,
as well as several mining districts, notably those of Hailey, Atlanta,
Rocky Bar, and Yellow Jacket. In 1898 the Boise folio was published,
describing the country in the vicinity of the State capital, and in the
same year there was published a report on the Idaho Basin and· the
mining districts of the Boise Ridge. 3 In these publications the Neoeene
lake beds of the Snake River Valley are described, as well as the
adjoining granitic areas. The older Miocene lake beds are given the
name of the Payette formation, the beds rising to an elevation of 4,200
·feet at Boise. An extensive Miocene flora similar to that of the John·
Day beds in Oregon was investigated by Professor Knowlton. The
age of' the granite, which is stated to be undoubtedly igneous, is
regarded as an open question, the probability being that it is more
recent than the- Archean. The placers and quartz mines of the Idaho
Basin, also those of Rock Creek, Willow Creek, Shaw Mountain, Black
Hornet, and Neal, are described.
Very few other publications contain anything relating to this area.
Professor Clayton has published a short note on the Atlanta lode. 4
Many data regarding the mines and mining districts are found in Ross
Browne's report of 1868-69 and in Raymond's reports from 1870 to 1875.
These, which among other valuable information contain many reliable statistical data from this vicinity, have been freely drawn upon.
Many notes regarding mines are also contained in the reports of the
Director of the Mint from 1880 to 1884, the reports on Alturas County
being especially extensive.
'Vol. XII, 1880, pp. 52-59.
Sixteenth Ann. Rept. U. S. Geol. Survey, Part II, pp. 1-66.
SEighteenth Ann. Rept. U. S. Geol. Survey, Part III.
4Trans . .A.m. Inst. Min. Eng., Vol. V, 1876-77, p. 471.
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TOPOGRAPHIC FEATURES.

The maps.-The mining districts which are to be described in this
report are scattered through what maybe termed western-central Idaho.
A small-scale map of the State (Pl. VII) shows their general distribution, as well as the location of the special map within which. they are
confined. This latter map is shown in Pl. VIII, on a scale of 40 miles
to the inch, the topographic base of which is taken from the Geological
Survey map of the United States. The geology, necessarily somewhat
generalized, is derived from the field notesofthewriter and his assistants.
The line of the eastern granite contact north of Wood River is only
approximate, having been determined .from the notes of Messrs. Becker
and Eldridge and from information obtained from mining men. Finally,
Pl. IX shows the district extending from Salubria to Flor.ence, including also the mining districts of the Seven Devils and Warren,· on a
scale .of 6 miles to the inch. The contour interval is 500 feet. This.
map was prepared during a rapid reconnaissance and necessarily partakes of the character of a sketch; its preparation was made necessary
by the gros~ inaccuracy of existing maps.
Relief.-The region shown in PI. VIII embraces four principal types
of relief. The first is the Snake River Valley, in which extensive arid
plains, with a maximum width of 80 miles, follow the river in a semicircle through southern Idaho. Underlain by Neocene lake beds with
many intercalated flows of basalt, they slope gently from the mountains
on the north to the river, which has cut a sharp canyon through the
beds to a depth of from 400 to 1,000 feet,· exposing their structure.
Alluvial bottom lands are confined to the region between Weiser and
a point south of Nampa, though they also exist along the lower courses
of the Boise and Payette rivers. The average elevation of the Snake
River Plains ranges from 3,975 feet at Shoshone to 2,125 feet at Weiser.
The second division is represented by the Owyhee Range, in the
southwestern corner of the area mapped. This is a short desert range,
with an axis extending N.-S., and is similar to scores of others of its
type farther south. Geologically it is a steep granite ridge covered by
broad areas of N eocene lavas. At its western foot lie the plateaus
flanking the Owyhee River, at the eastern side the basalts and lake
beds of the Snake River Plains. The range attains a maximum elevation of only 8,300 feet.
The third division embraces the vast mountain region north of the
Snake River, a veritable labyrinth of ridges and peaks separated by
sharply cut canyons. As a rule the mountains rise from the plains
with sudden slope, and very i!oon attain elevations of 6,000 feet. The·
higher ridges reach 11,000 and even .12,000 feet, the highest point being
attained by Mount Hyndman (elevation 1,207 feet), 12 miles northeast
of Hailey. No well-defined tectonic range system can be traced in this
mass of mountains. Those irregular ranges that rise above the general
level seem to owe their existence to erosion rather than to folding and
faulting. This appears to be the case, for instance, in the Sawtooth
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R.ange, the prominent divide between two old-established drainage
basins, those of the Salmon and the Snake. The Boise Ridge, which
forms the southwestern limit of this region, toward the Snake River
Plains and the Columbia lava flow, is a possible exception to this rule,
inasmuch as it seems partly outlined by orographic disturbances.
Several intermontane valleys, the largest of which i~ known as Long Yalley, are found in this elevated region. The whole mountain region should
probably be regarded as a vast old plateau, separated from the Snake
River Plains by fault lines. The uplift of this plateau and its intricate
and deeply cut drainage system evidently antedate theNeocene period.
The fourth division i~ that of the more recent plateau of the Columbia lava flows. This terrane occupies thousands of square miles in,
Washington and Oregon, and only a comparatively small area of it enters
Idaho north of Weiser. It follows Snake River almost continuously
on the western side from the vicinity of Weiser to beyond the limits of
the area· mapped. The topographic character is that of a broad, gently
undulating plateau scored by rather abrupt- canyons. The elevations
range from 4,000 to 6,500 feet.
Drainage.-The region is drained entirely by the Snake River and
its numerous tributaries. The character of the river a~d its canyon
along the plains has already been mentioned. Its grade along this
distance averages 7 feet to the mile, but is ordinarily really less, because
broken by several falls over basalt cliffs, the highest of which is the
celebrated Shoshone with a descent of 200 feet. Its tributaries from
the north are the Wood, Boise, Payette, and Weiser; from the south,
chiefly- the Bruneau and Owyhee. A short distance north of Weiser
the river enters a canyon and continues in a nearly northerly course
for 170 miles-probaby 250 miles following the windings-to Lewiston.
The canyon is only about 2,000 feet deep for the first 50 miles, and,
though abrupt, is not excessively so. A wagon road follows it down
from Huntington to Mineral, a distance of 25 miles, and small gravel
benches occur along the river. Near the Seven Devils the canyon becomes exceedingly rough, and for a long distance below that point is
from 4,000 to 6,000 feet deep, forming one of the most remarkable
erosion gorges in the United States. The river receives only one important tributary from the east, the Salmon River. From the west it
receives Burnt River, Powder River, and the Grande Ronde, all rising
in the Blue Mountains. The average grade from Weiser to Lewiston
is 4 feet to the mile~
Practically the whole northeastern drainage shown on the map enters
the Salmon River. Near its head waters .at the foot of the .Bitterroot
Range the Salmon flows through a wide, open valley, occupied during
the Neocene period by a lake. A short distance below, near Shoup,
the river enters a canyon, which continues for about 250 miles without
interruption, to the junction with the Snake. The canyon traverses
one of the wildest and least-known parts of the State; it is V-sbaped,
narrow and abrupt, and reaches a depth of from 3,000 to 5,000 feet.
i
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Vegetation and culture.-Snake River Valley is arid and supports only
a growth of grasses and sage brush. The southern foothills of the
main mountain area below an elevation of 5,000 feet are generally bare.
Above this forests of .fir aud pine begin, which gradually increase in
luxuriance northward. The basalt plateau north of vVeiser is barren
in its lower region, but at higher elevations supports a moderately
heavy growth of yellow pine.
The settlements may be divided into those depending upon agriculture and those depending upon miniug. The agricultural population of the Snake River Valley is chiefly. concentrated where the
tributary rivers issue from the mountains and can be utilized for irrigation. From Weiser to Walters Ferry and near the mouth of the Bruneau, agricultural lands are also located along the main river. Other
settlements are those of the intermontane valleys on the Weiser and
Payette and those of the Upper Salmon.
The miniug settlements are widely scattered from South Mountain to
Florence and from the Seven Devils to Challis. Frequeutly they are
located in places most difficult of access. Most of them are at elevations ranging from 4,000 to 8,000 feet.
GEOLOGY.
GENERAL FEATURES.

In its broad general features, the geology of that part of Idaho
represented on Pl. VIII is simple. The main mountainous complex
north of the Snake River may be divided into three parts. The great
central granite area occupies by far the largest space, extending with
a width of 100 miles from the Snake River Plains northward to the
limit of the map. How much farther north it extends is not known,
but it probably ends somewhere in the Clearwater drainage, by june.
tion of the eastern and western sedimentary areas. As provisionally
outlined on the map, it forms one of the largest granite areas in the
United States. It is probable that the granite of the Owyhee Mountains, though separated from the main mass by the Snake River Plains,
belongs to the same geological body. At South Mountain the granite
borders sedimentary rocks of unknown age, showing strong contact
metamorphism. Near the Lower Salmon River and near the Seven
Devils it is joined by sedimentary rocks and old surface eruptions
of unknown but probably Paleozoic age. The ~on tact shows the intrusive character of the granite. On the east the Paleozoic, largely
Carboniferous, sedimentary rocks border the granite also, with intrusive contact and extensive contact metamorphism. Hence it is concluded that the great granite area is certainly partly and probably
entirely of post-Paleozoic age, and is an intrusive body similar to the
granite batholiths of California.
The plateau of Columbia lava which occupies a considerable area·
north of Weiser and enormous spaces west of the Snake River consists
of a great number of basalt flows piled up to a total thickness of 2,000
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or more feet. These eruptions took place during the Miocene, probably
during the early part of the period. While some basalt is interstratified
with the Miocene lake beds, the bulk of the eruption took place before
their deposition; in fact, they caused their deposition by closing the
upper drainage basin of the Snake and creating a lake in it.
The lake beds filling the valley to great depth are divided into an
older Miocene series-the Payette formation-containing abundant
plant remains, and a younger Pliocene division-the Idaho formatio'nwhich carries mammalian remains and fresh-water mollusks. In the
younger beds numerous horizontal basalt flows more recent than the
Columbia lava are intercalated; between Weiser and Nampa there are·
few of them, but they increase in n~mbe:J; and thickness eastward.
GRANITE.

E.vtent.-The granite area has been approximately indicated on Pl.
VIII and briefly mentioned in the preceding paragraph. Its western
contact has been studied in the Salmon River Canyon, and is described
in a following paragraph. The most northerly contact established is
on the trail from Florence to Freedom; beyond this its contact is not
known, except that it· is stated on good authority that Grangeville and
Mount Idaho are near the sedimentary area. The southern part of the
contact of granite and old sedimentary rocks is largely covered by
basalt flows.
On the east the contact has been studied near Hailey, and a descrip' tion of it will be found in the chapter on the Wood River mining districts.
Its continuation northward has been drawn chiefly from not~s by G. F.
Becker and G. H. Eldridge, and must be considered as only approximately correct. It is not certain that the rock in the drainage basins
of the South and Middle forks of the Salmon is exclusively granite.
In fact, from reports of mining men, as well as from the notes of
Mr. Eldridge on the Sheep Mountain mining district, 1 it is evident-that there exist in this vicinity fragments of calcareous sedimentary
rocks torn loose from the main sedimentary area and. now embedded
in the granite in a highly metamorphosed state. How extensive these
·isolated masses of included rocks are is not known.
Petrographic character.-The Idaho granite is, on the whole, a rock of
very uniform composition and texture. The typical fresh rock is gray,
moderately coarse, and consists of orthoclase, often in large crystals,
plagioclase, quartz, and biotite (black mica), to which is often added a
quantity of muscovite (white mica).
The grain averages 3 millimeters. The quartz has a gray color. The
feldspar is white or slightly reddish. The plagioclase is an acidic sodalime feldspar, and is usually present in amounts exceeding those of the
orthoclase. Accessory minerals are 'ilmenite, apat.ite, zircon, titanite,
and monazite, the latter two not always present. The structure is
'normal granitic.
l

Sixteenth A,.nn. Rept. U.S. Geol. Survey, Part II, p. 48.
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Analyses of granitic rocks j1·prn Idaho.
Percentages;
Constituent.

Symbol.

Silica ..................
Titanic acid ............
Alumina ---- -----·-----Ferric oxide ...... ·--- -Ferrous oxide ..........
Oxides of cobalt and
· nickel.
Oxide of manganese . .. .
Lime ...................
Strontia .... _. _..... .. . .
Baryta . _.... __ ..... _. . .
Magnesia . _.... _... .. . .
Potash .. _. _ .. _. . . .. .. ..
Soda 0__ ....... _.. . . .. . .

SiOz

I.

65.23
. 6616.94
1. 60
1. 91
.................

II.

I

69.561
.55

III.

IV.

--------

68.42
. 50
15.01
.97
1.93
None .

57.78
1. 07
16.28
1. 02
4.92
. 02

MnO .... _. . . .. Trace. . . . . .. ..
CaO ..........
3.85
2.81
SrO ... __ ....... _........... _..
BaO ....... _. .
. 19
MgO ... _.. __ ..
1. 31
. 69
K 20 ...... __ .. .
3. 02
3. S6
N azO _... __ . .. .
3. 57
3. 87

. 06
2.60
. 03
. 12
1. 21
4. 25
3. 22

. 15
6.65
. 07
. 12
4. 60
2. 22
3. 25

no~

o

a

a

•

'"'•,.

•

•

•

----------

AhO; .........
Fez O.J····· ....
FeO ...........
CoO+NiO .....

15.29
.86
2.06

~!!!: b~i~~ io5"a" c" ~ ~ ~ ~ .H20: :~ ~ ~: ~ ~ ~~~I·-- ..-is. }.. -- -~~ .,{ Tr~c5e~ Tra~~4
V-l ater above 105° C . . . .
Phosphoric acic10 _.. _...
Carbonic acicl. .. __ .....
Sulphur ................
Total ______________

H20 . . . . . . . . . . .
. 88
a· _
P20, 0.. .. . . . . .
.19
. 16
CO>_.........
. 25
S ..... .-....... ........ ........

-----·--··-·····j

. 73
.13
. 20
.02

. 92
. 30.
.15
.02

- - - - - - ----1-----1

9!:l.78

100.17

99.95

99.88

Molecular proportions, xlOO.
Constituent.

Symbol.

I.

II.

III.

IV.

\---------------1-----------!----------------Silica ... _.. _..... __ . . ..
Titanic acirl ....... ~---·
Alumina .. .. .. .. .. . . .. .
Ferric oxide ..... ~.. . . . .
Ferrous oxide ... ! .. . . ..
Oxides of cobalt and
nickel.
Oxide of manganese ....

-----i

Si0 2 • • • • • • • • • • 108. 71 115. 93 114. 03
Ti0 2 ..........
.80
.67
.63
Al2 0 3 • . . • • • • . . 16. 61
14. 99
14. 72
Fe2 Oa.... .. . . .
1. 00
. 54
• 61
FeO.... .. . . . . .
2. 65
2. S6
2. 78
C?O+NlO ................. ---- .... ---:t.InO....... ... .. . . ... . .... .. . .

96.30
l. 46
15.96
. 64
6.83
.03

. 08

. 21

~~:~~ti;~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~:g_ ~~~~~~~~~~ ---~--~~-~---~--~~- 4:~~

11:~~

3. 03
4-. 52

. 08
11. 50
2. 36

Baryta: ................ BaO .............. --··J··-- ....
Magne:na ........... _.. MgO _..... "...
3. 28
1. 72
Potash .. . . .. .. .. .. . . . . . K20 ...... .'....
3. 21
3. 57

: -

. 08

~~~:i~- ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~-~2~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~:
:~- ~--~~- ~--~~- ~--~~
;::::~~~~:;g:~~ ~~~~ ~:g~~~~~~~~~:: ---4.-88----2.-78- ---4.-os'l"··-5:ii-Phosphoric acii!. .. .. . . . . P20~ .. .. .. . . . .
. ~3
. 11
. 0~ I
. 21
Carbonic acic1 .......... COz ...... .....
.o7 ----····
.4o I
.34
1

-_ -_

-_

• -- :·.

---

.. -

.. - -

••

Sulphur ................ S ---------'·---·~~~ ......... .
Total ................ _........... __ 154. 48 154-. 59 155. 00
158. 20
I

20 GEOL, PT 3--6

a Loss on ignition.
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I. No. 79, Boise collection. Sil~er Wreath tunnel, Willow Creek mining district,
Boise County. Described in Eighteenth Ann. Rept. U.S. Geol. Survey, Part III, pp. 6t0 and 708. Facies of II. Light·gray gr1:1nular
rock; average size of grains, 5-6 mm. Quartz and orthoclase in anhedrons; oligoclase sometimes roughly prismatic. No microcline, albite,
or perthite. Biotite in small, irregular, brownish-yellow foils.. Crystals of titanite and small grains of magnetite. Strneture hypidiomorphic granu~ar. Analyst, George Steiger.
II. No. 46, Boise collection. Shafer Butte, Boise County. Specimens collected as
typical of the great granitic area. Light-gray granular rock. Quartz
and feldspar up to 8 mm. in diameter. Smaller brown biotite foils.
Quartz aud orthoclase in anbedrons. Much anhedral oligoelase.
Apatite, ma.gnetite, and titanite. No perthite or microcline. Structure hypidibmorphic granular. Analyst, George Steiger.
III. No. 25, Hailey collection. Democrat mine, near H;tiley, Blaine County. Typical of smaller granitic areas in the Carboniferous of vVood River, and
also ver~T similar to the rock from the large areas. Gray granular
rock, size of grains up to 4 mm. Biotites smaller, 1 mm. Microcline ·
in large anhedrons, with a little microperthite; oligoclase in imperfect
prisms. Grayish-brown biotite, intergrown with a little magnetite.
Crystals of titanite and apatite. Biotite contains some chlorite, epidote, ancl serpentine. Feldspars contain a little sericite. Structure
hypidiomorphic granular. Analyst, W. F. Hillebrand.
IV. No. 32, Hailey collection. Cr~sus mine, near Hailey, Blaine County. Repre. sents area in Carboniferous rocks. Grayish-green granular rock, with
average grain of 4_ mm. Contains aggregates of 1 mm. biotite scales
with parallel orientation. Plagioclase short prismatic, labradorite.
Diallage in large anhedrons and broad crystals, surrounded by some
light-green hornblende. Small prisms of hypersthene. Chm~tnut
brown biotite intergrown with magnetite and diallage. Some quartz
and orthoclase is pressed in between the prismatic minerals. Titanite
and apatite in crystals. Structure, hypidiomorphic, di01·itic. Analyst,
W. F. Hillebrand.
The four analyses were calculated with the following results:
Table showing the calculated mineralogical composition of gmnitic and diorii-ic 1·ocks jTorn
Idaho.
I.

II.

25.00

. 28.04

Potash feldspar (orthoclase and
microcline). _.... __ ...... _....

11.21
15.84
30.25
33.54
13.88
11.15
15.9!:!
7.55
. 44
. 37
1. 65
1.13
.Magnetite ______ ·--- .. ·--------·
. 61
. 93
.57 . .......... ---.
Calcite.- ... -- .. ··---·····--·--··
Pyrite ...... _... ______ ..... ___ . ·. _.. _.. ___ . ___ . ____ .

Albite __ ·-_--· .... ·----· .... ---·
Anorthite ... __ .·-._-··---·-._-·
Biotite. ___ .. ! ___ ..... ----·--- ..
Apatite . _. __ .. ---- .......... __ .
Titanite ..... ____ .. __ .. _... - __ ..

-

Hygroscopic water . _. __ . __ . ___ . 1

'

•

18

·. 36

18.07
27.19
9.53
12.36
.47
. 88
. 31

7.57
26.20
20.4-fi
a32. 55
. 69
1. 29
1. 48

.45
· ..03

.33
' . 03

. 54

. 34

I Ex.lese combined water.--------:------=!--··~~--~
~otal

-·--·--·····--·-'·-- .. ;

99.78

~

i

99.18

\. 99.36

aBiotite, diallage, hypersthene, hornblende.

.51
j

99.89

I
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I. The calculation is given in detail in the place quoted on the preceding page.
The hyalophane there noted is here added to the orthoclase.
II. All of the magnesia was calculated as biotite, using the following ratio:
MgO .............................. 1
Si02 ............................ _.. 2.44
Ti02 ••....................... ; ... . . 06
Al103. • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...... . . 75
Fe203 ............................ . . 14

eo ........ _...... _............ _..

0.88

CaO •........ _............ _...... .
K20 .............................. .
H20 ...... , ......................... .

. 04
. 42
. 76

I!~

The remaipder of K20 was referred to K AI ShOM; Na20 to Na AI Si30s; CaO, deducting necessary amounts for apatite and titanite, to Ca Al2 Si20s. The remaining
Si02 is free quartz.
This calculation results in an excess of FeO and H20. Consequently, unless there
is some error in the determinations of the oxides of iron, the biotite must be of a
variety very rich in ferrous iron (containing some 23 per cent Fe0 against 9 per
cent MgO). The rock contains but little magnetite. The surplus of combined
water -shows the presence of a small percentage of chlorite: Neglecting the small
quantity of soda, which probably is present in the orthoclas.:~, there is 44.69 per
cent soda-lime feldspar, containing 25 per cent anorthite, corresponding t·• a <·alcareous oligoclase. The total H 2 0 was determined a_s "ignition." For purposes
of calculation t4is was assumed from analogy to contain 0.50 per cent combined
H20 and 0.36 per cent hygroscopic moisture.
III. The same ratio, given above, was assumed for the biotite. This cdrrespon.Is
well to the percentages given in the analysis, there being no snch excess of
FeO as in II. An excess of .32 per cent of combined water shows beginning of
hydration of the biotite, the resulting chlorite, etc., probably amounting to
3 per cent. It is assumed from the appearance of tho sections that about
3 per cent albite i~ present in perthitc. The soda-lime feldspar, deducting
this albite, would contain 28 per cellt anorthite, corresponding to a calcareous
oligoclase.
IV. Owing to the complicated composition of the rock, Analysis IV can be calculated in only a very approximate m;:tnner. The whole of -the MgO and 2.87 •
molecules of the CaO were regarded as belonging to the ferromagnesian
silicates and their approximate composition estimated on the basis of
· prevailing biotite and diallage. A small amount of soda was considered as
l1elongiug to the amphibole. The total of the ferromagnesian silicates is
made up as follows:
Per cent.
SiO~------

.......................
TiOl-----··············· ........
Al 20 3 •••• •••••• •••• •••• •••• ••••••
FeO+MnO .... ...... .... .... ....

cao .. --- ... --.. ---- .. ---- .. --.
::\lgO . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

17.25

.48
2.51
4.60
1. 61
4. 60

.1

Per cent.
K~O......

. . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .
N a"O .................... :. . . . . . .
I-I20 ... - .................. :. . . . . .

0. 94
. 15
. 41

32.55

The soda-lime feldspars amoun_t to 46.65 per cent and cont.ain about 43 per cent
anorthite, corresponding to a sodic labradorite. The calculation shows again a.n
excess of combined H 2 0. From the qnantity it may be estimated that the rock
contains 24.06 per cent fresh ferromagnesian silicates and 9 per cent chlorite, serpentine, etc. There is, besides, a smtt1l amount of sericite which has not been
takeu iuto consideration.

Discussion of ana.lyses.-N os. II and III are typical rocks of the
Idaho gra11ite, as far as present knowledge goes, and characteristic
of the great granitic area of southern Iclaho. The rocks have the general appearance and structure of granite, the orthoclase bein~ often

\
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prominent in larger crystals, and from the microscopic study it seemed
probable that. they should be referred to that family. In the Boise
folio and in the report on the Idaho Basin (Eighteenth Ann. Rept. U.S.
Geol. Survey) this opinion has been expressed. It may indeed be convenientand even advisable to retain this name for those who do -not
desire t<? follow t.he clear)y expressell inclination of modern petrography
to establish separate names for intermediate rocks.
·
The analyses now available show that the typical Idaho "granite'' is
really an intermediate rock, containing 28 to 29 per cP.nt quartz and
two or three times as much soda-lime feldspar as alkali feldspar, the_
former being an oligoclase. Though allied to the granodiorite of tpe
Sierra Nevada, some of its constituents exceed the limits assigned to
that rock, 1 the lime especial1y being too low. Besides, it has not the
habit of the granodiorite, as it is completely lacking, for instance, in
hornblende. On the other baud, the rock is not a typical quartzmonzonite, for it bas not approximately eqmtl quantities of alkali
feldspar and soda-lime feldspar, as demanded by Professor Brogget~'s
qefinition. 2 It appears to stand. between the granodiorites and the
quartz-monzonites, and may perhaps best be designated quartzmonzonite. The agreement with one or two of Brogger's analyses is
rather close. The analyses also agree closely with certain rocks from
the Sierra Nevada ·studied by Mr. H. W. Turner, and called granitt•s
by him. 3
Analysis I is a facies of the prevailing rock, and often contains
hornblende in addition to biotite. It agrees very closely with granodiorite. and may be designated by this name. Analysis IV represents
'a cont~ct facies of the principal rock, and may be designated a basic
quartz-biotite-pyroxene-diorite.
·
·
Weathering.-Under atmospheric influences the rock assumes a- yellowish-g-ray color and crumbles easily to a coarse sand, which covers
the hillsides to such an extent that it ·is very difficult to obtain fresh
specimens.
Facies of the gran#e.-Though generally unifor~, local variation or
facies have been noted from many places. Near Willow Creek, Boise
County, the rock contains hornblende and approa_ches a granodiorite in
composition. 4 Similar rocks were noted over an ill-defined area extending from Payette Lake northward to Salmon River; also 8 or 9 milea
west of Rocky Bar in the Trinity Range, 5 and along the lower portion
of Napias Creek 20 to 30 miles west of Salmon City. Gabbroitic and
dioritic modifications occur near the contact west of Hailey, described
more in detail in Chapter V. The granite of Silver City, Owyhee
County, and of Warren, Idaho County, is characterized by much redSee The granitic rocks of the Sierra Nevada: Am. Jour. Sci., April, 1900; and The granitic rocks
Pyramid Peak district: Am. Jour. Sci., April, 1897.
2Die Eruptivgest.eine des Kristiania Gebietes, Part II, pp. 21 and 62•.
3'J'he granitic rocks of the Sierra Nevada: Jour. Geol., February, 1899, p. 142.
4Tbe mining districts of the Idaho Basin: Eighteenth Ann. Rept. U.S. Geol. Survey, Part III, p. 709.
5 George H. Eldridge, Sixteenth Ann. Rept. U.S. Geol. Survey, Part II, p. 225.
1
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dish or pink orthoclase and also much muscovite, and is evidently
more acidic than the normal type. A similar granite is reported by
Eldridge from Loon Creek Canyon, on the Middle Fork of the Salmon.
Structural jeatures.-The granite is nearly always of massive structure. I have never observed a schistosity in the area thus far examined. But Eldridge states 1 that ''typical gneiss occurs in some of
the spurs of the Sawtooth Range, notably about the drainage system
of upper Red:fish Lake." Joint planes are very common, and sometimes traverse the rock with great regularity. Though the joint planes
may strike in any direction, the most commonly occurring course
approximates N. 70o E., the planes dipping N. or. SE. at- 450 to suo.
This direction is parallel to that of a large number of mineral veins in
the area.
DIKES IN THE GRANITE.

It is well known that large intrusive areas usually contain a series of •
dikes filled with molten magmas shortly after the consolidation of the
main mass. The composition of these dike rocks is very apt to bear
a certain relation to that of the main intrusive mass, and it is held
by some that. the dikes represent products of differentiation derived
from the principal magma. In case of certain rocks, like nephelinesyenite, the dike rocks are especially characteristic.
The Idaho granite area forms no exception to the above-mentioned
rule. Dikes are of frequent occurrence, and even very abundant in
some portions. They range from acidic pegmatites and aplites to very
basic minettes and other lamprophyric rocks. The width may reach
several thousand feet, the length several miles. This, however, is
exceptional. The direction is variable; most of the granite-porphyries
strike N.-S. or NNW.-SSE., but there are many others which have
au E.-W: direction. The dark lamprophyric dikes, always narrow,
strike constantly E.-W.
Pegmatite dikes occur near Shafer Creek and Idaho City, Boise
County; at Silver City, Owyhee County, and at many other places.
Usually they accompany acidic muscovite-granite, and do not occur
where the rocks become more dioritic.
Aplite dikes follow the pegmatite. Typical aplite is, however, not
common.
Granite-porphyry is very common in all parts of the area. Near Boise
the direction of the dikes is usually NNW. At Silver City, on War
Eagle Mountain, the direction is NNE. The rock is light-colored, and
~ontains porphyritic quartz in a microcrystalline ~round mass. A rock
similar to the Leadville type of quartz-porphyry occurs at Red Warrior.
Dikes of quartz-syenite:porphyry are clearly connected with the graniteporphyries, forming a continuous series. 'l'hese have large porphyritic
orthoclase crystals in a grouudmass of -the same material, often in
lLoc.cit.
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micropegmatitic or microsphernlitic intergrowth with quartz. Large
dikes of this rock, up to 1 or 2 miles long and 200 feet wide, outcrop at
Neal, Elmore County, striking N.-S., and between Red ·Warrior and
Atlanta E.-W.
·
Diorite-porphyry and quartz-diorite-porph,ljry are also very common.
These usually contain large crystals of plagioclase (often labradorite),
horJ?.blende, .and sometimes quartz, in a relatively coarse groundmass
of unstriated feldspars, often in micropoikilitic intergrowth with quartz.
To this series belongs the important dike system extending from Rock
Creek, Boise County, in an E. to NR. direction to Quartzburg and the
high peaks ·east of Grimes Pass. Sometimes narrow, the dikes may
again widen out to 2,000 or 3,000 feet; occasionally these rocks form
smaller irregular masses in the grauite. The same dike rocks were
noted in abundance by Mr. Eldridge at Trinity Lake, Rocky Bar, the
Sawtooth region, Sea Foam, and Loon Creek.
Lamprophyric dike rocks form the last division. For practical purposes they may be regarded as fine-grained syenites and diorites rich in
ferromagnesiau silicates. These. interesting rocks are of widespread
occurrence, but always appear in small quantities. The dikes are narrow, rarely over 2 feet wide, nearly always strike E.-W ., and are very
frequently followed by quartz veins in either the hanging or the foot.
Minettes have been noted from the Golden Star vein near Boise, as well
as from the Sub Rosa and Iron Dollar veins in the Idaho Basin. Vogesite occurs at the Scorpion vein near Boise. A r,ock similar to camptonite was found at Neal, Elmore County. Unclassified lamprophyric
rocks occur in the Warren, Atlanta, and Yellow Jacket mining districts,
near Hailey, and in the Sawtooth Hange. None have been found near
. Silver City.
·
· In all cases the quartz· veins appear to be later than the di'kes. The
dikes simply followed lines of weakness which were reopened by the
forces causing the fissures ot the quartz veins. Near Neocene eruptive
masses, as for instance at Silver City, dikes of rhyolite and basalt
occasionally cut the granite.
FORMA'l'IONS BOUNDING THE GRANITE AREA ON THE WEST.

Genm·al statements.-The formations which adjoin the great granite
batholith on the west are indicated on Pis. VIII and IX. They have
been examined in the Salmon River Canyon, in the Seven Devils, west
of Salubria, and near Huntington. In general the same formations
appear at all these places, and consist of strongly compressed slates
and crystalline limestone accompanied by large masses of Mesozoic
or Paleozoic effusive rocks and schists derived from these. The strike
is northeasterly. It is probable that the limestone which appears in
the canyon of the Salmon continues, though perhaps not uninter_
ruptedly, to the Seven Devils, Ruthburg, and Huntiugton. The series
is poor in fossils. A limestone was found 2 miles west of Huntley's
ranch on Indian Creek which _carries round crinoid stems, and which
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is probably Carboniferous. The general appearance of the series recalls
strongly the "Auriferous-slates" of the Sierra Nev~da.
Salmon River Oanyon.-The trail from ·Florence to Freedom, ·on the
Salmon River, crosses the granite ridge west of .Slate Creek at an
elevation of 7,300 feet. The canyon of the. Salm~n River is here less
grand than farther up, but still very impressive; its dept.h is hel'e 5,800
feet, Freedom having an elevation of 1,500 feet. Beyond the narrow
ridge separating the Salmon from the Snake the straight sky line indicates the high plateau of lava west of Snake River. The contact
between the lava and the older formations falls near Freedom.. Several
thousand feet of basalt flows similar to a· stratified sedimentary form~
tion are exposed on the north side of Slate Creek, and dip 90 W.
From here north far into Camas Prairie the Columbia lava reigns
supreme: A few hundred feet down from the summit of the ridge the
granite gives way to garnet-mica-schists and amphibolite containing
many granitic dikes. The trail then crosses a large body of limestone
·striking NE., west of which a finer-grained schist appears, which continues until the contact with the lava is reached farther down the slope.
Between Freedom and John Day appear chloritic schist, diabase, and
well-laminated clay slate (strike N. 75° E., dip 45° SE.), with dikes 'Of
hornblende-granite. At Jolin Day the fissile clay slates dip 650 SE.
From John Da.y to Carver's ranch chloritic and amphibolitic schists
prevail, but a mile below the latter place there is a body of crystalline
limestone at least 800 feet in thick'uess; strike N. 60° E., dip 350 SE.
A short distance north of the limestone is a little clay slate, but immediately underlying it is a diabase-breccia, very similar to those of the
Sierra Nevada. The limestone is covered by chloritic schist, which
continues beyond Fiddle Creek. Three miles upstream from Fiddle
Creek these schists are replaced by glistening, knotty clay slates dipping only 30° SE. At Salmon Point,. where Little Salmon River joins
the main stream, the clay slates have changed into micaceous schists
- with the same dip, showing stratification very plainly by alternating
coarser and finer streaks. Two miles. up from the Point the dip becomes
steeper and even vertical, the strike changing frequently. Sm::,tll
granitic dikes appear; Near Berg's t-he schists are coarse and gneissoid, containing some garnets and probably injected masses of granite.
Gneissoid schists continue 4 miles above Berg's ranch; strike N. 150
W., dip 75° E. In many places they are injected by granite dikes.
The indistinct contact with fine-grained granite is found where the
river trail ascends the so-called Crevice Hill. The top of this hill is
again formed by a schist area, probably included in the granite. At·
Shearers Ferry; normal hornblendic granite begins, but for some distance
up the river-:-at any rate as. far as the State road bridge-the granite
shows a rough schistosity or jointing, dipping steeply east. It will
probably be found, upon more detailed examinations, that the granite
contact runs parallel to the river and at no great distance from it.
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Thi~ will explain-the abnormally wide belt of what probably is contactmetamorphic rock.
The ·Seven Devils.-The intervening country between the Salmon
River Canyon and the Seven Devils was not examined, bnt there is
little doubt that it is occupied by the same series of rocks that are
found at Salmon River. "Slates, schists, and limestone are reported
from Rapid Creek- on good authority. In the Seven Devils region
old volcanic· rocks, altered andesite (augite-porphyries), and rhyolites
(quartz-porphyries) prevail, but contain at many places embedded
masses of sediments. The sharp peaks, riRing to elevations of 9,000
feet, con·sist chiefly of augite-porphyries, with some intrusive masses
of diorite. Near the copP.er mines the same rocks occur with inclosed
masses of crystalline limestone. Two miles west of Huntley's ranch
black slates and limestone are found embedded in 'old eruptives. Considerable masses of limestone occur at Eckles Bar and Lime Peak
G-ulch. The old eruptives in this region are often connected with
tuffs; schistosity is rarely observed, though strong jointing in various
directions is common.
Cuddy Mountains.~The Cuddy Mountains rise in elliptical form, with
a longer axis of 18 miles on the eastern side of Snake River and to the
north of Salubria. They really consist of· one broad ridge with a maximum elevation of over 6,000 feet. The lava plateau surrounds them
on all sides, as shown in Pl. IX, and a thin cover of lava lies on their
flat summit. The ·geology of the Cuddy Mountains is evidently comp1icated. On the northern side dark-green diabasic rocks prevail, but
there are also some quartzite and a hard horn blendic granite. The
southern part is made up chief;Js of granite, which is adjoined at Ruthbnrg by an area of limestone, conglomerate, and greenish porphyry.
The striJre of this series is N. 30° E., dip 60° W.
·
The vicinity of Huntington.-Near Huntington, Oregon, there is
exposed a series of rockR which probably are identical with those of
the Salmon River and the Seven Devils. .At Huntington, near the _
·beginning of the Snake River Canyon, the lake beds and the Miocene
basalt flows rest against old eruptive rocks-quartz-porphyry and
quartz-diorite-porphyry. These occupy the canyon, here about 2,000
feet deep, for 8 .miles below Huntington. The width of the area narrows near the town, but increases to 6 miles on the eastern or Idaho
side. of the river. On t.he western side of these eruptives lies a heavy
body ?f crystalline limestone, traceable for 10 miles northeast of Hunti_ngton. This again is adjoined by a belt, several miles wide, of black
clay slates, with a strike N. 600 to 800 W. and a steep westerly or
e.t.sterly dip. Heavy limestone masses appear again on Conner Creek
}\fountain, on the northwest side of the slate belt. No fossils -were
found. Near the contact of the limestone with the old eruptives there
is a stratum of gypsum, loc·ated chiefly on the Oregon side. This gypsum bed is worked at present and the produet prepared at a mill near
Huntington~
·
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Wood River formation.- The eastern boundary of the great batholith
is found near Hailey, on the Wood River. It borders here against a
series of quartzites, nne conglomerates, black slates, calcareous shales, ·
and Jimestmies, for which the provisional name Wood River formation
has been proposed. These rocks are unusually barren of fossils, but
those which have been found are of Carboniferous age, probably
upper Carboniferous. The formation is usually thrown into sharp
folds, so that the stratigraphy is difficult to decipher, and rocks older
or more recent than the Carboniferous may have been included in
this division. The Carboniferous is, however, certainly very largely
represented, and seems to have attained a thickness rarely found in
other parts of the West. The presence of large masses of black
slates and shales is especially noteworthy. The Wood River series is
described in greater detail in Chapter V.
The granite contact.-Along the contact with the Wood River series
the granite shows plainly. its later, intrusive character, and the rocks
· are strongly metamorphosed. Large masses of pyroxene and other
contact minerals have been developed in the calcareous shales and granitic dikes intruded in th~m. The contact, beginning on the western
side of Wood River, continues up in a northwest direction, bringing a
large part of the Smoky Mountains within the Wood River series.
From here its exact course is unknown, but, from the data available,
must be approximately as shown on Pl. VIII. The niost northerly point
at which it is reported is about halfway between Shoup and Gibbonsville. Rocks similar to the Wood River series are reported from the
Lost River Valley, Challis Valley, and the Salmon River Mountains.
Nearer the contact (at Yellow Jacket and on Salmon River above Salmon City) schists are reported by Eldridge and provisionally referred
to the Algonkian, 1 because they have the appearance of greater age
than the sedimentary series of Wood Hiver.
Fauna of the Wood River formation.-Fossils are very rarely found
in this formation. This niay be due partly to the effect of contact
and regional metamorphism; but in parts of the series where these
causes certainly did not destroy the evidence of organic life, fossils are
still almost absent.
Immediately west of the town of Hailey rises an abrupt bluff, about
1,000 feet in height, and consisting chiefly of hard, grayish-brown,
partly calcareous quartzites standing nearly vertical. . In one stratum
of these, about halfway down from the top, were found a number of
casts, which are identified by Dr. Charles Schuchert as follows: Myalina
(two species), Schizodus, Allorisma, Scaphiocrinus or Graphiocrinus,
and Fusulina( ~).
I

Sixteenth Ann. 'Rept. U.S. Geol. Survey, Part II, p. 225.
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Dr. Schuchert adds that "the identification of Fusulina is doubtful,
since only two large cross sections are shown embedded in the rock.
They are pseudomorphs in calcite, and preserve only the spiral layers
of growth. If Fusulina is present the horizon is upper Carboniferous .
. The presence of Scaphiocriuus or Grapbiocrinus often indicates a rather
lower horizon-lower Carboniferous-though Graphiocriuus is. ah::o
found in the upper Carboniferous. The pelecypods indicate no special
horizon in the Carboniferous. For the present Jam inclined to view
these fossils as probably upper Carboniferous."
.A short distance southwest of Ketchum, on the west side of vVood
River, rises a bluff of gray limestone underlain by shale, both having
a gentle dip. About 50 feet above the riyer this .limestone contains
crinoid stems, and a fragment of a large Productus, probably P. corct,
was found in it. A flat, waterworn fragment of a coral was picked up
iu the river immediately below the blnff, from which it was doubtless
derived. Dr. Schucbert states that tbi::; belongs to the genus Oampopbyllum, and is similar to 0. torqui1,un Owen from tbe upper Carboniferous; be concludes that all of the fossils mentioned constitute
unmistakable evidence of the Carboniferous, and that while all of them •
may b~ of upper Carboniferous age, this is more certain in regard to
those from Ketchum.
Abundaut round crinoid stems were found in limestone near the
North Star mine, 6 miles southeast of Ketchum and 10 miles northeast
of Hailey.
COLUMBIA· LAVA.

The Columbia lava, directly connected with the great areas of Ore~
gon and Washingto11, occupies two separate areas in Idaho. The first
extends from the Payette along the Snake River up to the Seven
Devils. The second, beginning at Freedom, on the Salmon, bends eastward so as to take in the whole of Uainas Prairie; north of this it
.includes a narrow strip ~long the boundary line of the State to a point
a short distance porth of Spokane.
The southern area is the one with which this description deals. It
is first met with at Squaw Butte, just north of the Payette River, and
thence extends northward, ",.idening, until between Snake River and
Long Valley it occupies a belt 35 miles wide. It forms an irregular
plateau from 3,000 to 5,000 feet in elevation, rising on the west side of
Long VaHey to higher peaks, culminating in the Middle Weiser (elevation 7,800 feet). From Weiser to some miles north of Council Y alley the
plateau is covered only by grass; northward scattered yellow pine begins, and between Meadows Valley and the Seven Devils it supports a
fine forest growth. The same applies to the vast basaltic high plateaus
across the river in Oregon, which have elevations of from 5,000 to 7,000
feet.. The drainage system of the Weiser has eroded narrow canyons
a few hundred feet in depth; along Snake Hiver, near Brownlees'Ferry,
the treuca is perhaps 2,000 feet deep, and north of this point its depth
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rapidly increases. The characteristic scenery of the lava plateau is
illustrated by Pl. XI.
The Columbia lava is characterized by a 'great number of generally
nearly lwrizontal superimposed flows, each from 20 to 150 feet in thickness. The individual flows are visible in exposures by reason of
slightly differing texture and composition. Tuffs are generally absent
except where the bPds are intercalated with lake beds, as near Weiser.
The color of the outcrops is distinctively clark brown. When disintegrated and decomposed the surface produces a rich soil. The lava is an
augite-plagioclase rock, varying from diabase to glassy .basalt. .Sometimes large crystals of plagioclase give it a slightly andesitic aspect.
At Squaw Butte, where the flows 'are locally upturned, forming a
monoclinal ridge, basalt flows having a thickness of at least 3,000 feet
are exposed. For a description of these the reader is referred to the
Boise folio, No. M>, of the Geologic Atlas of the United States. North
of Squaw Butte the exposures are not particularly good, except along
Snake River, near Brown lees Ferry, where from 2,000 to 3,000 feet of
basalt flows are trenched. North of this point, toward the Seven Devils,
the scenery becomes. most impressive.
For 125 miles northward, as far as Asotin, a few miles above Lewiston, Snake River flows through one of the most remarkable canyons in
the United States, comparable to the Canyon of the Colorado in grandeur, and in places surpassing it in -depth. Prof. I. C. Russell bas
de~cribed its lower part as far as Mount Wilson, 40 miles south. of
Lewiston. 1 Near Asotin 3,000 feet of basalt beds are exposed along
the walls of the canyon. At Buffalo Rock a peak of the underlying
mountains buried by the basalt rises to a height of 2,000 feet, but is
still covered by 1,000 feet of basalt flows. At Mount Wilson, near the
southeast corner of Washington, the underlying schists again appear
and are exposed to a height of 2,500 feet along' the canyon side; the
level basalt flows bury the old mountain to a depth of 1,500 feet above
its summits. Thus 4,000 feet of lava are exposed from the bottom of
the canyon to the brink at Mount Wilson. Back of this point basalt
flows again rise to a thickness of 1,000 feet, giving a total depth of
5,000 feet of Columbia lava. The deepest part of the canyon is the
part near the Seven Devils.
The narrow backbone between the Snake River on one side and the
Salmon River and the Little Salmon on the other, rises to elevations of
3,000 to 8,000 feet and is generally referred to as the Seven Devils
country. More especially is this n;tme given to a group of extremely
sharp peaks rising to elevations of 9,000 feet on the eastern side of
Snake River, 25 miles northwest of Meadows. The whole ridge from
the Seven Devils to a point west of Freedom on the. Salmon appears to
be made up of schists, slates, limestones, and old eruptives.
I

Water-Supply and Irrigation Paper U.S. Geol. Survey No.4, 1897, p. 30 et seq.
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From the vicinity of the copper mines south of the Seven Devils the
view of the canyon and the Columbia lava is magnificent. PI~. XIV
and XV are views looking west across the river, but they Qnly feebly
illustrate the grandeur of the canyon. Above 7,500 feet the peaks of
the Seven Devils and of the Eagle Creek Range, across the river, in
Oregon, are bare, flecked with snowdrifts and scored by rock slides.
Between 7,500 and 4,000 feet lies a forest zone, the upper part a slender
growth of black pine, the lower part excellent yellow pine. Below
4,000 feet the vegetation is scant and the canyon sides are nearly bare.
Snow rarely falls in the bottom of the canyon, which has an elevation
of about 1,600 feet. A few small bars along the river in the upper part
of the canyon support thriving vineyards and orchards, but for many
miles north of the Seven Devils rocky bluffs line the 1iver, and the
canyon is impassable. At the place photographed the canyon is
scarcely 7 miles wide. ;rhe view is taken at an elevation of 6,500 feet.
From the summits of the Seven Devils a slope of J,000 feet descends
to the river in about 6 miles. Westward, across the canyon, extends
the great lava plateau, at elevations of from 6,000 to 7,000 feet. Columbia lava, in somber-brown flows, looking like a horizontal series of
sedimentary beds, is exposed to a thickness of 2,500 feet along the
western side of the trench. These rest upon an irregular surface of
old rocks, chiefly porphyries, but also diorites and some sedimentary
rocks. The canyon is cut into these older rocks to a depth of 2,500
feet, giving a total depth on the western side of 5,000 feet. Below the
lava the canyon walls are exceedingly steep. The erosion gives to the
short ridges a distinctive type of buttresses, well shown in the photograph. The whole color of the scene is dark in the extreme. The successive precipices of the buttresses are dark g:ray, almost black. The
riYer, wherever visible, seems like a slender green thread between black
walls. The dull brown of the basalt capping and the dark green of
the forests of the plateau unite to make _a study in somber colors.
A little to th~ south of the place shown in Pl. XIV the basalt flows
attain a thickness of 4,000 feet, but do not, in this part of the canyon,
descend to its bottom. It is clear that the basaltic plateau to the south
of the Seven Devils once continued across the canyon. The course of
the Snake has been laid out across the high lava plateau. Once established, it has rapidly deepened its canyon. There is no doubt that the
whole canyon. has been cut since the close of the Miocene period.
Thirty miles west of the Seven Devils, in Oregon, the Eagle Creek
Range (also known as the Powder River Mountains) rises above the
basaltic plateau, and is well shown on Pis. XIV and XV. This is a
circular mountain group with a diameter of 24 miles. Its bare peaks,
white or dark brown in color, consist of older rocks and rise several
thousand feet above the plateau surrounding them on all sides. They
are but the summits of a far more imposing mountain group now buried
· under the basalt flows. In the same manner, the Seven Devils may be
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considered an outlier of the main old mountain mass of Idaho, against
which successive :fiery flows piled up, until now only the summits "protrude above the lava plateau. North of the copper mines on the western
F:ideofthe river the contact of the old rocks with the basalt rises to nearly
7,000 feet, and the whole canyon is cut in these old eruptives and allied
rocks. But immediately north of this point the contact again sinks, and
heavy basalt flows form the brink of the canyon continuously down to
Lewiston.
Thus the gigantic trench of the canyon bas· shown the structure of
the Columbia lava and laid bare the formation upon which it rests ..
Below the broad plateau lies a buried topography-mountain ranges,
deep valleys and canyons, all blotted out by the swiftly succeeding
flows, only the very highest peaks still showing their heads. The bottoms of the old valleys clearly lie far below the deep cut of Snake
River, bow far is not known. More detailed investigation will reveal
more of the character of this old submerged topography. It may be
confidently advanced as a working hypothesis that this whole district,
including the Lower Snake River Valley, far from having been elevated
since the Tertiary era, like the vicinity of the Yellowstone National
Park and the region of the Grand Canyon of the Colorado, represents
an area of depression, standing now at lower levels than during the
·Miocene period. '
No data have been obtained in regard to the manner of eruption of
the Columbia lava. The absence of tuffs indicates :fissure eruptions;
but, on the other hand, few dikes have been· noted. Part of the eruptives doubtless poured out from vents along the high eastern edge of
the area from Squaw Butte to the Middle Weiser.
NEOCENE L.A.KE BEDS.

The lake beds in front of the Boise Ridge and those of the Idaho
Basin have been described in a previous report. 1 The highest (Miocene) stage of the lake near Boise reached an el_evation of 4,200 feet,
while the lower (Pliocene) stage is indicated by a terrace of shore gravels at 3,000 feet. The beds deposited by the lake at its high stage were
named the Payette formation in that paper, while for the lower beds
the name Idaho formation, proposed by Cope, was retained, as all the
fossils studied by him were evidently found in this division. Near Pros-.
pect Peak, 20 miles northwest of Boise, the upper lake beds reach an
('levation of 4,600 feet. North of Emmett, on the Payette; the lower
~tage is indicated by shore gravels at elevations of 2,800 feet. It is
clear that a certain amount of post-Miocene deformation has taken
place, and the position of the old shore lines, whenever determinable
within reasonable limits of error, will measure the relative amount of
this deformation. Naturally, the upper line is easier to determine than
l
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·the lower stage, the latter being carvE1d in soft lake beds and disintegrating gravels. .As a consequence of this, the distinction between the
oWer and the younger lake beds, or, in other words, between the Payette (Miocene) and the Idaho (Pliocene) formations, is often difficult:.
It is rarely possible to draw exact contact lines, and the two formations have been indicated on the maps by one color.. The younger beds
were laid down nearly conformably on the older, and in fact largely
consist of their detritus.
·
During the last two years the lake beds have beeo. studied at a
number of places in the Snake River Valley. The main belt of lake
beds in front of Boise Ridge continues northwest to beyond Weiser,
the fiat-topped ridges of soft sandstone, which near that place contain
intercalated tuft's, rising to elevations of about 3,500 feet. No welldefined o1d shore lines were noted, nor have the later and earlier beds
been separated. A. larger part of the beds probablY. belong to the
l\iiocene series.
Northward this belt of lake beds rests against Miocene basalt flows,
forming part of the Columbia lava plateau. Lake beds rest in i)laces
on this, as for instance on the west side of Middle Valley, at an elevation of 3,200 feet; but the development of the series is not strong, and
it is· absent in many places where it would be expected. Probably the
shallow beds have been swept away by erosion.
'
Near the mouth of the Lower Snake River Canyon, a few miles below
Huntington, lake beds appear on both sides of the river, in part interstratified with tuffs, and probably of Miocene age. Between Huntington and Baker City sandy and tuffaceous lake· beds, in part somewhat
disturbed, appear at elevations of 3,500 feet on the broad basalt ridge
dividing Powder River from Burnt River. On Willow Creek and in ·
the Malheur drainage the horizontal lake beds occupy large areas and
rise to elevations of 4,000 feet.
The Owyhee Range was evidently entirely surrounded by the waters
of the Payette Lake. On its western side the nearly horizontal soft
sandstones and shales rest against Miocene eruptives and the welldefined shore line attained an elevation of 5,400 or 5,500 feet, thus at
least 1,000 feet higher than along the Boise Ridge. Similar beds lie
against the eastern side of the range, but the shore line is not so well
defined. The lake beds here attain an elevation of only 4,200 feet.
The Pliocene lake beds are best exposed along the northeastern slope
of the range. All along Snake River, from the mouth of the Owyhee
up to beyond Glenns Ferry, the Pliocene beds are also beautifully
exposed. Between Nampa and Walters Ferry extends an undulat·
ing sagebrush mesa, from 2,500 to 2, 700 feet in elevation. Small
basaltic buttes, most of them forming local foci of eruption, rise to3,000
feet. The erosion of the river has produced a bluff 500 feet in height,
following its northern side and exposing a series of brilliantly white, soft
sandstones, containing intercalated one or two thin basaltic fl.ows, as
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shown in Pl. X. On the Owyhee side of the riyer the exposures are
similar. The deposits become thicker and coarser near the rhyolite
l1ills of the Owyhee :;Range, and the old shore line, at an elevation
of 2,900 feet, is in places clearly discernible, as for instance north of
'Villow Creek, 4 ~iles south of Warm Springs Ferry.
These exposures continue uninterruptedly up the Snake River. -:At
Glenns Ferry 1,100 feet of soft lake beds are exposed, containing three
intercalated sheets of. basalt. The elevation of the river is here 2,556
feet, and that of the mesa, at the edge of the canyon, 3,700 feet. The
latter elevation is that of the highest stratum of lacustrine deposits:
The surface of the lake probably stood 100 or 200 feet higher. It is
clear that if tpese beds were really deposited by the same lake-and
the evidence of this is very strong-a tilting movement must have
taken place, by which the beds at Glenns Ferry have risen nearly 1,000
feet relatively to those near Walters Ferry. At Shoshone, on the
Snake River Plains (3,975 feet elevation), no Jake beds are seen. The
surface is covered by a basalt flow of very fresh and recent appearance,
aud carrying evidence of subaerial flow. This flow extends up to the
foot of the mountains, 30 miles northeast, and clearly bad its focus of
eruption a few· miles up in the foothi1ls. Streams of black congealed
lava descend the sharply rising hills of Carboniferous strata near Silver
Creek, 20 miles southeast of Hailey, and spread out like a black mantle
over the level plains.
It remains to mention an occurrence near Hailey, which throws interesting light on the distribution of the Miocene lake beds. On the
western side of Wood River Valley, at Hailey, the Carboniferous series
is covered by a large area of Tertiary eruptives, well exposed near the
head of Democrat Creek.
At the base of this flow rest thin beds of tuffs, clays, and sandstones
of clearly waterlaid character arid containing well-preserved leaves of
the characteristic Miocene form Sequoia angustifolia. These bep.s
have not been carried up by the volcanic eruptions, for they rest
against and contain debris of the Carboniferous series, bearing clear
evidence of shore deposits. They have not been deposited in a small
basin, for they occur on the mo~ntain side facing the wide Wood River
Valley near its point of junction with the Snake River Valley. They
occuT at an elevation of from o,OO . to 6,900 feet. The conclusion is
inevitable that they represent a fragment of the Payette lake beds,
preserved by reason of being covered by eruptive flows. If this i~ so,
here is another proof of a tilting or uplift, this shore line being 2,000 feet
higher than that shown along the Boise Ridge, and 1,000 feet higher
than that of the Owyhee Hange.
Besides the main N eocene lake, there existed many sina1l lake basins
iu the great mountain region of Idaho. One of the most interesting of
theseisLongValley, in the northern partofBoiseCounty. Thisvailey,
40 miles long and 5 to 10 miles wide, was at one tim~ a closed basin,
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dammed near Payette Lake by the great flows of the Columbia lava.
Its drainage, before the damming, was to the northwest ; at present it
drains to the south, the overflowing of the lake having, carried it into
the drainage basin of the Payette. Remains of lake beds are found in
a few sheltered locations, as for instance at Paddy Valley, on the Gold
Fork. The occurrence is described in more ·detail in Chapter VI.
EXTENT OF THE NEOCENE LAKE.

In view' of imperfect investigation of the surrounding districts, it is
yet too early to speak definitely upon this subject. If it is admitted
that a gradual tilting of the Snake River Valley has taken place since
the Neocene, giving it a westward inclination, it may be possible t4at
the Neocene Jake at its highest stand filled the whole of the present
valley. If, further, the highest level of the lake was 5,500 feet near the
Oregon line in latitude 43o, it might well have covered the whole
southeastern part of Oregon .. As there is only a relatively low pass
between the Cascades and the Blue Mountains, near the head of the
Deschutes River, it might even at one time have been connected with
the John Day Lake. On the other hand, Professor Russell, in his Recon. naissance in Southern Oregon, 1 does not mention the occurrence of
extensive lake beds. He describes only the smaller basins, which were
occupied hy Pleistocene or perhaps rather late Pliocene lakes. There
is another reason which militates against the· assumption of a connection between the John Day and Payette lakes. Bad such a connection existed, the conclusion seems inevitable that Snake River would
have followed this course, traversing southern Oregon and emptying
into the Columbia near the mouth of the Deschutes River. Such a
direction, indeed, seems more natural than the present course of the
river, which is northward across a high lava plateau with an elevation
of 6,qOO feet.
PRE· VOLCANIC TOPOGRAPHY.

If the enormous masses of the Columbia Java and the lake beds were
removed from the Snake River Vallf'y and the boundary region of Idaho
aud Oregon, a topography very different from the present one would
be exposed. The Snake River Valley would appear as a deep trough,
probably less than a thousand feet above the sea level in its lowest
parts, near Boise and Weiser. Whether this trough bad a continuous
outlet to the sea or whether it has subsided under the load of the
lake beds and lava, is not certain. ·It is ·clear that deep depressions
must have existed along Snake River before the outburst of the lava,
because in many places the igneous flows form the walls of the canyon,
and even its bottom. But until more detailed surveys of this region
have been made it will be impossible to connect these lowest depressions so as to outline the old valleys. This much is certain, howeverthat the great ar.ea of older rocks in Idaho formed a prominent escarp;
I
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ment from Boise north ward. The Seven Devils were connected with
this mass, forming an outlier with bold westward slope. · A deep valley
separated the Seven Devils from the Eagle Creek Range in Oregon.
The latter must have formed an isolated mountain group, separated
again from the Blue Mountains proper, or the high granitic peaks to
the west of Baker City, by a deep and broad depression now filled by
lava to an elevation of 4,000 feet. In view of all these facts, and knowing that the lower canyons of the Snake and the Columbia are cut in
surface flows of lava, it must be admitted that the hypothesis that this
whole region represents a field of subsidence ~appears to 'be well
founded.
PALEONTOLOGIC EVIDENCE OF THE AGE OF THE LAKE BEDS.

Remains of an extenRive fauna and flora have been found at various
places in the lake beds. It is .a· curious fact that the older Miocene
division of the lake beds-the Payette formation-contains the flora,
and has thus far yielded relatively little evidence of the existence of a
vertebrate or invertebrate fauna. On the other hand, the more recent
Pliocene division-the Idaho formation of Cope-contains in places
abundant remains of mammals, fishes, and fresh-water shells, while the
only evidence of a' flora consists in scant fr~gments of silicified wood.
Flora of the Payette formation.-The flora found in the older lake
beds along the slope of the Boise I-tidge, and in the Idaho Basin, has
been described in a previous publication. 1 During the examination of
the Silver City quadrangle new. fossil localities were discovered on the
west side of the Owyhee Range, as follows:
1. Eight hundred feet northeast of Rockville stage station, on the
road from Caldwell to Jordan Valley, Owyhee County, Idaho (latitude
430 21', longitude 1160 592-'); elevation, 4,000 feet; ne·arly horizontal,
brown, hard, sha.Jy sandstone; collector, W. Lindgren. From here
Professor Knowlton determined the following forms: Acacia, pod;
Quercus sp.; Acer, fruits; Ulmus sp.
2. Near crossing of Succor Creek by stage road from Caldwell to
Jordan ·valley, very near State line between Oregon and Owyhee
County, Idaho; elevati_on, 4,800 feet; horizontal lake beds; collectors,
N. F. Drake and H. R. Johnson. On this collection Professor Knowlton reports as follows:
The collection consists of about 100 beautifully preserved specimens. The material
is of two distinct kinds of matrix; the :first a pure white, :fine-grained sandstone, the,
second a :fine-grained brownish clay. From the white material I noted the follow-.
ing species:
Sequoia n. sp. of the type of S. gigantea. Platanus dissecta? Lx.
Plata~ns sp.
Alnus carpinioides Lx.
Celastrus sp.
Quercus simulata Ku.
Acer trilobatum productum' Heer.
Quercus consimilis Newby.
Acer, fruits.
Quercus idahoensis Ku.
Hex n. sp.
Quercus, two new species.
Castanea ungeri Heer.
J
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The brown clay contained the following species:
Sequoia angustifolia ~ Lx.
Sequoia sp. of the type of S. gigantea 1
but not the same as that in the white
material.

Pteris n. sp.
Acer trilobatnni productum ~ Heer.
Juglans nigellaf Heer.
Celastrus sp.

The material from Succor Creek is undoubtedly of the same age as the Payette formation (Miocene), and that from Rockville is .also similar in age.

The fragment of lake beds found in Paddy Valley and in Long Valley,
Boise Opunty, and referred to above, contained some fossil leaves~
Professor Knowlton identifies Quercus pseudo-lyrata Lx., and a largeleaved conifer, possibly a Taxus; and states that the beds are probably
identical with the Payette formation. The species of oak found is
common in the John Day beds.
Fauna of the Payette formation.- The only evidence of a mammalian
fauna is in the reported :find of some large bones near Succor Creek,
Owyhee Uounty, Idaho. The only locality where fresh-water mollusks
have been found is Table Mountain, =?1- miles southeast of Boise. The
shells were collected by Dr. N. F. Dr~ke within 25 feet of the top of
Table Mountain; elevation 3,600 feet. The matrix is a white sandstone~
The following generic forms were identified by Prof. W. H. Dall:
Anodo~ta, Goniobasis, Physa, Tulotoma, Sph::eri~m, Oorbicula.
Fau·na of the Idaho jormation.-The fresh-water shells formerly
described from this forruation are mentioned in a previous publication. 1
The following new localities are here added:
1. Sandstone blu~s in Owyhee County, on both sides of Castle Creek,
from which Oreana bears N. 14° W. and is 6 miles distant; elevation
about 3,000 feet; collectors, N. F.· Drake and H. R. Johnson. Dr. Dall
identifies the following forms: Unio, Goniobasis, Physa, Valva.t~, Ancylus, Fluminicola, Sph::erium, Corbicula, Lithasia antiqua Gabb, Latia
dalli White; also many :fish bones.
2. White sandstone in a south branch of Castle Creek from where
Oreana bears N. 16° W. and is 7 miles distant; collector, N. F. Dr~ke.
Dr. Dall identifies: Unio, Goniobasis, Corbicula, Tulotoma, Flumini·
cola, Physa.
3. Three miles :west of Guffey, Owyh~e County, Idaho; elevation 2,800
feet; collector, N. F. Drake; porous sandstone with mu~h detritus of
shells. Dr. Dall identifies: U nio, Anodonta, Goniobasis, Ancylus, Cor:
bicula, Litha,sia antiqua Gabb; also many :fish bones.
4. One mile west of Bernards :Ferry, Owyhee County, Idaho; eleva"
tion 2,800·feet; Unio banks in soft sandstone. After stating that the
shells are undoubtedly Neocene, Dr. Dall remarks: ''My own impression is rather toward the later or Pliocene age of these beds than to
their being Miocene, but it must be confessed that the fresh-water
fauna of the western lake region is still too imperfectly known to be
conclusive of such a correlation."
1 Eighteenth
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The vertebrate remains thus far found in the Idaho beds have been
briefly mentioned in the report previously quoted. The foilowing new
localities have been found~ The determinations are by Dr. F. A. Lucas:
1. North side Indian Creek, 4~ miles northwest of Nampa, Ada
County, Idaho; elevation 2,400 feet; at base of small bluff of Pleistocene, in sand probably belonging to Pliocene lake beds; collector,
N. F. Drake. Equus.
2. One and one-half miles north of Jump Creek, Ada County, Idaho,
in blufl' on north side of Snake River; elevation 2,400 feet; in soft lake
beds; collector, H. R. Johnson. Equus.
3. East side of Snake River, about 2 miles northeast of Nyssa, Ada
County, Idaho_; small bluff of doubtful lake beds underlying Pleistocene; elevation 2,200 feet; collector, N. F. Drake. 1\fastodon.
4. Two and oue-half miles NNW. of ferry where Caldwell-Rockville
road crosses Snake River; elevation 2,500 feet; collector, N. F. Drake;
soft lake beds forming bluffs facing Snake River. Equus; Procamelus,
size of P. major; Mastodon, not M. americanus; Castor, possibly n. sp.;
Olor, size of 0. paleocygnus; Pappichtys.
5. On west side of Sand Hollow, :Ada County, Idaho, near the northern boundary of Nampa quadrangle; elevation 2,700 feet; latitude 440,
·longitude 1160 35'; in sandy lake beds; collector, N. F. Drake. Cervus,
possibly new, slightly smaller and more slender than 0. canadensis.
6. Three miles east of Boise; collector, ~d. L. White. From notes
by Dr. Drake, it appears that the following fossil bones were found in
the ~:~bore gravels of the Pliocene lake, resting on stratified sands and
tuffs of the Payette formation; elevation 3,100 feet. RhiJ.?.oceros,
probably Aphelops jossiger; horn core of true antelopes.
7. Near Opaline, Owyhee Uounty; in sandstone; bones incrusted
with opal; some cavities filled with fire opal; elevation 2,400 feet;
collector, J. B. Foster. Identified by Professor Marsh as Protohippus,
and undoub.tedly Pliocene.
Regarding 1 to 6, inclusive, Dr. Lucas states that, in his opinion, all
the species represented are of Pliocene age.
PLIOCENE BASALTS.

The basalts which are intercalated as level, generally thin sheets in
the Pliocene lake beds in the Snake River Valley have been referred to
above. The first flows were noticed near Caldwell and Nampa. Southeasterly from this point they increase in number and thickness and are,
as already mentioned, well exposed along the Snake River Canyon.
Some of these flows originated in· the foothills. and in the mountains,
one coming down the valley of Moore Creek. Others were erupted
from necks or dikes in the lake beds near the center of the valley.
Several such vents are found on the north side of Snake River west.
and southwest of Bisuka. The largest flows, however, originated in
the foothills north of Glenns Ferry, or in fact all along a line extending
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from Smiths Prairie on the South Fork of the Boise to a point northeast
of Shoshone. Along this distance of 80 miles the granitic foothills
are completely flooded by heavy masses of black basalt flows, which
extend far out into the valley and are here beautifully exposed
interbedded with lake beds along the canyon of Snake River.
MIOCENE ERUPTIONS NO'f

CONNECTED WITH 'l'HE COLUMBIA LAVA.

Outside of the sharply defined area of the Columbia lava, the central mountain mass of Idaho contains but few eruptions of great extent.
The Owyhee Range·, forming an independent unit, has already been
mentioned. Its slopes are covered by heavy flows of Miocene rhyolite
and basalt.
Extensive areas of andesite; both hornblende- and augite-andesite,
occur between Hailey and Ketchum on the Wood River. Mr. Eldritlge ·
has also described a large eruptive area, consistingofrhyolite and basalt,
extending from Yellow Jacket to some distance east of the Salmon, in
Lemhi and Custer counties.
PLEISTOCENE DEPOSITS.

Glaciation.- During the earlier part of the Pleistocene period glaciers
existed in the higher mountain regions of Idaho. Mr. Eldritlge, in his
Geological Reconnaissance across Idabo, 1 mentions the occurrence of
large moraines and other indications of glaciers on the eastern side of
the Sawtooth and Trinity ridges. It is not believed, however, that the
glaciers extended far down into the valleys. Along the East Fork of
Wood River, which beads near :Mount Hyndman-the highest mountain
in Idaho, reaching 12,000 feet in elevation-the glaciation certainly did
not extend below an elevation of 7,000 feet. It appears as if the lower
limit of glacia.tion descended westward. The high region of granitic
peaks around the head of the North Fork of Payette River was certainly
glaciated. This glacier descended as far as Payette Lake, and its terminal moraines lie at an elevation of 5,000 feet at the southern end of
that lake, the total length of this glacier being approximately 18
miles. Toward the north of the pass, tlle drainage being toward
Salmon River and Secesh Creek, the glacier extended only a few miles,
and below this limit on Secesh Creek terraces indicate the glaciated
condition of the upper drainage.
Gravel terraces.-During the period of glaciation the rivers in this
district generally occupied a higher stage than at present and were
loaded with detritus. Gravel terraces now indicate this higher stage
·along nearly all of the principal rivers. The terraces along Snake
River, reaching elevati<?ns of 50 to 100 feet above the present river
level, have been referred to in previous publications. Wood H.iver
Valley was fil~ed, to a depth of about 70 feet above its present level.
Along tbe SaJmon River many gravel benches and bars remain,
showing that the river was at onetime filled with gravel and sand to a
depth of about 300 feet. Subsequent erosion has remo~ed most of tbis,
1 Sixteenth
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leaving only small bars exposed at sheltered points. The ·bed rock _·or
these gravel bars lies at elevations of only 30 to 80 feet above the present river. Prof. I. C. Russell 1 has shown_ the exis.teiice of similar gravel
bars reaching to a height of 360 feet on Snake River above and below
Lewiston, and states th~t ''terraces similar to those of Snake River
Canyon occur along the Upper Columbia, on the border of Spokane
River, and to a less marked degree in the canyons of the streams flowing from the Blue Mountains, showing tliat the-widely extended influence which caused the streams to d~posit a part of· their loads affected
a very large portion and probably the whole of the hydrographic basin
of Columbia River at a comparatively recent date." It appears certain
that this filling of the canyons with gravel and sand was contemporaneous with the Glacial period. The amount of erosion since the
Glacial period closed is measured by the removal of 300 'feet of gravels
and by the cutting of the c~nyon a few feet below the old level. It
need not be emphasized that this work is insignificant compared to the
amount of erosion by the river during the time previous to the Glacial
period.
These considerations indicate that the same series of phenomena
which have .been studied in the Sierra Nevada of California confronts
~s here. If the Pleistocene period is to be limited to that of glaciation
its duration must have been very short. It is perhaps more proper
tbat the Pleistocene should be made to in.clude a part of that long
· l?eriod of erosion which clearly preceded the glaciation.
MINERAL DEPOSITS.
G ENERA.L ST .A 'l'EMENTS.

Tlie area shown on Pl. VIII contains an abundance of mineral deposits of great interest, some of them well known as former or present
great producers of gold and silver. To classify these deposits and to set
forth their principal characteristics is the purpose of. the following
paragraphs.
The deposits of the great granite area of Idaho are practically all fissure veins, containing gold, silver, or both, in quartzose gangue. Deposits carrying other metals in notable quantities are almost unknown.
The adjoining sedimentary areas carry either veins or contact deposits
of irregular shape; generally containing silver, -lead, zinc, and copper.
The Tertiary volcanic rocks contain in places gold-silver veins of peculiar character. A relation of the type of deposits to the character of
country rock certainly exists in a broad way ..
THE FISSURES.

On Pl. XVI the locations as well as strike, dip, and principal metals
occurring are given for the more important mineral districts. Ordi'narily. many veins" occur in each camp, but, as in most cases they are
I
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approximately parallel, one line suffices to indicate the strike of the
veins. Where two distinct directions of strike exist they are marked
separately. Upon examination of the maps the difference between the
deposits in granite ancl those in the surrounding rocks becomes clearly
apparent.
Another salient feature is that of the strike of the veins. Practically all of the veins north of Snake River strike either E.-W. or within
35° of this direction. Strikes of ENE.-WSW. or WNW.-ESE. are of
common occurrence. This general E.-W. direction of the veins is not
confined to the· granite areas, but is evidently a characteristic feature
·over the whole of central Idaho. It is even possible t.hat this region
of E.-W. veins is not confined to Idaho alone, for incomplete reports
from tbe adjacent Blue Mountains of Oregon indicate a prevalence of
such directions; and Butte, Montana, offers a striking example ofE.-W.
vein systems to the east of the State line. The dips are either N. or S.,
often steep, perhaps more commonly from 60° to 450. Within a district
one direction of dips predominates, but some veins are often found which
dip in the opposite direction.
The map shows that the mining districts are scattered over the whole
area very irregularly. The veins in some districts are often arranged
so as to form smaller belts extending for some distance in a general ·
E.-,V. direction. Thus, for instance, the Hailey belt of silver-lead veins
extends for 10 or 12 miles WNW. Perhaps the longest belt is that
complex of veins between· Willow Creek, Boise County, and Banner,
Elmore County, a distance of 40 miles. The veins, though having the
same ENE. direction, are not continuous, being separated by considerable stretches of barren country. The deposits of Idaho as a whole do
not form any distinct "mineral belt," nor part of any such belt.
The fissures which have become veins through the mineralizing action
of thermal waters were created by stresses of some kind applied to the
rocks. While it is possible that some fissures may have been formed
by tensional and torsional stresses, it is now generally conceded that
the majority owe their origin to direct compression and resulting shearing stress. The close connection of certain joint .systems with fissure
veins parallel to them is apparent in the Idaho granite area as well as
in so many other regions. They owe their origin to the same causes,
the joints being simply subordinate breaks of less extent. It has been
shown experimentally and by calculation that compressive stress
applied horizontally in a given direction, for instance from north to
south, will produce two systems of fissures, striking E.-W. and dipping respectively N. and S. at angles of about 45°. Slight variations
of the direction of the stress will, of course, produce . a corresponding
difference in the fissures. These two systems of fissures, parallel in
strike but opposite in dip, are designated ''conjugated fractures." 1
J Gold-quartz veins of Nevada City and Grass Valley; Seventeenth Ann. Rept. U.S. Geol. Survey,
Part II, p. 169.
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The fractures may appear singly, at certain distances, or ma.y form
closely massed groups.
The character and distribution of the veins in central Idaho show
that the fissures have been produced by a strong compressive stress
acting from north to south on a large and undisturbed portion of the
earth's crust; It must have been undisturbed, because any part of
the crust cut by fault lines and subjected to various displacements
could not have yielded evidence of such a uniform resistance to pressure as these veins indicate. Practically the whole of central Idaho has
f(n· a long time, probably since the earlier Tertiary, formed a solid crust
block, similar to but much larger and more irregular than the Sierra
Nevada. This area of undisturbed crust may have extended for some
distance northward into Oregon and eastward into Montana.
South of the Snake River begins the Great Basin structure. Many
N.-S. fault lines cut the crust, and some .of the Basin Ranges have
been produced by sinking and tilting of these small.cru~t blocks.; The
uniform E.-W. vein systems may not be expected over this region, and
as a matter of fact they are not found. It is therefore quite natural
that the strike of the Owyhee veins should be mor~ nearly N.-S., parallel to the fractures which are believed to have outlined the_range.
Two vein-forming periods have clearly existed in the area sho\vn on
Pl. XVI. Where the veins simply crop in granite and no other formations are present, as is frequently the case, the determination of age
m:1y often be difficult or impossible. But enough is known to justify
the assertion that most of the veins in the central area north of
Snake River are pre-Miocene and, from the occurrence of some of them
in certain sedimentary strata, post-Carboniferous. Their age may not
unlikely be Cretaceous or Eocene. Considerable .amounts of placer
gold. are found in gravels associated with Neocene lake beds. Basalts,
andesites, and rhyolites of known Miocene age occur in many mining
districts (Willow Creek, Wood River) and cover the croppings of the
veins.
Equally clear, however, is the existence of a second pos~-Miocene
vein-forming period. Some veins belonging to this period 11rohably
occur north of the great valley (Custer veins, possibly), but the best
evidence is derived from the Owyhee region, where the gold-silver veins
cut the granite, the rhyolite, and the basalt.
THE FILLING.

The second step in the formation of fissure veins is the deposition of
ore minerals and gangue ·along the fissures. That this took place by
the medium of solutions is unquesti~nable. That it generally took
place by means of thermal ascending §olu tions is beginning to be universally recognized. In many of the more recent veins evidence of the
existence of hot springs is exceedingly phtin: Near De Lamar a body
of compact siliceous spring deposits with vegetable remains contains
·gold and silver (see p. 187). But to ~hose familiar with the action of ·
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thermal waters on the rocks, perhaps the most convincin'g proof is found
in the alteration of the rock next to the fissures. ·
The deposition of 'the minerals and gangue may have taken place by
three diffePent modes: 1. They may fill open spaces along the fissures.
2. They may be deposited in the minute pores and interstices' of the
rocks adjoining the fissures, a mode which is often r-eferred to as impregnation. 3. They may be deposited in the rocks adjoining the fissures
by a process of metasomat.ic replacement. Of these modes of deposition, the second is of importance only iti specially porous rocks, such
as sandstone and tuffs. In nearly all veins the first and second
modes cooperate to form the deposit. In most of these Idaho veins
the filling of open spaces forms the valuable ore. There is always more
or less altered country rock adjoining the fissure filling, but it is nearly
always of lower value than the filling, and generally so much so th-at
it can not be used as ore. In some veins in calcareous rocks the proce~:;s of replacement plays a more important part and yields high-grade
silver-lead. ores (Hailey).
In some parts of the arid region the oxidation of the mineral
deposit8 has progressed to a depth of se-veral hundred feet. Within
this area the oxidation is usually superficial, and the ,;one of decompo·
sition rarely descends more than 100 feet below the surface.
CLASSIFICATION.

The following is a first imperfect attempt at a classification of Idaho
. mineral deposits.
Veins.
A.-PRE-MIOCENE VEINS IN GRANITE.

Nearly all are normal veins of simple or composite type. The gangue
consists of quartz, rarely with some calcite, and ··has filled the cavities
along the ·fissures. The adjoining rock is converted to sericite-quartzcalcite aggregates by metasomatic processes, and always contains
pyrite, rarely other sulphid~s. Of ~be follo'Y"ing_ types, some of those
described under .A, B, and 0 are certainly, and all are probably, preMiocene.
1.

SILVER VEINS.

(a) Banner type.-Strong, well-defined quartz veins, carrying small
amounts of pyrargyrite, argentite, zinc blende, tetrabedrite, rarely
galena, very little, if any, gold. Banner, Elmore County; Silver King
and Vienna, Alturas County; Flint, Owyhee County.
(b) Democrat typ·e;-Fissure -veins, containing galena and zin<! blende
with some pyrite, arsenopyrite, and tetrahedrit~, in small amounts of
siderite· gangue. Democrat mine, Hailey; and a few others i_n small
granite area intrusive -in Carboniferous area~ This type is rare.
2. GOLD·SILVER VEINS.

Atlanta' type.-Strong, well-defined quartz veins, carrying pyr~rgy
rite, stephanite; argentite, native gold and silver, and pyrite,. occasionally a little galena and zinc blende. The proportion of gold to silver
varies, but is often, by· weight, 1: 25. The veins are adjoined by meta-
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somatic granite, not usually c~nsider.ed pay ore." Atlanta 1 . an·d Rocky
Bar, Elmore County.
·
:J.

GOLD VEINS.

The gold veins carry chiefly gold, with but little silver.
(a) F-lorence type.- Well-defined veins with quartz filling, carrying
native gold with a small amount of sulphides; very little galena and
pyrite. Proportion of gold to silver, by weight, 1:2. Florence, Idaho
County.
.
·
·
(b) Gold Hill type. 2- Well-defined simple or composite .veins with
quartz filling, with free gold and a notable amount of sulphides, consisting of pyrite, arsenopyrite, .a little g.alena, and zinc blende; 'stibnite
occasionally present. Free gold 50 per. cent of total value. The sulphides constitute 4 to 8 per cent of the ore, and are generally rich, 2!
ounces in gold and 5 ounces in silver per ton being an average vall1e.
Gold Hill, Boise County; Neal djstrict, Elmore CQunty. The gold veins
of vVarren stand between 3a and ·3b.
.
(c) Willow Creek type. 3-Well-defined, generally simple and narrow
veins, carrying abundant sulphides, consisting of pyrite, arsenopyrite,
galena, and zinc blende, with a relatively small amount of quartz and
calcite gangue; chalcopyrite rarely occurs. Surrounding country rock
thoroughly sericitized and filled with pyrite, with a trace of gold.
Free gold which can be saved by amalgamation is rarely present. The
ores often carry equal proportions by weight of gold and silver, occasionally more of the latter. Checkmate, Good Friday, and other veins~
Willow Creek district, Boise County.
(d) Orresus type.- Veins in granite or diorite; gangue of quartz and.
calcite; abundant chalcopyrite, pyrrhotite, and pyrite, with minor
amounts of arsenopyrite, galena, and zinc blende. First-class ore
forms filling of fissures; there is also much second-.class ore, formed by
metasomatically altered country rock. The or~ carries about 1 ounce
of gold to 6 ounces of silver. Fifty per cent or less of the gold is free
milling. 4 This type is rare, occurring_ only near Hailey, in the Camas
No.2, Tip Top, Crcesus, and a few other mines. It recalls the Rossland,
British Columbia, type, which, however, differs from it in the following
points: The o.re in the Rossland fissure veins is formed nearly exclusively by metasomatic alteration of the dioritic country rock along the
fissures; very little, if any, of the gold is free; the metasomatic process
has taken the remarkable course of producing from the constituents of
the rock abundant brown mica, instead of the usual Rericite, along with
secondary calcite and quartz.
·
B.--:-PRE-MIOCENE VEINS IN GRANITE-PORPHYRY AND DIORITE-PORPHYRY.

These rocks are intrusive dikes or irregular bodies in granite. Veius
contained in these are usually characterized by a great shattering of
IJ'. E. Clayton, Trans. Am. Inst. Min. Eng., Vol. V, p. 471, 1876-77; G. H • .E;ldridge, Sixteenth Ann.
Rept. U.S. Geol. Survey, Part II, p. 43.
2Eighteentb Ann. Rept. U.S. Geol. Survey, Part III, p. 691.
BLoc. cit., p. 712.
4This report, p2u7.
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the rock; the minute seams are filled with rich ore, separated by metasomatically altered rock. As exa:rpples may be cited the Pioneer and
Newburg mines, Quartzburg, Idaho Basin.1 Relative values, approximately 1 ounce g_old to 10 ounces silver.
C.-PRElMIOCENE VEINS IN SEDIMENTARY ROCKS CONSISTING OF LIME~TONE,
QUARTZITE, AND SHALES.

Wood River type.-Fissure veins, carrying abundant galena with
some zinc blende, tetrahedrite, pyrite, and arsenopyrite in g~ngue of
calcite, sider'ite, or intermediate mixtures of ca.Icium, magnesium, and
iron carbonates. There is some filling of cavities, but m_uch of the ore
is formed by replacement
the country rock. Average contents per
ton of concentrated ore, 50 per cent lead, 100 ounces silver. Gold generally absent; never above 0.5 ounce per ton. A common type near
Hailey and Ketchum," Wood River; 2 probably also near Bay Horse,
Custer County, and Ruthburg, Washington County..

of

D."":POST-MIOCENE. VEINS IN GRANITE, RHYOLITE, OR BASALT.

· (a) Black Jack-Trade Dollar type.~Normal fissure veins; ore mostly
occurs as typical filling of cavities, though some of the low-grade ores
in rhyolite are formed by replacement of country rock. The principal
ore minerals are small quantities of argentite and chalcopyrite. The
gangue consists of quartz and valencianite (orthoclase). The proportion· :between gold and silver, by weight, averages 1:120, though the
relative values are apt to change somewhat~ Black Jack and Trade
Dollar mines, Owyhee County. 3
(b) De Lamar type.-Normal fissure veins in rhyolite, the ore consisting of typical filling. . Scarcely any sulphides are ordinarily visible in
the ore. Occasionally pyrite, argentite, and pyrargyrite occur. The
gangue consists of a lameUar quartz, pseudomorphic after calcite for
barite. The values of gold and silver are in the proportion of 1: 10.
Contact Deposits.
1. SILVER-LEAD DEPOSITS.'

South Mountain type.-'-Argentiferous ·galena and zinc blende in contact-metamorphic calcareous strata, with gangue of calcite, quartz,
actinolite, and ·ilvaite. South Mountain, Owyhee County ;4 probably
alao Sheep Mountain, Custer County. 5
2. COPPER DEPOSITS.

Seven Devils type.-Bornite, carrying up to 20· ounces silver and very
little gold, occurring in gangue of garnet, epidote, specularite, calcite,
and quartz, as irregular bunches on contact of limestone and diorite.
Seven Devils district, Idaho County;· probably also Copper Camp in
Cuddy Mountains, Washington County.
Eighteenth-Ann. Rept. U.S. Geol. Survey, Part III, pp. 691,692.
This report, p. 190.
&This report,·p. 134.

I
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5

This report, p. 188.
This report, p. 80.

CHAP--TER II.
THE VEINS OF SILVER CITY AND DE LAl\iAR.
LOCATION AND TOPOGRAPHY.

The Owyhee Range is situated in southwestern Idaho, on the southern
side of Snake River and near the Oregon line. It extends in a northerly
and southerly direction for a distance of about 40 miles, while its width
is less than ll? miles. Its northern end sinks below the lake deposits
of the Snake River Valley: Its southern end is difficult to indicate
exactly. South of Silver City a gap separates it from South Mountain,
which may be considered an extension of the Owyhee Range. Ordinarily,- however, it is regarded as terminating a few miles south of
Silver City. The topography is of an irregular character, showing
several types due to the different rock formations. The elevations
rarely exceed 7,000 feet, and the range culminates in the vicinity of
Silver City in the three points of Florida Mountain, War Eagle Mountain, and Cinnabar Mountain, which attain or slightly exceed 8,000 feet
above the sea.
Geologically the Owyhee Range consists of a core of granite, which
before the Miocene period formed a narrow but abrupt range with the
same general trend as to-day. During the Miocene, however, this granite core became :flooded by enormous masses of rhyolitic and basaltic
lavas, which now, except in a few places, entirely cover the underlying
formation. Smaller patches of granite appear, however, in the northern
part, and there is a rather large area in the vicinity of Silver City.
East and west of the range N eocene lake beds
against its :flanks.
The mineral deposits of the range are almost entirely concentrated
in the vicinity of Silver ·city and De Lamar. Some prospecti-ng· has
been done on small veins in the granite areas of the northern and central portion of the range, but the large areas of rhyolite and basalt
appear to be entirely barren. The vicinity of Silver City and De Lamar
is thus the center of the mining activity in the Owyhee Range. The
topography and general geology of this region is illustrated on Pl. XVII.
Silver City is about 50 miles in a SSW. direc'tion from Boise. A short
branch railroad extends from Nampa on the Oregon Short Line to
Guffey on Snake River, from which place a wagon road leads to the
mining camps. De Lamar is about 5 miles west of Silver City. The
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topography, as .illustrated in the special map, is of a rugged type,
especially in the eastern portion. The whole area, and especially the
eastern part, is deeply dissected by canyons and ravines. Though the
drainage ways are deeply cut, high precipitous· bluff's and sharp peaks
are rare. The ridges have more of a rounded or dome-shaped type,
with long, sloping sides. The district embraced in Pl. XVII attains
its greatest elevation in War Eag~e Mountain, about 1! miles southeast
of Silver City, which rises to 8,000 feet and is continued southeasterly
by Cinnabar Mountain, the elevation of which is about 8,300 feet. A
ridge also extends NNW. from War Eagle Mountain arid forms the
main divide of the region. Three miles west of the rounded dome of
the War Eagle Mountain rise the long ridges of Florida Mountain.
West of Florida Mountain the declivities become less steep, and beyond
De Lamar, at the head of Cow Creek, the topography is of a gentle
hill type.
'
East of the main ridge exceedingly steep gulches lead do~vn into
Sinker Creek, which again empties into Snake River.' West of the
divide the drainage runs into Jordan Creek, a tributary of the Owyhee
River. Cow Creek, which heads about o miles west of De Lamar, flows
.into a series of small lakes in Oregon which form a closed basin.
The. slopes and summits of the ridges are covered with a growt:b, of.
nutritious grass, which is often luxuriant, but the arboreal vegetation
.is very scant. A few cottonwood trees grow along the creeks, and on
the higher ridges are found scanty patches of gnarled juniper, pine, and
mountain mahogany. This timber bas to great extent been cut for
· mining purposes. At present wood is very scant and expensive, most
of it being hauled from South Mountain. The climate corresponds to
the elevations and is very severe. Heavy snow falls in winter, and
strong winds drift it badly. During the winter and early spring it is
often very difficult to keep the roads open. The summers are comparatively warm and dry, though even then occasional showers occur.
Large snow banks frequently remain through the summer on the eastern side of Plorida and War Eagle m~mntaius.
·
The water supply is very scant, the chief source beiug Jordan Creek
During the winter and spring it runs several hundred miner's inches,
but .the flow is greatly reduced in the summer. Most of the mines and
mills must of necessity use steam power.
HISTORY.

No adequate description of these mining districts has -thus far been
published. The only information available· is found .in Raymond's
reports, and the reports of. the Director of the Mint from 1880 to 1884.
Many of the following historical data are obtained from this source.
Placer gold was discovered in·1863 some distance below De Lamar
by a party ·led by: a prospector named Jordan. These placers were
found to be very rich, and a great number of miners soon flocked to
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the locality. Since 1863 the. mining districts have, a.s usual, suffered
periods of stagnation, ·followed by periods of great production and
activity. During the first two years after the discovery the placer
mines only were worked and produced a large amount. .Jordan Creek,
and especially that tributary from Florida Mountain called .Blue Creek,
were extensively washed. Rich pay was also found in the gulches leading eastward from War_ Eagle Mountain. But. the· placers were soon
exhausted and attention was turned toward vein mining. .As the richest placers usually lead right up to the outcrops of the veins, their discovery was easily made. In fact, the Oro Fino and War Eagle were
discovered in 1863, the Golden Chariot and Poorman in 1865. The
first mill was built in 1864. On a smaller scale placer mining continued for many years, chiefly by Chinese miners; and we find, for
instance, the statement that in 1870 one of these Chinese mines produced $20,000. Even now a little washing is done occasionally, especially in the upper part of Cow Creek, when sufficient water can be
obtained for the purpose.
The first period in the development of vein mining extends from
1865 to 1874, and the deposits exploited were those on War Eagle
Mountain. On Florida Mountain and near De Lamar, or Wagontown
as it was then called, the developments were not encouraging. Towns
were built at Booneville, where the wagon road from Boise first
strikes Jordan Creek; at Silver City, which at that time bad 3,000
or 4,000 inhabitants; and finally at Fairview, on the east side of War
Eagle Mountain, in the immediate vicinity of the producing mines.
]'airview had at one time 2,500 in'babitants, but in 1880 was reduced to
only 100. This place is now abandoned, as well as most of the mines
which supported it, and only ruins of buildings and relics of old machinery are seen. The principal mines producing during this period of activity were the Oro Fino, Poorman, Golden Chariot, Ida Elmore, and Morning Star. .All these were worked in or ·about 1869.
In 1870 the following mines were producing: Ida Elmore, Mahogany,
Golden Chariot, Poorman, Allison, and Red Jacket. The same miues
were producing in 1871, when for the first time we find that rich ore
was struck on top of Florida Mountain. In 1872 the Ida Elmore,
Empire, Oro Fino, Golden Chariot, Red Jacket, Mahogany, and Poorman were worked, but the general outlook was not so encouraging as
before. In 1873 the same mines were worked with somewhat better
production. Finally, in 1874 and 1875 most of the producing mines
were shut down and a period of general depression followed. This was
due partl~f to lack of ore, but also to a great degree to the financial
panic in San Francisco and the failure of the Bank of California. San
Francisco capital had been greatly interested in the mines, the names
of many of which we~e l{sted on the stock exchange at that place. .As
usual under. such conditiop.s, many enterprises of doubtful character
were launched. The collapse, when it came, was apparently complete.
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In 1875, however, we find for the first time special mention of newly dis~
covered mines near Wagontown, the present De Lamar. Among the
early discoveries the Henrietta, Silver Vault, St. Clair, and Maggie are
mentioned. In the same year, on War Eagle Mountain, the Golden
Chariot, Oro Fino, South Chariot, Pauper, Illinois Central, and Belle
Peck were worked.
The district gradually recovered from this setback, and, though outside capital was lacking, the miners, with characteristic faith in their
ultimate success, began to develop the veins themselves. In 1880,
however, Silver Oity had a population of only 800 people, and, as shown
by the figures of production, the amount of ore extracted can not have
been very great. In 1882 a number of the mines on War Eagle Mountain were .. prospected in a small way. On Florida Mountain for the
first time we hear of work being done in the Black Jack, Booneville,
and Empire State, while at Wagontown the Webfoot, Last Chance,
Garfield, and Wilson were prospected. While on War Eagle and
Florida mountains th~ veins contained both gold and silver, the prospects near Wagontown are mentioned as silver-producing exclusively.
In 1883 the reports show that about the same number of miues were
worked. The next years, 1884 and 1885, are the last years of the complete mint reports. A number of mines were worked or prospected on
War Eagle Mountain, but the aggregate yield was small. The production of Florida Mountain amounted to but very little, and that of the
Wagontown district is not mentioned. ~The same conditions prevailed
during 1886, 1887, and 1888. The production was smaller during these
three years than at any time before. A little o:;:-e seems to have been
extracted from many mines, but no work of ,importance was going on.
In 1889 a great change in the conditions becomes a,pparent. The
production increased from $140,000 to nearly $700,000. In 1890 it was
over $1,148,000, and it has increased from that date to the present
time, the productio.n of 1897 being $1,439,000. These changes were
due chiefly to the new discoveries on Florida Mountain and at De
Lamar.· On Florida Mountain the Black Jack mine began its career
as an important producer in 1889, and the Trade Dollar, located on
the same vein, became prominent in 1891. The great ore shoot at
De Lamar was discovered about 1889, since which time. this mine has
produced a total of nearly $6,000,000. During 1897 most of the War
Eagle' mines were idle. The Trade Dollar and Black Jack mines were
strong producers. The Henrietta mine, southwest of De Lamar; was
worked, and produced some rich silver ore. The De Lal!lar mine,
though not in bonanza, was actively worked, producing at about the
rate of $500,000 a year, chiefly in gold.
During 1898 .the same activit~ continued, and in addition several of
the mines on War Eagle Mountain were reopened. The Poorman. and
the Cumberland mines were worked, and propositions wer~ made to
l'eopen the old veins of Oro FinQ, Ida Elmore, and Golden Chariot.
·
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PRODUCTION.

The total production of gold and silver of the Silver City and De
Lamar mining districts may be ascertained with greater accuracy than
is usually the case in the Western mining districts. The production of
Owyhee County is fairly well known from 1867 up to the present time.
In the earlier years the total value alone is given, silver and gold not
being separated, and detailed accounts of the production of each mine
are not available except for a few years. The production of the earliest
years, from 1863 to 1866, inclusive, has been estimated, and is of course
very uncertain. There is a statement in Raymond's Report for 1868
that the total shipments from Ruby City from August, 1865, to July,
i868; amounted to $2,969,648. Below are given the statements found
in Raymond's reports and the mining reports for 1870, 1872, 1873, and
1885.
P1·oduction of gold and ~ilt•e1·, Owyhee County, Idaho.
snver.

I

Year.

Gold.

Gold, value I
$20.671 per
ounce.

Fine

Silver.
Value.

·

·1

Average · Total value.
market
value.

I

Per

Fine

1863 to 1866, ounces.
ounces.
ounce.
inclusive ................................................ a$4,000,000
i

1867. - - - • - -- .. -- - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - .
1868----- -- .. ---- ---- -----. ---1869- - - - - - .. - . - - - "- - - -. - - - - .. - - .
1870- - - - - - - - - . - •.. - - - . - - - - - -- - 1871. - - - - - - - - . - - - . : - - -- - - - - -- - 1872- - - - - -- - - - - - . -- - - . - - - - - - - - -·
1873- - - - . - - - - - - - - - - - - . - - - - . -- - 1874. _____ • __ __. _ ____ _____ . _. . .

-- - - - - -- - . ----- ---. . ---. ---. -- --- ----- - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - . - - - - - --. ·. . ___ . ___

-- - - - - - - - .
.. ---- ---.. - - - - - - - .
. - - - -- -- - . - - ~- - - - - . -- --- --. .
. - - "- - "- - -

. --- ------- ----- - - - - - ---- ----- - - --- . - - - -- - .
-- - - --- -

.I ... _... _.. ....... .

·I· ----.--------.---

1875. ·. - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - . - - - - - - - - - ._ - . - - . - - .
-1876 to 1~79,
1nclusrve ............................................... .
1880.---- . -.- 2, 864
$59, 205
110, 600 $128. 721 $1.164
1881.-------- 2, 419
50,000
228, 150
270,000
1.14
1.14
197,600 225,164
1882- - - - - - - - - 9, 675
200, 000
1883 ......... 7, 257
150, 000
171,830
1.11
190,731
1.11
1884 ........ - 4, 838
100, 000
171,830
190,731
1.00
109,940
37,351
37,351
1885.c-· .... -I 5,449
1886 .... ____ . 3,318 I 68,588
38,229
0.99
38,614
0.98
6,273
90,_883
6,401
1887 .... ----. 1 4,397
20,890
0.94
5,565
115,304
19,637
1888 •...
1

---·-I

aRough estimate, W. T,. Possibly too low.
b Raymond's reports.

b 1, 000, 000
b 1, 400, 000
b1, 600,000
b842, 935
b981, 363
. b455, 157

b1, 002,267
b900, 000
b225, 000
c1, 000,000
d187, 926
320,000
425,164
340,731
290,731
147,291
106,817
97,156
134,941

cRough estimate, W.L.
d This, and all below (1880-1897), from mint reportsf.
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Production of gold and silt,er, Owyhee Connty, Idaho-Continued.
Silver.

I

Gold.

Year.

Gold, value
$20.6il per
ounce.

Fine
ounces.

1889 --- - ---- 1890 .... --- ..
1891. ........
1892 .... --·-.
1893 .... ----.
1894 .........
1895 .........
1896 .........
1887---- .....
1898 ..... ---·

Silver.
Value.

Total value.

Per
ounce.

Fine
ounces.

12,260 $253,43tf
338,071
342,243
767,397
16,556
16,254
336,000
705,568
645,569
23,244
480,496
523,906
811,835
25,344
37,915
783,773 1,004,798
727,731 1,297,814
35,204
681,095 1,428,237
32,948
695,938 1,238,045
33,666
708,527 1,320,210
34,275

Average
market
value.

$317,800
805,767
698,513
561,64-5
633,231
633,023
844,579
956,919
742,827
778,924

0.94
1. 05
0.99
0.87
0.78
0.63
0.65
0.67
0.60
0.59

$571,236
1,148,010
1,034,513
1,042,141
1,157,137
1,416,796
1,572,310
1,638,014
1,438,565
1,487,451

Total .. 313, 448 16, 477, 065 I10,540,810 8,080,065 ................ 27 963 652

I

I

Production of individual 'ntines in Owyhee County for 1872.
[From Raymond's reportR.]

Quantity.

Mine.

Value.

Yield
per
ton.

$47,863
39,243
4,904
11,740

$29.70
17.38
60.54
12.76
24.30
30.83
7.37.
38.27
20.82
48.42
40.00
13.90
46.22
40.00
151. 00

J

:Tons.

War Eagle ........... _..... _____ ..... _.. .
Oro Fino ................... ___ .......... .
Morning Star ....... -----·-----· ........ ..
Poorman ................................ .
Empire .................................. .
Pauper ............................... __ ..
Tailings ................................. .
Minnesota .. ________ . _... _.... __ . _.. _.... _
Golden Chariot.------------ ............ ..
Prospect ................................ .
· Mahogany ......... ···--· ............... .
South Oro Fino ............. ------ ...... ..
Ida Elmore...............................
Red Jacket...............................
Flint District :' ............. _... .. . .. . .. ..

C
l

r ...................· ................

'rota! ..............................
--I

1,950
2,262
81
920
2,280
113
3,450
1,100
1,651
578
1,834
1,018
560
76
33

~5,394

3,484
25,453
42,106
34,374
28,020
73, 100
14, 150
25,915
3,040
8, 000

=.::...:...:....-.38,3~ ·---:_:_----~
17,906

455,157

... : .... ..
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Produ.ction of indi1;idual m,ines in Owyhee County for 1885.
[From the Mint reports.]

~-------------------------I----G-o-Id_. II_P_~~-I~-T~-~-~-~--I---1~
__

Oro Fino ... _..... •. _................... .
Silver CoreL ......... _.....•............
Morning Star .......................... .
Boycott ...................... _........ .
Ida Elmore ........ _. __ .. __ ..... _. _. _.. .
Empire ................... _..... __ .... .
Do .......•.• _...................... .
Minnesota ............... _............. .
Red Jacket ............................ .
Ruth ...•........................... _.. .
San Juan ................. ----..........
Mahogany ... _ ...... _........ __ ... ___ ..
Whisky ... _.... _. _...... _.... _..... __ ..
Ben Butler ....... ! . .. __ .... _... . . . . . . . .
General W olse1ey ......... __ ......... _..
Empire State ............. _.............
Idlewild ...................... _.. _. . . . .
Unnamed ............................ _.
BlaekJack .............................
Potosi. ..................... _......... _·I
Tail~gs. _____ .... ____ ------ ____ ---- ____

1

I

L o t a l ------------- ----------

$66,870
5,736
2,000
571

884
827
839
3,040
2,625
683
916
73
992

$12,553
1,240
500
32
170

606

$79,423

6, 976
2,500
603
1,054
1,433

1,219
1,932

2,058

343
90
208
37
175

2,968
773
1,124
110
1, 167

442
816
8, 602
1, 766
7, 000

392
208
801
4, 448
2, 000

834
1, 024
9, 403
6, 214
9, 000

1,000
22::>
2, 753

6,000
2, 100
2, 297

7,000
2, 325
5, 050

4,972

------~-J08,660j37,35lj-146,0ll

I
I

Owyhee County includes but few other mining districts, so that it is
safe to tal\e the total production given as that of the districts here
under consideration. The only other sources of gold and silver are
Flint district and South Mountain, to which might be added a small
amount of gold extracted from the Snake River sands .
. ;rt will be noted that the proportion between the value of gold and
silver has varied greatly, gold predominating in some years and silver
in others. Ordiuarily, however, the silver predominates in value as
well as by weight. No distinct laws can be adduced from the relation
of gold and silver in the general production, because of the great variation in the ores in different parts of the districts.
PROCESSES OF MINING AND MILLING.
PLACER MINING.

The methods employed in placer mining call for no 'special comment.
Ordinary sluicing bas been used, the gravel being shoveled into the
sluices. In some places hydraulic power has been employed, but as the
20 GEOL, PT 3--8
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water is very scant, washing was as_ a rule feasible only during a short
period. Operations have been carried on in Jordan Creek and the
tributaries frorn Florida Mountain and War Eagle Mountain. On the
latter even at the present day a little sluicing is going on.
QUARTZ MINING.

During the early period of mining activity the deposits were generally worked from shafts on the War Eagle Mountain, some of these
attaining a depth of over a thousand feet. The expenses were necessarily high, though but few detailed data are available. In 1868, in the
Poorman mine, the mining expense." were estimated at $10 or $12 per
ton, but it was not uncommon to find the total expenses of mining and
milling rising as high as $60 per ton. The proposal to drain the mines
on War Eagle Mountain by means of a long tunnel from the Sinker
Creek side had long· been under consideration and was finally put into
execution in 1899. The· tunnel which is started on Sinker Creek is
expected to tap the vein at a depth of 2,500 feet from the croppings,
and to have a length of several thousand feet. _ This tunnel will afford
a most excellent opportunity to test the value of the veins in depth.
The milling of the ores would have to be carried on at the mouth of
the tunnel, a prQject which seems to offer many advantages if an
adequate water supply can be obtained.
At the present time the mining of the veins on Florida Mountain and
at De .Lamar is carried on chiefly from tunnels, but in most cases it has
been necessary to sink inclines underground from these tunnels in
order to follow the ore shoots, a method which necessarily involves some
additional expense and inconvenience. The veins, which have a width
of from 6 inches to 30 feet, are mined by the usual method of overhand stoping, which calls for no special comment. For purposes of
drainage and hoisting, steam or compressed air is used. Could electric power be introduced it would be found of the greatest value for
the mines, as wood is scarce and at present worth $8 per cord. Coal
would be but little cheaper, as it has to be freighted over about 30
miles of rough roads. It has been proposed to extend the railway to
the mines, and a line bas been surveyed, but the -road has been constructed only to Guffey, on Snake Hiver. The present cost of mining
at De Lamar is, according to the reports or' the company, $5 per dry ton.
On Florida Mountain, where the veins are much narrower, the total
expenses are greater, and will sometimes reach nearly $10 per ton.
PAN AMALGAMATION AND CONCENTRATION.

Plate amalgamation coupled with concentration has beeQ. used occasionally, but is not generally a success, owing to the fact that but little
of the gold and silver is ordinarily in a free state. Arrastras have also
been used with success wherever the ore, as usu~l near the surface, con-
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tains a fair amount of free gold. Pan amalgamation and concentration
is, however, the method which has been in most general use, and which
appears to be excellently adapted to most of the ores. In the early
days the mills were located near Silver City, to which place the
ore was hauled down from War Eagle Mountain by teams. At
the present time 10-stamp mills with pans and concentrators are built
at the Trade Dollar and Black Jack mines. A large mill with 20
stamps has been built recently at Dewey to treat ore from the Booneville mine, but is at present idle. The ores from Florida Mountain
contain more or less finely disseminated chalcopyrite and argentite in .
quartz gangue, the gold being contained chiefly in the chalcopyrite.
They contain from $3 to $10 in gold per ton, and from 20 to 50 or even
more ounces of silver. The stamps weigh 850 pounds and drop 6
inches 92 times per minute, crushing through a 30-mesh screen. The
pulp, after being divided into classes by means of a hydraulic separator, goes to vanners, on which as much as possible of the sulphides
are saved. The tailings from the vanners go to tanks, whence they are
shoveled out in 8 pans and ground with mercury; blues tone, salt, and a
little lye being added. The pulp is not ground, strictly speaking, as the ·
muliers are raised a little above the bottom. The largest part is saved
by concentration, the amounts claimed being 63 per cent of silver and
83 per cent of gold. According to apparently very reliable tests made
by Mr Irwin at the Black Jack mine, the total recovery is very high.
It is stated that in 1895 91.6 per cent silver and 94.5 per cent gold of
the battery assay were saved. The cost of milling amounts to' about
$5.50, the total cost of mining and milling per ton of dry ore being from
$15 to $1G.
At De Lamar the ore is very different. Gold prevails, the average
value of the ore being $14 in gold and $2 in silver, the latter counted
at 50 cents per ounce. The ore is a very friable quartz, which hardly
·ever shows any metallic contents, except occasionally a little pyrite.
The amount of concentrates obtained is said to be three-fourths of 1
per cent. Up to the present time this ore has been treated in a
20-stamp mill with pan amalgamation, as described above, except that
the pulp disch-arges directly from the tanks ipto the pans. There is,
l10wever, no concentration by vanners, though a small quantity of concentrates is collected from the pulp after leaving the settlers. As may
be inferred from th~ character of the ore, the saving effected is not
11early so complete as in the case of the ore from Florida Mountain, the
total recovery being from 69 to 73 per cent. According to the statements of tbe company, the average pulp assay during 1897 and 1898
was: Gold, $12.30; silver, $2.18; total, $14.48. The average tailings
assay was: Gold, $3.89; silver, 46 cents; total, $4.35. The cost of milling amounts to from $4 to $5, the total cost of mining and milling
being from $9 to $11.
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CYANIDE PROCESS .

The facts stated in the last paragraph have led to experiments as to
the adaptability of the De Lamar ore to cyanide treatment. In 1897 a
small plant for the Pelatan-Olerici process was erected, and was found
to work satisfactorily, especially in the case of clayey ores. During
the last year steps have been taken to substitute the ordinary cyanide
process for the pan amalgamation. The ore being crushed in two sets
of rolls, the leaching will take place in 24 steel vats having a total storage capacity of 600 tons. It is believed that by adopting this process
the milling cost can be reduced nearly $2 per ton, and it is proposed to.
leach the tailings by the same plant. A small experimental cyanide
plant was erected in 1897 at the Poorman mine on War Eagle Mountain.
SHIPPING.

The concentrates from the Florida Mountain mines, which average
$2,500 per ton, are shipped directly to the smelters; The concentrates
at De Lamar are also treated in this manner, and average $476 per ton.
Besides this, some very rich ore is usually mined, which is sacked and
shipped to smelters directly, its value being chiefly in silver. The De
Lamar mine in 1891 and 1892 shipped 340 tons, valued at $5,000 per ton,
but in late years the quantity of this ore has been much reduced. Much
of this kind of ore bas also been shipped from the Trade Dollar mine.
GEOLOGY.
GENERAL

FEATURE~.

In its structure -'-·he geology of the region is simple. The oldest formation consists 1 .1 a granite of not definitely known, but probably postCarboniferous, age. ·This granite mass formed, in early Tertiary·times,
a sharp and precipitous ridge rising boldly from the valleys, then not
yet filled by lake deposits. During the Miocene period, simultaneously
with the great flows of Columbia lava, outbursts of volcanic rocks
flooded the rocky flanks of this ridge and finally covered even the highest
granite peaks. The earliest eruption consisted of a black, basaltic lava,
often coarse grained and allied to a diabase. This buried the western
slope of the ridge to a known depth of 2,000 feet. There followed an
,outpour of normal rhyolite, a light-colored rock, rich in quartz, contrasting strongly with the basalt. This covered the basalt on the western slope to a depth of 1,000 feet, and the granite of the eastern slope
to a corresponding degree or even deeper. It is probable that practically the whole area of the map was covered by rhyolitE; at the close of
the eruptions. The volcanic vents were.located near the summit of the
range. After the rhyolit~ eruptions and probably during Pliocene
times volcanic energy again asserted itself and basalts broke through
the flanks and summjt. A glassy rock, probably belonging to this
period, forms a small area on the rhyolite at the summit north of
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Dewey. Finally, the new lava fields were subjected to stresses, fissures
were broken open, many of them clQsely following the old lines of dikes,
and, as the last manifestations of volcanic energy, thermal metalliferous waters appeared along the fractures and deposited the gold and
silver bearing veins.
The history since the close of the volcanic period is comparatively
simple. Erosion bas acted without interrupti011 on the old lava beds,
although checked to some extent by the rising of the base-level while·
the N eocene lake surrounded the Owyhee Range, changing it into an
island. New water courses were laid out over the lava fields, generally Independent of but in 'some instances influenced Ly the prevoleanic -topography. The drainage of the present upper Jordan Creek
was forme;).y probably due west from De Lamar and down the present
Cow Creek; but Jordan Creek;cmtting back more rapidly, robbed the
head waters of this water course. Rich placers and abundant float of
the characteristic De Larn~r laminated quartz at the head of Cow Creek
also prove this change in the drainage. The gradual disintegration of
the quartz veins gave rise to rich alluvial deposits, which first attracted
the miners to this region. A few small local glaciers may have existed
at the head of some gulches near the summit, but they were not extensive.
GRANITE.

The granite occupies a large space in the eastern half of the area
represented on Pl. XVII. Toward the northeast and south it ie soon
covered by rhyolite. A narrow area of granite and dioritic granite appears south of the boundary line, and extends for 5 miles southwan·
to Flint. Dioritic granite again appears. below the lavas at South.
Mountain, 20 miles southwest of Silver City, and here borders against
schists and limestones. Mining developments have exposed granite below the lavas under Florida Mountain. Long, sharp ridges separated
by deep and abrupt gulches characterize the granite area; occasionally
appear large dome-shaped masses like War Eagle Mou.ntain.
The rock is a normal granite, rich in alkalies and silica, poor in lime
and magnesia. It is decidedly more acidic than ordinary granite from
the area north of Snake River, but very similar to the rock from the
Warren mining district. The fresh rock is of light-gray color, consisting of white or reddish feldspar, gniy quartz grains, and .foils of
primary muscovite and biotite, the latter often of greenish color. The
average grain is 4 mm., though larger porphyritic feldspar crystals, up
to 3 em. in diameter, often appear. As seen under the microscope, it
contains ab~udant, often slightly crushed quartz grains, interlocking
in shape; smaller grains may be included in feldspar crystals. Muscovite is always present in large, straight foils. Biotite occurs usually
in smaller quant~ty, frequently decomposed to chlorite. Orthoclase is
abundant; a few grains of microcline also occur. A plagioclase with
narrow striation, thick prismatic form, and rarely showing Carlsbad
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twins, is never absent, but appears in varying quantities; it is sometimes rimmed with a little micropegmatite. The optical determinations
were not satisfactory, but it is in all probability oligoclase. The feldspars show some secondary muscovite and in places a little calcite.
A few crystals of zircon were noted. The granite weathers easily,
covering the ridges with a coarse sand.
Though on the whole constant in type, the granite occasionally
becomes coarse and almost pegmatitic, and may be traversed by dikes
of still coarser pegmatite, which locally may consist chiefly of quartz.
These quartzose pegmatite dikes contain no valuable minerals and
bear no relation to the metalliferous veins. On the Oso claini,. War
Eagle Mountain, at the mouth of Sailor Jack tunnel, the rock is
locally a medium-grained diorite; this may, however, be a later intrusion. The granite shows jointing at many places, but the direction and
dip of the joints or sheets are not constant. The dips are genera1ly
steep; the direction, from N. 70o E. toN. 70o W.
Within this area there are but few clues to the age of the granite.
Two miles northwest of De Lamar there appears, however, below the
lavas a small area of pegmatitic granite containing quartz, microcline,
muscovite, and biotite. This granite is traversed by a belt, 150 feet
wide, of quartz-biotite-schist and normal quartzite, beyond doubt contact-metamorphosed sediments of unknown age. Tongues and stringers
of granite penetrate the schist.
The granite contains dikes of basalt, diabase, rhyolite, and dioriteporphyry or granite-porphyry; the first three rocks will be described
later. The diorite-porphyry occurs chiefly on War Eagle Mountain, as
dikes varying from a few feet to several hundred in thickness, trending
in the quadrant from north to east, and sometimes paral1el to the sheeting or jointing of the granite. Prominent exposures are seen at the Oro
Fino vein on the east side and the Poorman vein on the west side of
War Eagle. The dikes occasionally follow the veins for a short distance, but are more apt to cut across them. The rock is grayish green,
porphyritic by feldspar crystals up to 2 em. in length, and quartz crystals up to 5 mm. in diameter. The feldspars are mostly plagioclase,
oligoclase, or andesine; the ferro magnesian silicates consist of altered
biotite and augite; the· groundmass is microcrystalline, consisting of
quartz and unstriated feldspar. On the whole, the type is similar to
the porphyries described from near Quartzburg, 1 Boise County. The
porphyries of War Eagle Mountain are usually filled with secondary
chlorite, sericite, calcite, and sometimes pyrite.
·BASALT.

The basalt forms heavy volcanic flows, which ordinarily rest on granite.
It occupies large areas, chiefly west of Dewey and north and south of
De Lamar, though also outcropping on the lower northern slopes of
1

'

Eighteenth Ann. Rept. U. S. Geol. Survey, Part III, p. 682.
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Florida Mountain. A small patch, underlain by a little tuff, covers the
very summit of War Eagle Mountain. The topographic forms of the
basalt areas consist of long, sloping ridges, rising 1,500 feet above
Jordan Creek. The ridges are of dark-brown, somber color, relieved by
patches of grass and willows. Both on the slope toward De Lamar and
northward toward Democrat-a stage station 5 miles north of Deweythe basaltic ridges show roughly terraced outlines, indicating the existence of three or four heavy distinct flows. In some large outcrops thinner flows may be noted. The thickness of the flows is uncertain on
account of the unknown slope of the bed rock, but the exposures indicate that it exceeds 1,000 feet. Besides, a well, 975 feet deep, has been
bored at De Lamar, all the way through black lava. At the depth
mentioned a black clay was encountered, and a flow of water amounting to a few miner's i.nches, with a temperature of 120° F. The total
thickness of the basaltic flows is thus probably nearly 2,000 feet.
The basalts are medium-grained to dense black or greenish rocks,
composed in the main of labradorite, augite, and ilmenite, with or without olivine. The structure varies greatly. Some of them are holocrystalline granular rocks, with size of grain from 0.5 to 2 mm.; others are
dense, sometimes vesicular, and contain more or less glass. The two
kinds are connected by transitions.
The granular basaJts correspond closely to some diabases. Their
microscopic structure is normal and needs but brief comment. The
- spaces between the lath-shaped crystals of labradorite are filled with
slightly brownish augite, producing what is termed "diabasic" or
'~ophitic" structure. There is much ilmenite,· usually in tabular or
acicular form. Some varieties near the Trade Dollar mine show large
porphyritic labradorites. Others, occurring more rarely, contain large
porphyritic augites filled ~ith small laths of lahradorite. In some cases
a little glass remains pressed in between the grains. From this type
transitions lead to glassy basalts, consisting of augite grains, magnetite
and ilmenite, and small feldspar needles, often with fluidal structure,
all these constituents being cemented by varying quantities of brownish
glass. Olivine is often, but by no means always, present. Of the different facies, the holocrystalline (diabasic) prevails. In some measure
this may be due to the fact that the flows were heavy and the rate of
consolidation was, as a rule, slow. The small area west of Silver City
is composed almost entirely of holocrystalline granular rock. A small
area of glassy basalt covers the top of War Eagle Mountain. The
large area north and south of De Lamar is partly glassy, partly bolocrystalline, it -being impossible to separate the two kinds.
No analyses have been made of the fresh basalt; it is believed that
the composition is normal. The basalt near the veins is more or less
intensely altered; away from them it is usual1y very fresh. The ~muse
of the alteration is described in Chapter IV, under the discussion of
the changes in the rock due to vein-forming agencies.
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Basaltic glass.-A small area on the summit north of Dewey consists
largely of very glassy rocks, containing small crystals of augite and
f plagioclase. It is believed that this is a later and local eruption succeeding the rhyolites. The separation from some of the adjoining
glassy rhyolite is often difficult.
Basaltic dikes.-A few dikes of basalt occur in the main area of the
same rock. One near the northern edge of PI. XVII, one~half mile
west of the stage road, contains large phenocrysts of labradorites in a
basaltic glassy groundmass. Th~ small area west of Silver City
appears to be located over one of the eruptive vents. .A persistent
dike of coarse-grained (diabase) bas.alt is exposed along the Black
Jack and Trade Dollar vein, where it cuts through the granite, below
the rhyolite and basalt of Florida Mountain. It does not continue
through the rhyolite, but evidently connects with the basalt flow underneath the rhyolite. Another dike of the same material crosses the
road junction half a mile north of Silver City. Still another crosses
Jordan Creek half a mile above the town and clearly joins the basalt
on the western side, extending northeasterly in the granite for 3,000
feet or more. It is greatly altered in places and is followed for some
distance by a quartz vein. (See" Bishop vein," p.155.)
RHYOLITE.

The rhyolite occupies areas equal in the aggregate to those of the
basalt. It is strongly developed along the eastern and western sides
of the area mapped (Pl. XVII), where it floods the foothills of the
range; on the southern side there are also large areas, which a little
south of the area mapped join in one mass. Cinnabar Mountain, rising
to 8,300 feet a few miles ESE. of the War Eagle,. is made up of the
same rock.
The rhyolite is a lava rich in silica, which flowed out over the earlier
basalt and over the granite. On Florida Mountain the thickness of
the rhyolite flows is 1,200 feet, on Cinnabar Mountain· nearer 2,000 feet,
while in many places its depth may be much less. The lava, when
molten, is of a thick, viscous character; the flows poured out over an
irregular surface and moved slowly; all this contributes to make the
thiGkness of th~ flows variable in a high degree. · Where .the rhyolite
is fresh its. surface forms are characterized by abrupt, rocky bluff~,
shown, for instance, at Cinnabar Mountain and on Jordan Creek northwest of the Henrietta mine. Where softened by alteration the rock
forms long, sloping ridges, such as Florida Mountain.
In appearance the rhyolite is very similar to the majority of Western
areas of that rock. It is compact, hard, and resistant to weathering,
more rarely vesicular. Its co.lor is grayish, greenish, yellowish, or
brownish in different shades, varying greatly and abruptly. The phenocrysts are small, consisting of quartz and sanidine, more rarely oligoclase. The very :fine-grained groundmass is oft_en streaky and banded
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by fluidal structure, rarely purely glassy. Tufl'aceous rhyolite, including basalt fragments, occurs a mile northwest of Dewey. Brecciated
forms are also common; for instance, in the Chautauqua tunnel near
De Lamar.
Practically all of the varieties belong to the structural group of felsophyric rhyolite. Hydrothermal alteration has affected the rhyolite
over large areas. Thus it is very difficult to obtain fresh rocks
near De Lamar or on Florida Mountain. The rhyolite is here soft,
earthy, or silicified, or :filled with pyrite; for description of this alteration see Chapter IV. Under the microscope the fresh rhyolite proves
to be entirely normal. The phenocrysts preserve the usual ap.pearance.
Biotite or hornblende is generally absent. The gronndmass is seldom
microcrystalline, nearly always cryptocryHtalline, very frequently filled
with small spherulites, and showing banded structure of alternating
lighter and darker brownish streaks. Rhyolite glass occurs in specimens from the small area 4 miles east of Dewey. No absolutely fresh
rhyolite has been analyzed. It appears, bowev:er, to be an entirely
normal rock .
.Rhyolite dikes.-The vents through which the rhyolite was erupted
are exposed at many places, both in granite and in basalt. One of the
most interesting is the neck in granite 1-k miles above Dewey, toward
Silver City. It is of roughly triangular cross section, with sides about
1,000 feet long. It was probably one of the main vents for the eruption which covered Florida Mountain. Dikes of rhyolite similar to the
rock of the main mass are visible at several places on War Eagle
Mountain. One of the largest runs northeast from Trook and J ennings claim, and is in places over 40 feet wide. Rhyolite dikes in
basalt are exposed near the contact. of the two rocks north of tlJe Trade
Dollar mine. A. number of other dikes in the Owyhee Range seem to
approach the trachytic type and carry phenocrysts ·of orthoclase, plagioclase, biotite, and hornblende in a microcrystalline groundmass. In
the area illustrated by PI. XVII one of these trachytic dikes occurs
in granite 4 miles east of Dewey.

CHAPTER III.
THE VEINS OF SILVEH CITY AND DE· LAl\IAR-(CoNTINUED).
DETAILED DESCRIP':fiONS.
DE LAMAR DISTRICT.
DE LAMAR

MINE.

Situation.-The De Lamar veins outcrop on the ridge south of the
town of the same name, at an elevation of 6,000 feet. The principal
workings are accessible from tunnels started on the northern slope of
the ridge, about 800 feet above the town. The following 24 claims are
contained in the property of the De Lamar Mining Co., Limited: Wall
Street, Michigan, Hidden Treasure, London, Louis Wahl, Wilson,
Stoddard, Christian Wahl, Chicago, Phebe, Grace, Cash, Zulu, Hope,
Monitor, Torpedo, Dissen, Crown Prince, Iburg, Philadelphia, San
Francisco, Denver, Boston, and New York; also 19 mill sites. Those
patented or for which patents have been applied are shown on Pl. XX .
.A. photograph of the mine and mill is reproduced on Pl. XVIII.
History.-.A.lthough the district was discovered soon after the influx
of population to this region, it· was little thought of for a long time.
The Garfield, Webfoot, Henrietta, and Silver Vault are mentioned in
the early Raymond .reports, but the production was evidently small.
In 1889 Mr. De Lamar bought the Wilson claim for a few thousand
dollars and developed the property by crosscut tunnels. In 1891 this
and the acquired adjoining claims were bought by an English company,
the present owners, for $1,700,000. None of the ore bodies appeared on
the surfac~. Much of the high-grade ore developed by De Lamar was of
a soft, clayey character and gave little evidence to the eye of its richness.
The present company bas worked the mine most successfully since
1891, with a total production to date of nearly $6,000,000. Excellent
and detailed annual reports set forth the production and condition of
tlie company fairly and fully. These, as well as a report on the mine
by Mr. D. B. Huntley, the present manager, dated November 20, 1896,
have been freely drawn upon for the following notes, in addition to the
information derived from a careful inspection of the mine.
Production.-The following table gives the production, etc., since
1891, the previous output being inconsiderable. The amount of bullion
.produced does not exactly give the relative value of gold and silver
in the ore, as considerably more silver than gold is lost in the process
of milling. This process has been described on page 115, and it is only
necessary to recall the fact that with the present ores 72 per cent of the
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total assay value is saved, from 70 to 80 per cent of the gold and from 19
to 32 per cent of the silver. In ores of this character, loss of much silver
sPems unavoidable with the pan amalgamation process; possibly the
cyanide process will be an improvement in this respect. In the first
J·ears of operation the ore contained much more silver and the percentage of its recovery must have been considerably above that given for
these last years. AL least 100,000 tons of tailings are stored below the
mill and are well adapted to future extraction by the cyanide process.
Results of seven yearH' wm·k in the De Lamar mine, Idaho.
Bullion produced. Shipping ore sold .
Amount .Assay Price
Total
Diviex- dends·
treated. value
of
receipts Total
penses.
ore. silver. Gold.
at
mine.
paid.
Silver. .Amount. Value .
--- - - - - - - - - -- - - --- - - --- --- --Dry tons. Per ton, Gents. Ounces. Ounces.
'l'on~.
Year.

1891-92.1892-93 ..
1893-94-1894-95.1895-96.18!}6-97-.
J897-98.-

Totals
and averages ..

1
19, 390 $36.

711

93. 94

13, 143

26,8531

36. 591

84. 56

35, 053!
40,6031
41, 117,

3:. ~0,
21. 141
25. 40

~0. 40
62.03
66. 53

19, 023
26,483

40, 453;
42,7891

19. 181 6 '· 85
14.421 57.10

29, 671
24, 499
18, 558
17,834

-:. ,. -::1 . ,r::~:
!

316,903
487,137
509,844
368,048
434, 310
276,026
152,207

340 $179,649 $771,790 $355,685 $350,000
366 179,719 1,012,320 468,880 450, 000
210 117,867 1, 060, 580 467, 600 500,000
268 104, 001 983,770 466,085 450,000
193 90,762 919,730 492, 075 400, 000
115 43, 101 633,970 463, 195 100, 000
30 13,536 479, 000

2, 544,475

1, 522 728,635 5, ?61, 160 3, 129, 220i2, 300, 000

1

~· '"1-"'""

I

It is a litt1e difficult to ascertain the total amount of gold and silver
produced, as the value of the rich shipping ore in gold and silver is not
generally stated. This shipping ore is composed chiefly of silver sulphides, though sometimes containing a considerable -amount of gold.
The total of $5,861,160 is made up of.about 160,000 ounces or $3,300,000
gold and 3,164,500 ounces or $~,.561,160 silver. This is a proportion of
gold to silver by weight of 1:20, or by value of 4:3. Adding to the
output the losses sufi'ered in milling·, it is probable that the ore mined
bas contained about $4,000,000 in gold and $5,000,000 in silver. During 1898 the output ranged from $20,000 to $40,000 per month.
Developments.-The De Lamar mine is developed (Pls. XX, XXI, and
XXII) by two principal crosscut tunnels-the Voshay on the fourth
level and the Wahl on the eighth level. The former connects with the
Sommercamp tunnel, started on the south side of the ridge, which is
thus completely penetrated by the workings. The Sommercamp tunnel
was accessible only in part during 1897. There are two main inclines, ·
one from No.4 to No.8 level, and another (No. 3 incline) from No.8
level down to No. 12, the latter in country rock, though following the
ore shoots in depth. There are in all 12 levels, about 65 feet apart.
The main working~ extend over an area 1,800 feet by 700 feet, and the
total length· of drifts and crosscuts is nearly 6 miles. The lowe~t level
is about 600 feet vertically below the summit of the ridge. A new tunnel is now (1899) being driven. from the level of the creek, near the
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mill, which will open the veins at a depth of 1,000 feet below the crop.
pings. Above No.8 level the mine is dry; below, a small quantity of
water is pumped, amounting to 15. gallons per minute from the tenth
level.
Country rock.-All of the workings are in rhyolite. Nearly all of the
rock is more or less altered in different ways. The normal rhyolite is
gray or yellowish, carries small quartz and sanidine crystals, and has
a very fine-grained groundmass, sometimes cryptocrystalline, often felsitic and streaky.
The influence of oxidizing surface waters produces a more or less
extensive kaolinization, giving the fresh rock a dull whitish and earthy
aspect. The mineral-bearing waters have apparently penetrated the
whole mass and caused more or less profound alteration, indicated by
the formation of abundant pyrite and marcasite, as well as a little sericite or an allied mi~eral. But, besides this, there is, in most places, and
especially near the veins, a strong silicification, which has penetrated
the rock without altering its appearance much-in fact, giving it a
hard and 'fresh aspect. As will be explained below, there have been
two periods of mineralization, the latter of which caused an alteration
of the previous vein filling into silica, and incidentally a strong silicification of the country rock. Farther away from the veins the rock is often
softer and more impregnated with pyrite. On the other hand, there are
some streaks of rhyolite in or near the veins, which have been converted
more or less completely into kaolin (mixed with some sericite or allied
mineral), and which now appear as soft, yellowish, clayey masses, often
very rich in gold and silver.
A more exten<~ed discussion of the metasomatic processes, accompanied by analyses, may be found on page 177.
The '' iron dike."~This local name, which bas been retained for the
sake of convenience, refers to a mass of stiff, compact, pyritiferous
clay, of greenish-gray color, which usually is sharply separated from
the ordinary altered rhyolite. The plane of demarcation dips south or
southeast 30° or less, with frequent rolls and curves. It is indicated
on the different levels on Pis. XX, XXI, and XXII, the first plates
showing that it is prolonged toward the Chautauqua, possibly even to
the Henrietta. Its importance is due to the fact that the mineralbearing vein zone, a few hundred feet thick, lies in its immediate
vicinity. The veins abut against and ·are apparently cut off by the
iron dike. Exceptionally rich silver ores were found along the plane
of contact, this part of the mine being referred to as the" silver stopes."
On the fourth level, Wilson vein, east drift, for instance, the contact of
the iron dike is very sharp, the heavy clay resting immediately on the
filled stopes of the vein. Again, in the south crosscut from 77 vein, tenth
level, the contact is less clear, and there is much of the soft whitish
and pyritic rhyolite in the iron dike. The thickness of this clay is not
always known; it may be from 5 to 50 feet, and in places much more.
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The crosscut south on the eighth level has not penetrated the iron dike
in a distit.nce of 250 feet, but as its dip is very flat its thickness may,
of course, be much less than this distance. As may be expected, no surface croppings of the iron dike can· be found, the soft, flat body being
covered by debris. The clay of the iron dike is almost barren, though
the concentrated pyrite in .it carries $2 to $4 per ton in gold and silver.
It contains, so far as known, no veins in the De Lamar mine. An
analysis of the clay is given on page 179. This material is clearly an
intensely altered and crushed rhyolite, this being evident from many
exposures in the De Lamar mine, and most convincingly from exposures
in the Chautauqua tunnel, as well as from the analysis.
Oroppings.-The surface croppings of this extensive vein system are
very indefinite, and it is not possible to trace them for any distance.
The rock and the quartz have crumbled, covering the surface with fragments, but leavjng no clear indication of the direction and thickness
of the vein. No rich ore came from the outcrops.
On the east side of the main system, near the summit of the ridge,
is a large outcrop of barren quartz, referred to as the'' big reef," which
has the same laminated character as that of the other veins. This
most easterly vein is developed by the Stoddard tunnel, in which some
good ore is said to have been found, but it has not been opened from
any of the lower workings. Croppings of a vein to the west of the
main system are found on the Idaho claim. Above the Sommercamp
tunnel, on the south side of the ridge, are some croppings correspondipg
to veins cut by the tunnel. One of these veins is likeNo.IO, consisting
of hard quartz·carrying a high-grade silver ore. On the Zulu claim
other croppings of laminated quartz are developed by a tunnel 250 feet
in length, which is carried along a soft clay vein 4 feet thick, followed
by a small streak of quartzose ore. It is reported to be the only tunnel
above the iron dike that has ever yielded ore in paying quantities.
Veins.-The aver'age direction of the veins is N. 350 W., but it varies
.from N.l0° W. toN. 450 W. The dip,
as shown by the section, varies from

FIG. ;; ......,.Hamilton veil?-, sixth level, De
Lania.r mine. a, country rock; d,
quartz.

25° to 55o, averaging 3so, SW.; apparently it increases in depth. The
system comprises ten veins 20 to 80 feet apart, many of which are
simply offshoots from a few main veins, the Hamilton and the Seventy-
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seven being the most important. The width varies ordinarily from 1 to
6 feet, averaging 3 or 4 feet; exceptional width is found in places along
the Seventy-seven vein. The walls are often indistinct, especially
.where the vein is thick, and consist of alternating streaks of quartzaud
altered rhyolite. In many places they are, however, excellently and
clearly defined, sharply separating the quartz from the rhyolite. The
quartz often contains angular inclusions of country rock. The veins joiu
and fork in the manner of linked veins, as shown diagrammatically by
fig. 6. When the veins abut against the ''iron dike" they usually bend
eastward in the manner Rhown in the same :figure. Late developments

SCAL.EOF"F"EET
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FIG. 6.-Diagram of the De Lamar vein system, !n approximate projection on No. 4level.

show that the Hamilton vein also merges into the Seventy- seven
between l'evels 9 and 10.
List of 'l.'eins.

1. The Voshay vein is known only above the fourth level, and is small in value
and size.
2. The Wilson, probably a, branch of the Hamilton, is not developed below the fifth
level. It contains one ore shoot. On No. 3 level it was 9 feet wide, assaying $16
gold and $4 silver; on No.4 it is 5 feet wide, with good values.
3. The Hamilton has contained one of the main shoots and yielded largely in gold.
It is known down to the ninth level, the shoots containing from 2 to 6 feet of $12 to
$20 ore. Some stopes are 12 feet wide, the vein being divided by one or more horses.
At the "iron dike" the vein contains argentite, ruby silver, and bands with coarse
native gold. Above the third level is a body of lower-grade quartz containing rich
seams; seams of clay along the hanging wall are rich in silver.
4. The Seventy-seven, 90 feet west from the Hamilton, is the principal vein, and has
yielded more than all the others, many of which are offshoots from it. The vein is
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up to 60 feet wide, and contains much low-grade quartz and masses of altered
rhyolite. It contains one great ore shoot on its hanging wall, extending from levels
1 to 10, and some smaller intermediate shoots about the middle of the vein. The
hanging-wall shoot contained from 4 to 30 feet of ore, worth from $20 to $50.
Between 4 and 7 there was a large tonnage of $8 to $20 ore on a foot-wall shoot. In
stopes above level 4, worked in 1897, the vein was 20 feet wide, separated into two
_parts by a rhyolite horse. The OI:e consisted of streaks of quartz one-half inch to 4
inches wide, separated by reddish clay, evidently completely altered rhyolite.
5. No. 5 vein is a spur from Seventy-seven, extending from levels 4 to 10, now
practically worked out.
6. No. 6 vein is also a spur from Seventy-seven, shown on levels 8, 9, and 10.
7. No. 7 vein is a spur from Seventy-seven extending from 'levels 6 to 9, where it
joinecl No.5 and No.6 veins. It contained one shoot of $15 to $40 ore, 2 to 10 feet
wide and 200 feet long.
8. No. 8 vein is a small branch of No. 9 vein near seventh level.
9. No. \:I vein and the Anchor vein have proved identical. It contained a shoot
of $30 ore 4 to 10 feet thick and 220 feet long, extending from above level 4 to 40 feet
below level9. Onlevel10 the vein is 4 feet wide, but oflow value.
10. No.10 vein is known only on levels 7 and 8. It is small and contains bunches
of hard high-grade silver ore, like that from the Henrietta. Its dip is very steep.

Ore shoots.-The De Lamar mines have contained large, rich, and
continuous ore bodies e..xtending from near the surface to about the
tenth level, trending southeasterly at gentle dips along the plane of
the vein, and approximately following t.he dip of the "iron dike," or
sheet of clayey rhyolite bounding the vein system on the south. None
of the shoots is more than a few hundred feet from this "dike." The
general arrangement of the vein system is shown on fig. 6, whiflh is
projected on No.4 level.
·
The main ore body is composed of series of shoots on the yeins
trending in a southeasterly direction on the vein at angles of dip of 200
or 30°. ·The shoots are generally
about 200 feet long, 1 to 30 feet
thick (ordinarily 1 to 6 feet)' and FIG. 7.-Diagram of distribution of ore in shoots in
some of them extended fi'Oill the
the De Lamar veins; horizontal projection; a,
surface to the tenth level. In horirich ore; b, poor ore; c, nearly barren quartz.
zontal projection the ore shoots would appear somewhat like :fig. 7.
During earlier years only the richest ore was mined, leaving standing
large bodies of second-class and mixed second- and first-class ore. These
lower-grade reserves, approximating from $12 to $20, largely gold~
have formed the principal ores relied upon during the last three years.
Besides these there are considerable amounts of ore containing less
than $10 per ton, the present cost of extraction and milling. Below
the tenth level a barren zone has been enc~untered, which is now being
prospected by incline No. 3 south, to the twelfth level, on the approximate dip of the ore body. The veins continue of good size, and apparently of the same general character as in the parts nearer the surface,
but no considerable ore shoots have been developed. All of the quartz
contains some value; for instance, $1.20 in gold aud 40 cents in silver
per ton on the twelfth level, and occasionally higher values are met with.
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Prospecting is being actively continue4 in this direction in hope-of
finding new shoots in depth. Unless the cost of the new proces~ shall be
found to be much below $9, thus making more low-grade ore available,
the reserves above level 10 will be exhausted. within a few years. New
. shoots might, however, be discovered on some of the less-prospected
veins toward the northwest.
Ore.-The gangue consists exclusively of white quartz, nearly all of
. which has a laminated. structure peculiar to this mine. It is light and
easily crushed, and is made up of thin lamin::e crossing one a.nother in all
directions, as well shown on Pis. XXVIII and XXX. Both sides of each
thin central plate are incrusted with a mass of minute quartz crystals.
· This structure clearly indicates that the quartz bas replaced a mineralcalcite or barite-which formerly constituted the gangue. In other
words, the vein-forming period consisted of two subdivisions: One of
primary filling with calcite or barite; what ores accompanied this is not
known. During the second, or period of siJicification, all this gangue
was dissolved and quartz was deposited in its stead. Doubtless the
character of the ores also changed during this silicification.
The quartz is usually clearly distinct from the rhyolite and does not
form transitions into it.
The metallic ore minerals are rarely visible. The most essential part
is very finely divided free gold, together with a small amount (threefourths of 1 per cent) of sulphides, chiefly pyrite and rich silver sulphides, also containing gold. The altered rhyolite, whenever changed
to soft clayey products, rich in kaolin, partly also sericite, is apt to contain much silver, but rarely much gold. The hard silicified rhyolite
rarely contains more than a trace. The rich silver ore occurring in
the ''silver stopes" has already been mentioned. The minerals are
cerargyrite, argentite, and pyrargyrite (miargyrite~). The richer ore,
extracted some years ago, contained, as shown by the production table
(p. 123), much more silver than the lower grade mined at present. This
should not be construed to indicate that the ore has gradually become
richer in gold in depth, for much of the present gold ore comes from
upper levels.
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DI~TRICT.

To show the proportion of gold and silver in the present ore, consisting exclusively of laminated qu~rtz, the following table, taken from
the company's annual report ~·or 1897...:.98, is given:
Width and assay ·ralue of stopes in De Lamar •minejo1· financial year ending March 31,
1898.
Average assay value.

I

Vein.

Level.

Average
width.
Gold.

Silver (at 50
cents per
ounce).

Total.

Ft. in.

Wilson .... ---- ....... Third.---Do .............. Fifth ----·
Hamilton ......................... Fourth ....
Do .............. Fifth ......
Do .............. Sixth ............
1
Do .............. 1 Seventh ...
Do .............. Ninth .....
Seventy-seven ........ Fourth .... I
Do .............. Fifth
Do .............. Sixth .... _I
Do .............. Seventh ...
Do .............. Eighth ....
No. 5 ................. Fifth ---··
Do ......... : .... Tenth .....
No. 7 ...... _. _........ Sixth .....

·--"-1

~0 •••••••••••••• Seventh ...
or ..... __ ........ Fourth ....

2 6
1 6
2 9
3 4
2 6
2 10
1 9
3 0
4 4
3 9
4 3
4 9
2 0
2 8
2 3
1 10
2 0

$14.55
19.80
14.60
12.05
9.30
9.85
16.00
12.60
9.70
11.90
7.70
8.50
15.15
10.85
14.60
11.10
10.40

$0.70
. 60
1. 20
. 95
4.25
2.35
3.35
. 75
1. RO
1. 70
3.80
2.35
. 50
1. 45
. 65
. 80
3.45

$15.25
20.40
15.80
13.00
13.55
12.20
19.35
13.35
11.50
13.60
11.50
10._85
15.65
12.30
15.25

£EJ
-

Silver stapes.- Wherever the Wilson, Hamilton, or Seventy-seven
veins come in contact with the overlying "iron dike" they are unusually
rich, and bunches of rich ore also occur in the separating country rock.
In the crevices immediately adjacent to the "iron dike" are found nuggets of argentite and ruby silver embedded in clay, and small streaks of
soft whitish kaolin strongly impregnated with argentite, also sometimes
rich in gold. This material forms what is referred to as "shipping ore"
in the table of productions, and often runs $400 per ton. 'rhe silver
stopes have been worked from levels 3 to 8, inclusive. There is very
little similar ore elsewhere, though clayey streaks on the hanging walls
along the Seventy-seven, No.5, No.6, No.7, and No.9 veins are sometimes rich in silver. The Wilson and Hamilton veins apparently do
not carry any such rich silver ore, except along the dike.
20 GEOL, Pi' 3--9
I
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OTHER VEINS IN THE DE LAMAR DISTRICT.

Lepley claims.-Lepley group consists of the following claims: Chautauqua, Balance, Beck,_Boone, Last Chance, Independence; Advance,
and Ohio. These claims are intended to cover the westward extension
of the De Lamar vein. The property is developed by the Ohautuaqua
tunnel, 1,700 feet long (fig. 8), which shows the difl:erent geological
features in an excellent manner. The tunnel is straight for 1,500 feet;
at this distance is a raise to the surface. Its direction is S. 53° W. It
is situated 500 feet above the town, on a shelf-like terrace halfway up
the hill. For the greater part of the distance the tunnel is in fairly
fresh, gray, banded rhyolite with small quartz crystals .. In several

("'\

iii

.......

FIG. 8.-Approximate plan of the Chautauqua tnnnel, De

J~amar

mine.

places there is also a brecciated rhyolite, with mottled greenish and
brownish color. At 250 feet a small vein is cro.ssed, striking N. ti6° W.
and dipping 800 S. · The vein matter consists of rhyolitic clay and
some quartz. The rhyolite adjoining the vein is soft and altered, containing pyrite. One thousand feet from the mouth another similar and
parallel vein is crossed, on which a little stoping has been done. The
quartz contains pyrite, marcasite, and some stain!S of silver sulphides.
At 1,325 feet from the mouth there is an indistinctly defined belt of
soft and clayey, greenish rhyolite-breccia. l\1ore fresh rhyolite follows,
and at 1,375 feet this rhyolite gradually changes to a greenish pyritic
clay identical with the "iron dike" of the De Lamar mine. For a
detailed description of this rock and process of change see page 182.
At the bend of the drift a small vein of typical laminated quartz is
inclosed in the greenish clay. The tunnel, bending westward, con-
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tinues for 150 feet in tough clay containing irregularly distributed
pyrite. In this clay are two fault planes, as shown in fig. 8, between
which lies a sheet of comparatively fresh rhyolite about 20 feet thick,
separated from the clay by sharp planes dipping 25° SW. The "iron
dike" which this tunnel partly traverses is in aU probability the same
as at the De Lamar mine, but its relations to the rhyolite are here
more clearly shown. It is evident that veins parallel to or identical
with some of the De Lamar veins occur iri this tunnel, but their slight
development compared to the strong De Lamar system is notable.
.Llfanhattan.-The tunnel of this name is situated a short distance
northeast of the Chautauqua; it is several hundred feet long and not
now accessible. The dump shows much altered rhyolite and some
laminated quartz.
Alta.-This claim is located on a spur of the ridge about 300 feet
above the town of De Lamar and is developed by a 1,200-foot tunnel
having a direction 57° ·w. It is· as yet entirely in basalt containing a
few clay seams. One thousand feet in, an upraise connects with the
surface. The first 150 feet of this is in basalt, the· remaining 50 feet
appearing to have penetrated into the overlying rhyolite.
Garfield group.-This property consists of the following claims:
Surplus, North Side, Garfield, Gold Hill, Extension, Chief, and Belle
Cora. The last four form a compact group extending somewhat over
3,000 feet in a northwesterly direction. The claims are developed by a
tnnnel1,500 feet long, starting from the northeastern side of the ridge.
For the first 1,000 feet it is in basalt, the contact plane between the
basalt and the overlying rhyolite dipping about 45° into the bill. The
direction of the tunnel is southwest. It was not worked in 1897, and
was partly caved.
Another tunnel is run from the southwestern side of the ridge N. 550
E. for 600 feet. At 150 feet from the portal the talus is replaced by gray,
fi'esh rhyolite, cut by joint planes dippiug 45° to G0° SW. Several
veins of soft' sericite clay with pyrite are met with, parallel to the
joints, from a few inches to 2 feet wide. The largest vein· is 10 feet
thick and begins·l50 feet from the mouth. It is light gray to bluish in
color, rich in pyrite, and appears to consist of altered rhyolite. The
rhyolite at the present face is hard and fresh. The tunnel also shows
a few small veins carrying laminated quartz. These tunnels have been
run to develop a vein which appears all along the summit of the ridge,
with very heavy croppings of laminated pseudomorpbic quartz. The
course of croppings is laid down on Pl. XX; their direction isS. 620 E.
On the Webfoot claim these quartz croppings are 15 feet thick and
stand vertical for the first 150 ·feet, below which they dip oft' more
. southwesterly. On Belle Cora the aggregate width of the vein is 150
feet; on Gold Hill, 70 feet. The quartz is of very low grade, but carries some gold and silver. It is somewhat remarkable that no corresponding vein bas been developed by either of the tunnels. At the
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gap shown on the map the croppings appear over a large extent of surface .. Most of the loose fragments consist of altered and pyritiferous
rhyolite; some of it is silicified, containing also many vugs and streaks
of quartz. But there are also large masses of that peculiar laminated,
pseudomorphic quartz which is characteristic of the district.
Henrietta mine.-About a mile west of the De La.mar mine extends a
group of claims evidently foll<?wing several branch veins which have a
general northwesterly direction. As far as known these are principally silver-bearing veins, and differ considerably·from the De Lamar
deposit.
The Henrietta mine, located a mile southwest of the town of De
Lamar, is one of the oldest locations in the district. At present it
is also known by the name of Big I. It was discovered. about 1875.
From four shafts 100 feet deep much ore was extracted, though detailed
accounts are not obtainable. In 1880 the present shaft w~s sunk to 150
feet and a mill was built at Jordan Creek. In 1887, after a period of
idleness, the shaft was sunk to 300 feet, and a winze 75 feet below the
lowest level, but little ore was extracted. After a long period of quiescence the mine was reopened in 1896 and was actively worked during
the following winter and the summer of 1897. During this time 150
tons of ore, probably averaging $100 per ton, were shipped. The ores,
being principally sulph-antimonides of silver, can not be conveniently
reduced without preliminary roasting, so that it is found more profitable to ship the product. The lowest grade of shipping· ore that can
be profitably handled is that containing $75 per ton. There are considerable reserves of second-cla8s ore should it be found possible to
reduce the same in the district. The developments consist of a shaft
300 feet deep, vertical for 70 feet, and then dipping slightly southward.
It leaves the vein 150 feet from the surface. Drifts extend northeast
and southwest, with a maximum length of 200 feet.
The countrr rock is a rhyolite, generally light yellowish in color and
more or less lamii~ated and shaly in appearance. In the gulch onefourth mile above the Henrietta the lamination is extremely well developed. Still farther above, the rhyolite becomes dark colored and massive.
Some rich float was found on the hill southeast of the shaft, and a
tunnel driven in this ground showed the rhyolite to contain small seams
filled with barite. The rhyolite is generally fresh close up to the vein,
. but in some places it is bleached and filled with. small pyrite crystals,
and may then constitute second-class ore.
The vein is nearly vertical and has a NW.-SE. strike. It is not known
to extend far westward. For a short distance beyond the shaft in that
direction it is cut off by a so-called ''iron .dike" similar to that of the
De Lamar. This is a soft, tough clay containing scattered iron pyrite,
and is clearly a completely altered rhyolite. On the 300-foot level this
''iron dike'' is reached in 60 feet. It cuts off the vein with smooth,
slickensided surface, dipping N. 60°. No pay ore has been found in
this clay, nor are any veins known to exist beyond it.
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The vein is narrow, usually only a few inches wide, thougll occasionally
reaching 2 feet. This reference is to the width of the vein filling constituting shipping ore. The walls are rarely well defined. Sometimes
fairly smooth walls may be seen for a few feet, when the seam again
becomes irregular. The quartz occurs as irregular lenticular bodies,
rarely continuous for a long distance, and has a very fine-grained texture. In some places the quartz forms a solid mass, filling the vein;
more commonly, however, it has the form of crusts a few inches wide
and tightly frozen to the walls. They contain scattered grains of
pyrargyrite or miargyrite and a little pyrite. The surfaces of these
crusts are often coated by beautiful crystals of the same minerals. The
space between the crusts is frequently filled by a soft, white clay material, containing rich sulphides distributed through it as small black
specks. This clay is often so soft that it runs out when the fissure is
opened, and is carefully gath,,red up, as it constitutes
the richest shipping ore. A partial analysis, by Mr.
G. Steiger, of this kaolin-like material showed it to
contain: Potassa (K20), 1.86; soda (N azO), trace;
water (H2 0) above 100°, 9.40; water (H 20) below
1ooo, 1.70. From this it appears that it consists of a
mixture of kaolin and sericite. Some of the empty
fissures from which this rich clay bas flowed out are
several feet long and up to. 8 inches wide. Occasionally there are several crusts of quartz separated
by soft gouge, and ·sometimes there are bowlders or
rounded masses of crusty quartz ('Overed over· with
rich sulphides. (See fig. 9.) The quartz never shuws FrG. 9.-Henrietta
vein, 2 to 8 inches
comb structure, but forms a very fine-grained, comthick. a, altered
pact mass, with smooth. fracture.
rhyolite; b, massive,
fine-grained quartz;
The average shipping ore contains $3 (II' $4 in gold
c, soft., "t,alcose"
per 100 ounces of silver. It is said that there is comclay, rich in silver.
paratively more gold on the lower levels than was
found near the surface. Besides the main seam there is also a second
one 40 feet northeast of it.
The very peculiar structure of this vein and of the quartz contained
in it suggests a strong probability that it is pseudomorphic in character-i.e., that the vein originally contained a different gangue and ore
from that which it How carries. While there is no clue to this original
mineral, it may be suggested that possibly it consisted of barite, a view
strengthened by the fact that the rhyolite in the vicinity contains seams
of that mineral.
Claims southeast of the Hem·ietta.-A number of claims are located
in the southeasterly extension of tLe Henrietta, althoug-h there is considerable difficulty in tracing individual veins. A little prospecting
bas been done on the Molloy, and altered rhyolite shows in several of the
prospect holes. The Central, Daisy, and others show abundant float
of cellular quartz. · The Sih·er Vaul~ lies between the two forks of the
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creek a half mile SSE. of the Henrietta and 200 feet higher. This vein
was discovered in 1870, and it is said that $30,000 was extracted from
it at that time. It was relocated in 1890, but very little work has been
done since. The vein is said to dip slightly to the southwest. The
dump of the tunnel shows abundant altered rhyolite containing pyrite.
The ore consists of small streaks and masses of the same peculiar
quartz as is found on the Henrietta. -It contains some pyrite, marcasite,
and pyrargyrite.
VEINS OF FLORIDA. MOUNTAIN.
GIJ:NERAL l•'EATURES.

Florida Mountain is traversed by a number of long parallel veins,
carrying principally silver.· The most prominent is the Black JackTrade Dollar, on which the Booneville, Black Jack, and Trade DoUar
mines are located. The general features are illustrated by Pl. XXIII.
BOONEVILLE MINE.

The northward extension of the Black Jack-Trade Dollar vein is
covered by the Owyhee, Treasury, Seventy-nine, and B umboldt claims,
as well as by many others farther north, all owned by the Florida
Mountain Mining and Milling Company. It is not believed that the
croppings, generally indistinct, can be traced north of the Humboldt.
These claims were operated during 1895, 1896, and part of 1897 as the
Booneville mine. In 1897 the mine was closed down .
. From workings·. near the surface in early days several hun<lred
thousand dollars was produced. Gold predominated largely in value, ,
and many specimens of native gold were found. The present developmentR consist of two tunnels on the Humboldt claim and one main
tunnel, which is the same as the Black Jack tunnel (level No. 8, Black
Jack mine). The elevation of this is 6,783 feet at the mouth, and it
cuts the vein 927 feet from the portal. From here northward the vein
is developed for 800 or 900 feet. There are levels 210 and 362 feet
above the tunnel level. Stoping has begun on the three levels nearly
all along their extent, l,>ut the stopes are not yet high. (See Pis. XXIV
and XXV.)
The country rock is almost exclusively light-gray rhyolite, often
banded, and of normal felsophyric character. In places where bard
and flinty it is referred to as "quartzite" by the miners. Near the
vein it contains scattered pyrite and is more or less softened. Small
nests and veinlets of chlorite occasionally give the rock a greenish
aspect. At 50 feet north from the crosscut on the lowest level a darkgreen basaltic roek appears for a short distance in the foot, while the
panging is a flinty rhyolite. The local relation of these two rocks is
not clear. At 170 feet north from the end of the crosscut a greenishgray rock appears in the hanging. This is of doubtful character, possibly basaltic. These are the only rocks resembling basalt, except the
main dike in granite, which have been noted from the eighth level of the
Black Jack or the fourth iu the Booneville mine.
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The strike of the vein is NNW., bending due N. in the workings
farthest from the crosscut. The normal dip is 77° W., but varies, being
sometimes perpendicular, or even reversed in places. The general
direction of the drifts makes a slight angle with that of the Black Jack
drifts, causing a belief by some that the vein forks at the point where
intersected by the crosscut, and that one brauch not yet opened
extends somewhat westerly of the present lodes. There are no good
croppings except where shown by trenches, though t.he debris on the
surface along the course of the vein shows much soft, altered rhyolite
and fragments of ferruginous comb quartz.
The vein is generally from 4 to 12 feet wide, showing much ore, but
of a relatively low grade. It consists of altered and crushed rhyolite
filled with seams and striugers of granular quartz and valencianite
(orthoclase). The walls are not always well defined.
The ore consists chiefly of finely divided argentite, sometimes visible
as dark spots in the white quartz, but it also contains some gold, as
does the Black Jack. A few cubes of pyrite were also noted in the
quartz. Occasionally a little lamellar quartz, pseudomorphic after calcite or barite, appears. The quartz lamellm are then covered with small
and beautiful crystals of valeucianite. It is believed that the values
are chiefly contained in the stringers and that the altered rhyolite
itself is comparatively valueless. A bunch of high· grade ore was found
at the intersection of crosscut and vein. It is stated; and it is probably
a fact., that the whole distance developed by the drifts is in ore, though
its value is such as to leave scarcely any profit at the present price of
silver.
On the Humboldt claim the following developments are shown: Near
the northern boundary China Point tunnel is driven 200 feet. The vein
shows 2 feet of highly altered rhyolite containing quartz seams, adjoined
on the foot by 10 inches of rhyolitic clay and inclosecl between good
walls. The Humboldt tunnel, near the southern end line, is in fresh
rhyolite and crosscuts the vein 560 feet in. Adjoining the vein on the
west is a soft coal-black rock, often crushed, filled with pyrite, and
from a few inches to several feet thick. Upon examination the black
color was found to be due to organic matter. This is certainly a remarkable occurrence, and difficult of explanation. In tuunels in rhyolite
near the Henrietta mine fissures have also been met with filled with
clay and some organic matter, probably wood partly converted into
carbon. On the east side of this streak the rhyolite contains stringers
of quartz, and a few good bunches of ore have been found, but on the
whole the drifts narth and south have yielded but little.
BLACK ,JACK MINE.

History.-The Black Jack mine is situated on the northern slope of
Florida Mountain, and has for several years been one of the principal
producers of the district.
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The rich placers of Blue Gulch, Long Gulch, and others heading on
Florida Mountain drew attention to the quartz veins. on the same hiil
at an early date. The croppings were rich in many places, containing
relatively much gold. The Black Jack vein was worked from 1865 to
1875. From the latter year to 1889 it was worked only intermittently
and by leasers. In 1889 the Idaho and Pittsburg Mining and Milling
Company bought the property .and started the long crosscut tunuel on
No.8 level. The tunnel struck a barren place in the vein, and matters
looked bad until 1891, when good ore was met with drifting south.
From 1891 to early in 1899 the mine has been a steady producer. At
that date a heavy influx of water in the lower workings necessitated a
probably temporary shut down.
The property comprises the following seven claims: Black Jack, Virginia, Empire State, Phillips, Sullivan, Belfast, and Independence.
Production.-From 1865 to 1889 the total production of the Black
Jack vein is estimated at $1,600,000. The product from 1889 to September, 1897, amounted to: bullion, $349,900; concentrates, $635,765;
total, $985,665. From 1897 to the time of closing down in 1899 over
$300,000 was probably added, giving a total production since 1889 of
$1,300,000, and since '!865 of $2,900,000. The amount of ore mined has
been about 9,000 tons per year. Of the total production since 1889,
about $870,000 is silver and $430,000 gold. The proportion of gold to
s iver by weight is thus about as 1: 80; by value, as 2: 5. It is claimed,
with probability of correctness, owing to the excellent records kept,
-that about 92 per cent of the silver and 93 per cent of the gold shown
by the battery sample is saved.
Developments.-(See Pls. XXIV and XXV.) The mine is developed
by several tunnels and a vertical shaft. The upper ones are now abandoned, and the mine is worked through two lower tunnels-the Black
Jack, crosscutting the vein 900 feet in on the eighth level (elevation of
portal, 6, 783 feet), and the Idaho, crosscutting the vein 2,200 feet in on
the twelfth level (elevation of portal, 6,477 feet). From thelower tunnel to the summit, a vertical di~tance of 1,200 feet, the vein has been
pretty thoroughly prospected. Below the eighth level the drifts do
:riot extend far north of the Idaho tunnel, while southward they reach
to the Trade Dollar line. The richest pay has been found in the deeper
levels adjacent to the Trade Dollar claim. Near the Idaho tunnel, on
the twelfth level, a perpendicular shaft was begun in 1897 and had in
January, 1899, reached a depth of 237 feet below the tunnel level.
Two levels were turned, at 100 and at 220 feet from the collar. The
upper level, called No.1, runs south to the end line; the lower, or No.
2, 260 feet south of the shaft.
Country r~ck.-The lower part of the vein traverses granite similar
to the ordinary Silver Oity rock. It contains many irregular, coarse
pegmatite dikes, consisting of quartz, feldspar, and muscovite, and
many dikes of rhyolite penetrate it. In the granite-never in the
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rhyolite-the vein persistently follows a ~lack dike of diabasic basalt
a few feet wide, most strongly developed toward the south, and often
pinching in the northern part of the mine. The workings have shown
that the surface of the granite sloped northward at an angle of about
20o, as indicated on Pl. XXV, and that on this old surface the rhyolite
flow was poured out.
The basalt dike mentioned formed the vent for a large flow of the
same material, preceding the rhyolite. This basalt was, however,
poured out principally on the south side of the old bill on Trade Dollar
ground, but a thin sheet covered the top of the bill and overflowed for
some distance ·on the north side, as shown on the fourth and fifth levels of the Black Jack mine. The upper part of the mine is entirely in
rhyolite, which, when fresh, is a normal gray or brown felsophyric rock
carrying small quartz crystals and entirely similar to that from the
Booneville mine. The rhyolite occurring as dikes in granite is frequently of light:gray color and almost flinty in texture. The Black
Jack crosscut is entirely in rhyolite. The Idaho crosscut at first intersects a mass of granite, not cropping on the surface~ It then enters
the rhyolite shown on Pl. XXIV at the left edge of the plate. The
·relations of these rocks are not always clear along the tunnel, but
along the first half of it the rhyolite and basalt are probably surfa~e
flows.
·
The granite ~hows but slight alteration near the vein, rarely contain-.
ing pyrite and sericite. The pasalt dike is often softened by pressure
and partly converted to clay. It seldom contains much pyrite, but is
nearly always chlorite and epidote. The basalt occurring as surface
flow near the vein is very much altered, grayish green, fine grained, and
contains much scattered pyri.te. Near the contact with the rhyolite the
two rocks are so altered as to be difficult to disting·uish. ..A specimen
from the fourth level, near the granite contact, is probably a breccia of
fine-grained basalt.
·The rhyolite is somewhat altered near the vein all through the mine,
containing infiltrated quartz, and often a little pyrite. ·In places the
alteration is more extensive and it becomes filled with fine chloritic
material, which doubtless is derived from the underlying basalt. In
such cases its identity may be difficult to establish. The dikes of
rhyolite in granite are usually apparently fresh, though in reality far
advanced in silicification.
The vein.-The strike of the vein is N. 15o W., turning in the southern part of the mine toN. 300 W. The average dip is 80° W., thoug·h
often the vein stands nearly vertical. The veins on Florida Mountain
show very little in the way of surface croppings and can be traced only
by means of cuts or tunnels. There is usually but little quartz, and
the crumbling of the rock, somewhat altered over the whole mountain,
soon masks the aspect of the vein. Where the vein is exposed by
trenches small streaks of quartz and valencianite with comb structure
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appear, stained and incrusted by hematite and limonite and embedded
in soft, brownish rhyolite, often with considerable masses of day,
resembling kaolin.
Ore.-The gangue consists of quartz and valencianite, a variety of
orthoclase. The former is granular norma.l vein quartz, perhaps more
translucent than usual, frequeutly occurring in crusts of projecting
crystals~ The valencianite, which is described on page 166, forms
granular masses of milky-white color mixed with quartz or crusts
showing crystals of the characteristic wedge like form (PI. XXIX).
The mineral occurs all through the vein, in rhyolite and basalt as well
as in granite, and often equals or exceeds the quartz in quantity.
Other gangue minerals are rare, though a little violet fluorite has been
noticed. Calcite appears to be absent.
The ore minerals consist of black, finely divided argentite and chalcopyrite witlt a little galena, also in small grains. Pyrite is present
in only very small quantities, if at all. The argentite occasionally
occurs also as thin sheets. Native gold of pale color is rare. The
value of tlle ore is well seen from the following average battery samples:
Values of ore, Black Jack mine, 1893-1896.
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Though a little of the gold is free, it is believed that most of it is
contained in chalcopyrite. The bullion from amalgamation (after concentration) contains 850 silver, 15 gold, the re.st. being copper. The
concentrates; not amountiug to over 1 per cent, are extremely rich,
averaging $2,500 per ton, while some batches contained 40 ouuces gold
and 4,855 ounces silver per ton.
Vein structure.-In the rhyolite the vein has been rather extensively
worked; the average width is much more than in granite, being about
4 ·feet. Below the fifth level the ore body was 16 feet·in thickness and
contained 70 ounces silver per ton, while near by the vein became nearly
barren. On the whole, the values in the rhyolite are very spotted. The
vein consists of altered rhyolite traversed by many stringers of quartz
and valencianite~ very different from the regular character of the same
vein in granite. The ore is entirely similar to that in the granite, and
as a whole the same values prevail. The pay is chiefly in the filling of
the stringers, though there is no doubt that the same sulphides also
are introduced to some extent by metasomatic replacement into the
rhyolite. On level 5, north of the granite contact, the rhyolite is fresh
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and flinty; the vein is poor and practically lost for 300 feet above. On
levelS, north of the granite contact, the rock is heavily mineralized, but
poor. .All of the altered rhyolite carries 2 or 3 ounces of silver.
In the granite the structure is different and is most intimately connected with the basaltic dike. The wid_th of the dike, which is perpendicular or dips steeply west, is from 2 inches
to 4- feet, averaging 2 feet. Often soft and clayey,
its walls are always sha,rply defined and separated
from granite or vein by clay seams. The vein lies
on the foot wall or on the banging wall of the dike,
or on both. The average width is 10 inches. .A
sharp contact with clay gouge separates vein from
dike, but the gangue is not uucommonly frozen FIG. 10.-Black Jack vein,
to the granite. Especially when the granite is
in stope auove ninth
pegmatitic it is much broken near the vein and
level.
contains nests and veinlets of quartz and valencianite. On level 4 the
vein carries good ore in granite. On level 5 the dike connects with
the basaltic rock covering the granite. The end of
the drift shows a 3-foot dike; on the foot wall lies a
little quartz. On level 7 the dike appears a.U along
in granite, but not in rhyolite. On level 8 the dike
appears at once in granite south of the contact.
Four hundred feet south of the contact the dike
pinches locally and the vein is represented only by
a 2-inch streak of granitic clay. A rhyolite dike
Fw.ll.-BlackJackvein, appears in the hanging parallel to the vein.
The
in stope below ninth stope above level 9 near the Trade Dollar line is
level.
illustrated by fig. 10. The hanging-wall vein here
lies_in the granite. Fig. 11 shows the relation of dike and vein just
below level 9, near the main upraise. The stove just below level 9, 400
feet south of the main upraise, shows the dike 1~
feet wide, adjoined by 15 inches of quartz in the
foot. .A rhyolite dike :w feet wide lies here in
the hanging. On level11 south fig. 12 was drawn,
showing an unqsual jagged fo1:m of the contact
of basalt and granite, witll 6 inches of quartz on
the smooth foot wall. The dike is here soft and
clayey, usually an indication of good vay.
On levell2, at the main crosscut, the vein splits
12
for 125 feet and is separated by a granite horse, FIG.eleventh
·-Black Jack vein,
level south.
with veiu on•the west and the basalt dike with a
little quartz on the ea8t side. The main quartz is here 2~ feet thick
a.nd stands nearly vertical. Three hundred feet south of the station
at the shaft the dike is 3 feet thick, with a few inches of quartz on
each side. Four hundred feet south of the station a dike of flinty
rhyolite, 10 to 30 feet thick, begins and follows the hanging wall of the
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basalt dike for some distance. The same rhyolite dike appears on level
but not on 8. Here the vein has pinched. The basalt dike is strong
on this level south, but at the north face it pinches almost completely.
Inclusions of granite in quartz occur, as well as inclusions of granite
in the basalt dike. Only one instance was seen of inclusions of basaltic
rock in quartz. It is stated that "bowlders" of ore are occasionally ·
found in the basalt. Not having seen this I can form no definite
opinion of this curious occurrence, but it is quite possible that these
may be inelusions of pegmatitic granite which have become somewhat
mineralized. Inclusions of pegmatite in quartz are sometimes incrusted
with rich silver sulphides, t.hough the rock remains nearly fi·esb.
Pa.y shoots.- The shoots are, on the whole, very irregular and form
no well-defined bodies. A very rich ore shoot occurs in rhyolite near
the surface, but the best pay is doubtless in the granite. The best
shoots in this rock occurred between levels 8 and 12 adjoining the
Trade Dollar line. The first level from the shaft south showed the vein
very regular, but the pay shoots did not correspond; t.hat is, under
what was good ore on level 12 poor places would be found, and vice
versa. The shoot near the Trade Dollar line developed well on this
level, widening from 100 to 200 feet. Some very fine bunches of ore
were found in 189~ on a stringer leaving the main vein 200 feet south
of the crosscut and bearing westward. Evidences of faulting along the
vein are given under the next headiug, ''Trade Dollar mine," (p.144).

!),

TRADI<~

DOLLAR MINE.

History and production.-'fhe Trade Dollar mine is situated on the
southern slope of Florida Mountain. The property consists of eleven
patented claims and several others not patented. The principal vein
worked is the southerly extension of the Black Jack, from the summit
of Florida J\Iountain to Long Gulch. The claims are as follows: Colorado, Trade Dollar, Blaine, Blaine Extensiou, Jumbo, Black Bart,
Pluto, South Pluto, Caroline, and Fraction.
No work of importance was done on the Black Jack vein in this
.vicinity until1891, when the Blaine tunnel was completed. The same
year the mine was sold to the Trade Dollar Mining and Milling Company, by whom it has since been continually and successfully worked.
In 1899 the company acquired the properties of the Black Jack mine
and those of the Florida Mountain Mining and Milling Company.
·The output for 1897 was 8,975 tons, containing about $60 per ton,
resulting in $538,500, while the shipping ore and concentrates yielded
$196,500. The total production was $735,000, of whiclf $420,000 are
said to be profits. Rich shipping ore was also produced in 1898, one
parcel of 23,921 pounds yielding $44,183. During 1898 and 1899 the
production was very heavy, though exact data could not ~e obtained.
Development.-The vein in the Trade Dollar is developed by the
Blaiue tunnel, 3,900 feet long, starting from Long Gulch, a mile above
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Silver City. There are also three upper tunnels, the lowest of which,
called No. 3, extends 2,400 feet, or up to the end line of the Virginia
claim. Blaine tunnel is 18 feet above the level of No. 12 or Idaho tunnel,
Black Jack mine; the two are connected. Two thousand feet from the
mouth of the Blaine tunnel a shaft is sunk to a depth of 200 feet.
Various upraises and drifts further develop the vein, as represented on
Pis. XXIV and XXV. During 1899 work in the deep tunnel at Dewey
was energetically prosecuted. This tunnel, which ·will have a length
of about 7,000· feet, will drain Florida Mountain 1,800 feet below its
summit and 500 feet below the level of the Blaine tunnel.
Country rock.-The general relations are similar to those in the Black
Jack. There is a core of granite-an old Miocene hill slope-exposed
by the several tunnels and showing a southerly inclination of about 30°.
·The true slope was probably a little southwesterly. The vein in the
granite follows the same basaltic dike deseribed above, but which here,
after the manner of a true fissure eruption, overflowed extensively and
formed an effusive sheet from 100 to 500 feet in thickness. The granite
is in all cases similar to that of the Black Jack. Near the vein it is
often soft, though rarely extensively altered and never containing
much pyrite. The dike averages 2 feet in thickness and has the same
characteristics described above. .As a rule it is converted to a stiff,
dark clay, but occasionally remains hard. .It then shows as a mediumgrained holocrystalline basalt with diabasic structure, filled with
chlorite and some secondary quartz.
Pyrite occurs, but is not abundant. Porphyritic labradorite crystals
are· present in places. The heavy basalt flow, in which a large part of
the workings of the Trade Dollar are contained, is, when fresh, a darkgreen basalt of varying grain. Occasionally coarser grained, with porphyritic labradorite crystals, it is more commonly fine grained, though
no glass has been found in it. Intersertal structure, the interstices
between the feldspars heing filled by augite, is very common. No olivine occurs. The basalt near the vein usually becomes lighter gray or
greenish and contains much chlorite, epidote, and serpentinoid material, as well as finely divided pyrite. The alteration extends irregularly. Near the portals of tunnels Nos. 2 and 3 the change is so great
that the line against the rhyolite is extremely difficult to draw. In the
Blaine tunnel almost fresh basalt is sometimes close to the vein. On
the other hand, the crosscut west, 550 feet long, beginning 1,600 feet
from the mouth of the Blaine tunnel, is for nearly its whole distance in
bluish mineralized. basalt, containing some pyrite and assaying up to
$1 in gold and $2 in silver per ton. The same holds true of the crosscut, 660 feet long, west in basalt from tunnel No, 2, in which the flow
struc.ture of the basalt is clearly shown. Thus the alteration of the
basalt of the hanging wall is certainly extensive. Several well-defined
dikes of rhyolite were noted in the basalt-on the Blaine tunnel, on
the 110-foot level, and in tunnel No.3, af'l shown on Pl. XXIV.
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Of the rhyolite not much is to be said. It is in all respects similar
to that of the Black Jack and Booneville mines. On Trade Dollar
ground there are but few workings, except tunnels Nos. 1 and 2, which
enter into this rock. Above No. 1 are some old tunnels and workings,
about which but little information is available. The alteration of the
rhyolite in tunnels 1, 2, and 3 is extensive, and much chloritic substance
from the underlying basalt seems to have been introduced into it.
Vein.-The strike of the vein on Trade Dollar ground varies from
N.15o vV. toN. 30o W.; the dip is \V.,
ranging from vertical to 75o, the upper
part of the vein appearing somewhat
steeper than the lower.
Ore.-The gangue and metallic
minerals are almost identical with ·
those of Black Jack. Valencianite
(orthoclase) is very abundant as a
gangue, sometimes predominating
over the quartz, and is fully as plentiful in the basalt as in the rhyolite
and the granite. The ores consist of
.'• I
argentite, chalcopyrite, and a little
. ~ /'
marcasite and galena; pyrite when
~/
present occurs chiefly in the altered
country rock and is barren. The ore
contains more silver, but less gold,
than that of the Black Jack. The
average is about 4:0 ounces silver and
0.25 ounce gold per ton, though the
ore of the last two years has been
richer than this; the silver varies from
20 to 100 ounces, the gold from a
8ASAl.T
COMB·t;LJAFITZ
trace to 0.5 ounce. Native silver is
SEPAHATED BY CAVITIES
SOMETIMES FILt.£0
not rare in the ore. The sulphides
WIT'HC.LAY
are ordinarily in a fine state of disScALE
o=====~==,-----;zFEET
tribution, and crystals seldom occur.
FIG. 13.-Trade Dollar vein, in basalt, Blaine J nclosed granite fragments are often
tunnel, 900 feet from mouth.
coated first with a layer of rich sulphides and then with comb quartz. The amalgamated bullion contains
75 to 80 per cent silver and 0.3 to 0.5 per cent gold, the rest being
copper.
Vein structure.-In the basalt the vein is usually well defined, but
narrow, with good walls and frequent comb structure. The beautiful
comb structure of the vein in the Blaine tunnel about 900 feet from the
mouth is shown in fig. 13. It is barren just here, but a small stope
was mined close by. At 150 feet from the mouth the vein consists of
18 inches of crushed basalt, with a small quartz seam on each side.
At 500 feet a 3-inch quartz vein shows in the hanging wall, and four
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PL. XXVI

TRADE DOLLAR VEIN ABOVE 220-FOO T LEVEL, NEAR SHOOT 6.
In gran1te .

Basalt dike 2 feet lhtde ; 2 tnches of quartz on left Stde, 2 fe et on right side , the latter conta ining rich crusts of argenttte.

Inclusion of granite in basalt.
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smaller seams of 1 inch each show in the foot. At 650 feet the vein
bas closed down to a seam. Near the "short cut," 900 feet from the
mouth, a small vein was found, cutting across the Trade Dollar, with a
direction N. 30° E. This was followed for 400 feet, and showed only a
clay seam with a little quartz. Few stopes in basalt were being worked
in 1897. Near the south face of the drift on the 220-footlevel the vein
shows only 6 inches of white clay in black basalt. Again ·at the north
b1 east of No. 1 tunnel there are only 8 inches
of clay, but no quartz: and for some distance
south of this the vein is very narrow.
In the rhyolite the vein is also well defined
and has good walls, usually also wider than in
basalt. Decidedly the best vein is found iu the
granite, followed as in the Black Jack by the
faithful basalt dike, which averages 2 feet in
width and usually is crushed and clayey. The
14.-Trade Dollar vein,
dike was noted 25 feet from the basalt contact FIG.
north end, 220-foot leveL
in the BlaJne tunnel, but is stated by the superintendent to have begun immediately at the contact, and could be seen
to better advantage while the drift was being excavated. On the 110foot level, in the stopes below, the dike is well defined all along. The
breast of the drift on the 220-foot level is shown in fig. 14.
The quartz is separated from the basalt by well-defined walls and clay
gouge, but often frozen to the granite. Pl. XXVI is a photograph taken
above the 220-foot level
near shoot 6. It shows 1~
feet of dike, adjoined by a
narrow quartz seam to the
left and by 2 feet of very
rich quartz to the right,
the whole width of which
is not shown. The walls
on both sides are of granite.
The dike shows an inclusion of granite. In the
o_C============'z FEf'!:
vein are also several inFIG. 15.-T.rade Dollar Yeiu at split ou i:lUU foot level, showing elusions of the same rock,
inclusions uf granite in massive quartz.
coated by a~gentite and
native silver in concentric
rings. The inclusions being of light color, like the quartz, do not show
well in the photograph. Valencianite is abundant in the quartz. North
on the 300-foot level the dike is small or even obscure. An important
split of the vein begins 60 feet south of New Raise, in Blaine tunnel,
anc goes through several levels above, extending some 60 feet in the
hanging. In fig. 15 is seen the 2-foot vein near the split on the 300-foot
level, showing very fine inclusions of granite. The inclusions -are
marked by well-defined rims of black silver sulphides.
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Pay shoots.-As may be seen from Pl. XXV, much ore from four
shoots has been stoped from the vein in basalt. Tlie largest of these
apparently dips northward and traverses rhyolite, basalt, and granite
without change. in its mineral character, but the vein is narrower and
more spotted in the basalt, often pinching out. Very rich stopes connecting with those of the Black Jack were worked in the granite in
1897. The vein is more uniform and frequently very rich, the thickness
ranging, as stated, up to 2 feet. Much of the richest ore is sacked in
the mine and shipped.
Faulting along the vein.-The regular contact of basalt and rhyolite
and granite cut .by this vein offers excellent opportunity for determining the dislocation along its plane. Striations of the walls ·are not
common; where occurring they are usually horizontal. In the Blaine
tunnel granite appears :first, going north, in the bottom of the drift on
the foot wall, and ri~es with a slope of 35° to the roof of the drift. It
appears on the banging wall125 feet farther north, and rises similarly
to the roof. The granite near the contact is soft and decomposed. These
facts show a horizontal throw of 125
feet and a probably normal fault.
Similar relations prevail on the 110foot level. At the 220-foot level also
the granite is :first seen, going north,
on the foot wall, sloping 30°. The drift
has not reached the granite on the
hanging. On tunnel No.3 granite also
appears as foot wall, going north, at a
FIG. 16.-Trade Dollar vein, south face
point 60 feet south of New Raise, and
No. 1 tunnel, at granite contact. Granite
rises slowly, reaching the top of the
begins in foot on floor 8 feet south of face.
drift in 30 feet. At 90 feet north from
the beginning of the foot-wall granite the same rock appears in the
foot of the hanging wall, rising to roof of drift in 12 feet. Tunnel No.
1 bas just reached the granite in the foot wall, and :fig. 16 shows the
structural relations at this point. Little, if any, crushed granite
appears on the .vein above the contact, confirming the belief that the
fault is a normal one.
On the Black Jack side the horizontal throw is less than 100 feet.
On level 4, going south, granite appears :first on the foot wall, and similar relations hold good on level 8. On level 12, at end of north drift, a
rhyolite dike is cut by the vein, which here is small and carries a narrow gouge of black clay (basalt dike1) in the center. The rhyolite
shows in the foot, but not in the hanging; neither is its continuation
found to the south in the drift. This proves a relative motion of the
hanging wall to the north. From all these data it is safe to conclude
that the banging wall of this vein has moved about 40 feet down ward
and northward, at an angle of from 40° to 60° from the horizontal.
The contact of rhyolite and basalt is less clearly exposed (Pl. XXIV).
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Interestiug relations are shown on ~ o. 3 level below the long crosscuts .
.A dike of rhyolite 30 feet wide appears in the foot, while in the hanging,
opposite, it is exposed for 130 feet, adjoining basalt on both sides. On
No.2 level the whole hanging to-100 feet south of the west crosscut
shows basalt, while the foot and the crosscut east are in rhyolite. But
it is scarcely safe to draw from this any deductions as to the faulting,
for the surface form of the basalt was probably very irregular when the
rhyolite was poured out.
OTHER VEINS ON FLORIDA MOUNTAIN.

Pluto vein.-Cropping 1,000 feet east of the Trade Dollar is the Pluto.
The developments are not extensive. It carries ore similar to that of
the Trade Dollar, but containing more gold. It is doubtless continued
northward by the veins cropping on the Crown Point and Millers
and Walters claims.
Crown Point.-The Crown Point claim is situated about 800 feet ahove
Silver City, on Florida Mountain. The vein, probably the continuation
of the Pluto, strikes N.-S. and dips 450 to 80° W. It is opened by two
short tunnels, 100 feet apart vertically. The vein consists of 3. feet of
altered rhyolite containing stringers of ore. The values are said to be
exclusively in gold.
Empire State vein.__:_This vein lies parallel to the Black Jack and west
of it, cropping on the summit of Florida Mountain. It is probably continued southward by the .Alpine, which is a narrow but well-defined
vein shown on the surface and in the long crosscut west from the Blaine
tunnel. .A.s indicated on ~he map, the vein is developed by two tunnels.
It bas also been developed from No. 12'level on the Black Jack, and
some good ore was extracted above this level. It is not well exposed
by the long crosscut on No.8 level. The vein is narrow, and its values
are principally in silver. The gangue is quartz; the ore, argentite and
chalcopyrite. Very fine comb s'tructure is frequently shown along the
veiu.
Sullivan vein.-This small vein is exposed by several short tunnels as
well as by the main No.8 crosscut. It was not found by diamond drill
from the end of Empire State crosscut on level No.8.
Sierra Nevada vein.-Lying between the BlackJack and the Empire
State, this vein outcrops on the south slope of Florida Mountain. It is
a large vein on the surface, with some good ore, but does not show
prominently in the long crosscut 250 feet west from the Blaine tunnel.
A small seam corresponds to it in the west crosscut from No. 2 tunnel,
Trade Dollar mine, 250 feet from the mouth.
Tip Top vein.-The Tip Top group of claims lies south of the Belfast
and the Sullivan, and adjoins the Ontario on the southeast. The property has been worked through a shaft 280 feet deep, located 180 feet
southeast of the southwest corner of the Belfast, and having an elevation of 7,400 feet. A tunnel 300 feet long, running S. 560 E., has been
20 GEOL, PT 3--10
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started 250 feet south of the shaft, and at a considerably higher eleva·
tion. The property had been shut down in 1895, and was not worked
during 1897. The country rock is rhyolite, the vein forming a highly
altered streak in the same. From the shaft a considerable amount of
ore has been stoped. From the bottom of the shaft a crosscut tunnel
has been run eastward for 129 feet, but was not accessible during the
time of visit. About 75 feet down a short drift has been run in 4:0 feet
south from the shaft ; in this the section illustrated by fig. 17 was
noted. The strike isS. 70 W., dip 75° E. The 4-foot streak of soft
white clay, which is evidently a highly altered rhyolite, contains the
principal pay, though some rich silver ore was also found in the narrow
seam of black gouge in the hanging. The tunnel shows 3 to 5 feet of
soft, white, clayey rhyolite along the vein. The vein matter in the Tip
Top consists of a mixture of kaolin and sericite. The values are
rep9rted cliiefly in gold, but of a low grade.
Ontario.-This claim is developed by means of a tunnel, the mouth
of which is 750 feet northwest of Tip
Top shaft, and at an elevation of 7,250
feet. Pl. XXIII shows its direction
as well as that of the vein. The country rock is rhyolite. Soft, light-colored, and partly altered rock extends
400 feet from the mouth ; at 450 feet
a 2-foot vein of barren rhyolitic clay
is crossed, bounded on both sides by
hard rock. At 460 feet from the portal some coarse gold is reported to
have occurred in kidneys of altered
FIG. 17.-Section of Tip Top vein 75 feet from clayey rhyolite. At 610 feet from the
collar of shaft.
mouth the Ontario vein is cut. It
consists of soft, clayey matter of white ~olor, having a width of 15 feet,
strike N. 9° W., and dip nearly vertical. The·vein is divided by rhyolite bowlders or small horses, so that the pure vein material probably
does not exceed 4 feet in thickness. This "talc" or clay is clearly only
a highly altered rhyolite; its value is chiefly in gold, some very high
assays being reported, though the average is stated to be low grade.
It is said, however, ·that the silver values increase in depth. There
is very little quartz. The great resemblance to kaolin prompted the.
determinations of potash and water in this material recorded on page
171. From this it appears that it is very largely finely divided sericite, perhaps mixed with some kaolin .
. West of the Trade Dollar, at the head of Coffee and Long gulches,
lie a number of claims which cover the southern extensions of Tip Top,
Ontario, and Webster. The rhyolite is extensively altered over the
surface, but the veins do not show well and the developments are slight.
Webster vein.-This claim is situated at the head of the western
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fork of Blue Gulch, at an elevation of 6,700 feet. The .so-called Mammoth vein crosses the gulch at this place, striking N. 16° W., and dipping 750 W. It is supposed to continue northwesterly as the vein of
the Tennessee mines north of Jordan Creek and west of the stage road
leading up from Dewey.. At the Webster this vein is 35 fe~t thick,
inclosed in rhyolite, and consists of a quartzose rhyolite-breccia with
streaks of softer clayey material. The developments consist of three·
tunnels, each 300 feet long. The ore is reported of low grade, carryingchiefly gold.
The Golden Gate, Blue Bell, and Morning Glory are claims supposed
to be located on the northern extension of this vein, south of Jordan
Creek. North of Jordan Creek some prospecting has also been done
on this long vein.
Summit vein.-The developments on this claim are known as the:
Brunzell tunnels. From the lower tunnel, which is 200 feet long,
Blac~ Jack mill bears N. 21° E., and is about 3,000 feet distant. The'
elevation is 6,950 feet. The upper tuunel is 150 feet higher, and is
probably 700 feet long. Little is known regarding the vein.
John F. Sullivan tunnel.-This is situated in Jacobs Gulch, at an elevation of 6,850 feet. The tunnel is run 662 feet nearly due east, with.
the purpose of striking the Tennessee or Mammoth vein. At 24 7 feet·
from the mouth a 2-foot vein was found (strike N. 34° E., dip 80° SE.),'
containing a pyritiferous clay similar to the ~'iron dike" of De Lamar.
The tunnel is in hard, gray, columnar rhyolite.
VEINS OF WAR EAGLE MOUNTAIN.
ORO lfiNO .VEIN SYSTEM.

General jeatures.-These veins, which were the principal producers in·
early days, extend· in a northerly-southerly direction on the eastern
side of War Eagle Mountain a few hundred feet below the summit.
As will be seen from Pl. XXVII, there are several veins, in places
connected by spurs. At the present time (1898) there is only one
mine in active operation-the Cumberland. The celebrated Oro Fino,
Golden Chariot, Ida Elmore, and others have been shut down for many
years. The shafts and tunnels are dismantled and generally inaccessible. It is to be regretted that so few data are available regarding
these important veins, and especially as to their pay shoots and character of vein. Very little information in this respect could be gathered
on account of the long time since the closure of the mines. Most of
the few data given below are contained in Raymond's reports of twentyfive years ago; others were obtained from various sources.
Glai1ns north of Oro Fino.-N orth of the Oro Fino shaft a vein can
be traced nearly continuously for half a mile, and is opened at intervalsby tunnels and prospect holes. Its dip is'from perpendicular to 75° E.
On the claim indicated as Quartz No; 2:the vein has been.developed by·
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a shaft and a tunnel 800 feet long. .About twenty years ago a considerable body was stoped from this vein near the southern end of the
claim. The vein is in granite,. but also cuts through a dike of graniteporphyry, indicated on Pl. XXVII. There is probably some dislocation of this dike by the vein, but .the exact amount could not be
d.etermined on the surface. The vein carries up to 3 feet of quartz,
which in partis massive and iu part shows excellent comb structure.
In the dike the rock is extensively brecciated by quartz, and many
small veinlets follow the jointing of the porphyry, which strikes
N. 40° W., and. dips steeply north or south. The ciaim adjoining
Quartz No. 2 is called the Grover Cleveland. .A nearly vertical vein
striking N. 30° ·vv. appears on this claim, cutting the granite and
quartz-porphyry as before. The quartz is similar to that described
above.
Oro Fino.-The Oro Fino vein, which appears to be the continuation
of Quartz No.2, just mentioned, was one of the :first discoveries in the
district and has been one of the largest producers. It is stated that
$515,000 was extracted in 1866, the depth of the shaft at this time
being 250 feet. In 1871, $26,000 was extracted; in 1872, $39,243.
Iri 1875 the mine was worked, but, apparently not producing greatly,
was shut down shortly afterwards. It was reopened some ten years
rater for a short time, and in the Mint reports for 1885 the production is given as $79,423, made up of $66,870 of gold and $12,550 of
silver. In 1886, $18,377 of gold and $6,464 of silver was produced.
The total product up to 1880 is estimated to be $2,000,000. One
bunch of ore, 16 fe~t by 30 feet, on a small stringer from the main vein,
is reported to have yielded $85,000. The developments consist of a
shaft 200 feet deep near the. northern end of the claim, the Oro Fino
shaft, reported to be about 500 feet deep, and several tunnels. No definite information as to the extent and dip of the old ore bodies is available .. The veins dip 80° E. and are contained in granite. South of the
Oro Fino shaft the vein splits in two, both of these branches crossing a
dike of granite-porphyry from 40 to 200 feet wide. The veins, wherever
showing on this claim, have been stoped to the surface. The thickness
of the vein is stated to be from 1 to 5 feet, the old stopes near the surface showing an average width of about 2 feet. To judge from the
material on the dump, the vein is partly followed by a dike of dark,
dense rock, which is exceedingly decomposed, but appears to be of
basaltic character. This dike is in places completely shattered by
quartz seams. Much of the quartz has a very peculiar lamellar character, and is, without much doubt, pseurlomorphic after barite. For
description and illustration of this quartz see page 169 and Pl. XXX.
Not much information is available as to the character of the ore. It
appears, however, to have contained free gold, together with silver min~rals, such as argentite.. The bullion is reported to be worth from $4
to $10 per ounce. The proportion. of gold to silver by weight in the
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production of 1885 was 1:4. The ore was fairly rich, containing from
$17 to $28 per ton; sometimes, however, much more.
Ida Elmore.-The Ida Elmore shaft is located 50 feet from the end
line of t.he claim called Quartz No.1. During the early period it was
operated as an independent mine and ranked among the most important producers. The reported production of the Ida Elmore is as follows: Up to 1868, $600,000; 1869, $341,000; 1870, $239,109; 1871,
$86,490; 1872,$25,915; 1873,$22,587; total, $1,315,101. The whole production is not definitely known, but probably exceeds by a considerable
amount the sum given above. The mine shut down about 1875 and has
not been worked since that time. The developments consist of a shaft
on the dip of the vein 1,150 feet deep. In 1873 the shaft was 960 feet
deep, and as no production is noted after that date except a small
amount of about $1,QOO, given in the Mint report for 1885, which evidently came from stopes near the surface, it iR probable that the lowest
levels did not show ore to
GOLDEN CHARIOT
IDA ELMORE
correspond with that found
above. No reliable information is available as to
the character of the ore and
the quartz. The vein is re
ported to be about 3 feet
wide. The proportion of
gold to silver by weight is
not definitely known. In
the Mint report for 18Si)
o
•oo
zoo
it is given for the small
sCAL£0/'I'eer
amount extracted that year l<'IG.18.-Vertiea.l Rection of Golden Chariot and Ida Elmore
aS 1:4, which corresponds
shafts, showing upper parts of ore body. [From Raymond's Report for 1869, p. 239.]
well to the value g·iven for
Oro Fino. The quartz was of very high grade, averaging $40 per ton.
In 1869 an average tenor of $101 per ton was reported. The ore shoot
from which the Ida Elmore and the Golden Chariot extracted their
treasure was, on the surface, 300 feet long, extending 75 feet north of
the Ida Elmore shaft and 125 feet south of the Golden Chariot. The
shoot appears to have had a slight dip northward, as indicated in fig. 1.8.
The Ida Elmore vein is not clearly the same as that of the Oro Fino,
but very likely forms a branch or spur of it, although connection is not
plainly visible on the surface.
The Golden Chariot is located 75 feet south of the Ida Elmore and
on the same pay shoot. 1'he Golden Chariot mine was one of the most
notable producers in e~rly days and was among the earliest .mines
worked near Silver City. The fo11o.wing data are obtained from
Raymond's reports: Production in 1868, $200,000; in 1.869, $1.34,000;
in 1.870, $23G,624; in 1871., $761,274; in 1.872, $34,374; in 1873, $348,053;
total, $1,714,325. Sin~e 1.873 the productiou is not recorded, and
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appears to have been small. The mine was prospected .for several
years longer and finally shut down in 1878. There is a note to the
effect that the Golden Chariot was prospected in 1882, but this must
refer to surface workings and not to deep levels. The total production
is estimated to be about $2,000,000. In 1873 the Golden Chariot shaft
was 720 feet deep, the sixth level connecting with the seventh level in
the Minnesota, thus proving the continuity of the vein. The total
depth attained i.s rep~rted as 1,400 feet, although the figures are not
absolutely certain. It is stated that the development work of the last
few years did not produce any satisfactory results, and, in fact, that
little good ore was found below the tenth level. The ore was equally
as rich as that of the Ida Elmore; the lowest average value is given
as $21 per ton in 1872, the highest as $268 per ton in 1873.
The 1lfinnesota.-This mine was located 800 feet south of the Golden
Chariot and operated at the same time. The Golden Chariot and the
Minnesota were consolidated in 1875, but both closed down a short
time afterwards. The following figures regarding the production are
given in the Mint reports: 1872, $42,106; 1873, $237,225; 1884, $6,218;
1885, $4,972; total, $290,521; but the output probably exceeds. this
amount. The production given for 1884 and 1885 doubtless refers to
surface stopes, as the deep workings were shut down at that time. The
ore is similar in character to that of the Golden Chariot. Its value is
very high, ranging from $38 to $44 per ton. The proportion of gold to
silver by we\ght for 1885 is given as 1: 13, but this may not correspond
to the average of the ore in the deeper workings.
The South Ohariot.-The South Chariot shaft was located 800 feet
south of the Minnesota and was in operation during the same period.
Its production is not known. A big ore shoot is said to have been
found between the sixth and tenth levels in this shaft. . In 1875 the
mine is reported as looking well and showing a small production;
shortly after that time it closed down. The total depth attained is
given as 900 feet. The vein does not appear to be identical with the
Minnesota, though it may be a spur of it.
The Mahogany.-This mine is located on the same vein as the South
Chariot shaft, 225 feet south of it. The production is given as follows:
1870, $32,551; 1871, $56,390; 1872, $73,100; 1873, $125,551; total,
$287,592. As before, this sum is considerably below the whole output.
In 1873 the shaft was 732 feet deep. In 1875 the shaft is reported to
have been 1,000 feet deep, with the eighth, ninth, and tenth levels in
good ore. Shortly after this period the mine closed down, and ha,s not
been reopened since. The ore was of high grade, averaging from $40
per ton in 1872 to $64 per ton in 1870.
South of the Mahogany shaft the vein has not been opened. In 1897
a shaft was·being sunk 1,500 feet southward, in the rhyolite which here
covers the granite, with the expectation of striking the vein after
penetrating the relatively thin covering.
Cumberland mine.-The Cumberland vein is from 100 to 200 feet east
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of the vein extending south from Golden Chariot. It is developed by
a tunnel 400 feet long and by a winze iww being sunk near the
end of this tunnel. A considerable amount of ore running high
in gold and silver has been taken out above the tunnel level dur.
ing 1897 and 1898, and the extension of this pay shoot is now being
looked for in depth by a shaft. This shaft, sunk at the mouth of the
tunnel, is 300 feet deep and vertical; a drift on the 100-foot level
extends 250 feet south. On the 200.foot level drifts also extend north
and south. Three hundred tons of ore treated in arrastra in 1898
yielded $15,000, or $50 per ton; of this amount 85 per cent was in gold.
Twenty-five tons from the lowest level gave $2,600 in gold and $220 in
silver, much of the silver being lost in the proces~. The country rock
is granite, as usual very little altered-in fact, almost fresh close up to
the vein. The strike of the vein
is N.-S.; its dip, 600 E. The vein
is sharply defiued, usually frozen
to the walls, from 1 to 12 inches
thick, and contains laminated
quartz, described in detail on
page 173. Crusts of rich ore
occur on the foot wall and on t.he
fragments of granite often found
included in the quartz (fig. 19).
The vein can be traced .contin:uously for about 1,200 feet south
from the tunnel. Though ordinarily the valuable ore is confined
to the quartz, and separated from FIG. 19.-Cumberland vein in tunnel, sho\Ving 10
inches of quartz. Rich ore in crusts on foot wall
the granite by an exceedingly
and. inclusions of granite. Narrow veinlets of
sharp line, it sometip1es happens
comb quartz in hanging wall.
that the values enter into the
granite for a distance of a few inches. The quartz contains argentite,
native· gold of a pale ~Color, and a little zine blende. The value of the
ore i~, as a rule, high, frequently running up to $150 or $175 per ton.
At a distance of 25 feet from the portal of the tunnel the vein gave an
average assay of 9 ounces gold and 40 ounces silver per ton. The proportion of gold to silver by weight varies from 1:4, or more commonly
1: 7, up to 1: 50. Though good values have been found al1 along the
vein, and especially south of the shaft, the best pay shoot follows the
shaft. It is reported that there are 3,000 tons, or $150,000, of ore in
sight at present (1898). Smaller samples. are often extremely rich,
coarse gold being visible all through.
POORMAN VEIN SYSTEM.

Poorman vein.-This important vein, one of the largest of the early
producers, is located on the western slope of War Eagle Mountain,
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the highest outcrop being 300 feet below the summit. From this point
it descends northward and southward.
Tile vein was discovered in 1865, and was
worked continuously till 1873. The first
2,000 tons are reported to have yielded
$547,000. Since that time _it has been
exploited at intervals-in 1885, 1896, 1897,
and 1898. The produetion, as gathered
from Raymond's reports, is as follows:
1866, $800,000; 1868-69, $168,000; 1870,
e;:, $42,769; 1871, $18,127; 1872, $11,7 40;
:g total, $1,040,636. The whole production
to 1880 is reported to have been about
$3,000,000. The developmentH consist of
""'0 two nearly perpendicular shafts located
] on the highest spur crossed by the vein,
~
and by two tunnels driven from the north
~ side-an upper one called the Oso, and a
-~ lower one referred to as the Belle Peck.
~
r£
The ore shoots below the Belle Peck
-~ tunnel are developed by a winze having
] a depth of about. 350 feet, and by drifts
~
extending north and south from this
~ winze, as shown in fig. 20. The Oso tun~- nel traverses the ridge, connecting with a
a1=1 tunnel started from the South Poorman
~ claim.
0
The country rock is a granite, cut at
~
several places by dikes of granite-porphyry
having a general northeasterly direction,
though very irregular in· detaiL Croppings of the dikes may be seen at Sailor
Jack tunnel above the Oso tunnel, and in
several places in the lower workings. ·In
the south drift from the winze the vein
crossed a porphyry dike which shows a
horizontal throw along the plane of the
vein of 50 feet on the south side and 24
feet on the north side. This discrepancy
is probably caused by irregularities in
the form of the dike, and it may be assumed that the horizon tal displacement
along the vein is about 50 feet. The rock
adjoining the vein is, as a rule, not much
altered and rarely contains pyrite. The
porphyry dikes wherever crossing the vein
~
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show more evidence of alteration in the formation of pyrite, calcite,
and sericite, but are still comparatively fresh. The strike of the
vein is nearly N.-S: North of the Oso tunnel the croppings appear
to bend northeasterly. The vein can be traced continuously as far as
the South Poorman tunnel and Silver Cord Gulch. South of this
gulch it probably continues in the same direction. The vein shown on
the Pauper. and California claims and developed by the Pauper tunnel, the Pauper shaft, and the Baxter shaft, is probably to be regarded
as a spur from the main vein. The croppings are not very strongly
defined and can not always be easily traced. The dip is very steep.
Near the surface it is stated to have been to the east, changing 200
feet below the surface to a corresponding steep dip westward. The
Poorman vein is a narrow one, ranging in thickness from a few inches
to a maximum of 5 feet. Where seen in the lowest tunnel, near the
crosscut toward the Empire Yein,- it shows 2 feet of solid quartz, which,
however, is here barren. At other places it shows a few inches only of
crushed granite with a seam of darker gouge on the hanging wall. In
the winze below the tunnel level the vein dips flat, 45° E., ''rith several
stringers coming in from the foot. A small body of very fine ore was
here met with on the north side of the winze, the vein being about
6 inches wide. Developments during the last year have shown that
this ore body continues below the lowest level opened at the time of my
visit. The veins of the drift extending north from the winze showed
two narrow seams of quartz about 3 feet apart. The extent of the ore
shoot which produced such large sums from the upper levels is shown
iu fig. 20. These old stopes are, of course, not accessible at the present
time. It appears that the richest body of ore forms a shoot dipping
about,55° N. on the plane of the vein. Below the Oso tunnel exploration has failed to develop much of value, although smaller bodies of
good ore were found. Practically no ore has been stoped between the
Oso and Belle Peck tunnels. The developments as far as prosecuted
below the Belle Peck level have shown the existence of a new ore shoot
south of the winze. From this 450 tons of ore containing $30 per ton
were mined in 1898.
The gangue. appears to be exclusively quartz, in massive form, or
occasionally showing comb structure. The minerals contained are
native gold of rather pale color, a little chalcopyrite, and rich silver
minerals, such as argentite and pyrargyrite. In the upper levels a
considerable amount of cerargyrite, forming large sheets parallel to
the vein, was met with. Polybasite is also reported from the mine.
A remarkable occurrence of light ruby silver (proustite) was found
a short distance below the surface. The mineral formed a solid mass
weighing 500 pounds, and it is stated that its surface showed approximately the angles and planes of a crystal. If this is correct, and the
testimony appears to be reliable, it is one of the most remarkable occurrences of this mineral known. The proportion of gold to silver by
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weight is stated in the Mint report for 1869 to have been 1: G, the
bullion being worth $4.19 per ounce. The bullion from the ore from
the winze, mined in 1898, was valued at $5 per ounce, giviug a proportion of 1: 3.5. The values of the ore vary. The lowest figure given iu
Raymond's reports is $13 per ton, in 1872; the highest, $27 per ton,
in 1870. The ore from near the surface was much richer.
Silver Cord sh~ft.-This appears to be sunk on a vein pa.rallel to the
Poorman, and lying about 200 feet east of it. The shaft is 500 feet deep,
five levels being turned. The-ore bodies extracted are shown in fig. 20.
The total production is not k11own, although Raymond's reports for
1~69 give the production for the year ending July 1, 1869, as $18,000,
and a small production of $6,U76 is given in the Mint report for 1885.
The proportion of gold to silver by weight for the last-mentioned year
was about 1: 4.
Pauper vein.-The Pauper vein, appearing on the south side of Silver
Cord Gulch, is probably a branch of the Poorman. Some good ore is
reported to have been produced in 1875, 4 tons containing $448 in gold
and $209 in silver. A good ore body is also said to have been found
on the third level of t~e Pauper shaft.
Belle Peck vein.-This is a small vein parallel to the Poorman, and
opened, as shown on Pl. XXVII, by the Belle Peck tunnel. The vein
is only a few inches in thickness, but has produced some good ore from
the point in the tunnel where the crosscut to the Poorman vein begins.
EMPIRE VEIN SYSTEi\'1·,

A number of veins, with a general north-northwesterly direction, cross
the Poorman, and may be traced for some distance over the southwestern
slope of War Eagle Mountain. .Among tbe easterly members of the
system are the Dernier Res sort, San Juan, Liberty, and other sinaller
veins which have not been extensively developed. Then follows, going
eastward, the strong vein extending from Stormy Hill to Salvador.
This has been developed to a depth of 700 feet by the War Eagle shaft,
which was worked from 1870 to 1884, its total depth being 700 feet. The
production for 1873 is given in Raymond's reports as $21,698, the value
of the ore being $35 per ton. The southern end of the vein is opened
by the Stormy Hill shaft, from which some ore was produced in 1882,
1883, and 18~4. The vein is here wide and well defined, containing
much of the laminated pseudomorphic quartz similar to that from the
Oro Fino. Nine hundred feet farther west is the IUinois Central vein,
which has been developed by a shaft 600 feet deep. The mine is credited
with a production of $24,278 in 1873, the ore containing $73 per ton.
In 1875 it is stated that the shaft was 445 feet deep, following down a
rich ore body averaging $75 per ton. The mine bas. heen idle for the
last fifteen years. The ore shoot is 200 feet long on the surface, narrowing with depth. Two hundred feet west of the Illinois Central is the
Empire vein, which appears to extend across the Poorman, being trace-
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able for a total distance of 3,000 feet. The principal developments are
found at the southern end, where the Empire shaft is sunk to a depth
of 460 feet, its bottom connecting by a crosscut with the Belle Peck
tunnel. The vei~ dips 60° E. The following amounts ·are found 'credited to· it in the early reports: 1872, $55,394; 1873, $45,000; total,
$100,394. The whole production is not known. In 1885 the mine was
credited with a sma.ll production of $2,058. The vein ranges in thickness from a few inches to 3 feet. The gangue is a massive quartz containing a little pyrite, chalcopyrite, and sometimes native gold, which
has a value of $10 per ounce. The main ore shoot was found in 1872,
and followed the intersection of the vein with a perpendicular cross
seam. This ore shoot was followed through three levels downward.
Where cut by the crosscut from the Poorman vein, the Empire shows
two seams of quartz, each 2 inches wide, separated by 5 inches u\f
crushed granite. To the southward the Empire vein appears to be continued by the Idlewild, which is developed by twO' smaller shafts. The
Idlewild is credited in the :Mint reports with a production of $67,600
in 1884 and $6,214 in 1885. The proportion of gold to silver by weight
is stated to have been 1: 85.
·
OTHER VEINS.

Trook and Jennings 'l'ein.-This vein, as seen: at several points, and
especially about 150 feet southeast of Josephine shaft, consists of comb
quartz, only 1 to 22- inches thick, the combs being sometimes separated
by 1 inch of kaolin or similar material. The country rock is granite,
to which the quartz is usually tightly frozen. The strike is NNW., the
dip nearly vertical. At the point mentioned~ where it is crossed by a
basalt dike 20 inches thick, the vein swings westward and is said to
intersec~ the Bishop vein on the top of the ridge, sloping o:fl' toward
Silver City. At a point midway between the Josephine shaft and the
point of intersection mentioned, the Trook and Jennings vein is reported
to have yielded $75,000 from a relatively small pay shoot.
Bishop vein.-The tunnel starts on a dike of greenish diabase, 2 to 4
feet thick, dipping 65° E., and lying between granite and a rhyolite
dike 38 feet wide. This dike of diabase is followed pretty continuously
for 315 feet (fig. 21), where the crosscut begins. The vein is closely
associated with this diabase dike, usually following the foot wall and
sometimes the hanging wall of the dike, or both. Again, it may be in
the middle of the dike. Where the dike is narrow it. may be irregularly and abundantly traversed by veinlets and stringers of quartz.
Near the mouth of the tunnel the vein is perhaps only 2 inches thick,
but 100 or 200 feet farther in it expands into lenticular bodies 20 inches
or more thick, consisting of crushed quartz and vein matter. At a
point 75 feet in from the mouth, ore to the value of several thousand
dollars is said to have been stoped.
From the end of drift a crosscut runs 130 feet N. 590 W. At 30 feet
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from the turn it crosses vein No. 2, or the main one, which· at the crosscut is 8 feet thick, consisting of a brecciated mass of quartz with granitic
vein ·matter and green diabase. This vein has been drifted on northward for 130 feet and found persistent. At several places where the
dike narrows to 2~ feet and becomes soft and altered, a vein of quartz
is found to be continuous, 1 to 2 inches thick, one on each side of the
dike, much the same as in the Black Jack vein. The third vein, which
lies 50 feet farther west, is similar; it also follows the hanging of a
diabase dike 2~ feet wide lying between granite and another rhyolite
dike 25 feet wide,
on the west. Altogether, the strict
parallelism and
similar character of
these tlueeveins are
remarkable. T h e
dip is from 650 to9oo
E. It is clear that
genetically they are
closely related to
the Black Jack, and
form a connecting
link between the
veins of Florida
Mountain and those
ofW ar Eagle Mountain.
Jlf o r n in g Star
mine.-Tb~ Morning Star mine is located o11ly a quarter
of a mile from Silver
City, in a northwesterly direction.
It is one of the oldest
FIG. 21.-Sketch plan of Bishop tunneL
claims in the district and has been. worked intermittently since the early days. Reference to it may be•found in many of the Mint reports. The mine was
reopened and the present hoisting works built about three years ago.
It was worked during the first part of 1897, but shut down early in the
fall. The total produc.tiou is said ·to be over $1,000,000, but no detailed
data are available.
The developments consist of an inclined shaft 450 feet deep, dipping
west at a high angle. Five levels are turned, most of them extending
in a northerly dtrection, the maximum length being 400 feet. The vein
has a NNW. strike and a steep westerly dip. It is traceable from the
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old New York mill, a quarter of a mile north of the works, across Jordan Creek and through Silver City to the old Poto.si mine in Long
Gulch. It is from 12 to 30 inches thick. The country rock is the ordinary granite. · The vein is :filled exclusively "with quartz, showing
excellent comb structure, and this quartz filling constitutes the only
ore. 'l'he granite next to the vein is slightly altered by bleaching of the
feldspars, but contains no pyrite. A dike of quartz-porphyry bas been
struck in depth and lies in places close to the vein. This dike is not
much altered, though in places a little bleached and containing small
pyrite crystals .
. The minerals inclosed in the quartz consist chiefly of copper pyrite,
though some native gold and silver, as well as silver sulphides, are
known. No ruby silver bas been found. While some data in the Mint
report (1885, p. 143) show a relation of 100 ounces of gold to 500 ounces
of silver, or 1:5, in the total production, the data .Jbtained during this
examination give the relation of 1:50, or even 1:100, as the ordinary ,
composition of the ore. The ore shoots are evidently somewhat irregular and difficult to follow.
Potosi mine.-This is located just south of Silv('r City, the vein
forming the extension of the Morning Star. It was chiefly worked
from 1875 to 1877, though developments have been continued on it at
various other times on a small scale. The vein here lies in granite,
but continues in the overlying basalt, in which, however, only a few
bunches of ore were found. Nearly the whole of the production comes
from the granite. The mine is developed by a tunnel and a shaft 300
feet deep located at the mouth of the tunnel. The vein is from 6 to 12 ·
inches wide. The ore contains principally silver, with relatively little
gold. In Raymond's report of 1869 a production of 160 tons, containing
$38 per ton, is credited to it. In the report of 1885 a; production of 11
ounces of gold and 2,000 ounces of silver is given. The mine has not
been worked during the last few years.
Gold Bug vein.-Tbis is located about 2~000 feet from the Poorman
mill, in Silver Cord Gulch. The vein, contained in granite, is said to be
traceable for 1, 700 feet north and south and is supposed to run about
600 feet west of the Owyhee tunnel. The developments consist of a
tunnel 400 feet long and a shaft 90 feet deep, with levels extending
north and south for 200 feet. The width of the vein ranges from 4 to 12
inches. The vein consists chiefly of crushed granit~ containing a little
. pyrite and is incased between two hard 'Yalls. The strike is N. 6° W.,
the dip 600 E. In places seams of quartz forming the valuable ore are
contained in the crushed granite. In the drift south from the shaft
good ore was obtained, with high values in silver. Probably a continuation of the same shoot is shown in the tunnel150 feet from the mouth.
The quartz is here from 4 to 6 inches wide and carries high values in
gold.

CHAPTER IV.
THE VEINS OF SILVER CITY AND DE L.AMAR-(CONTINUED).
SUMMARY OF DETAILED DESCRIPTIONS.
VEINS OF DE LAMAR.

The relations at De Lamar are illustrated in Pl. XX. The history of
the district is very largely that of the De Lamar mine. The production was very small until the big ore shoot of that mine was discovered,
which gave an output of $6,000,000 within six years. In regard to the
geologic features but few comments are necessary. Rhyolite forms the.
whole southern part of the area and contains all of the mineral deposits.
The basalt, underlying the rhyolite, occupies the ·northern half. No
other formations are present. The rhyolite next to the veins contains
pyrite and marcasite and is usually strongly silicified. An interesting
feature exposed by the development work is that the rhyolite contains
heavy sheets of clayey, crushed, and altered rock, locally referred to as
"iron dikes." They are strongly pyritiferous and are usually separated from the fresh rock by sharply defined fault planes, which dip
N. 200 to 70o. This rock rarely contains any veins. On the contrary,
the most important veins run up against these "iron dikes" and appear
as if cut off by them.
The De Lamar mine is opened by tunnels and by a shaft sunk 300
feet on the incline below the lowest (Wahl) tunnel. The other veins
are opened by tunnels, except the Henrietta, on which a nearly perpendicular shaft 300 feet deep is sunk. The veins show heavy croppings
at many places, but these can rarely be followed for long distances,
and are subject to gr·eat changes in both strike and dip. The prevailing strike is NW.; the rlip is usually 45° SW.; sometimes also vertical.
Pis. XXI and XXII, as well as fig. 6, give a good insight into the
peculiarities of this vein system.
·
The veins may be divided into silver veins and gold-silver veins.
To the former belong the Henrietta, Silver Vault, and many others of
less importance. These are narrow fissure veins carrying only silver
ores (miargyrite and argentite) in a flinty pseudomorphic quartz, also in
the "clay" sometimes filling the vein. This clay is either kaolinite or
a mixture of this mineral and another belonging to the group of the
potassium-micas.
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The gold-silver veins are chiefly represented by the De Lamar vein
system. The ore carries native gold in an extremely finely divided
state, together with a very little pyrite, marcasite, and rich silver sulphides. The latter also occurs abundantly in the kaolinite underlying
the "iron dike" near the veins.
The gangue is quartz, almost exclusively in a peculiar laminated
form, showing its pseudomorphic derivation from barite or calcite.
The veins are ordinarily well defined, sharply separated from the country rock, and containing angular inclusions of rhyolite. Some of the
larger veins, notably the ·seventy-seven, are, however, split up into
stringers intermingled with streaks of highly kaolinized rhyolite. The
values are, as a rule, only in the quartz, but occasionally in the kaolinized rhyolite. In the latter case tliey are usually high in silver.· The
silicified rhyolite contains very little gold and silver; usually only a
trace. The average assay value of the lower-gradeore mined at present is 0.70 ounce gold and 3 ounces silver per ton. The richer ore
formerly extracted contained much more silver.
The main ore shoot extended from a little below the surface down to
the tenth level, following the dip of the "iron dike," nearly all of the
veins being productive within this distance, though containing alternating barren and rich portions, as is usual in most veins. The total
extent of the productive area as thus far ascertained would be about
600 by 400 by 700 feet.
It has long been the opinion of those connected with the mine that
the veins are faulted by the clayey rhyolite or the " iron dike," and that
consequently their continuation might be found beyond this crushed
mass, but this belief is probably not justified. In examining the Chautauqua tunnel a small vein of the normal laminated quartz was found in
the clayey '' iron dike," showing that the vein fissures succeeded the
early crushing and clayey alteration.
When the fissures which were to receive the mineral-bearing solutions
were broken open, the force which readily shattered the brittle rocks
spent itself in vain against the tough clayey "iron dike," and thus the
veins are apparently cut off by the latter. A slight subsequent slipping
produced the gentle bend which has been observed wherever a vein
meets the " iron dike."
This clayey wall acted as a barrier, damming the solutions and cau~
ing the more ·abundant deposition of mineral matter below it; at the
contact, indeed, the most intense action took place and the richest ore
bodies were found. The old surface of the rhyolite can not have been
much higher than the hills surrounding the mine, and hence it may be
concluded that the deposits were formed close to that plane.
The existence of hot water in an artesian well at De Lamar deserves
to be noted, as.well as the occurrence of a later spring deposit, containing vegetable remains, together with a little gold and silver.
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VEINS OF FLORIDA MOUNTAIN.

The mines aud vein system of Florida Mouutain are partly illustrated
oil Pl. XXIII. Though the placers of Florida Mount_a.in worked during
early years were rich, and though much good ore was also extracted
from the croppings of the veins, the production does not equal that of
War Eagle .Mountain. In total it may be $G,OOO,OOO or $7,000,000.
Since 1891 there has been renewed activity, and rich ore bodies have
been discovered in the Black Jack and Trade Dollar mines.
The geology needs but a brief reference. Granite, outcropping in
the northwestern part of the area shown, is covered by a flow of bolocrystalline basalt, which again is capped by rhyolite; as shown on Pl.
XXV. The principal vent through·which the basalt came up is a long
dike in granite parallel to the BlackJack vein. The rhyolitic vents were
numerous, and form' dikes and necks. The granite is but little altered
even near the veins. The rhyolite is silicified near the vein, and somewhat altered in the same manner all over the mountain. The basalt is
converted to secondary chlorite, quartz, and calcite.
The veins are developed by long tunnels near the base of the mountain; in the Black Jack and Trade Dollar mines shafts several hundred
feet deep have been sunk in these tunnels. The strike of the veins
is about N. 20° W.; their dip is usually very steep toward the west.
They are narrow, but straight and well defined, the Black Jack being
traceable for over 1~ miles, the Mammoth (shown on Pl. XVII) probably
farther. The croppings are not prominent, and can be traced only by
excavations. The Tip Top and Ontario contain much soft talcose
material (chiefly sericite), which is probably crushed and altered rhyolite, but the majority of the veins show a sharply defined gangue of
quartz or quartz and orthoclase (valencianite), frequently with excelJent
comb structure. They are narrow, rarely reaching 2 feet, and often
close down to a seam.
The ore consists of finely divided argen.tite, chalcopyrite, and a little
galena and zinc blende. Native gold and silver also occur. The sulphides are present in small quantities, but are very Iich. The value is
chiefly in silver; the gold in the Black Jack amounts to $8 per ton, and
in the Trade Dollar it is less. The average silver contents are 45
ounces per ton. Near the surface native gold was more abundant,
probably on account of the oxidation of the ore above the water level.
The Ontario and Tip Top, with comparatively shallow workings, are
reported to carry more gold than silver. Free gold is probably always
present to some extent, but a large part of it appears to be in intimate
connection with chalcopyrite and can not be saved by amalgamation.
The veins of Florida Mountain are of special interest, as they cut
through granite as well as basalt and rhyolite. The Black Jack vein,
the one most extensively developed in the Black Jack and th~ Trade
Dollar mines, shows these relations wtll and is in other respects
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very remarkable. Considered as a whole it is a straight fissure,
in strike as well as in dip. In rhyolite it is apt to be wider than in
granite or basalt, and :may splinter into a number of stringers, which
always, however, keep well together. In basalt it is narrow, and frequently closes down to a seam. In granite it lies on either or both sides
of the basalt dike mentioned, which it closely follows. It· is always
sharply separated from the basalt by a clay gouge, but may be frozen
to the granite. In basalt and granite it is a typical filled fissure, with
frequent comb structure. In rhyolite it sometimes makes a composite
vein and may be accompanied by some altered rhyolite sufficiently rich
to be elassed as ore. The throw along the fissure'is clearly indicated.
The hanging wall has evidently moved downward and northward for
40 feet, about 40° from the horizontal, relatively to the foot wall, a normal fault having thus taken place.
The ore is sufficiently described above. There is no material difference jn its value and composition in basalt, rhyolite, and granite, but
the quantity is greatest in the granite along the dike, less in the rhyolite,
and least in the basalt. The presence of orthoclase (valencianite) as an
important gangue mineral in the vein is a most unusual feature and
should be especially emphasized. It is equally abundant in granite,
basalt, and rhyolite. The ore bodies are apparen'tly very irregular, but
have a tendency to form vertical bodies or bodies dipping slightly northward on the plane of the vein. The richest ore has thus far been found
at the g1eatest depth attained from the surface.
VEINS OF WAR EAGLE MOUNTAIN.

The vein systems of War Eagle Mountain are shown on Pl. XXYII.
The geology of the area calls for few detailed notes. Normal granite of
the usual acidic type makes up the dome-shaped mass of the mountain.
Many dikes of granite-porphyry and diorite-porphyry cut the granite.
Only such of them as seemed of special importance have been mapped.
There are many smaller ones not located. Two or three rhyolite dikes
and a few narrow diabase dikes also cut the granite. Most of the dikes
have a general northeast direction. A small area of basalt covers the
very summit and reaches down on the west side as far as the Illinois
Central claim. It is underlain by a few feet of tuff of mixed granitic
and basaltic matter. Rhyolite, belonging to the great area of Cinnabar
Mountain, begins near the southern edge of the a,rea mapped, a short
distance south of Stormy Hill.
The veins have a general northerly and southerly direction, and usually
dip eastward at angles above 60°. Occasionally, however, steep dips
to the west are met with (Poorman, Silver Cord). The1.·e are three systems of veins. The first includes those with near1y N.-S. strike (Oro
Fino group, Poorman); the second thpse with N. to·NW. direction, crossmg the Poorman vein (Empire, Illinois Central)' the third, those with
N. toNE. direction. The latter are rare; as examples. may be cited the
20 GEOL, PT 3--11
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Bishop vein and a vein on the Last Chance claim, adjoining- the H urnbug-, extending- beyond the northern line of the area mapped. Of the
relative age of these three vein systems nothing definite is known;
probably they are contemporaneous. The veins do not continue southward into the rhyolite, but apparently disappear before this rock is
reached. They are believed to be of the same age as those on Florida
Mountain, which cut granite, basalt, and rhyolite. In the case of the
Bishop vein this is satisfactorily proved. The Oro Fino vein indicates
its connection with the post-rhyoliti<: veins by the occasional occurrence
of valencianite and by the pseudomorphic structure of its quartz, recalf- _
ing the De Lamar vein filling.
The veins are narrow, often a few inches, rarely a few feet, in width.
The gangue is quartz, sometimes with a little calcite and siderite
(Owyhee) or valencianite (Cumberland). The quartz may be massive,
but typical comb structure is exceedingly common, especially in the
narrow veins. Pseudomorphic quartz (after calcite or barite) occurs
as stated above, and also on the Owyhee and Stormy Hill veins. The
ore minerals consist of native gold, argentite, chalcopyrite, pyrite,
pyrargyrite, and other rich silver minerals. The sulphurets are, as a
rule, presen-t only in small quantities. Though the veins vary somewhat
in the relative quantity contained, the average proportion by weight
of gold to silver is 1:10. Gold always predominates in the values.
The ore is ordinarily rich, large amounts running ·up to $40 or more
per ton. Rich silver ores are often found in the upper levels, as, for
instance, in the case of the Poorman. The rock adjoiniug the veins is
comparatively fresh and contains very little pyrite or other ore minerals.
It never constitutes ore, rarely containing more than a trace of gold
and silver.
The pay shoots may be several hundred feet long, but ordinarily are
much less. Sometime:s they are vertical (Ida Elmore, Illinois Central),
or dip to the north on the vein (Poorman), or to the south (Oro ~'ino).
On the whole, they are irregular and pockety. Barren quartz often
occurs between the pay shoots. The veins in the Oro Fino group are
said to have contained little ore below 900 or 1,000 feet, though the
quartz filling continued. But the exploration did not go far below this
distance, so that it would not be accurate to say that the veins are
exhausted. The ore shoot of the Poorman was chiefly confined to upper
levels, and exploration below the Oso level has not developed any considerable quantities of ore.
The veins represent fault fissures, but it is not believed that the throw
was very great. In the Poorman mine a faulted porphyry dike indicates a dislocation of 50 feet horizontally.
Prior to 1890 a very large proportion of the production of the region
was derived from War Eagle Mountain, while now most of it comes
from De Lamar and Florida Mountain. The total production of War
.Eagle Mountain must have been approximately $15,000,000 The most
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prominent producers have been the Oro Fino vein system, creflited with
$7,000,000 and developed to a maximum depth of 1,200 feet, and the
Poorman, credited with $3,000,000 and developed to 1,000 feet below the
surface.
PLACER DEPOSITS.

The placer deposits of the region are not extensive, nor deep. Most
of them were long ago worked out. Jordan Creek has been worked
more or less from below De Lamar to its head. All of the less steep
gulches leading down from War Eagle Mountain have contained placers.
Even now a little washing is carried on below the Trook and Jennings
claim.
Florida Mountain bas been equally productive of placers. In the
northern slope extensive placers have been washed near the Silver flity
Cemetery. Especially rich were the placers of Long Gulch, Blue Gulch
and Jacobs Gulch. The gravels of Jacobs Gulch below the Sullivan
tunnel are in places 30 feet thick and are said to have yielded $200,000.
The placers of Blue Creek were rich, yielding many nuggets of gold.
The gold, which contained much silver, was worth only $10 per ounce.
Larger pieces were found than any ever produced from the croppings of
the Black Jack vein.
Cow Creek, heading 2 miles due west of De Lamar, contains gold
throughout, and near its head waters the gravels are even now washed
by Chinese. during the short period when snow water is available. .If
more water could be had a large amount of the surface gravels could be
worked, according to reliable reports. These gravels, as well as others
to be noted, are probably of Miocene age, having been accumulated
during the ~high-level period of the lake.
Scattered remnants of gravels occur on the rhyolite slopes 3 miles
southwest of De Lamar. For some distance south of this the Jordan
Valley road follows a long ridge which is covered by gravels. It is
stated that these will pay to work with a sufficient sup1Jly of water.
ORE DEPOSITS IN GENERAL.

The deposits of the Silver City r~gion, aU of which are fissure veins,
are concentrated at three localities, namely: De Lamar, Florida Mountain, and War Eagle Mountain. The history and production of these
three vein systems offer some interesting facts. War Eagle Mountain
contained the first discoveries and was almost the only producer, the
output up to 1878 being about $15,000,000. After an interval of twelve
years the De Lamar veins came in bonanza in 1890, and in seven years
produced $6,000,000. · About 1892 the Florida Mountain mines became
active, and now overshadow the De Lamar in output.
The country rock at De Lamar is rhyolite, on War Eagle Mountain
granite, on Florida Mountain rhyolite, basalt, and granite. The rocks
are altered by hydrothermal}Jrocesses, but the course of the alteration
is not that common in the case of the older vein systems of Idaho and
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many other parts of the W ~st. Instead of the usual conversion to
sericite and carbonates, we find a nearly total absence of carbonates
and a scarcity of sericite; and though there is some of it present in the
altered rhyolite and a little in the granite, there is none in the basalt.
The metasomatic action does not take the same course in different
rocks. The granite is but little altered, tLe rhyolite is extensively
silicified, and the basalt is converted to aggregates of chlorite, epidote,
and quartz, little of the latter mineral being inkoduced in the rock.
In the case of the De Lamar, Oro Fino, and Stormy Hill veins, it seems
probable that there have been two consecutive processes of alteration,
one contemporaneous with the first filling (of calcite or barite), and
another obliterating the work done by the first and causing the exten~
sive silicification. The BlackJack vein and others on Florida Mountain
and War Eagle Mountain are not pseudomorphic, but the absence of
carbonates and the presence of valencianite, chlorite, and epidote in
the gangue and in the altered rock proves that the mineralizing waters
contained but little if any carbonates or carbon dioxide.
The fissure systems show no great· similarity or close relationship.
On War Eagle Mountain northerly, northeasterly, or north-northwest~
erly strikes occur, with steep, nearly vertical easterly dips. The veins
are straight and sharply defined. On Florida Mountain the BlackJack
and others strike north~northwest and dip very steeply west.. The
veins are long, straight, and clean cut. In contrast to this the vein
system of De Lamar, with northwest strike and southwest dip of 450,
is remarkable for nonpersistence, curving, and branching of veins.
Heavy outcrops dwindle down to nothing in depth and new veins are
discovered in the underground operations.
The ores differ and yet show close relationship. Gold prevails by
value at De Lamar and War Eagle, silver at Florida Mountain; yet
in all veins the silver exceeds the gold decidedly by weight. The
mineral common to nearly all mines is argentite; pyrite is rare except
in some altered rocks; marcasite occurs sparingly in the quartz at De
Lamar and Florida Mountain. Galena and zinc blende are rare; chal~
copyrite in small quantities is common on Florida and War Eagle
mountains. The sulphides are always scant, but their value usually
compensates for their small quantity. Native gold certainly occurs on
many veins, probably on all.
The universal gangue is quartz, often with normal comb structure
(War Eagle, Florida Mountain). But valencianite (a variety of ortho~
clase) occurs abundantly as gangue on the Black Jack vein, Florida
Mountain; also on the Oro Fino and Cumberland veins, War Eagle
Mountain; and on the Chautauqua vein, De Lamar. This rare gangue
mineral is thus present in all the districts. Pseudomorphic quartz
is characteristic of all the De Lamar veins and of the Oro Fino vein
system. This means that the vein was originally composed of a wholly
. different gangue (and ore), probably calcite and barite, all of which has
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been dissolved and carried away, quartz being deposited in its stead.
The zone of oxidation extends only about 75 feet frol? the surface at
J.1..,lorida and War Eagle mountains, but several hundred feet at De
Lamar.
The richest ore shoots of the War Eagle Mountain have been found
chiefly near .the surface; the Poorman bas not produced much below
the Oso tunnel; the Oro Pirro vein system appears to become barren at
1,000 feet, though good ore bodies extend to nearly that depth and
explorations have not been extensive enough to warrant the conclusion
that rich ore shoots do not exist in depth. In the De Lamar mine the
ore shoots lies under the" iron dike" or crushed pyl-itiferous rhyolite,
but has thus far been found to extend only uown to the tenth level.
Explorations below this are now in progress. In all these cases the
vein itself continued. strong and well defined. The Black Jack-Trade
Dollar vein, on the contrary, contains its best ore shoots at the greatest
depth attained from the surface, the rfchest stopes being found in the
granite in the Trade Dollar mine, while the rhyolite directly above this
shoot did not contain much ore. Barren spots occur here also, where
the vein continues good, but contains no pay.
Though differing much in detail, all of these deposits are doubtless
closely related in origin and age. The veins of De Lamar and Florida
lVfonntain are clearly post-Miocene; those of War Eagle are probably
all of the same age, as shown by the Bishop and Oro Fino veins cutting
rhyolite dikes and by the occurrence of valencianite on the Oro Fino
vein system. Another point of interest is that the approximate depth
at which they were formed is known. The surface of the latest rhyolite flow was, in all probability, but little above the summit of Florida
l\1ountain and the highest hills to the south of De Lamar. Hence the
deepest ore bodies in War Eagle were about 1,500 feet below the orig
inal surface, in Florida Mountain 2,000 feet below the same, and at De
Lamar at perhaps a depth of 700 feet. At all places rich ore was also
found near the old surface.
It is perhaps not inappropriate to once more call attention to the
features of the BlackJack-Trade Dollar vein. From the petrographer's
standpoint one of the most interesting results is the direct connection
of a long dike, constant in dip and strike, with an overflow of basalt, a
perfect proof of fissure eruption. The mining geologist will be interested in the fact that the old dike fissure has been reopened in the
granite, extending up through basalt and rhyolite and filled in the
manner of a typical fissure vein by gangue of quartz aud valencianite,
accompanied by rich silver sulphides. The evidence of purely aqueous
deposition is incontrovertible, much as the composition of· the gangue
might tempt one to advocate the igneous origin of these deposits. The
evidence of principal deposition by the filling of cavities is equally
strong, it being admitted that some of the ore in rhyolite is of metasomatic origin. The vein is narrow and often closing down to a seam,
thus offering frequent support for the walls, and the evidence must
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silence the most zealous objector to the existence of open cavities along
fissures. Finally, the similarity of vein matter (quartz and valencianite) and ore through the whole vein, in granite, basalt, and rhyolite,
gives a strong and unqualified support to the theory of vein forming by
ascending thermal waters, which carried up their loads of dissolved
salts from below and deposited them in the fissure. Doubtless continuoRs dissolving and replacing processes were simultaneously active iu
the rock adjoining the fissure. An evidence of this is found in the
introduction of chlorite into the rhyolite from the underlying basalt.
But the bulk of the vein matter must have been derived from the
depths.
MINERALOGY OF THE VEINS.

Quartz.-Universally present; milky or grayish white; massive, comb
structure, or pseudomorphic.
Ghalcedonite.-Brownish; radially fibrous. Oro Fino mine.
Orthoclase var. valencianite.-Orthoclase is very uncommon in mineral veins as an integral part of the gangue or filling, and its abundant
occurrence as such at Silver City is therefore of special interest. Orthoclase has been reported as a rarity from veins at Oberwiesa, in
Saxony; Schmiedeberg and Kupferberg, in Silesia; Schlaggenwald,
in Bohemia; Konsberg, in Norway; Felsobany~ and Schemnitz, in
Hungary; and Botesbanya, Cseb, and Verospatak, in Tramwlvania.
The occurrences from the latter two countries are from gold-quartz
veins. 1 Orthoclase in minute crystals has also been noted at the Silvt.·r
Bill and Steele gold mines, North Carolina, and it is common in the
copper-bearing beds and veins of Lake Superior, occurring together
with zeolites. A few grains of it have been detected in the Apollo
vein, Unga Island, Alaska. 2 Breithaupt described, without any notes
as to its occurrence, au orthoclase of adularia habit from the Valenciana silver mine, Mexico, State of Guanajuato. It seems that this
interesting occurrence has until now escaped the eyes of mining geologists, although well known to mineral collectors all over the world.
Orthoclase is frequently mentioned from tin veins in Saxony, Bohemia,
and Cornwall; and while many of these occurrences are beyond doubt,
yet it may be pointed out that, owing to the peculiar structure of these
veins, some feldspar from the surrounding granite might in some cases
have been mistaken for true gangue minerals. To prevent confusion
with orthoclase from the wall rocks and from other occurrences, it bas
been thought advisable to use Breithaupt's old name of valenci!1nite,
restricting it to orthoclase of adularia habit occurring as gangue mineral
in fissure veins.
The vein on which the Booneville, Black Jack, and Trade Dollar
mines are working contains, in the rhyolite and granite as well as
Hinze, Handbuch der Mineralogie, p. 1361.
0. F. Becker, Gold fields of southern Alaska: Eighteenth Ann. Rept. U.S. Geol. Survey, Part III,
p. 84.
t
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in the basalt, abundant valencianite as large milk-white grains with
typical cleavage. The mineral contains inclusions of chalcopyrite
and argentite, and sometimes also thin lamelhe of the former mineral
deposited parallel to the best cleavage. Crusts of projecting crystals
of valencianite, with more or less broken and curved faces, often coat
the walls of the vein. (Pl. XXIX). Small clear crystals of the same
mineral, 1 to 3 mm. in diameter, may also be found coating cracks and
crevices in the granite adjoining the veins. In the Booneville mine
small transparent crystals are also found coating a lamellar quartz,
itself a pseudomorph · after calcite or barite. All these occurrences
demonstrate beyond doubt the aqueous origin of the mineral. 1 As having a bearing upon the genesis of this mineral, it may be recalled that
Oh. and G. Friedel in 1890 obtained orthoclase in small crystals by
heating pulverized muscovite with a solution of potassic silicate at
+5000 ·a. Prof. L. V. Pirsson, to whom the crystals were submitted,
remarks on them as follows:
·
The crystals of orthoclase are of the variety of that mineral known as adular, so
well known from the beautiful crysta1s from the St. Gotthard, in Switzerland, found
in all mineral cabinets. On the adular from that locality the mineral often has an
orthorhombic aspect from being composed of the prisms m (110), the base o (001), and
the unit dome x (101) behind. In the present variety this form also occurs, but
more commonly the base o (001) is very small or even entirely wanting; the" crystals,
then composed above of only the faces m (110) and x (101), have a rhombohedral
aspect. This is the same form described from the silver mines of Valenciana in
Guanajuato, in Mexico, by Breithaupt 2 and named by him valencianite, as, on account
of angles varying from the normal ( o (001) on b (010) = 87°, o (001) on n~ (110) =67°),
he inferred it to be distinct from orthoclase.
The faces of the crystals of this occurrence are too uneven and too striated to
afford good material for measurement, and the results are of value only in determining the forms. The face x ([01) is always strongly striated by an oscillatory combination with the base.

One of the larger crystals from the specimen figured on Pl. XXIX
(Black Jack mine) was analyzed by Dr. W. F. Hillebrand with the
following result:
Per cent.

Silica (Si02) . . . . . .. . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Alumina(Ah03) ...........................................
Potassa (K20) ........•....................................
Soda (Na20) .... ....... ...... .... ...... ...... ... ... .... ....
Undetermined . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .

66. 28

17.93
15.12
0. 25
0. 42

100.00
Specific gravity.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2. 54

A determination of alkalies in a specimen from the Trade Dollar vein,
in granite, yielded Mr. George Steiger:
Per cent.

K 2 0 ... _..... __ ..................... _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 14. 95
N~O ·····---·······················-······-·····-······--·-· 0.20

Another specimen from the same vein in basalt gave, KzO, 13.56.
1 The temperature at which the valencianite was formed in this vein can hardly have much
exceeded +10oo. Seep. 165.
2 See Schweigg. Jour., 1830, Bd. 60, p. 322; Pogg. Ann., 1839, Bd. 46, p. 299; 1841, Bd. 53, p.145.
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In thin section the valeucianite has the characteristics of orthoclase,
the index of refraction, a little lower than that of quartz, helping to
distinguish it from that mineral. The crystals and grains are single individuals. Many of the larger grains show some optical anomalies, probably due to pressure.. Valencianite occurs also in the Cumberland vein,
War .Eagle Mountain, and in the Chautauqua vein at De Lamar.
Chlorite.-Sma.U quantities in quartz, Trade Dollar, Oro Fino.
Epidote.-Small quantities in quartz, Trade Dollar, Oro Pino.
Barite.-Seams in rhyolite near Henrietta mine. Bunches of tabular
crystals, rare, in silver stopes, De Lamar mine. In thin sections, Cumberland mine.
Siderite.-Massive on quartz; Owyhee mine.
Oalcite.-Thin tabular, showing combination of basal·plane and rhombohedron on siderite; Owyhee mine.
Na.tive gold.- Almost universally present. Deep-yellow to pale~ yellow
color, irregular scales. Small nuggets in placers, worth $10 per ounce.
Native silver.-Not very common. Trade Dollar, Poorman, and others.
Argentite.-Almost universally present, usually in fine aggregates in
quartz or thin sheets on walls; as shots or large round masses, egg
size, in silver stopes, De Lamar mines.
]}fiargyrite.-This rare mineral, found for the first time in the United
States, 1 occurred rather abundantly at the Henrietta mine, De Lamar.
The mineral is very similar to pyrargyrite, and is indeed difficult to
distinguish from it when not crystallized. The formula for miargyrite
is AgSbSt, that for pyrargyrite Ag3SbS:l· A specimen was submitted
to Prof. S. L. Penfield, who kindly prepared the following report:
The single specimen submitted for identification consis'ted of a mass of secondary
silica (quartz) taken from a fissure in rhyolite rock. Over the surface of the specimen miargyrite crystals were scattered rather abundantly, and some of them were
partly embedded in a kaolin-like material. The only othev associated mineral which
could be detected was a single crystal of the exceedingly rare species pyrostilpnite
(fireblende ). ·
The largest miargyrite crystals were but a little over 1 mm. in diameter, a.nd they
were not well adapted for crystallogra.phic measurement, since the majority of the
faces were either dull, appearing ~s though they had been slightly corroded, or were
striated. The habit of the crystals is represented by figs. 1J' and G, Pl. XXXI, and
the forms observed, which are the common and characteristic ones for the species,
are as follows:
m, 101
a, 100
t, 111
d, 311
k, 124
c, 001
o, IOl
B, 211
The basal planes c were generally striated parallel to their intersection with the
orthodome o. The pyramids d and 8 occur in oscillatory combination both with one
another and with the orthopinacoid .a and the pyramid t, and consequently were
striated to such an extent that they appeared as a rounding of the edges between a
and t rather than as distinct faces. The faces lettered 7c were dull and gave no distinct reflections, but from their position and the direction of their intersections
with the adjoining faces it is assumed that the form bas been correctly identified as
the pyramid k (124), which is one of the common forms of the species.
It is known from several occurrences in Mexico.
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Considering the character of the crystals, the measurements recorded in the
accompanying table approximate as closely as could be expected to the values
derived from the fundamental measurements of Lewis, 1 as given in Dana's Mineralogy:
Measured.

c
c
c
a
t

a, 001
m, 001
o, 001
t, 100
s, 111

Calculated.

100=98° 0', 98° 9', 98° 16' ·
101=40° 15'
101=48° 7'
111=69° 25', 690 24'
211=13° (approximately)

98°
41°
48°
69°

37t'
24'
21'
45t'
14° 17'

When roasted before the blowpipe on charcoal the mineral gave a coating of oxide
of antimony, and a globule of silver resulted from long-continued heating.
Pyrostilpnite (fireblende) Ag3SbS3. The single crystal of this rare mineral,
about 1.5 mm. in greatest diameter, was readily identified by its characteristic habit
and brilliant fiery-red color, as also by the reactions it yielded before the blowpipe
for silver, antimony, and sulphur. In habit the crystal agrees exactly with a specimen of the corresponding arsenic compound, xanthoconite, from Freiberg, Saxony,
presented to the Brush Collection by Prof. A. Weisbach, and with the description
and figure by Miers 2 of xanthoconite from Markirch, Elsass. The faces of the crystal were striated to such an extent that no reliable measurements could be obtained
from them. As far as known, this is the first record of the occurrence in the United
States of miargyrite and pyrostilpnite.

Proustite.-Poorman mine, in large mass; Henrietta(~).
Pyrargyrite.-Irregula_r grains in quartz. Silver Vault. Silver
stopes De Lamar mine. In part probably miargyrite.
Polybasite.-Poorman mine. (Authority of Mint reports.)
Pyrite.-Not common in vein quartz. Common in altered rhyolite,
basalt, partly also granite.
11/arcasUe.-Scarce. In quartz, Chautauqua tunnel and De Lamar
mine. In kaolin, Garfield tunnel. In quartz, Trade Dollar mine.
Ohalcopyrite.-Common. Black Jack, Trade Dollar, Morning Star,
Poorman, etc.
Zinc blende.-Occurs in very small quantities at Trade Dollar and
Cumberland veins, probably also in other veins, War Eagle Mountain.
Galena.-Fairly common at Trade Dollar mine. Otherwise rare.
STRUCTURE OF THE ORES.
DE LAMAR.

The gangue and ore minerals in the De Lamar and Silver City veins
present a great variety of structure. To begin with DeLamar, practically
all of the quartz gangue from that vicinity is pseudomorphic after other
minerals, probably calcite and barite. In the Henrietta, Silver Vault,
Idahp, and proba,bly also in vein No. 10, De Lamar, the quartz is white
and very fine grained, with a more or less pronounced flinty fracture,
and contains anhedrons of ruby silver (miargyrite,), sometimes also
arborescent forms· of growth of marcasite (Pl. XXXI, A). Under the
microscope .the quartz appears to be a very fine-grained mosaic or
Zeitsch. fiir Krystallographie, Vol. VIII, 1884, p. 548.
2Mineralogical Magazine, Vol. X, 1893, p. 185.

I
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partiy interlocking aggregate, sometimes (Idaho Yein) mixed with a
small amount of a monoclinic colorless mineral, with weak retractiOn
and double refraction stronger than that of quartz. The quartz is
sharply separated from the silicified rhyolite adjoining, which frequently
also contains marcasite. While it is almost certain that this quartz is
of pseudomorphic origin, the character of the primary mineral has not
yet been definitely ascertained. Barite occurs in small veinlets in the
rhyolite not far distant from the Henrietta mine.
The De Lamar, Webfoot, Garfield, Chautauqua, and other veins in tl1e
same vicinity are all distinguished by the universal presence of a laminated quartz, 1 which is clearly of pseudomorphic origin. Occasionally
there is also some of the more massive, flinty quartz just described,
but the laminated variety prevails from the croppings of the Big
Reef and the Garfield to the lowest level in the De Lamar mine. The
appearance of a typical specimen is illustrated ou Pl. XXVIII; the
polished section of another specimen is reproduced in natural size on
PI. XXX. This laminated quartz forms a cellular network of thin and
straight intersecting lamin::e of quartz. These meshes generally consist of a narrow median line adjoined on both sides by quartz, projecting as minute crystals on the surface of the lamin::e. The angles of
intersection of the latter do not appear to follow any certain law,
though they often recall the cleavage planes of calcite. In such case
the outside of the lamin::e may be smooth and the inside only covererl
by the projecting points of crystals; moreover, the inside of these
pseudomorphs is usually chambered by thin lamin::e, coated by comb
quartz on both sides. Under the microscope these ores show intermingled coarser and finer quartz. The coarser part shows grains from 0.1
to 0.2 mm. in diameter, which have a decided tendency to cr3rstal form,
though the influence of other individuals has prevented its perfect
development. With higher magnifying power the fine-grained material
also dissolves into similar quartz mosaic. Both -are mixed, the finer
aggregate forming lamellar or triangular areas separated by coar~er
masses. Valencia.nite in abundant and minute crystals of rhombic form
was identified without doubt in the quartz from the Chautauqua tunuel.
It has not yet been discovered in that from De Lamar mine.
It seems most probable that calcite was the original mineral of these
pseudomorphs, though barite may also have been present. The thin
plates of quartz may originally have been deposited between the calcite
grains. When the latter were dissolved the quartz remain~d and the
cells wer~ filled or coated with secondary quartz. It is a fact that
no calcite now occurs in the De Lamar mine, either in the quartz or
in the rhyolite. Barite has been found in small bunches em bedded
in kaolin. 'Ve can only surmise what the character of the ore in the
1 This sometimes appears as if it had been cut or chopped by a sharp instrument w!Iile soft.
Hence
the German name of "Zerhackter quarz," or chopped quartz, which is often given to occurrences
similar to these.
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vein was before the pseudomorphic action, the completeness and extent
of which is a most remarkable phenomenon.
It remains to mention the white chalky or "talcose" material often
forming part~ of the vein. This is sometimes a product of metasomatic
replacement of the rhyolite, but may also form the filling between comb
quartz in veins and vugs. All of this material is exceedingly fine
grained, and with highest magnifying power appears as a scaly aggregate of faint double refraction. To judge from the determinations available, it is either pure kaolinite or a mixture of that mineral and one of
sericitic character. The white "talc" which lies under the "h·on dike''
at De Lamar, and contains shot and larger masses of argentite, and is
sometimes also rich in gold, is evidently pure kaolinite. A specimen
from the second level containedWater (HzO), _____ ............ --~- ...... -----· 14.1~ per cent.
Potassa (K20) ....... ---- .... ---- ... ------ .... trace.
Gold. .. . . . . .. . . .. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. . . . • 13. 70 ounces per ton.
Silver ................ ------.................. 2. 30ouncesperton.

Similar material inclosed in a veinlet of comb quartz from the twelfth
level is also probably kaolinite, as it contained no potassium. Similar
"talc," forming the filling of fissures in the Henrietta mine, and rich in
miargyrite, containedPer cent.

w·ater (H20) 100°- ...... __ ........ --- ..................... 1. 70
Water (H2 0) 100°+ ........................................ 9.40
Potassa (K20) .............................................. 1.86
Soda (NazO) ............................................ ·.... trace.

This is probably kaolinite mixed with a mineral allied to a potassium
mica.
A soft, white material from the Garfield tunnel, south side, end
of drift, containing much marcasite in arborescent forms, yieldedPer cent.

Water (H 2 0) 100°-.......................................... 2.20
Water (HzO) 100°+ .. -- ...................................... 4.60
Potassa (K20) ............................................... 6. 52
Soda (NazO) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . 18

This also is probably kaolinite mixed with a sericitic mineral.
The Ontario vein, Florida Mountain, contains much thin, soft, white,
clayey material. A specimen from the tunnel, 610 feet from the mouth,
containedPer cent.

Water (H20) 100::>-. .... .... .... ...... .... ...... ...... ... ... 0. 33
Water (H2 0) 100°+.................. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. . .. . . .. . .. 2. 75
Potassa (KzO) ............... -----· .......................... 12.91
Soda ( NazO) ............... - - ............................ - . . .
. 35

This, which neither by the naked eye nor by the microscope can be
distinguished from the kaolinite, is clearly a nearly pure mineral
allied to the potassium micas.
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The Tip Top vein, in the drift 70 feet down from the co11ar of the
shaft, consists of 4 feet of light-brownish ~' talcose" clay. It containsPer cent.

Water (H2 0) 100°-....... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0. 82
Water (H 20) 100°+·-···· ................................... 3.38
Potassa(K20) ............................................... 11.98
Soda (Na~O) .... .... .... .... .... .... .... .... ...... .... ......
.34

A 4-inch gouge of light-gray "clay" from the hanging wall of the
same vein containedPer cent.

Water (H 20) 100°-..... ... . ... . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . .. 5. 53
Water (H20) 100°+---· ..................................... 10.04
Potassa ( K20).. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3. 21
Soda (Na.zO) .... .... .... .•.... .... .... .... .... .... ...•.. ....
.18

Evidently this contains much more kaolinite than the previous sample.
FLORIDA MOUN1'.A.IN.

The ores of the Florida Mountain are not, as a rule, pseudomorphic in
origin. The veins are narrow, rarely 2 feet, more commonly 6 inches.
The gangue consists of quartz and valencianite, ordinarily in granular
mixture, or of quartz alone. In the narrower veins, such as Empire,
also in Black Jack and Trade Dollar, and in the Morning Star, crustifications and typical examples of comb quartz are very common. There
may be two superimposed generations of comb quartz separated by a
band of silver sulphides, or the latter may be deposited directly on the
walls as a narrow, black streak. Sections of the coarser aggregates of
quartz and valencianite from the Black Jack show that both have a
strong tendency toward crystallization. The grains of valencianite are
often peripherally crushed and optically distorted, so that each grain
between crossed nicols presents a faint division into more or less irregular, sometimes radial, fields or sections. Smaller crystals embedded in
quartz rarely show these phenomena, which are believed to be due to
pressure only.
Sections of ordinary Black Jack ore show a mosaic of grayish quartz
and milky-white valencianite, the grains ranging in size from 2 mm.
down. Pressed in between the grains, and determined by their form,
are argentite, chalcopyrite, and a few grains of yellow zinc blende.
Many small and perfect crystals of valencianite, easily recognized by
their rhombic outlines, are contained in the quartz grains. Sometimes
the ore consists of a mixture of coarse and fine aggregates, veinlets of
coarser quartz traversing fine-granular orthoclase and quartz. The
valencianite generally shows a strong tendency toward idiomorphism.
(Pl. XXXI, 0).
Pl. XXXI, D, shows a section of rich ore from the Trade Dollar. The
abundant argentite is seldom idiomorphic; the same applies to the other
ore minerals, chalcopyrite, galena, zinc blende, and the rare marcasite.
Minute amounts of chlorite and epidote occur in the Trade Dollar vein
as part of the filling proper. Evidence of pseudomorphic action seldom
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appears. In the Booneville mine the quartz has occasionally the same
','chopped" character noted from De Lamar, and some beautiful pseudomorphs of lamellar quartz are completely coated by white, often
perfect, crystals of valencianite. The original mineral is here probably
barite, which is not now found in the Black Jack vein. In conclusion,
it may be said that there is no reason to doubt that the largest part
of the ore from the Booneville-BlackJack-Trade Dollar vein represents
typical filling of open cavities.
WAR EAGLE MOUNTAIN.

The veins of War Eagle Mountain vary considerably in structure.
Some of the very narrow. veins (Trook and Jennings, Bishop, and
others) show beautiful comb structure and a small amount of sulphides, the latter generally coating the walls. The Poorman and
Empire often contain massive quartz of normal coarsely granular
character, with scattered chalcopyrite and argentite. The Owyhee
vein carries calcite in thin tabular form (0. OR.) on siderite and quartz,
and shows besides much of the "chopped" quartz, here, without much
doubt; pseudomorphic after calcite. Sulphides are very scarce. Similar ore without calcite is reported from the War Eagle and Stormy
Hill.
The Oro Fino and Cumberland vein is the most interesting in point
of structure. The quartz of Golden Chariot, Ida Elmore, etc., is probably identical with that of Oro Fino. While some normal vein quartz
with comb structure appears, the bulk of the quartz from the Oro Fino
and Cumberland is of clearly pseudomorphic origin. A typical specimep, cut and polished, is shown on Pl. XXX, B. These pseudomorphs
are large and tabular in form, and consist of one or more narrow median
bands. of varying, mostly light yellowish-brown color, consisting of
very fine-grained quartz. The whole is covered with a comb of quartz ;
crystals 1 to 2 mm. in thickness. Smaller 'interstices are :filled with
brownish, radially fibrous chalcedonite. The quartz contains a few
small crystals of valencianite. No sulphides occur in the specimen.
The quartz of the Cumberland vein is, as a rule, similar, but is white
in color and more compact. In thin section it shows an intersecting system of narrow lamell::e of fine-grained quartz and valencianite.
Crystals of the same valencianite coat these lamellre and are again
covered by quartz. The interstices between the lamell::e are filled with
a coarser quartz aggregate, the .individuals having a diameter of about 1
mm. and a strong tendency toward idiomorphic development. These
specimens also contain very little sulphides.
Inclusions of granite in the veins are very often coated with rich
sulphides. This is seen in the Black Jack and Trade Dollar mines,
and particularly well in the Cumberland. Completely fresh, angular
granite fragments are coated with a crust of comb quartz 1 mm. thick.
On this is deposited, in concentric form, a narrow rim of green chlorite,
also a little epidote mixed with :fine-grained quartz; argentite, much
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native gold, and a little pyrite and zinc blende then follow in fine
aggregates mixed with quartz. This rich crust is about 2 to 4 mm.
thick. Above it follows the normal pseudomorphic aggregate of
valencianite and quartz. In sections of this material small grains of a
mineral resembling barite were also observed, having tlie appearance
of re~:ddual masses in the quartz-valencianite aggregate.
HYDROTHERMAL ALTERATION OF GRANITE.

The granite adjoining the veins of Silver City, Florida Mountain, and
War Eagle Mountain is, as a rule, very little altered, much less so than
the basalt and rhyolite. Almost entirely fresh rock, containing only a
few minute fibers of sericite in the orthoclase, or showing an incipient
alteration of biotite to chlorite, very often adjoins the vein filling.
l\lany examples of this may be found along the veins of War Eagle
Mountain and along the Black Jack vein. A notable fact is the wonderful freshness of the inclusions of geanite in the p~eudomorphic quartz
of the Cumberland vein. Occasionally the granite near the vein is
soft and the feldspars have changed to pale yellowish-green sericitic
products. A few grains or crystals of pyrite may be contained in such
rocks. Calcite is seldom present along the Black Jack vein. The
granite is not uncommonly strongly crushed, and then naturally more
altered, containing much of a fibrous, slightly brownish, sericitic mineral
and crystals of pyrite surrounded by quartz rims. Milky-white aggregates of leucoxene (probably rutile) are also present. Along the seams
of the crushed granite crusts of well-crystallized valencianite are often
depo,sited, but rarely accompanied by any sulphides.
The slight degree of alteration to which the granite has been sfibjected appears very remarkable when it is considered ·how intense the
metasomatic changes of the same rock are along most of the gold and
silver veins north of Snake River. These queRtions will be discussed
in more detail at the end of this chapter.
HYDROTHERMAL ALTERATION OF BASALT.

The basalt is, as a rule, a very fresh rock, which yields only slowly to
the oxidizing influences of surface waters. Wherever weathered it is
changed to dark-brown clayey soils. It is only when traversed by
ore-bearing veins, as on the south slopes of Florida Mountain, that
it exhibits any far-reaching alteration. Even llere the alteration is
capricious in its extent. As a rule the altered zone is not wide, and
comparatively fresh rock may lie close to the vein. On the other
hand, irregular areas some distance from the veins may have beeu
greatly altered by penetrating solutions. The question is largely one
of the degree of permeability of the rock. The 500-foot crosscut from
the Trade Dollar vein westward across the Sierra Nevada and Alpine
veins traverses for most of the distance a bluish, altered basalt containing pydte in small cubes. The basalt dike in granite, which the Black
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Jack-Trade Dollar vein follows so persistently, is less altered than '
would be expected, this being possibly due to the continuous clay gouge
by which it is bordered on both sides. It is, however, generally soft
and chloritic, and contains some pyrite. The altered basalt near or in
the vein is never, as far as known, rich enough to be considered ore.
It may contain up to -l-0 ounce gold and 4 ounces silver per ton. The
pyrite in it is never rich enough to pay for concentration.
The basalt shows incipient alteration by dull earthy fracture, darkgreen color, and occasional small cubes of pyrite. When crushed in
addition, it becomes a tough greenish-gray clay, as is often the· case
along the walls of the basalt dike iu the Black Jack and Trade Dollar
veins. In more advanced stages the rock becomes bluish green or
yellowish green, the latter ·color due to the development of epidote.
Pyrite is often, though by no means universally, prese~t. In their
extreme state of alteration the basalt and the rhyolite are often difficult to separate. Microscopically, the process of alteration is characterized by the development ·of very abundant chlorite (probably also a
little serpentine), quartz, epidote, calcite, and leucoxene. Some one of
these minerals may prevail in individual cases, but on the whole the
resulting rock is typical. Silicification, so common in the rhyolite,
has not been noted in the basalt.
The augite is the first mineral attacked, and in all intensely altered
rocks little or nothing of it remains. The resulting chlorite is irregularly distributed or-and this is more common-is concentrated in
rounded amygdaloid masses with fibrous structure. Narrow sheets of
quartz line the chloritic masses or. are deposited in concentric form in
the interior. The outlines of the chlorite masses sometimes follow the
feldspar laths projecting into them. The quartz bands fol1ow the same
line, producing lines resembling fortifications. These amygdaloid
masses of chlorite certainly have not filled cavities or vesicles in the
rock, for in many places this is a coarse diabasic dike. Their origin in
this case must be accounted for by metasomatic processes attacking
and dissolving the original minerals and simultaneously depositing
chlorite and quartz.
·
A little granular quartz is always mixed with the chlorite, and occasionally traverses the rock in minute veins containing crystals of epi-.
dote and valencianite. Though the free quartz in the rock may be
noticeable in section, it is not believed that, in the normal course of
alteration, it amounts to more than would be set free by the alteration
of feldspar and augite.
Occasionally epidote develops very abundantly, apparently from the
chlorite, by addition of lime from the feldspars. Extreme forms are
rocks composed exclusively of epidote and quartz, both in fine-grained
aggregates. The labradorite is less subject to attack than the augtte,
though commonly filled with chlorite attacking its substance along
cracks and fissures. Oalcite occurs to a moderate amount in the feld-
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spar, as well as a little kaolinite and a fibrous mineral of seric~tic character. Leucoxene always results from the alteration of the abundant
tabular ilmenite, and is apt to form milky-white rings sm:rounding the
amygdaloid chlorite. Pyrite occurs as small"cubes associated with the
secondary quartz, calcite, and chlorite.
This course of alteration is radically different from that which basic
rocks have suffered near the gold-quartz veins of California and that
shown by lamprophyric dikes and diorites from Idaho veins thus far
examined. In these, all ferromagnesian silicates are destroyed and
sericite and carbonates are formed abundantly, while in the case here
described the latter two, minerals are almost entirely absent. The
conclusion is inevitable that the waters were very poor in carbon
dioxide. This chloritic alteration would seem to be more common in
Tertiary gold-silver veins connected with volcani'c rocks than in· those
of greater age.
In order to obtain a view of the chemical changes that have taken
place the following analysis was made:
Analysis of specinten No. 209, Silver City collection.
[Analyst: W. F. Hillebrand.]

Si 0 2 ••• __ • • • • • • • _ •• ___ • • • • • • • • •
Ti0 2 - - · - · • • • • • • · · - - - - •••• - - - - - AlzO:J.----- . -. --- .. ----. -- . - - --.
FeJOa _____ ..... _.... _...... __ ..
FeO _........... ..... .. .. .. .. ....
CoO+ NiO .. ____ ............ _..
MnO .. ___ ....... __ . __ ....... __ .
CaO . _. _............ __ ..... ___ .
SrO ...................... ·----BaO ...... _. _ .............. - __ .
MgO .. __ .. ____ ............. - -..

48. 47
1.51
16. 07
4. 12
7. 47
Trace.
. 23
4. 84:
Trace.
. 03
5. 96

KzO .. - . ~ .. ____ ......... ____ . __ •
1. 41
2.43
Na-10 ................... ---- ... .
LizO . ----- ... _- ..... _ ...... ___ . 'rrace.
HzO below 105° C ........... __ ..
2.30
HzO above 105° C ..... ____ .. __ ..
4.53
PzO:, -- .. --- ............ ___ ... ..
.44
FeSz .................. __ ...... .
.24
·Cu . --- ..... _.......... ___ ... __ _ Trace.
Tota~

.. __ .. __ .. .. .. . . . .

100. 15

Locali.ty.-Black Jack mine, eleventh level; dike, 2 feet wide, with smooth clayey
selvage, following the vein.
Dull dark-green soft rock of :fine grain; contains a few grains of pyrite. Thin
section shows a much-altered basalt. Labradorite feldspar laths are but little
attacked; maximum length, 1.5 rum. Small grains of augite remain in places.
Very abundant greenish-yellow chlorite occupying the place of augite between the
feldspars; also in big bpnches and amygdaloid masses, the outside of which is lined
with quartz in :fine crystalline aggregates. Small grains of secondary quartz throughout, also a little pyrite. Magnetite not present, being probably changed into chlorite
rich in iron. A yellowish-brown serpentinoid.mineral is sometimes contained in the
feldspars, which also harbor some chlorite. No sericite. Contains trace of gold and
no silver.

The analysis shows that the rock is relatively little altered and in
general corresponds well to the composition of a diabase or basalt.
The only noteworthy changes are (1) the strong percentage of hygroscopic water, indicating the clayey character of the rock; (2) the alteration of augite to a probably strongly ferruginous chlorite, expressed hy
the addition of combined water; (3) the very low percentage of UaO;
indicating, in all probability, a partial removal of this constituent.
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HYDROTHERMAL ALTERATION OF RHYOLITE.
GENERAL REMARKS.

The rhyolites of De Lamar and Florida Mountain are much altered,
and the metasomati<> change is not confined to the immediate vicinity
of the veins, but affects the rocks for many hundred feet from the
fissures. At both places the normal process is a silicification, described
in detail below. The rock often preserves its structure and has a deceptively fresh appearance. The only other minerals of importance found
are sericite and pyrite, at Florida Mountain, and sericite and marcasite,
at De Lamar. This silicification is most intense at De Lamar; less so on
Florida Mountain. The history of the rhyolite of De Lamar is probably
more complicated than is apparent at first glance. It has been shown
that the whole quartz filling in these veins is pseudomorphic in character, after calcite or barite. It is quite possible, indeed probable, that
the metasomatic processes attending this first filling were different from
those of the second, and that the rock therefore has undergone two
consecutive changes. At Florida Mountain, near the basalt, the rhyolite is not distinctly silicified, but contains much pyrite and a chloritic ·
or serpentinoid mineral.
When considerable crushing precedes the metasomatic action, as
in the case of the "iron dike" at De Lamar, the rock is converted to a
greenish clay. Silica is lost instead of added; much sericitic material
is formed, and the presence of pyrite and a chloritoid mineral in places
seems to indicate the influence of a solution charged with magnesia and
iron, doubtless derived from the basalt. Such an addition of magnesia
is, indeed, also noted in places in the normal silicified rhyolite.
Complete crushing of the rhyolite in the vein and strong hydrothermal influence result in the formation of nearly pure chalky sericite,
or a mixture of kaolinite and sericite. Such is the condition of certain
streaks of rhyolite in the vein, and some veins (Ontario), indeed, show
nothing but a sheet of this chalky sericite resulting from crushing and
leaching. But sericite and kaolinite are also carried to the small quartzcoated vugs and cavities in the rock aq.d deposited as white impalpable
powder over the projecting crystals. (See'' Henrietta mine," p. 132.)
The distinction of sericite and kaolinite under the microscope is in
the present case a matter of much difficulty, owing to the extremely fine
texture of the aggregates, and it is believed that the optical characters of the kaolin minerals are more varied than has ordinarily been
supposed. Kaolinite is not confined to the surface, but baR been
identified as the filling of small veinlets from the deepest level of De
Lamar mine; and in the process of alteration, which has here been
active, kaolinite must be recognized as one of the normal products. In
many other mining districts it has been found to be exclusively a product of surface alteration.
The ordinary altered rhyolite usually contains a trace of gold and a
20 GEOL, P'l' 3--12
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few ounces of silver per ton. In places, especially adjoining ore shoots
in the veins, it may contain enough finely distributed rich silver minerals to pay for extraction, ~ut this is exceptional. The sericite and
. kaolin in the veins, often derived from the rhyolite, may be very rich
in silver, and sometimes also in gold.
·
DE LAMAR.

The rhyolite has been subjected to intens.e hydrothermal alteration
over a wide area in the vicinity of De Lamar, so that it is practically
1m possible to obtain fresh specimens of the rock near or in the mines.
The alt.eration consists in the deposition of secondary quartz, sericite
or sericitic minerals, .and marcasite or pyrite in the rock. Leucoxene
(rutile~)· is always. present, sometimes in considerable quantities; a
brownish-green, doubtful-mineral, giving a corresponding tinge to the
rock, occurs occasionally. Secondary silica is common in the rhyolites,
even outside of the mineral-bearing area; amygdules and nests of chalcedony and opal are frequently noted. Near the veins, however, nearly
all the new-formed silica appears to be deposited as quartz. It often
forms secondary enlargements of the quartz phenocrysts, replaces the
feldspars, and suffuses the groundmass, converting it to a microcrystalline aggregate of minute quartz mosaic. Besides, it forms little veinlets, streaks, and nests, the central parts of which may be filled by
sericite, or perhaps a mixture of sericite and kaolinite. Some of these
veinlets represent fillings of crevices and cracks in the crushed rock.
Others have the appearance of being due to metasomatic replacement
of the groundmass. Some of the vugs suggest strongly that the solutions filtering in from narrow cracks have corroded irregular cavities
in the rock, which afterwards were lined with comb quartz. The sericite rarely develops to the extent so common in the alteration riear the
gold~quartz veins of California and the older veins of the Idaho granite.
It is always present, and to a varying extent. It forms exceedingly
finely felted aggregates, with distinctly recognizable strong double
refraction, and is usually of a pale-brownish color. Replacement of
orthoclase by quartz in granular aggregates is very common; a little
sericite accompanies the alteration, but quartz predominates in the
pseudomorphs. The beginning of a replacement of this kind is illustrated on Pl. XXXI, B. The iron disu1phide occurs often in these
rocks in the unusual form of marcasite. It is recognized by its rhombic,
often twinned crystals and by its great tendency to appear in the
broom-like and stalactitic forms of growth shown by Pl. XXXI, A.
The alteration presents three widely differing phases. The first is
that of 'strong silicification-that is, of actual addition of quartz to the
rock. The silicified rhyolite is chiefly confined to the immediate vicinity
of the veins; the process has preserved the structure of the rock to a
·remarkable extent, not uncommon in silicified material, and to the
unaided eye it gives the impression of great freshness, when in fact an
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almost complete replacement has taken place. More or less sericite in
:finely felted form is always present. Streaks and veiulets of a greenishbrown, fibrous mineral, with high douqle refraction, occur in many
specimens. It is believed that this is a magnesian silicate, and
that it has been carried up from the underlying basalt. 1 This rock
is found adjacent to almost all of the De Lamar veins and others
in the vicinity-the Henrietta, for instance. It may contain a little
gold and silver, but rarely enough to constitute even second-class ore.
No ore minerals, except marcasite, and perhaps occasionally pyrite, are
found in it. This phase is illustrated by Sp. 310, Silver Oity collection,
from the hanging wall of the vein on level14, De Lamar mine. It is a
light-gray, flinty rock, showing small phenocrysts of quartz, a little
marcasite in minute crystal groups, as wen as a few vugs and veinlets
lined with comb quartz and filled with chalky kaolinite.· Under the
microscope are noted sharply defined original phenocrysts, unchanged
or surrounded by narrow· secondary aureoles. Indistinct remains of
feldspar crystals are wholly filled with quartz and sericite. The groundmass is faintly brownish and is traversed by a network of clearer
·material. The whole mass is a fine aggregate of quartz grains, the
clearer material consisting of somewhat coarser grain. Fibers and
little nests of finely felted sericite, in part probably also kaolinite, are
scattered through the groundmass in intricate mixture with the quartz.
A milk-white flocculent substance is probably titanite or rutile.
Marcasite in usual forms is also present.
Analyses of altered 1·hyolites j1·om the De Lama1· mine, Idaho.
[Analysts, W. F. Hillebrand (I and II> and H. N. Stokes (III).]

I SiO,-----------

-~~·ti:~·~t:-- w-------------

Ti02 . - .... -.-. -.... - ..... -- .......• __ ..... .
AhOa---·-· ...... -·----····· -----------·-···
Fe-203 ............ - - ....................... .
FeO ........ _..... _- .... _.................. .
CoO+ NiO ............... __ .....•..........

I. a

87.37
. 09
7.44
.09
.18

--1-~
Il.b

78.59
.12
12.13

2.11

None.

15.40
1. 84

. 09

Undet .

None.

None.

MnO ------ .................... - .... --·- ... .
CaO ...•. __ ................... _... _.... _... _

Trace.~

Trace.~

.10

.16

SrO ....................................... .

None.

None.

~::: :::: :_-:: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::

. 02

. 02
.41

.12

66.69

Trace.

.09

------ ---.I

a Contains 0.04 ounce gold per ton, or $0.80, and trace of silver.
b Contains trace of gold and no silver.
c Contains trace of gold and 0.10 ounce silver per ton, or a value of $0.07.

-~~ I

~

I It is, however, neither chlorite nor serpentine, for the powder of two rocks /171 and 181, Silvex Citycollection) in which it was abundantly present yielded no magnesia when treated with sulphuric acid.
Very likely it is a mineral allied to seladonite, or green earth.
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.Analyses of altered rhyolites j1·orn the De Lama1· 1ni~w, Idaho-Continued.

~

•

" Conotitu•nt.

I.

1{20 -- - - - - - - -- - --. - - - - - - - - . - - . - - - - -- - - - .. -- N a20 ...................................... .
Li20 .... .... .... ..... ...... ...... ...... ....

Str. tr.

2.55
.10
Trace.

H 20 below 105° C ....... ---- .. ---- ----- · ---H20abovel06°C ...........................
P 2 0 5 •••• •••• •••• •••• •••••• •••••• •••••• •••••

·51
1.39
Trace.

· 82
2.47
Trace.

co~

Fes~

~

II.

l. 79

.14

I

3.50
.16

I

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ........ .
.... .... .... .... .... . ... ... .... .... ....

. 90

2. 61

. 83
2.97
.08
None.
3.99

--_·_--_-_--_-_-_--_·_-_--_-_--_-_-·_·_-_--_·~··_·_·_--_-__-~----_-_-_
.._--_·_·~---1-·o·~·~·o·~----~~111
100.14

, _s_o_3_-_- __
..
_
Total................................

~

I. 310, Silver City collection. Hanging wall of Seventy-seven vein, fourteenth
level, De Lamar mine. Adjoining the vein.
II. 311, Silver City collection. Hanging wall of Seventy-seven vein, fourteenth
level, De Lamar mine. Twenty feet distant from the vein.
III. 171, Silver City collection. East end of drift on Wilson vein, fourth level, De
Lamar mine. At beginning of "iron dike."

Analysis I (No. 310, Silver City collection) may be roughly calculated
as follows:
Per cent.

Si 02 ............................... - ......... - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6. 90
Al2 0 3 •••••• - • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • 5. 91
K20+Na,20- ................................................ 1.93
I-I20 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 69
Sericite....... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15. 43
Si 02 .............. -. - -- .. - . - - - .. - - . - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1. 74
Ah03 - -........ - - - - -- - - .. -. ' - - - .... - .......... - . . . . . . . . . . . . 1. 53
H20 ....................................... - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 54
Kaolinite ..................................... ____ ....· ...... 3.81
Pyrite . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. 90
Quartz ... " ............................. ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 78. 73
Water (hygroscopic)........................................
.51
99.38

The small amounts of FeO, Fez0 3 , UaO, and MgO are neglected in the
calculation. Of the combined water, 0.16 remain~ unaccounted for. It
is probable that this calculation nearly expresses the actual composition of the rock. As stated, there are in the vicinity of the mine no
rocks sufficiently fresh to serve for ~omparison. But, if we assume a
normal rhyolite, having the composition given in the next table, the
apparent gains and losses will be as shown in the third and fourth
columns:
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Appa1·ent gains and losses of constituents of altm·ed De. Lamar .1·hyolite.

~

I

.

Constituent.

Normal
rhyolite.

Hi02 ...••. ·.... ....... ...... .•..

76

Ah0;3 •••••••••••••• ---· •••• --·Fe"03 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
FeO...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
CaO.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

14
1
1
1

1{20 .. - - - . - - . - .. - - - . - - - - - ... - - . .

4

Gain.

11.4

-----

...

...........

........... - ... ..........

Loss.

:,,.

Calculated
composition
of the altered
rock.

.. -- .. .. -..

85.7

6.6
.9

8.4
.1

....... . ---- .

.8

.2

............. ..........

.9
2.2

.1

................

----

~:~~-: ::::::::.-:::::::::::::::: -------3-- ----. ;: ~- ., ___ - -~: 9-.

I

2.

1: ~

I FeS, ·;,;t~l':::::::::::::::::::' =~-~~=~-~+-~
It is not possible that this change could have taken place by simple
addition of silica, for even if 25 per cent were added the Al20 3 of the
normal rhyolite would be reduced only to 12 per cent. If, on the other
hand, we suppose the Si02 of the normal rhyolite to be constant, the
gains 1.9 H 20 and 0.9 FeSz (which are not quite correct, as these fig-ures
are only the apparent additions), and the losses as above, we obtain by
recalculation the percentage composition given in the last column.
This corresponds very closely to the analysis of the altered rock, and
we ~ust admit the possibility, even the probability, that the process
has to a great extent followed these lines. As in the majority of cases,
almost the whole of the Na2 0 has been lost, and the ratio of the losses
among the bases is by no means constant. The removal of so much feldspar without notable additions could scarcely have been accomplished
without leaving the rock in a very porous condition. Hence the silica
was probably not constant, but is likely to haJve gained several per
cent, though not nearly so much as the analysis would at first glance
suggest. The loss of so much Al 2 0 3 can be explained on the supposition that the waters contained sulphuric acid, as only such thermal
waters are known to dissQlve alumina in large quantities.
A second phase presents a less silicified appearance and is represented by specimen 311, Silver City collection, from De Lamar mine, 20
feet distant from the vein in the hanging, level14. It is a light-gray
rock of earthy or almost chalky appearance, due to the prevalence of
white sericite. Small phenocrysts of quartz are scattered through the
rock, as well as minute crystals of pyrite or marcasite. Under the
microscope, in ordinary light, this rock appears much like a common
rhyolite with quartz and feldspar phenocrysts and a streaky lightbrown groundmass. Between crossed nicols its entirely altered character becomes clear. The quartz phenocrysts show no alteration. The
orthoclase crystals, while completely preserving their form, and even
their characteristic sanidine cross joints, are completely converted into
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quartz mosaic with small nests of finely felted sericite. The groundmass
is likewise silicified, microcrystalline, and liberally mixed with sericite
aggregates. Pyrite and marcasite are probably both present, as .is
leucoxene (rutile~).
The analysis of :No.-311, Silver City collection, will be found under
II in the table on pa.,g-es 179 and 180. Roughly calculated, neglecting
the small quantities of FeO, CaO, and MgO, the following composition
is obtained:
Per cent.

Si02 . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • • . . • • . . 10. 0
Al20 3 ••••••••••••••••••••• - • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 8. 4
1{2 0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2. 6
H20 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1. 0

Sericite ......................... :. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
SiOz ................................................... - •. -.
Ah0 3 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
HzO ...••••••••.•••..••...•••••........ , . • • • • • • . . . • • • • . . • • • • .

. . . . 22. 0
4. 3
3. 7
1. 3

J{aolinite ..............................................·...... 9. 3
Quartz ......... _............................................ · 64. 3
· Water (hygroscopic).........................................
.8
Pyrite ...................................•................... 2. 6 '

99.0

A comparison of this result with that obained by the calculation of
310 (I) shows that the same processe~ have been active, but that the
removal of Al 20 3 , etc., bas not been carried nearly as far as in the rock
immediately adjoining the vein. There is much more sericite, however,
and the rock appears chiefly to have been subjected to the simple process of sericitization so common along mineral veins. This confirms
the view set forth that two different processes have been active: First,
an ordinary process of sericitization, accompanied by a vein filling of
barite and calcite, effected by waters containing alkaline carbonates;
second, pseudomorphic replacement of the filling by quartz and leaching of Al20 3 from the sericitized country rock by siliceous (probably acid)
waters.
In the third class the silicification is no longer the principal process,
the silica, on the contrary, showing a decrease. The rock is softened,
and in extreme cases becomes a plastic, grayish-green clay, hardening
on exposure to the air and generally containing much pyrite in small
crystals. Marcasite may ah;o occur. It is probable that this form of
a1teration is caused by the combined influence of pressure and thermal
waters. The transition from fairly normal rhyolite to this form can
be well studied in the Chautauqua tunnel (p.130). This clayey rhyolite
forms the large mass called the "iron dike" at De Lamar. It is separated from the le~s profoundly altered rock by a usually well-defined
fault plane, and cuts off the veins. Specimen 171, Silver City collection, from the east end of the Wilson vein, level4, De Lamar mine, is
the typical "iron dike," a light greenish-gray, stiff, clayey material,
containing abundant small cubes of _pyrite.
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The thin section is difficult to interpret. It consists of a greenishbrown mass, full of little curved streaks and fibers of a brownish,
non pleochroic mineral, showing double refraction. Microcrystalline to
cryptocrystalline quartz is suffused through the mass. .A. milk-white
titanium mineral, clearly identified by mesh struqture as deriv('}d ;from
ilmenite, is plentiful, as is pyrite lined with secondary quartz.
Analysis III (pp. 179-180) may be calculated as follows, but it is
not certain that this expresses the mineralogical composition exactly.
It maybe conceded that a considerable quantity of sericite, or, at any
rate, a closely allied mineral, is present. There is also probably some
kaolinite, though the distinction of the two minerals in a very finely
divided state is not easy. The iron is mainly present as FeO, although
it has been determined as Fe.2 0 3• This amount of iron has been calculated. as chloritoid. The MgO has been calculated as serpentine, but
it is doubtful whether this mineral or a chlorite ~s actually present, as
very little MgO dissolves by treatment
the rock with sulphuric acid.
More likely the greenish mineral is allied to glauconite.
There is not enough CaO present to form apatite with Pz05. The
Ti0 2 has tenta~ively been calculated as rutile.

of

Per cent.

Si0 2 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • - - - - - - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 14.27
AhOa .............. _..... _... __ ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . 12. 07
K 2 0 ... _........... _...•.••........................ _.. . . . . 3. 66
H20 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1. 43
Sericite ..........................• _.•................. ~
SiO~ ......................................................
1.48
Al 2 0 3 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ~ • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 1. 29
~20 ...... -- ... ·.· ....... - ........... - - - ......
45
Kaolinite .............................
SiOz ................................ ~ ........ _.. . . . . . . . . . .
. 87
MgO ...•.................·. . . . . . . . . .................... ~ . .
. 85
H20 .•.•.........................
26
Serpentine~ ..................................... ------~
SiOz . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1. 30
AhO!l . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2. 04
FeO .............................................
1. 57
HzO ........
26
. Chloritoid 1 . . . • . . • . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . . . . . • . . .
so!J .........•..... _·_ .. ~ ............. _.......... _.. _... . . . . . 11
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31. 43

•

••

0

0

•

3. 22

•

1. 98

•

•

..... _.............................. _.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

H~O ................................................ ·. . . . . .

•

5. '17

. 09
. 06

·copiapite ............................................. ~ .26
Pyrite . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3. 99
Quartz . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 48. 77

PzO;, .•.•..............•.......... _. .....•.

0

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

08

CaO ......................................... _. . . . . . . . . . . .
. 09
Apatite~ .............................................. ~
.17
Rutile~ ......................................... o•···· ______
2.11
Hygroscopic water ......................... : .............. :.
. 83
Excess combined water........... . .. . .. . .... .... .. .. ... ...
. 51
98.44
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.According to the field evidence, this rock is derived from ·a rhyolite.
It may be impossible to decipher the actual process of alteration, but
an approximation to the facts can perhaps be obtained. It may be
regarded as certain that the amounts of pyrite, combined water, and
sulphuric acid reprasent the additions, though probably not in the .
same quantity per unit weight of fresh rock as the above analyRis
would indicate. Subtracting these additions aud recalculating,_ we
obtainPer cent.
SiO~ ....•......... _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 72. 77

TiOz . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2. 30
Alz0 3 •••••••••••• _ . . . . . . . . . . -. • • • • 16. 80
Fez0 3 •••••••••••• _... • • • • • • • • • • • • 2. Ol
CaO ............. ___ . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. 10
BaO . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. 10
MgO ....•.............. -1- • • • • • • • •
• 93

Per cent.

J(zO.... . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . .
NazO ......... ---- .... .... .... ....
Il20 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . .
PzO, . ... ·. .... .... ..•• .... •••• ....

3. 82
.18
. 83
.09
99.93

A comparison of this with a normal rhyolite (see table under discusHion of Analysis I, p. 181) shows plainly that the supjJosition of the
origin of the "iron dike" was well fbunded. In a general way the composition is that of a rhyolite, from which, however, nearly all of the
soda and the lime has been removed-say, at least, 4 per cent. The
course of the alteration corresponds well to that usually occurring in
wall rocks of veins, and consists largely in a sericitization of the feldspars. We may therefore ascribe the forming of the "iron dike" to
the action on rhyolite by hydrothermal waters of an alkaline character,
but containing only a small amount of carbonic acid.
This alteration, accompanied by very extensive crushing; took place
during the first vein-forming period, while the acid waters of the second
period, the influence of which is so marked in the immediate wall rock,
had but little effect on the clayey "iron dike." The large· amount of
Ti0 2 is very remarkable, tho.ugh a few analyses of rhyolites show similar
amounts. If not contained in the fresh rock, this TiO! must either
have been introduced by solutions, which is improbable, or the rock
has experienced a very extensive and equally proportioned leaching,
the Ti02 only remaining, as indeed happens in some residua] clays.
This latter supposition, while possible, does not seem altogether likely,
and we are compelled to fall back upon the first of the three alternatives.
It is also noteworthy that while in wall rocks containing carbonates
from the Wood River mining district (see Chapter V) the whole of the
baryta bas been removed, there is here a considerable residue of tllis
substance.
FLORIDA MOUN1'AIN.

The thermal alteration of the rhyolite of Florida Mountain is strongly
marked, and in some cases goes so far as to make identification very
difficult. The alteration presents two differing phases.
The first and by far most common alteration involves a silicification.
Thi~5 has affected the rhyolite throughout nearly its entire mass. It
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shows in the surface rocks of Florida Mountain, in the specimens col·
lected in the Booneville and Black Jack levels in rhyolite, in the dikes
in granite in the Black Jack, and in the dikes of War Eagle Mountain.
The surface rocks are of a white or grayish and dull, earthy aspect,
sometimes showing microfluidal structure and nearly always small
quartz phenocrysts.. The underground specimens- are light gray or
brown, often flinty, and apparently very fresh. Frequently they contain
finely distributed pyrite. Under the microscope the quartz pheno·
crysts are sharply defined, but nearly always surrounded by an aureole
of secondary quartz of parallel orientation, sometimes extending irregu.
larly into the groundmass for some little distance. The sanidine crys·
tals are sometimes preserved, but are more commonly converted into
fine-grained quartz and sericite aggregates. They are not so exten·
. sively replaced as is the feldspar in the De Lamar rocks. Sericite
occurs in well-defined flakes and shreds of some size, and also in finely
distributed fibers in the grol!ndmass, but it is not prominent. Small
cubes of pyrite-never marcasite-are scattered through the ground·
mass, chiefly in the secondary quartz. Epidote is not uncommon in
the feldspars or in the.small quartz veinlets; it must be considered as
introduced from the basalt. Leucoxene (rutile~) is always present in
milky, flocculent grains. The groundmass is strongly silicified. The
original, usually slightly brownish, rhyolite groundmass contains abnn·
dant clear streaks, nests, and vein lets of microcrystalline quartz, usually
allotriomorphic rnm;;aic, ~ut sometimes also showing partly crystallo·
graphic outlines. Here, .again, it seems probable that many if not most
·of these nests and vugs represent ·dissolved rock material, simultaneously or afterwards filled with silica. Valencianite was repeatedly·
-noted in veiulets in rhyolite from the Booneville mine. The groundmass itself is recrystallized, usually converted to a microcrystalline
aggregate of quartz and shreds of sericite.. In very many of these
rhyolites, also, the presence of kaolinite is probable, especially in those
near tl.le surface. But tll.e identification of this mineral is very difficult,
especially when mixed with sericite, on account of its state of aggregation and comparatively low double refraction. It is not easy to say
definitely to what extent it results from the alteration or from surface
weathering. A silica determination was made by Dr. H. N. Stokes of
specimen ~08, Silver City collection, from Black Jack mine, level 12,
dike in hanging of vein 300 feet south of main crosscut. It yielded
77.6 per cent Si0 2 , whicll indicates an apparent addition of some per
cent ofsilica.
The second phase of alteration occurs near the contacts of rhyolite
and basalt in the Black Jack, and still more in tlle Trade Dollar mine.
Near the contacts the rocks are here most difficult to separate, especially in tunnels f and 3 of the Trade Dollar mine. The process of
alteration is not a silicification, though the rocks always contain much
secondary silica, but rather a chloritization, the material evidently
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being derived from the underlying basalt. The rocks are light greenish
or grayish green, softened, and contain much pyrite in small. cubes.
Wherever phenocrysts of quartz or sanidine remain the diagnosis is
easy, but these have frequently disappeared and the rock, as shown
under the microscope, is made up of a very fine grounrlmass, probably
largely quartz, intimately suffused and mixed with fibers of a brownish
material, perhaps serpentine or green aggregates of chlorite. Leucoxeue and pyrite are always present, sometimes also epidote. The
groundmass also contains streaks and nests of secondary quartz intergrown with valencianite, sometimes in well-defined ~rystalR.
It remains to mention an occurrence from the third vein in Bishop's
tunnel (see page 155), which presents an unusual phase of vein formation. This vein, the one farthest in the tunnel (fi·g. 21), follows a
dike of a soft greenish rock, which, so far as can be determined, was
originally a basalt and is inclosed in rhyolite. The dike is greatly
brecciated and filled with quartz seams and veins. The rhyolite has
been subjected to silicification, which in places is strongly marked. The
small feldspar crystals have become aggregates of fine-grained quartz.
Parts of the rock are completely filled with ve~y fine-grained quartz,
forming a sort of groundmass, containing small shreds of chlorite,
sericite (~),and indeterminable minerals. In this mass groups or concretions of somewhat larger quartz grains occur, some with imperfectly
idiomorpbic outlines. These are not filling of cavities, but have probably been formed by metasomatic processes, by which the surrounding
mass was gradually dissolved.
Among the small veins seen in the specimens, one, at the contact
of rhyolite and basalt, is particularly interesting (see Pl. XXXI,
E). The upper wall is sharply defined, and consists of a basalt
largely altered to chlorite and quartz, but less silicified than the rhyolite. Along an originally narrow fissure following the contact quartz
crystals have grown, which, in polarized light, show the usual forms of
comb quartz. But the lower wall is not formed by a clean-cut fissure,.
as is. usual in comb veins; on the contrary, the clear quartz crystals
penetrate with their terminals into the strongly silicified rock of the
lower wall. The ragged ends of the crystals indicate clearly an outward growth at the ·expense of the silieified rock; at the same time
·some of them show a roughly idiom orphic form. In this case there was
evidently a sharply cut fracture along the upper wall; the growth
began from the plane and penetrated by metasomatic processes into
the upper wall, the altered siliceous character of which facilitated the
assimilation. 'fbese facts show that, under favorable circumstances,
veins with comb quartz may occasionally result from metasomatic action. While this is most interesting, it would be entirely fal8e to draw
the conclusion that this is the normal or common mode of formation.
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SPRING DEPOSITS.

Though al1 the veins doubtless are deposits from ascending hot waters,
there is one occurrence of more recent date which deserves special mention and to which my attention was directed by Mr. E. V. Orford. No
hot springs are known in the area at present, though bot artesian water
is reported to have been found in a bore hole 900 feet deep at De J_;amar,
not flowing at present. A cold soda spring exists near .Cow Creek,
4 miles west of De Lamar.
A spring deposit of some interest was found 2 miles below De Lamar
on the east side of Slaughterhouse Gulch, about one-fourth mile north
of Jordan Creek. It forms a ledge in rhyolite at least 10 feet thick,
traceable for perhaps 100 feet, and consists of a flinty grayish to
brownish quartz, carrying in its mass numerous silicified organic
remains. These were identified by Messrs. F. H. Knowlton and vV. H.
Weed as specifically undeterminable grasses and other similar plants.
•.rhe quartz contains a little gold and silver. An assay by Mr. Burlingame, of Denver, gave a trace of each metal, while another sample
assayed by R. Mobley, of Boise, yielded 0.1 ounce of gold and 0.25 ounce
of silver per ton, a total value of $2.24. l\iicroscopic examination shows
it to be composed of very fine-grained interlocking aggr~gates of fibrous
quartz.
Scattered fragments of similar spring deposits cover the slopes of
Cow Creek 1 mile west of the locality described above. The presence
of vegetable remains shows that when the spring was active the surface could not have been much above its present level, although the
gulch and the trench of Jordan' Creek Canyon must have been eroded
since that time. Probably, however, this spring and its deposit are later
than the principal veins of De Lamar.
MINING DISTRICTS TO THE SOUTH OF SILVER CITY.

Of these South Mountain and Flint are the most important. These
two districts were visited by Mr. F. C. Schrader in the course of a reconnaissance, and many of the notes are taken from his description.
FLINT DISTRICT.

The silver mines of 'Flint are situated 9 miles SSW. of Silver City.
The district was discovered at an early date, and the leading mines are
mentioned in Ross Browne's reportfor1867.· The Rising Star, which is
the principal mine, was worked in 1868 and 1869, but at the time when
many of the mines of Silver City were abandoned work was also
stopped at Flint. Since that time prospecting has been carried on at
intervals, and about ten years ago a large concentrating mill was built,
but operated for a short time only. In 1897 the principal mines were
again prospected, though the distr~ct has not produced much for many
years.
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The total output is not k11owu. The Mint report contains the following figures: In 1869, $90,000, the ore containing $90 per ton; in 1871,
$34,822, the ore containin~· $178 per ton; in 1872, $8,000, the ore containing $151 per ton.
The road from Silver Cit.y to Flint, after descending from the rhyolite masses of ]'lorida Mountain, skirts a basalt area and then enters
the granitic rocks in which the silver veins of Flint are contained.
Flint is situated at an elevation of about 6,000 feet, near the head
waters of a small gulch emptying into Jordan Creek. The small area
of diorite and granite is about 2 miles long and· 1 mile wide. It is
inclosed toward the north by basalt hills and toward the south by
rhyolite.
The claims are situated in the northeastern quarter ofT. 6 S., R. 4 W.
The principal ones, known for a long time, are the Rising Star, Leviathan, Perseverance, Rising Sun, and Sherman. They are located upon
well-defined quartz veins having a strike of from N. 2° W. to N.
200 W. and a dip of 80° E. The croppings are visible for about half
a mile. The width of the veins varies from a few inches to several
feet. The ore minerals consist of tetrahedrite, with smaller quantities
of pyrite, zinc blende, argentite, ruby silver, native silver, and galena,
in normal quartz gangue. Polybasite and xanthoconite are reported
from Flint in Ross Browne's report for 1867. The ores thus far
extracted are very high grade, usually above $50 per ton.
The age of these veins is not known. It is stated, howe,~er, that a
basalt dike cuts one of the veins, which possibly may mean that their
age is pre-Miocene. The principal developments are on the Rising
Star, Leviathan, and Perseverance claims. On all these claims a considerable amount of prospecting work has been done through tunnels
and shafts. The old workings of the Rising Star. were 300 feet deep
and yielded 1,000 tons from 1868 to 1869, the ore frequently reaching
a value of $100 per ton. The width of the vein is said to average
from 2 to 4 feet. The best pay streak is reported to lie usually near
the hanging wall.
MAMMOTH DISTRICT.

The Mammoth district is situated 7 miles south by east of Silver
City, between Boulder and Mammoth creeks. The granite here contains
several large veins, the principal of which is called the Mammoth. Its
strike is easterly and westerly; its dip south. The width is said to be
up to 20 feet, the gangue being composed chiefly of milky quartz. The
pay streak, which is from 2 to 4 feet in width, contains much pyrite and
lies near the foot wall of the vein. The ore is said to be suitable for
concentration.
SOUTH MnUNTAIN DISTRICT.

Eighteen miles SSW. of Silver City rises the isolated ridge of South
Mountain, which, indeed, may be considered as tlJe continuation of the
Owyhee Range, separated from it by the low gap of Boulder Oreek.
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The peaks at South Mountain reach 8,000 feet in elevation. South of
South Mountain extends the lava plateau which slopes down toward
the Owyhee River.
The mineral deposits in this district contain chiefly argentiferous
galena. These galena mines are mentioned in the reports of 1868, and
a good description by :Mr. Eilers is contained on pages 1 to 93 of Raymond's Report for 1S72. At this time many of the claims were being
developed. In 1874 a smelter was built near the mines and put in
operation. The next year, however, the enterprise collapsed simultaneously with the decline of all the mines in Owyhee County, the principal reason being the failure of the Bank of Ualifornia in San Francisco
and the subsequent panic. Of the 800 inhabitants of South l\iountain
only a few were left. Ever since that time the South l\iountain mines
have been practically idle. Most of them are now owned by the
Spokane and South Mountain Mining and Smelting Company, and
reports of an early resumption of work are current.
.
The road from Silver City to South Mountain runs by way of Flint.
Between Flint and South Mountain many miles of lava plateau (rhyolite and basalt) are crossed. The mines are situated a~ the head of
Williams Creek, which a few miles northward empties into Jordan
Creek. The northeastern part of the upper basin is occupied by
granular diorite. The southwestern and main part of the head of
Williams Creek contains a belt of garnetiferous mica-schist and crystalline limestone, with a general northwesterly strike. The highest
hills forming the summits of South Mountain are largely made up of
basalt. The elevation of the mines is about 7,:~00 feet. The schists
and limestones bear clear evidence of contact metamorphism, and the
diorite borders against them with an unquestionably intrusive contact.
The mineral deposits are all contained in the schist and crystalline ·
limestone, the claims forming a belt extending in a general northwesterly
direction for a mile and a half. The exact character of the occurrence
is somewhat in doubt. The strike of the deposits varies from eastwest to northeast-southwest, the dip ranging from 30o to Goo. The ore
minerals consist of argentiferous galena with some zinc blende and cop- ·
per minerals in a gangue of quartz, calcite, actinolite, and ilvaite.
This rare mineral, also known as lievrite, occurs abundantly at the Golconda claim.
composition it is a silicate containing ferrous and
ferric oxides aR well as lime, of black color, massive texture, and
somewhat conchoidal fracture. It was identified by Dr. vV. F. Hillebrand and Prof. J:i"'. W. Clarke. The dPposits are supposed to be
veins, but the mineral association appears to be one clearly indicating
contact deposits. The ore contains from 20 to 60 per cent of lead, and
from 40 to 100 ounces of silver. So far as can be judged from imperfect exposures and the old reports of the district, the mines might furnish a considerable amount of ore. One of the principal claims is the
Golconda, the ore body of which is said to be 8 feet in thickness a11d to
contain galena in quartz aud calcite. It is developed by tunnels and a
shaft 1~5 feet in depth. Other claims developed to smaller extent are
the Independent, Bay State, Grant, and Urown Point.

In

CHAPTER V.
WOOD RIVEH. MINING

DIS~.rRICT.

GEOGRAPHY.

Situation.-Wood River~ one of the tributaries of the Snake from the
north, beads among the rugged mountains of the Sawtooth Range, and
runs in a south-southeasterly direction until it reaebes the edge of the
plains, when it turns more to the west and, after traversing the basalts
and lake beds of the Snake River Valley, joins the main river near
Salmon Falls. The town of Hailey, with a population of about 1,000,
is situated in the lower part of Wood River Valley, 10 miles north of
Snake River Valley. A smaller town, called Ketchum, is located 12
miles farther up. The elevation at Hailey is 5,340 feet; at Ketchum,
5,823. The mountains surrounding Wood River on both sides contain
a great number of silver-lead veins, making the vicinity one of the
most important districts for the production of these two metals in
Iuaho. The principal mining district is at present the one located on
the west side of the river near Hailey, between Deer Creek on the north
and Galena Gulch on the south. There are, however, a number of
mines, at present idle, near Bellevue, east of the river, and others on
the East Fork of Wood River, near Ketchum, and on Warm Springs
Creek, as. well as near the head of tbe river at Galena. Other silverlead veins are found in the Smoky district, some 20 miles we.:;t of
Hailey, and on LittleWood River, about the same distance to the east.
Topography.-The principal mining district near Hailey is shown on
Pl. XXXII, embracing an area of 88 square miles.I Wood River flows
through the eastern part of it, in a broad valley filled with gravel and
sand, and forming a wide sloping bench from 1 to 1~ miles in width.
Two principal creeks join it from the west,. Deer Creek and Oroy Creek,
both of which flow in flat· bottomed valleys, the width of which gradually contracts toward the head waters. On both sides of the river high,
smooth hills rise to an elevation of 1,000 or 1,500 feet above the valley.
Between Deer Creek and Croy Creek they culminate in peaks and
ridges, reaching 8,500 feet or even 9,000 feet above sea level. The
whole region is cut up iuto a mass of ridges having no clearly discernible system, their summits attaining an average elevation of 7,000
feet. The region is probably an uplifted plateau, so deeply dissected
by erosion that its original character is almost completely masked.
There is but little forest· growth. The ridges are generally smooth,
The township corner T. 3 N., R. 17 E.\ T. 3 N., R. 18 E. is located at a point l! miles north an,d 3
T. 2 N., R.l7 E. T. 2 N., R.18 E.
miles west of Hailey. The section lines are shown on the map.
1
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and covered with a soil~ due to disintegration. Scattered pines and firs
are found on the higher ridges, as well as on the sheltered slopes toward
the north. The whole region is on the border between the arid region
and the forested zone. The latter can hardly be said to begin until the
upper part of Wood River is reached.
As may be inferred from the high elevations, the climate is comparatively severe during the winter, and snow falls to a depth of several
feet. Views from near Hailey are reproduced on Pl. XXXIII.
HISTORY AND PRODUCTION.

The silver-lead mines of Wood River are of comparatively recent discovery. During the early days, when the territory was eagerly prospected for placer gold mines, many of the silver and silver-gold veins
of the Sawtooth Range were discovered. Later on, some galena mines
on the upper river were found, but it was not until 1878 that the
phenomenally rich mines adjacent to Hailey were located. From 1878
to 1888 new discoveries were continually made and a great influx of
miners took place. Many hundred mines and prospects were worked
during this period, as is well shown in the detailed report of tlJe
Director of the Mint for 1885. A gradual decline took place from 1887,
partly caused by the steady fall in the price of silver. In 1895 the
production of silver in Blaine County had sunk from nearly 2,ooo;ooo
ounces to 150,000 ounces. During· later years there has been a slight
improvement. The region will no doubt continue to be an important
producer for many years to come. The sudden decline shown by the
table of production is to be attributed rather to the universal discouragement following the fall in price of silver than to the exhaustion of
the ore bodies. In many mines the.prospects for continued production
in depth are very good indeed. It must be remembered that the ore
bodies in these mines are o~ a very irregular form, and that extensive and
very skillful prospecting must at all times be carried on well in advance
of the extraction of ore.
· The accompanying table of production gives the output of Alturas
·County, according to the Mint reports, from 1880 to the present date.
Owing to a change by the legislature, the county has· been called
Blaine since 1894, but it embraces practically the same mining districts
as before. The production thus includes that of the whole of Wood
River, Smoky Mquntains and Sawtooth district, Little Wood River,
and part of Lost River. The data for the years preceding 1880 are not
complete. Very little silver and only a small amount of gold were produced prior to that date.
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P1·odtwtion of gold, silt'er, and lead of .Alt1was County ( Bla{ne Connty aftrw 1894) f1·orn
1880 to 1898.
[From the reports on the production of gold and silver.]

~'"'

Gold.

Silve<.

J,ea{l.
Quantity.

--

Total

.

Ji'ine ounces.

I

............. .............

1, 454

-- .. --- ..... --.
.............. ------.. -- ....... --- .
-- .. -.. - -- .. --.
-----·------

8, 500 '
8,750
7,500
5,000
4,129
10,338
18,789
15,000
1,382
3,434
2,0.61
1, 102
824
836
3,159
3,236
557
537

.I. -----.----.

c ...

Quantity.

Fine ounces.

Pounds.

1880 ---- --- - -.
1881. ... ----·1882- - - - - - ---1883- - -- -- - - -1884- - - - -. -- -1885 .... -----1886 ~ --.. - - . 1887- -- - -- - -- .
1888 .. -- --- - - 1889 .... -----1890 ...... ---1891. . - -- - --- 1892- -- . -- - - -1893- - - - - - --- 1894 .... -----1895 .. -- -- - - -1896. - - - - - --- 1897 ---- --- -- .

Value.

--~--·--·

20,375,404
11, ooo, ooo
............................

..

-... -- .. ------

.

----··· .........

--------------- ............

...........

2,216,710
1,384,788
3,698,958
3,283,389

··j Not stated.
_-I- ____ .. _~ __ .

I

102,588

$149,096
170,000
175,000
150,000
100,000
82,585
213,715
375,788
300,000
28,568
70,986
42,605
22, 780
17,033
17,282
65,302

104,862
426,217
596,759
720,930
1,124,031
1,806,609
1,490,065
l 1,027,031
629,457
386, 302
474,451
771,774
1oo, 362
356,932
294,207
150,766
260,899
66,8941
261,654
11,514
248,354
11,101
I

i

2, 050, 249

!a 11,831,652

I

;=]

Coin value.

I

I $1.fJ9 per ou,nce.

I

$135,274
550,000
770,000
930,000
1,450,000
2,330,723
2,140,265
1,324,870
830,000
499,461
613,417
997,827
905, 498
461,471
380,380
194,925
337,303
338,300
321,104

II

15,510,824

a Approximate market value, $12,000,000.

MINING AND METALLURGY.

The veins are generally opened by tunnels, more rarely as yet by
shafts. The method of mining requires no special comment, as the
ordinary overhand stoping is used. The veins being ordinarily narrow,
no great amount of tim bering is necessary; wide ore bodies were found,
however, in the Minnie Moore and the Red Elephant. The mining
expenses are very high, sometimes reaching $25 per ton.
The ore, except in a few mines, consists of galena and zinc blende,
with some tetrahedrite ; more rarely chalcopyrite ·and pyrite. The
average contents per ton of the first-class ore is 50 per cent lead and
100 ounces silver. In a few mines a little gold also occurs, amounting
to from 0.1 to 0.5 ounce per ton. This is, of course, a smelting ore, aud
during the early period of mining on Wood River several smelters were
built, the most prominent being the Philadelphia plant at Ketchum.
But it was soou found that conditions for clleap smelting were not favorable, and as a result all of the lead-silver ore is now shipped to Salt
Lake or Denver. The ore is sorted at the mine and the second class
treated in small concentrating plants with rolls, jigR, and tables.

U. S. GEOLOGICAL SURVEY

TWENTIETH ANNUAL REPORT

A . WOOD RIVER VALL EY , IDAHO ; LOOKING NORTH FROM HAILEY.

B. HAILEY , IDAHO ; LOOKING NORTHEAST.

PART Ill

PL. XXX III
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The marketing of the ore involves the following costs: Freighting
from mine to railroad, about $2.50 per ton; sampling at Hailey, from
$1.50 to $3 per ton; freight to smelter, from $10 to $11 per ton; smelting charges; from $6.50 to $7.50 per ton; this makes au average total
of $22 per tori. It will be seen that the total cost per ton for mining
and treatment may reach $47, while the average value of the shipping
ore is $100 per ton.
·
In calculating the output of Wood River mines it is necessary to
distinguish between "gross production" and ''gross production less
smelter deduction." The former is calculated from the assay value of
the ore. The latter is the gross value less 5 per cent silver and 10 per
cent lead, which amount is supposed to be lost in smelting. The figures
given represent gross production less smelter deduction.
GEOLOGY.

General features.-The area shown on Pl. XXXII, including the
mining district of Mineral Hill adjacent to Hailey) is situated near the
line. where the Carboniferous formation of Wood River borders against
the great granite mass of Idaho. The larger part of the area is occupied by Carboniferous strata, to which the provisional name of the
Wood River formation has been given. This consists of closely folded
strata of limestone, quartzitic sandstone, and shale, with a gener:al
northwesterly strike and rapidly varying dips. A small part of the main
granite area is shown at the southwestern corner of the area mapped,
while the central part contains two bodies of granitic rocks also extending in a northwesterly direction. Wherever the contacts between the
Wood River formation and the granitic rocks are exposed the intrusive character ofthe latter becomes apparent. Mineral deposits, veins
carrying silver and lead, occur chiefly in the Wood River formation;
to a less extent in the included granitic areas. On these irregularly
eroded older rocks rests a complex of N eocene age, consisting. of thin
beds of sandstone and shale of lacustrine origin; associated with them
is a large mass of Miocene lavas of varied character. Wood River
Valley and the adjoining creeks are :filled by deep accumulations of
gravel and sand of Pleistocene, and probably also in part Pliocene, age.
Wood River formation.-The sedimentary rocks occupy three belts on
the map, the :first to the east of Wood River, the second between Wood
River and the small granite areas, and the third between these and the
main granite area. In structure and petrographic character this formation is complicated, and deserves much· more detailed study than it
has thus far been possible to devote to H. The scarcity of fossils makes
it difficult to assert that only Oarboniferou~ rocks are present. Still,
it is believed from the study of this and adjacent regi.ons that the Carboniferous strata largely prevail, if they are not exclusively present.
The age has been determined from the fossils occurring on Hailey Bluff,
about 1 mile due west of that town, and which are described on page
20 GEOL, P1' 3--13
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89. The shales in the vicinity of Bullion are not extensively altered,
but a close search has failed to reveal any evidence of organic- life in
them. Carboniferous fossils have also been obtained from two localities north of this area. (See p. 90.)
The rocks of the series consist of a comparatively small amount of
heavy-bedded gray limestones and a large mass of quartzitic sandstones
of red, gray, or brown color. Very frequently these are more or less
calcareous. Black shales, usually calcareous and frequently banded,
gray and black, are also abundant, and contain most of the veins in the
district. Occasionally slaty rocks are met with, showing the effects of
great compression in slaty cleavage, frequently in two directions.
The structure of the series is evidently very complicated in detail,
and the very imperfect exposures make it difficult to determine the
exact character of the deformation. The whole series strikes from N.loo
W. toN. 30o W., and clearly consists of a number of very close folds.
The dips are either to the east or to the west, and rarely below 45o.
In many parts of the series the dips are nearly vertical. In addition
to the folding it is believed that the series is cut by a number of dislocations, having north-south and east-west directions, but these have
not yet been studied in sufficient detail.
On account of the close folding it has not been possible to determine
the thickness of the formation. It is evident, however, that it amounts
to several thousand feet. About 1,500 feet of calcareous quartzites
are exposed in Hailey Bluff, and the calcareous shales near :Bullion
must have a thickness exceeding- this.
·On the east side of Wood River few outcrops are visible on the
smooth, grayish or brownish ridges. The weathering has extended
deep down and the hills are covered by soil and small angular fragments of quartzite. Occasional outcrops of limestone and quartzitic
sandstones are much brecciated. On the whole, the rocks on this ~ide
of the river are much crushed and fairly crystalline. A bluff on the
north side of Quigley Creek, 2 miles from its mouth, shows a large
amount of gray, hard slate with distinct slaty cleavage.
On the west side of the river a nearly continuous bluff faces the
valley. Near Deer Creek much limestone, with apparently flat dip,
appears. The steep bluff to the west of Hailey and the ridges adjoining it are made up of quartzitic sandstones, frequently calcareous,
smaller bodies of limestone, and some beds of cherty conglomerates.
Black shales also appear near the Bavarian mine. South of Croy Creek
the ridges have smooth slope::; and but few outcrops. Black shales are
the prevalent rocks; they are often much crushed, and contain seams
of quartz and calcite. This series does not appear to correspond to
that northof the creek, and is probably separated from it by a fault.
Black calcareous shales, "'\_Vith normal strike and variable dip, are
exposed on the west side of the river down to the Minnie Moore mine.
Along Deer Creek the Neocene lavas are adjoined on the west by
heavy beds of pink quartzitic sandstone; these, again, by limestone and
black shales in rapidly alternating beds, which extend to the granite
contact a quarter of a mile west of the Hot Springs.
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Turning now to .the most westerly belt, the following notes may be
recorded: North and south of Gilman on Croy Creek appear heavy,
massive beds of a brown or black cberty rock, frequently brecciated.
These are adjoined by gray limestone and shales, showing banded
structure, which continue northward, inclosing the principal veins of
Bullion, until they abut against the northern granite area. West of
this series again appears a heavy, pink, quartzitic sandstone, continuing
northward and forming a big bluff near the summit of the ridge and
again showing prominently in the lower part of Narrow Gauge Gulch.
West of this, banded bluish and grayish calcareous shales prevail until
the main granite contact is reached.
Contact-metamorphic rocks.-Near the smaller granite area the sedimentary rocks do not appear greatly altered to the naked eye, though the
change is clearly visible under the microscope by the introduction of
pyroxene, biotite, pyrrhotite, and other contact minerals. The rocks
adjoining the main granite contact are very intensely altered for sev.
eral thousand feet from the contact. The limestones contain abundant
white pyroxene, probably malacolite, as well as fibrous wollastonite;
the shales are recrystallized and contain much andalusite.
Granite.-The area in the southwestern corner, as well as the whole
northern and part of the southern areas of inclosed granite, consists of
the ordinary biotite-granite of Idaho, which, as shown elsewhere, is
really in part a quartz-monzonite. The rock is whitish gray, of medium
grain, and contains much biotite, in small scales and foils. Orthoclase is
always present, in somewhat varying quantities. The plagioclase, which
is either oligoclase or andesine, is present in relatively large quantities, generally exceeding that of the orthoclase. The quartz is always
abundant; the mica is a chestnut-colored biotite, very little affected by
decomposition. Titanite is always present, as well as a little magnetite, the latter inclosed in the biotite. The structure is typically granitic. The quartz and orthoclase form a sort of groundmass, in which
short, irregular prisms of plagioclase lie embedded. A little diallage, as
small anhedrons partly converted to hornblende, is present in m~ny
specimens. This mineral is very abundant in the area of quartz-diorite, described below. More detailed descriptions of the two representative rocks may be found on page 81.
Quartz-diorite.-This rock occupies abuut 5 square miles in the southe
eastern part of the area mapped, adjoining the granite, and is separated
from it by a'n imperfectly defined contact which in places changes to
a gradual transition. The rock is dark grayish green, coarse grained,
and shows large flakes of biotite, as welJ as augite plagioclase and
quartz. Under the microscope it is seen to be a rock of normal dioritic
structure, consisting of diallage, hypersthene, hornblende, biotite,
labradorite, and quartz, as well as a little orthoclase. There is also
much magnetite, and a few small crystals of titanite.
Relation of granite and diorite to the sedimentary rocks.-The evidence
of the intru·sive character of the granitic rocks is exceedingly strong
and can be gathered from almost every well-exposed contact. The
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sharply defined. contact of the main granite area and. the metamorphic
rocks has already been mentioned. Smaller dikes of granite or aplite
are frequent in the sedimentary series near the contact. .Along the
contacts of the smaller granite areas the metamorphic action has been
less intense than along that just mentioned, but an increasing crystallization is always .notable in good exposures. Small dikes of granite
occur at the contact one-fourth of a mile above Hot Springs of Deer
Creek. Dikes also occur in the Wood River formation on the hillside
li miles southeast of the place Jq.st mentioned. These dikes are
exceedingly well defined, and the lime~tones surrounding them contain characteristic contact minerals. At the contact half a mile east.
of Gilman, near Croy Creek, the limestone is coarsely crysta1line, and
dikes of granite are found in it higher up on the same slope. Near t.he
Star mine the contact of quartz-diorite and black shales is well exposed.
The latter contain many small dikes of granite, have acquired a crystalline structure, and include abundant pyroxene and other contact
minerals. The influence of the contact metamorphism extends for several thousand feet from the contact, gr.adually lessening. On the
narrow ridge overlooking Bullion Creek, on the trail to H.ed Cloud mine,
is a small mass of limestone resting on tlle granite. The contact,
wherever exposed, bas frequently a dip of 50° to 60°.
Granitic dikes.-Dikes of granite-porphyry and aplite are fairly
common in the granite areas. They seem especially abundant inthe
quartz-diorite area, where many coarser dikes similar to pegmatite also
occur. One of the aplite dikes in the northern granite area is indicated ·
on the map, being especially prominent. Dike rocks of lamprophyric
character are not abundant, but were noted from the Tip Top, the
Crresus, and the Raven mines.
Early Neocene lavas.-Comparatively recent eruptions form surface
flows extending as a belt, from 1 to 2 miles wide, from the northern
boundary of t~e area mapped to Croy Creek on the south. They rest
as a covering, in some places 1,000 feet deep, upon a very· irregular
surface .of granite. and Carboniferous sedimentary rocks-a surface
which as to general relief was almost identical in character with the
present one. They evidently fill two old gulches, one emptying into
Croy Creek, the other into Deer Creek; and the iavas descend to the
level of both, showing that the drainage during the time of eruption
was essentially similar to that of to-day. A small gulch north of Deer
Creek is also filled by the lavas. ·
The lavas form dark-reddish or brownish outcrops, and the peak in
which the area culminates is 7,300 feet high and is rough and precipitous. The petrographic character is exceedingly variable, and the com7
plex. evidently consists of a series of many superimposed flows, which
are difficult and, for the purpose of the present paper, unnecessary to
separate. Tuffs of the various rocks are also present. The types represented are augite- and hornblende-andesites, trachytes, basalts, and
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rhyolites. The augite-andesites prevail ip the central high point, and
appear as dark-brown porphyritic rocks with abundant augite crystals
up to 5 mm. in. diameter. Trachytic rocks, light colored and containing
small crystals· of hornblende and orthoclase, form a narrow atea in the
central part, while dark rocks-olivine-basalts-occur near the mouth
of Bullion Creek. The vent through which these lavas were erupted is
. probably located below the central peak mentioned above. The time of
eruption may be accurately fixed as the' time of the highest stand of the
Payette (Miocene) lake, as is more fully explained in the following
paragraph. The lavas are not known to contain any mineral deposits,
and, in fact, cover the croppings of the veins. Post-Miocene erosion
has removed large masses of the flows, which at the time of eruption
must have covered a far greater area than they now occupy.
Payette forrnwtion.-On the Croy Creek side a narrow strip of sand. stones and shales follows the western contact of the lava. Smaller
patches of similar material are embedded in the lava, and often associated with tuft's.
The shales are laminated and contain leaves of Sequoia angustijolia,
a fossil apparently characteristic of the Payette formation. The sands~ones are yellowish and compact and contain abundant indeterminable
vegetable remains. An area of several acres on a flat hill three-fourths
of a mile south of Idaho Democrat mine consists of coarse tuffaceous
sandstone and shales; near its northwest corner a basal conglomerate
of granitic boowlders and sand is exposed. Similar conglomerates are
exposed on the Red Cloud trail. The dip of this formation is from 300
to 450 E .. ; its thickness in some places reaches 200 feet. South of the
Red Cloud trail the beds do not rest Oll the granite or the wood River
series, but cover a flow of from a few feet up to 100 feet of basaltic lava
and are more distinctly tuffaceous ..
On both sides of Red Cloud trail, where the beds are most typically
developed, they keep for ll miles at an elevation of 6, 700 feet, which
may with great probability be considered as the high-water level of the
Miocene (Payette) lake at this locality. The peculiar position of the
beds, covered as they are by heavy lava masses~ has preserved them
from the erosion which has removed the whole of the Payette formation, once resting against the steep hillsides.
Pleistocene.-The Wood .River Valley is filled with gravel and sand~
which form a sloping plain about a mile in width. Deer Creek and
Croy Creek are filled with similar deposits, as are to a lesser extent all
of the small gulches. At Wood River, near Hailey, about 30 feet of
gravel is exposed. The total depth of the accumulations is unknown,
but may be very considerable. A number of debris fans were found
on tributary creeks, which appear to show that the valley was formerly
filled to a level 70 feet above that of the present plain.
The river from Broadford to the northern edge of the area mapped
hugs the western slope closely and by lateral- corrasion has formed a
nearly continuous bluff, sometimes over a thousand feet high.
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The .gravel in the Wood ,River Valley clearly fills an old canyon,
probably eroded to a depth of several hundred feet below the present
level of the valley. The cause of this is shown at the point where the
river leaves the mountains and debouches upon the Snake River
Plains. The old canyon eroded before the deposition of the Neocene
lake beds was dammed by the latter as well as by extensive basalt
flows, which, descending from the hills, fl.ood~d the Snake River Plains
in front of the Wood River Ca1iyou. The result is the gravel bottom
which now extends along the river to a point fa.r north of Ketchum.
DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF MINES.
SILVER-LEAD VEINS IN SEDIMENTARY ROCKS.

Minnie Jlfoore mine.-This, one of the most celebrated of Wood Hiver
producers, is located in Galena Gulch, one-half mile from Broadford and 250 feet above the river. A large dump ~nd a dilapidated
shaft house mark its position. The mine was discovered in 1879, accidentally, it is said, by means of a badger hole, the croppings being
very ill defined. In 18tH it was sold by Mr. Miller, of Bellevue, to an
English company, by whom it was worked until1887, since which time
it has remained idle. At the time of the sale the shaft was 152 feet
deep and an exceptionally fine body of galena was exposed. The cause .
of the shut down was not ascertained. Doubtless the mine was not in
bonanza, but it is claimed that the last month of the work realized a
profit of $3,700, and that labor troubles occurring in the district at that
time, as well as influx of water, were largely responsible for the closing.
Reports of an intended reopening of this property were current in 1899.
The gross yield of the mine between 1881 and 1887 is variously stated
as from $5,000,000 to $6,000,000. The total yield is generally given as
$7,000,000. The figures are not exact and may be exaggerated, but a
great deal of metal was certainly extracted from the mipe. In 1885 and
1886 the aggregate output amounted to 10,000,000 pounds of lead and
400,000 ounces of silver.
The developments consist of a shaft 1,100-feet deep, at an incline of
40°~ The shaft is located 400 feet from the western end line of the
claim, and most of the workings are confined within 500 feet.
The vein strikes WNW. and dips 40° SSW., with poorly defined outcrops. · The country rock is black calcareous slate, though the diorite
contact, which cuts obliquely across the gulch, approaches near to the
vein. Some of the levels reached the diorite, though no stopes were in
that rock. The banging wall is reported as well defined; the footwall
less so. The ore consists of galena, with some tetrahedrite and a little
pyrite, in coarse crystalline siderite; also a little quartz. The average
value of ore is reported to be 100 ounces silver and 60 per cent lead per
ton. The ore bodies were pretty continuous down to the deepest level.
Three lenticular bodies were found, the shaft being located on the
middle one. The largest body was found on the 360-foot level. The
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largest stope showed a mass of practically solid galena 16 feet wide
and 80 by 60 in the other two dimensions. This galena assayed 110
ounces per ton. The 500-foot level was the poorest. Regarding the
pitch of. the ore shoots, few definite data are available. They are
reported to have pitched steeply southeast, touching the Relief claim
adjoining westward above the 500-foot level. On Relief ground, the
western extension of the claim, similar ore has been found. The Relief
is developed by a 300-foot shaft near the mine. The production is
reported as $50,000.
.
Queen of the Hills 'lnine.-This is another of the noted old mines of
Wood River, located 1,000 feet northwest from Broadford, the tunnel
being situated 200 feet above the river. The miue was sold by Mr.
Miller, of Bellevue, to an English company, which worked it and at
the same time the Minnie :Moore. It has long been idle, though, like
the Minnie Moore, its dumps have been worked over. The production
is given as $1,500,000. The yield for 1885 was 3,637 tons, containing
2,181,900 pounds lead and 464,079 ounces silver. The yield for 1886
was 2,808 tons, containing 4,243,244 pounds lead and 248,171 ounces
silver. The mine is developed by a tunnel, as stated, and a shaft 400
feet deep. The vein dips 600 S W. Regarding its ore shoots, very
little information could be gathered.
Overland mine.-A number of claims lying west of the Minnie Moore
are located on veins in quartz-diorite, containing lead-silver ores.
The Overland vein, on Galena Gulch, above the Minnie :lVIoore, contains ore similar to the ordinary lead-silver mines in shale or limestone.
Its production during early days is given as $30,000.
Star mine.-The Star mine is located at head of Star Gulch, 3
miles southwest of Hailey, at an elevation of 6,200 feet. It was worked
during the early period, and $300,000 is given as the production for
these years:
Reportetl yield of Sta1· mine.

I - - - - - - Y - e a _ r · - - - - - - l - - 0 - r e _ ._I_L_e_a_d._ _ _
si_lv-er_.- I - - Total.
1

1881. - - - .... - - - ... - - - ... - - - ... - - -··
1882 .. - - - ....... ~ - - .. - - - - ........ .
1885-- -- - ... - -- ... - --- -- - ... --- ..

·I

Jb~ I__~:~~~~---~~--

I

47

, 47, 410

5, 134

$37,500 I
____ .. ____ r

31

1

22, 977

3, 260

... _ ......

- - - - - - - ' · - - - - '1- - - - -

The developments consisted of au upper shaft 250 feet deep and two
tunnel levels, the lower 170 feet below the shaft and 500 feet to the
east of it.. The old workings were not accessible. There are two
veins nearly parallel and about 120 feet apart. The strike is E.-W.,
the dip 450 to 60° S. Work was resumed in 1897 on a new tunnel, 200
feet below the old lower level. It starts in black shale and is a crosscut
for 600 feet; then, striking a barren vein marked by se·?eral parallel
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walls, probably the Star, it follows this for 300 feet, but had not yet,
at the time of visit, reached the place below the upper ore shoots
which was the objective point. 1 Three hundred feet from the:.portal the
tunnel cuts a dike of granite, 20 to 30 feet wide. It then continues in slate
to the present face, 900 feet from the portal, where granite is met
with. A little calcite and pyrite occurs along the vein in the lowest
tunnel. The minerals found in the old workings were galena, coarse
and "steel" varieties, zinc blende, ruby silver, calcite, and siderite.
The old workings are partly in' granitic roeks, partly in slate. The
vein is said to have carried the Harne pay and minerals in both rocks.
Compensation g1·oup.-These claims-Compensation, Hard Times,
Stewart, and Jones-are located where the vein system from the l\iinnie
Moore crosses Colorado Gulch. They are developed by several tunnels.
Thirty-five tons of ore have been shipped. The .strike is northwest,
the dip is 45° N. on the east side of the gulch; on the west it is nearly
perpendicular. The vein is strong, from 25 to 30 feet wide, containing
much low-grade lead-silver ore. Some pyrite on Hard Times contains
a n·otable amount of gold, and on the adjoining Mars claim arsenopyrite
has been found. .A. nugget of $11 was also found on the same claim,
all this showing a transition toward the Crmsus type of gold veins.
Olimax mine.-This claim is the most northerly of the group of claims
located on the extension of the Minnie l\Ioore and Queen of the Hills
vein system. It was worked from 1881 to 1886 from a tunnel located
on the steep hillside opposite Hailey Hot Springs, but has been idle
for many years. A cut on the property showed the vein striking N. 750
W. and dipping 500 SW. The hanging wall is slate, the foot walllime.stone, striking N.-S. and dipping 40o E. The ore streak is 8 inches
wide, showing galena, limonite, and cerusite. The-production is reported
to be $25,000. The following detailed reports are available:
Reported yield of Climax mine.

[-------Ye_~-------- 1 --0re_.
1881.- -.- ... -- .. -...... -- -"- -. c- ••• -., -- •• -1
.

1'on~~

_1/_Lead_._
_
_Silm.
1

p;:t;:~-

1884- - - - - - . - - - - - - - - . - - - - - - - - - - -- - - -- - - - .. - - - - -- - - - - - - - - -- - - - - -- - 1885 ____________________________ ·----· ______
21
5,,5o-6

. 1886 ............ ----·· ---------------- -----·
11

5

3 908

O;,n~~~

I

I

2, 540
1,~::

1

~

The· Idahoan, Eureka, etc.-These elaims are located on one vein,
having the unusual dip of 68° N ., sometimes being even vertical. The
mine was idle at the time of visit. The Idahoan is reported to have
produced $750,000, the Eureka also a considerable amount. The Idahoan .shaft is 750 feet deep on the incline. The ore is of the usual
character, the best occurring on the 400-foot level, where a body of
good ore, measuring 26 feet between walls, was exposed.
I

In 1899 this tunnel is said to have opened an excellent ore shoot.
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Repo1·ted p1·oduction of Idahoa.n and E·u1·eka· mines.
IDAHOAN.

~

Year.

1----1
I

_o_r_e_.-I---L_e_ad_._ _

Tons.

a600
1881 .. - - -- . ---- .. ----- --- - . ---- .. - - - - 252
1882- - - - -- . - - - - - - - - - -- - . -- - - -- - - - . - - - 3,000
1883 - - - . . - - - . - - - - - . - - - - .. - - - - . . .. - - - - 200
1884 . - - - - . --... - - - - .. - - - - - - . - ..... - - - 1885 ............... --- . - --- .. --- . ----. . --- -----1886 .... ·--- ---- .... ·----- -----------2,826

'~ilv••· I

Pounds.

Ounces.

181,244

10,184

2, 189, 249
3,281,010

3,89-!
115,794
200,250

EUREKA.

~881
-- ... - - --. ---- --- - . ----. ---- . ---..
74
96, 200
188: _____ . _______________________ . ____ ______ ~ ___ _________ . ___ _

1

L88o- - -.- .. --- .........••.. _.... . . . . . .

6..,6

776, 284

~

7, 400 1
6,724
44,88~

a Total value, $75,000.

Jlfayftower vein.-This vein, located in the Bullion district, is one
of the most productive and 11ermanent of the Wood River system. It
has been extensively worked in the Bullion, Mayflower, Jay Gould, and
Jay Gould Extension; south of the Bullion it is continued by the Ophir
and Durango. The outcrops are not prominent and are visible only by
means of cuts and openings made on the hillsides on the west side of
Bullion Gulch. The strike is ~T. 450 to 600 W., the dip 500 S W.; the
country rock is dark calcareous shale, with a strike of N. 240 to 320 W.,
and a varying dip, which in Jay Gould tunnel is 50° E. The vein thus
cuts the strike and dip of the country rocks .
. This vein has been worked with few interruptions since the discovery
of the district. In 1898 work on the Jay Gould Extension was in progress and some prospecting was carried on in other parts of the vein ..
It is opened by tunnels, present workings being carried on from an
1,800-foot tunnel on the War Eagle, reaching the Jay Gould Extension.
Anotl;ter crosscut tunnel 250 feet lower opens the Bullion mine from the
Ophir claim, <mtting the Bullion vein, as proved by connections, in a
distance of 2,000 feet, and also cutting another vein 1,200 feet from the
portal. The vein on this level has not yet been much explored, but if
it turns out productive the claims will be worked from this tunnel in
the future. The Jay Gould tunnel crosscuts the vein 1,800 feet from
· the portal and then follows it into the Extension ground.
The vein is fairly well defined by one or several walls. In the latter
case they are usually 1 to 4 feet apart, though a maximum width of 12
feet of ore is reported from the Bullion. Sometimes, as in Jay Gould
tunnel, the wa1ls become indistinct, and the vein is then followed chiefly
by the calcite, siderite, and pyrite. distributed along it in the shale. The
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ore shoots are said to dip east on the Bullion and Mayflower, west on
the Jay Gould.
Between the walls is more .or less crushed material, with scattered
carbonates and pyrite. Outside of the walls the rock shows but slight
alteration. The condition in a small winze, 1,800 feet from the mouth,
is shown on fig. 25. The small ore shoots do not always follow the walls.
From a point 1,200 feet from the mouth of Jay Gould tunnel an ore
shoot was followed up 50 feet, somewhat divergent from the walls, and
was then suddenly terminated by a slip, the ore body being then 18 .
feet from the fissure. The flat bodies of galena are·very frequently
lined by carbonates, the same condition being reported from the Minnie
Moore and other mines. The ore consists chiefly of galena, which is
either granular or :fibrous (seep. 213). Zinc blende is fairly common, as
is also tetrahedrite in intergrowth with galena. Pyrite and chalco. pyrite are not very abundant in the ore. The first-class ore contains
60 per cent lead and 100 ounces silver per ton. The gangue consists of
siderite, probably also allied carbonates, also a little quartz.
The total production is estimated by Mr. Watts as follows:
Ophir .............. _........... __ .................... _.
$50, 000
Bullion ... _..................... -. _- .......... _.... ___ ..
750, 000
Mayflower. __ .. _.... __ ... ____ ....... _..... _.... _ .. __ .. . . 1, 100, 000
Jay Gould . _.. __ . __ . _. _....... _... _.... _.. _.. ____ .. ____ .
750, 000
Total . -. - _. --- _ - .... _.. _____ ........ _- ....... _____ 2, 650, 000

Reported product of Bullion, Mayjlowe1·, and Jay Gould mines.

!-=-Mine._

Year.

1882
1884
Do ... _.... - - - _. . ..... __ . . 1885
Do ... -........ _.... _. . . . . . 1886
Mayflower ------ ......... ___ _ 1884
~0. ------ ---- ------ .. ---- 188c
L o u l d .... ---------------- 1885
Bullion ...... _.... _-. ____ . __ .
Do .. _...... ____ ...... ___ .

I -

Ore.

Lead.

Tons.

Pounds.

s~

o:=-J

325
426
71

477,230
62,773
2, 189,249
34;260

251
64,219
7,600
5,206
115,794
3,379

Red Elephant mine.-The Red Elephant vein is situated at an elevation of 7,200 feet, near a gap leading over from Bullion Gulch into Red
Elephant Creek. It has been worked chiefly since 1890, producing
since that year $750,000, but was also exploited to some extent before,
the total production being supposed to lJe $1,250,000. It was worked
by lessee in 1898. The vein crops for some distance along the divide,
having a northwest strike; the dip is southerly. In its direction some
distance westward is a large quartzite bluff, through which it has not
been iraced. The probable croppings are indicated on the map.
The developments consist of two tunnels. The lower, No.2, 150 feet
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below the gap, is 2,070 feet long. One thousand feet from the mouth
of the lower tunnel is an incline shaft 200 feet long, sunk at 50°. Two
levels are turned from this, the first 80 feet vertically below No . .2 and
extending 600 feet west, the second 150 feet below the same and
extend~ng 450 feet west. The ore consists of galena (coarse and" steel".
varietios), zinc blende, and pyrite, with a little tet.rahedrite. The blende
and the pyrite are poor in silver. The galena contains about 100 ounces
silver per ton. Siderite, calcite, and quartz occur as gangue minerals.
The -country rock is a calcareous black shale, the bedding planes of
which are cut by the vein.
The upper tunnel, 50 feet below the gap, is run on the vein for several
hundred feet. The vein is here very flat, sometimes even rolling over,
and is considerably disturbed, occasionally squeezed sideways for 50 feet
or dropping down a few feet. It is indicated by several walls, in all 2 to
10 feet apart, and along these is a little calcite or pyrite. Some ore
has been extracted from this level, one shoot of good ore being 6 feet
thick. The whole of this part of the vein is evidently crushed by surface
movements, the disturbance beginning a little aba-~.re the lower tunnel.
This lower tunnel is a crosscut for the first ~70 feet, and then follows
the vein for 1,800 feet. The vein stands much more vertical, the average dip being 60° S. The walls are very difficult to follow, being
merely ill-defined fissures carrying a little pyrite and calcite, and sometimes 100 feet apart. Four large ore bodies have been found on this
level. They do not follow the fissures of the shear zone constituting
the vein, but cross them at an acute angle, overlapping in a very
instructive manner, as indicated in fig. 26. All the ore from these
shoots had been extracted at the time of visit; the occurrence must have
been most interesting to study when the ore bodies were being mined.
The first ore body, about 400 feet from the mouth of the tunnel,
reached the surface and-produced about $80,000. The second shoot is
600 feet from the mouth, 75 feet long, and in places showed solid galena
10 feet wide. This runs obliquely from foot to hanging, contracting all
around and forming a lenticular ore body. It did not extend deep
below the tunnel level. The third shoot, called the " Crnur d'Alene,"
was also wide and strong, and reached to the 100-foot level turned from
the sh~1ft westward. The fourth and largest shoot is the "Flynn,"
which.in one place showed good ore 50 feet in width and extended 100
feet above the tunnel, as well as down to the 200-foot level turned
west from the shaft. These huge, lenticular ore bodies, overlapping
and running from foot to hanging wall, are only indirectly connected
with the fissures, and are probably caused by metasomatic replacement
of the calcareous shale.
0. K., K,ing of the Hill, Bay State.-The 0. K. is a southerly extension of the Red Elephant, and is credited with a production of $100,000.
The lVIint reports show a production of 12,200 ounces silver, besides
lead, from 1884 to 1886.
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The King of the Hill group, in the Bullion district, is supposed to
have produced at least $75,000. The total production of the Bay State,
in the same vicinity, is given at $100,000. The Mint reports show that
in 1885 it produced 1, 719 ounces of silver, and in 1886, 108 tons of ore,
containing 144,813 pounds lead and 19,077 ounces silver.
Red Oloud mine.-This noted vein crops on the ridge between
Bullion and Red Cloud gulches, at an.elevatiou of about 8,000 feet.
The mine has been worked chiefly during the last decade, but was idle
in 1898. A new strike was reported in
1899, and the mine is again producing.
The total production is estimated at
$500,000, of which $150,000 is said to
have been dividends.
The developments consist often levels, opened by tunnels and shafts, and
'a deep tunnel1,100 feet below the croppings. This lowest tunnel is a crosscut for 1,800 feet, and its various
branches have a total length of 5,000 •
feet. The vein, which crops in limestone and calcareous shale, has a
north-northwesterly strike anrl is
nearly vertical. Fig. 22 shows a section of the vein, as well as several
minor fa;ults by which it has bee11
thrown. A well-defined vein was followed for a horizontal distance of
several hundred feet through the dif-.
erent levels down to levelS or 9. 1 The
lowest tunnel, however, shows slight
indication of a :fissure, except in so far
as the rock where the vein should be
is much crushed. The ore is of the
ordinary kind, but usually carries a
few dollars per ton in gold. · Some
FIG. 22.-Vertical section of Red Cloud vein,
quartz gangue is also present, as well
Hailey, Idaho.
a.s some arsenopyrite. A. sh~rt distance east of the Red Cloud a vein with prominent croppings passes
through the McMahon, Whale, Mammoth, and Bay State claims. It
does not appear to carry any notable values. The same vein is believed
to have been found in the deep tunnel, where it is also barren.
Pass group._;_The principal claim of this mine is the Argent (ele.vatfon about 7,500 feet), situated near the head of Narrow Gauge Gulch,
emptying into Deer Creek. The mine has been worked for many years,
and was prospected, though not in bonanza, in 1898. The total production is supposed to be $160,000 gross, before marketing.

~/
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lln 1899 the continuation of an old ore shoot was found on the hanging-wall vein, between levels
7 and 9, which is reported to have produced during the same year $55,000.
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Developments consist of several tunnels and drifts started on the
steep hillside. The usual black calcareous shale and limestone appear
as country rock~ At least two veins are shown to exist on the Argent
claim. The Argent vein strikes NNW. and dips 500 E. Near the
southern end of the claim a vein striking NW. and dipping NE. crosses
the Argent. The walls of the Argent are not always well defined, but
the vein can be followed by a streak of black gouge and pyrite. The
main ore shoot was found near the crossing of these veins and formed
a very irregular, curved mass, not strictly following the walls.
On level 6 the main old stopes are met 450 feet from the portal and
extend upward for 200 feet. This shoot contained chiefly galena.
Near the end of this level a small shoot of gray siderite was found,
carrying very rich tetrahedrite and chalcopyrite, with but little galena.
A 75.foot winze was being sunk below the level following this shoot.
On level 5, which follows the Argent vein from the start, the cross vein
was struck 400 feet from the entrance. The main pay shoot mentioned
above was here fo'und 30 feet east on this cross vein. Prospecting is
being carried on westward on the same cross vein.
Narrow Gauge mine.-This is located at an elevation of 7,000 feet,
near the head of a narrow gulch emptying into DP-er Creek. There
are two claims, No.1 and No.2. The mine has been worked at intervals since the discovery of the district, and the production is stated to
be $200,000, of which $150,000 was profit. The mine was worked by
lessee in 1898. The country rock is black calcareous shale. The vein
cuts the stratification, striking NW. and dipping 85° SW. By means
of the cuts and pits its course is well visible for about 1,000 feet.
Claim No.1 has been most extensively worked and has produced nearly
all ore credited to the mine. The vein is a narrow fissure with highgrade ore, consisting of galena, zinc blende, and a little chalcopyrite,
the sulphides occurring as streaks in about 6 inches of siderite. Near·
the surface the galena is partly altered to cerusite.
,
The main pay shoot was found above the lowest tunnel on No. 1. A
shaft was sunk 100 feet below this level and drifts were run south, but
no ore was discov~red and the ground was found to be mueh disturbed.
In 1898 a shaft was sunk on No.2, 150 feet north of No.1, and opened a
good body of galena along the vein. The croppings exposed above
this shaft show sharply defined walls with gouge 2 feet apart. On
the west side are 18 inches· of mixed siderite and shale, on the east
Hide 6 inches of siderite. Between these two layers lies 1 inch of
g·alena.
Tieins north of Deer Oreek.-.1:.\.. number of claims are located in quartzite and shale northwest of the mouth of Wolf Tone Gulch. None of ·
these are being worked at present, and they have never been notable
producers. The ore is of the usual kind. The Black Hawk mine shows
some production for 1881, 1882, and 1884. The Wolf Tone, together
with several extensions to the south, is situated on tq.e divide between
Wolf Tone and Kelly creeks, near the granite contact. The ore is of
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the usual kind and tenor. The vein is stated to lie between quartzite
and limestone. This vein has produced some ore at intervals, though
never very much.
SILVER-LEAD VEINS IN GRANITE.

General features.-The isolated granite area, begiuning near Bullion
and extending north of Deer Oreek, contains several small vein systems, with a general WNW. direction and southerly dip. The principal.producer is the Idaho Democrat, described below. A little farther
north are the Snow Fly, Montana, Silver Moon, and Davitt. The Montana is credited with a small production in 1882, 1884, and 1885. The
Snow Fly was prospected in 1898. The Nay-Aug vein is located north
of Deer Creek, also in granite. It is not worked at present. The ore
contains, in altered granite, galena, much zinc _blende, arsenopyrite
and pyrite in gangue of quartz and siderite. There is considerable
interest attached to these veins, for they occur in granite instead of in
calcareous shale, and yet show ore of what may be termed the normal
type. Possibly zinc blende and pyrite are a little more common in
these veins in granite.
Idaho Democ·rat mine.-This mine is located 3 miles NNW. of Hailey,
at the head of Democrat Gulch. It has been known for a long time,
some returns being given in the early reports of the Mint. The total
production is estimated by the present owners, the Della Mountain
Mining Company, to be about -$165,000. Although in granite, it is
essentially a silver-lead mine, the ore containing but little. gold. The
developments consist of several tunnels, from the upper two of which
much ore has been extracted. No.5 is 700 feet long; No.6, 125 f~et
lower, is also 700 feet long. No. 7 tunnel, the lowest, 150 feet below
No. 6, is a 500-foot crosscut to the vein. The ore is sorted and shipped
the second-class ore is concentrated on a hand-jig. The strike of the
vein is WNW., the dip 350 to 40o SSW. The country rock is a biotitegranite, described on page 81.
In the lowest tunnel the vein first appears as an ill-defined wall.
Westward on the vein the walls become more distinct. At the face, 150
feet in from the end of the crosscut, the walls are from 1 to 2 feet apart,
inclosing crushed and altered country rock. The average widtn between
walls i.s reported to be 5 feet. The altered country rock contains
pyrite, galena, and zinc blende in small grains. .The feldspar is converted
to sericite. For analyses and detailed examination of this rock see
page 220. In the altered rock lies a streak 4 or 5 inches wide, forming
the high-grade ore extracted. The structure of this is beautifully
banded by alternating streaks of galena, zinc blende, and tetraheddte.
(See Pl. XXXIV.) The galena has the fibrous structure so often
found in these ores. Sharply defined walls of altered granite adjoin
the streak of solid ore, showing in connection with the banding that
this part of the vein was produced by filling of cavitie::~. This occur-
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renee of typical silver-lead veins in granite is somewhat unusual,
as most of them seem to be confined to the rocks of the sedimentary
series. It is well to note the great contrast between the Democrat,
containing exclusively silver, and the Crresus, also iu granitic rocks a
few miles to the southward, which carries its- principal values in gold.
GOLD-QUARTZ VEINS.

General features.-It bas been mentioned that gold is very uncommonly found in appreciable quantities in the Hailey silver-lead veins,
and it deserves to be noted that those veins which do carry gold also
contain some quartz in the gangue. But at least one vein carrying its
value in gold and abundant quartz gangue occurs in the district, and
several others are located about 20 miles southwest, forming what is
locally known as the '~Hailey gold belt." The mineral combination is
very characteristic, consisting of quartz, calcite, siderite, pyrrhotite,
pyrite, and chalcopyrite, and has been noted as a separate type in the
chapter treating of the mineral deposits of Idaho as a whole. It is
worthy of notice that silver-lead veins occur farther south in the
same mass of diorite which contains the Orresus, as well as in the granite
area between Croy and Deer creeks.
Ormsus mine.-The Crresus vein, located 4 miles WSW. of Hailey,
in diorite, is a remarkable deposit, carrying practically its whole
value in gold, and differing radically from all other veins in the district. The Crresus was discovered in 1881, but its development in
depth dates back only a few years. Exploratory work was in progress
in 1898, and later on in the same year the mine was reported sold for
$60,000. It is equipped with a 5-stamp mill. The production is not
definitely known, but is not large, thus far.
The developments consist of a crosscut tunnel550 feet long and drifts
350 feet east and 90 feet west. A vertical shaft 140 feet deep was sunk
in the drift, and levels were extended on both sides for about 150 feet.
The vein crops in quartz-diorite, but it is not traceable far. Its strike
is east to west, its dip steep north on upper levels; steep south on
lower drifts. The vein follows a dike, apparently of diorite-porphyry,
in an irregular manner, the dike sometimes lying in the vein, sometimes ·
cutting across it. The vein is a wide composite fracture, reaching even
40 feet in width, though ordinarily only a few feet wide. The vein
matter between the several fractures defining the vein is an altered
granite filled with small quartz seams and containing small specks of
the same su1phides that occur in the quartz. This altered granite (see
p. 219) is ~}aimed to constitute second-class ore, containing from $3 to
$10 in gold.
There are also narrow (5 to 12 inches) streaks of high-grade ore,
which consists of quartz gangue (also a little siderite) with a Iibera!
amount of massive pyrite, pyrrhotite, chalcopyrite, as well as a little
galena, zinc blende, and arsenopyrite. The chalcopyrite and pyrite are
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s~~id to carry the best values. This ore, which is claimed to average
$50 per ton, is shipping ore and can not be satisfactorily milJed. The
ordinary ore, claimed to average $9 per ton, consisting of altered granite
with quartz seams, is at least partly free milling. The distribution of
the first-class ore is very irregular and the streaks are difficult to follow on account of the many walls and slips within the vein.
The ore of th~ Hope vein, which lies about 1,000 feet to the southwest, is similar to that of the Crrnsus. It has not been extensively
·developed. Twenty miles southwest of Hailey·are the Camas No.2
and Tip Top mines (fig. 23), which in all are similar to the Crrnsus,
except that they are incased in normal granite and appear to be more
strongly defined on the surface. A few notes on them taken by Mr.
Prichard are appended.

18

17

19

zo

T.l N. lf1'7E:

FIG. 23.-Location of claims near Doniphan, Idaho.

Tip Top mine.-The Tip Top is situated 1 mile east of Doniphan, and
not far distant from Camas No. 2. It was discovered in 18&7. The
production is thus far not great, but a 10-stamp mill is at present in
course of erection.
The developments consist of a shalt 350 feet deep, together with
drifts and raises aggregating 2,000 feet in length. The vein strikes N.
750 W., and dips 450 to soo S. The vein is wide, sometimes as much
as 40 feet, with well-defined walls, including quartz, clay gouge, and
altered granite. The pay streak consists of 5 to 8 feet of quartz. A
dark lamprophyric dike (minette~) is reported to follow tlle vein. The
gangue consists of quartz, with some siderite; the metallic minerals are
native gold with pyrrhotite, chalcopyrite, zinc bl(mde, and a very little
galena. The zone of oxidation extends down 75 feet from the surface.
The values are almost exclusively in gold, and the ore is to considerable
extent free milling.
·
Camas No. 2.-About 1,500 feet south west of Tip Top is a strongly
defined vein, traceable for a mile at least, on which Camas No. 2
is located. It was worked from 1886 to 1888, and in 1886 produced
$45,16~ gold and $1,536 silver; in 1888, $13,224 gold and $270 silver.
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The strongly defined quartz vein strikes N. 60° to 70° E. and dips
450 NE. In general character and in ore it is almost identical with
that of Tip Top, the maximum width being 10 feet. The mine was
idle in 1898, though the tailings from former millwork were being
cyanided. The occur.rence of a fragment of limestone in the granite
near this vein, mentioned by Eldridge, is probably an included fragment torn loose from the adjacent sedimentary series by the granite at
the time of its intrusion.
VEINS OUTSIDE OF THE HAILEY DISTRICT.

General features.-It is not possible, within the limits of this article
to describe all the silver-lead mines of this region. The more prominent
ones near Hailey have been mentioned. Near Ketchum are a great
number of mines and prospects, located on Warm Spring Creek, Trail
Creek, and Elkhorn Creek. A few of the more important of these are
mentioned below. On the Upper Wood River are many more of the
same type, all occurring in Carboniferous formations. More are located
in Germani a Basin, on the head waters of the Salmon. Nearly all of,
these mentioned are idle. The Smoky Mountains, about 20 miles northwest of Hailey, contain many more, some of which were prospected in
1898, and one of them, the Tyrannus, was even producing, though the
long haul operates to their disadvantage. Silver-lead mines, now idle,
are also located on Little Wood River, 20 miles northeast of Hailey, and
among them was the noted Muldoon mine, a heavy producer in the
early eighties. Many small prospects are located on the hill east and
. northeast of Bellevue, called Lookout Mountain, all in sedimentary
rocks and carrying silver-lead ores. During the "boom" from 1880 to
1885, the Mint reports mention hundreds of mines in the vicinity of
Ketchum and Hailey, mostly small producers. Most of these are now
idle. About 30 miles northwest of Ketchum, at the foot of the Sawtooth Range, are the silver veins of Silver King and Vienna. These
are inclosed in granite, and carry, with a quartz gangue, pyrargyrite,
stephanite (W. Brodhead, Mint Report, 1884, p. 263), argentite, and zinc
blende, rarely galena. They are idle at present. The gold veins near
Doniphan have been described (after the discussion of the Crmsus mine
(p. 208). Silv.er-gold quartz veins also occur in Smoky Mountains.
Elkhorn mine.-This well-k11own former producer is situated on the
south side of Elkhorn Creek, 3 miles southeast from Ketchum. The
mine was opened in 1880, and during the few succeeding years the output
aggregated $1,000,000, of which $400,000 are reported as profits.
20 GEOL, PT 3--14
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Recorikd p1·oduction of Elkhorn mine.

--------------Y-ea_r_._____________ ___L_ea_d_.___ ___
s_nv_e_r.___
1
1
Pounds.
Ounces.

1 _~
-~

$101,043
699, 240
. 73, 043
179, 841
1883 . - - - - - . - - . - - - - - - - . - . - - - - - - - - - - - - - .. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . - - - - 139, 938 . ----- - ----1884. - - --- . -- :- - . ----- . ----- . -- --- ---. . - •••.. -- --1882- - - - - - - - - - ..• - ... - - - -- . - - - - - - - - - - .

I ~::::: :::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::: ___ ~~~ ~~- _____

61,130
350

43, 130--
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The vein is opened by 4 tunnels above the creek level, as shown in
the approximate sketch, fig. 24. The strike is NW.-SE., the dip 40o
SW., the country rock black bituminous and crystalline limestone. The
ore consisted of galena with from 80 to 148 ounces silver and $3 to $5
gold per ton, accompanied by a gangue of calcite or siderite. The walls
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24.-Vertical section of Elllhorn vein, Ketchum, Idaho.

were fairly well defined; in the upper part of the vein they were 20 feet
apart. In a shallow sag, near the top of the bill, occurred a great quantity of placer galena (and cerusite), which could be shoveled up and
jigged. In the richest part of the upper vein an. ore body. 12 feet thick
was mined. At 180 feet below the cropprngs the vein changed dip, or
was cut off by a flat seam, which was followed for 350 feet; it contained
much ore, regarded by some as "drag" on a fault plane. It is believed
that beyond the distance mentioned the vein dips down again. Efforts
made to find the ore by tunneling from the creek level have thus far
failed. The mine was idle in 1890.
Quaker City 1nine.-This mine is located on the north side of Elkhorn
Gulch, 1 mile above the Elkhorn, on a flat vein dipping 300 W., and
is continued on the south side of the creek by the Amicus. The Quaker
City is known as producer of some of the richest ore on Wood River,
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runl1ing up to 2,000 ounces per ton, rich in tetrahedrite, with but little
galena. The mine, which was operated about 1885, is opened by 6 or
7 tunnels, in black, soft slate, the richest o.re being found in the third
level above the creek, while no pay is reported from the lowest level.
The walls are rather indistinct, the vein consisting of a great mass of
crushed black slate and stringers of calcite.
Parker mine.-Four hundred feet above Elkhorn Creek, and nearly
opposite the Quaker City mine, is the Parker. This mine was operated
from 1883 to 1888, and has produced 1,077,557 pounds lead and 300,~24
ounces silver. The vein is inclosed in a very black and carbonaceous
shale, a.nd the pay shoot was very narrow, but extremely rich. As
indicated by the figures given, the ore was very rich, running 40 per
cent lead and 100 to 300 ounces silver per ton.
Reported production of Parker mine.

I

~-
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_o_re_._

si~

__
L_e_ad_.__ _ _
1
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1

Pounds.

1884. __________ .. ____ .. ____ .. ___ ... _. _ . . . . ____ . . . . . • __ ... ___ • .

I ~::: ::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::

3:

3~~: :: .
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11, 480
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North Star mine.-This mine is situated on the East Fork of Wood
River, 5 miles above its mouth. 1'he main tunnel is located on the
north hillside, 400 feet above the creek. It was worked from 1883 to
1894, producing about $800,000. In 1898 leaserR were doing some work
on it. The developments consist of a tunnel1,800 feet long and a shaft
sunk 200 feet below tunnel level.
The country rock is dark limestone, with crinoid stems, as well as
black calcareous shale. The vein strikes northwesterly and dips with
the bedding of the shale, from 30° to 40° in the upper rocks, flattening
out to 20° in the bottom of the shaft. The vein is from 3 to 5 feet wide
and contains concentrating ore, the concentrates running about 45
ounces silver per ton and a little gold. Galena., zinc blende, arsenopyrite, and pyrite are the principal minerals·, the pyrite and zinc blende
containing ·only small silver values. The narrow strea~s of high-grade
ore show beautiful banded structure. The pay shoots form chimneys
lying nearly fiat, but dipping slightly east.· Where the vein is barren
it consists only of black gouge and crushed shale. The northwest
extension of the North Star is called the Triumph, and bas also been
rather extensively worked. The ore contains much pyrite and zinc
blende.
THE MINERAL DEPOSITS IN GENERAL.

Generaljeatures.-Tbe predominating type of mineral deposits near
Hailey, as well as in other parts of the Wood River region, as far as
studied, consists of fissure veins carrying silver and lead in sedimentary
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rocks. The gangue is siderite, or intermediate iron-calcium-magnesium
carbonates; the principal ore is galena. These veins are referred to as
the Wood River type. A smaller· group of veins of the same type occurs
in granite. TheRe are referred to as the Democrat type. Another less
common class, occurring in diorite or granite and referred to as the
Crcesus type, may be described as fissure veins carrying chalcopyrite
and ·pyrrhotite, containing gold, in gangue of quartz and carbonates.
-Vein systems.-The principal mines of the Wood Hiver region are
contained within the limits indicated by Pl. XXXII, and the veins are
arranged in two principal and parallel, linked systems, both having a
general direction of N. 500 ·w. to N. 55° W. The easterly belt, extending from near the place called Broadford to Croy Creek, is composed of
one main branching vein system crossed by at least one well-defined
vein, the Star, with a strike a few degrees south of west. The old celebrated mines, Minnie Moore and Queen of the Hills1 are situated near
the southern eud of this belt. The veins all ca1:ry silver and lead,
though some claims near the northern end (Raven, Mars, and others)
carry a little gold, with pyrrhotite and arsenopyrite, and seem to
approach the Crcesus type. This belt follows the diorite contact, and
some of the veins are contained in the granite. The Star vein crosses
the contact without change in ore.
The weRter(y-belt of veins has a length of 4 miles and is more complicated than. that just described. All of the veins are in calcareous
shales, though the granite contact lies only a short distance eastward.
There appear to be two groups of linked veins, but these_ detailed
re1ations have not been fully investigated, and only the principal veins
are marked on the map. Many noted producing mines al'e included in
this system: on the west are the Bullion, Jay Gould, Red Elephant,
and Red Cloud; on the east are the Idahoan, Eureka, Bay State,
Argent, and Narrow Gauge. In the continuation of this belt north of
Deer Creek is a group of claims of similar veins, which, however, have
have not been important producers.
The silver-lead deposits in granite appear as shorter, isolated veins
with east-west strikeJ The gold veins of the Crcesus type crop on '
Scorpion Gulch, with east- west direction, apparently located in the
prolongation of the Star fissure.
The dip is almost universally about 50° S W ., but a few veins (as the
Red Cloud) are nearly vertical, or dip slightly to the northeast (as the
Idahoan). The croppings are very inconspicuous, as a rule, and this
is probably the reason why the discovery of this vein system was made
at so late a date. No placer mines have been worked in the vicinity.
Mineralogy.-The following minerals have been identified from the
district and from mines in the vicinity:
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Minemls fou.nd in the Wood River mining district.
Mineral.

Mineo; locality.

I

--1-----1
Primary minerals.

Siderite (iron-spar) .•... Universal, Minnie Moore, Jay Gould, Bullion,
Red Elephant, etc.
Calcite ..... _........... Very common.
Quartz..... . . • . . . . . . . . . In small quantities, Red Cloud, Red Elephant,
etc.
Barite...... . . . . . • . . . . . . N onmetalliferous vein north of Deer Creek
Fluorspar.......... . . . . Doubtful.
Pyrite ..............••.. Common, but only in small amounts.
Pyrrhotite ............. Crcesus, Camas, and Tip Top.
Galena(usuallytwinned) Common. Rich in silver.
Stibnite __ .. . . . . . . . . . . . . Reported in Dana's Mineralogy.
Zinc blende ............ Common. Usually poor in silver.
Arsenopyrite . .. . . .. . .. . North Star, Red Cloud, and Crees us.
Tetrahedrite . . . . . . . . . . . Quaker City, Jay Gould, Bullion, Argent, and
many others.
Pyrargyrite ............ : Star; also in Smoky District.
Chalcopyrite .. _........ ! Not common; Argent, Jay Gould, Minnie Moore.
Secondary minerals.

Native silver . . . . . . . . . . .
Cerargyrite . . . . . . . . . . . .
Cerussite..... . . . . . . . . . .
Anglesite .. . .. . .. .. .. ..
Phosphates and arsenicites.
Minium ................
Native lead .. .. .. .. .. ..
Malachite ...... _. . . . . . .
Azurite................
Cervantite ...... _......

Bullion.
A little near surface.
Common near surface.
Reported in Dana's Mineralogy.
Reported in Mint Report 1881, p.179.
Jay Gould (Dana's Mineralogy).
Do.
Small amounts.
Do.
Reported in Dana's Mineralogy.

The only one of these minerals calling for special comment is the
galena, which nearly always shows a peculiar striation due to twin
structure (Pl. XXXIV). These unusual phenomena have been described
by Mr. Whitman Cross in the Proceedings of the Colorado Scientific
Society, Vol. II, p.171, 1885, from whm:.e paper the following paragraphs
are copied, as tbe original is inaccessible ~o many:
The galena from the Minnie Moore mine occurs in considerab1e masses of very
coarse granular texture. Some of these individuals are 2 ot: 3 inches in diameter.
AU specimens of this galena that have been examined show a more or less distinct
lamellar structure, or a striation on certain cubical cleavage planes, which is found
to be identical in character with the lamination. The regularity of this structure is
not evident on many pieces, but a.ppears.very distinctly on others, and by means of
numerous transition stages all forms of banding are seen to be developed according
to determinable laws, and to represent one of the two pheno!llena to be described.
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The first form of structure to which I wish to call attention is where a banding
appears on a cleavage face, which is seen to result from a series of undulations parallel to one diagonal of the c·ube. The reflection is seen to be simultaneous in alternate bands and to be continuous from one position to the other, for the surface is
simply folded. Tracing the bands over to other faces of the cleavage cnbe, they are
seen to run parallel to the 'cleavage line~, not diagonal. They are thus seen to be
parallel to oo 0. Bauer found in his experiment that a motion or slipping was produced parallel to oo 0, and this is clearly an instance of the same movement.
Another structure, more sharply defined than the last, is caused by au alternation
of laminre with definite formal relations to each other. These are sometimes thin,
appearing as mere striations, but may have a thickness ?f 1 to 4 inches or more.
These laminre do not always occupy the same position, and are inserted parallel to
several different crystal planes. The law of twinning represented by many of these
lamime is: Twinning plane, 30; axis, the normal to the twinning phne.
The multiplicity of changes produced in this galena is so great that much more
study is necessary to reach a knowledge of the entire subject. I am sure that several planes of twinning are present and that they all lie in the zone oo 0 oo -oo 0,
and probably several planes of mO serve as twinning planes; 40 was mentioned as
twinning plane by Sa<lebeck, and 303 by von Zepharovich.
Another twinning which I have seen on small fragmep.ts is 'vhere the Jaminm are
inserted parallel to the octahedron face 0.
By careful examination of many of these specimens striations are seen running at
regular angles 'vith the lines of cubical cleavage. By measuring these inclinations
under the microscope the faces, according to which the lamin<e causing the striations
are inserted, may be determined.
This structure. which I have described is certainly secondary, and from what we
now know of similar phenomena in other minerals it is very rlatural to suppose the
cause of it all to be p1·essu1·e.
To a.nyone who can examine these specimens the evideuces of pressure are very
plain. The distorted forms of the masses which are iucluded by cleavage planes are
sometimes very t:~triking. These should be cubes, but are in fact rhombs or bodies
with unsymmetrical shape. Faces which are not regularly disturbed by the slipping
parallel to oo 0 are often curved arid show indistinct development of oue or the other
of the twinning forms. It seems that the pressure manifested itself in accordance
with the position in which a given individual lay with regard to the pressure.
Sometimes the force could be all applied to the production of one form of t\vinning;
sometimes it was resolved into several elements of pressures, each availing itself of
the plane of weakness most suitable for its manifestation, and hence we see the different twinnings and slippings all devl;llopecl in one piece. In many places, probably
in the greater part of the mass of ore, the galena has been simply crushed, as seen
in one specimen with slickensided surface. Again a very thin or fine lamination
baR been produced. combined with much fracturing, so tiJat t.he law ofthe structure
is o bscnred.

Value of the ore.-The ordinary ores consist of massive galena with a
little zinc blende and tetrahedrite, the average contents per ton being
50 per cent lead and from 50 to 100 ounces silver; sometimes also from
$2 to $5 in gold. The ores may thus be characterized as unusually rich.
Smaller parcels of ore may contain several hundred ounces of silver,
or even more.
..,.
Structure of the ore.-In the silver-lead veins the structure is always
massive; crystals with developed faces are very rare. The galena,
always the most prominent mineral, is often coarsely granular, with
parallel orientation over large areas, though very dense varieties also
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SECTIONS SHOWING STRUCTURE OF ORES FROM MINING DISTRICTS NEAR i-'AILEY, IDAHO.

A. lrregula1 replacement veinlets of galena in al!ered gran1te, Democrat mine.

a, galena; b, marcasite ; c. Zinc blende,

(/,granite.

B. Cleavage cube of galena from Wood River, showing twin striation .
C. Thin section of metasomat1cally altered quartz-diorite, Crcesus mine . a, galena; b, arsenopyrite; r, chalcopyrile, tl, sericite;

f,

quartz (with abundant fluid inclus1ons); .f, rutile; (1, chlorlte. X 22. 33 Hailey collection.
a, altered gran1te; 7J, calcite; C, galena (with twin structure); d, tetrahednte.

D. Section of banded 01e, Democrat mine.

Natural size
1?. Section of banded ore in North Star ve1n.
Natural size.

a, black shale with pyrite; b, pyrite; c, arsenopynte; cl, z1nc b\ende;

f',

galena.
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occur (steel galena). The twin striation described above is almost universally present in all veins, and this gives the mineral a very peculiar
fibrous appearance, the striation being generally parallel with the
walls of the vein. This twinned structure is doubtless produced by
pressure. In many mines the galena is almost the only ore mineral,
associated with a little siderite or intermediate mixtures of carbonate.
Frequently siderite or other carbonates form a lining surrounding the
bodies of galena.
In smaller veins banded structure is very common. Pl. XXXIV, B,
shows a typical example from the North Star mine, which probably
indicates deposition in a narrow open cavity. The galena and zinc
blende are massive and granular; the arsenopyrite forms an aggregate
of small, imperfect prisms. Zinc blende and tetrahedrite occur in
irregular or handed intergrowths with galena. Pyrite is not very common in the ore bodies, but often impregnates the surrounding rock and
occurs along the fissures where they are barren. Pl. XXXIV, D, illustrates a typical example of a few inches of filling from the Democrat
silver-lead vein in granite. The altered granite, which contains a few
grains of pyrite and zinc blende, is cut by a sharp fissure. On this is
deposited, first, a narrow layer of quartz, then a comb of scalenohedrons of calcite. The main filling above this is of laminated galena,
which in the center contains a much shatterec1 layer of tetrahedrite.
From the way in which the twin striations of the galena bend into the
fractures of the tetrahedrite it seems probable that the crushing of the
latter mineral and the twinning of the galena must be due to slow
pressure. This at first seems inconsistent with the carbonate comb,
but a closer inspection will show that many of the pointed crystals are
broken, showing the evidence of pressure. Probably the pressure was
also stronger near the center than at the walls of the veins.
Second-class ores may also cousist of a network of seams of siderite
or intermediate carbonates, more rarely quartz, cutting black calcareous shale. The galena then usually appears as grains in the veinlets;
more rarely it appears directly in the sedimentary rocks. In the
mines of the Democrat type, pyrite, zinc bl~nde, and galena may also
occur as abundant grains directly inclosed in the altered granite.
Many of the Wood River mines are noted for the heavy bodies of practically massive galena occurring in them. The Minnie Moore in one
stope showed 16 feet of solid galena.
Structure of the veins.-The deposits as far as examined have pro_ved
to be fissure veins; when occurring in sedimentary rocks they cut both
strike and dip of 'the stratification. The width, while variable, rarely
exceeds a few feet, and a part of this is usually crushed and altered
country rock. The walls very frequently, especially between pay shoots,
become indefinite, and appear only as narrow cracks with veinlets of
quartz anC. pyrite. Fig. 25 shows a typical section of a small ore body
in the Jay Gould Extension vein. The country rock is a friable, crushed,
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black shale. Foot walls and hanging walls are clean cut and polished.
The bodies of solid galena are sharply defined and surrounded by crushed
shale containing many small calcite veins, in some of which a little
galena occurs. No grains of galena are found directly in the shale. In
a few veins, the Red Elephant for example, there are a number of more
or less continuous fissures in calcareous shale occupying a width of as
much as 75 feet in places, and the ore bodies form· irregular masses
lying within the walls. Such deposits may be referre<;I. to as shear-zone
veins. Faults sometimes occur, but do not appear to be very common.
The faulting of the Red Cloud vein is shown in fig. 22. It is frequently
stated that faults are exceedingly common in these veins, but most of

FIG. 25.-Section of vein in Jay Gould Extension in winze 1,800 feet from mouth of tunnel. Strike,
N. 450 W; dip, soo S.

the so-called faults are really only the sudden terminations of ore
bodies, often against a crack or small fissure, a frequently recurring
feature in all silver-lead mines in the genesis of which replacement has
played a prominent part. With some exceptions the larger veins are
persistent in depth as far as explored. But there are also many smaller
veinlets and pockets of which the same can not be said.
Ore shoots.-The bodies of marketable ore are very irregular, a~d
no general rules can be given for their size, dip, or direction. It is this
irregularity which renders mining so expensive, for a great amount of
exploratory work must constantly be done. The size of the shoots ranges
from a few feet in length, width, and depth to great masses of nearly
solid ore several hundred feet long and deep, and in places 16 feet wide.
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The ore bodies may follow the walls, as in normal fissure veins, but they
also often diverge from them or cross them. Fig. 26 shows the approximate disposition of the beayy ore bodies in the Red Elephant, which
cross the walls and practically overlap; the thickness of first-class ores
was in this case up to 30 feet.
Age and genesis.-The geologic features of the region clearly indicate
the age of the veins as post-Carboniferous and post-granitic on one
hand and as pre-Miocene on the other hand. If, as seems probable,
the granite is of Juratrias or Cretaceous age, in common with so many
of the great intrusive bodies of the Cordilleran region, the age limits
are still further reduced.
The deposits show no relation to effusive rocks (lavas), but the two
systems are located on both sides of a lenticular body of granitic rocks
and partly also in the latter. Silver-lead veins of similar type occur in
calcareous shale, in granite, and in quartz-diorite, and consequently in
three rocks of widely differing character. This mode of occurrence is
surely the strongest argument possible in favor of the theory that the

FIG. 26.-Plan showing approximately the disposition of ore bodies in the Red Elephant vein.

minerals were deposited by ascending so~utions. The character of alteration of the country rock gives strong assurance that these waters were
heavily charged with carbon dioxide. 1
Processes of .filling and metasomatism.--After the study of the structure of the ores and veins the question arises by what mode the minerals occurring along the fissures have been deposited in their present
place. .All of previous and present evidence goes to prove that they
have been formed by deposition from solutions, and the results of the
investigation of altered rocksnearorinthetissuressetforth in·this paragraph show that these mineral-bearing solutions were strongly charged
with carbon dioxide. But there is still this further to be decidedwhether the deposition has taken place by simple filling of the cavities
along the fissures or by a molecular replacement of the original rock.
The latter process is called metasomatism, or metasomatosis. · .As
equivalents for this term "replacement" and "substitution" are often
used, though by some the word" substitution" is employed to designate
a partial metasomatism. ~Ieta~omatism, then, means the conversion of a
rock or mineral aggregate into another of partly or wholly different
chemical composition. The form, structure, and texture of the original
mineral or rock may also be totally or partly changed. .As examples
of complete metasomatism may be cited galena from calcite; of partial
metasomatism, calcite, chlorite, and pyrite from hornblende."
1 The hot springs of Deer Creek and Croy Creek are weak mineral waters containing very little
lime, iron, or carbon dioxide, and seem to be connected with theN eocene lavas. No direct connection
with the veins can be shown.
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That :tilling has played a cert~in part in the deposition of the silverlead veins in sedimentary rocks, as well as in granite and diorite, is
very clear. The occurrence of banded ore, such as that in the North
Star mine and that in the Democrat vein (Pl. XXXIV), with crust
of carbonates, is proof sufficient of this. In the gold veins of Crresus,
Camas, and Tip Top, filling is a very prominent process and is proved
by the occurrence of abundant comb quartz in sharply defined fissures.
But the evidence clearly tends to :show that in the silver-lead veins
metasomatic action has produced the larger bulk of the ore. In most
of the mines the shale is very loose and crushed. In the occurrence
illustrated by fig. 25 it would be almost impossible to suppose that the
space now occupied by the galena had for any considerable time
remained an open cavity. A part of the proof is in the very irregular
character of the ore shoots, which frequently cut across the subordinate walls or ran out into the country rock. Often the ore stops suddenly at a small fissure or crack, simulating a fault, and evidently due
to the fact that the smooth surface acted as a bar to the farther progress
of the corroding solutions.
Strong evidence of metasomatism is also derived from the silver-lead
veins in granite. Pl. XXXIV, B, illustrates in natural size remarkably
irregular veinlets of galena and zinc blende in partly altered granite,
containing grains of the same minerals, as well as little crystal groups
of marcasite. These veinlets are doubtless due to replacement by corrosion of the granite, probably_ started from stnall original fissures, and
by deposition of galena in its place. The opinion is sometimes expressed that a rounded form of fragments and surfaces attacked should
be a criterion of true replacement. This may perhaps hold good in
case of easily soluble, entirely homogeneous rocks, but certainly fails as
a general rule. A complete conversion of small angular fragments
into new mineral aggregates without change of form has often been
noted. The process is not a solution, as of a piece of salt in water, but a
simultaneous replacement going on through the substance acted upon.
In the gold veins of the Crmsus type the altered diorite also contains
different sulphides, and in some of .it replacement has gone so far that
it is converted into a low-grade ore.
METASOMATIC ALTERATION OF 1'HE COUNTRY ROCK.

The limestone or calcareous shale adjoining the veins does not show
much alteration. The galena rarely occurs as small grains scattered
through the rock. More coml)lonly it forms larger bodies or is contained in seams of calcite or siderite in the shattered rock. It would
seem as if the limestone had simply been dissolved and a simultaneous
deposition of galena and sider~te had taken place .
.A black shale from the sixth level of the Argent mine contained,
distributed through its mass, small grains of galena. .A thin section
of this, examined under the microscope, proved to be an ordinary carbonaceous, fine-grained shale, with but little calcite. It was well filled
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with aggregates and veinlets of secondary quartz, with shreds of seri.
cite. Connected with these secondary quartz grains were :flocculent
aggregates of galena.
The veins in granite and diorite show very clearly the ·character of alteration suffered by the country rock. It is, in short, the
usual conversion into sericite and carbonates, often studied and
described before from veins in Idaho and California. But, in addition
to a complete change of feldspars and ferromagnesian minerals to the
substanee mentioned, the quartz is very strongly attacked, showing
the abundant presence of alkaliue c.arbonates. The process of alteration, if carried to completion, seems incompatible with the existence
of ferromagnesiarr silicates, since they are de~troyerl by the solution,
but a small amount of chlorite; nevertheless, remains in the altered
granite from the Ormsus mine, and even in the filiing of the vein a few
shreds of the same mineral are seen. In altered rocks of this kind it
is unusual to find any sulphides but pyrite or arsenopyrite, which is
common, and often forms well-developed crystals in primary quartz
or in sericite. But in the altered rock from the Idaho Democrat galena
and zinc blende are introduced by metasomatic processes, and in that
from the Crmsus mine galena, pyrite, arsenopyrite, pyrrhotite, and
chalcopyrite occur.
This fact made the study of these two rocks of great interest, and as
fresh rock closely adjoining the altered material could be procured,
analyses were made in order to trace the processes of alteration. On
the whole its course is similar in the two occurrences, though the Democrat is a vein carrying silver-lead ore, with no gold, in granite, and the
Crmsus is a gold vein with but little silver and characterized by the
mineral combination chalcopyrite-pyrrhotite.
Table of analyses and rnolecular propm·tions of fresh and altered wall rocks, Hailey,
Idaho.
[Analyst, W. ]'.Hillebrand.]
Percentages.
Constituent.

Si02 ...... ------ ........... ------ ................
Ti02 __ - __ ----- __ --- _. --- ________ •

·----- ------ ....................
------ ......... ------

Al20a ...........
Fe20a ---- ..............
FeO -----------

+

~

---· ·----- --------

CoO NiO- _- -.. --- --- . -- .. -. - --.
J\1n0 __________ . _----.------ .. ----

~·-··························

-- .. --- -- .. - .... ----- .. - .. - .. -- -.. -..

A.

AI. a

'68.42
.50
15.01
.97
1. 93
None.
.06
2.60
.03

71.93
.40
12.21
.64
2.99
None.
.18
2.59
None.

B.

57.78
1. 01
16.28
1.02
4.92
.02
.15
6.65
.07

a Contains in ounces per ton 0.01 gold and 0.35 silver; total value per ton, $0.41.
b Contains in ounces per ton 0.05 gold and 0.33 silver; total value pt>r t.on, $1.33.

B 1 .b

58.01
1. 08
15.72
.64
3.87
None.
.17

~

N
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Table of anal.IJBeB and rnolecular propm·tionB of fresh and altm·ed wall ?'Ocks, Hailey,
I daho·-Con tin u ed.
Percentages.
Constituent.

BaO . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
MgO . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

. 12
1. 21

1{20- - - - - - ..• - - - - - . - - . - - - . - -- - - - - N a20. . • . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

4. 25
3. 22

LbO ........ _.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
H20 below 105° C.... .. .. . .. .. . .. .

Trace.
. 54

c- ---- . ---- .. -----

. 73

P20.o; ------- -----· ...... ...... ..•.

.13
. 20

n~o

above 105°

C02 .........................• -...

s ------ ···-·· .... ····-- ··---- ---.02
Fe . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ........ .
Co+ Ni ...... ·----- ....................... .

Zn ....... ····-------··--· ------·· ......... .
Pu . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Cu . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
As ................................... -----.

Total ............... _.. .. ..

99. 95

Trace.
.58
3.29
.23
Trace.
.37
2.06
.10
1. 95
.lR
.13
None.
.09
Trace.
None.
None.
99.92

B.

B1 .

. 12
4.60
2.22
3.25
Trace.
. 34
. 92
.30
.15
.02

Trace~

.- -- -

~

~

2.07
4.79
.10
Trace.
. 31
2.71
. 31
2.86
1. 25
1. 52
.12

- - ..

...... ----1

. -- .......... . -- .... - ... - ...
.86
.05
1.65
99.88

100.24

Molecular proportions X 100.
Constituent.
B.

114.03
119.88
.63
.50
14.72
11.97
Al203 .... - .. - • - - - . · - - · · · · · - - · · - · ·
.61
.40
Fe203 •....•..•.••••••.....••.....
FeO . . . . • . . • • . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • .
2. 68
4. 15
CoO+NiO •...•••... ------- .......•.••..........•....
MnO . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . • •
• . 08
. 25
4.64
4.62
CaO ....••..•••••.•.••.•••••.....
.03 .......... ... SrO .•....••..... - ...•• - ••........
BaO ..••••.........••.........••.
. 08 .. -.......
1. 45
MgO ................•••.••••..••.
3.03
4.52
3.39
J{20 .. - - - - . - - . . . . - - - ••. - • - ...•••••
Na20 .............................
5.19
.37

Si Oz •.••••.• - ....•••••••••••. --- •
Ti02. ---- ....................... .

------

LhO . -- ••. - ..•.. -.--- .••• -•••••

0.

-

••••

96.30
1.26
15.96
. 64
6.83
.03
.21
11.87
.06
.08
11.50
2.36
5.24

96.68
1. 35
15.41
.40
5.38

-........ -- ...
.24
3.84

---- ·-----

-.... ---- ....
5.18
5.09
.16

---._I_ •.•.. --- .. -.- .............. ..

H 2 0 below 1050 C ......... _... _. . . .... _•••. I...... __ . .

. . _. . . . . . . _. _...... .

H 2 0 above 105° C .... _... . . . . . . . .

4. 06

11. 44

5. 11

P20n ------- .... ...... .... •••. ....

.09
.45

.07
4.43

.21
.34

C02 .......... ---- .... .... .... ....

Bl.

15. 06

I

.22 \
6.50
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Table of analyses and 'molecular proportions of fresh and altered 'Wall rocks, Haile!f,
idaho-Continued.
Molecular proportions X

100~

Constituent.

A.

s --.- -.--- .. -... ---- ---- ------ ----

. 06

Fe .... _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ....••••.

At.

.56
.23

B.

. 06

Co+Ni .......................... ·------·-· -------------------Zn ................•••...... ·.. _.... _.. . • • • . .

. 14

3.90
2.71

.20

.•.. __ . _...........•

Pb .....·...... _.......... --. . . . . . . . ••••.... - .. --. _ . __ ... _. . . . • . .
Cu ............................. ·_. . ...... - ......... _. . . -. ·- . . . . . .

I

~I

. 42
. 08

A·. --~:0~~:::.-.-:.-.-:_·_·:::: .-.-.-::::: --~~:~~-r~~:~-- --~~:~-- 16::::

I

A: No. 25 Hailey collection. Idaho Democrat mine, near Hailey; tunnel No.7, 600
feet from mouth, 3 feet from vein. Fresh, granitic country rock.
A1: No. 26 Hailey collection. Idaho Democrat mine; tunnel No. 7, 650 feet from
mouth, adjoining 5 inches of solid galena in vein. Altered granitic rock.
B: No. 32 Hailey collection. Crresus mine, near Hailey; main shaft. Fresh dioritic
country rock, near vein.
B 1: No. 33 Hailey collection. Crresus mine, main shaft. Altered dioritic country
adjoining vein.
•

Description of A.-Fresh, medium-grained granitic rock. Black scales
of biotite abundant; diameter, 1 millimeter. Reddish orthoclase, grains
up to 4 millimeters in diameter. Greenish oligoclase in about the same
quantity as the orthoclase. Gray quartz.
The thin section shows grayish-brown straigh~ foils of biotite, containing a little chlorite and epidote, as well as· some yellow serpentine.
Microcline in large grains, partly also microperthite. Oligoclase, partly
also andesine, in short prisms. All of the feldspars contain a little
sericite. A few grains of magnetite are present, inter grown with biotite.
Titanite in well crystallized grains; also apatite. Structure hypidiomorphic granular. Oligoclase in irregular prisms embedded in quartz
and potassium feldspar. The composition of this rock has been calculated, and is given on pages 82 and 83 of this report. It shows a
character intermediate between granite and quartz-diorite, and the
name of quartz-monzonite might be applied to it.
Descriptio?~ of A 1.-Greenish-gray rock, unquestionably altered granite. Quartz largely rPmains, w_hile feldspars and biotite are converted
to greenish-gray mass. Contains scattered grains, up to 2 millimeters,
of pyrite and brown zinc blende; also small specks of galena.
The thin section shows that the biotite is converted to large foils of
muscovite. The feldspars are also completely changed to radial tufts and
scaly aggregates, not very :fine, of sericite. In places these are mixed
with aggregates of carbonate grains. The quartz grains chiefly remain
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unaltered, but they are in places vigorously attacked and partly converted to sericite in the usual way, illustrated in the report on the goldquartz veins of Nevada City and Grass Yalley. 1
The clean quartz is first filled with large and irregular fluid inclusions; then, following these, sericite develops in minute scales growing
into the quartz. Simultaneously, it is often noted, the large grains of
granitic quartz split into aggregates of sharply defined smaller individuals. This peculiar· change does not seem to be directly due to
pressure, as many of the larger, comparatively intact grains are not seen
affected by undulous extinction. There are a few shreds of chlorite in
the slide. The apatite is completely unaltered. The titanite is con.
verted to bunches of needles of dark-brown rutile.
Description of B.-Fresh, dark grayish-green, coarse-granular rock
containing quartz, feldspar, pyroxene, and aggregates of biotite foils
about 1 millimeter in diameter, with parallel orientation.
The thin section shows much chestnut-brown biotite, intergrown
with magnetite and diallage. Diallage in typical anhedrons and broad
crystals. Small prisms of hypersthene. Some light·green hornblende
surrounds the diallage, which also contains a very little chlorite and
yellow serpentine. The feldspars are short, prismatic, and largely if
not exclusively a labradorite. Between the prisms a notable amount
of quartz is pressed in, as well as a few large grains of orthoclase.
~uch magnetite, or ilmenite. · .A few crystals of titanite. Structure
hypidiomorphic, dioritic.
The calculation of this rock is given on pages 82 and 83 of this report.
It may be considered a diorite. .A more exact designation wou~d be a
basic quartz-biotite-pyroxene-diorite.
Description of B 1.-Dirty grayish· green rock of granitic structure.
Biotite altered to grayish-green micaceous mineral. .A few grains of
quartz visible. Contains small grains of chalcopyrite; galena, pyrite,
pyrrhotite, as well as crystals of arsenopyrite. The specimen also
shows a few minute veinlets of quartz and carbonates with grains of
chalcopyrite.
The thin sections show a similarity to A 1, as they contain m.uch
felted sericite and quartz. The arrangement of the minerals shows
most clearly a granular structure, tho outlines of the prisms of plagioclase remaining, though the mineral is converted into sericite in radial
and fibrous tufts. No feldspar remains. Large muscovite foils are
plainly pseudomorphic after biotite. A very little chlorite is scattered
through the section in small masses and streaks, and often, but uot
always, lines the new-formed ores. Quartz is in part fresh, retaining its
old outlines; in part it is much altered and filled with sericite and sulphides. It is brownish by a great abundance of irregular fluid inclusions, mostly without bubbles, and generally massed on certain planes.
Where sulphides and sericite have formed in the quartz the larger
1

Seventeenth Ann. Rept. U. S. Geol. Survey, Part II, p. 146.
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quartz grains divide into aggregates, as described under ..A. 1• The magnetite and titanite have disappeared, but instead appear bunches of
needles of rutile.
The arsenopyrite appears in well-defined crystals of the usual rhombic
outlines; maximum size, 1 millimeter. The crystals form in sericite and
quartz, penetrating both, often destroying the optical continuity of
adjoining quartz grains. Chalcopyrite occurs in irregular masses, sometimes intergrown with other sulphides and also often with lining of
chlorite. The galena grows in the quartz in straggling, wiry forms, not
lined by chlorite, sericite, or any other mineral, but appears as if-simply
occupying the space of dissolved quartz. It occurs only in quartz
which is completely tilled with fluid inclusions, and its growth begins
as little knots and particles dotted over any certain plane of fluid inclusions. These dots, of which some are shown on Pl. XXXIV, 0, finally
appear to have united into larger masses. The qua.rtz grain in which
the galena occurs is partly broken up into new quartz aggregates.
The following table shows the result of the calculation of these four
analyses. Regarding the calculation of the fresh rocks, the reader is
· referred to page 82 of this report.
Table showing the calculated minemlogical composition of fTesh and alteTed rocks front
Hailey, idaho.
1--·--M-ine_raL_ _ _ ,_ _
A._j

Poc\~~~i~~l:;f~fo~~i~c~i~~~~~~~~~Soda feldspar (albite) ........ _...

18.07
3. 00
33. 72

· .__1

A,.

j

_- ._ ._ .__- __- ._____

B.

I~

""_'·_5_7____-_--_ .__-_--_-_._--I

1

Soda-lime feldspar (oligoclase)....
...•.•......••••..............
Soda-lime feldspar (labradorite) .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
46. 65 ......... .
Biotite .. _........................ 1
9. 68 . . . . . . . • • • a 24. 06 ...... _.. .
Apatite . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
. 30
0. 23
. 69
0. 72
Titanite ........................ _./
. 88 . . . . . . . . . .
1. 29 ......... .
Magnetite ............ -----------.31 .... -----1.48 ---- ...••.
Quartz . _____ . __ ...... __ . __ ... ___ .
29. 21
55. 07
, 8. 45
36. 18
Sericite ... __ .. _...... _....... __ . _ . . . . . . . . . .
31. 78 •• _. _. . . . .
38. 18
Chlorite ..·---·------·····-------·
3.00
7.21
9.00
11.76
Calcite: ........ __ .... ___ . _... __
45
4. 39
• 33
3. 11
Magneslte ... - .... - ............ _............... -- .. " .... -.......
1. 26
Siderite ........ _................. 1...... . . . .
. 05 .... _. . . . .
2. 19
Rutile ............ _........... _.. ,.. _... . . . .
. 40 . . . . . . . . . .
1. 08
1
• 03
Pyrite. ___ .................. _.. _. _
. 19
. 03
. 58
Pyrrhotite ............. -.- ........ - ... _....
. 07 .... _. . . . .
. 15
Arsenopyrite ......... _........ _..... _......... __ . _........ _.. _.
3. 58
Chalcopyrite . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . - ....... _. . ...... _. . . .. _. . . . . .
. 15
Galena .................. - - . . . . . . . . - . _. . . . . . . . _. _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. 99
Zinc blende ...... ...... ...... .... ...... ....
.14 ...•.. .... Trace.
' Water below 105° C ... _........ _.
· . 54
. 37
. 34
. 31

.-I .

L_Total . . . . . .

. ....

~...

. ..;

·I

_99_._19_!...__9_9_.9-0---'--9-9._8_9__,__1o_o_._24----l

a Diallage, h,vpersthene, biotite, and hornblende.
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At Calcite being present, as shown by the effervescence of the carbonates, CaCo3
was calculated from the percentage of CaO, less amount necessary for apatite. The
small excess of C0 1 was referred to PeC0:1, as this mineral is known to be present in
the veins. The total KzO was calculated as sericite from the following average
composition:
Per cent.

SiOz .............................. 47.00
Al~O:t . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 35. 00
F~03 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2. 00
FeO . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. 50
K20 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10. 50

Per cent.

N a-zO. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
HzO . . . . . . • . • . . . . . . • . . • . . . . . . . . . .

0. 50
4. 50
100.0"0

The remainder ofMgO, FeO, MnO, Al 2 0 3, and HzOwaR then added, with au estimated amount of SiO~ necessary for chlorite, which is known to be present. The
formula for this supposed chlorite then becomes 2Alz0 3, 6Si0 2, 8Fe0, 3Mg0, 7H2 0, or
HH(FeMg)uAl~Si,3 03o, or
Per cent.

Per cent.

SiOz...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (24. 97) MgO . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
8. 04
Al~O:t . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
15. 81 HzO...... . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . • • . . .
8. 19
:Fe~0:3 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1. 94
:FeO . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 41. 05
100.00
This shows clearly that the mineral belongs to the chlorite group; it is not, however, normal chlorite, such as usually results from the alteration of biotite, but a
variety unusually rich in iron. The whole of the TiOz has been classed as rutile, the
microscope showing that this mineral is present in notable quantity. The pyrite and
pyrrhotite were separated as indicated in the remarks to the following calculation.
B 1• The carbonates of Ca., Mg, and Fe are present, as shown by the slow attack
of acids. After deducting enough CaO for apatite, CaCO:t was calculated from the
remaining CaO. The surplus COz was equally distributed between MgO and FeO.
Dr. Hillebrand remarks that u cold, strong HNOa dissolves all the sulphides and
nearly all (3.45 per cent) FeO. About 2.2 per cent AhO:; also dissolves, but no Si02 ,
indicating a silicate, the SiOz of which separates in granular condition. Acids dissolve no TiOz, but all CaO, hence the TiOz is not contained as titanite, but probably
as rutile. The portion insoluble in HN03 contained 0.42 per cent FeO and 0.54: per
cent Fe2 0 3 • The calculation of the sulphides gives results which are probably
nearly correct in all cases, and quite so as to galena and arsenopyrite. The distribution of the sulphur is determined as follows: Boiling a few :r;nlnutes with dilute
HCl removes the sulphur of PbS, ZnS, and Pe 7S 8 ; this was found to be 0.19 per cent
S, ZnS being only present in trace. The galena was calculated, and remaining S
referred to Fe 7S8 • The sulphides insoluble in HCl, requiring 1.06 per cent S, were
found by connecting all the Co and Ni with enough Fe and As to form arsenopyrite.
The copper affords a basis for calculating the chalcopyrite, and the remainder of S
is given to the pyrite." If all of the KzO is calculated as sericite, there is a considerable deficit of Al20a. Consequently, some other potassic silicate besides sericite is
present. The soluble Ab0:3, 2.2 per cent, was referred to chlorite, which is known
to be present; the remainder, calculated as sericite, giving a surplus of 0.95 per
cent KzO. The remainder, adding an estimated amount of silica necessary for
chlorite on the basis of FeO and MgO, is composed as follows:

a:
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Per cent.

Con,Utu,nt.

Si Oz .••• ••••• -- •• -...••••... - . ---- ---- -- •. ---- . ----- .. - -- . - - - . - - . - ... - - - - - - . - . - . - - .....•..
Fez0 3 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
FeO+MnO. __ .....••...............................
Al~03 ... - . - - .

MgO .............................................. .
l{z0 .......... - .. - - .. - .. -- ... - ... ---.----- . - .... --.-

I H,O ··~-~~~;::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::

Molecular
proportions.

(3.60)
2.24
.02
2.50
1.47
. 95

6.00
2.20
. 01
3.23
3.68
1. 00

• 98

~

11.76

This is probably a mixture of prevailing chlorite rich in FeO, like that in A 1, with
a certain amount of a doubtful soluble potassic silicate. ThefinallyremainingSi0 2
is of course free quartz.

Discussion by equal weights.-The problem which it is desired to solve
may be expressed as follows: Given a fresh rock of known chemical
and mineralogical composition and an altered rock, also of known
composition, derived from the fresh by hydrothermal processes, it is
desired to find the actual amount of material per unit weight and per
unit volume of fresh rock added and subtracted during this· process.
If the actual additions and subtractions exactly balance, tben the
analyses afford a direct measure of the gains and losses. On tbis
basis we obtainConstituent.

I-----A~a~nd_A__

1 • _____

Gain.

Loss.

an•d~Bkj.

_____B
__
1
Gain.

Loss.

;---------------------------1--------i--------l--------0.23
SiOz...... . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
3. 51
Ti0 2 __ • ~ • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • - ••
0.10
.03
2.80
Alz03. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...... - ..
.56
Fe2 0,1 ••••• __ ••• _ •••• __ •• _ • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
. 33
. 38
FeO ..... _....... _........ _... _..·..
1. 06
1. 05
CoO+ Ni 0 .... _•.............................. - ............ _...
. 02
MnO ... _....... _............ _....
. 12 :. . . . . . . . . .
. 02 ... -~"-~~ ..
4.50
CaO ............ -----· -----· ·----- ---- -----·
. 01 ·----- .•..
SrO ...... __ ............................. --·
. 03 ....•. _. __
. 07
BaO . __ ... _.. _.... _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...... -- .
. 12 ......... .
.12
2.53
J\1g0 .. - - - . - ... - ...... - - ... -- - - . - . . -- - . - - . - .
. 63 . - . - ... - - .
K~o ... _. ___ .... ___ .... _ ..... ____ ..• _. _.... _
. 96
2. 57
Na 20. ...... ...... ...... ...... .... .... ......
2.99 .... ......
3.15
H 2 0 above 105° C ...•...... -----1.33 ---- ......
1.79 ......... .
P20 5 · · · · - · · · · - - - · - - - - - - - - - - - - - · · · ••••••••••
.03
.01 ......... .

~~'::::::::::::::::::::::::.::::::!" l:H ·::::::::: ~:!~

::::::::::

Co+Ni ..........................
.12 ------ ... .
Zn ........ _.............. _. _..... j
• 09
.......... __ ... ___ ... _....•.•.
Pb .... - ......... - ... - • • • . . . . . . . . • . ...•. -- . . . . . . • . . . . . .
. 86 ......... .
1

.•.•••

....

.••.••

•.••

I ~~ :::;~;.;: :: :::::::::::: :::: ::::'::::~: ;~: :I: :::~: ~~:: 1~: !: : :~:~~::I
I
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If the analyses added up to 100 the gains and losses would of course
be identical in amount.
The substances which in both cases are added are HzO, OOz, and S,
as well as certain heavy metals. Nearly totally lost in both cases are
SrO, BaO, andNazO; further, one-balfofMgO and a varying percentage
of Alz03; CaO remains nearly constant in At, while there is a heavy loss
in B 1• Some K 20 is lost in A 1, while a considerable gain is noted in
B. Iron remains about.constant in B, while there is a notable loss in
At. Pz05 and TiOz suffer only slight gains or losses. The assumption
of equal loss and gain is, however, almost certainly wrong, and other
ways should be attempted for the solution of the problem. In regard
to A and A 1 , the only positively known fact is the almost absolute
removal of SrO, BaO, and N a 2 0, or 3.15 units from the original weight
of 100 units fresh rock. We also know that these same 100 units have
received an addition of heavy metals, C02, S, and HzO, but exactly bow
much is not known. The apparent addition of these three constituents
indicated in A 1 is 3.33. In the same manner B bas lost nearly 3.34
units Na20, SrO, and BaO, and gahted in heavy metals, 00 2, S, and
H 2 0, about 8.41 units. Recalculating the percentages of A 1 and Bt,
without this added materiaf, we obtain the following gains and losses.
Fe is here calculated as FeO.
A.

B.

Constituent.
Gain.

Gain.

LOAS.

J.,oss.

5.82
5.39
SiOl------ -----------------------Ti0 2 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
0. 09
. 17 ......... .
Al~O,; ......•.... ~. __ .. . . . • . . . . . • • . . • . . . . . . . .
2. 37
. 84 .••••.••••
Fe~03 ---···--··----------···------ ---------.31 1---------0.32
:FeO .. ;... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1. 33
.. ... ....
1. 41
......... .

lg_~~~~~~~~~~~~~
~~~~~~ :~~~~:~~~~ :~: -~~~~:. o3~~::;---· -~~~-- ---- 4:3i""
si-o ___ . _.. ____________ . ___ . . ____ . . _________
01
I

BaO . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
MgO- ----.-.-- .... --- --- . .. :. ---- ... --- ....

. 12
. 61

~~~0:::: ~ ~ ~::: ~ ~: ~ ~: ~ ~:: ~: ~ ~:: ~ ~ ~ 1: ~: ~:: ~:: ~

2: ~~

•

________

1 ••••••

1

•••

••

1- ___

•

•

•

_

•

•

•

•

••

~~ ~~

12
2. 35

•

_.

•

----2: 99--

H:O (hygroseopic) .......... ------ ...... ....
.16 ____ ...... ________ __
H~O(comuiued) ..................
1.75---------17n ---------·
P~o.,

·i

.o3

-----·----· -------·-·····--·· _________

.o4 _________ _

co~------------···----·-----··--

1.3:3 , ...........
2.11 ......... .
S ... . .. ... ... .. . .. . .. . . . . ... . ...
. 16 I • • • • • • • • • •
]. 23
......... .
Zn . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . • • . . . • • . . . . . . . .
. 09 · •- .................... _..••• _.
Co +Ni .............. ---- .... ____ .... -----· ---- ......
.12 ......... .
Pu ........ ___ ...... __ ........ _ .. _. __ ... __ . . . ___ . . . . .
. 86 . ____ . ___ _
Cn .. ---... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..........
05 . _.... _.. .
1

••••••

As ---

•

•

•

•

•

;;;~;::::: ::::::::::::::::: ~---;~.-~~. -~ ---.; :~~- -~ 1~: ::
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It is needless to say that these results are at best only approximate,
and may contain notable errors. The method adopted by Mr. G. P.
Merrill, in his book on Rocks, Hock Weathering, and Soils (p. 207), of
consid~ring one constituent as a constaut, is one which must be used
with the greatest caution, in the cases of hydrothermally altered rocks
at least, since there is here little reason to assume that the constancy
of any one constituent is sufficiently marked to afford a basis for a more
nearly correct recalculatio;n. vY e may assume, perhaps, that in B and
Bt the .A}z0 3 bas remained fairly constant. If it has remained absolutely constant, the following gains and losses are obtained for B:

~•tituont.

I

B.

j__c_.,____ _G_a_in_._l

Cou.titu.,,t.

ll.l

I

Lo,,

Gain.

1

SiOz . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2. 30
11
1
TiOz . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. 11 .........
Alz03 ............ i 0. 00 , 0.00
. 35
Fe10a ............ ! •••• • ---FeO .......... __ ..
1. 12 _... _.... :,
---.- ....

1

~-~~

I_________ ' .02

H,O (hygroscopic).
H 20 (combined) ... !

Pz05 ···--··-----··!
co~_

...... _______ _

S . _. __ .... ___ . __ ..

:\1n0.............
.03 ......... :; Co+Ni............
CaO- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..... -..
4. 42 .i Pb .. ~ ....... - .. -- .

1.90

........ .
1

.02 • • • • • • • • •
2.82
1. 31" I ••...••• _
.10
. 89

1--------.... _. _. _

~:~:::::::::::::: ::::::::: ·:~; I~::::::::::::::::: ____ :~--1:::::::::

I MgO :::::::::::::

....

;_·;~-- ---~--~~--~~

_...... ...... .... .....
1

3.15

I

Total ____ ____

15~70-10~58

1

In !'egard to .A and At, it seems extremely doubtful w?etber any of
the constituents have remained constant. The alumina shows a notable
apparent loss, which probably, to some extent at least, is actual. Recalculating on the basis of any supposed constant is here not likely to lead
to a more nearly accurate result tban is contained in tlJe above table.
The small amounts of TiOz and Pz05 are supposed to suffer little
change by hydrothermal processes, but a recalculation b~sed on their .
constancy would be apt to lead to multiplication of errors unless the
analysis is absolutely correct. Let us assume, however, that Ti0 2 and
Pz05 in unit weight of fresh rock A has remained constant while more
of the other substances h_ave been added than has been carried away.
Then Ti02 and Pz05 in the analysis of tlJe altered rock will show an
apparent loss, measured by the added substance. The uniform apparent loss shown by TiOz and P 2 0, in At would be explained by an addition of one-fourth to the unit weight. of fresh rock. So large an addition
is decidedly improbable in view of the character of the allalyses. On
this same basis the 1osses and gains in B 1 would nearly balance, as there
is very little change in 'fi0 2 and Pz05. Consequently, this assumption
of constancy is probably incorrect.
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Principal processes active.-The results are then in general that A 1
has gained about 3 per cent and that B 1 has gained from 5 to 9 per cent.
An exact estimate of the actual losses and gains can be obtained only
by following up the chemical changes which have taken place. Although
this may be impossible to determine with correctness, yet we know the
processes in the main.
The changes by means of which a fresh granitic or dioritic rock has
been transformed into an aggregate of quartz, sericite, sulphides, and
carbonates, involve, as far as can be seen, two processes:
1. Partial replacement or an exchange of constituents· due to chemical action of more or lflss complicated kind between a solvent and an
original mineral. Some of the elements are partly or wholly carried
off by the solution, others remain constant or increase in quantity.
One or more new minerals occupy the place of a related primary mineral. Of such nature is the partial replacement of orthoclase by serici~e and quartz. In extreme cases all of the constituents except one
may be carried away; that one may, besides, have received a strong
addition. Of such character is the replacement of feldspar by quartz.
2. Complete replacement, which apparently is due to the action on
the mineral by a complex solution that is a strong solvent of the
primary mineral and at the same time contains wholly different constituents, which immediately are deposited in the spaces occupied by
a dissolved mineral. The liquid may either dissolve the old mineral
unaltered or decompose it into new soluble compounds. The replacement of quartz or feldspar by galena and arsenopyrite appears to be of
this nature.
The only satisfactory way to arrive at actual losses and gains wmild
then be to follow the chemical reactions in their detail. This, however,
is not possible, chiefly because we know but few of the reactions which
have taken place. The principal change is, of course, from orthoclase
to sericite, expressed by
3(KA1Sb0a) + HzO + 00z=KHzAl3(Si0 4 h + Kz003 + 6Si0z,
and from orthoclase and anorthite to calcite and muscovite with liberation of silica. CaAlzSizOa+ KAlSi:lOs+ 00 2 + llz0=0a003+KHz.Ab(Si04h+ 2Si0z.
The first formula, reduced to percentages, reads:
93.1 per cent orthoclase+ 2 per cent HzO + 4.9 per cent 00z=44.4
per cent sericite+ 15.4 per cent K 200 3 + 40.3 per cent SiOz. If Si0 2
separates as quartz, then 36 cubic decimeters orthoclase yields 15.7
cubic decimeters sericite and 15.2 cubic <lecimeters quartz, a.nd the
total change of volume is a contraction of about 1.3 per cent.
The secqnd formula, reduced to percentages, reads:
45 per cent orthoclase + 45 per cent anorthite + 7 per cent OOz + 3
per cent H 2 0 =16.4 per cent calcite + 64.q per cent sericite+ 19.3 per
cent quartz. Under the above supposition, then, 33.9 per cent cubic
clecimett•rs orthoclase + anorthite yields 6 cubic decimeters calcite, 22.8
per cent cubic decimeters sericite, and 7.3 per cent cubic decimeters
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quartz, or a total of 36 cubic deeimeters, showing an expansion of about
6 per cent.
From these relations in. the principal reactions it is safe to draw
the conclusion that the alteration is accompanied by no considerable
change of volume. 'rhere appears to have been contraction rather
than expansion, which fact finds expression in the porosity of the rock.
The totallea~hing of BaO, it should be remarked, is not accompanied
by the appearance of barite in the vein; at any rat~, if any barite is
present it must be in wholly subordin'ate quantity. If; as seems probable, the A]z0 3 has decreased in A 1, the presence of water containing
free sulphuric acid at some stage of the alteration is likely, though, of
course, the principal alteration bas taken place under the influence of
waters containing 002 • In B 1 only hot carbonated waters may have
been active. The free silica has in both cases been more than doubled
and the total Si0 2 has also in both cases been slightly increased. Thus,
no silica has here been leached from the wall rock. The opposite
course in regard to KzO and CaO in the two rocks is remarkable, and
lends strength to the belief that they have been subjected to the action
of slightly different waters.
Discussion by equal volumes.-The density of the four rock:-; analyzed
above was determined by Dr. W. F. Hillebrand as follows:
oc.
A ......................... _....... __ ~ _.... _.... : ......
A., .. ------ .... ---------------- ••.. ---------- ..•••.....
B ... __ •.... __ .. _•••... ___ . _.•• _... _.... _-.- ....... ___ .
B, . ___ .... _. _....•..... __ ... ___ ... _.•..••• _...•. _. ___ .

2. 672
2. 472
2. 826
2. 898

+ 27.5
29
+ 28
+ 28

at
at+
at
at

From the mineralogical composition in the table on page 223, the
following specific gravities may be calculated:
A ......... -- ..... -.- ... _- .... --- ............ ---- ........ - .... __ .. 2. 66
AI --------- . -----.----. --- •.. ---- - .... --. -----. ---- --.- -----. -- .. 2. 74B ••. _ . _.• - ..•.•..•. - _ . ___ •.. --.-- . _.. _....... __ •.............. _.. 2. 81
B1 ••••• - •• - •.•............... -..... --- .....••• - ...... -....... --.. 3. 00

In this calculation the following specific gravities have been assumed:
Sericite ..... -----· ____ ........ ------------ ... : ...... ____ ...... ____
Chorite in the fresh rocks ...... ____ ------ .... __________ ------ ____
Chlorite in At ....... _...... _..... _..... _... _.. _..................
Chlorite in B1 •. __ • _•• _.•••••. __ • _.....•............•......... __ ..
Biotite ..... _ .. _........... _............ _~ ..... _.................
Orthoclase ... _.. _ ......... __ ........... __ . _ ...... _............ __ .
Albite ............. -----·------------ ...... ________ .... -·---- ____
Oligoclase . __ ..... _. _.. ___ ...... _. _ ........... _........ _~ . . . . . . . .
Labrauorite ------------- ____ ·----- ........ ------------ .... -----Quartz .. _..... ___ •.. __ .... _. ___ ..... _.... _ . __ . _.. _. _.... ___ . ___ .

2.83
2. 70
2. 90
2. 80
3. 05
2. 5Q

2.62
2. 64
'2. 68

2. 65

For the ferromagnesian silicates in B an average specific gravity of
3.20 was assumed.- For the remaining minerals the ordinarily given
specific gravity of the pure substances was used.
The calculated and actual re~ults agree closely in the case of the
fresh rocks. The calculated results further show that the specific gravities of the altered rocks are decidedly higher than the corresponding
fresh material; in B1 this.is partly due to introduced sulphides, but in
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A, these latter have but little influence on the specific gravity. There
is, further, a very notable divergence between the calculated and actual
results in the case of the altered rocks; the rocks are actually very
much lighter than they should be. This can only be interpreted as
showing a porosity, or incomplete filling of space. In A 1 this porosity
is 10 per cent, in B 1 3 per cent.
·
From the fact of this porosity and from the further fact that the rock
shows no evidence of compression it is fair.to conclude that the volume
of the rock has during the alteration remained approximately constant.
Henee, from 1 cubic d~cimeter of fresh rock from the Idaho Democrat
(A) 2.67:3-2.472 = 0.200 kilogram substance has been removed. This
is equal to 7.5 per cent of the original weight. '
But as the calculated specific gravity is 2.74, it follows that the rock
alters to an aggregate of minerals having greater density. Were the
alteration accompanied by strong pressure the result would be a reduc. tion of volume. Thus, 1 cubic decimeter of the fresh rock A weighs
2.672 kilograms, while 1 cubic decimeter of the altered compact would
weigh 2.740 kilograms. Looking at it this way, 2.672 kilograms have
increased to 2. 740; that is, the alteration has produced an addition of
substance equal to 2.5 per cent. From the discussion of the analyses
the total gain, calculated in another manner, is obt:-~ined as 3 per cent.
The fresh rock from the Orcesus shows, on the other .hand, for constant
volume of 1 ~ubic decimeter, a gain of 2.898-2.826 = 0.072 kilogram, or
an addition of 2.6 per cent of the original weight. As shown by the
calculated specific gravity, the rock is, however, altt:>ring into an aggregate which, were it compact, would have still greater specific gravity.
The sum total of increase in weight is here 3.00 -2.826=0.174, or 6
per cent of the original weight of 1 cubic decimeter. As will be seen
below, a gain of 9.12 per cent was calculated for this rock on page 226;
and on page 227, with constant alumina, u.l2 per cent was obtained.
The latter calculation is doubtless more nearly correct.
A and A, apparently represent the normal course of alteration, with
the introduction of only a limited amount of ~ulphides. In such a
case, the volume being constant, 1 cubic decimeter of fret'h rock lost
7.5 per cent of its weight through leaching of substance. At the same
time 100 kilograms of fresh rock will gain, say, 3 per cent in weight
through a conversion into heavier mineral aggregates.
In the second case there has been a notable amount of heavy sulphides introduced. Assuming constant volumes, 1 cubic decimeter of
fresh rock here gains 2.6 per cent in weight, while lOO'kilograms of fresh
rock gains 6 per cent in weight.
If we then calculate the weight of constituents in 1 cubic decimeter
of A, having the specific gi.·avity of 2.672, and tile same in 1 cubic deci·
meter of A 1 , having the specific gravity of 2.472, we obtain by comparing
these results the actual losses and gains which have been applied to
the unit volume of the fresh rock in order .to produce tile altered rock.
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In the same manner the losses and gains of B and B 1 are obtained.
All these data are shown in the following table:
Table showing gains and losses of A and B during altemtion to .A 1 and B 1 •
Gain.
Per Percentage of,
cubic for
eaclh
meter constit·
of A.
uent.

Loss.

Per
cubic
meter
of A.

Gain.

Percentage of,
for each
cons tituent.

Percent- Per
Per
of~
cubic ageeach
cubic
meter for
meter
cons
titof B.
of B.
uent.

Percentage of,
for each
constituent.

--- - ---- -- --Kilos.

Per ct.

SiOz ..•.•...... --------------1
'fiOz .••.•............ --···--- 1
Ah03 • ----. ---- . ----- ---- ---Fe:~,03 ......••......•. --------

Kilos.
'

49
3
99
10

Per ct.

Kilos.

Per ct.

Kilos.

Per ct.

2.7,
48
2.9 ...•..•.......•
2.3
2
6.9 .............. .
24. 7
4
.9
61.6 •••... ........
10
34.5

I·----- --.. ----

~:g+Ni·o:::::: ---~~- ---~~~~x::~:: ::::::::::::::::::::::

1

~ 1~~:~

~~~::::::::::: ::::j::::::::

7~ 1~~:~

MnO...........
3
1u0.0 ...•.. ........
1
25.0 .•.•.........•.
CaO . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
6
8. 5 . • • • • . . • . . . . . . 126
67. 0
SrO............ ...... ....•••.
1
100.0 .•.... ........
2
100.0

K~o

... _.. . . . .. . .. .......... _.

N azO. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . •
H20 a. b ov e
+ 105° - -- - - . . -- - - - - -- - - - ---

1;
33
80
5

1~~:~

::::::::::::::
29. o
76
120. 6 ... __ . _....... .
93. 0 . . • • . . . . . . . . . .
89
96. 7
35.8

1

10.0

below
+105°.......

H10

31
155
•••••• •••--•••
PzOs ...••.. .... ...... .... .....
1
25.0
C02 .... .... ....
43
(a)
•••.•• •••• ....

53
203,8 •o•••• . . . . . . . . .
0
____ o
__ !,·_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_
79
(a)
S ..............
4
(a,)---------~---35
(a)
------1---------~
Fe . . . . . . . . . . . . .
3
All. . •••.·. • • • • . • • •
44
All. .......•.•.....
Co+Ni ............................. ,........
4
All.
Zn . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2
All. ..•••.•....•...••.•..•.•.......... . . . . . . . . ·1
Pb .................................
24
All. ...... 1,.. _.... ..
Cu . . . . . .. .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . • • • • . . . .
2
All. . ..... \......... 1

------1------·--

J.... ....

c---------- ~=~:==14~T=~~ :::::::::1
a :Nearly all .

.A. compari:::;on with the results obtained on page 226 is interesting,
and shows, among other things, how the gain in silica there obta.iued
in A1 is here changed to a corresponding loss. In no other instance is
there a reversal of gain and loss for any constituent, but the sun~s show
how the rock Ah instead of having its mass incr~ased, has suffered a
considerable loss, and how in Bh on the other hand, the two ways of
calculation lead to similar results.
In conclusion, it should again be emphasized that the change in
volume during the alteration must be known in order to ascertain
definitely the actual amounts of gains and losses.

CHAPTER VI.
FLORENCE, WARREN, AND THE SEVEN DEVILS.
FLORENCE GOLD-MINING DISTRICT.
SITUA1'ION.

The Florence· mining district is situated in Idaho County, 100 miles
north-northeast of Weiser and 80 miles south-southeast of Lewiston,
at an elevation of about 6,000 feet. The mines are located on the north
side of Salmon River, near the point where t~at stream turns sharply
from a we~terly to a northerly direction, and are reached by wagon
road from Lewiston via Grangeville and Mount Idaho. All along its
course the river has cut a canyon in the older rocks to a depth of from
4,000 to 5,000 feet. Florence is situated on a plateau near the brink of
the canyon. In one of the older Mint reports it has been described,
not inaptly,as "a marsh on top of a mountain." The district embraces
an area of about 5 by 8 miles of gently rolling nature, few of the hills
exceeding 300 feet in height. Three miles south of Florence the abrupt
edge of the canyon slope is reached. To the north and northeast higher
ridges rise about 1,500 feet above this undulating plateau. The situation and the general character of the country are well shown on Pl. IX.
The district is drained chiefly by Sand Creek, forming a branch of
Meadow Creek, which empties into Salmon River 10 miles southeast of
Florence. A short distance north of Florence is the low divide from
which part of the drainage finds its way into Slate Creek, emptying
into the Salmon near Freedom, while another part empties through
small ravines southward into the Salmon. The plateau around Florence is drained by a number of small creeks, from 20 to 150 yards wide,
having flat, gravel-filled bottoms and a very slight grade .. Before the
beginning of placer mining these ramifying creeks were fiJled with peat
and muck to a depth of from 2 to 20 feet, and many of them were stagnant marshes. Below the peat was a stratum of angular gravel in
which the gold was found.
The whole district, excepting only the deeper parts of the Salmon
Rive1~ Canyon, is covered by a thick forest of black pine and tamarack.
The trees do not, however, attain great size, except on the middle slopes
of the canyon, where there is a fine growth of yellow pine. In the
winter snow falls to a depth of from 5 to 7· feet.
232
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HIS'l'ORY AND PRODUCTION.

The Florence camp was discovered in the fall of 1861, being one of
the first of a number of celebrated pl~cei· mining districts in Idaho.
The gravels produced large amounts of gold during the few first years,
but were soon exhausted.
The total production can not be determined, but is estimated to be
from $15,000,000 to $30,000,000. The production from July; 1868, to
July, 1869, had already sunk to $200,000; during 1871 only $100,000
wa.s produced; during 1872, $78,000. From this date the camp is rarely
mentioned in the l\'Iint reports, and during many years the Chinese
were in undisturbed possession, washing over old tailings. The report
for 1881 estimates the production at $45,000; in 1882 it was $35,000;
in 1884, $40,000; in 1885, $44,093 of gold and $803 of silver; in 1887,
$38,449 of gold and $1,551 of silver. Soon after the- camp became
practically deserted.
While it was recognized at an early date that the gold was derived
from quartz veins, these. were considered of little value. The only
. quartz vein mentioned in the old reports was the Harpster and Little,
located 4 miles from Florence, on the brink of the Salmon River. This
was a silver vein, containing practically no gold. In 1896 and 1897
quartz mining received a great impetus. Prospecting showed the
presence of very many veins and the district was soon covered by
locations, several mills were erected, and the populati9n increased to
about 1,000. In 1898 many claims were also being worked, though, as
might have been expected,.some did not turn out well. The Waverly
closed down, but is expected to be reopened. The Hi Yu, Banner,
Blossom, and Candelaria were worked with reported success.
GEOLOGY.

The geology of the district is very simple, granite being almost the
only rock occurring in it. The surface in the vicinity of Florence is
everywhere crumbling and decomposed. The rock is a medium-grained
biotite-granite of gray color. No muscovite is present. As seen in
thin section, it contains at least as much oligoclase as orthoclase, and the
structure is normal granitic. The rock does not contain many dikes.
There are scarcely any of pegmatitic character, and only a few which·
appear to be related to diorites. The .latter have a direction parallel
to that of the veins, are nearly vertical, and may be traced for long distances. It is probable that upon closer examination these dikes will be
found to belong to the class of lamprophyric dike rocks.
The difference between the sharply incised canyon of Salmon River and
the gently rolling plateau beyond it indicates plainly that we have here
a remnant of a topography antedating the excavation of the canyon.
This old and gently undulating surface is seen both north and south of
the Salmon River Canyon, but scarcely anywhere are the relations so
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clearly and sharply defined as at Florence. A continental uplift raised
the region several thousand feet after it had been worn down so as to present the topographic features shown near Florence. The result was the
erosion of the abrupt trench of the Salmon. The age of this old, gentler
topography is not established beyond doubt, but for many reasons it
seems probable that it decidedly antedates the lVIiocene, the period of
the Columbia lava.
PLACER DEPOSITS.

Over the whole area of the Florence Basin, about 5 by 8 miles, placer
gold was found abundantly in nearly every one of the many branching

FIG. 27.-Sketch map showing principal mines at Florence, Idaho.

(From claim map by Smith &

Smith.)

creeks. All these were filled to a depth of a few feet with sand and
subangular gravel. The gold is coarse and also more or less angular,
and bas a fineness of from 660 to 705, the remainder being chiefly silver.
Among the heavier material remaining in the sluice boxes with tM.e·
gold are magnetite and ilmenite, as we11 as a comparatively lar.ge
amount of zircon in microscopieally perfect crystals. The latter is
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usually designated by the miners "white sand." Though all of the
creeks and streamlets were very rich, one of them, named Baboon
Gulch, is mentioned as having produced au extraordinary amount of
the yellow metal. At the present time there is but little placer mining
going on, as during a period of nearly forty years the shallow gravels
have been practically exhausted. For many years, as stated above,
the district was almost abandoned except by Chinese, who washed the
tailings of the old mines. In 1899 a steam dredging enterprise was
inaugurated, by means of which it was proposed to wash some areas
of low-grade gravels.
.
The age of the gold-beariiig gravels is somewhat in doubt. In all
probability they are very old and were most likely formed during the
N eocene period.
QUARTZ VEINS.

As mentioned above, quartz mining has not been carried on to any
notable extent in Florence until the last few years. Mo:::;t of tlJe locations were made in 1897, and a preliminary blue-print map, published in
1898, shows the existence of several hundred claims. There are, indeed,
a great number of veins, forming a complicated system. It may be said
that two directions prevail. The veins in the vicinity of the town and
north of it have a nearly east-and-west strike, while another important
vein system, traceable for several miles, from near the mouth of Meadow
Creek up to a point 3 miles southwest of Florence, shows a direction of
from 15°to 30o north of west. The clip is universallytothe south, ranging
from 50° to 70°. Each of the systems contains a great number of veins.
The outcrops do not show well on the decomposed and di~integrated
granite, often covered by vegetation or debris. The veins) as a rule, are
straight and well defined, often simple veins, perhaps more commonly
composite in f'tructure, consisting of sheets of altered granite separated
by veinlets of quartz. The gangue consist~ exclusively of quartz, and
tlJe mineral, as a rule, has a peculiar glassy, semitransparent appearance which in other mining districts is considered an indication of poor
values. Comb quartz is very common, and the vein. matter is, beyond
doubt, formed by filling of open fissures. The alteration of the granite
adjoining the vein is Bot extensive, but when present takes the ordinary
form, the feldspar being converted into sericite. This altered rock may
occasionally contain free gold. The veins are typical gold-quartz veins,
the value of the ore consisting almost entirely in the free gold which
they contain and which is a primary constituent of the quartz. The
fineness of the gold is given as 650. Some of the veins contain more
silver than gold by weight, though the value of the gold always far
6xceeds that of the silver. 'l'he ores are not so rich as those from
Warren, tbe assay value being said to range from $18 to $50. A'
peculiar feature of the Florence ores is the nearly complete absence
of sulphides, only a little pyrite occurring in places. Tellurides are
reported, but have not been identified. The permanent water level is
very close to the surface.
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF VEINS.

Hi I'"u vein.-This is located on the main Sand Creek. Strike, N. 45°
E.; dip, 680 SE. The ledge is 2 to 4 feet wide, consisting of several
quartz seams separated by soft, altered granite. The greatest thickness
of quartz at one place is 30 inches. The average value of ore is said to
be $18. There are scarcely any sulphurets; free gold is often seen.
Value of the gold, $14 per ounce; fineness, 650. This vein was worked
as early as 1872. In 1897 the developments consisted chiefly of a drift
175 feet long. There is a small 3-stamp mill. A new mill was erected
in 1898 and is said to be worked continuously with good success.
Banner vein.-Location on South Branch of Sand Creek, one-fourth
mile sontheast of Hi Yu mine. Strike, N. 43° E.; dip, 55° SE. Vein of
glassy, pure quartz up to 6 feet thick, though ordinarily much less; said
to go $50 per ton and to contain 2-2- ounces gold, 6 to 7 ounces silver;
very little pyrite. Some of the altered granite is also said to be as rich.
as the quartz. Several minor faults cross the vein, causing it to locally
diverge from its course. In the tunnel 12 feet of sheeted granite is
exposed, showing quartz seams at intervals; the main seam is 10 inches
thick, with excellent comb structure. Several smaller seams, up to 4
. inches thick, were also noted. The vein is at one place faulted by a
seam (strike N. 700 W., aip 70° S.) showing 1 foot of decomposed granite
between two firm walls, with indications of movement in a horizontal
direction. The mine is opened by means of a short crosscut and a drift
300 feet long. A Huntington mill was in course of erection on the
Banner in 1897.
Gold Bug vein·.-Located 1,000 feet south of the Banner, on the
same branch of Sand Creek. This vein strikes N. 50° E. and dips 650
SE. It is opened by means of a tunnel and shows in places up to 3 feet
of quartz. Tellurides are reported to have been found in the ore from
this mine.
Blossom vein.-This vein is located one-half mile in a westerly direction from the "old town" on the road leading to the Poorman vein.
The vein strikes N. 350 E. and dips 70° S. It consists of altered granite containing quartz veins from 1 to 10 inches in thickness. This ledge
is confined between thin sheets of soft clayey· material, separating it
from the hard country rock. Free milling gold is said to occur in the
altered granite and the clay-talc, so called-as welt' as in the quartz.
A considerable amount of gold was obtained from this min~ in early
days by means of crushing in mortars, The Blossom is said to be
one of the most persistent veins of the camp, and it can be followed for
a considerable distance. The vein is developed by a.shaft following it
and Teaching a depth of 110 feet from the surface. The shaft extends
58 feet below the tunnel, which is 220 feet in length.
Ozark vein.-This vein is about 1 mile diHtant from the "old town,"
at the head of Gold Lake Creek, a tributary of Slate Creek, which
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empties into the Salmon at Free<.lom. The deposit consists of one
principal vein averaging 18 inches in thickness and striking S. 84° E.
A smaller vein averaging a foot in width joins the former vein at an
acute angle, having a strike N. 88° E. A number of smaller stringers
run parallel to the latter. The largest vein cuts off the second as well
as its parallel stringers. In all, these stringers form a zone up to 50
feet wide, which is said to cont.ain enough to be milled with profit.
The quartz is of the ordinary glassy kind, seemingly characteristic of
this camp. It contains but little sulphurets and shows excellent comb
structure. Some of the altered granite along the stringers carries free
gold and is crushed with the quartz. The mine is developed by two .
tunnels 600 feet long, cutting the seam obliquely and striking about
N. 620 E. A 5-stamp mill reduces the ore. The Ozark was in 1897 the
only producing mine, with the exception of a small quantity milled at
the Hi Yu.
Waverly vein.-Located about a mile west of Florence, this vein
has the usual R.-W. strike and southerly dip; its width is about 12
feet. In 1897 the developments.consisted of a shaft 116 feet deep. The
mine was idle during part of 1898.
Poorrnan vein.-Located 3 miles southwest of Florence and developed by a shaft 120 feet deep an4 a tunnel. The ore contains
equal parts of gold and silver by value. The quartz is similar to that
of other veins, but is said to contain, in addition, some ruby silver and
horn silver.
WARREN GOLD-MINING DISTRICT.
SITUA1'ION.

The \Varren placer and quartz mining district, also sometimes referred
to as the Washington district, is located in Idaho County, 90 miles
northeast of Weiser and about 27 miles southeast of Florence, on the
south side of the Salmon River Canyon.. The elevation is about 5,900
feet. The location of this important district has for some reason been
very erroneously indicated on all existing maps, and it is believed that
Pl. IX shows, for the first time, its approximately correct position.
Warren is one of the least accessible mining camps in the West, being
about 130 miles by wagon road from the. nearest railroad. In consequence of this, as well as of the short season and bad roads, expenses
of mining are necessarily high. The road from Weiser, after leaving
the plateau of the Columbia lava at Payette Lake, continues up the
narrow canyon of the North Fork of the Payette until, at an elevation
· of 6,300 feet, it crosses the low and swampy divide between the Salmon
and Payette rivers. At this point the character of the country changes.
Down toward the brink of the Salmon River Canyon extends a heavily
forested area of comparatively gentle relief. The road at :first follows
the valley of Secesh Creek, which has a most remarkable course, as will
be seen from the map. Rising only a few miles from the great canyon
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of the Salmon, it runs in a southeasterly direction, and finally, 35 miles
from its head, empties into the South Fork of the Salmon H.iver. which
again bmpties into the main river 15 mtles northeast of Warren. This
peculiar course indicates clearly that the plateau and its drainage, to
the south of the Salmon River, are of great antiquity compared with the
latter. The road, leaving Secesh Valley, crosses a ridge and descends
into the drainage of 1\'Ieadow Creek, near the bead of which Warren is
located. The character of the topogeaphy about Warren~ as indicated
by Pl. IX, is the same as that of Secesh Valley. Gently sloping ridges
rise to about a thousand feet above the valley, and a forest of black
pine covers everything. The bottoms of the creeks and streams are
covered with gravel to a considerable depth, and near the divides
little marshes are common. A few miles north of Warren the country
slopes precipitously toward the Salmon River. Low terraces of gravel
flank Meadow ·creek and Secesh Creek in their upper courses.
Pl. XXXV, A, shows the general situation of the town.
HISTORY .AND PRODUCTION •

...

In 1862, shortly after the the discovery of Florence placers, some
adventurous miners crossed the canyon of the Salmon and, exploring
the forest to tlle south of it, soon discovered the rich placers of Warren,
which have been worked ever since, though the heavy yield of the first
few years soon declined. The total production to date is not definitely
known. It certainly must exceed $15,000,000.
The following data are found in the Mint reports:
Reported ]Jroduction of gold in the War1·en mining district, Idaho.

~

Ye'I.

Qu~t•.

Place,.

1869. - - - - ......... - .... - - .. - .. - - - . . . . .

$385, 000

I

$35, 000

~!~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ i: : : : : : ~ ~ ~ ~ : : I: ~ : ~ : ~ ~ : : : : ~

I

~

$420,000

160,000

56,000
1875 ......... ~ ....... _......•....... _. j . . . . . . . . . . . . I_ .. _ ..... ___ i a120, 000
1881..- ...•.... - ...................
108, 800 '
18, 672
127,472
i

-.-I

1882 .................................. !

115, 2?-lO

i

11, 170

J26, 450

----I 83, 000 ' 17, 000 . -- ••.. ----1~~~ . - - • - - - - - - - • - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . - - - - -~- - - -- • -- - - - . !-- - - - - . - - - - - b124, 077

1884:. ...... -- .... - .... - .... - .. - ...

I

L--------------------------------------------1------------;
a Approximate.

b $121,881 gold, $2,196 Rilver.

c 145,000

c$141,127 gold,$3,873 silver.

No later data are available, but the production is known to have
remained about stationary since 1887, and has possibly increased during
the last few years. The placer production since 1870 has been largely
by Chinese miners.
·
Unlike Florence camp, the veins discovered at Warren were found
rich, and quartz mining began in 1866, after the richest placers had
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been exhausted. . The following notes are available from_ the :Mint
reports and the Raymond reports: In 1869 the principal gold and silver
veins were known. The Rescue yielded $13,000, and was developed by
a sllaft 120 feet deep. In 1870 the quartz mines were paying well,
averaging $50 per ton; the placers averaged $5.90 per day per man
during a period of four months. In 18711,500 tons were extracted,
averaging $37. From the quartz mines, up to that date, $125,000 bad
been extracted. The Rescue was paying $4,000 profit per month. Two
hundred and fifty recorded veins were known. In 1872 the gold veins
of Hescue,. Charity, Sampson, and Keystone were worked; of the goldsilver veins, Martinace, Hunt, and Washington; silver veins were prospected. In 1873. Rescue and Charity were worked. In 1874 Rescue was
idle. In 1875 the placers were nearly exhausted. Of the quartz mines
the following were worked: Hie J acet, Keystone, Knott, Scott, Alder,
Rescue, and Sampson. In 1881 the same mines and several more were
worked with good results. In 1882 the Charity, Tramp, and Knott
quartz veins were operated. In 1884 the Tramp, Knott, and Little
Giant were worked. In 1897 the Little Giant and the Goodenough were
worked, and many others prospected; placer mining by steam shovel
was in progress 1 mile below Warren Iu 1898 the Little, Giant and
the Goodenough were worked. A 10-stamp mill had been erected on
the lola and was in operation. ·
GEOLOGY.

Warren is situated in the middle of the great granite area of Idaho,
and almost all of the rocks exposed are of granitic character. While
hornblendic granite, probably related to granodiorite, occurs on the
upper course of Secesh Creek,. the lower valley of that stream and the
vicinity of Warren show a rock of a more acidic type, containing both
biotite and muscovite. The surface, as usual, is crumbling and decomposed. Thin sections of fresh granite from the Little "Giant mine at
Warren show muscovite and biotite in equal quantities. Quartz in
large grains is abundant. Of the feldspars, orthoclase-in part also
microcline-is the prevailing mineral, but oligoclase is also present in
notable quantities. Dikes are of rare occurrence, but sometimes follow
or cut the mineral veins-as, for instance, in the case of the Little Giant
and the Rescue veins. These belong to the division of lamprophyric
dike rocks-fine-grained, dark, dioritic or syenitic rocks. There is no
evidence of glaciation at Warren. If any glaciers existed they must
have been confined to the very head waters of Meadow Creek. From
Secesb Pass the gfaciatiou extended southward as far as Payette Lake,
but only a short distance northward.
The general appearance of the topography near Warren leads to the
belief that it is part of the same old topography which is so clearly
defined near Florence, and that the Salmon River has eroded its deep
trench through it at a comparatively late date.
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PLACER DEPOSITS.

Placers near Warren.-The gold-bearing gravels which :first attracted
the miners to Warren are comparatively shallow. They fill the bottom
of :Meadow Creek and all the smaller branches above, up toward Summit Flat. The width of the gravel bottom is as great as 1,000 feet,
though usually much less, and the depth does not exceed 18 feet. Above
the gravel and sand, usually fairly well washed, lies, as at Florence, a
few feet of black peat or surface soil. With the exception of the deeper
gravels of Meadow Creek at and below Warren, the placer deposits are
exhausted, and many creeks have been washed over several times.
AST.RO.
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FIG. 28.-Sketch map of vicinity of Warren, Idaho. Shaded area incllcates gravels.

From vVarren downstream for a mile the direction of the creek is N.
~00 to 1,000 feet.
The
gravel is almost entirely of granite; only a few pebbles of basaltic and
dioritic rocks are noted. Quartz in pAbbles and cobbles is rather commou. The pebbles are generally subangular.
On the south side of Meadow Creek, one-halfmi_lefrom Warren, begins
a bench deposit of granitic sand and scattered gravel. At the mouth
of Steamboat Creek it rises to 30 feet above the creek, or to about the
level of \iV arret;~. The entire bench bas evidently beep. covered by pay
gravel and worked over.
The property of the Warren Placer Mining Company consists of 140
acres extending across the valley a short distance below the mouth of
Steamboat Creek, 1! miles below Warren. The loose material of the
gravel flat at the pit of the Warren Placer Mining Company, in Meadow
500 W., a11d the width of the tailings is from

Creek, a
section:
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below the mouth of Steamboat Creek, shows the following
Feet.

Tailings, gravel ....• ~ ....••..••••........••... _• • . • . . . . . . • . .
3
Black surface soil ..• __ ........•................. _.. . . . . . . . . 1 to 3
Fine gravel and sand--------------------------------_------ 1 to 2
Coarse gravel with some sand ...••........ _ ....•. _...... _. . 2 to 6
Loam and sand with littie gravel and ·occasional large
bowlders .... ---- ............ -------------- ~--- ---------8
Total (average) •..• _.....•••.......... _.. . . . . . . • . . . . .

18

The bed rock is decomposed granite.
The average thickness of the gravel increases very gradually from
the edge of the center of the valley. This gravel is worked by means
of a l\farion steam shovel, from which it is loaded on cars; the cars are
hoisted by steam over an inclined plane and dumped in the sluice
boxes, which are supported on a trestle about 30 feet above the level
of the valley. (Pl. XXXV, B.) The sluice boxes, 30 by 40 inches, are
250 feet lung; the first 150 feet have a grade of 8 inches per 12-foot
box; the next 70 feet have 7 inches, and the last 50 feet 5 inches;
About 600 tons of dirt are handled per day, but only the lowest 8 feet
of the section are deemed rich enough to wash; The upper 10 feet are
stripped and dumped in the pit. The washed gravel is said to run 40
cents per cubic yard. The pit in which the shovel is working is kept
dry by means of a pump. Garnets are abundan~ in the black sand.
There is also some monazite ·(identified only by aid of microscope) and
much zircon.
The gold occurs in streaks, showing deposition by currents, and lies
mostly on the concave or sholrt side of the stream. It is fairly coarse,
and its value is $15 per ounce, or 710 to 720 fine. The plant is run six
months of the year, from May 1 to November 1.
For 2 miles below the dredge Meadow Creek flows in a broad flat
surrounded by gently sloping granite hills or qenches. On the western
side of the valley rises a narrow bench about 15 feet above the bed of the
creek. Below the flat a narrow canyon begins and continues down to
Salmon River~ The western part of this flat has been worked superficially by Chinese and others, but as the gravel is about 20 feet thick
and most of the gold occurs near the bed rock, it is considered probable that the whole flat would pay for working if outlet from the tailings
could be provided.
A vertical section near the lower end of the flat shows 15 to 17 feet
of gravel of varying size, roughly stratified and containing but little
sand. On top rests 3 feet of stratified loam and clay, denoting deposition in quiet waters. A company from British Columbia has acquired
800 acres of this ground, and the best plan for developing the property
is now under consideration. A shaft was being sunk to bed rock in
October, 1897, and it was proposed to construct a bed-rock flume or tunnel, with a length of from 12- to 2 miles, through which the whole flat, or
20 GEOL, PT 3--16
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at least the lower part of it, might be sluiced. Most of the gold occurs
near or in the decomposed granite bed rock.
The gold-bearing area is not restricted to the vicinity of Warren,
though this was th~ richest part. All of the creeks flowing from Grouse
Mountain are auriferous. Long Gulch and Stratton Creek appear to be
barren. Secesh Creek carrieR gold all along from the head of Lake
Creek. The lower flats of Secesh Creek, near Long Gulch, are underlain by granitic gravel about 16 feet deep and containing gold in probably workable quantities, if plenty of water could be had. Some benchesup to 100 feet above the creek have been worked in this vicinity. The
gold is moderately fine.
Lake Fork joins Secesh at the branching of the pack trail to Miller's
camp and the South Fork of the Salmon; all along this creek are some
auriferous gravels. At Warrens Warm Springs the gravel flat is onequarter of a mile wide. Two miles above the springs the valley widens to
a flat basin 2 miles in diameter, containing a series of benches, 10 to
20 feet deep, chiefly on the northeast side. Gravels of similar depth
also form the bed of the creek. The La.l\e Creek Company began
operations here in 1897, intending to wash the benches by hydraulic
method. The gravel was estimated to contain 15 cents per cubic yard.
The whole of the gold-bearing area appears to occupy a belt between
Warren and Florence trending northwesterly. But there is evidently
not a continuous belt of quartz veins between the two places.
There is an interesting observation as to the fineness of the gold in tb.is
district recorded in the Mint Report for 1881, with which my observations agree. The bullion from the quartz veins is from 300 to 550 fine.
The placer gold from the small streams has a fineness of about 650, that
of the main creeks 725, while that of the Salmon'River is from 800 to
825; thus illustrating the progressive refining caused by gradual dissolution of the silver from the surface of the grains.
Gold Fork placers.-The granite ranges surrounding Long Valley contain no quartz-mining districts and have yielded placer gold in but
few localities. The most important placer diggings in ·Long Valley are
those located on Gold Fork. Most of the gold occurs on the western
branches of the main fork, usually called McKinley Fork. Some of the
upper eastern branches are almost barren. The South Fork of Gold
Fork also contains gold, prospecting being carried on last summer at
Little Valley, near· the junction of the two main branches. The two
main producing mines are at Evans and at Paddy Valley, both on
McKinley Fork.
The numerous branches of McKinley Fork spread fan-like, and the
narrow canyons are separated by short, relatively low ridges. Beyond
these rise, like an amphitheater, a semicircle of high, rugged, granite
peak~. Seen from the rim, this watershed appears somewhat like a
closed depl'ession, similar to the Idaho Basin, but, of course, on a much
~mailer scale. The Evans mine, which bas been worked continuously
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for the last thirty years, is located 50 to 100 feet above the creek. The
gravel is reported to be a heavy smooth wash, most of it shallow, but
in some places 80 feet thick.
Paddy Valley is, as shown by Pl. IX, located on one of the western
tributaries of McKinley Fork, at an elevation of 5,300 feet. It is
reached by a fair road, crossing the intervening ridge projecting from
the slopes of Jug Handle Mountain. A moderate grade, at first crossing a basalt area, reaches the
gently sloping backbone of
the granite ridge, attaining
6,000 feet in elevation. A
sharp descent of 700 feet
leads down to Paddy Valley,
a flat grassy bottom about a
mile long and a few hundred
feet wide. The geologic relations at this place are interesting, and may be briefly
described by aid of the sketch
map and sections, figs. 29, 30,
and 31.
The ridges to the west of
Paddy Valley and between it
ONE MILE
and Rabbit Creek are chiefly
of granite. Wash gravel and FIG. 29.-Placer mines at Padtly Valley, Gold Fork, Idaho·
lake beds appear, however, in
places, and the deep soil renders the task of drawing the contact line
very difficult. Paddy Creek and tributary are filled with well-washed
gravel. Along the former bed rock had not been exposed; in fact,
no washing bas been done, on account of lack of grade. Along the
tributary 3 a few feet of well-washed gravel, covered by 2 or 3 feet of
dark loam, lie on granite. This has been worked and contains a fair
amount of medium-fine gold. A clear bluish topaz of great size was

t-------__.....ZOOFEET

FIG. 30.-Section at outlet of Paddy Valley.

here found in the gravel. At 6 the valley becomes narrow, and below
that point the creek falls more rapidly. Hard black basalt appears
in the creek bed and on slopes adjoining on both sides. At this
place a bed-rock tunnel is now in process of construction, to provide
an outlet for the washings on the hillsides at 1 and 2, where 10 to
12 feet of well-washed gravel is exposed, resting on granite. A section (fig. 30) at 6, along the bed-rock tunnel, shows that the basalt
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probably forms a dike, connected with a flow which rests on sandy,
clayey, and coaly beds, well stratified and unmistakably similar to the
lake beds of Idaho City. At 4 about 12 feet of auriferous gravel and
sand rests on tough, clayey lake beds. At 5 the most interesting exposure occurs (fig. 31). A hydraulic cut exposes 15 feet of well-washed
gravel and sand, with fluviatile stratification, fine gold being equa1ly
distributed throughout the mass. This rests on granite bed rock, sloping sharply toward the hill. A little lower down the same hydraulic
cut has exposed 12 or 16 feet of sandy and clayey lake beds, containing
occasional colors, but no pay. These well-stratified beds slope 10° to
200 toward the bill and are separated from the granite by a sharp fault.
The beds contain abundant impressions of leaves, but few specimens
could be preserved, owing to the crumbling nature of the material.
The leaves are mainly deciduous and are similar to those obtained from
the Payette formation. The exact extent of the auriferous gravels,
though probably not great,
is difficult to state without
more detailed investigation.
Thus we have here, besides the later concentrations in the present creek
FIG. 31.-Section at station 5, Paddy Valley.
bed, two older series: First,
beds deposited in a lake, or,
at any rate, in still water; second, resting on. the disturbed surface of
these, or on granite, auriferous fluviatile gravels which could not have
been deposited by a creek of the size of the present streams. The similarity to the Idaho Basin occurrence is too striking to be overlooked.
Here we have clearly a remnant of the Miocene lake beds of the Payette
·formation, which at one time filled Long Valley and adjacent gulches,
and also a remnant of the gravel channels established shortly after the
drainage or partial drainage of this lake. The gold is partly well
.washed, partly irregular, and attached to quartz. Whence it came
must for the present remain an unsolved question. No auriferous veins
are thus far known from this drainage basin. It is stated by Mr.
Moore, who at present is working this claim, that remains of similar
channels are found on Boulder Creek, a few miles north of Paddy
Valley, on the western slope of the Jug Handle, and also at some
points southward on Big Creek or Mud Creek. In a sample of black
sand from 3 (fig. 29) the following minerals were noted: Ilmenite, garnet, monazite, and zircon.
GOLD-QUARTZ VEINS.

As mentioned above, the quartz veins were discovered at an early
date, and have been worked intermittently for thirty years, in spite of
the drawback of miusually high expenses. The total production is
impossible to determine, but has probably not exceeded $2,000,000.
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The expenses of mining and milling have been unusually high, in some
cases reaching $50 per ton.
The developments are, as a rule, not extensive, most of the veins being
opened by short tunnels. The Little Giant has been exploited to greater
depth than any of the other veins. A few of the principal claims are
shown in fig. 28.
The country rock is granite, as described above. For a distance of a
foot or more from the veins it is altered, the process being the normal
one, often described before, of conversion of the feldspar and biotite
into sericite, calcite, and a little pyrite. The quartz in the granite is
sometimes attacked by these secondary minerals, but not extensively
altered.
The veins are very numerous and form a parallel system, both north ·
and south of Warren. The ordinary strike is about N. soo E., the dip
always south from 40° to 60°. The individual veins can rarely be traced
for more than half a mile. The veins have a maximum width of 3 or 4
feet, but of th~s the larger part is usually crushed and schistose, altered
granite, which very rarely contains any pay. The pay streak, consisting
of a normal quartz filling, is only from a few inches to 1~ feet wide, ordinarily perhaps 8 inches. This quartz vein, which is separated from the
altered rock by a clay gouge, is extracted and milled by ordinary plate
amalgamation and concentration. It is of high grade, ranging in value
from $20 to $100, the average being probably above $50 per ton.
The minerals contained are native gold, native silver (rare), zinc
blende, galena, pyrite (not abundant), arsenopyrite, tetrahedrite, and
ruby silver (rare). Tellurides and argentite are reported, but could not
be found in any of the ores. Scheelite occurred on the Charity vein.
Of the secondary minerals, malachite and cerargyrite are reported; the
latter was not identified beyond doubt. The water level is very near
the surface, so that the oxidation of the sulphides is not extensive. The
gold is chiefly primary in quartz, and not derived from decomposition
of sulphides. The amount of metallic sulphides is not large, rarely
reaching 2~ per cent. The gangue is exclusively quartz, but near a
carbonatized dike of minette in the Rescue vein a little calcite was also
observed in the quartz-an observation of interest, as showing that
some of the gangue at least may be derived from the country rock.
There is a certain amount of silver in the ores, and some of the deposit~
may properly be classed as silver veins. Silver always exceeds the
gold by weight, though usually the gold value far exceeds that of the
silver. The fineness of the bullion ranges from 300 to 550.
There is no direct clue to the age of the gold-quartz veins of Warren,
but from their general similarity in mineral character and accompanying alteration to deposits of known age in the Idaho granite area, they
should probably be classed with the older, pre-Miocene vein systems.
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF VEINS.

Little Giant vein.-This is thus far. the largest producer of all the
veins at Warren. For the full notes relating to it I am indebted to one
of the owners, Mr. George Riebold, who also kindly invited careful
inspection of the mine. The Little Giant is· situated one-half mile
south-southeast of Warren and 300 feet above it, in Smith Gulch. The
vein can be traced for 2,000 feet, through three claims, as shown in fig.
28. In the Little Giant claim its course is N. 72° E., the average dip
being 57° S. The entire vein, so far as traced, appears to constitute one
ore shoot. The quartz, which is usually easily detached from the welldefined walls, constitutes the only ore, and averages 8 inches in width.
The ore contains native gold, often visible and somewhat pale in color.
The bullion is from 580 to 641 fine. The quartz further contains a small
amount of tetrahedrite, galena, brown zinc blende, and arsenopyrite, as
well as a few grains of pyrite. .As shown by thin sections, it is a normal vein quartz with well-developed individual crystals. It is shattered
and recemented by secondary quartz containing green spots of copper
carbonates. Tellurides, argentite, bromide of silver, and native silver
are also said to have been found. The vein is cut and thrown by three
faults, as shown in fig. 33. These may have been normal or reversed,
according to the direction of the movement, which is not known. Interesting features are three prominent joint planes dipping 41° SW., and
several others dipping 80° S., on all of which deposition of ore has
taken place (fig. 34).
This mine has been worked continuously for the last fourteen years,
1883-1897, and paid a dividend above the running expenses each year.
During these fourteen years 1,665 tons of ore have been milled, averaging $117 per ton. Some lots of 50 tons contained $250 per ton, and
other small lots as much as $2,000 per ton. The yearly production has
ranged from 16 to 400 tons. The total production is $178,000 in gold
and $16,000 in silver, giving an average of $107 in gold and $9.83 in
silver per ton. The relative proportion of gold and silver is somewhat
variable, hm,Tever, some lots of ore containing, for instance, $60 gold
and $8 silver. per ton, others $90 gold and $25 silver. The surface ore
contained relatively more silver than that mined at present.
Rescue vein.-This important vein can be traced for over half a
mile, first appearing in the Rescue claim, on the south side of Warren
Creek, and continuing westward tl.Jrough the Idaho, Goodenough, and
West Goodenough, the latter claims crossing Smith Creek about 3,000
feet south of Warren, 600 feet south of the Little Giant. 'l'he Hescue
mine has been one of the largest producers· of the camp. The total
production is probably from $100,000 to $150,000, ~ork having been carried on intermittently since 1868. In 1897, the mine being in litigation,
but little work was done. The strike is a few degrees south of west,
the dip 450 to 60° S. Where examined, the vein forms a belt of crushed
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granite 1~ to 2 feet wide, schistose in places and containing small veinlets
of quartz inclosing minute foils of free gold, together with a little zinc
blende, galena, and probably also tetrahedrite. The average width of the
vein is said to be3 feet, of which about18 inches constitute tlw pay streak.
In thin section the quartz proves to he an entirely normal, well-crystal.
lized vein_ quartz. The yield of the ore is from $20 to $50 per ton.

FIG. 32.-Sect.ion of stopes and workings of Litte Giant mine. Projection on the plane of the vein.

The vein is opened near the creek by a crosscut 475 feet long. Drifts
extend 300 feet east and 600 feet west on the vein. East of the cross·
cut the vein has been stoped to surface, and also for 50 feet below the
drift, while on the west side but little stoping has been done. Three
ore shoots are said to be recognized on the west side. The vein cuts a
uark dike (minette) on the west side and faults it 4 feet. The dike

FIG. 33.-Plan of the Little Giant mine.

contains much calcite, which is also common in the Yein near the dike.
The Goodenough claim was being developed in 1897 by the Idaho
Consolidated Gold Mining Company, which bad also obtained control
over the other claims on the vein, and a 5-stamp mill was in course of
erection near the mouth of Goodenough tunnel, 500 feet in elevation
above Warren. The strike is here S. 850 W., the dip 60° S. The vein,
consisting of solid quartz, is from 2 to 8 inches wide, with well·defined
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walls. The ore is of high grade, with some zinc blende, pyrite, and
ruby silver; probably also some tetrahedrite and arsenopyrite. The zinc
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FIG. 34.-Section of the Little Giant mine

blende is said to be rich in gold, while the pyrite is of low grade. At
one place a fault throws the vein, going east, 8 feet to the left. The
claim is developed by a tunnel a few hundred feet in length .
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FIG. 35.-Section of tbe Rescue mine. Projection on the plane of the vein.

Oha,rity vein.-This is located 1 mile southeast of the Little Giant,
at an elevation of about 7,000 feet. The vein is· traceable for 1,500
feet, . striking east to west, like the rest, and dipping 80° S. The
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width is 2 feet, with a pay streak 6 to 18 inches wide. Three thousand
tons of ore, averaging $15, are said to have been extracted from the
Charity. It is developed by two tunnels.
Knott vein.-This vein, known since early days, is located on Halls
Gulch, about 2 miles southwest of Warren. The strike is east to
west. The ore contains from $16 to $40 in gold. The value of the
bullion is only $12 to $13 per ounce. Work ha~ been carried on at
intervals for a long time. The pay shoot is said to be 200 feet long; it
dips eastward. The mine is open.ed by means of three tunnels. The
lowest is 650 feet long, opening the vein 190 feet below the discovery
shaft, while the two upper tunnels, respectively 50 and 90 feet below the
discovery, are 300 and 470 feet long. In 1897 work was progressing on
the middle lev~l.
·
Other veins.-The Tramp vein is located three-fourths of a mile southeast from the Knott. The ore is similar to that of the Knott. About
100 tons were treated in arrastre in 1881. Hie J acet, Delaware, Blue
Bird, and Bulldog are other veins in the same vicinity, all of which
have been worked on a small scale. Martinez, Keystone, and Hunt are
veins containing much silver besides gold, and are located some miles
southwest of Warren. The veins are about 1 foot wide. The numerous veins on the north side of Meadow Creek contain much silver and
are not worked now. In strike they are parallel with the other veins.
Among the more prominent prospects are mentioned the Hawkeye and
Washington. In, Raymond's Report for 1872 the latter is said to show
a 5-foot vein, with 16 inches pay streak, carrying gold quartz on the
hanging wall and silver ore in the center of the crevice. The Arlise,
Lucky.Ben, and Scott are small veins located 2k miles southwest of
Warren, on a gulch tributary to Steamboat Gulch, and are nearly in
line with Little Giant. A specimen from the Arlise vein shows zinc
blende and arsenopyrite in quartz. Above Warren, on Meadow Creek,
several veins have been located. The lola, on which an arrastre was
working in 1897, is situated 2 miles above Warren. A 10.stamp mill
was erected in 1898. It is a wide vein, showing a clean quartz with
some copper stain. The developments consist o_f two tunnels-the ,
lower 470 feet, the upper 250 feet long. A considerable amount has
been stoped. Several quartz veins are also known to exist near
Summit Flat. From the Beamish vein in this vicinity ore has been
extracted which contained $60 per ton.
COPPER DEPOSITS OF THE SEVEN

DEVI~S,

IDAHO.

SITUATION.

Tile copper deposits of the Seven Devils, which have attracted a great
deal of attention during the last few years, are situated among the
rugged group of peaks called the" Seven Devils,'' which rise on the eastern side of the Snake River, 60 miles north-northeast of Weiser. These
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peaks, which attain an elevation of about 9,000 feet, oyerlook the deep
Snake RiYer Canyon and the laya plateau on the opposite (Oregon) side
of the riYer. The canyon and its impressiye features haYe been described.
in a previous chapter (page 91). Th.e principal copper prospects are
situated a few miles to the south of the Seyen Deyils, near the head of
Deep Creek, and at an eleYation of 6,500 feet. The mines do not directly
oyer look the Snake River Canyon, though a beautiful view of the canyon is obtained on the road a few miles south of the town of Helena, the
principal settlement in the vicinity. A good road about 80 miles long
leads from Weiser, the nearest railroad station, to the Seven Devils. The
district was visited in 1807, and a few days were spent in the vicinity.
Although much work has been done there since that time and many
more prospects have been discoYered, the following notes may be of
some value:
HIS'l'ORY.

The discoveries of copper were made some twenty years ago. Very
little, however, was accomplished in the way of developments, and aside
from the. operations of a few prospectors, eyerything became dormant
for a series of years. In 1897 work was being resumed on the principal location, the Peacock claim. Ore was taken out and a small smelter erected on Indian Creek, at Cuprum, about 10 miles south of the
mines and at considerable lower elevation. Practically no development
work had been done on any of the claims in the district. During the
summer of 1898 the smelter was in operation for some time, producing
copper matte, which was shipped to Weiser. Some thousand tons of
ore were mined from the open cut on the Peacock claim, but very little
development work was done. On an adjoining claim, the South Peacock,
it is stated that a shaft has been sunk to a depth of 130 feet, from which
5.00 feet of drifts have been run. A railroad is now being built from
Weiser via Salubria. Many plans have been adyocated for extend{ng
a railroad line down the Snake River Canyon, or for establishing a
steamer line on the river. The latter of these projects is not likely
to be executed, as the riyer is not navigable in the ordinary sense of
the word, though small steamers have, at great risk, descended the
stream from Huntington to Lewiston.
TOPOGRAPHY •

..After leaving the smelter site in the narrow gulch of Indian Creek,
the road passes up the western side of this creek, ascending the valley
side until, 8 miles from the smelter, Lockwood Saddle is passed. For 2
miles the road then runs along the slope of the main canyon of Snake
River, affording a magnificent view westward and southward. It then
runs across .a broad salient from White Mountain Hill into the upper,
more gently sloping valley of Deep Creek, which a short distance northward turns into a precipitous canyon, joining the river a few miles
farther on. In this upper part of Deep Creek are situated the Peacock
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a.nd other prospects, while a number of others are located farther south,
near J..~ockwood Saddle. Scattered fir and black pine partly cover the
slopes, while the abrupt canyon sides are rocky and bare.
GEOLOGY.

The principal rocks of the Seven Devils are green porphyries of
various kinds, most of them old, partly altered andesites and rhyolites,
accompanied by frequent agglomerates and tuffs of the same age. In
this series are em bedded larger and smaller masses of sedimentary
rocks, consisting of highly compressed black slates, tuffaceous slates,
and limestone. In the latter crinoid stems were found and its age is
probably Carboniferous. The whole series is' exceedingly similar to
those from certain parts of the SierraNevada. The effusive porphyries
are largely, at least, contemporaneous with the sedimentary rocks.
Between Peacock and Lockwood Saddle is an irregular area of diorite
inclosed in the porphyries and probably intrusive in the same. This
diorite has been analyzed by Dr. R. L. Packard, 1 who found it to contaiu:
Per cent.

Silica ........................... - ........... --. - .... (Si02) , 53. 98
Alumina and ferric oxide ..................... ···: .. {~;:8~} 27.64
Lin1e ....... ------ ...... ---------- ............ ·-----. (CaO)
7.03
Magnesia ................... - ......... _........ - .... (MgO)
4. 63

~~~=s~~- ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~

::: :

~ ~~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~::: ~ ~~~:g ~

Ignition ... - ............................................ __ .

i: ~!

. 90

100.44

Extending from a point south of Lockwood Saddle to \Vhite Monument, about a mile south of the Peacock claim, is a narrow band of
highly crystalline limestone, or rather marble. This is inclosed in diorite.
MINERAL DEPOSITS.

The principal interest centers in the Peacock claim, which has been
developed more than any of the others and which shows a large ore
body. This .claim is situated near the head of Deep Ureek, and is one
of the most northerly claims in the mining district. It was the first
one located, having been found by- miners who were making their way
up the creek prospecting for gold. A little placer work has been done
just below the claim, the gold evidently resulting from the deeomposition· of the copper ores. The deposit is well exposed in an open cut.
It shows an ore body about 35 feet wide, or perhaps somewhat more on
the surface. On its eastern and western side this ore body is adjoined
by a coarse diorite. The ore consists of bornite, 2 or peacock ore, part of
which is altered into malachite. The gangue consists of yellow epidote,
brown garnet, and a little quartz and calcite. There are also streaks
JAm. J onr. Sci., 3d series, Vol. L, 1895, p. 29R.
2The bornite gave assays of from 11 to 17 ounces of silver per ton and a trace of gold.
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of specularite running through the mass in various directions. '1.1he
rare mineral powellite, a molybdate of lime, was found by W. H. Melville 1 at the Peacock mine some years ago. .About 200 feet south of
the open cut the ore body is cut off by a mass of green porphyry, which
contains only some sligh~ copper stain. North of the cut no copper ore
has thus far been discovered. No fissures or fault planes appear to
separate the deposit from the surrounding rock, though the line of
demarcation is quite sharp; nor are there any evidences of fissures in
the ore body itself. There is no doubt that a large body of fair-grade
copper ore is here exposed. .A few hundred feet southwest of this
claim is the South Peacock, on which some work was done in 1898. In
1897 a small shaft, sunk in coarse diorite, was noted, and on the dump
some bornite and malachite, as well as epidote and garnet, were found.
The ore here shows more quartz than in the claim first described .
.About 2 miles south of the Peacock a long series of claims begins, on
all of which more or less copper ore has been found. In no case, however, are the developments extensive. The most northerly of these
claims is the White Monument, located several hundred feet above the
road, near a prominent mass of crystalline limestone embedded in the
diorite. .About a mile south of the White :Monument follow the
Lockwood, Alaska, Queen, Blue Jacket, Helena. and other claims, all
of which appear to follow a narrow streak of highly crystalline limestone which is embedded in the diorite. The Alaska is located about
a quarter of a mile east of Lockwood Saddle, referred to above. The
deposit lies on the contact between crystalline limestone or marble and
diorite~ Its character is that of irregular bunches of bornite, malachite,
and chrysocolla, with a gangue consisting of garnet, epidote, specularite,
quartz, and calcite. The general character of the other claims in the
vicinity is similar to that of the Alaska. .At the White Monument the
white limestone, a few hundred feet wide, is bordered by a streak of
garnets on each side, along which bunches of rich ore have been found.
The copper deposits of tlie Seven Devils as described above are typical contact deposits, formed by the chemical action of the diorite on the
limestone when the former was intruded in a molten state into the sedimentary series. Especially intense, naturally, was the metamorphic
action on smaller fragments of limestone torn loose from the main mass
by the intrusion. The garnet, epidote, specularite, etc., which form
the typical gangue of the deposits are the characteristic products of
contact metamorphism of limestone. The copper sulphides were certainly formed at the same time as the garnet and the epidote, and their
origin must be sought in the superheated waters which accompanied
the intrusion and found their way from the cooling magma, which evidently was in a state of aqueo-igneous fusion. The origin of the copper
I .A.m. Jour. Sci., 3d series, Vol. XLI, 1891, p. 138.
See also Am. Jour. Sci., 3d series, Vol. VIII, Oct.,
1899, in which C. Palache describes epidote, almandite·garnet, quartz, chrysocolla, malachite, brochantite, hematite, and chlorite from the Peacock mine; as well as calcite, malachite, melaconite, grossu·
larite·garnet from the White Monument mine, and andradite-garnet from the Copper King mine.
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ore is, therefore, pneumatolytic. It is by no means unlikely, however,
that normal veins may be found in the vicinity.t
SIMILAR DEPOSITS ELSEWHERE.

It is well known that many iron and copper deposits similar to this
occur on the contact of granitic rocks and limestone. There are some
noted deposits of this kind in the Old \V oriel, and there is no lack
of them in our Western country .along the Cordilleran Mountains,
where intrusive granitic rocks are so abundant. I have noted similar
copper deposits in California in several places, though, as a rule, they
are not economically of great importance. All are characterized by a
gangue of garnet and epidote, and the ores are apparently always bornite and chalcopyrite. None of them seem to be connected with fissures or fault planes. One of these deposits is found near the road
fror:n Coloma to Pilot Hill, Eldorado County; another in the canyon of
the Middle Fork of Cosumnes River, 3 miles northeast of Fairplay,
also in Eldorado County. Still another is found in Happy Valley, Alpine
County, and is known as the Barnes mine. According to reports, there
are many other deposits which may be referred to this class; thus, for
instance, the copper prospects near Houston, in Lost River Valley,
Idaho; some deposits on Boundary Creek, in British Columbia; and
others on Texada Island, in the same province. From the reports of
the Provincial mineralogist there can not be much doubt of the character of the last-mentioned deposits. Mr. Ordonez mentions the occurrence of similar deposits from several places in Mexico, where intrusive diorites come in contact with Oretaceo.us limestones. Here, as
in many other cases, these contact deposits appear to carry some gold.
OTHER MINING DISTRICTS.

A road from the copper mines leads down into the Snake River Canyon at Little Bar crossing, thence over into Oregon. Two miles above
Little Bar are the Ballard copper claims, the principal of which is the
River Queen. These were not visited. .A.bout 6 miles southeast of the
Seven Devils copper mines and 8 miles northeast of Bear post-office is
the Placer Basin district, from which gold-quartz mines are reported.
Similar gold-quartz veins are found in Lime Peak Gulch, about 4 miles
west of the copper smelter on Indian Creek. Many prospects have
been lately reported from the head of Rapid Creek, which drains the
Seven Devils on the northeastern side and empties into the Little Salmon River. The principal districts here are the Hildanbrand and the
Sumner. Gold-quartz veins are reported to occur in both, as well as
many copper prospects·. Some 24 miles south-southeast of the Seven
Devils copper mines is the Heath district, situated a few miles northwest of Ruthburg. To judge from accounts given of these, they are
l

Dr. R. L. Packard, in the article pre,Tiously cited, first pointed out the character of these copper
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contact deposits in character similar to those described above, carrying
bornite in a gangue of garnet and· quartz. Near Uuthburg, about 18
miles northwest of Salubria, are many prospects showing the existence
of silver-lead veinscontaining much lead carbonate near the surface.
Other veins in this vicinity contain principally silver, the ores consisting of native silver, horn silver, and silver glance, together with a small
quantity of lead carbonate. None·of these mines are worked at })resent.

ADDENDUM.
MINERALS CONTAINED IN DEPOSITS DESCRIBED IN THIS
PAPER.
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List of 'minerals contained in deposits desc1·ibed in this pape1·-Continuecl.
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GEOLOGY OF THE LITTLE BELT MOUNTAINS,
By W. H.

~iONTANA.

WEED •

. CHAPTER I.
INTRODUCTION.

The field work upon which the present report is based was done in
September, 1893, and August, 1894, while the writer was engaged iu
an areal geologic survey of the region. During both these years he
was accompanied by Prof. L. V. Pirsson, of the Sheffield Scientific
School of Yale University, who shared with him the vicissitudes of
camp life and visited nearly all the localities seen. The writer is under
obligations to him for many keen observations in the field as well as
for the careful petrographic study which he has made of the igneous
rocks of the range (see accompanying paper).
'
Owing to the necessity of revising the topographic map, especially
of the area about Neihart and Barker, the two mining settlements of
the region, thP. preparation of this report was delayed until this
revision was made, and in September, 1896, a part of the range was
resurveyed by Mr. R. H. Chapman, but the heavy autumnal showers
prevented further geologic field work in that year. In 1897 three
weeks were spent at Neihart revising the geologic boundaries 'of the
new map and visiting the ore deposits of the district. The author was
in that year assisted by Mr. L. S. Griswold, formerly of the geologic
staff of Harvard University, now of Helena, Montana. To him was
intrusted the deliueation of the contact boundaries of the igneous
masses about Barker and a study of the ore deposits.
All of the range does not appear on the folios issued by the Survey,
though both the Little Belt Mountain folio, named from the range, and
the Fort Benton folio include parts of the chain.
It must be remembered that the study of the region was incidental
to this areal mapping and that it was not a detailed investigation.
For this reason, and because of the small scale of the map, this report
must be regarde~ as a general description only.
GEOGRAPHIC POSITION.

The Little Belt Mountains are situated in the central ·part of the
State of Montana, as shown on the index map (fig. 36). They form
.part of the Rocky Mountain region, beiug one of the ea::;tern of the
271
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bordering or front ranges, which project from the general mountain
area into the open country of the Great Plains. They lie to the south
of the plains of the 1\fi::;souri River and mid way between that stream
and the Yellowstone. Their drainage is, however, all tributary to the
Missouri. The range has a general 11orthwest-southeast trend. It
is clearly defined between the plains country and the broad ·intermontane valley of Smith River, but its western extensioll is indefinite,
though currently accepted as ending where Smith River has cut its
valley northward through a relatively lower though somewhat mountainous country. The mountains were seen by Lewis and Clarke in
their historic trip up the l\iissouri River in 1804-1805. They undoubtedly derive their name indirectly ~rom Belt (or the Be1ted) Butte, a conspicuous eminence rising above the open plains country north of the

mountains. Belt Hiver, named from the butte, has its source in the
range, and no doubt suggested the name of the latter, while the relatively low elevation and plateau character of the mountains, as contrasted with the range south of it, suggested the adjective Little, in
contradistinction to Big Belt.
SETTLEMENTS.

The gold discoveries which brought a host of energetic prospectors
into the State in the sixties resulted in a general· searching of the
mountain region of Montana for mineral deposit~. It was not, however,
until1876 that the discovery of the silver-lead ores of Barker directed
especial attention to this tract. Neihart is now the principal town,
with a population varying from 500 to 2,000, according to the activity
in the mines. Barker, though nearly deserted f';)r many years, Las now
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a few hundred inhabitants. Monarch, a distributing point for the
Kibbey Basin, is the only other town within the mountains, though
post-offices are maintained at a few points for the benefit of the scattered
settlers of the region. .A. branch line of the Great Northern Railway
extends from Great Fallsinto the heart of the range, lines running to
both Neihart and Barker. There are very few wagon :roads, and the
greater part of the range is accessible only on horseback, though the
road to White Sulphur Springs runs across its center.
The climate is rigorous,. as would be expected from the elevation.
Outside of the few small bottom-land areas along the creeks, and the
meadows of Belt Park, no crop except hay can be raised. The arable
land is limited and the region has no agricultural possibilities.
The general elevation being over 6,000 feet, the snowfall is heavy,
and the roads across the range are blocked by the deep drifts as late
as June. June and October are commonly stormy months, but the
intervening summer period is characterized by an almost ideal climate.
PREVIOUS EXPLORATION.

In 1883 Prof. W. M. Davis crossed the range, visiting Neihart, in an
economic exploration conducted for theN orthern ·Transcontinental Survey of the Northern Pacific Railroad Company. He published a brief
account of his observations in the Report of the Tenth Census on Mine
Industries. 1 He gives the main facts of geologic structure and stratigraphic sequence, and noted especially the fine geologic sections in the
northern part of the range. He was accompanied and assisted in this
work by Ml!. Waldemar Lindgren, who made a special study of the
igneous rocks, described their occurrence, and gave a description of the
principal rocks. His work will be alluded to later. In 1884 Prof. J. S.
Newberry visited Neihart and looked over the ore deposits there, and
in the same year he published a short account of his «?bservations on
the geology of the range. 2
TOPOGRAPHY.

The Little Belt Mountains are commonly spoken of as a range, but
are more correctly designated as an elevated and eroded plateau region,
as is plainly shown by the topographic map (Pl. XXXVI). Individuttl
peaks along the northeastern flank rise above the g~neral level, and
give the serrated crest line seen from the open plains. Compared with
the compact, well-defined mountain ranges common in the Cordilleras,
the Little Belt tract is relatively low, wide, and composed of many spurs
radiating from a central point. The mountains constitute, however, a
tract sharply delimited from the adjacent plains country on the .northeast and southeast, and separ~ted by the broad and fiat Smith River
Valley from the Big Belt Range. Westward the deep canyon of Smith
I Relations of the coal of Montana to the older rocks; with appendixes on fossils by R. P. Whitfield
and on eruptive rocks by W. Lindgren: Report of Tenth Census, Vol. XV, pp. 696-737, Wash·
ington, 1886.
2 Annals New York Acad. Sci., Vol. III, No.8, 1884.
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River outlines the border of the mountains, the region beyond being of
gentler relief, in strong contrast to the western slopes of the Little
Belt. The region thus delimited· is 60 miles across from east to west,
40 miles wide on its western border, and narrows eastward to a sharp
point terminating at Judith Gap. The letter V represents the plan of
the mountains, the angle pointing east.
The water parting of the mountains is the approximate axis of the
uplift, though not the highest part of t.he mountains. It runs northwest
and southeast, and this is commonly spoken of as the trend of the
range.
Throughout the greater part of the region the mountains are plateaulike. There are no narrow crest lines marked by aretes
sharp
peaks, but broad, flat tops prevail. The average elevation is 7,GOO feet,
though in the central tract from which the spurs radiate the summit
level is 8,000. feet. While this plateau character prevails over the
greater part of the tract, the higher summits found along the northeast
border rise above this general level, are different in form, and more or
less isolated. The highest summit of the mountains, called Big Baldy,
reaches an altitude of 9,000 feet. The other peaks are much less in
height. These mountain masses show rounded or dome-shaped summits, which rise above and are distinct from the rest of the range.
These individual mountain masses owe their prominence to geologic
structure, as will be shown later in this report. The Little Belt Moun~
tains are bounded by soft and easily ·eroded rocks, and owe their
prominence as well as their uplifted position to this fact. Within the
mountain tract rock characters and geologic structure determine topographic form. So intimate is this relation that it is difficult to discuss
one without discussing the other.
There are no big and broad valleys within the mountains. The
streams flow in deeply trenched courses, open and wide in the softer
shaly rocks, narrow canyons. in the barder limestone strata. The
region is sufficiently rugged to be characterized as mountainous, though
only alpine about the highest peakA. Summit plateaus are bordered
by high escarpments, and along the streams the towering limestone
cHffs, walling in deep gorges, present difficulties to travel and lend
picturesqueness. to the scenery.
Secondary plateaus are common in the central area, where the beds
are horizontal or gently inclined. Resistant rocks determine broad
levels separated by deep gorges, and where such levels are emphasized
by differences in vegetation, as is the case in Belt Park and the other
quartzite parks near Neihart, the contrast with the wooded slopes
above and below is very marked. Smaller benches, due to igneous
sheets, are also common. The smaller parks of the mountains owe
their existence to soft rocks. Bear Park and several other park valleys are formed of synclinal folds of Carboniferous shale.
Along the mountain flanks the streams cut across the upturned beds

or
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in narrow gulches. Here the abrupt transition from soft to harder
rocks is strikingly shown in the resulting scenery. The stream~ pass
through narrow clefts in the massive limestones-gateways from the
open, arid plains to the verdure-clad mountain valleys. Along the
larger streams such gorges are wider, though generally impassable, and
the limestones present a bewildering array of pinnacles and towers1
, castle-like masses, natural archways, and ribboned walls.
DRAINAGE.

The region is well watered, the rainfall and snowfall being relatively
abundant. The range is a center from which streams radiate in all
directions, but the Judith, Belt, and Smith rivers are the trunk streams,
draining the east, north, and west slopes, respectively. So far as it
has been studied, the drainage is consequent. Smith River is, bowever, a reversed stream, and a northward tilting in recent geologic
time bas accelerated northward-flowing streams and retarded southward drainage ways, and its effects are seen in one or two beheaded
and reversed streams.
The character of the streams is dependent upon the nature and structure of the rocks, and accordingly the streams are perennial, intermittent, and interrupted. 1 The former occur only in impervious rocks,
shales or the igneous rocks. The intermittent streams, flowing only
in wet weather, or the time of melting snows, are common where the
catchment area is small, but are especially characteristic of limestone
areas, wbere the waters sink and are lost in the rocks. Where the
structure brings an underlying impervious stratum or an igneous rock
to the .surface, such waters often reappear as springs. About the
mountain flanks the dry drainage ways which cross the surrounding
plain often have springs a few miles from the mountains. The "interrupted" streams have flowing water only where their channel is cut
in impervious rocks. In the limestone areas, even a large and rapidly
flowing stream will sink beneath the surface and disappear, leaving the
stream channel bare and dry until, at some lower level, the water comes
to 'the surface and forms a flowing stream for a short distance, and
then disappears again. Dry Fork of Belt Oreek, and Belt Creek below
Monarch, and the forks of the Judith exhibit this character during the
summer months. There are no waterfalls in the mountains. The
streams have, however, a steep gradient, and water power is readily
available. Belt Creek 'has a fall of 1,677 feet in 27 miles, from Neihart
to the point where it leaves the mountains at Riceville. The grade is
82 feet per mile between Neihart and Monarch, 4 7 feet per mile between
Monarch and Logging Creek, and 40 feet per mile through Sluicebox
Canyon.
·
1 Terms

proposed by R. T. Hill, Geologic Atlas

U.S., folio 42, N u.eces, Texas;

Washington,l898.
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VEGETATION.

The mountains are very generally forest clad, their dark slopes being
in somber contrast to the surrounding arid plains. The timber is,
however, mostly small. Yellow or lodgepole pine (Pinus murrayana.)
is the prevailing species. In some tracts it forms forests whose trees
are 10 to 14 inches in diameter; but more commonly it is smaller, and ·
burned-over tracts have a dense thicket of pole pine. The usual character of the forest growth of this species of pine is shown on Pl.
XXXVII, B. Spruce and fir are also found along· wet stream bottoms
and on moist and cold northern exposures. The white pine· (P.flexUis)
is also found on the plateau summits, and south of Neihart has been
extensively cut for lumber.
The character of the timber growth varies with the exposure. On
southward-facing slopes the growth is sparse and open, with grassy·
interspaces. On northerly exposures thick and dark forests prevail.
The plateau summits are beautiful in their alternation of glade and
grove. 'rhe grouping of pine and spruce is ideal in form, and the opens ·
are bright with innumerable flowers. The growth also varies somewhat
with the character of the rock, or rather with the physical nature of'
the soil formed. The barren Belt shales produce but little soil and support scanty vegetation. The sandstones and quartzites and the :fine
debris of igneous rocks are generally densely wooded. The Cambrian
shales, on the contrary, usually underlie an open, park country.
STRUCTURE.

The general structure of the Little Belt Range is that of a low flattopped arch, which is 20 miles wide on the west and narrows to a point
on the east. On the summit of the arch the rocks. are gently inclined ,
or horizontal. On the flanks or shoulders of the arch the rocks dip ·
steeply away from the uplift. This is shown in the sections, drawn to
natural scale, across 'the range, contained in folios Nos. 55 and 56, of
the Geologic Atlas of the United States.
This simplicity in structure is modifi€d by a great fissure extending
from Yogo Peak northeastward for 13 miles. This fracture, filled by
igneous rocks forming a stock, 1 was the center from which numerous
sheets and dikes were sent out as intrusions in the softer shaly strata.
An even greater modification of the general arch of the range is seen
along its northern flanks, where great bodies' of igneous rocks are·
found intruded between the crystalline schists and gneisses and the
overlying sedimentary rocks. These intrusions are laccolithic in char. acter and arch up the beds above them, thll:s locally elevating the latter far above the general summit of the range fold. These local arches
are not confined ·to the mountain areas, but also occur on the outlying
low plains country north of the range. As a result of the powerful
I An irregular intrusive body of igneous ~ock of unk~own depth, breaking across and up through
· earlier rocks; often a trunk mass for radial dikes and sheets.
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movements by which the range itself was uplifted and arched, and of
those lesser movements by which the stratified rocks were subjected to
further uplift and folding, there are many dislocations and minor fold·
ings. As shown on the map, there are no great faults throughout this
area, the dislocations being small and purely local in character.
Ore deposits occur in many parts of the range, but up to the present
time those of the Neihart and Barker districts are the only ones that
have yielded productive mines. Their association with the igneous
rocks appears to be very close, if not directly genetic. The mineral
deposition is found to be relatively recent, being iater than the youngest
eruptive rocks.
Since the uplift of the range, with the accompanying intrusion of
igneous rocks, the region thus raised above the general level has been
extensively denuded. This period of erosion has bared the larger
laccoliths and worn down the general level to the plateau-like region
now: seen. In this proces~ the relative hardness of the different rocks,
or their resistance to erosion, has resulted in a differential degradation,·
in which the harder igneous rocks are left in relief, and now form the
higher summits by virtue of their physical character as well as their
uplifted position ..
This region, unlike that of Castle Mountain to the south, has not
h.eld local ice sheets, nor has it been covered by the general glaciation
from the north. A careful search was made for traces of glaciation,
but none were found whose origin was certain, although it was supposed
by Newberry that the range was once ice clad. The igneous rocks of
. the mountain are peculiar and easily recognized, but do not occur in
glacial drift farther north.
Stream erosion bas been active, and the range presents evidence of
stream adjustment and vigorous cutting as a result of later tilting of the
region to the north ward.

CHAPTER II.
THE ROCK

~~ORMATIONS.

The rocks of the Little Belt Mountains are of many kinds and of
diverse origin. The nucleus or core of the range, which is exposed
about Neihart and on lower Sheep Creek, consists of gneisses and
schists, a group which bas at many localities been designated as a
Basement Complex. Sedimentary rocks rest upon tllis central core,
and cover the greater part of the range. They cover a wide range in
·lithologic character, and include formations of all the geologic ages.
The sedimentary strata are intruded by igneous rocks, which break up
through them in great stocks or in dikes, or are intruded between the
beds as sheets or laccoliths. These igneous rocks also present a considerable variety in texture and composition. The areal distribution
of the different rocks is shown on the geologic map, Pl. XLI.
METAMORPHIC ROCKS-GNEISSES AND SCHISTS.

The crystalline schists which occur in the Little Belt Range have the
characters common to the Archean or Basement Complex elsewhere.
They are the oldest rocks and form the nucleal core of tbe range.. The
rocks are well banded, the layers preserving a uniform direction for
many miles. Upon the truncated edges of these bands the stratified
rocks rest in an unconformity that is as marked as is the difference in
texture between the metamorphic and the unaltered or but slightly
altered strata. North of Neihart, Cambrian rocks rest directly upon
the gneisses. South of Neihart a thickness of 4,000 to 5,000 feet of
Algonkian rocks intervenes, separated from the Cambrian by an
unconformity.
In no part of the series examined do the rocks :possess the recognizable characters of altered sediments, and if subdivisions of the Archean
are made it must be on purely lithologic grounds. A part of the
series is demonstrably eruptive, and the rocks are cut by later and but
partially metamorphosed igneous rocks. The banding an9. foliation
that are so striking in general view do not afford a satisfactory basis for
a subdivision of the series, since the rocks rapidly change in character.
The general character of the Archean slopes is shown in Pl. XXXVII,
A, and Pl. XXXVIII, A, made from photographs of the slopes near
Neihart.
The crystalline schists present considerable variety in color, texture,
mineral composition, and in those physical characteristics which show
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in weathering, and cause the rock to form bold outcrops or soil-covered
slopes, massive talus debris blocks or slopes of fine, gravelly debris.
These characters affect to a very marked degree the nature of the vein
fissures, and also the character of the ore of the veins. Nevertheless,
it was not found possible to map these distinctions, partly on account
of the very small scale of the topographic map and partly because of
the nature of the rocks themselves. Though presen-ting apparently
so wide a variety of rock types, all the rocks can be classed as crystalline schists, and are either gneisses or schists of various kinds.
Collectively they form a remarkably well-defined series of rocks, and
they are mapped as a unit.
The "crystalline schists" are rocks distinctly crystalline in texture,
showing a streaked or foliated structure, due to the aggregation of different constituents into parallel layers, which are generally distinct in
texture and composition from adjacent layers. These layers or folia are
not persistent, but are thin lenticular bands, which thicken and thin out
rapidly, the ends of different folia interlocking. The rocks split along
these folia more or less readily (schistosity). This arrangement is
sefm on a large scale as banding; in a hand specimen it is generally
recognizable, and always in microscopic sections.
While part of theNeihart rocks are true schists, none of them are the
wrinkled, puckered schists common in so many Archean areas. Most of
the rocks are gneis~es, using the word to denote or designate any crystalline rock possessing a gneissic structure, and not confining it to a
quartz-mica-feldspar _rock simply. They are foliated rocks, not sufficiently fissile to be called a schist. In none of the Neihart gneisses or
schists has any evidence of a sedimentary origin been observed. On
the other hand, many of them are still recognizable as metamorphosed
igneous rocks, mostly porphyries, which can be distinguished without
difficulty from the later and unchanged intrusions of porphyry. Where
· the original character of the rock iR not determinable it is distinguished by the name of its predominant or characteristic mineral.
ALGONKIAN ROCKS.
BELT TERRANE.

Throughout the southern portions of the mountain tract there is a
great thickness of generally barren slaty rocks underlying the Cambrian formations. This series, which consists of several distinct but
allied formations, ~ollectively known as the Belt terrane, is shown upon
the geologic map under the names of Neihart quartzite and Belt
shale. This formation is wanting in the northern part of the range,
where the fossiliferous Middle Cambrian rocks rest directly upon the
crystalline schists. Throughout the entire southern part of the mountain area it is exposed where the denudation has cut deeply enough
into the uplift, and these rocks here form the surface over extensive \
districts. Volcano Valley, between the Little Belt Range and Castle
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Mountain, is eroded in an anticline of these rocks, and the Big Belt
Range is a long anticlinal uplift formed of them.
~he Belt terrane consists of seven distinct formations, only five of which
are found in the Little Belt region. The formation was first recognized
by Davis in 1882, 1 and described as probably Lower Cambrian. It was
also noted by Newberry in a trip across the Belt Mountains in 1884.
The southern extension was mapped and described in folios 1 and 24,
and in bulletins 110 and 139, of the United States Geological Survey.
The best exposures of the Little Belt and Big Belt ranges were carefully examined at different times in each successive field season for
traces of fossil remains, and in 1895 a reconnaissance of the region was
made by Mr. Charles D. Walcott, the director of the Survey, accompanied by the writer, in search of fossil remains.· Despite a prolonged
search at that time, it was not until the ~:mmmer of 1898, when a second
visit to the region was ~ade by Mr. Walcott, that fossil remains were
·found. The character of these remains does not contr<:tdict the distinct
stratigraphic evidence of a great unconformity and of. an interval of
erosion between these arid the overlying beds, and the terrane is
assigned to the Algonkian period.
Topographic aspect of Belt area&.-Between the areas co-vered by the
rocks of the Belt terrane and those of later sedimentary strata there is
a marked contrast in topography, and usually in vegetation also. This
is due to the prevailing shaly character of the Belt rocks, the thin and
barren soil formed by them, and their usually rapid degradation. In
general, the country covered by the Belt terrane is a hilly one, with
smooth and rounded slopes, deeply trenched by :flowing streams. The
larger valleys are bordered by bluffs of these rocks.
'fhe formation as a whole is well indurated and somewhat metamorphosed. In this respect it presents a strong contract to the overlying
Cambrian strata, whose unaltered shales and limestones bear no resemblance to the slaty rocks of the Belt. There is no true slaty cleavage, ·
however, br./.:. there are bedding laminations, and the rocks are more
properly called phyllites or argillites, though slate appears to be a
more popular or commonly used descriptive name.
·
No general review of the literature of the terrane will be given here~
Van Rise has presented an admirable summaryofit, 2 as did also Peale 3
in. 1893. Neither Peale nor Davis recognized definite subdivisions of
the terrane, though both' allude to the variety of rocks composing it.
The first attempt to subdivide the group was made by the writer in the
Castle Mountain region. 4 When the vicinity of Neihart was studied
the base of the~ formation was named the Neihart quartzite, and the
difterent subdivisions overlying this were recognized, though for purTenth Census, Vol. XV, p. 738.
Bull. U. S. Geol. Survey No. 86, pp. 286, 504. Principles of pre·Cambrian geology: Sixteenth Ann.
Rept. U.S. Geol. Survey, Part I, p. 818.
BBull. U.S. Geol. SurveyNo.llO, pp. 16-20.
4Bull. U.S. Geol. Survey No. 139, p. 32.
J
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poses of areal mapping they were grouped as Belt shale. In a paper by
Mr. Walcott these formations were for the first time given individual
names and defined as separate formations.t The subdivision is, however, based entirely upon lithological grounds, though the terrane presents au ideal example of a cycle of deposition, 2 and the subdivisions
grade into one another. The formations composing the terrane, corresponding in part to those made by the writer in 1896, 3 have been named
by Mr. Walcott as follows, the beds being given in descending order:
7.
6.
5.
4.
3.
2.
1.

Marsh Creek shale.
Helena limestone.
Spokane shale.
Greyson shale.
Newland limestone.
Chamberla,in shale.
Neihart quartzite.

The two upper formations are not. found in the Little Belt Range, but
occur on the :flanks of the Big Belt Range in a continuation of the terrace to the west and north.
Neihart quartzite.-The old.est recognizable sedimentary rocks of t.he
Little Belt l\iountains are the quartzite beds found in the vicinity of
Neihart. On Neihart and Long Baldy mountains the quartzite is seen
resting directly upon the crystalline schists, and the picturesque canyon
about Neihart is cut in it. The rocks are in part true quartzites, grading into well-indurated sandstones. They sometimes show well-developed bedding, though they are often quite massive in general view. In
color they vary from creamy white to gray or pink. Pebbles are occasionally found, masses of which sometimes form thin lenses, but their
occurrence is local and no well-defined conglomerate beds occur. They
consist for the most part of milky white, or pink, rarely gray, quartz. Red
and white gneiss is occa~:;ionally seen, but no P.ebbles of the Pinto diorite
or other igneous rocks intrusive in the crystalline schists were found.
The lower 350 feet of the quartzite forms a very compact body, uniform in character, which makes the escarpments so conspicuous from
. Neihart. The rock shows a prismatic structure, especially conspicuous
in Neihart Canyon, and shown on Pl. XXXVIII, B. About 300 feet
above the base the character of the formation changes. The pink and
white pure quartzites are replaced by more thinly bedded rocks, no
longer of pure arenaceous material, but containing an admixture of
greenish mica, which higher in the group forms the layers of mica .
shales interbedded with the quartzite. · The higher strata are still
more impure and the quartzite beds are but 6 to 12 inches thick,
blackened by carbonaceous material that now forms a prominent feature
of the intervening shales, becoming increasingly abundant until the
latter rocks are true black shales in which the green mica no longer
1 Fossiliferous pre-Cambrian terranes: Bull. Geol. Soc. America, Vol. X, pp. 199-244.
2Newberry, cycles of deposition of American sedimentary rocks: Proc. Am. Assoc. Adv. Sci.
August, 1873, p. 185.
·
3Bull. U.S. Geol. Survey No. 139, p. 32.
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shows. At the same time the quartzite beds decrease in thickness
and purity, while the interbedded shale increases in thickness and
purity, so that an arbitrary line must be drawn separating the two ·
formations.
Chamberlain shales.-These consist of a series of dark-gray, almost
black, shales, frequently arenaceous, showing occasional ripple marks.
The rocks are essentially slaty in fracture, but the beds are jointed and
form cliffs along the stream courses. The formation is characterized
by these black shales, which form its middle part. At the base the
admixture of arenaceous and micaceous material indicates transition
into the underlying quartzite, while in the upper part of the formation
calcareous beds appear alternating with the black shale, the latter
becoming less and less prominent and the calcareous shale becoming
true limestone. There is thus a very gradual transition into the
Newland limestone, and no sharp dividing line can be drawn. Tbe
estimated thickness of the Chamberlain is 2,000 feet, and it is typically
developed along Chamberlain and Sawmill creeks south of Neihart.
The thickness on Sawmill Creek is estimated to be 2,078 feet.
Newland limestone.-The base of the formation consists of beds of
limestone but 12 to 30 inches thick, at first separated by 20 to 50 inches
in thickness of shale. Higher up in the series the limestone beds
become more frequent and thicker and the shale layers thinner, until
in a few hundred feet the limestone largely predominates. These lower
limestones are somewhat fissile and shaly. In the center of the formation they are massive, very dense and compact, dark-blue in color, and
show crystalline streaks and markings (calcite) and carbonaceous stainings. The rocks weather with a light-yellow or buff color, on which
these crystalline markings are prominent, aud are generally cracked by
fine joints, frequently filled with calcite, which causes the rock to break
into small cubical masses on weatherin~. In the middle of tbe formation there is little or no shale. The limestone occurs in beds 3 to 6 feet
thick, sometimes thicker, and is jointed, so that the exposures present
a masonry-like effect when seen iu cliffs. The formation is typical1y.
exposed in the bluffs on the north side of Newland Creek, from which
it takes its name. The thickness along Sawmill Creek is estimated at
567 feet; on Newland Creek it is much greater.
Greyson shale.-This formation consists of dark-gray or black, fine
and coarse grained siliceous shales. The lower part of the formation
consists of pearly gray shales containing mica (sericite), which gives the
rock a glistening, satiny sheen. These pass upward into more siliceous
beds containing beds of intercalated sandstone a foot thick. The
formation is exposed in the bluffs at Sawmill and Belt creeks, and covers
large areas in the southern part of the mountains. The thickness on
Sawmill Creek is 955 feet.
Spokane shale.-The highest beds of the terrane seen in the Belt
Mountains are the red shales given this name. The rocks vary from
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brick-red to pink in color, and are therefore usually easily recognizable,
though seldom forming good exposures. South of Neihart they are
seen in Sawmi11 Creek, just below where the road makes a sharp bend
to ascend to the park. The formation has not been recognized on
Chamberlain, Belt, or O'Brien creeks. The unconformity between
these shales and the overlying Flathead (Cambrian) quartzite is seen
on Sawmill Creek. Southward these red shales are very prominent on
lower Newland Creek, where maroon shale is overlain by light-red and
these by white shales.
General section.-The· following section was measured along Belt and
Sawmill creeks south of Neihart:
Section exposed on Belt Creek south of Neihart, Montana.
Feet.
Flathead sandstone:
Cambrian sandstone; dark red, containing white pebbles, with quite
ferruginous matrix. But 40 feet exposed, the bed occurring in the
creek channel one-fourth mile below the forks of the stream . ·....
100
Plane of unconformity.
Spokane shale:
Red shales ..............................•.....•.............. : ... .
200
Red shales, laminated, brittle, and quite hard .................... .
10
Greys on shale:
Shales; generally gray, rarely exposed, and forming densely wooded
slopes ......... : ................................................ .
700
Gray sericitic shale, loeally disturbed by a horizontal sheet of
minette ............. ~ .......................................•••.
170
Shales; exposed in wall on west side of canyon. Thinly bedded
slates carrying limestone ....................................... .
60
No exposure ........................ _.............................•
25
Newland limestone:
Massive, block-jointed limestones, blue on fresh fracture and
weathering earthy brown. Dip 20° S .......................... .
15
Calcareous shales or slates, not exposed ........•......... __ ...... .
200
Limestones, with massive outcrop, blue on fresh fracture, weathering on surface to an earthy buff color .......................... .
60
Slates. (Prospect hole shows a minette intrusion) ............... ..
125
Limestone; fissile and slaty ...................................... .
18
Massively bedded slate ........................................... .
15
Impure limestone ........••.............................•.........
5
Bla~k or gray slate with glistening surface. Dip 30o ............. .
15
Trachyte intrusion. Rock at contact badly twisted, probably not a
sheet.
Limestone. and slate, not exposed ................................. .
30
Minette sheet.
6
Limestones and shale .................................. _......... .
20
Shales; slaty, in part indurated. Dip 20° S.; strike S. 600 E ..... .
15
Slapy shale; gray in color, well indurated ....................... ..
30
Limestone; in 3-foot beds of dark-gray color with. crystalline markings ..................••...............•.......•...••........ _..
~
Chamberlain shales:
Gray shale, seen in debris only, no ledges being seen ............... 1, 095
Black shale; exposure being one-fourth rone below a western branch
of the creek . . . . . . . • . . . . • . . . . • . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . • . .
363

210

955

562
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Chamberlain shales-Continued.
Feet.
Massively bedded, black shale. Di~ 200 upstream.................
·40
No exposure . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . • . . . • • • . .
190
Black shale .......•....•........................•...... ·. . . . . . . . . . .
40
Black crumbly shale. Dip 14° . . . . . . • • • • • . . . . . .. . . . . . . • . • •• . . . • . . •
54
Black shales......................................................
229
Thinly bedded and fissile quartzite ............................ ~...
5
Black shale, somewhat slaty, carrying beds of green quartzite . ....
40
Shale, not exposed................................................
22
--2,078
.
Neihart quartzite:
Quartzite.........................................................
2
Micaceous shale with fucoidal markings, resembling Cambrian ...'.
1
Quartzite; greenish in color, occurring in beds 6 to 18 inches thick,
with intervening black, carbonaceous shale ... ; . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
7
No exposure . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • .
95
Shales; micaceous, dark colored, generally green, and carrying
thinly bedded quartzites, so that the entire series might be classed
as quartzite ................. ~ ............·.......... ·............ ·15
No exposure .... .... .... ...... .... .... ...... ..•... ...... ...•.. ....
170
Green, micaceous shale and micaceous quartzite occurring in beds
4 to 12 inches thick, in alternate layers...... . . . . . . . . .. . . .. . . . . . .
8
Micaceous shales, resting upon basal quartzites....................
104
Quartzite series, forming base of formation . . . . . . .. . .. . .. . • . . .. . .. .
300
702
Total .........................••.......... ·........•..........•... ; . 4, 607
Unconformity.
Metamorphic gneiss.
CAMBRIAN ROCKS.

Distribution and subdivisions.--The strata of this age are an important element in the geology of the region. They cover a wide extent
of country and determine its topographic character, and to a certain
extent the nature of the vegetation. The formations composing it have
influenced the character of the mountain folding and determined the
site and nature of the numerous and great intrusions of igneous rock
which compose the most prominent mountain masses, and upon whose
existence some, at least, of the ore deposits are dependent.
The fossils show that the Cam brian rocks of this range are of. Middle
Cambrian age. The area covere.d by them is indicated by a single
color on the geologic map (Pl. XLI), and the rocks are grouped under
the name of the Barker formation. The beds thus grouped show welldefined lithological subdivisions, and in the ranges to the south and
in the Yellowstone Park have been subdivided into two formations.
This subdivision is, however, unsatisfactory, and since a careful study
of the fossils found by Mr. Walcott shows that the forms are all Middle
Cambrian species, the writer has divided the rocks of this age into the
following formations:
·
7.
6.
5.
4.
3.
2.
1.

Yo go limestone.
Dry Creek shale.
Pilgrim limestone.
Park shale.
Meagher limestone.
Wolsey shale.
Flathead sandstone.
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The character and thickness of each of· these formations are represented graphically on Pl. XL, where columnar sections measured at
various localities in the range are shown.
Flathead sandstone.-The base of the Cam.brian is formed by a quartzite, which in the Little Belt Mountains is somewhat fissile, impure, and
shaly in the middle, so that the formation consists of three members.
The lowest bed is a granular but generally well-indurated sandstone,
of a white, pink, or dark-red color, often cross bedded, and occurring
in strata 3 to 10 feet thick. The base is often a conglomerate. The
following section, made in the bluff of Belt Creek 8 miles south of .
Monarch, shows the composition of the formation.
Section on Belt Creek 8 miles south of Monarch, Montana.
Feet.

Wolsey shale:
Ferruginous sandstone carrying fossil remains.... . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10
Flathead sandstone:
·
Quartzite; white ..........••..••..........••.........•................... 1i
Sandstone; rust colored and rotten........................................ 5
Sandstone; dirty white to buff; :fiaggy ....•..........••.•....... ... : ...... 15
Sandstone; fissile, impure, purple, and rust colored. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 30
Sandstone; massive. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Quartzite; :fiaggy... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . 6
Quartzite; vitreous, hard, massive, knotty, neither well bedded nor fissile .. 60
Augite-syenite sheet; 70 feet thick.
Sandstones; dark red an G. ferruginous . . . . . . • • .. . • . . . . .. . . .. .. . . . . . . . . • .. 25-50

Intrusions are frequently found elsewhere in the horizon here
occupied by the syenite. .The upper sandstone, a white granular
rock, weathering with a pitted, pockety surface, covers Belt Park, and
is exposed in the little gullies that indent its surface. On Sawmill
Creek and along the O'Brien Creek road the basal bed was not measured,
as no good exposures were observed, but its thickness was estimated to
be 50 feet. A sheet of porphyry 50 to 60 feet thick is intruded between
this lower bed and the higher quartzite. The latter differs in appearance. 'rhe rock is not so distinctly bedded, and shows rounded, spheroidal weathering. It is well exposed near the Sawmill and generally
over O'Brien Park.
Wolsey shale.-The quartzite is overlain by shale, which is well exposed
in Keegan Butte and the hill south of it which rises above the open
and nearly level surface of Belt Park. The shale is dark gray or
greenish, often micaceous, and carries oval concretions of limestone a
few inches thick and seldom over 6 inches long. These concretions
contain fossils which Mr. Walcott has· identified as Middle Cambrian
forms. These shales average 150 feet in thickness, and are well exposed
at :the old dam on Sheep Creek near Wolsey.
Meagher limestone.-The summits of Belt Park buttes are capped by
thinly and irregularly bedded limestones. The rocks consist ot:_ pure
gray limestone mottled with patches of buff-colored, arenaceous, clayey
matter. The exposed edge of the beds shows wavy-almost -crinkledbedding planes.· Over 60 feet of these beds are exposed on Keegan
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Butte. The lower strata carry no distinguishable fossils, and weather
into very small, irregular, gravelly debris. The upper beds are spotted
with green glauconite grains and contain numerous fossil fragments.
Park shale.-The greater part of the Cambrian rocks seen in the
mountain area probably belong to this formation. The lower strata
are gray or greenish micaceous shales. Higher in the section these
contain intercalated thin layers of limestoues, which are impure and
often consist of flat limestone pebbles--a true intraformational conglomerate (Pl. XXXIX, A). These beds are well exposed in the road
·cuttings at the bead of Sheep Creek, in the valleys of Dry "\Volf, Pil·
grim, and Tenderfoot creeks, and near Barker. Their thickness is
estimated at 800 feet.
Pilgrim limestone.-Above the T~nderfoot shale, whose ready weathering gives gentle slopes and generally open but deeply stream-trenched
valleys, limestone beds form low cliff's or cap mesas on the broad sum·
mit levels of the range. These limestones are somewhat massively
bedded. They are gray, carry fossil remains, and in this region do not
show the mottled appearance common to rocks of this horizon in the
southern part of the State. The basal beds are limestone conglomer·
ates separated by thin layers of shale (see PI. XXXIX, B).
Dry Creek shale.-Between the beds of massive Pilgrim limestone
and the dark chocolate-colored beds of the J efl'erson formation there
is a thickness of 40 to 50 feet of brick-red and bright-yellow sandy
beds, whose fissile nature determined their designation as shales. The
formation is a very constant one throughout central Montana, but
owing to its ready weathering is seldom well exposed. Good sections
were observed at the head of King Creek, near Y ogo, in Big Park,
on Belt Creek above Monarch, and on Pilgrim Creek, the average thickness being 40 feet.
·
Yogo limestone.-This ·formation generally consistR of thin-bedded
limestone flags, alternating with crumbly gray or greenish shale, but
grades into rather pure thick-bedded limestones. The entire section
is well shown at the h~ad of Sheep Creek and south of Monarch. A
measured section made 8 miles south of that place is given in the
description of that district (page 363). ·
Fossils.-Tbese Cambrian formations have all been grouped as the
Barker formation for the purpose of areal mapping. In former publi·
cations the series has been divided into two groups, the upper, or Gallatin, and the lower, or Flathead. This distinction was originally based
upon the occurrence of the Pilgrim limestone, whose resistant nature
and peculiar mottled character made it a very convenient horizon to
use in areal mapping. The fossil remains seemed to indicate the Upper
Cambrian age of the beds above this, but larger collections recently
made by Mr. Walcott prove that the Upper Cambrian fauna is wanting
in a.U the collections thus far made, the forJVS studied being all of
Middle Cambrian types. The Lower Cambrian (Georgian Olenellus)
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and "Gpper Cambrian (Potsdam) are both wanting. The sections shown
on Pl. XL represent the strata of this a.ge in the Little Belt Mountains, the Castle Mountain or Livingston sections being given for
comparison.
Fossils are abundant in the limestone concretions of the Logan shale
of Keegan Butte and in the thin-bedded limestone of the Wolsey
shale at the head of Sheep Creek. The Pilgrim limestone at the head
of King Creek also contains fossils, as do the Y ogo limestones near
Yogo settlement. The brachiopod species are few in number, and are
associated with Ptychoparia, Oonocoryphm, and fragments of other
trilobites, and an abundance of Hyolithes. Mr. Walcott, who has
examined the collections, but not yet determined all the species, does
not find any considerable differences of fauna from top to bottom. The
following species have been identified by him:
Dicellomus nan us M. and H .. Pilgrim limestone, Yogo; Wolsey shale, Sheep Creek;
Flathead q ua,rtzite, near Monarch and on Sheep Creek,
Obolus (Lingulella) ella.---. Wolsey shale, Sheep Creek.
Orthis remnicha .. ___ ....... Yo go limestone.
Syntrophia primordialis .... Yogo limestone.
Billingsella coloradoensis ... Yo go limestone.
Hyolithes primordialis ..... Wolsey shale and Meagher limestone; Sheep Creek and
Keegan Butte.
Pt.ychoparia ga1latinensis ... Pilgrim limestone, Pilgrim Creek.
Ptychoparia llanoensis .... _Yogo limestone.
Ptychoparia bipunctata ..... Yogo limestone.
Pty~hoparia affinis ......... Yogo limestone.
•
Ptychoparia roemeri ....... Meagher limestone, Fourmile Creek.
Agnostus sp.
Obolus (Lingulepis).
Olenoides serratus .......... W 9lsey shale, Sheep Creek.
Camarena .. __ .... ___ ....... Wolsey shale, Sheep Creek.
Bathyuriscus Wheeler ...... Wolsey shale, Sheep Creek.
The~e forms are all reg·arded as Middle Cambrian by Mr. Walcott.
They show local grouping, and very often individual beds are made up
of an aggregate of one species. This is especially true of Hyolithes
in the limestones of the Park shale and Wolsey shale, and of the
Ptychoparia gallatinensis of the Pilgrim limestones of Pilgrim Creek.

SILURO-DEVONIAN ROCKS.

Je:fferson limestone.- Upon the geologic map the Jefferson formation,
under the name of Monarch formation, is grouped with the Tbreeforks
shale, which carries Devonian fossils. Overlying the soft shales and
associated limestones of the Cambrian there is a series of generally
dark-colored,· well-bedded limestones, whose lowest bed frequently
forms a bold bluff or escarpment that rises abruptly above the shale
slopes. The distinction is therefore usually a marked one in the topography, and is readily followed in mapping. This lim~stone bed is
the basal member of the Jefferson limestone series.
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.As a whole the Jefferson formation is characterized by chocolate-brown
or steel-gray crystalline limestones~ generally having a distinctly granu.
lar or saccharoidal texture, which is especially noticeable on weathered
surfaces. The rocks occur in beds 2 to 6 feet thick, which are jointed,
and weather like regular. courses of masonry (see Pl. XLII, .A).
Slight differences in hardness result in a pitting of the surface with
sac-shaped cavities, due to weathering, and the edges of the beds often
show ribbing and filagree work. The dark color is due to organic
(nitrogenous) material, and the rocks emit a strongly fetid odor when
struck with a hammer. The chocolate-colored beds are often mottled
with light cream-colored patches, which in some instances are clearly
recognizable as coral remains. The ledges near Barker show this
especially well, as illustrated on Pl. XLII, B.
The only fossils collected from these rocks are corals. Mr. Charles
Schuchert has identified IJipltyphyllum crespitosum Ball. In a report
furnished the writer be says: "If this identification is correct the rocks
are of Silurian (Upper Silurian) age. This genus, however, like .Atrypa,
is not always of great value as a horizon marker." Later collections
from this horizon contained specimens of Stromatopora, Pachyphyllum
(near woodmani H. and·W.), and .Acervularia, identified by Dr. Girty,
and regarded by him as determining· the age as Devonian. Up to the
present no positive identification of Silurian rocks has been made in
Montana. Frequent references to Silurian strata are made in the
Hayden Survey reports, but the rocks therein called by this name are now
known to be Cambrian.' The upper~ost beds of the Cambrian, the
pebbly beds of the Yogo limestone, contain fossils which were formerly
regarded as possible Silurian, but the only paleontological collections
as yet thoroughly studied, those of the Yellowstone Park; prove to be
Middle Cambrian. The nearest strata of undoubted Silurian age are
those of the Bighorn Range of Wyoming.1
The Jefferson limestones contain much arenaceous matter, and at
several localities elsewhere in the State grade into quartzite and sandstone.' This is the case at Whitehall and Phillipsburg, Montana. .At
the latter place a collection of fossils showed the following species:
Camarotrechia sappho.
Camarotrechia near C. congregata.
Glyptodesma rectum f
Aviculopecten sp.
Cyathophyllum sp.

In a letter to the writer, Dr. Girty makes the fo1lowing statement
about the fossils determined by him from this locality:
Although comparatively little has been ascertained in the way of certain and
exact specific identification, yet I believe the horizon here represented can be
referred with some certainty to the Middle or Upper Devonian. .A.viculopecten has
not been recognized in this country below the Devonian, bnt is abundant in deposits
of Devonian a:J:!.d Carboniferous age. Cama1·otreckia Bappho first appears in the
I C. E. Beecher, on tile occurrence of Silurian strata jn the Big Horn Mountains, Wyoming, and in
the Black Hilla, South Dakota: Am. Geol., Vol. XVIII, 1896, pp. 31-33.
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Hamilton, but is known to extenil. into the Waverly. C. cong1·egata is likewise a.
Hamilton form, as is also Glyptodesma 1·ecturn. This fauna can scarcely be earlier than
Devonian, and I believe it represents middle or late Devonian time.

Threeforks sha.les.-The lighter-colored shaly limestones which immediately overlie the dark-colored Jefferson beds are known by this name.
In the Little Belt Range the formation has not been distinguished-from
the strata which immediately overlie it, as the latter rocks are identical
in lithological character, and were in the field mistaken for this formation. The beds cover the surface of the bench so often made by the
massive limestone bed forming the top of the Jefferson. In this region
the formation, if present, grades into and can not be distinguished from
the upper beds of the J eii'erson. On· King Creek Mountain the shaly
beds immediately above the typical dark-brown Jefferson limestone
hold Carboniferous fosRils, and this is also the case in the exposures a
few miles east of Barker. The beds usually weather readily and the .
actual contact of the two formations is rarely seen. .At lVIonarch the
debris of the cliffs bides the lower beds, the interval being estimated
to be about 60 to 75 feet.
It can not be asserted that the Threeforks shale is wanting over
this region, but the collections from the shaly beds immediately overlying the typical Jefferson limestone contain Carboniferous fossils at
several localities. In the vicinity of Livingston and near Threeforks
the formation contains an abundant and typical Devonian fauna.
In the description of Castle Mountain, 1 immediately south of the Little
Belt l\fountains, the limy shales at the base of the Madison limestone
group was called Devonian, though no fossils were obtained from the
beds; it now seems more probable that they represent the Paine shale
of the Carboniferous.
CARBONIFEROUS ROCKS.

The Carboniferous rocks are the mountain-forming strata of the
range. Their occurrence sharply defines the mountain area from the
surrounding plains, and determines the rough and craggy character of
the scenery of its border. Fossil remains, which are abundant throughout the series, show the rocks all to be of Lower Carboniferous age.
The collections afford some evidence upon which to subdivide the
series by faunal groupings. There is, also, a very marked grouping of
the beds shown by lithological characters. Tlle lower series, embracing
a thickness of 1,000 feet of beds, is composed entirely of limestones of
varying character. This is the Madison limestone of the geological
map, a formation that is very persistent in occurrence and very uniform
in character throughout central Montana. This limestone terrane is
overlain by a series of shales, sandstones, and limestones, collectively
known as the Quadrant formation, and the equivalent of this formation
is developed in the southern part of the State, though presenting a
very different development in this area.
1 BulJ.

U. S. Geol. Survey No.139, p. 38.
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This embraces three lithologically distinct horizons, viz:
3. Castle limestones.
2. V\Toodhurst limestone.
1. Paiue shales.
Paine shales.-These are dark-blue, quite impure, argillaceous limestones, which might be classed as calcareous shales. The fresh rock is
generally dark bluish-gray, but lighter-colored beds alternate with this.
Upon weathering, the rock breaks up into fine shaly debris of a pink,
buff. or straw color. The exposures of the lower beds form typically
reddish or pink debris, and the weathered surfaces show an abundance
of fossils, usually weathered in relief. The beds higher in the series
and near the top contain fewer fossils, but the forms are silicified. beautifully preserved, and project above the smooth weathered surface in a
very striking manner. This silicification appears to be a very constant
feature of this particular bed throughout the mountain region, and
when carefully looked for. has always been found by the writer. These
strata show 6 to 30 inch beds of rather pure limestone, containing chert
lenses one-half inch by 3 inches, separated by 3 to 10 foot beds of lightbuff, varying to pink and dark bluish-gray limestone shale. The total
thickness at Monarch is 17 5 feet. The ready weathering of these shaly
beds gives rise to topographic depressions and vegetation bands, so the
horizon is easily determinable (see Pl. XLIII; A, Monarch exposures;
B, Barker exposures.)
This limestone is especially distinguished by an abundance of Bryozoan remains. The following table gives the list of species identified
by Mr. Charles Schuchert, of the N ationa.I Museum. The numbers
refer to localities from which collections were made by the writer. This
formation is undoubtedly the same as that called by Dr. A. C. Peale
the Laminated limestones of the Threeforks section. 1
Fossils from the Paine shales.

l----------------1·6-42.,301.,:!94.,~~:604.1~\552. 580. 545.608.
.A.ulopora sp .............................................................................. .
Spirorbis 2 sp .......................................... • L . ............................... .
Fenestella (severalspecies) ........................ X X .... X .... X X ........... .
Cystodictya sp .................................... X X .••. X ........ X ........... .
Streblotrypa sp ............................................................................ .
Pinnatopora sp .............. ...................... X X ............ X .............. ..
Crania {striated species} .......................... X .................................. ..
Rhipidomella michelinil'~v ........................... X X •••• X ........ X ...... ..
Orthothetes inflatus White and Whitf............. X ................................... -~

~:~:.:i~;;.;.;;,;;:;~;.;::::::::::: ::::::::::::: .~- :::: :::: :::: :::: -~- :::: :::: :::: ::::
lBull. U.S. Geol. Survey No. 110, 1893, p. 33.
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B . OUTCROP OF PAINE S HALE ALONGSIDE WAGON ROAD 4 MILES
EAST OF BARKER

The Paine shale forms the base of the cliff and the slope beneath.
Th e shaly nature of the formation and its usual weathering are contrasted with the
m!:l.sonrylike ledges of the underly1ng J efferson limestones.
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Fossils j1·ont the Paine shales-Continued.

1

~~ctuoof

642. 301. 294.1603. 604. 550.,552. 580. 545. 608.

~ ~-;;-- ~ ~~-;;-- ···,;t:-::

aetigenia HalL. .•...•.••......•...•..••.
:-::
Spirifer centronatus 'Winchell..................... X_ ........ ,.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. X .... 1. . . .

:~~=;~:=~:;::';~;-~~;:::::::::::::::::::::: :;: -~ :~·~::::1:::: :::::::: : ,: :j::::
SpinfermatransversaMcChesney ................. X X . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ----~---1
SpiriferilJa (allied to S. norwoodana)~ Hall. ........ X .. .. X .......................... ..
Cyr~ina (relate_d to one from the Waverly group of
I

c:t:~:e:! ~i~~~t: ~~-1~:::::::::::::::::::: ~::::::

·

~- -~- _· _: :_ :__: :_ ·_· ·_· :_ ·_ ~-..__ ·_ ·_;_ - ~. _: :__: -_·

xxx J_: :_ -_· -.· :_ :_ ·_· _: ·_ ·_ ·. _·

Eumetria sp ...................................... .
Dielasma formosum 1 Hall...... . . . . . .. . .. . . .. . . . . . X .. . . . . .. . . .. . .. . .. .. . .. . X ....... .
Camarophoria (related to C. explanata McChesney) X .................................. ..
Pugnax mutata :S:.all ................................... X X .......................... ..
Camarotrecbiacf.metallica White ................. ,............ X X .... X .......... ..

~::::~:·:;:~:~~~;~·;·,;;;];

::::: :::::: ::L. :::::::::::::::::::::::: ·;;· ::::::::1
:;:::~::.~::xtl~l•f .Hall:::::::: ::::: :::::::::::1:::::::: ::::,:::::::::::: :::: : :::: ::::
642. Divide between Dry Fork of Belt Creek and Belt Creek north of Barker trail.
301. Mountain at bead of Harrison Creek.
294. Cliffs at head of King Creek.
603. Southeast base of Big Baldy Mountain.
604. Big Park section of Big Baldy Mountain.
550. Mouth of Bear Creek.
552. Near mouth of Bear Creek.
580. Divide at head of Running Wolf Creek.
545. Divide between Running Wolf Creek and Bear Creek.
008. Saddle northeast of Taylor Peak.

TVoodhurst limestone.-The middle portion of th_e limestone series.is
composed of well-bedded limestones. The strata vary in thickness and
in resistance to weathering, so that the steep slopes show the harder
beds as prominent led'ges, aud on escarpments these are undercut and
form balcony ledges, which,give a banded.appoorance to the cliffs. The
series is shown as a magnificent line of cliffs from 300 to 600 feet high,
exposed for many miles along Belt Creek, above and below Monarch
(see Pl. XLIII, A). The cliffs are stained a bright orange color by iron
oxide, and this makes the contrast with the overlying white limestones
stronger. This coloring comes from extremely thin partings of shaly
material separating the beds. These partings also serve to emphasize
the bedding planes. The rocks are prevailingly dark gray or gray, and
break readily into angular, splintery, polygonal debris, forming exten.
sive talus heaps. The outcrops of each bed are distinguished by a
jointed masonry-like course. Chert occurs in many strata, but appar~
ently without any order. It WQathers dark brown, and often occurs in
layers.
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The following table shows the fossils collected from the Woodhurst
limestone in this region. The identifications have be.en made by Mr.
Schuchert.
· Fossils jrovt the Woodhu1·st limestone.

:.154'. ~~~

I

Platycrinuaap ..................

6 6

~. ~: 1':'· ~: ~ ·1~: ~: ~t49. 54tot·l

55 5

5

..-

5 53

~~~~~:!;::::~:::~::~~~:::::: :::::::: :::::::::::: -~- :::::::: ~::: :::: :::: ::J:::: -~- ::::1

Rbipidomella (small michelini
I
l'Ev ............................................... X •••.••••••••.••.•••.•••••••. X •••.
Scbizophoria swallovi HalL . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . X ............. : . -~- ••.........
Orthothetes infir.tus 1 White and
.
\Vhitf ..............• ;_........ . . . . X
X
X
X
X • • • . X. X
X • • • • X . • • . X ••••
Derbya sp. undt .....................................•....... : . ..•.............. ·........... .
Chonetes illinoisenRis W orthern .........................•...............•..... ·\· . . . X X
Chonetes loganensis H. and W . . X X
X
X
X
>' X · X - X ••••
Productella shumardiana Hall . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ......... J... .... X

I

~::~:~:::~~:~:o:::u~~~~~::::: -~- :::::::::::: :::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::: ·;·1·1:::: -~- -~Productus cf. setigerus or sea·
briculus ............................... X X .••.••••••••.••••••...•..•••••••••••
Productus cf. gallatinensisn. sp ...•.....
----~............ ............ X
X
Sp~r~fer cf. biplicatus ~alL..... . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. . . . .. . . ... . . .. . . . . . X
Sp1r1fer centronatus Wmchell... . .. . X X
X I x· X
X
X
X
X ....
Spirifer trigonalis Martin....... .. .. . . . . . .. . . .. . . . . . . . .. • ••.. 1.. • . .. .. . .. . 1. .. . . . .. .. .. . . .. X
Reticularian. sp .................................................................... X
Reticul:u:ia setigera HalL ............·... . .. . . . .. . .. . . .. . .. ... . .. . . .. . . .. . . .. . . .. . . .. . X
Martinia rostrata n. sp .............................................................. X
Syringothyris cf. extcnuatus
llall... ... . .... .. .... . . .. . ... ... . ... . • .• . ... . ... .... . ... X ............................... .
Spiriferina crist.ata Schlot . . .. .. . .. . .. . . .. . . . • .. . .. . . .. . . .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . .. . .. . . .. . X
Spiriferina transversa McChesney ..............•...•......•...••. X X X
X
X
X
Spiriferina solidrostris White... . .. . . .. . . • • . . .. . . .. . . .. . X ............................... .
X
Seminula trinucleus Hall . . .. .. • X
X
X
Cleiot.hyris
crassicardinalis
White.....................................
. ................................... X
Eumetria marcyi Shum ......................... X X .·... .... 1 ................ X
Camarotrechia cf. metallica
White ......................... X X .................... X .......... ..
....

........

...

1

1

~~:~;::~u:pl~~~~~~~~::::::: :::::::: ·;;· ~ ·:·~--~- -~- -~-~-~- :::: ::::\:::·:::::(::.::I·:.:.:.:1
Pr~hf~f.~~~-~~~~?~~~. ~~~~. ~~~ .... T... .. .. .. .. .... .. .. .. .. ... . ... . ... . .. .. .. ..

X

LU

The numbers at the heads of columns in the above ·table refer to localities at which
collections were made. The specimens are now in the National Museum and may
be identified as to locality by the numbers. The dashes in. the table mean that
species are probably present at the points indicated, though they are not represented
in the collection brought in.

A. comparison of the two tables shows_ that a number of species
occurring in the Paine shale have not been found in the overlying lime. _stone, viz:
Fenestella, several species.
Crania, striated species.
Spirifer striatus Martin.
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Spirifer desideratns Walcott.
Cyrtina.
Cleiotbyris.
Camarophoria cf. C. explanata McChesney.
Pugnax mutata Hall.
Camarotmchia cf. C. metallica White
Gasteropods, 5 species.
Euomphalus spergenensis Hall.
Bucanopsis textilis Hall.
Conularia sp.

Of these, Cleiothyris hirsuta seems to be especially characteristic.
Reticularia setigera extends into the basal beds of the W oodhurst limestone. The collections from this basal bed of the Woodhurst embrace
seven species not found at any other locality. The species common to
both formations are the most abundant types and comprise the bulk of
the collections. The faunal di1:l'erences may be due entirely to the
character of the rocks. The Paine shale was a calcareous mud deposited in shallow waters, while the overlying limestones are very pure
and indicate clear waters.
The collections, as a whole, are referred by both Schuchert and Girty
to the Kinderhook or Chouteau. This is entirely in accord with the
results obtained by them from a study of the fossils from the vicinity of
Tbreeforks, described by Peale,I and from a study of those of the
Carboniferous are.as near Livingston collected by the writer.
Castle limestone.-The uppermost formation of the I'imestone series is
a limestone that is very massive and shows no bedding. The rock is
generally dense and rarely crystalline, always light colored, and in expo. sure shows inconspicuous division planes. It weathers with a rough
cavernous surface, forms castellated craggy masses, and is easily distinguished from the well-bedded rocks beneath it. The type of erosion
is illustrated on Pis. XLIV and XLV. Its massive homogeneous
character causes it to form very narrow canyons, and it is the "gateway" rock of the mountain streams. It is frequently crushed and brecciated when folded, and in such cases often stained red by iron oxides,
which are sometimes so abundant as to cause prospectors to locate
claims. The rock contains dark-brown chert scattered through it in
round and lenticular masses, sometimes a foot in diameter, but the
chert is light colored and not abundant enough to be conspicuous in
most exposures. The beds cap the great clifi's of Belt Creek and are
everywhere prominent upon the mountain flanks. The formation
takes it.s name from the town of Castle, where it is especially well
developed. The thickness measured near Monarch is 375 feet, and at
several localities throughout the mountains it is 300 to 400 feet.
The following section represents the typical development of the Madison gToup in this region. It does not embrace the base of the Paine
shale, and it is possible that a few feet may be wanting at the top.
I

BulL U. S. Geol. Survey No. 110.
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This section should be compared with that, given with the description
of the Monarch district, of the cliffs near Monarch.
Section of Carboniferous limestones exposed in cliffs north of D1·y Wolf Creek, 1ntile above
Sp1·ing Cou,lfe.
Castle limestone :
Feet.
Limestone; brownish gray in color, often conglomeratic. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
5
Limestone; cream colored, blotch eel with pink ............... ·... . . . . . . . . . .
2
Limestpne; massive, but brecciated in places ...•. _........................ 115
Limestone; gray, somewhat massive, and forming bench on summit of
buttress spurs·--~--.................................................... 30
Well-bedded limestone, dark blue in color, weathering to buff gray; carrying chert bands of one-half inch to 2 inches in thickness at 40 feet above
base; generally heavy bedded with vertical jointing and breaking into
small.prismatic pieces.... .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . .. . .. . . . • • • . . . . . . . . .. . .. . .. . 170
Limestone; gray, massive, belonging to same series as that above.......... 10
Wood nrst limestone :
Limestone; quite massive, heavily bedded or without recognizable bedding,
weathering into rude prismatic blocks and forming buttresses projecting
from steep slopes north of creek. The upper 75 feet shows rude bedding,
with chert bands and drusy cavities scattered through the rock. Crinoid
stems are abundant and other fossils are occasionally seen . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 250
Limestone ; gray, quite massive . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • . . .. . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . . . .. . . . . 15
Limestone; massive, with indistinct bedding planes and rude prismatic
fracture and irregular surface, and carrying scanty crinoid remains.. . . . . 60
Limestone; thick and thinly bedded, quite massive in exposure, breaking
into splintery fragments and showing occasional fossils....... . . . . . . . . . . . 65
Paine shale:
Thin bedded limestone, brownish or buff color on weathered exposure, with
argillaceous layers of fissile limestone 2 to 6 inches in· thickness between
th(' purer and more massive beds. The rocks form buttresses with square
jointing, vertical faces, and a masonry-like appearance . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . • 85
Thin-bedded, shaly limestone ............................................. 10
Limestone; gray, weathering with rough surf~ce and forming ledge above
tal us slope .....•....................••••........................... ~ . • • •
8
Limestone; thin bedded (4 inches to 2 feet), alternating with shaly limestone beds a few inches in thickness.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. . . . . .. . . • • . • 27
Debris concealing base of exposure and running down to creek . . . • . • . • . . . . 80
Total . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . • • • • . • . • • • . . . • • • • . . • • • • 932
QUADRANT GROUP •

. .Above the mas~ively bedded white limestones, which nearly everywhere form the flanks of the range, there is a series of sandstones and
shales with intercalated limestones that weather readily and form the .
narrow foothill hollows between the mountain slopes and flanking hills
of sandstone. This series is collectively named the Quadrant formation or group, as it corresponds in stratigraphic position and in the
changed conditions of origin which it represents to the formation
given that name in the southern part of the State. In these mountains the shales and limestones of the formation contain an abundance
of fossils which belong to the Lower Carboniferous, and these forms
extend through the formation up to its very top. There is, however,
evidence of an unconformity between this and the succeeding Jurassic
formation. As noted above, the beds occur chiefly as an encircling
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SLUIC EBO X CANYON, BELT CREEK .

Showing massive character of Castle limestone.

Also illustrating cutting o{ secondary canyon-" Sluice box 11 -in an older and
broad valley.
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belt about the mountains, but inliers formed by synclines also occur
within. the mountain tract at Bear Park and between pr~jecting ridges
of the range at Lone Tree Park and the divide west of Taylor Peak.
The Quadrant group consists within the Little Belt region of two sets
of beds.
Quadrant group:
Feet.
Otter shale 1 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• • • • • 300-600
Kibbey formation .... ---------- ....................................... 115-150

. The total thickness is 313 feet on Dirty Creek, 303 feet in Musselshell
Canyon, 453 feet at Riceville, and 1,400 feet near Utica.
Kibbey sandstone.-The basal member of the Quadrant group is a
sandy formation which is commonly brick-red in color, is seldom well
bedded, and weathers quite readily. Where best exposed it is seen to
consist of slightly indurated sandy clays, prevailingly red in color,
with lumps of yellowish clay scattered through it. This grades
upward into a well-bedded, somewhat fissile, red and purple sandstone.
These beds are best developed near Kibbey and Riceville, where they
contain intercalated gypsum beds. The thickness here is 150 feet.
West of Utica, at the forks of the Judith, the lower clays are 75 feet
thick and the sandstones 40, giving a total of 115 feet for the formation. At the east end of the range, at Oka, the beds form an encircling hollow between the main mountain mass and an outlying limestone
hill. In Musselshell Canyon the formation is thin, the basal bed being
but 15 feet thick. These beds immediately overlie the massive Castle
limestones, and are therefore readily located, though seldom exposed.
Near W oodhurst and north of Dry Wolf the beds are gray, varying
to buff, in color. No fossils have been found in these beds.
Otter shale.-This formation consists of green and gray shale, with
intercalated limestones. The green shales form its most conspicuous
feature. They are bright coppery green in color, and where well exposed
are very striking features of the canyon walls. The interbedded limestones are thinly bedded, white or light gray in color, but are often
markedly oolitic. They carry Carboniferous (Mississippian~) fossils.
The variable nature of the formation is shown in the detailed section near
Utica, given herewith, but the details differ greatly in different exposures, though .the general character is constant. The thickness at Riceville is 300 feet; at Musselshell Canyon and Dirty Creek it is much less.
Fossil~.-The fossils from the Quadrant group are abundant at several localities,. but only small collections have as yet been made. The
collections from Riceville are different in form from those of any other
locality, the species showing a Spergen Hill facies . . The following
species from this place have bee~ determined by Mr. C. D. Walcott:
Seminula subtilita Hall.
Eumetria marcyi Shum.
-P~g~ax mut~ta ·Hali. (Common.)
Euphemus carbonarius Cox.
I

Named in 1891. See '.rwo Montana coal fields: Bull. Geol. Soc. .A.merica,VoJ. III, 1892, pp. 301-330.
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Dielasma cf. formosa Hall. (Common.)
Seminula cf. trinuclea Hall.
Eumetria verneuiliana Hall.
Spiriferina cf. cristata Sc.hl.
Allorisma sp. undet. (Like marionesis.)
Schizodus curtiformis Walcott.
Euphemus sp. undet.
Loph'ophyllum sp. ~
Stenopora sp. ~

The following species, identified by Mr. Charles Schuchert, were collected from the Forks of the Judith, west of U ~ica:
Cytherella sp_. ~
Anomphalus sp. f
Orbiculoides sp. ~
Derbya sp. undet. 1
Seminula cf. trinucleus.
Productus semireticulatus Martin.
Spirifer keokuk Hall.
Nucula like parva but larger.

On the southern flank of the range from Dry Fork of Belt Oreek fossils obtained from the :fissile limestones but a few inches below Jurassic
fossils show a fauna differing from any found elsewhere. Mr. Schuchertsays: "The evidence, however, is such that no definite age can be
assigned to this fauna. closer than Carboniferous, and apparently Lower
Carboniferous."
Productus semireticulatus Martin.
Seminula sp. undet.
Dielasma sp. undet.
SECTION ON JUDITH RIVER NEAR UTICA.

The following section, which was measured in the foothills west of
Utica on the Judith Basin, near the Sapphire mines, represents the
lithological characters of the formation. Owing to several landslips,
there is a little doubt about the thicknesses given for the upper part of
the section, which may be excessive.
Section of Carboniferous shales, Ju,rassic and Kootanie beds, exposed on north side of
Judith River near Utica.
Kootanie :
Feet.
Black shales .............................. .'.... _. _.... __ .. . . . . . . • • . . . . . .
~
Red earths, alternating with 3-foot beds of sandstone . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100
Sandstone, massive and everywhere prominent·--- ............ ---------40
Red earths ........................•....•...................... _. . . . . . . . .
~
Buff sandstone ............................................. _. . . . . . . . . . . . .
3
Red earths. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . • . .
50
Sandstone ... ·. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . .
5
Sands . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . 50-75
1 Very abundant. A similar form occurring in the St. Louis formation is often identified with the
Upper Carboniferous D. craBsa. There are differences, however, between the two forms.
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Riceville
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Dirty Creek
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COLUMNAR SECTIONS OF THE FORMATIONS OF THE QUADRANT GROUP , OF LOWER
CARBONIFERO US AGE , IN CENTRAL MONTANA .

Scale: 1 inch= 110 feet.
First col u mn represents section ex posed in canyon of north fork of Musselshell R1ver above Martindale.
T he two broken Jines runn ing between the colu m ns divide them into three portions, of which the upper one re p
resents the E lhs ( J urassic) fo•mation. t he mid d le the O tte r shale, and the lower t.he Kibbey sandstone.
Rectangular block patterns re p resent li mestone, close lin1flg represents shale, stippling represents sandstone.
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Jurassic :
Feet.
Limestone; wliite, earthy ....................... ------..................
5
Red earths and shales...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
55
Limestone changing to sandstone; sometimes· a conglomerate; carries
fof-'sil gryph:£as . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .
20
Sandstone; fissile, breaking into plates one-half to 1 inch thick.... . .. . . .
3
Sandstone; brown; contains typical Jurassic (marine) fossils...... . . . . . .
15
Carboniferous-Triassic:
Sand and red earths ........................................... ~ . .. . . . . .
¥
Limestone; white....................................................... 3-5
Red earths ............................................................. .
Sandstone; white, with local lenses of earthy, light-buff limestone and
gypsum, quartz crystals, and locally with conglomerate and 6-inch balls
of banded chert ...... ~ .............................................. __ 25
Red sandstone ......................................................... _ 30
Limeston•e; thickly and thinly bedded, hard, dense, gray to dove-colored
rock; not crystalline ... _..... .. . . . . . . .. .. . . .. .. .. . . . .. .. . .. . . .. . . . . .. . .
30
Limestone; massive bed ofrough weathering, gray limestone............
3
Limestone; debris shows minute gasteropods.. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. . .. . .. .. ..
65
Limestone; thin bedded ..... : ...................................... ____
5
No exposure . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
25
Sandstone; red, earthy, fissile ................................ ---------2
8
No exposure ........................... ·.................................
Sandstone; granular, friable, soft rock with massive, round-weathering
outcrop... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
10
Sandstone; red . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
6
No exposure ............................................................ 200
Limestone; marble-like and weathering into reddish-colored bits . . . . . . . . 200
Limestone; yellow, weathering with rough, prickly surface.~............
2
No exposure. Soil holds small masses of a purple-colored limestone, breaking into fine debris ................ :. . .. . . . . .. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. . . .. .. .. .. 140
Dark-red sandstone; locally a conglomerate, generally red ............. _.
55
Limestone; white to dove colored, shaly, breaking in plates a foot square
and one-fourth inch to 2 inches thick, weathering pink or lavender
colored, and into red earths. Carries minute gasteropods •............ '? 125
Sandstone; granular saccharoidal, buff to yellow, varying to white and
pink, or red at top. Dip 10c; forms bench ........................... _ 45
Shales,; thin-bedded gray shale and impure limestone; drift of massive
white limestone, breaking into blocks 3 feet square, covers surface, but
was not seen in place. These beds, of which 100 feet are exposed in
gully, resemble the Jurassic .. . . ... . . . .. .... . . .. .... .. .. .. . . ... ... .. .. 200
Limestone ................................................ :. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
7
Shale; dark gray, calcareous................................................
25
Shale; light green...........................................................
10
Shale; purple . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
4
Shale; greenish white ........................ ~.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . .
1-!
Green shale series:
Minette sheet, with 1 foot of altered shale at contact.
Green shale...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
10
Oolitic limestone ........ ·.. . .. . . . .. .. . .. . . . . . .. .. .. . . . . .. .. . .. . .. . .. . .. ..
1
Green shale and purple shale...... .. . . . . .. . . . .. . . . . .. .. . . .. . .. .. .. . . .. ..
15
Hornstone, or dark-colored altered limestone, weathering light • . . . . . . . . .
2
Minette sheet...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
10
Shale; green .......................... _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
15
Limestone; white and massive . . . .. . . . . . .. . .. . . . . . .. . . . .. . . . .. . . .. . .. .. .
5
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Green shale series-Continued.
Feet.
Shale; black ...................•....................... " ...'. . . . . . . . . . . .
20
Limestone; pearl gray, dense and compact......... . .. . .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. ..
3
Shale; greenish gray, soft and crumbly.... .. .. . .. .. . .. .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . . . .
20
Limestone; dense, jasper-like in texture, massive.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
6
Limestone; buff, with earthy yellow staining . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
4
Shale; crumbly and breaking into fine bits...... .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. . .. . . .. .
22
Limestone; white and massive .......... ·.. . .. .. . . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
3
Shale; not exposed.....................................................
25
Limestone; white, massive, and dense, very hard and rarely crystalline..
12
Shale; soft, gray, and earthy .................................. __ .. .. .. ..
15
Limestone..............................................................
5
Shale; :fissile or in plates one-half to_l inch thick; gray-colored shale,
alternating with soft, more earthy shale, with harder scalloped layers..
75
Sandstones; light-purple, gray sandstones and sandy earths, with shaly belts
of6 inches to 2 feet.......................................................
40
Red (magnesian) earths, mottled and spotted one-half inch with green. Represents knotted or lumpy beds seen along base of Little Belt Mountains and
atOka....................................................................
75
Massive white limestones.

C H .A P T E .R I I I .
DESCRIPTIVE GEOLOGY OF THE SOUTHERN AND JUDITH
AREAS.
INTRODUCTORY.

In the following pages a detailed description of a large part of the Little Belt Range is given. A very brief summary of these facts has
already been presented in the general account of the range and of·its
rock formations, but it is believed that the detailed descriptions will be
useful to those who may desire to know more of the geology of particular parts of the range, especially of those districts where mineral
resources are from time to time reported. For this reason the descriptions, though summarized from notes taken in the field, are yet somewhat full, particularly as an effort has been made to make the account
of each district complete in itself, necessitating an occasional repetition
of facts previously mentioned. The observati-ons on which the descriptions are based were made in the summers of 1893 and 1894, and during
brief visits toN eihart in 1895 and 1897, while the mapping of the areal
geology of the region was in progress.
For the purposes of. description, the region has been somewhat arbitrarily divided into five districts, of which four have been named from the
prominent settlements of the area.. The first embraces the entire southern part of the mountains, in which there are few prospects and no productive mines. It includes the country drained by the Judith River and
by Sheep Oreek. The four other general divisions made are designated
the Yogo, Neihart, :Monarch, and Barker districts. The subheadings
given in the description and in the table of contents will inform the
reader as to the district in which a peak or valley has been placed, if
in doubt.
SOUTHERN PART OF RANGE;

The relatively simple structure and broad topographic features of the
sout!Jern part of the mountains have led to its treatment under one general heading. In this part of the range the relation between topographic
form and geologic structure is most strikingly illustrated. The mountains are parts of the great broad and fiat fold of the range, cut by
streams and erosion into individual summits. The gentle slopes of the'
plateaus of the Judith and those of the higher mountain ridge forming
the east eud of the range follow the inclination of th~ easterly dipping,
299
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beds of Paleozoic rocks which form their surface. The broad sheets of
these limestones are seen covering the summits or lying in overlapping'
plates upon the outer flanks like the shingles on a roof. The region
shows no evidences of glaciation, not even by those small and local ice
pockets so common in the Hocky Mountain region during Pleistocene
time. Therefore the topographic features and scenery are due to erosion
alone, and there is a marked contrast between the areas where soft
rocks cover the surface and those cover-ed by a harder, more resistant
material.
EAST END OF RANGE.

The easter~ end of the range loses the broad plateau character which
prevails farther west, and narrows to an anticlinal ridge that terminates abruptly at Judith Gap, a few miles east of the limits of the area
shown on the accompanying map, Pl. XXXVI. This secondary range is
a low mountain ma~s, whose dark forest-clad slopes and white limestone
cliffs are in strong contrast to the surrounding plains. The highest
summit is a fiat-topped elevation whose westward-facing cliff's make
the name Bluff Mountain an appropriate one. From this point eastward the range declines very gradually. There are no sharp peaks,
aud the only individual summits are the two known as the Twin Peaks.
Foothills.-To the south the mountain tractis flanked by a very narrow belt of foothill ridges and an outer plain whose gently sloping,
uniformly level surface extends southward to the meadows of the
Musselshell River. North of the mountains the foothill tract is wider,
the ridges forming pronounced topographic features and inclosing a
basin of considerable extent.
The inclined plain about the mountains is a feature common to most
ranges of the State. It is underlain by soft and easily eroded shales
and sandstones of Cretaceous age, leveled by the streams from the
mountains to broad plantation terraces. Seen in profile this tract
appears to consist of a number of terraces of different levels whose
front is deeply trenched by lateral drainage ways and crossed by the
larger mountain streams.
Structure.-The structure is simple, this end of the range being an
anticlinal arch whose axis pitches east.ward, so that the range declines
. in height in that direction, and ends where the massive limestone beds
pass beneath the plains. This structure may be compared to an inverted
canoe whose prow forms the hills east of Twin Peaks. The rocks thus
uplifted and folded are all of sedimentary origin, and in the mountains
are all of Paleozoic age. Upon approaching the mountain area the
slopes are seen to be sheathed with great curving plates of limestone,
cut into scallops by the streams that trench the slopes. Traveling
up any of the larger drainage ways, the strata are seen to dip away
from the mountains. The inclination is slight, not over a few degrees
upon the outlying terrace plain, but gradually increases as the mountains are approached, until it becomes 20° to 30° in the foothill tract.
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Continuing up the stream way, this dip increases until, in the narrow
gorges cut in the limestones, it is generally 30° to 400. If one continues
up the gorge, he will find that the dip gradually lessens until the
beds are nearly flat.upon the summit, or dip at a low angle to the eastward-that is, with the range and not away from its axis. The same
structure will be found on the opposite side of the range, so that a cr<?ss
section would show the structure to be that of a flat-topped arch with
steeply sloping sides.
The creek whose broad valley cut into the open plain is known. as
Hopleys Hole, shows in the foothill tract excellent sections of the beds
which overlie the great limestone series. A section at this locality
showed the usual development of the Quadrant formation and overlying Jurassic beds, but the overlying Cretaceous rocks which form the
outer part of the foothills were not well enough exposed to warrant its
subdivision into ~he formations recognized farther north.
Dirty Creek section.-Tbe stream known as Dirty Creek affords good
exposures of the Quadrant formation, and the following section was
measured:
Section on Dirty Creek.
Cretaceous conglomerate.
Softer shaly beds.
Jurassic:

Feet.

Sas~~;:~na~dc~;:::~;~si~~~~-1~-~~~~~~~~~ ~-e-~~~~1-1~-~~~~~~~! -~~r~~ _s-~r-~a_c_e_ ~~~
Sandstone; yellow weathering, well bedded and cross bedded, carrying
35
large gryphmas ......................................................••.
Conglomerate· (1 to 1k feet), formed of chert nodules and limestone pebbles,.
arranged flat ......... __ ............................................... .
Carboniferous:
Limestone; light brownish-gray, carrying black flints; dense, not crystal
line, massive, 3 to 6 foot beds; no fossils in lower 20 feet, but abundant
in more fissile and shaly, yellow- weathering limestone forming upper part.. 35
Limestone; dark-blue, in 2 to 3 foot beds, alternating with 3 to 12 inch beds of
shaly limestone, carrying fossils .... __ .................. _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • 18
Limestone; light-gray, heavily bedded, carrying dense black chert......... 10
Shales; light earthy colored and green, iu part sandy ............ _.. . . . . . • • 200
Limestone; black and shaly, changing to dense blue limestone above....... 50
Shales; with interbedded impure sandstones and red clays at the base_ .. _.. 100
Limestone; dense, massive, nearly white, not crystalline, carrying white
chert in layers and nodules ............ _................ __ ..... _. . . . . . . • • 15
Massive Carboniferous beds.

As the uplift of the range increases westward, erosion exposes the
older nucleal rocks of the fold on the very summits west of Bluff
Mountain. The thickness and relative positions of the different formations are best seen in the stream gorges, but tltese are generally too
narrow and precipitous for travel, especially where cut in the limestone
series~ and it is easier to follow the summit of the ridges.
Upon crossing the rough outcrops of the Carboniferous, on which an abundant
growth of pine flourishes, an open grassy sag or depression is found to
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mark the presence of the shaly beds. From the base of the Madison
formation to the summit of the range there are mountain meadows and
groves of pine, and as one ascends the slope the low step-like outcrops
of the dark-colored Jefferson Iilllestone give place to the smooth slopes
and rich herbage of the Cambrian shales.
The strata on the summit have a gentle easterly dip of about 20 to 30,
and this may be assumed to represent the pitch of the axis of the range
at this point. The exposures of Cambrian shales capped by limestones
in Bluff Mountain show, however, that the average pitch of the axis is
10 30', calculated on tbe basis of the known thickness of the strata and
their elevation at the east end of the range.
Bluff llfountain.-Bluff Mountain presents the most striking sectiOI~
of the general anticline to be seen in the range. Its steep western face
shows several hundred feet of greenish micaceous Cambrian shales,
with interbedded limestones, capped by the heavy bed of limestone which
forms the cliff at the top and whose debris litters the slopes. Seen from
the west these beds form an arch in Twin Peaks. The outlook from
the summit is· extensive and affords a comprehensive view of the entire
southern and eastern portion of the range. To the west the broad plateau
suminit is notched by a depression cut through to the gray shales of the
Belt formation, the nucleal core of the range. Beyond this the plateau
character is more marked and continues westward for many miles. To
the north the anticline is seen to be deeply cut by the South Fork of
the Judith. The main stream penetrates to the Belt formation, but the
resistant sandstone that forms the base of the Cambrian covers extensive tracts, forming a densely wooded plateau level. Beyond the South
Fork of the Judith the slopes show the exposed edge of the beds that
underlie the Lost Fork Plateau, the beds dipping at an angle coinciding very closely with the slope of the plateau surface.
NEWLAND CREEK HILLS.

The low submountainous tract drained by Newland Creek is tbe
southern extension of the Little Belt Range. The topography is in
strong contrast to that of the range proper, where the later Paleozoic
rocks prevail. It is an open country, with well-rounded hills, gently
modeled slopes, and broad summit levels. The streams cut the rocks
readily and erosion is rapid. Over large areas the country is treeless,
shows little or no soil and a scanty growth of grass.
The Belt formation includes several horizons, and these are well
developed in this region. The Newland limestones form cliffs bordering the creek meadows, and the brick-red shales which locally form the
top of the Belt terrane are well developed, weathering in gullies that
separate the hills of drab shale from the wooded ridges formed by the
outcrops of the Flathead quartzite.
Igneous intrusions.-The shaly beds of the Belt formation are easily
penetrated by igneous intrusions, but within this part of the range
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only a few unimportant masses of igneous rock are found. ·Several of
.these are seen in the slopes bordering .Newland Creek, their occurrence
being shown on the geologic map. Near the fork of the road on the
north side of the creek the shales, which dip downstream at an angle
of 1so to 20°, are penetrated by a small niass of hornblende-micaporphyry. The rock is platy, occurs as an intrusive sheet conformable
with the shales, and is apparently sheared by its. upheaval with them.
The porphyry is greatly altered.
A mile below the point just indicated a white or straw-colored rhyolite-porphyry is encountered, the debris of which forms a slide along
the slope. The rock is much decomposed and shows little quartz crystals scattered through a fine-grained groundmass, and several small
exposures occur on the southern side of the creek. The intrusive rocks
do not disturb the general structure of the sedimentary beds nor
produce any appreciable metamorphism of the inclosing shales. Farther
down, the valley has been cut across the upturned Cambrian rocks.
The basal quartzites are separated by a bed of shale into which a
variety of granite-porphyry of rather fine grain has been intruded.
The weathered surface is somewhat rough and pitted and shows only
round quartz grains, but the fresh fracture shows glassy crystals of
qrrartz an eighth of an inch across, small yellowish feldspars, and
larger, tabular crystals of clear orthoclase a half inch or more across.
North of the creek the Cam brian sandstones change their course, and
the ledges extend along the slopes a few hundred feet above the creek.
The overlying Cambrian limestones are cut through by the creek, the
ledges. dipping downstream. These rocks are intruded by a mass of
granite-porphyry that does not disturb this general dip. The rock
is fine grained, platy near the contact, and weathers in massive outcrops. Below this intrusion the limestones appear, with the same general dip of 25°, the strike being N. 55° W., or nearly at right angles
to the creek valley. A small lateral drainage cutting into the west
end of the ridge marks the approximate location of a fault which
extends from the mouth of Fourmile Creek, north of Castle Mountain,
along the limestone hills and ridges north of the Smith River Valley
to this place. This fault, though not so profound as the one that
defines the northern border of Smith River Valley north of White
Sulphur Springs, is yet an important element in both the geology
and the topography of the region, though the area affected 'lies outside
of the region under immediate discussion. Beyond the fault the limestones exposed on the slopes bordering Newland Creek are also of
Cambrian age~ but strike N. 20° E., and dip at 100 to 150 upstream.
North of Newland Creek Valley a broad, undulating summit extends
to the borders of Sheep Creek Valley. This tract shows the gray
shales and limestones of the Belt formations, which are intruded by
sheets of porphyry a few miles south of the sharp, forested eminence
called Coxcomb Butte (Black Butte). At the south base of this butte
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the rocks show local induration and are puckered and wrinkled, but
the general strike is east and west, and the dip 60° to the south. The
stratigraphic throw of the fault is at least 3,000 feet, as that thickness
of beds is wanting between the quartzite and the Newland limestones.
The fault must be as great as this, even if the quartzite is Cambrian
and not Algonkian in age.
SHEEP CREEK VALLEY .AND VICINITY.

Sheep Creek is the largest of the streams draining the western slope
of the range and emptying into Smith River. The wagon road from
White Sulphur Springs crosses the broad meadows of the low divide
between Newland and Sheep creeks, and follows the latter ·stream
through a broad valley to the pass across the range at the head of the
strea.m. For severai miles below this pass Sheep Creek flows over
the bedded rocks
the direction of their dip, then, turning westward,
has a course nearly coincident with the strike of the rocks. Below this
broad strike valley the stream enters a canyon cut across upturned
quartzite beds and descends with rapid grade through a narrow gorge
cut in gneisses and schist. 1
The geologic structure is as simple as that of the plateau country of
the Judith. The stream follows a valley cut. into a block of slightly
tilted sedimentary beds, dipping southward from the parks of Belt
Creek to the profound fault which bounds the mountains on the south,
and brings up the lower formations of the Algonkian against Cambrian
rocks. The strata have been eroded into connected but individual
blocks and the valley cut in soft shales of the Cambrian and Belt terranes, whose underlying quartzites form the resistant beds that have
determined the presence of the broad, park-like valley. There are several bay ranches in the bottom lands, at one of which the post-office of
Wolsey has been established for many years.

in

SMOKY MOUNTAIN.

South of Sheep Creek dark wooded slopes rise steeply to the ridge
whose highest summit is Smoky Mountain. This mountain block is
formed of beds inclined southward at gentle angles, varying between
30 and 5o. The Cambrian quartzites exposed in the valley floor near
Wolsey pass beneath the slopes, the overlying shales being concealed
by the soil and vegetation. At 950 feet above Sheep Creek the low
]edges of the brown and black J efi"erson limestones form low reefs
extending along the slopes, and above them the more massive light-gray
limestones of the Carboniferous are well exposed. The beds dip west~
ward in the butte back of Kinneys, conforming to the gradual slope
downstream of the quartzite beds of the valley floor. The summit of
Smoky Mountain is capped by a flow of basalt, which extends down
I See Davis, Relation of coal of Montana to older rocks: Tenth Census, Vol. XV, p. 708, vVashington,
1886.
.
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an eastern spur of the mountains to an elevation 400 feet or more
below the summit, clearly proving the unevenness of the surface on
which the lava flowed .. The rock is very dense, of a dark-gray color,
and seems to be liberally sprinkled with minute dots of yellowish olivine and the spots of ocher left by the decomposition of that mineral.
It is a normal basalt, very dense, and free from the vesicular cavities so
often seeu in basaltic lavas. Near the limestone contact the rock is
lighter in color, banded, and shows considerable hornblende in acicular
crystals and uests.
The southern slopes of the mountain are more sparsely wooded and
show better exposures than are seen on the Sheep Creek side. An
intrusive sheet of porphyry occurs in the Cambrian shales 300 .feet
below the brown limestone horizon. This sheet of porphyry, which is
estimated to be 100 feet thick, forms a prominent bench, and its outcrop
is traceable along the smooth slopes for a mile or more. It is largely
weathered to a rustyiron-stained mass, which has been prospected at
several places along the contact for mineral deposits, but no ore was
seen. The rock is a rather coarse-grained rhyolite-porphyry, in which
white feldspars and black biotite scales, with occasional small grains
of glassy quartz, are seen by the unaided eye. A second intrusive sheet
·of porphyry is cut by Newland Creek at the base of the slopes, and a
dike of darker rock cuts through it and the shales, the contacts of both
rocks having been unsuccessfully explored for ores.
VOLCANO VALLEY FAULT.

The head-water valleys of Newland Creek show the Cambrian shales
faulted against those of the Belt terrane. The fault is traceable east
and west, and is believed to be the extension of the long Volcano Val-.
ley fault, by which the Carboniferous and earlier Paleozoic limestones
:tre thrown against the Belt shales. The amount of throw diminishes
westward, however. This fault is recognized on the divide between
Newland and Sheep creeks, where the Cambrian quartzite forms a
small detached wooded ridge rising above the meadows, and the rocks
show brecciation and polished slickensided surfaces. The course of the
_ fault was not definitely located west of this, but it is believed to be
continued in the faulted beds of Coxcomb Butte. The quartzite exposures just mentioned continue westward, and appear in low reefs
dipping at 5° downstream, and flanking the creek meadows a couple of
miles below Kinneys.
COXCOi\iB BUTTE.

The Sheep Creek Valley ends at the base of the dark sharp-crested
knob called Coxcomb Butte, sometimes designated as Black Butte.
Quartzite is again seen at the southern border of the meadows at the
base of this butte, but its age is uncertain, and it may be part of the
Belt terrane, though mapped as Cambrian. The bed dips at 5° ..toward
the valley, and the rock is much fractured, iron stained, and jaspery,
20 GEOL, P1.' 3---7-20
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with green copper stains, which latter led to the digging of prospect
pits and the location of a mineral claim. Coxcomb Butte is formed of
dense compact quartzite. The beds are on edge and dip at 80° to the
east, and are in contact with gray Belt shale whose ready weathering
causes the quartzite to sta.nd out in relief. The quartzite is probably
faulted, for the upper red shale belt of the Algonkian is wanting, and,
moreover, the quartzites show crushing and brecciation. The beds
continue northward across the canyon, in whose walls they are seen
dipping at 800 to 85° downstream.
SHEEP CREEK COPPER MINES.

Two prospectors who own a hay ranch at the lower end of the valley,
Messrs. Weir and Tyler, have located claims on copper-stained seams
in the quartzite forming the flanks of the butte. Their claims are
located on a secondary ridge alongside of a small drainage cut into the
east side of the butte several hundred feet above the meadow.
The Virginia mine is located upon what appears to be a brecciated
zone of iron-stained quartzite. The shaft was 70 feet deep in 1894 and
a30-foot drift had been run. Both the surface indications and showing
made by workings were extremely poor. There is no evidence of a
well-defined vein, and the ore is neither abundant nor rich. The location is probably on the fault line previously mentioned. Unaltered
quartzite is exposed on a little ridge to the northwest of the claim.
The summit north of the butte shows nearly horizontal beds of pink
and gray quartzite, 200 feet thick, dip 1° S.
CANYON OF LOWER SHEEP CREEK:

At the base of Coxcomb Butte the creek enters a canyon cut across
:ledges of steeply upturned beds of quartzite and indurated sandstone.
The beds dip downstream at 80°, and an estimated thickness of 200
feet is seen. In following down the canyon the west side shows quartzite debris, but no exposures appear in the slopes above the wagon road
until the red gneisses and schists of the Archean are seen at l\foose
Creek. The position of the quartzite between Archean gneiss and the
Belt shales indicates that it is the Neihart quartzite. The steep dip of
the beds and the fact that the flat summit west of the butte shows
nearly horizontal beds of pink and gray quartzite capping the gneiss,
as well as the finding of similar flat-lying beds of quartzite at the east
base of the butte, would indicate a cross fault here at right angles to
the main Volcano Valley fault. No direct evidence of this, however,
was obtained. Below the mouth of Moose Creek, where att old dam
still extends across the main stream, Sheep Creek flows in a narrow and
rapidly deepening gorge cut in the Archean gneiss. The slopes of the
Archean rocks are 'rough and covered with fallen timber, but the
bedded rocks may be seen high up on the slopes, and several miles
down the creek the limestones may be seen dipping at angles of 1o to
30 to the west.
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The antiquity of this valley is proved by the occurrence of a tlow of
dense black basalt. It is first seen a half mile below Moose Creek,
forming a cliff' 10 to 15 feet iu height facing the narrow alluvial fiat and
making a narrow bench on the hillside. This extends at about the same
level to the first creek below Moose, where it is 125 feet thick. It is
evident that it fills the ancient valley bottom, but no extensive accumulations of gravel were noted below it, and the creek now flows in a
channel cut between the basalt and the slopes to the south, leaving the
basalt as a bench with gently sloping top, on the northern slopes far
above the present stream. As the nuder surface of the basalt sheet
slopes gently to the east it is clear that t.he direction of the drainage
has been reversed since it occurred.
HEAD WATERS OF SHEEP CREEK.

The valley of Sheep Creek above Wolsey .narrows as the thinly
bedded Cambrian limestones and conglomerates appear. As already
noted in describing Smoky Mountain, the beds dip at a low ·angle south

FIG. 37.-Minette sheets intruded in limestones, head waters of Sheep Creek.

and the valley is cut along the strike of the beds, so that ·the higher
beds are only encountered as the grade of the valley gradually carries
one to higher elevations~ Above the mouth of Lamb Creek the direction of the main valley corresponds to the direction of the dip, and as one
ascends the stream the descent of the creek is very nearly coincident
with the dip of the beds. Near the low pass by which the stage road
reaches the head waters of Belt ()reek the slope of the valley is, however, a little greater than the dip of the beds, so that the strata seen in
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the steep sloP,eS at the head of the creek are cut through· arid lower
horizons appear lower down near the main valley. This is well shown in
the intrusive sheets seen in this locality, which are shown upon the map.
The shale exposures along this part of the creek contain abundant,
remains of Cambrian invertebrates, from which large collections have
been made. The lower shales abound in the wedge-shaped Hyolithes,
of which some of the beds are almost made up. Nearer the divide the
shales contain nodules and thin layers of limestone.
Minette intrusions.-:-Near the head of Sheep Creek the Cambrian
series is intruded by a number of sheets of igneous rock of a totally
different type from any of the intrusions observed farther south. A
mile or more above an old dam (erected when timbermen were at work
in the valley) the soft shales are seen to be cut by a sheet of dark basiclooking rock. The road.has been cut across the slope and shows a good
exposure of both the intrusive rock and the Logan shales, while near by
the creek banks also show excellent exposures. There are several
sheets, at least three being noted near the creek. They are from 2 to
4 feet thick, the two lowest separated by an equal thickness of sha.Iy
limestone and well exposed in the creek bank '(see fig. 37). The latter
forms a little cliff 6 to 10 feet high alongside the creek, resting on shale
and capped by thinly bedded limestone. Seventy-five feet above, another.
5-foot sheet of minette outcrops on the slope, separated by 15 feet of
limestone and shale from a still higher 6 to 8 foot ~beet. Several still
higher sheets probably occur here, as they do in the same strata on the
steep slopes east of theNeihart Pass, but they were not located. Though
apparently reg,ularly intruded, at least one sheet showed local thickening, and it is believed that the intrusions vary somewhat in horizon, as
the unaltered shales are soft and offer little resistance to the breaking
through of the magma from one bed to another. In some exposures
round bowlder-like masses surrounded by concentric sheUs of altered
material are seen protruding from the face of the exposure and recall
the bowlders of granite regions. These bowlders usually show cores of
solid, I'ess altered rock, surrounded by shells of material showing more
and more alteration.
These rocks are dark colored, and form low, generally rounded outcrops that stand above the shale slopes, the rock being exposed in fresh
cuts made in building the wagon road and in low walls along the banks
of the creek. They occur as sheets intruded in the shale or, more rarely,
as dikes. These intrusive sheets vary from a few inches to 20 feet or
more in thickness, and have all produced more or less contact metamorphism of the shales. In the thinner sheets this amounts to merely an
_induration or hardening of the shale, which l5ecomes slaty, and offers
greater resistance to weathering than the unaltered rock. The thicker
sheets produce a greater .effect upon the rocks in which they are
intruded. This is especially noticeable in the thinly bedded, impure
limestones, which are indurated to hornstones or to adinole-like rocks.
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The latter are finely crystalline, banded rockt~, of lavender, pale-green,
and buff' tints, with a conchoidal fracture, which show little nestH of
pyroxene and cavities lined with brown garnet.
The intrusive rocks themselves are minettes, and are regarded as
offshoots of the great stock intrusion of Yogo·Peak. They are prevailingly of an olive color, and weather so easily that the rock crumbles to
sai;J.d very readily. The rocks vary greatly in grain. In the thin sheets
and dikes the rock is very dense or fine grained, resembles basalt,
resists erosion well, and shows browish weathering extending only an
inch or less from the surface intp the rock. The thicker sheets consist
of a type that is easily recognizable as granular, and that weathers
readily to an olive-colored micaceous sand. The finer-grained rocks
contain no visible minerals. The coarser forms glitter with the reflections from innumerable little particles of mica, and sometimes show biotite scales or masses a quarter of an inch across, and more rarely as round
blebs of olivine. With the lens the specimen is seen to consist of an
intimate mixture of biotite and a white component (feldspar) in nearly
equal proportions. Calcite seams and round amygdules are also seen
iri the decomposed .rock. The exposures generally show the minette
cut by narrow dikelets, 6 inches to 12 feet wide.; these are of a lightcolored rock which resembles a dense porphyry or aplite, but which
petrographic study shows to be a granite-syenite-aplite. These little
dikes are irregular or crooked in course, and show massive jointing.
The most interesting peculiarity of the sheets was observed in the contact portions of one of tile intrusions, where the weathered surface was
a mass of little round spheres and the fractured surface showed the
rock.s to be composed of light-gray spheres, smaller than peas, held in
an olive matrix. It is a variolitic phase of the rocks above described,
which is illustrated in Pl. LXXIII, B.
One hundred feet below the divide, on the Sheep Creek side, an intrusive sheet of dense green rock 5 feet thick is seen, forming a low,
rotuHled outcrop near the road. This sheet is intruded in shales and
is itself cut by a 3-foot dike of a denser form of the same rock, the dike
treuding N. 55° E. The petrographic description of these rocks, and of
others of the same character from various neighboring localities, is
given in the appended paper by Professor Pirsson.
MOCNTAINS NORTH OF SHEEP CREEK.

North of Sheep Creek the main divide of the range is a- low line of
rounded, heavily timbered summits that rise above the broader parks
of Belt Creek and the flat summit levels west of the divide. This
mountain tract is formed of beds dipping gently soutllward or westward
near Tenderfoot Creek. It consists of bedded rocks with conformable
iHtrusive sheets of prophyry. Quartzite is the prevailing and most
prominent rock here, as it is in the Belt Creek parks.
William,s .JJfountain.-\Vest of Moose Cree~ the quartzite is seen
resting on Archean gueisse:-~, the present geutly southward-sloping sur-
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face of the summit of Williams Mountain conforming very closely to
the bedding planes of the rocks. North of Wolsey the same structure
is found, but the quartzite is here unmi:stakably Cambrian, as it contains fossil remains and overlies the Belt shales. It covers the summit
of the mountain, whose slopes conform closely to the foldings of the
rock, but, as the slope is a little steeper tllan the dip of the beds, tlle
quartzite is cut through, occurring again in the valley at the foot of the
mountain, as already mentioned.
Wolsey Mountain.-This name is applied to the mountain north of
Sheep Creek. North of Wolsey the lower slopes which rise above the
hay meadows are formed of ridges running parallel with the valley.
These ridges greatly resemble moraines, but upon close examination are
seen to be the result of landslides, due to the slipping of the Flathead
quartzite upon the soft Belt shales. The slopes above are thickly
wooded, with occasional open parks, up to a level1,500 feet above the
creek. Here the Cambrian quartzite is seen dipping south at 5o.
Where the quartzite forms the surface the woods become more open,
and spruces and firs occur, with frequent upland meadows which extend
up to an altitude of 2,350 feet above the creek. Here an abrupt cliff
marks the front of a basalt cap that forms the summit of the mountain.
The total thickness of basalt is about 75 feet. The rock varies somewhat in character, ranging from a dense, compact, plack basalt to a
slaggy or brecciated, vesicular form, but presents no petrographic features of special interest. The main divide is covered by the usual heavy
forest of lodgepole pine, and shows long talus heapings of prophyry,
the debris from a sheet of rhyolite-porphyry which extends from .Por·
phyry Peak to the head of Tillinghast Creek.
Porphyry Peak.-This is the summit we~t of the pass at the head of
Sheep Creek. It consists of shales with several intruded sheets of
porphyry, one of which is now exposed and forms its summit. These
sheets are seldom well exposed, for the rock breaks into small debris,
which is usually much altered. In t~e eastern spur of the peak, running down to the pass, two sheets were identified, but so widespread
is the debris tha~ others, if present, would scarcely be recognized in
the dense woods that cover the slopes. A minette sheet. was found 250
feet below the summit, and another sheet is intruded in the shales
beneath the porphyry cap of the summit, whose lower surface is cut
by the minette. The rock is similar to that exposed along Sheep Creek
at the east base of the peak.
JUDITH REGION.
PL.A.TE.A.US 0]' THE JUDITH.

South of Yogo Creek the main summits and eastern slope of the
Little Belt l~ange are a plateau country that is deeply trenched by the
three forks of the Judith River. The summit has an eastward inclination, which is slight on the main watershed but pronounced on the
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extension of the plateau eastward into the interstream areas.
summits are margined by escarpments that rise above the
steep slopes of sharply V-shaped valleys. The mountain
top is a park region, showing extensive areas of open
grass land with clumps of spruce and fir and groves of
pine. The streams bead in deep amphitheaters eut in
the nearly horizontal roeks of the summit, and are fed by
perennial springs and by the melting of the great snow
banks which gather in these amphitheaters during the
r:;
storms of the long winter season. The three streams~
Yogo Creek, Middle Fork, and South Fork, which uniting
8
:::t
form the Judith River, just east of the range-all have S>§
sharply cut head-water courses leading into an open a~
~.:..;
mountain valley. Below these valleys the streams flow ~-~
through deep and narrow canyons whose pinnacled walls 0 D"
of white limestone are extremely picturesque.
~~
The structure of this part of the range is simple. It is ~~
formed of the stratified rocks, whose beds are nearly hori- ~.~
zontal on the main divide, the dip being but 5° eastward, [~·
while on Prospect Ridge and Lost Fork Plateau and in ffi p:.
the walls of the lower canyons the dip is from 10° to 15°. [~
As a consequence of this easterly
dip the sumrr1it escarp- ~-~
.
meuts and creek eanyons show these beds in orderly ::::~
sl'>
sequence, and the different formations exhibit their pecul- ~~
iarities of weathering and of color in remarkably well- ffi~
exposed sections. The summit areas, on the contrary, show ~ ~
few natural sections, for the surface slop~s eastward and ~ ~·
very nearly coincides with the dip of the strata, so that l~
large areas are often covered by a single bed. As a consequenceofthe gradient of the stream channels, steep near
the head and low farther east, the three main valleys cut
deepest into the sedimentary series 6 to 10 miles east of
the divide, and the uplift of the range being greater to
the south; the South Fork exposes the oldest beds.
In this southern part of the range there are no igneous
rocks, but they appear in the form of sheets and dikes
about the head waters of the Middle Fork, and become
the most prominent and important elements of both structure and scenery north of Y ogo Creek.

Thet5e

~~

SOUTH FORK.

The South Fork exposes the only area of the Belt rocks
found on theeastsideoftherange. Therocksaretheusual
gray shales, which are deeply trenched by the streams.
· The beds do not dip directly east, for the strata dip away
from the arch forming the eastern end of the range. The Belt shales
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are overlain by the reddish sandstones and quartzites of Cambrian
age-the Flathead quartzite, which is a very durable rock and forms
extensive areas of densely wooded plateaus sloping northwestward.
North of tho stream tuese quartzites pass beneath tue surface, and the
parks of the region are underlain by the soft micaceous shales and
thinly bedded limestones. The absence of igneous rocks coincides
with the reported lack of mineral discoveries in this region. 'rbe climate here is far too rigorous for agriculture, though the parks afford
summer pasturage for large herds of cattle. The lower canyon is traversed by a wagon road from Hoover to the forks of the river, the canyon being wider and the bottom less rugged than that of the northern
forks.'
MIDDLE FORK.

The Middle Fork is the largest of the three branches of the Judith
heading in the range. It drains a large part of the main summit region
south of Yogo Peak, and one of its tributaries drains the plateau
country to the south, generally known as Lost Fork Plateau. The lower
canyon, below I..~ost Fork, is a nanow and tortuous gorge 6 miles long,
in which the trail has to follow the creek chan.nel for much of the way.
Above Lost Fork. the valley widens, and the creek is bordered by
bench-land parks, on which hay has been cut and cattle have been
pastured for several years past. The small head-water streams have
received the name of prospectors who have explored them or found
mineral deposits upon their borders. Many claims have been located
and rich samples of· gold, silver, and copper ores brought to Neihart at
various times, but the inaccessibility of the region has deterred development, and no mining has been (!.one nor any ore shipped during the ten
or more years in which the various discoveries have been known.
A rude wagon road was built many years ago from the old ·Neihart
, stage road on O'Brien Creek to the summit ofthe range and down King
Creek to an arrastre erected to treat oxidized ores found near by. The
easiest outlet for the locality is down the stream to Utica, a longer but
an easier route fora wagon road.
The summit of the range at the head of Weatherwax Creek is formed
by a bed of massive limestone containing Cam brian fossils. This bed
overlies the shaly beds in which the head-water valleys are all cut, and
which are also exposed ·on the slopes west of the summit at the head
of Sheep Creek. At the head of Weatherwax Creek the main divide
- is cut down through this bed, but it appears southward at the base of
the limestone ledges which form the flat 8,000-foot summit rising above
the divide at the bead of Collins Creek. These higher rocks are also
seen in a knob on the ridge between King and Harrison creeks, and
in the main summit northward, where the Cambrian limestone (Gallatin
group) is seen overlain by a few feet of greenish shale and then by red
earthy shales, capped in turn by pinkish or buff-colored shaly limestones that overlie the low masonry-like courses of black or dark-brown·
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limestone of the Monarch formation shown in Pl. XLII, A. The beds
are from 3 to 5 feet thick, and consist of a distinctly granular limestone
with a peculiarly etched surface, and often pitted by cavities where calcite geodes or coral masses have weathered out. The section from the
quartzite of Sheep Creek to the base of the brown limestone series
shows a thickness of 1,000 feet of Cambrian strata. In the ridge north
of King Creek the brown Monarch limestones are estimated to be 140
feet thick. The beds dip eastward at a low angle ~nd are covered
by dark-blue shaly limestones which contain an abundance of fossil
remains that show in relief upon the buff-colored weathered surfaces of
the rock. These shaly limestones break readily into shaly debris, and
are seldom seen in massive exposures.
Igneous roclcs.-The upper valleys of Middle Fork show many intrusions of igneous rock. · They occur chiefly in the soft, easily penetrated
Cambrian shales, more rarely in the shaly beds of higher horizons.
Both dikes and sheets occur, but the former are less common and do
not form so important a feature of scenery and structure as the sheets.
These intruded sheets are in some respects the most conspicuous rocks
of the region, their resistance to erosion leaving them in relief as ledges
banding the mountain sides. Their debris piles are conspicuous, and
they are especially noticeable as crescent-shaped benches on the spurs~
or lateral ridges seen along the ·valley sides. The rocks are of two
types-the rhyolite- or trachyte-porphyries, the light-colored rocks, forming the thicker, more conspicuous intrusions; and the dark-colored
rocks, which are mostly minettes or closely allied rocks, and decmppose readily, and though quite as common in occurrence as the former,
are not recognizable at a distance, as they seldom form conspicuous
exposures.
The light-colored rocks are feldspathic porphyries of a pinkish tone
on weathered surfaces, or straw colored on fresh fracture. The tints
are due to the hydrated· iron oxides disseminated through the rocks
and resulting from the decay of some iron-bearing mineral. All of the
rocks have been greatly altered, and in part mineralized, so that the
contacts have been more or less prospected. The basic rocks have
baked and altered the adjacent shales; the feldspathic porphyries have
produced little if any alteration of the rocks in contact· with them.
The ridge previously mentioned, lying between King and Harrison
creeks, is crowned by a mass of feldspar-porphyry, forming a sharp
knob or summit. This porphyry is part of an intrusive sheet recognizable also in the summit to the north. It is estimated to be 150 feet
thick, and as it lies upon the strata its lower surface, at least, conforms to them in dip. It extends a mile or more eastward down the
ridge. The rock is believed to be a remnant of an extensive intruded
sheet uncovered by erosion, which extends far down the ridge to the
east. It has prodgced almost no metamorphism of the underlying
shaly limestones, though a prospect pit at the contact shows a little
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ore, and the under contact is more or less mineralized. In the outcrop
the rock is shattered and breaks into platy debris. It is light colored,
with a reddish tinge on weathered surfaces, but of a light-gray color
when unaltered. The dense, compact groundmass is dotted with occasional opaque white spots of feldspar of varying size up to one-half
inch in diameter, with a sprinkling of small flakes of rather dull biotitemica. The rock is altered, though less so than most of th'e igneous rocks
of the neighborhood, and is probably to be classed as a quartz-syeniteporphyry (quartz-mica-syenite), as noted in the petrographic chapters.
From the summit of the ridge a comp:r;ehensive view is obtained of
the neighboring country. It is at once noticed that the benches and
dark-colored debris piles seen on the spurs or ridge~ between the various streams near by, all occur at about the same level. This suggested
what subsequent visits proved to be true-that a single sheet of igneous
rock forms all the exposures seen at the same horizon; and as the principal exposures are lower, both in elevation and in stratigraphic sequence, than the Jefferson limestones, the sheet forming them is intruded
near the top of the Cambrian shales. This sheet is probably the one
encountered in the bottom of Harrison Creek north of the King Creek
summit, at 1,250 feet below the top, and 100 feet above the forks of King
·and Weatherwax creeks. At the latter locality the sheet is estimated to
be but 15 feet thick, but it forms a ledge traceable around the slope and
up Harrison Creek. One hundred feet below. this porphyry sheet an
intrusive sheet of minette cuts the shales, and at a still lower elevation
another po,rphyry sheet 30 feet thick forms low cliffs alongside of
Weatherwax Creek, and as the valley deepens is seen in bold cliffs and
benches on the spurs. The minette sheet at the mouth of King Creek
is seen for 3 miles as a prominent ledge on the grassy open slopes northeast of the creek. It forms a little level at the mouth of King- Creek,
where it is well exposed, and is seen to have produced considerable
alteration of the shales and thinly bedded limestones in which it is
intruded. The exposure is nearly horizontal~ as the course of the valley is along the strike of the strata in which the sheet is intruded.
·This minette sheet was not followed beyond Harrison Creek, but it
extends up that creek, and probably occurs on the spur between it and
Cleveland ·Creek.
A dike was found cutting the shaly limestones at the head of King
Creek, which probably also cuts the porphyry forming the summit
north of that stream. It is seen cutting the shales on the steep slopes
descending the channel of Harrison Creek, where it is 20 feet wide, has
a dip to the west, and has baked and alt.ered the shale for several feet ·
from the contact. The trend is northeast, but as the rock weathers
readi1y it is not recognizable northward, where the ridges are capped
with the Carboniferous limestones. The rock is altered to an olive or
brown, sandy material, but is readily identified as a,minette. It shows
the peculiar warty surface and variolitic structure on contact surfaces
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and also on joint (shrinkage~) planes noted in the Sheep Creek rocks.
A second dike of minette, showing at the contact the variolitic faces
noted in the sheets of Sheep Creek, is seen near the mouth of a tributary of Harrison Creek below the dike just noted. The trend is N. 200
E. The rock is an augite-minette. It does not at all resemble the other
minettes, as· it is a dense, very dark-gray,. almost black, rock, whose
groundinass glitters with reflections from minute mica scales. The only
·
mineral recognizable by the eye is brown biotite.
On the north side of Harrison Creek the wash of the soft shale covers
the slope, so that the underlying roc~ in place is seldom seen. A sheet
of minette forms a bench 600 feet above the creek, and 200 feet above this
rock a 25-foot sheet of hornblende-porphyry is found whose position
and petrographic character correspond to those of the sheet found on
King Creek. It is probably the northern extension of that sheet, though
the interval between it and the minette sheet is 100 feet greater than
at the mouth of ·King Creek. If this be true, it shows that the sheets
vary somewhat in the horizon of intrusion at different localities, as
would be expected in these soft shales. The higher slopes north of
Harrison show the same intrusive sheet that is found capping the summit between King and Harrison creeks.
The valley of the Middle Fork below Harrison Creek broadens out,
and for several miles shows a beautiful open, meadow benchland at the
base of the densely wooded southern slopes. These slopes show no
exposures, though the porphyry sheet already mentioned forms a recognizable bench and black talus slope on all the spurs. The slopes north
ofthe creek are scantily wooded or open, thin soiled, and show good
exposures. At the mouth of. Harrison Creek the stream cuts a sheet
of greenish basic rock, too altered for absolute determination, but
probably minette. At Cleveland Creek, where a cattle ranch has been
established, there is a mass of basic rock intimately associated with an
intrusion of light-colored porphyry that forms a broad bench north of
the creek and is exposed in columnar cliffs extending down the stream
for several miles. The porphyry is probably laccolithic in form, for
the Cambrian beds north of the creek dip away from it at an .angle of
25°, though the summit escarpments on either side show the usual
easterly dipping beds. The general easterly dip of the Devonian and
Carboniferous limestones is not altered, as the ledges may be seen far
above the valley dipping gently eastward.
The rocks exposed at the mouth of Clevelaurl Creek are the lowest
beds seen, as below here the prevailing easterly dip just noted brings
succesRively higher beds to the valley bottom. Two intrusive sheets.
were noted in the shales east of here, the rocks belonging to the minette
group. .About 2 miles above the mouth of Lost Fork the massive
limestones, which dip downstream at a low angle, reach the creek bottom, and the valley narrows and soon becomes a deep canyon. The
cliff's and creek banks show unusually good exposures of the softer beds
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of the sedimentary section. The brown Jefferson limestones are here
seen to be overlain by shaly red limestones, often spotted with green.
These are overlain by the thinly bedded limestones carrying Oarbc;mif
erous fossils and forming the base of a series of bedded limestones whose
cliffs are often orange colored. From these exposures eastward the.
creek canyon is cut in Carboniferous beds, and no igneous rocks are
seen until the broad basin- of the Judith is reached, in which the
sapphire mines occur.
Prospect Ridge is the broad block of limestone between Yogo Creek
and Middle Fork. While the block shows the general easterly dip
already noted, there is some local·warping or buckling. The summit
shows a gentle anticlinal arch, the beds dipping at 3° to 5° toward the
valleys on either side. This inclination is more marked opposite Yogo,
where it amounts to 100.

CHAPTER IV.
DESCRIPTIVE GEOLOGY OF THE YOGO DIS~RICT, BIG
BALDY MOUNTAIN, WOLF BUTTE, AND TAYLOR PEAK.
YOGO DISTRICT.

The mountainous tract included between Yogo Creek on the south
and Dry Wolf Creek VaJley. (Big Park) on the northwest is conveniently described as the Yogo district. It includes several areas where
prospecting and mining operations have been more or less vigorously
carried on at various periods in the past, the best known being those
of Yogo proper, the Yogo sapphire field, Lion Gulch, and Running
Wolf Creek. The last named is the only one from which ore has been
shipped. The region thus delimited presents a far more irregular surface and a more complex geologic structure than that so far described. ·
The highest point, Yogo Peak, is the westernmost summit of a somewhat irregular ridge· extending northeastward and forming the main
water parting of the district. A northern spur of this· ridge ends in
Steamboat Mountain,.as the summit between Dry Wolf anu Running
Wolf creeks is locally called. The main divide continued eastward
ends in two separate elevations, the northern of which is W oodhurst
Mountain; the southern is, for lack of a name, here called Sage Creek
Mountain. A fourth detached mountain, lying between Sage and Yogo
creeks, is here called Ricard Peak.
Y ogo Peak and the ridge east of it are formed of a mass of igneous
rock breaking through folded sedimentary rocks. The outlying mountain masses mentioned above are laccoliths-that is, great blister-like
. elevations of the strata lifted up by intrusions of igneous rocks. The
igneous rocks determine, therefore, the main features of the topography
of the region, as they do the geologic structure.
The ridge of which Yogo Peak is the western 'end is formed of a
continuous body of massive igneous rock extending from Yogo Peak to
the eastern foothills of W oodhurst Mountain, a distance of 13 miles.
This long and relatively narrow body of massive rock is an intrusion
which fills an irregular fracture in upturned sedimentary rocks. The
western end of this fracture, at Yogo Peak, appears to be a chimney
or core, the center of disturbance at the time of igneous activity, from
which the dikes seen for many miles about seem to radiate, and which
for a distance of 10 miles or more is encircled by intrusive sheets in .
the softer, more easily penetrated formations of the sedimentary series.
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The mass as a whole shows an apparently continuous single body of
rock that presents a remarkable gradation of types at the western
end of the fracture. Owing to the importance of the mass and the
deductions derived from the study of its rocks, the field observations
are given in considerable detail.
YOGO PE.A.K.

Location.-Y ogo Peak is from many points of view the most conspicuous elevation of the Little Belt Hange. .Although not snow capped,
it projects above the timber line, and its somber crown of crags, formed
of massive igneous rock, is in sharp contrast to the rounded summits
and level plateaus adjacent. (Pl. XLVII, B.) It is situated 8 miles east
of Neihart and on the high divide between the waters of Belt Creek
and the Judith River, and
YOGO PEAl!
reaches an elevation of 8,625
feet above tide water. The
adjacent streams have cut
deeply through the horizontal sedimentary rocks, and
the broad valley bottom of
FIG. 39.-North-sonth section through Yogo Peak.
Dry wolf Creek on the north
and the placer bars of Yogo
on the south are 3,000 feet below the crags of tlie mountain summit.
It is readily accessible, as a well-traveled trail, which is the route from·
Neihart to Judith Basin, crosses its summit.
Character of rocks.-The peak is composed of coarse· grained massive
rocks, showing a progressive gradation from very dark-colored augitic
forms at the western contact to lighter-colored, more feldspathic, finergrained rocks forming the eastern part of the peak. These rocks are
fully described in the petrographic chapters, so that only the more
general facts will be given here.
WESTERN KNOB.

A grassy depression or sag, which affords an easy descent for the·
trail to the head of Yogo Creek, divides the summit of the peak into
eastern and western parts. The western summit has an irregular sur' face, on which ruin-like masses and crags, with curiously shaped monoliths and bowlders, rise above the small grassy plats lying between
them. (Pl. XLVII, A..) The rock forming these crags has a very
massive jointing, is exceedingly tough, and breaks with great difficulty.
On the western slopes of the peak the rock disintegrates readily on
weathering and forms a coarse sand, the rock being seen only in little
gullies washed in the slope.
Shonkin-ite.-The rock appears at first sight to consist principally of
coarse biotite. It is very coarse grained, and in the exposure is so
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loosely textured that good specimens are obtained with difficulty. This
type is the most basic one found, and lies nearest the w~st contact. It
consists of augite and biotite, which far exceed the feldspar in amount.
The glistening bronzy plates of biotite are the most. conspicuous minerals, though the augite is present in greater quantities. The rock also
contains small masses of glas~y olivine. The feldspar is almost wholly
orthoclase, and the rock is a shonkinite-that is, a coarse-grained rock
composed of augite and biotite with a smaller amount of orthoclase.
Upon the summit the rocks composing the crags and monoliths are
denser in grain than the type just noted. The exposures show, however, a considerable variation in grain, the coarse and fine grained forms
being mixed as if stirred together while still pasty. The denser rocks
form the exposed masses; the coarser varieties weather down and form
the grassy interspaces. All gradations may be found between very fine
and very coarse grained types. The.prevailing rock seen in the massive
· exposures, though less coarse than that of the western slope of the
peak, is yet a coarse-grained rock of a very dark-gray color. The darkcolored minerals p.re in excess, and the rock glistens with th~ light
reflected from the numerous plates of biotite, and is dotted with round,
rusty-brown spots. With the lens an abundance of small augites are
also seen in the feldspars. The feldspar is chiefly orthoclase. The
microscopic study of this rock shows that it is also a typical shonkinite,
but contains less of the dark-colored minerals than the coarser-grained
form nearer the contact.
Dikes cutting shonkinite.-Tbe rocks of the western part of the summit are cut by a number of tiny dikes which vary from a fraction of an
inch to several inches in width (fig. 73). The dike rock is of uniform character, very light gray or pink in color, and is recognizable as granular to
the eye. The finer grain. of the rock causes it to weather in relief upon
exposed surfaces. The widest dike cutting the shonkinite is a rather
coarse-grained syenite, containing inclusions of the shonkinite. The
smaller ores are but little finer in grain. In one instance a 2-inch dike
showed a well-marked darker-colored, much denser contact band 1 mm.
in width, but usually no such contact band is recogniz~ble in the hand
specimen. Dikes of a syenite-porphyry and of a dark-green augiteminette probably cut this rock, for their debris was found near the
saddle separating the two summits, but the rocks could not be found
in place.
MIDDLE KNOB.

In crossing the summit eastward to the saddle the rocks show a
gradual change in character, becoming lighter colored and more feldspathic, and have a general mottled appearance. The weathering is less
massive, and there is a tendency to break into thick slabs and rectangular blocks, which is well illustrated in the sharp little knob on the south
side just east of the trail. The rock is very clearly finer grained than
the shonkinite, but is composed of the same minerals, though feldspathic
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constituents are more abundant, giving it a decided gray color, of a
greenish tint, on fresh fracture. As is shown in the petrographic
description, the feldspar consists of nearly equal' amounts of orthoclase
and plagioclase (oligoclase-andesine). It is a typical monzonite, and is
quite clearly seen to grade into the shonkinite.
EASTERN KNOll.

The eastern summit of Yogo Peak has a rouncled form and is covered
by the platy debris into which the rock weathers. The rock mass composing it and the high eastern shoulder of the mountain possesses a
platy parting which causes it to split readily and to form piles of debris
and talus slopes, above which project the low and much-jointed exposures of the rock in place. The joint'blocks are short, stout rhomboids
.or heavy plates a foot or so long. They are very hard and tough, ring
sonorously under the hammer, and are broken with difficulty, the rock .
being unaltered and fresh. These characters prevail for the entire
Y ogo Peak mass. On a freshly fractured surface the rock appears
evenly granular, of moderately fine grain, and is compact in character
and with few miarolitic cavities. The color is a medium gray with a
strong pinkish tone. The rock is clearly a feldspathic one, and of syenite aspect. Examined with the lens, it is seen to be chiefly composed
of light-colored feldspar, dotted with small, dark, formless spots of green
pyroxene or hornblende. The rock is very unlike that of the types
previously described, but the monzonite forms a transition phase
between this rock and the shonkinite. No actual gradation of the monzonite into this syenite was observed in the field, a gentle grassy slope
scattered with black bowlders extending up to the base of the platy
ta.Ius slide. The plates seen on the summit show partly rounded oT
subangular inclusions of a coarser-grained augitic rock, like the monzonite and~ shonkinite of the western summit of the peak. The rock is
also cut by little dikelets, from an inch to several inches in width, of a
lighter-colored, :finer-grained, more feldspathic syenite, regarded as an
aplitic form of the rock. This syenite continues eastward without
change in character, to the steep slopes that form the eastern shoulder
of the peak, there being an abrupt descent of uOO feet to the broad and
open-parked summit of the ridge. Tl1at the syenite extends to the southern contact is shown in the walls of the little amphitheater cut in its
southeast side, the contact with the sedimentary rocks being seen on
the shores of the lakelets at the bottom of this amphitheater.
EASTERN SHOULDEH.

The platy debris covering the eastern shoulder of Yogo Peak and
the steep slopes that define it from the broad and wooded summit of
the ridge to the east, shows a very gradual change in the appearance
of the syenite, from the evenly granular rock of the peak to a decidedly
porphyritic form constituting the talus of the eastern slope. Tbe latter
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may be regarded as a transition form to the lighter-colored, more feldspathic syenite-porphyry which is seen immt'diately east ot the peak.
The rock still has a granular character, and contains some hornblende
and augite, but its distinctiv~ feature is the presence of large square
feldspar crystals. These resist weathering better than the groundmass and stand out in relief upon the rock surface, giving it a slight
resemblance to a conglomerate. vVhere the rock has weathered down,
these feldspars form a sandy gravel. This rock contains microscopic
quartz grains and maybe classed as an amphibole-granite-porphyry or
a quartz-syenite.
ELK RIDGE SUMMIT.

The slightJy accidented surface of the ridge, designated Elk Ridge,
which extends eastward from Yogo Peak to the cliffs at the head of
Lion and Elk gulches shows few exposures. A sharp point rises above
the general level at the north edge of the summit. 'l'he slopes of this
eminence consist of platy brown debris, while its top shows massive
exposures of the rock. Several varieties occur here, presenting gradations similar to those noted at Y ogo Peak. The prevailing form is a
monzonite associated with a lighter-colored granite-syenite. Both these
rocks are cut by a dike of dark basic rock, running toward Yogo Peak,
but having a dip of soo NW. This dike rock shows porphyritic crystals
of augite· and olivine in a dense black groundmass, and is found to be
an augite-minette. In the transverse ridge or summit, crossing the
ridge near the head of Lion Creek, the rocks are again well exposed.
'l':pey are no longer porphyritic, but are coarse and even grained syenite, rather dark in color, which grades into shonkinite in the escarpments on either side, the rocks being contact forms of the mass. The
shonkinite also forms a narrow;dike-like. mass which extends eastward
and makes the divide between Lion Gulch and the waters of Yogo
Creek. A contact form of this rock is an augite-minette.
DIKES CONNECTING YOGO AND WOODHURST STOCKS.

At the locality last noted, which lies nearly north of the Yogo settlement, the intrusion is no longer a wide one, but splits up into three
narrow, dike-like masses, only one of which continues eastward and
expands into the broad masses seen at Sheep Mountain and in the
chain .of hills north of Bear Park and Sage Creek. This intrusion is
but a few yards wide where it crosses the saddle back of Schoppe
Mountain, whence it runs diagonally across the basin of Skunk Creek,
where it is not over 200 yards wide, and is seen cutting the limestones·
in the walls of Sheep Mountain. In the saddle between Sheep ancl
Bandbox mountains· a similar dike-like mass runs trausversely across
the ridge, and shows a mass of shonldnite, flanked by porphyry on the
north, the contact being abrupt and without gradation. The relations
of this mass to the main intrusion were not determined.
20 GEOL, PT 3--21
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STRUC1'URAL RELATIONS.

The intrusion is a stock or intrusive mass that occupies an irregular
fracture in the sedimentary rocks and has an abrupt, nearly vertical,
contact. This is clearly shown at a number of localities where the
contact is well exposed, though in general· the actual plane of contact
is hidden by debris or soil and is not seen. It is well exposed on the
borders of the ponds seen in the floor of the amphitheater cut into the
northeast side of Yogo Peak and also in similar amphitheaters southwest of the peak, where the plane of contact is vertical. Upon the west
and southern sides of Yo go Peak the strata are locally undisturbed by
the intrusion, but elsewhere the sedimentary rocks maintain the same
general attitude as those of the surrounding undisturbed parts of the
range. Thus, upon the northern spurs ofYogo Peak the limestones are
tilted, the dip being 10° S. toward Yogo Peak, as seen in the photographs reproduced on Pl. XL VII, B. The beds make benched slopes
with steep cliff's and level benches sloping gently inward toward the
peak. The beds here exposed can be traced continuously eastward in
persistent cliffs and ledges, gradually running down the slopes below
as far as Lion Creek, where the beds which form the creek bottom are
the same as those seen high up on the northern shoulder of Yo go Peak.
West of Yogo Peak the ridge connecting the peak with the western
summits shows slightly tilted limestones, but at the base of the peak, at
the immediate contact with the massive rocks, the strata are steeply
upturned. These beds and those seen south of the peak appear to be
broken and uptilted blocks produced by a punching up of the mas~dve
rock in opening its conduit. The rocks are so highly altered that it was
impossible to determine their age. These upturned sedimentary rocks
are well exposed on the south side of the peak, and on the spur which
runs down into Yogo Creek that is traversed by the trail. The beds dip
away fi·om the intrusion, the angle of dip being 600 to 65° south of the
eastern summit of Yogo Peak. ~rhe lateral spurs extending south from
the peak toward Yogo Creek show crumpled and warpedbeds, which,
however, pass gTadually into less-disturbed strata in a very short
distance from the contact. ·These disturbed beds appear to be abruptly
uptilted by the intrusion. It is not a laccolithic uplift, and for the
most part the uptilted strata are fractured and uplifted blocks-the
broken-off ends of the beds through which the intrusion has occurred.
CONTACT

ME1'A~10RP£IISM.

The sedimentary rocks are highly altered at and near the contact
with the igneous rocks. This alteration is greatest, of course, near tlle
contact, and becomes less and less marked as the distance from it
increases. · In no case is it intense, and the zone of noticeable metamorphism is rarely over a few hundred yards wide and generally only
a few yards across. Where the metamorphism is most marked the
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purer limestones form coarsely granular marbles. The less-pure limestones are aggregates of calcite, garnet, epidote, and other characteristic contact minerals. Farther away the heat of the intrusion has
produced an induration of the beds and developed joints and strains in
the rock, which cause it to break into fine angular debris on weathering. This contact metamorphism is most marked about Yogo Peak,
and eastward as far as Lion Creek and Sheep Mountain. It is much
less east of the places where the intrusion is a porphyry and not a
coarsely granular rock. In general, it has been found that the more
basic the rock the greater is the effect of contact metamorphism.
The altered rocks are mostly somewhat loosely textured an<J_ crystalline, so that they weather more readily than either the massive igneous
rock or the unaltered sedimentary ones~ The prominence of the igneous
rock, forming as it does so high a peak and mountain ridge, is prob• ably largely due to this fact. The slopes of Yogo Peak rise steeply
on all sides above the surrounding area of sedimentary ro~ks. From
Yogo Peak eastward to Lion Creek and a little beyond, the igneous
area has a relatively flat summit, bordered by cliffs of massive rock
that rise as an escarpment above the contact zone of altered sediments.
This steep slope of Yogo Peak and this escarpment are no doubt due
in part to the resistant characters of the syenite, but more directly,
perhaps, to the nature of the altered sediments, whose coarsely crystalline texture yieldg readily to the processes.of weathering, crumbling,
and disintegrating. This material is removed rapidly by wind and
water, so as to leave the igneous rock in relief, and the cliff's seen are
probably the denuded and exposed. contact planes of the intrusion.
This contact zone is often marked by seams and fissures of iron-stained
or clayey material and by ore deposits. These ore deposits have been
prospected at frequent intervals, and for many miles the contact can be
traced by them. Rich specimens of ore have been found, but thus far
no pro·ductive ore bodies have been discovered. At most of the localities about the contact the altered rocks were originally limestones, but
in the branches of Wolf Creek, west of Lion Gulch, there is a large
amount of debris derived from the eruptive contact. This debris consists of horns tone and adinole-the dense rocks produced by the baking
and alteration of the Cambrian shales.
GROUP OF ENCIRCLING SHEE'l'S ABOU'l' THE YOGO S1'0CK.
c

Yogo Peak is the center from which a great number of sheets of
igneous rock were intruded into the sedimentary rockR of the range.
These sheets, which by denudation a!e now exposed, encircle the peak
for a radius of at least 10 miles, and form conspicuous· elements of the
scenery and mountain structure, while if the laccoliths be regarded·
as en~rmously thickened sheets, the highest and largest mountains of
the range are formed by them. The sheets occur chiefly in the soft
and easily intruded Cambrian shales, where they are very abundant,
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but they are also found at Ligher shaly horizons which are easily
intruded.
These sheets are formed of various rocks which exhibit a considerable diversity of texture and of mineral composition, but may be
_grouped as trachytic or rhyolitic rocks, and as lamprophyres or basic
rocks, chiefly minettes. The former are tile common porphyries of tlw
region. They are hard rocks, which resist weathering better than the
soft shaly rocks in which they are intruded. They form escarpments
or mountain slopes and spurs, very often fronting benches determined
by the occurrence of the sheet, and having broad talus slopes at the
ba8e. These sheets form the most prominent feature of the country
about the head waters of Belt Creek, the Middle Fork of the Judith,
ancl Sheep Creek, and their occurrence is described in the detailed
description given of these localities. The basic sheets are probably
quite as uumerous as those of the acidic rock; but they weather readily, ..
generally forming a slightly coherent brown sand, and are therefore
seldom recognizable on the mountain· spurs and slopes; thus those
which have been mapped and visited probably represent but a small
part of the total number. These sheets generally produce considerable
metamorphism of the rocks near their contact. The two classes of
rocks forming the intrusive sheets exhibit various gradations, hut may
be-classed as porphyries and as minette and analcite-basalt. They represeut in another form the same rock magma which at Yogo Peak l1as
consolidated as shonkinite and syenite. In the sheets the rapid cooling
of the thinner mass bas resulted in different texture and somewl.Jat
difierent. mineral composition. The petrographic features of tllese rocks
are given in detail in the accompanyiug paper by Professor Pirsson, but
attention may here be called to their leading characteristics.
While the connection of the various intrusive sheets observed in the
range for many miles about Yogo Peak can not be directly establh;hed,
there is strong evidence of it .. Such sheets are abundant in the spurs
of Yogo Peak and vicinity, and on the north side of the ridge they
can be traced to within short distances of the massive rock. Though
the actual physical connection was in no case established, there seems
n~ reason to doubt their origin from that center.
The lateral spurs of Yogo Peak contain at least three intrusive sheets
in the upper part of the mountain slopes, showing as columnar cliffs
where deeply trencl.Jed by streams, and forming pronouneed benches
iudeutiug the crests of the spurs, with dark talus slides. The west
wall of the second gulch southwest of Lion presents cliffs of well-bedded
white limestones clipping 10° NE., while tb~ opposite eastern walls
of the gulch show the brown Monarch limestones at the base of
the bluff, capped by au intrusive sheet which forms the top of le~ser
ridges, but on tbe higber ones is o-verlain by the white Carboniferous
limestones. This san1e sheet is continuecl eastward, and may be seen in
Lion Gulch, near tlle. Gold Dust mine. It is a much altered syenite-
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porphyry. In the lower slopes several sheets are seen cutting the Cambrian shales, and as these occur at· tl!e same horizons and show the
same intervals between them, and consist of the same rocks, as those
found in the spur of Big Baldy Mountain north of Big Par.k, it is evident they once extended across the vaJ1ey.
.
.
West of Yogo Peak the ridge connecting it with the main divide of
the range is largely covered by the debris of an intrusive sheet of porphyry. The underlying rocks have a gentle dip. The Cambrian sh•ales
and sbaly limestones are here, as elsewhere about Yogo Peak, intruded
by sheets of porphyry, showing as ledges ballding the slopes and as
caps to the buttes which rise above the general summits. In the
upturned strata seen at the contact with the main stock, three sheets,
each from 5 to 10 feet thick, are intruded in tLe limestones. The rocks
are very greatly altered, but are recognizable as fine- grained syenites or
syenite-porphyries. A sheet 100 feet thick, forming tLe amphitheater
walls southwest of the peak, appears to be continuous with the sheet
seen on the ridge to the west running across the ridge to the head of
Wolf Creek. 'l'he rock is a syenite precisely like that noted at the
shaft bouse on the west contact of Yogo Peak.
South of the peak the open limestone summit at the head of Yogo
Creek shows the usual prospect pits found in the contact ,zone. Two
intrusive sheets that occur here in the upturned lime~tone are slightly
faulted. The spur leading down into Yogo Creek from the last-named
locality shows upturned strata in which two intrusive ~Sheets were seen.
To the east the later~l spurs of Yogo Peak show intrusive sheets
whose darker weathering is in strong contrast to the white limestones.
In the spur west of the Yogo settlement an isolated remnant of a sheet
forms a turret, capping white lime::;:tones, and capped in turn by a smaller
mass of white marble. The thickly bedded limestones of the Carboniferous do not split apart readily along their bedding planes, and it is
rare to find intrusive sheets in t,hese rocks. This probably accounts
for the general observance of intrusive sheets in the rocks adjacent to
the easte!'n extension.of the Yo go Peak core. The sheets of Wolf Creek
Park (Big Park) are described under that lleading (p. 341).
FRINGING DIKES.

General rela.tions.-The dikes which cut the sedimentary rocks for a
radius of 12 miles about Yogo Peak are believed to have their origin in
that locus of igneous activity, as in general they radiate from Yogo Peak
as a center. They vary greatly in appearance and also in mineral composition, but are nearly all basic rocks, trachytic or rhyolitic rocks being
very rare in this group of dikes. They are generally dark colored, and
when intruded in limestones or light feldspatbic syenitic rocks are quite
conspicuous. l\iore commonly, however, they yield readily to weathering and are barely recogniz~ble even close at band. The minette
dikes of Sheen Creek and of King and Harrison creeks have already
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been described. The granite-porphyry of Big Baldy Mountain is cut
by analcite~ basalts, which are seen on the summit and are prominent in
the amphitheater walls. The shales and intruded sheets at the base of
this mount.ain are cut by two dikes of minette. Another group is seen
exposed on tl~e sadQ.le at the head of Running Wolf Creek, in the valley
of that creek, on spurs of Steamboat Mountain, and on the ridge south
of the creek,. It is probable that but a small part of the total number·have been seen in mapping the geology. These dikes cut sheets
of feldspathic porphyry at a number of places, and hence are certainly
later. They are found much farther from the center than the acidic
sheets, but no farther than sheets of similar basic rocks. The most
interesting of these dikes are probably those of Bandbox Mountain and.
the dike from which the Yogo sapphires are obtained.
Bandbox lJfountain dikes.-Bandbox Mountain is the 11ame given to
a flat-topped elevation whose encircling cliffs and girdle of limestones
have doubtless suggested the name. The mountain consists of gently
tilted Carboniferous limestone, of which good exposures occur in the
summit cliffs. The rocks are sbaly, thin-bedded or tl.aggy, dark-gray
limestones, and carry abundant fossils of Carboniferous types. The
summit of the mountain is smooth, open, and grassy, and conforms in
shape to t~e bedding planes of the limestone, dipping N. 13o, magnetic. The massive bed of limes~one covering the s~mmit is cracked
by reticulated fissures into rhomboidal areas, several hundred feet on
a side. 1'hese fissures are very prominent, as their course is marked
by a rich and luxuriant growth of grass and flowers, in strong 'Contrast to the scanty covering of the limestones. The fissures are filled
by a soft, olive-colored or greenish material that is a decomposed dike
rock.
The dikes are commonly 1 to 3 feet wide, but the largest, which
trends directly toward Yogo Peak, is between 9 and 10 feet wide.
The decomposed dike rock commonly shows numerous mica plates,
which lie in planes paraJlel to the sides of the dikes, giving the rock a.
flaky, fissile structure that is made prominent by weathering. The
fresh material of one dike shows large, red olivines. These rocks
are augite-minettes (or analcite-basalts), whose characters are f1illy
described in the petrographic chapters. They weather peculiarly, as
the micas alter to soft, green chloritic masses, which dot the rock with
'{>rominent spots.
Dikes of Eureka divide.-The low saddle between Bandbox Mountain
and Steamboat Mountain also shows an interesting group of dikes.
The sedimentary rocks seen on the divide above the Eureka mine are
Carboniferous, belonging near the base of the Madison formation and
containing an abundance of silicified fossil shells which weather in
relief. These rocks are cut by a number of dikes-twelve were countednearly parallel and trending directly toward Yogo Peak. The dike
rock is seen in all stages of alteration to a soft, olive-colored clay, and
has been very generally prospected for ore deposits. The dikes vary
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from a few feet to a few yards in width. They are generally minettes,
but include also a dike of analcite-basalt, similar in character to that
cutting the summit of Bandbox Mountain.
WOODHURS'l' STOCK.

In Sheep Mountain and eastward to Woodhurst l\fountain the intrusion consists of a syenitic porphyry, and is no longer a coarsely granular
rock. The general characteristics are tbe sam·e, and the rock is to tbe
eye the same in texture and composition throughout, though varying
slightly in color. Under the microscope it is seen to present slight
variations, but is throughout a syenite-diorite-porphyry, which passes
into a rhyolite-porphyry at the extreme northeast contact. The rock
is a general type common to the lacco1ithic masses of the range, and
presents none of the remarkable variations in texture and composition
seen farther east. It forms in rather massive exposures, but upon
weathering the blocks break into platy debris, which frequently covers
the exposures. On Sheep Mountain the igneous rock extends from a
low saddle to a knob to the north, and also forms an eastern spur
whose wooded slopes extend down to Bear Park. The intrusion con:tinues in the low range of wooded summits north of Bear Park, extending as far as Woodhurst Mountain.
Structu,ral relations of Woodhurst stock.- In the vicinity of the settlement of Yogo, as in Lion Gulch, the general structure of the sedimentary strata, due to the uplift of the range, as a whole is not
dh;turbed; out east of here, in Bear Park and on Running Wolf Creek,
locaJ foldings due to laccolithic intrusions are noticed. It is, however, evident that the intrusive stock is not of this nature. East of
Sheep Mountain successively higher horizons are cut, and in Bear
Park, and again on the east footslopes of Woodhurst Mountain the
Carboniferous shale (Quadrant formation) is cut by the igneous rock.
At Woodhurst Mountain the channel of Willow Creek is cut along the
eastern contact until the open country is reached. The contact at
Woodhurst i~ chiefly with the massively bedded Carboniferous, but on
the west face of the mountain a sharp upturning of the beds, as if a
block of strata were hinged and lifted up, exposed what appear to be
Cambrian limestones, though too altered for a positive identification.
The beds dip away from the porphyry at 400 to 5oo, and on the south
side the massive Carboniferous limestones dip away from the mountain
at 30°. These dips are opposed to those of the adjacent regions and
the general mountain folding, and can be explained only by supposing
a laccolithic uplifting at the place. The northern or northwestern
edge of the porphyry mass shows gently dipping beds of Carboniferous
limestone, the inclination being about 2o. It is evident that there
must be a fault along the course of the creek. The contact is not
regular, but breaks through different beds. The rock found in the
eastern hill is platy, the edge being parallel to the slopes of the hill.
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CI~EEIC

VALLEY.

Yogo Creek has cut a deep and narrow valley, whose southern slopes
are so heavily timbered that few exposures are seen, while the slopes to
the nqrth show good exposures of the bedded rocks. To the south of the
Yogo settlement the steep walls of Prospect Ridge rise nearly 2,000
feet above the creek. Near the top the Carboniferous limestones are
seen to dip gently toward Yogo, though the ledges gradually descend
the mountain slopes eastward. In Schoppe Mountain and Sheep Mountain, tlle two knobs that eap the lateral spurs of the main ridge north
of the settlement, the slopes also show northward-dipping beds, and at
the mouth of Bear Creek this is the direction of the dip. A mile north
of Yogo, however, this dip is reversed and the strata are inclined southward. The creek bas cut through the limestones and exposes Cambrian
shales from the mouth of Elk Gulch to Bear Creek. Above them the
rocks are well ex1iosed in the slopes north of the creek. Two sections
were measured. The first, made during a snowstorm, may give slightly
inaccurate th}cknesses, as the aneroid could not be depended upon and
the pocket level was useless. This section shows the succession of the
beds observed in the slopes of Sheep Mountain immediately north of
the town. The second section given was made on the spur between
Bear and Yogo creeks. The Sheep Mountain section is given below.
The beds dip at 100 up Skunk Creek-that is, into Sheep Mountain.
Section of beds exposed north of Yogo.
Porphyry sheet:
Feet.
Thinly bedded, massively weathering, gray limestone .............-......... 250
Limestone, forming clifl's.... .. .. . . .. . . . . .. .. . . .. . .. . .. .. . .. . . . .. . . .. .. . . .. 50
Impure, buff limestone, forming three bands, separated by 20 to 25 feet of
thinly bedded, dark-gray limestone._ ........ _. _.... _.... ___ . . .. . .. .. .. .. 115
Massively bedded white limestone, weathering with prismatic jointing,
breaking into splintery fragments, and carrying small cherts ... _..... __ . 35
Limestones, in beds 5 to 8 feet thick, dark gray, and containing fossils which
wea t.her in relief on faces of shaly rocks ....... ___ .......... __ ... _.. . . .. . 400
Limestones, thinly bedded, impure and shaly; gray colored on fresh fracture, with reddish buff and lavender tones on weatherNl "fragments.
Numerous fossils .... ------------ ........................................ 100
No exposure; ptn;phyry sheet at 6,900 feet above sea leveL ................. 100
Limestone; gray and light gray, dense, not crystalline, beds of light brown
weat,hering buff, alternating with gray-weathering beds. The uppermost
75 feet is probably Carboniferous ................... _................ _. ~. 190
No exposure ........................... _............. _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15
Black limestone containing calcite geodes ................ •.... . . .. .. . . . . . . 20
Black limestones. Forms base of' Jefferson limestone series .... _.. _..... _. 30
No exposure. ·
Yo go limestone... . .. . . . . . . . . . .. . .. .. . . .. .. . . .. . . .. . . . . .. .. . . .. .. . . .. .. . . .. . . . . 10
Dry Creek shale:
Shales; micaceous, green and olive colored; of Cambrian aspect.
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Section at mouth of Bear Creek, Yogo Gulch.
Castle limestone:
Feet.
Limestones, in heavy l>eds of whhe, almost structureless rock, in which the
sharp limestone canyons :md gateways of the creek are cut. It is this bed
that forms the canyon at Bear Park.
Massive white limestone, underlain by a brecciated rock carrying darkbrown, cherty limestones in fragments 6 to 10 feet across. The rock shows
glistening gTains resembling sand, and passes downward into a darkgray rock ..... _......................................................... 200
Woodhurst limestone:
Buttress limestone, weathering yellow, generally gray on fresh fracture,
carrying scanty fossil remains, including crinoids, corals, and spirifers.
The rock forms bold buttresses, but has shattered on weathering into small
fragments 2 to 3 inches across ..... ------ ................................ 100
Limestone; dark gray, with crystalline fragments of crinoids and other
fossils ............................................... _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 200
Limestone, in massive beds at base, cappe<l by less dense layers of limestone
above. The rock is a gray, massive limestone, but its character varies at
<lifferent parts of the same horizon, and is-often yellowish and uecomposed.
The upper part forms sharp pinnacles rising above the slopes ....•....... 125
Limestone, thinly heuded, very fissile ...... ------------ ................... 100
Limestone, gray and cherty, occurring in 2 and 3 foot beds ............. _·_..
8
Thinly bedded limestones, striped with wavy bedding lines and carrying
chert lenses parallel to the bedding. The rock is darkish gray and changes
to a lighter-colored, more flaggy limestone 25 feet above the base. Dips
at 30° into the hillside ....... : . ...................................... _.. 75
Thinly bedded limestones, darkish-gray color, rather platy, and show abundant Carbonifermis fossils ............................ ------------ ...... 85
Cliff limestone, often broken into buttresses; heavily bedded with rough guttered surfaces; dark gray in color and in quite prominent layers ... ------ 25
Darkish-gray, thinly bedded limestone, cherty, and carrying abu.ndant
fossils. This bed and the one ·above are seen in castellated masses at the
mouth of a small easterly branch of Bear Creek, the stream draining the
amphitheater of Ricard Mountain....................................... 45
Paine shale:
· Limestone, gray, red, and purple, rather massive, and breaking into angular debris ........... ------ ........ ------ ........·........................ 60
Fossiliferous gray limestone, probably argillaceous ............. _. _.... ___ .
1
Shaly limestone, like that below, .carrying abundant fossils------ .... ------ 75
Limestone, light brown, earthy colored, granular; vdthout fossils.... . . . . . .
1
Three forks shale:
Shaly limestone, with reddish color, carrying fragments of small crinoids •
and resembling the Devonian horizon...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . 15
No exposure, but debris of light-brown limestone.
Jefferson limestone:
Limestone, light brownish-gray in color, weathering pink; probably part of
the bed below. The rock is a granular crystalline one that occurs in
tlaggy beds ................•.......... __ ..... _._. ... __ . _. _. __ .. _... . . . . . . 20
Limestone, dark colored, granular, showing light markings a half inch
long that look like scratches on the rock and appear to be characteristic of
the formation....... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . GO
Limestone, dove colored, not crystalline, breaking into small fragments.
No fossils seen ................. _. _......................... __ . _... . . . . . .
2
Black limestone, forming cliff ledge at edge of bench ................ _. . . . . 25
Light, earthy-colored! fissile limestone, more argillaceous than that below..
2
Earthy-colored. limestone, broken down into slope ......... _....... _... . . . . 10
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Jefferson limestone-Continued.
Feet.
Ledge of massive limestone, showing quite fine statification lines. The rock
does not break readily along these lines of stratification, but has a jointing which is at angles to this. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . 35
Limestone, light earthy color, blotched with pink; clearly a part of the
ledge below ....•................ ~. . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
3
Black ledge, everywhere prominent. The limestone is crystalline, granular,
and in the exposure is a glistening rock of very dark brown or black color,
forming a persistent ledge that is readily recognizable. The rock has a
fetid odor upon concussion, and the lowest 5 feet of the ledge is not black
but an earthy-brown, rotten limestone ................................... 18
Yogo limestone:
Light earthy-brown limestone, occurring in beds that break readily into
splintery fragments 2 to 3 inches across ................................. 60
5
Sha.ly limestoneoflight earthy-brown color; really part ofbed above......
Dry Creek shale :
Limestone, quite shaly, roddish in color, and weathering readily into red
earths. It is really a laminated calcareous shale ..................... _.. 25
Pilgrim limestone:
Limestone, thinly bedded, but ·not shaly ...............•..... _.. . . . . . . . . . . 20
Limestone, quite fissile, breaking into plates 1 to 2 inches thick, and forming
ledge near creek ...... ·--~-- .................... -~----..................
7
Limestone, conglomeratic, forms lowest ledge exposed . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10
Laminated calcareous shales, occurring at the mouth of Bear Creek, where
they are broken through by an intrusive sheet of minette ........ _.. _....
5

Sheep j'J1ountain.-Sheep Mountain is the summit of a spur of the
main ridge lying between Bear Park and Skunk Creek. The mountain
is a synclinal fold, cut by a dike-like extension of the Yogo ·stock. The
strata at Yogo dip north, while at the northern summit of the mountain
the dip is south. A section of the sedimentary rocks has just been
given. In the dikes seen cutting the west face of Sheep Mountain the
contact is vertical and in nearly undisturbed limestone, while the eastern face of the same mountain shows that the contact js inclined and ·
the igneous rock extends under the sedimentaries. The spur extending
east to Bear Park shows porphyry flanked on the north by limestones
dipping down the fork of Running Wolf Creek. The southern summit
shows grassy slopes on top, with wooden spurs below, on which the
porphyry debris and talus are seen extending down to Bear Creek.
~his spur is surmounted by a knob formed of the platy debris of the
porphyry, the contact being seen in the little saddle west of the knob,
where the contact line is, as usual, prospected, and the pits show 2~ to
3 feet of specular iron ore between the crystalline limestones and the
porphyry. The beds beyond this contact are dark-gray and bluish, thinly
bedded limestones, showing the effects of the heat from the igneous
injections in a markedly crystalline texture. These rocks are succeeded
by very fissile, dark-blue limestones, dipping down the spur. The top
of the mountain, which is the northern summit of Sheep Mountain, is of
rather massively bedded white limestone. North of the summit the
darker limestones appear, and 200 feet below it these.beds are cut by a
dike of basic rock 15 to 25 feet wide, the dike running toward Yogo
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-Peak. A second dike of porphyry was observed 400 feet below the top.
The crest of the ridge is notched by a saddle or gap 600 feet wide
and 600 feet or so below the top, which is cut in a soft and readlly
weathering basic rock (shonkinite ). This lies alongside of or forms a
part of the porphyry extending up the slope to a point 200 feet above
this saddle, the contact between the two rocks being marked by a mining shaft showing 2~ feet of iron ore (hematite). The rocks are rather
poorly exposed, and the soil and vegetation prevented a determination
of the exact relation of these rocks to one another. Beyond the porphyry the sedimentary rocks form the slope up to the summit of Bandbox Mountain, but are cut by a dike of shonkinite, on which a shaft
has been sunk. The saddle between Running Wolf and Skunk creeks
shows the usual contact marbles cut by two basic dikes. Two prospect
shafts have been sunk in the contact, 150 or 200 feet below the summit
on the Wolf Creek side.
The stream west of Shee.p Mountain, which is known as Skunk Creek,
has a wide basin at its head,.which is well wooded and thickly soiled,
so that the rocks are generally concealed. A wagon road has been cut
in the slope from the prospects west of Bandbox Mountain down to the
Yogo settlement, but the cuts show only red shaly debris until near
the Weatherwax mine, where porphyry is seen.
RICARD MOUNTAIN.

Ricard Mountain is a detached elevation lying east of the mountain
ridge formed by the Yogo stock. It is a laccolithic uplift in which the
intrusive has broken irregularly through the various Paleozoic horizons. The mountain is a dome-shaped anticline, the limestones of the
Ca1·boniferous dipping steeply away from it in every direction.. This dip
being somewhat greater than the angle of the slopes, successively older
and older beds are seen in ascending the slopes, and the beds exposed
on the summit are still older than those on the flanks of the mountain.
The dip flattens on the northern spur, the beds being nearly levell,OOO
feet above Bear Park, so that this may be taken as the center of the
arch. In the saddle north of the highest summit the beds dip north at
23°, and on the eastern spnrtheeastward dip is2oo. On the western face
the small stream which is cutting its way into the anticline exposes the
underlying black limestones with a central area of red shales supposed
to belong to the Cambrian rocks. It is evident that the main body of
the laccolith forming the core of the mouutain is either in the Cam brian
or beneath it, and that the igneous rocks seen on the summit are merely
offshoots of this concealed core.
The summit of the mountain is formed of several knobs separated by
depressions severa.I hundred feet below the higher point. The rocks are
Carboniferous limestones containing an abundance of fos-sils, and varying from a thinly bedded and ftaggy, dark-brown limestone to the blue,
compact limestones which lie beneath the massive white limestones that
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are the most conspicuous feature of tlle Carboniferous terrane. The
southern summit is cut by a pipe or dike of quartz-porpllyry that is
se\reral hundred yards wide and is marked by an abrupt contact, in
which 25 feet of limestones, ·altered to coarsely crystalline marbles,
separate two slleets of rhyolite-porphyry, one 15 feet and the other 20
feet thick, from the surrounding limestones. The porphyry mass forming the summit weathers in small angular chips, and is altered so that
quartz and an occasional large phenocryst of feldspar are the only
minerals seen. This rock extends from a point just east of the saddle
separating the main peak of the knob to· the west, up to the· summit,
aud along tile summit for a quarter of a mile eastward. The northeast
spur of the mountain shows a sheet of rhyolite-porphyry, intrusive in
the massive limestones, which has been denuded and now caps the
ridge.
RUNNING WOLF RIDGE.

The ridge extending east from Bandbox Mountain, and lying between
Running Wolf and Galena creeks, is a block of tilted massive limestone
strata, dipping eastward. The dip, which is 130 on Bandbox Mountain, beeomes gradually flatter toward the east. An intruded sheet of
porphyry caps the ridge near its center, and several dikes and sheets
are seen both in H.unning Wolf Valley and on the summit of the ridge,
especially near the collection of log cabins belonging to the Woodburstl\fortson mine. (See Pl. LXVIII.)
While the general dip of the beds is down the ridge, yet the north
side shows an inward or southerly dip. This is due to the Steamboat
Mountain uplift, the· axis of the ::tnticline thus formed running nearly
parallel with Running V\Tolf Creek, along the edge of the ridge south
of it. Several mining prospects have been found just north of this
line, and the Woodhurst-Mortson mine is similarly situateq. A por.
phyry sheet is seen outcropping east of this mine, where it forms a
talus slide, but was not seen west of the mine. The strata at this
locality dip at 25° into the ridge, and strike very nearly with it. On
the summit. the beds are more gently inclined. The surface, which is
covered by open woods, and rises gradua1ly to the west, termillates
southward in precipitous cliffs.
Minette intrusions.-A half mile or so from the W oodhurst mine the
bluish-black limestone bed covering the summit is cut by two dikes
running transversely across the ridge. Farther weRt a third dike of
basic rock is seen on the summit. The rocks are augite-miuettes, which
weather to soft greenish or rust-colored materials, from which fresh
unaltered material can seldom be obtained. 'rhe freshest specimens
are green and contain large augite crystals.
In ascending the ridge lower and lower beds are successively exposed
to the knob or summit of the ridge. In the saddle between this sumnlit
and the steev slope of Bandbox Mountain thinly bedded blue limestones
have a strike of N. 50° W., and dip 20° NE., apparently with the ridge.
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The sag is due to an intrusive mass of basic rock,. whose exact natute
could not be determined, though it is probably a sheet. The rock is
quite altered and rotten, but is recognizable as a minette by its abundant mica. It holds included masses of the shaly limestone~ in the center, which are altered to hornstone and cut by stringers of the igneous
material. The outcrop is 60 feet across. The rocks at the borders show
considerable induration·and metamorphism.
Similar intrusions of minette were observed at the mining cabins in
the creek bottoms below the W oodluv·st mine, the rock being a much
altered augite-minette and forming an intrusive sheet dipping south at
20o, conformably with the limestones, and showing on both sides ~f the
creek. This is cut by a G-foot dike of similar rock which appears 100
feet above the creek on the slope to the south, and which trends northeast and southwest, the direction of Yogo Peak.
SAGE CREEK MOUN'l'AIN.

Like Ricard Peak, this mountain mass is a partly stripped laccolith.
The mountain shows a central mass of igneous rock, surrounded by
massively bedded white limestones, which dip away from the mountain
at steep angles on all sides. The drainage ways which score its sides
carry water only wllere cut in the porphyry, being dry in the limestone
areas. The porphyry slide covers the eastern knob of the mountain.
The mountain i~ precisely similar to ~icard Peak in ~tructure, hut tile
massive limestones are not yet cut through, and so far as seen are
the only rocks exposed. As this mass lies so near Ricard Peak, there
is a sharp and sudden upturning of the limestones between the two
mountains, and Sage Creek flows along a syncliual fold.
STEAJYI:BOAT MO'UNTAIN.

This mountain shows a laccolith just emerging from its cover of sediments. The mountain flanks show the massive beds of Carboniferous
limestone dipping away on all sides from the central peak. The dip is
steepest near the summit, where it approximates soo, and lessens rapidly as the distance from the summit increases. The southern slopes
show the Cambrian aud Devoniau rocks lying beneath the laccolith
and the Carboniferous. The nort!:tern slopes were not visited, but the
laccolith appears to lack symmetry and to be in contact with the Carboniferous ou that side. The saddle between Steamboat and Bandbox
mo~ntains, at the bead of R.unning V\Tolf Greek, shows a sharp synclinal
folding of the limestones where the northerly dipping beds of Bandbox
are uptilted and the dip is reversed by the Steamboat laccolith. , To
the northwest of Steamboat the broader uplift, caused by a co11cealed
inttusion east of Big Baldy, limits the upturning on this side.
The laccolith appears to be intruded mainly in the soft shales of the
Cambrjan. These rocks are considerably metamorphosed at or very
near the contact with tile igneous rock, forming dense aml glistening
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black schists, dense hornstones, and those garnet-calcite aggregates
and other common forms produced by contact metamorphism. The
Monarch limestones (Devonian) and the Carboniferous, being farther
from the igneous rock, are less profoundly altered, though they show
in their texture and color the influen<~e of the metamorphic processes.
The highest part of the summit is formed of these altered 'rocks. The
laccolith rock is a diorite-porphyry. It is dark gray in color, and to
the eye closely resembles the porphyries of Sheep,· W oodhurst, and
Sage Creek mountains, though darker in color. Under the microscope
it bas the same general habit, but the plagioclase feldspars predomiinate. It forms a platy deb~is, covering the summit: which, even
where wooded, shows little soil.
The mountain slopes, when viewed from a distance, show the laccolithic nature of the uplift very plainly, the limestone beds forming curved
sLeets wrapped about the flanks, as shown in the accompanying diagrammatic sketch (fig. 40). The succession of strata is best seen in the
saddle to the south, the narrow ridge showing good exposures. The
rocks are here cut by twelve or more basic dikes, radiating from
~ ogo Peak, as already noted. The debris of a similar rock was found
on the summit of the mountain, and is probably derived from a similar
dike. An offshoot of the laccolith breaks across and through the tilted
rocks near the south contact, the rock being quite similar to that of the
main laccolith.
/
The southern spur shows a small fault when seen from the summit of
Bandbox Mountain, the fault plane dipping very steeply to the north,
the downthrow on that side being estimated at less than 100 feet. This
was not observed when the ridge was visited, and is probably recognizable only in the cliffs forming the west face of the ridge. It is the
only instance noted in the laccoliths of the range in which the cover
shows faulting, other than that due to general asymmetry of the
intrusion.
The largest southerly spur of the mountain is that on which the Sir
Walter Scott mine is situated (see p. 451). The· altered Cambrian
rocks exposed on this ridge show three intrusive sheets of porphyry
between the summit and the saddle back of the knob on which the mine
is situated. South of this saddle a lesser knob, formed by a porphyry
sheet and another sheet estimated to ·be 300 feet thick, lies between the
Cambrian and.Devonian rocks. The rocks of this spur are cut by several dikes of the dark trap rocks, similar in character to those of the
Eureka divide at the head of Running :vvolf Creek, and believed t0 be
extensions of the same dikes. The same minette rock was observed. in
the dump heap of the mine just mentioned.
The northern base of Steamboat Mountain ends in the limestone
cliff's V'il olf Creek. The dip is gentle, and exposes successively higher
and higher beds as one travels from Lion Creek northward. P-orphyry
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is seen but 200 to 300 feet above the limestones which cross Dry Wolf
Creek and run up the walls east of Butcherknife. This porphyry is
seen on the western spur of the mountain but a few hundred feet above
the creek, while on the northern spur of the mountain limestone beds
dipping at 30° away from the peak are seen at least 500 feet higher.
These exposures were not visited, but the relations are plainly visible
from the opposite side of the valley, and the elevations were determined·
by hand-level measurement. It is assumed that the porphyry seen is
the edge of the laccolith, which on the north side of the mountain has
therefore broken up through the Carboniferous beds.
BIG BALDY MOUNTAIN.
DESCRIP1'ION OF THE PEAK.

The highest mountain of the range is Big Baldy. Its bare, smooth,
dome-like summit rises to a height of 9,000 feet above tide water, and
forms a conspicious feature of the region. Like all the more prominent.

FIG. 40.-Strata flexed by Steamboat Mountain laccolith, Eureka divide.

mountain masses of the range, it is formed of igneous rock, a variety of
granite-porphyry designated the Barker porphyry. This rock here
forms a great mass 3 miles wide and 4 miles long, with a vertical thickness exposed of 2,000 feet. The uniform character of tbe rock indicates
that it constitutes a single body and is not tbe result of several intrusions.
On three sides this igneous mass is surrounded by stratified rocks,
whose general attitude is that due to the uplift of the range, the beds
being only locally disturbed by the intrusion. 'l'he broad arching of
the strata seen iii the laccolithic uplifts already described is not seen
here. The contact plane is not generally well exposed, but the relations of t?e stratified rocks, as shown in the cross section (fig. 41), indicate that the contact is nearly vertical, and that the instrusion is of the
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type of laccolith first named and described by Professor Iddings as a
bysma.Uth. 1 On the west the igneous rock is in contact with the crystalline schists, but there is no evidence of a fault or equivalent fold in
the continuation of this contact line into the areas of Rtratified rocks.
The souree of the intrusion is not known, but the nearness of the
Yog-o Peak center of igneous activity and the peculiarities of the Big
·Baldy rock show a close relation with that stock, and indicate that the
intrusion is but. one of the many masses associated with and forming
part of the Yogo epoch of igneous activity. The observed relations of
the mass to the adjacent rocks indicate that it is the result of the
intrusion of a magma rising through a conduit in the gneiss and
spreading out in the Rhaly beds forming the base of the Cambrian.
The overlying rocks were lifted and arched; but, fracturing about the
borders of the intrusion, were pushed upward as a dislocated block
and raised 2,000 feet above the original position. The grain of the rock,
which is similar to that of the laccolithic rocks of the range, is very
uniform, and the crystalline texture indicates that the magma solidified
beneath a covering of rock, now denuded.
BigBaldy Mt.
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FIG. 41-Nortbwest-southAast section tbrongh Big Baldy Mountain and Storr Peak. Scale on right
shows height above sea leYel.

The dome-like outline of the m_ass is but slightly altered by ero~ion,
and is seen in the profile of the mountain from most points of view, as
shown in Pl. XLVII, A, and Pl. XLVIII, A. The northern slopP-s are
smooth and rounded, but are slightly scored by gullies, and may represent the denuded and as yet slightly altered surface of the intrusion.
To the south the summit is indented by two deeply cut amphitheaters,
but the intervening spurs still preserve a gentle slope and rounded surface, like that of the northern side of the peak. The diagra·m above (fig.
41) shows the profile as it appears from Yogo Peak, the accompanying
plate (Pl. XLVII, A) being made from a photograph taken at that
place.
The summit slopes are everywhere ·smooth, rounded, and· covered by
platy debris, no massive exposures being seen until tbe actual summit
is reached. The two immense amphitheaters cut in the southern side
of the summit show magnificent exposures of the rock in their precipitous walls.· The accompanying illustration (Pl. XLVIII, B) shows the
massive weathering of the rock. _The great blocks seen in this view
I
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break readily, on falling from the cliffs, into platy masses, often several
feet across and but a few inches thick, and this debris accumulates in
great talus slides at the· base of the cliff's and fills the bottoms of the
amphitheaters. The walls are not uniform surfaces, but show sharp
projecting buttresses and intervening debris slides. A lakelet fills a
hollow in the bottom of the amphitheater surrounded by talus heapings, overgrown with stunted alpine pines. If these heapings are
morainal they constitute ~he only evidence of glaciation observed in
the range.
THE IGNEOUS ROCK.

The rock has a light-gray or purplish-gray color, which weathers with
a reddish tinge. It is clearly feldspathic, and shows very prominent
rectangular cross sections of a fresh, glassy-looking orthoclase feldspar,
embedded in a dense groundmass dotted with small opaque white feldspars and a peppering of minute black grains of hornblende and biotite.
The rock is quartz-syenite-porphyry, but is related to and mapped as
a phase of thf' Barker granite-porphyry. It is fresh and unaltered,
and contains occasional small inclusions of gneiss, shale, limestone, and
minette, which are apparently but little altered. The rock is very
similar to those form~ng the eastern part of the Yo go stock; i. e., at
Bear Park, W oodhurst Mountain, etc. Its character and affinities to
these rocks are fully discussed in the accompanying paper by Professor .
Pirsson·.
DIKES IN PORPHYRY MASS.

This rock is cut by dikes, but owing to the platy debris covering the
summit their outcrops are obscure on the mountain top. The walls of
the eastern amphitheater of the peak show several black dikes cutting
the light-colored porphyry; and the debris, of a dense, very dark rock,
which proves to be an analcite-basalt, occurs strewn over the southwestern slope, mixed with the porphyry. Two dikes of lighter color
than the porphyry of the amphitheater walls are recognizable t~ the
west of the black dikes seen on the west side of the eastern amphitheater.
INTRU-SIONS IN SURROUNDING STRATA.

Numerous dikes and intrusive sheets occur in the stratified rocks
about the mountain, especially in the easily invaded Cambrian shales.
Where these sheets have been actually located they have been shown
on the map, but there are probably other sheets not exposed or extensions of the sheets mapped at localities not visited. They belong to
the two groups of feldspathic and basic (trap) rocks, and are in the
main regard-ed as offshoots of the Yogo Peak center, except in the case
of the thick sheets exposed by Wolf Creek at the southwest base of
the mountain, where their connection with the Big Baldy mass is probable. The occurrence of these intrusions is noted in the succeeding
pages, together with that of the stratifi~d rocks in which they are
intruded.
20 GEOL, PT 3--22
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The relation of the Big Baldy mass to the surrounding rocks has
already been summarized. To the north the drainage channel of the
head of Dry Fork of Belt Creek is cut along the contact and separates
the porphyry from the Archean gneiss, which forms a rough, hilly district. To .the west the ridge running to N eibart Mountain (Long
Baldy) shows the same red and gray gneiss.
BELT CREEK DIVIDE.

South of the mountain a narrow ridge dividing Wolf and Belt creeks
shows thinly bedded Cambrian shales, with numerous conformable
intrusive sheets of igneous r9ck. The strata at the immediate contact
with the porphyry are somewhat, but not profoundly, altered, forming
a hard, dense, blue, shaly debris that obscures all massive exposures.
An offshoot of the main intrusion cuts these rocks. The first good
.exposures seen near the contact are hardened shales and conglomerates
that dip at an angle of 3° toward the peak. South of the little sa.g that
defines the mountain slopes from the ridge the same beds dip south at
a .low angle. The knobs or summits along the ridge are capped by porphyry, and the sheets form crescentic benches on the slopes. The ridge·
has a general descent to the south, so that a single sheet may appear
on the top of one of these knobs and reappear on the slopes to the south.
The western spurs of this divide ridge are generally grassy or but
sparsely wooded slopes, on which the intruded sheets form-benches and
little cliffs. The intervening shales weather down to a 81ope showing
no exposures, except where localiy b:udened by contact metamorphism
alongside of the intrusive masses. The spur visited showed eight
intrusive sheets in a total thickness of 700 feet of shale. Two of these
sheets are minettes; the others are feldspatbic rocks varying somewhat
in character as in thickness. The lower four acidic sheets are characterized by hornblende.. The rocks are much altered and break readily
into a platy debris. The map shows these sheets only upon the spur
visited, but it is probable that they occur in the adjacent ridge, as the
persistency of the sheets intruded in the shale is a very striking feature
of the region. The thicker sheets have produced considerable metamorphism of the shales near the contact. A sheet 75 feet thick, occurring 400 feet below the top of the 'ridge, bas baked and hardened the
· shale for 10 feet from the contact. These sheets, together with the
inclosing strata, dip at a low angle to the west on the upper slopes, but
this is reverse~ on the lower slopes, the dip being east, or toward the
main divide, at 3° to 5°, conforming to the general dip that prevails
down Belt Creek. That this is the general dip of the beds forming the
divide is proved by the attitude of the same rocks exposed east of the
ridge, about the head waters of Wolf Creek, where the dip is also east.
SOUTH AND EAST FLANKS.

The eastern spur or shoulder of ·Big Baldy, which ends at the Big
Park of Wolf Creek, shows good exposures of the bedded rocks, dip-
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ping at a low angle away from the peak.· The contact between them
and the igneous mass is defined by a shallow notch or sag at the. head
of a small drainage way tributary to the stream from the eastern amphitheater of the peak. The highest beds are the massive Carboniferous limestones, whose bold ledges are seen dipping at 6° away
from the peak in the western face of the spur.
BIG PARK •.

Big Park, as the meadows of Dry Wolf Creek together with the
thickly timbered upper valley of that stream are called, is so closely
connected with the Yogo Peak mass that it may properly be treated
here. The lower parks of the creek are bordered by steep walls of
limestone. The beds dip at a low angle (8°) down the creek, and as
one ascends the stream successively lower horizons are passed, until
near Lion Creek the white limestones of the Carboniferous are seen
underlain by the dark-brown beds of the J e:fl'erson limestone. As usual
about Yogo Peak, the shales are intruded by sheets and dikes of various rocks, offshoots of the Yogo Peak center of igneous activity. In
Lion Gulch the shales are seen overlain by limestones, and the mineral
deposits of the gulch are found at the contact between the brown
Jefferson limestone and an intrusive sheet of porphyry, about 150 feet
below the base of the white limestone series. Big Park is due to the
widening of the valley of Wolf Creek, owing to the presence of the
Cambrian shales. A measured section was made of the beds exposed
on the eastern end of the spur, which forms the steep slopes west of
Big Park, opposite Lion Creek.
St1·atijied 1·ocks exposed in north wall of Rig Park, opposite Lion C1·eek.
Feet.

Carboniferous limestones, 1,400 feet above creek; fossils, Fen estella, crinoids,
brachiopods; all of typical Carboniferous aspect . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 150
Paine shale:
Limestone, bluish and hard ..................... _. . . . . . . .. . . . .. . . . . . . . ..
~
Limestone, shaly, dark colored .................. ------ ...... -----· ----··l
Limestone, shaly, light colored .................................... ...... J 290
Jefferson limestone:
Limestones, black; top of bed forms bench ............ -~------------ ----1
.
Limestones, granular, crystalline, black, Devonian aspect.~ .............. f 75
Limestones, massively bedded, light colors, pitted and rotten looking,
often pinkish and gray...... . . . .. . . .. . .. . . .. . .. . .. .. . . . .. . . .. .. . .. . . . .
35
Limestones, bluish, but not black ............................ ____ ....... 100
Felsite-porphyry sheet..................................................
24
Limestone, buff weathering; light brown on. fresh fracture; Devonian
aspect . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
15
Limestone, dark blue...................................................
25
Intrusive sheet .... ;_...................................................
15
Limestone, Jefferson facies ........................ __ ._ .................. .
10
Yogo limestone:
Limestone, thin-bedded, very dense, blue-gray rock, in beds of 2 to 4
inches ........•...••••••...•••••...••..•..••••••••••..............••..
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Yogo limestone-Continued.
Feet.Limestone bed, very persistent, and forms ribbon-like line along slopes;
always weathering out ..................... 7 •• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• • ••• • • • •
1t
Limestone, rotten, buff-colored rock, breaking with irregular fracture . -10
Dry Creek shales:
Shales, red and purple, with impure, yellow, thinly bedded limestones...
40
Pilgrim limestone:
Limestone, purple colored and shaly . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45
Limestone, massive, blue, weathering yellow and rough; irregularly .flaggy.
25
Park shale:
Red shaly beds ......................... ~.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 115
Meagher limestone :
Limestone and conglomerate ....................•............ _. . . . . . . . . . 300
Intrusive sheet of igneous rock (5 feet).
)
Wolsey shale:
Shales, micaceous, forming wooded slopes without exposure ...........••
16
... __ . __ . ___ .. _______________ -· _
5
Intrusive sheet ......................................... _.............•.
Shales, micaceous.

~~t:~~:~vseo~~e;:i~!c~~~:~~I~-~~~~-~~~ ~~~~~~

The intrusive sheets and dikes noted in this section were the only
ones examined on the eastern flanks of Big Baldy Mountain. The
lowest sheet is traceable along the base of the slope for a mile or more
to the southwest, but is carried by its dip beneath the meadows to the
north. The rocks are like those already described as forming the
encircling sheets of Yogo Peak, and the different sheets exposed in
this sectimi also occur intruded at the same horizons across Big Park,
2 miles southwest of the mouth of Lion Creek. A still lower mass of
nearly white intrusive rock is seen on the banks of the creek at the
upper end of the park, where it forms white talus slopes. Going .southward this sheet is seen to be over 100 feet thick, and west, of the creek
forms a ridge coming from the eastern amphitheater of the mountain.
Its extent is not definitely known, but must be considerable. ,The rock
is a dense, white rhyolite-porphyry. That the rock is a sheet is clearly
seen at the point at which the stream from the Big Baldy amphitheater
joins Dry Wolf Creek, where Cambrian shales are exposed underlying
the rhyolite-porphyry. The igneous rock only is seen above, where it
forms hillocks and debris piles extending northward.
HEAD WATERS OF DRY WOLF CREEK.

West of the stream from the western amphitheater of the mountain
the trail up Dry Wolf Creek traverses a densely timbered bench or
slope, on which there is much quartzite and porphyry drift, but no rock
is found in place until the trail leaves the creek and ascends the spur
that extends eas~ fr~!ll. the Bel~ Creek divide. Here the porphyry,
through which. the .little gorge of .Dry Wolf has been cut, is overlain
by red Cambrian quartzite and sandstones 200 feet thick, capped in
turn by a sheet of porphyry 200 feet thick. Above this the Cambrian
shales; with ·several 'intruded porphyry sheets, extend to the top of' the
divide, a total thickness of 1,400 feet. The beds dip east at a low
I
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angle, so that the quartzite must pass beneath Wolf Creek not far
above the mouth of the amphitheater drainage. The horizon of the·
Big Baldy intrusion is therefore lower than the basal Cambrian
quartzite at this point.
ORE DEPOSITS.

There are no mines on Big Baldy Mountain, but the flanks have been
prospected at many places near t~e contact. The rocks of the summit
are generally weathered, but otherwise unaltered, and it is with surprise that one observes the boundary stakes and shallow open pits of
mineral claims. Thin seams of iron-stained material, said to contain
traces of gold, were observed, but nothing to indicate the presence of
1
valuable mineral deposits.
BUTCHERKNIFE MOUNTAIN .A.ND CREEK.

The mountain (7,821 feet in height) north of Big Baldy is formed of
sedimentary rocks, which arch over and conceal a laccolithic center of
porphyry. The eastern side of the mass is deeply cut by the drainage
of Butcherknife Creek. Butcherknife Gulch was not ascended. ·The
stream gravels show an abundance of syenite- and rhyolite-porphyries,
the former being the common type found in the intrusive sheets of the
region. A dark-green, almost black, rock, w~hich microscopic study
proves to be an orthoclase basalt, forms peculiarly pitted bowlCI.ers.
The most noticeable feature of the stream drift is, however, the abundance of dark-bluish hornstones, very hard and dense forms. This is
the more noticeable because it is the only place about Big Baldy where
such products of contact metamorphism of the Cambrian shales is
noticed. At. the mouth of Butcherknife Creek the limestones are nearly
level, but the walls east of that creek show these beds dipping away
from Big Baldy Mountain, the angle increasing northward and the
beds rising higher and higher up the slopes, the dip being fully 300 on
top of the ridge.
·
WOLF BUTTE AND TAYLOR PEAK.

From the open country of the Judith Basin, Wolf Butte appears as a·
sharply defined. conical mass, situated in front o~ and a little distance
from the wooded slopes that mark the general front of the range. This
very prominent peak is formed of granite porphyry that is part of an
intrusive mass extending southward for 4 miles and having a width of
2 miles. This intrusion has arched up the beds about it on the south,
and, in fact, the limestones which surround it dip away from it oil all
sides, so that the mass probably constitutes a laccolith, though an
asymmetric one-like all the other intrusions of this character seen in
the range. To the south the Barker wagon road follows the synclinal
trough produced by the meeting of the limestones dipping toward it
from the mountain to the south and from Taylor Peak to the north.
This trough preserves inliers of the Carboniferous 3hales which form
the meadows at .the south base of Taylor Peak and the foothills east of
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the peak. Taylor Peak itself is formed of massively bedded, Carboniferous limestones, dipping westward at 15o.
The Wolf Butte mass of igneous rock is seen in contact with the
Carboniferous limestones except on its southern side, where, on the
saddle north of Taylor Peak, the older rocks are seen sharply upturned,
slipped, and intruded by sheets of porphyry, but clearly recognizable
despite the alterations du~ to contact metamorphism. In this saddle
the brown Monarch limestones and 400 feet of the jasper-ribbed Cambrian rocks are very easily recognized, though the dips increase from
15° in Taylor Peak to an almost vertical attitude at the contact, and
the slipping of the upturned beds along shale horizons has resulted in,
the absence of such beds in the section seen at the contact. The
Cambrian rocks in particular are toughened, baked, and hardened, and
show contact minerals, especially in the Joint and bedding planes. The
uplift is progressively less and less northward, and at the base of Wolf
Butte, at 5,600 feet, or 1,400 feet lower in elevation than the exposures
just noted, the igneous rock is in contact with the shales and sandstone
beds of the Quadrant group.
The laccolith rock.-The intrusion consists of granite-porphyry of a
normal character, which baR been given the name of Wolf porphyry to
distinguish. it from the very different-looking rocks of Barker Mountain
and the other laccoliths of the region, rocks which are also graniteporphyries, though of a very different type.
The. Wolf Butte rock is a coarse-grained porphyry, weathering with
a massive jointing, splitting into immense slabs, and making crags and
slopes and castellated forms that resemble those of a typical granite.
The rock disintegrates readily to a coarse sand, so that it is not transported far. It shows large crystals of glassy quartz and pinkish
orthoclase feldspars, with minute scales of dark mica. The prominence of Wolf Butte is due to the variation in the grain and jointing
of the rocks and its consequent ·resistance to weathering, the rock
being somewhat denser and more massively jointed than the more
granular, easily disintegrated rock forming the amphithe~ter between
the butte and the mountain south of it. The Wolf Butte contact with
the limestones is abrupt and shows but little uphfting of the sedimentary rocks. The peak. between Wolf Butte and .Mount Taylor is
formed by part of tbe contact rim of the intrusive mass, in which the
rock is so dense as to constitute a rhyolite-porphyry. The rock is pinkish or brown and has very pronounced laminations parallel to the con-·
tact plane. It breaks with a platy fracture into thin and rather
small fragments, and this platy parting breaks across the laminations.
The upturned. strata at this south contact of the laccolith contain
several intrusive sheets of dark micaceous rock, resembJing minette.
Intrusive sheets near Wolf Butte.-There are several intruded sheets
of porphyry in the areas of Carboniferous shale south of Taylor Peak,
but the character of the rock and manner of occurrence do not connect them with the Wolf Butte mass, but rather with the intrusions of
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the Barker type of porphyry. These sheets occur along the Barker
wagon road, at the head of Arrow Creek, and in the bills north of
Geer. At the first locality the beds are nearly horizontal and the
porphyry is too much altered for study. In the foothills lying southeast of the laccolith the shales are intruded by two sheets of quartzdiorite-porphyry, reseml_>ling a variety of the Yogo stock rock. The
lower sheet is, perhaps, 200 ·feet thick, and can be traced for several
miles, forming a distinct bench on the smooth shale slopes. The
upper sheet is thinner and caps .the knobs or summits of the hills.
The rocks resemble those of the east end of the Yogo stock, showing
large feldspars and hornblende prisms in a gray groundmass. The
rock weathers with a reddish surface and breaks in platy masses, leaving rounded exposures. It is cut by two minette dikes, which are
therefore younger.
Ore deposits.-But one mineral prospect was examined. This is· situated on the knob southeast of the saddle separating Taylor Peak from
the mountainnorth of it. The prospect is on an east-west fissure, and
shows galena andcerusite, together with malachite, azurite, chalcedony,
calcite, etc.
Dry lVolf Creek dome.- Dry Wolf Creek cuts a canyon through a low
dome of Carboniferous limeRtone that rises above the open grass land
formed by the shales of the Quadrant formation. The rocks dip away
symmetrically on all sides froin the dome, whose structural relations
are such that it seems very certain that it is formed by a concealed
laccolith of igneous rock.

C~APTER

V.

DESCRIPTIVE GEOLOGY OF THE BARKER AND MONARCH
DISTRICTS.
BARKER DISTRICT.
DISCOVERY AND DEVELOPMENT.

The Barker district is situated in the northern part of the mountains,
on the headwaters of the Dry Fork of Belt Creek. The discovery of
ore deposits, in the years 1875 to 1880, led to the rapid development
of the district, and the towns of Barker and Hughesville were built.
Several mines yielded large amounts of silver-lead ores from 1880 to
.1883, but the inaccessibility of the region and the high cost of transpor. tation ·to smelting centers constituted a serious detriment to the development of the camp. A smelter was erected at Barker in 1881 and ran
for a short time, but the ore bodies first discovered proved to be limited
in extent, and when the Neihart deposits were developed in 1884 the
camp had seen its best days. The completion of the branch railroad
to the camp in 1888 and the building of the silver smelter at Great
Falls gave a temporary impetus to mining development, but as the ores
are valuable only for their silver contents the place was practically
abandoned when the drop in the price of silver occurred in 1893. In
1894 the Tiger and Moulton mines were the only ones being worked,
and these only on a small scale under lease. From that time to 1897
the mines were worked for short periods at various intervals and by
different leasers until the demand for lead ores at the smelters and the
granting of cheaper rates for smelting and railroad charges led to an
active prospecting of old and new properties. At the present time the
future ot the camp looks more promising than at any previous period
of its history.
EXTENT .A.ND TOPOGRAPHY.

The Barker district proper embraces the ba~in-like area lying north
of Dry Fork of Belt Creek, as shown on the map (fig. 42), and
inclosed between Bark~r Mountain on the west, Clendennin on the
north, and Mixes Baldy and the adjacent peaks on the east. · The basin
is drained by Galena Creek, on whose banks the settlements of Barker
and Hughesville are situated. .The mountain slopes were formerly
densely timbered, but about Barker the trees were long ago cut for
burning into charcoal, and to-day the stumps and young pines cover
considerable tracts, and the slopes north of the basin show a forest of
344
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bare, gray poles, the result of extensive forest fires. Rock exposures
are nowhere prominent, and the country is not rough or especially
rugged. The limestones show on Barker }\fountain and are prominent
where the wagon road crosses the divide to Otter Creek and the Kibbey
Basin. The igneous rocks are more often exposed, but are seldom seen
in conspicuous exposures except on the bare mountain tops. They
form extensive debris slopes north of the basin, and intrusive sheets
form low cliffs along Dry Fork of Belt Creek. The best exposures of
the great limestone series are seen on the outer slopes of the mountains that inclose the Barker Basin.
The town of Barker lies at the lower end of this basin and only a
short distance above Belt Greek. The old smelter and the charcoal

FIG. 42.-Map

of Barker district.

kilns were built alongside Galena Creek, below the fork of this stream
known as Gold Run. These, together with the Carter mine opposite
the mouth of Gold Run, determined the site of the town. The principal mines were, however, farther up the basin-at its northern head, in
fact-and another settlement W<IS established there, which was given
the name of Clendennin on the maps, but was commonly called Hughesville by the miners, and is sti11 known by that name.
The railroad was not extendecl to the mines, but terminates at the
mouth of Galena Creek. The line has not been operated regularly for
some years, although trains are run from the junction with the Neihart
branch at Monarch whenever there are a few carloads of ore ready for
shipment. Well-graded wagon roads run down Dry Fork of Belt Creek
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to Monarch, northward over a low pa~s to Otter Creek and the Kibbey
Basin, and eastward up a branch of Belt Creek and over the divide to
Arrow Creek and Dry Wolf Creek and the Judith Basin. The region is
nearly as high above the sea as Neihart, but receives less snowfall and
has a somewhat milder climate. The soft natures of the Cambrian
shales and the crumbly weathering of the igneous rocks that prevail in
the center of the basin give smooth and rounded contours, and open,
rather broad, and retreating slopes. The eastern branch of Galena
Creek, which joins that stream at the settlement of Barker, is known as
Gold Run. A fork from the west, entering above Barker, is called Green
·Creek, while its two head-water branches unite at Hughesville, the
settlement 2 miles above Barker, one fork coming from Kihbey Gap,
the other forming the gap north of Mixes Baldy. This will be made
clear by reference to the map, fig. 42.
The principal ore deposits discovered thus far lie ,at the northern
border of this basin-like area, on the head waters of Galena Creek.
There are also prospects along Gold Run and south of Dry Fork of
Belt Creek, and one mine on the eastern bank of Galena Creek opposite Barker yielded a large amount of ore in the early history of the
camp. The rocks show no very extensive areas of decomposition.
Though changed by weathering and the ordinary processes of rock alteration, profound alteration of the rocks accompanying the ore deposits
is confined to small areas immediately adjacent to the veins. The ore
deposits all occur in connection with the igneous rocks which break
through and have folded the sedimentary rocks.
The geology of the district is more varied than that of any other area
of equal extent in the range. The district is situated on the northern
border of the Archean core of the range, where the uplift of the mountains bas upturned the sedimentary rocks and tilted them north ward.
This normal tilting is, however, almost destroyed by the igneous intrusions of the district. These are of various rocks, and occur intrusive in
various ways. Barker Mountain is a great mass that is laccolithic in
character, and has lifted up the sediments about it in a dome. Otter
Mountain to the north is another laccolith which is as yet but partially
revealed by erosion. Its sheets form Clendennin Mountain, whose slopes
make the north wall of the Barker Basin. Mixes Baldy, the mountain
to the east, and the peaks adjacent to it, are carved out of an intrusive
mass punched through the strata-a great bysmalith. The center of
the basin is occupied by a smail stock of granular rock that may be the
center of the igneous activity of the region.
SEDIMENTARY ROCKS OF BARKER DISTRICT.

The stratified rocks of the Barker district and vicinity present no
features of especial interest. The different formations from Cambrian
to Mesozoic are well developed, and exhibit the general sequence
already described as common for the northern part of the range. The
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lowest beds, the basal quartzites, which rest upon the crystalline schists,
are seen on the slopes south of the Dry Fork of Belt Creek, and where
a bend of this creek, below the railroad terminus, cuts through the
schists. In general the basal beds are indurated sandstones, sometimes true quartzites in nature, which consist of feldspar and quartz.
The colors are, as usual, pink or reddish, weathering rusty brown. The
rock sometimes grades into a conglomerate, but the latter form is
neither common nor of more than local development. Cross bedding
is often prominent. The rock is jointed and breaks into angular debris,
but this is never abundant enough to be of more than local interest.
The thickness on upper Dry Fork of Belt Creek is but 60 feet, and it
is about the same back of the railway station. The quartzite base
differs markedly in this respect from the section seen north of Neihart,
where lower and upper sandstone layers are separated by shale. As
noted below, this may possibly be concealed either by overlap or by
overthrust.
The structure of the sedimentary rocks is that of a monoclinal fold,
being the northern side of the broad anticline forming the range. Near
the gneiss contact the dip is always steep, but the inclination lessens
away from the gneiss and schist areas. On the slopes south of the Dry
Fork of Belt Creek, near Barker, the schist surface slopes steeply
northward, and where overlapped by the sedimentary rocks the dip is
4QO north ward, away from the schist contact. Near the rail way station
(at the mouth of Galena Oreek) the ridges to·the northwest sho\,V a reef
of quartzite 20 feet thick whose dip is 45° to the north, and this angle
of dip continues for some distance north ward in the second spur west
of Galena Creek. Along the trail from Barker to Neihart the basal
sandstones and quartzite are seen forming a ridge running up the slope,
but are wanting on the divide and are not exposed along the contact
on the southern side of this divide. On upper Dry Fork of Belt Creek
the basal members of the Cambrian run up to and are cut off by the
Big Baldy intrusion. These observations seem to point to a sharp uplift,
and indicate that the floor of crystalline schists was a slipping plane on
which the Cambrian shales were shoved up and over the gneisses.
Definite proof of this hypothesis seems to be afforded by the exposures
along the Neihart trail. If this be true it explains the absence of the
lower shales and the basal members of the quartzite and sandstone
series iu the exposures noted.
The Cambrian shales and interbedded limestones are seldom well
exposed throughout the Barker district except over small areas, and the
field work was not thorough enough to show any variations from the
conditions observed at Belt Park. These rocks are seen generally along
Belt Creek and about the town of Barker, and also on the summit of
Otter Mountain north of the mines. Three miles east of Barker the
slopes north of the Dry Fork of Belt Creek show Cambrian strata
overlain by a succession of limestone beds forming cliff ledges and flat
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benches. Here the Devonian limestones are especially well exposed,
and contain an abundant fossil fauna, from which only a small collection
was brought in. To the east of this place the continuity of the strata is
interrupted by the great mass of Wolf porphyry, which cuts off all the
rocks earlier than the Carboniferous. A good section of the Madison
limestones is, however, exposed along the wagon road up Blenkinsop
Creek (the Wolf Creek road), where the characteristics of the different
horizons of its formations may be studied to ad vantage. Between
Barker Mountain and the crystalline schist area the sedimentary rocks
are sharply folded in a synclinal trough, as noted in the description of
that mountain.
Vicinity of Barlcm·.-The geology immediately about the settlement
of Barker is revealed by numerous exposures, for although the rocks
are very generally covered by soil and vegetation, Galena Creek and
Gold Run both show the rocks along their banks. Back of the railroad
station the ridges west of' Galena Creek show the Archean gneisses ..
The lower quartzite bed forming the base of the sedimentary series was
not recognized here, but the succeeding reddish earths are overlain by
a bed of quartzite 20 feet thick, dipping 45° E. into the hill and standing up as a bold reef or wall above the shales on either side. The soft,
micaceous shales above this show an intruded sheet of chocolate-colored
porphyry, also upturned and forming a broken-down l~dge, succeeded
by grassy slopes covered with the buff debris of shales, which extend
up the ridge for a half mile, until a limestone bed is seen, also upturned
and weathering as a wall. The ridge above shows nearly horizontal
beds of white limestones. From Belt Creek to the settlement the
benches on both sides of the creek show the shales and interbedded
limestones of the Barker formation, which are conformable with those
seen on the ridge to the west, though the dip is less, being but 15°.
These are seen to be intruded by a dark basic sheet of igneous rock
(minette), 4 feet thick, near the mouth of Galena Creek and one-eighth
of a mile above, or north of the railroad. A 30-foot dike of graniteporphyry, an offshoot of the Mixes Baldy mass, is seen on the west
(right) side of the creek.
On the slopes west of Barker the Cambrian rocks are cut by an
intrusion of porphyry. The Carter mine is situated on its contact.
The shales extend several hundred feet up the slope, and are overlain
conformably by the Monarch limestones. At the mouth of Gold Run
the shaly limestones of the Barker· formation are seen in the bluff and
knoll to tbe north, back of the post-office. On the east side of the gulch
they are seen in contact with the granite-porphyry mass (Mixes Baldy
intrusion), about 600 feet from the forks of the creek. Above the settlement the wagon road to the. mines follows a bench on the east side
of the creek, on which no exposures are seen, but the debris is a rusty
weathered, rotted porphyry, which extends to the forks of the creek.
At this point the road ascends the slope and runs around the ridge
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separating Galena Creek from its branch, Green Creek; the ground
shows occasional exposures of syenite, and careful examination shows
that Galena Creek defines the boundary between a mass of coarsegrained syenite and a porphyry mass east of it, the exact contact not
being determinable owing to the amount of drift and debris.
IGNEOUS ROCKS OF BARKER DISTRICT.

Igneous rocks are exposed over a large part of the Barker district, as
shown by the geologic map, PI. XLI. They constitute the most important element in the geologic structure and history of the region, and
merit, therefore, a somewhat detailed account of their occurrence.
They are all intrusive rocks, but vary considerably in character as well
as in manner of occurrence, for which reason they will be described
under the following titles: Intrusive sheets and dikes, Mixes Baldy
bysmalith, Barker Mountain laccolith, Hughesville syenite stock, and
Olendennin Mountain intrusives.
INTRUSIVE SHEETS AND DIKES.

The igneous rocks occurring as intrusive sheets in the sedimentary
strata are conspicuous features of many parts of the district, as they
resist weathering better than their inclosing strata and often form cliffs
and reefs that are important elements of the topography.
Chocolate porphyry.-The most important single intrusive sheet consists of a rock whose dark-brownish weathering suggests the designation Chocolate porphyry and gives its name to a small stream cutting
through it. It occurs as a sheet of varying thickness, intruded in
Cambrian shales and found at nearly the same horizon in many parts
of the district. It is well exposed along Dry Fork of Belt Creek east
of Barker, where it forms a low cliff alongside of the stream. At the
junction of Dry Fork of Belt and Galena creeks it is seen near the
water level and can be traced in almost continuous exposure eastward , ·
for 6 miles up Dry Fork of Belt Creek. The thickness varies at different points, but is probably about 50 feet most of the way. In the cliff
beside the wagon road the rock shows two phases. In the prevailing
type it is dark-brownish colored and, breaks with a square and sharply
defined jointing, while its associated form is pinkish and has a spheroidal weathering. Under the microscope the two rocks are seen to be
so similar that these differences are merely superficial. About a mile
below Blenkinsop Creek (the stream followed by the wagon road to the
Judith Basin) the Chocolate porphyry intrusive splits into three sheets.
The lowest was not measured, as its base was not seen. It is separated
by 60 feet of shale from a middle sheet 15 feet thick, and this is in turn
separated by 12 feet of baked and indurated shale from the uppermost
sheet, which is 6 feet thick. The intrusive bas a dip of 15° N.,
conformable to that of -the inclosing shales.
Farther south in the exposures revealed by Dry Fork of Belt Creek,
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above the point where the Judith wagon road leaves that stream, the
Chocolate porphyry sheet is more irregular in its occurrence, and forms
high clifl:'s and extensive talus heapings. Its structural relations in
this locality were not determined, but the exposures actually seen seem
to indicate that the pipe or conduit is located near the mouth of Gray
Gulch. It forms cliff's 150 feet high, the rock resting upon baked Cambrian shale seen in a 5-foot exposure alongside the creek. The western
bank of the creek shows 7 to 8 feet of baked shale overlain by 100 feet
of unaltered shale extending to the summit of the bench, so that either
there is a fault or the porphyry has broken through the shale here and
forms an irregular intrusion, whose sharp boundary wall has been
removed by the down cutting of the creek. The rocks here strike with
the creek and dip to the east. The igneous rock weathers in craggy
masses, is well jointed, and forms rough debris piles. The rock shows
a variation in grain, one form breaking into the sharp-edged blocks
typical of the Chocolate porphyry; the other form, which occurs mixed
through the first in stringers and masses, is much more altered and
weathers in fissile, rounded, crumbly masses. Up the stream the underlying shales pass underground and the creek cuts the Chocolate porphyry. In the park above (at Crandall Creek), as well as on the grassy
ridge lying between the Big Baldy Mountain fork and the main stream,
the overlying shales are seen, the remnants of a higher sheet of porphyry forming knobs on both sides of the western tributary stream and
a ridge on the east. The closeness of these exposures to the margin
·of the Big Baldy intrusion suggests its probable connection with that
mass.
The extent of the Chocolate porphyry intrusion is illustrated by its
occurrence at nearly the same stratigraphic position in the slopes south
of Dry Fork of Belt Creek. Tile limestone~ of the Cambrian form little
hillocks, separated from the quartzite and the underlying gneiss by
depressions or saddles worn in the soft shales. The porphyry is seen
250 feet above these saddles, with 200 feet of shale between the intrusive sheet and the basal quartzite. To the northwest the quartzite
forms a dark, rusty, black ledge, which is readily followed along the west
side of the basin cut by Ontario Creek, the dip being 30° to 40°. The
Chocolate porphyry is 40 to 50 feet thick and forms the crest of a steep
ridge or is seen running down the slopes on both sides of the ridge in
ledges. The actual connection of this exposure with that seen on Dry
Fork of Belt Creek was not traced out.
West of the junction of Galena' Creek with Dry Fork of Belt Creek
the Chocolate porphyry sheet is seen forming a broken-down ledge on
the open and grassy shale slopes a short distance east of the railway
buildings. The sheet is tilted, dipping 45° E., conformably with the
basal quartzite ledges seen near by. The intrusion can be traced westward at this horizon 2 or 3 miles, but has not been recognized in this
locality south of Dry Fork of Belt Creek. The Chocolate porphyry
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shows almost no variations in character throughout the entire extent of
the exposures just noted. It is a distinctly porphyritic rock, of a gray
or pale pinkish-brown color on fresh fracture; but generally covered
by a brownish crust of altered rock.
Opaque white fel~spars are the most conspicuous phenocrysts, though
fine needle-like prisms of hornblende are far more abundant, and glistening tablets of biotite-mica are also seen. In most of the exposures
these dark minerals are green, being more or less altered to chlorite,
'and the feldspars are decomposed and pinkish in color. Microscopic
study shows the rock to be a rhyolite-porphyry.
Blenkinsop Greek intrusive sheet.-The Carboniferous limestones
exposed in the ravine cut by this stream dip gently up the creek, the
angle being less than 10°. They are intruded by a sheet of porphyry
estimated to be 50 feet thick, whose characters are similar to those
already described. The rock is gray and shows a stippling of small
white feldspar phenocrysts and altered hornblende-micas in a dense
pinkish-gray groundmass. The rock is a variety of rhyolite-porphyry
related to the Chocolate porphyry sheet below.
Trachyte or bostonite sheet.- A sheet of light-colored rock cut by Dry
Fork of Belt Creek above the Sheep Creek parks should also be noted.
The rock forms a low bench, with an apron of debris in front of it. The
sheet occurs in Cambrian shale but a few feet above the Flathead
quartzite and is chiefly interesting because of its petrographic character. It is described in the appended paper by Professor Pirsson.
Sheet of Wolf porphyry.-The upper sheet. . .exposed on the north side
of Dry Fork of Belt Creek, east of Barker, consists of granite-porphyry of the Wolf Butte type. The sheet is regarded as an offshoot
of the bysmalith mass of Mixes Baldy. It is exposed by the road cutting east of the railway terminus, and forms the grassy bench on which
the cemetery is situated. By its debris and an occasional exposure it
is traceable eastward as far as Blenkinsop Creek. It gradually thins
out and is but 50 feet thick at the latter locality, where it appears to
suddenly wedge out. Its upper surface forms a very marked sloping
bench, which is 400 feet above the creek 2 miles east of Barker, but
which descends westward and is traceable along the slope to Galena
Creek. The interval between the base of this porphyry and the top of
the Chocolate porphyry is not definitely known. It must be less than
100 feet at the eastern end of the sheet and but a few feet at the mouth
of Galena Creek. The dikes observed in the shales opposite Barker
are believed to be an extension of this sheet, but a mile west of Barker
no trace of it was found. The rock is a somewhat altered, denser
variety of the Wolf porphyry type of granite-porphyry.
Minette sheets.-Besides the Chocolate porphyry just described the
shales of the district are intruded by the rocks occurring both as dikes
and sheets. The most common of these is a sheet of dark trap-like
rock, which has been found in almost every part of the district as an
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intrusive sheet. This, though only 4 to 5 feet thick, is of widespread
extent, being found on Otter Mountain, at the mouth of Galena Creek,
on Upper Dry Fork of Belt Creek, and filling the outcrop of the Cambrian shales for several miles up and down the course of tha~ stream.
Like the trap-dike rocks of the district, it is too much altered for positive identification, but may be classed as a minette.
Intr~tsive sheets of vogesite between Barker and Monarch.-Four miles
west of Barker the wagon road down Dry Fork of Belt Creek is cut
across the outcrop of dark basic rocks intrusive in the shales. The
sheet beside the road is perhaps 35 feet thick. The rock of this exposure is clearly a 1amprophyre. It is soft and altered, of a dull-gray
color, with a glistening luster, and shows no phenocrysts. The exposure shows the usual concentric bowlder weathering common to such
rocks. The second and upper sheet is exposed to the little drainage
from Barker Mountain at this locality, where it causes a waterfall, owing
to the hardening of the shales at its contact. The lower sheet is
exposed a,Jongside of the road for a mile or more eastward to another
stream coming down from Barker Mountain and opppsite the point
where the Neihart trail crosses Dry Fork of Belt Creek. On the opposite side of Dry Fork of Belt Creek the cliff alongside of the cr·eek
shows a wall of columnar rock that is undoubtedly part of the sheets
that are exposed on the north side of Dry Fork of Belt Creek. There
are really two sheets, the lower 14 feet thick and the upper 25 feet
thick, separated by 8 feet of Cambrian shale. The latter rocks are
baked and hardened for some distance above and below each sheet and
between them, the contact action being noticeable for at least 10 to 15
feet from the contact. The rock shows the same concentric weathering, spherical sheets peeling off rounded, bowlder-like masses. The
rock includes fragments of the shale and also of the underlying gneiss,
so it is probable that the rock came up here ap.d spread out as a sheet "
in the adjacent strata. The beds dip at 20° to 25° to the south, or
directly opposite to the prevailing dip of this vicinity. The shales
above the upper sheet are much contracted and puckered. They show
an unusual amount of alteration, secondary minerals being developed.
Dikes of Barker district.-The dikes o~ this district are comparatively
few in number and play but a minor part in the structure of the region.
They are mainly dark basic rocks, which in most exposures are too
highly altered for petrographic study. Light-colored dikes also occur,
but they form tongues of the Mixes Baldy mass and are therefore noted
in the account of that plutonic plug. The dikes ob~erved cut the sedimentary rocks, and in one instance the massive granular syenite near
Hughesville. Their occurrence is shown upon the geolog·ic map, but, ·
owing to the ready decomposition· and weathering of the basic rocks, it
is probable that further study would add to their number.
On the eastern spur of Barker Mountain above the Kibbey divide a
12-foot dike of dark-greenish minette cuts through Carboniferous lime-
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stones, which are marmorized ·uear its contact. Dikes of similar rock
occur on the slopes north of Dry Fork of Belt Creek a mile east of
Barker, and another one a half mile beyond. Similar dikes were
observed 4 miles north of Barker alougside of the Monarch wagon road
and near the intrusive sheets of vogesite noted in the preceding pages.
A uike cutting the Hughesville syenite stock is exposed at the Wright
and Edwards mine and in the mine workings. The dike is about 20
feet wide-a dark basic rock that forms one wall of the lode. The
rock is dull olive-gray in color, is hard and dense, and rings under the
hammer. It shows large phenocrysts of crackled, glassy, pale-brown
quartz and of white or faintly brownish decomposed augite in a very
dense groundmass. The rock is regarded as a kersantite.
.HUGHgSVILLE SYENITE STOCK.

The center of the Barker Basin is occupied by a mass of coarsely
crystalline granular rock, which proves upon microscopic study to be
a syenite. The area covered by it is··nearly circular in outline, about
a mile across, and is eroded into low ridges and hills forming the basal
slopes of Barker Mountain and lying west of Galena Creek. This tract
is generally smooth and rounded, showing only debris aud soil, anQ. at
the present time is open, the timber having been burned. or cut off.
Galena Creek defines very nearly the eastern boundary of this syenite,
while other portions of its contact are in part also defined by small
drainage ways. The rock is granular and weathers down, so that no
good natural exposures occur, and good specimens of unaltered rock
can be obtained only from the various mine openings made in it. The
syetlite forms a "stock"-an intrusive mass breaking abruptly through
all other rocks. It is nearly surrounded by Carboniferous limestones,
the older rocks showing on its southern border, while to the east it
adjoins a mass .of porphyry. The sedimentary strata along its· west
contaet are on edge or dip at soo toward the syenite, but this attitude
may not be the result of the intrusion. The strata are altered by contact metamorphism. The contact is generally marked by deeomposed
rock and the presence of many shallow prospect pits and refuse dumps.
The rock is exposed on the creek banks above Hughesville. It is much
jointed and altered, even the fresher material from the underground
workings being cracked and seamed with pyrite films. The rock is of
a grayish or rarely purplish-gray color, and shows light reflected from
the tlat surfaces aud narrow cross sections of tabular feldspars lying
in a eoarsely crysta;Iliue mass dotted with the small formless masses of
dark ferromagnesian miuerals, mica, and hornblende.
The rock at the Barker mine is slightly finer in grain than that at the
Wright and Edwards mine. The latter mine is on a shallow drain cut
in the center of the ridg·e between Galena Creek and Green Creek, the
contact being farther west. At this mine very fresh material bas been
extracted in driving a crosscut tunnel, ,but the greater part of the
20 GEOL, PT 3--23
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material on the mine dump consists of a much altered rock of a lighter
greenish or white color and holding much pyrite. This alteration consists in a sericitization of the feldspars and leaching out of the dark
minerals.. At a shaft west ofthis mine the rock has been altered to a
white porous material resembling loaf sugar, and consisting of quartz
and sericite, the latter mineral giving it a pearly luster.
The Wright and Edwards tunnel cuts the syenite for about 200 feet
before encountering a vein. The walls show the syenite to be fractured
by' eight or more fracture or sheeting planes, running nearly northeast
and southwest, with slight reticulation by lesser cross fractures. These
sheeting planes are marked by rusty iron-stained lines and a few inches
of leached and altered rock.
llARI{ER MOUNTAIN LACCOLITH.

Barker Mountain is a broad and ·rounded mountain mass whose
summit reaches an altitude of 8,152 feet-2,000 feet above the limestone
plateau north of Monarch and 3,000 feet above Dry Fork of Belt
Creek or the Kibbey Basin. The mountain slopes are well timbered,
largely with pole pine. A small part of the summit is bare, as the
platy debris of porphyry affords no soil or foothold for tree growth.
The lower .slopes north of the ·mountain show good exposures, and
isolated ledges are seen above Barker, but the forest effectually conceals the rocks in a ger~eral view. The mountain is a dome-shaped
uplift, produced by a central body of porphyry. The igneous mass bas
been bared by erosion, but is as yet slightly scored by; gulches, and
over considerable areas on the west and south slopes presents what is
probably th~ upper surface of the laccolith. About the central core
the stratified rocks may be seen dipping away on every side. The
lower or under side of the laccolith is nowhere exposed, but from the_
observed structural relations it is probably not the flat floor of the
ideal laccolith, but a curved or warped one. The horizon of intrusion
is probably the Cambrian shales immediately above the· solid resistant
floor of Archean rocks, and· the base of the laccolith probably conforms
to the arching of this surface due to the uplift of the range. On the
north the laccolith has ~roken up through the older formations and
the igneous rock is seen in contact with the Madison limestones.
This peculiarity is also noticed in all the other laccoliths of the range
front. It is believed to be the result of a common cause, and shows
that the intrusion and doming accompanied the folding of the range.
The rocks generally show no recognizable evidenpe of movement or
shearing since consolidation. The uplifting and arching of the laccolith so close to the borders of the Archean rocks result in a very sharp
folding of the stratified rocks. On the south side of Dry Fork of ·nelt
Creek the strata are seen dipping steeply away from the gneissic area,
and this dip extends northward across the creek on the lower slopes of
the mountain. At higher elevations tlle dip suddenly flattens, and
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still higher is reversed, so that on the southern side of the mountain
the Cambrian shales which form the benches and lower slopes along
Dry Fork of Belt Creek pass under the Monarch and Madison limestones, but are exposed again above these rocks, between them and the
porphyry area. Near the railroad terminus the beds dip northward, or
toward Barker Mountain; at 45°, and the second spur west of Galena
Creek shows· the Monarch· iimestones thus tilted. In the mountain
slopes opposite the town limestone cliff's are seen, appearing nearly
horizontal when s~en from the town, though really dipping gently
toward Barker Mountain and forming the ed·ge of a basin fold whose
central mass of C~rboniferous limestones forms the eastern spurs of
the mountain.
The curving or warping of the stratified rocks about the porphyry
mass is especially well shown along the course of a small creek, whose
channel is parallel to and follows the western contact of the porphyry.
The drainage is cut in the soft shales, but on the western bank the
limestone beds are seen rising with the creek and curving with it around
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the mountain flank. Here and there little patches of porphyry-remnants of an intruded sheet-are seen capping the limestones. The dip
is about 30° away from the mountain. The porphyry surface is readily
distinguished from the sedimentary areas, as it is covered by a dense
thicket ~f lodgepole pine and down timber, in marked contrast to the
open or sparsely timbered sedimentary areas. 'The western slopes of the
mountain are smooth and rounded, and form a great conchoidal surface,
like part of a huge sphere. The surfaee is slightly indented by shallow drains, but the general rounding is very marked. It is evidently
the surface of the laccolith, from which the shale cover bas been and is
being stripped, and shows nearly the origiual face of the intruded mass.
At the lower borders of the porphyry area the thinly bedded limestones
which occur in the Hhales of the.. Barker formation are seen in imbricated outcrops sheathing the porphyry, like the scales of the cup of an
acorn. The porphyry ~ontact is not regular along the southern slopes
and does not run uniformly about the slopes. On the middle south
spur the contact extends down to 5,700 feet, the Cambrian shales, which
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are much baked, dip.ping steeply away from the porphyry surface, but
flattening out to 20° a hundred yards from it.
The eastern spur of the mountain running down to the Kibbey road
l:;lhows a sharp synclinal folding where the beds upturned by the Barker and Otter Mountain laccoliths meet. For several hundred feet
above the divide the Oarboniferous limestones dip westward, or. into the
mountains. At 400 feet above the road there is an abrupt and sharp
change, the inclination being outward, or away from Barker Mountain,
the dip being 45°. The rocks are cut by a 12-foo~ dike of greenish rock
(minette), trending to the.syenite area at Hughesville. The rocks adjacent to' the dike are marmorized, this effect being the more noticeable
since there is no appreciable alteration or baking of the strata near tile
laccolith contact. T_he little creek emptying into ;Dry Fork of Belt
Creek below the railroad terminus, heads in the saddle, 1,100 feet
apove the Kibbey divide, marking the contact between the laccolith
porphyry and the blue Carboniferous limestones, the gulch being
eroded along the contact. The beds dip 50° E. and strike nearly
north and south, the dip being up the lower thinly bedded limestones
of the basal portion of the Madison limestone series. The porphyry ·
slide rock extends down 400 feet below the summit on the eastern spur.
A detached bare knob, 100 feet lower than tbe main summit of tile
mountain, is not shown on the map. The porphyry'near the contact is
dense, whitish gray, !tnd shows small feldspar phenocrysts.
Barker porphyry.-The main .mass of the mountain is formed of a
finely crystalline or granular rock of gray color, dotted with large white
feldspars, and peppered with green hornblende and biotite. It is a
rock recalling many dacites, and from its appearance alone might be
called a mica-hornblende-dacite-porphyry. ·us chemical composition
and detailed microscopic study show it to be a variety of gra1iite- por- ·
phyry, and it is designated the Barker porphyry. As already noted,
the other laccolithic rocks are lil\e it or near it in character. Very close
to the contact with the sedimentary rocks the Barker porphyry is
dense and slate-like, splitting into thin, irregular plates parallel to the
plane of contact. These plates, upon weathering, break in to small
angular or sherdy fragmepts, owing lo a network of minute join-ts. I11
places it is a dense felsitic rock, carrying scattered quartz phenocrysts
and show~ng no visible hornblende or mica, and is thus a rhyolite
-porphyry.
OTTltR MOUNTAIN LACCOLITH AND INTRUSIVE SHEETS OF CLENDENNIN MOUNTAIN.

The mountain slopes inclosing the Barker Basin on the north are
part of a mountain mass jutti•ng into the open country of the Judith
Basin, and owing its relief to a laccolithic uplift and doming of tbe
strata. The laccolith of igneous rock is revealed by the sharply incised
drainage on the western side of Otter Mountain, and although the
dome has not been dissected far enough to expose it elsewhere, the
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overlying cover of sediments shows by 'ih, structure the nature of
the uplift. This is the more noticeable since the synclinal basin between
this mountain mass and Taylor Peak shows a trough of quadrant shales~
while the Cambrian rocks which are seen on its summit are 2,500 feet
above the Cretaceous rocks on its western and northern sides, showing a
lifting of at least 5,000 feet produced by the intrusion. On tl1e summit
the beds are nearly :flat or dip gently to the nprtheast. On the southeast flanks the dip is 20C> to 30° away from the center of the mountain.
To the west the dip changes, and there is a local crumpling of the
shales. The summit shows Cambrian rocks, t.he alternation of shale
and limestone producing tables, diifs, aud slopes, which are parke(l or
open grassy slopes with patches of timbet'. A minette dike, 4 feet
wide, a11d trending N. 26° E., crosses the summit. The laccolith is
intruded in the Cam brian rocks as usual, and between it and the gneiss.
The mass must be large and thick, as may be judged by the size of the
arch and the vertical ex.teut of the uplift.
The little creek draining an amphitheater cut in the north side of
Otter Mountain shows au excellent section of the strata overlying
the
-I
Madison limestones. The beds dip away from the mountaiu at 00°.
The contact was not visited, but the stream drift shows an abundance
of quartzite of light flesh color, pink, and gray, running into a fine
conglomerate with pebbles one-fourth of au inch to 4 inches across.
Extensive talus slopes of porphyry are -seen on the higher slopes, and
the stream drift contains an abundance of the deuser contact forms of
this norphyry, and of the dense hornstones produced by the metamorphism of the Cambrian shales. The structure is that of a breached
anticline, and is very evident when the mountain is seen from the open
country west of it, as the strata are seen wrapped about the porphyry
core. The common form of the po.rphyry is a dense lavender-colored
rock, dotted with occasional phenocrysts of white orthoclase, and
sprinkled with minute black needles and scales of biotite ancl hornblende. It is a variety of rhyolite-porphyry. .A very dense felsitic
rock also occurs, wllich probably represents a contact form of the rock.
It is a pale, faintly greenish-gray rock, dotted with very dark purple
spots.· Small feldspars are the only phenocrysts seen.
Like most laccolithic iutrusions the Otter Mountain mass is accompanied by, or bordered by, sheets intrusive in the sedimentary cover.
These sheets are seen near the contact on the west side, but the examinatiOn was not thorough enough to prove their presence on other sides.
Tl1e remnants of. sheets which cap Crown Butte and vicinity may come
from this or from the Barker Mountain mass.
The Clendennin Mountain mass is a separate elevation, whose southern slopes are covered by beapings of porphyry slide roclr, which couceals all rock in place. From what is seen in the mines and on the gap~
at the head of the basin, it is evident that the mountain is carved out
of the southward-dipping beds formmg the south side of the laccolith
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anticline. The b~ds are penetratecl by two or more thick sheets, locally
thickened and perhaps forming small laccoliths. The sheets have been
cut across in the erosion of the basin, and the rock thus forms the talu~
heapings seen here. These slopes shut in the basin above Hughesville
and extend westward nearly to the Kibbey divide and eastward to t.he
gap north of Mixes Baldy. The creeli heading in the latter gap defines
the boundary between it and the mass of Wolf porphyry to the south,
a road to the Moulton and Tiger mines being built along the base of
the talus. The porphyry debris contains some limestone and shale.
The mines are located on a vein in the porphyry near the limestone
contact.
The rock is mapped as a syenite-porphyry. It is a fine-grained, dense
rock of .a light-pink and gray color. It shows no porphyritic quartz,
and has an andesitic look, but proves upon microscopic examination to
be a variety of rhyolite-porphyry. It might perhaps be classed as a
quartz-mica-porphyry, as it shows phenocrysts of orthoclase, plagioclase,
and biotite in a groundmass of quartz and feldspar, so that although
it was grouped with the syenite-porphyries in mapping, it is more closely
related to the Barker porphyry. The borcler fa.cies of the Otter Mountain laccolith is a rhyolite-porphyry.
The rocks near the Tiger mine are sheared, showing that they have
suffered movement since consolidation. This is believed to be the
result of local thrust produced by tl)e intrusion of the Mixes Baldy
mass, which is, on this and other evidence, believed to be later and to
mit off this rock abruptly.
MIXES BALDY INTRUSIVE MASS.

The eastern part of the Barker Basin, together with Mixes Baldy and
the peaks south of it, is cut in a mass of Wolf porphyry. This great·
body, which is 1~ miles wide and 2~ long, and forms several mountain
peaks, consists of a rock which is very uniform in apvearance throughout the whole extent of the body. It is a dull rusty gray, with very
prominent phenocrysts of smoky-colored quartz and larger ones of
white feldspar. It is distinctly porphyritic, the quartz grains .giving
it a general resemblance to a conglomerat-e. ·rhe variations in texture
occur near the margin of the mass and bear a definite relation to the
contact plane, or the thickness of the offshoots from the parent body.
This uniformity of character indicates what the field observations
prove, that the mass is a single one, formed of a single body of magma
injected at one time and by a single act. The rock is crumbly when
weathered and does not form conspicuous exp9sures, and the Mlopes are
generally smooth and rounded. On the mountain summits the rock is
exposed, but is more or less altered, and the rocks nrumble beneath the
hammer. The surface is covered with the coarse pearly sand into
which the rock disintegrates, and in which the large feldspars, ·often
an inch or so long, form conspicuous features. The rock is a typical
granite-porphyry, like that of Wolf Butte. The quartz phenocrysts
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are large, but cracked;_ the groundmass app~a'rs granular and like a
fine gran~te.
Gold Run basin.-The mountains south of Mixes Baldy form the rim
of the amphitheaters cut in the mass by Gold Run. The summit is fiat
and gently round, open, and parked with groves of wind-swept pines at
the edge of the slopes. A few craggy exposures which occur on the
edges of the sumn~it are particularly noticeable, as the big fel<lspar
phenocrysts give the rock a bizarre appearauce. More commouly the
summit shows only the sand resu.lting from the weathering of the rock.
The amphitheater or basin of Gold Run is also cut in this rock. It is an
extensive basin, with very steep slopes on the east, and separated by a
big densely wooded ridge from the Tiger mine branch of Galena Creek.
The basin is generally wooded, save in th~ center, where a sloping
grassy bench suggests a change of rock, though it proves tp be also cut
in the porphyry. In the· basin the creek cuts rather deeply into the
rock, and about a mile above Barker crosses a massive exposure of the
granite-porphyry, 200 to 300 feet high, cuttiug a deep trench partly
through it and completin;; the descent in a very fine little waterfa,Il.
The outcrops here are especially good and very picturesque, as the
Wolf porphyry weathers into massive crags, which on the right-hand
side run toward the hill in smooth slopes dotted with castle-like and
hoodoo forms of erosion. Some prt>specting bas been done on leads in
this rock just above the falls, as well as farther-up the creek, the ores
being galena. Similar prospects were observed in the rock a mile ea8t
of Hughesville.
The granite-porphyry mass is an intrusion that has broken through
the previously tilted limestones and other sedimentary strata, subsequent to the formation of the Otter Mountain and Barker Mountain
laccoliths. The Mixes Ba.Idy mass is not a laccolith. It is to he classed
as either a bysmalith or a stock. The s-edimentary rocks about its
borders are, for a short distanc~ from the contact, very steeply upturned
on the eastern and northeastern fl.anks, but on the three other sides .
of the mass show little if any disturbance by the intrusion. There is
very little contact metamorphism, and this occurs only at the immediate
• contact. The relation of the mass to the surrounding rocks is shown
on the geologic map (Pl. XLI).
Galena Greek dike.- An offshoot of the mass, or its border, is exposed •
along the north slopes of Dry Fork of Belt Ureek, east of Galena
Creek, where it occurs above Cambrian shales, and is covered in turn
by other strata belonging to the same age. The wagon road is cut
across it a short distance east of the rail way terminus. From here
eastward the sheet thins out, and is but 50 feet thick li miles east of
Barker, where it ends as a thin wedge in the Cambrian shale. This
sheet is separated from the main mass of Wolf prophyry by a roundtopped ridge thinly capped by shale and limestone. This mass is
shown on the map as connecting with the main mass around the
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west end of this ridge. Owing to the drift and soil~ it is impossible to
establish this beyond all doubt. A 20-foot dike of this rock is seen
cutting the Cambrian shales exposed on the west side of Galena Creek,
one-eighth of a mile above the railroad, and this is believed to be a
western extension of the intrusion just noted. Back of Barker (i. e.,
northeast) a similar dike of porphyry, which is. of the Neihart type, is
seen cutting the limestones and shale and trending southward to the
town. The rock contains in it various fragments of shale limestone
and a basic igneous rock. The contact of the main mass is seen east
of the town of Barker, on the ~outh side of Gold Hun, 300 feet from
the creek.
Contact relations.-At the borders of the intrusion it is in eontact
with strata of various ages, lying at various altitudes.· Near Barker.
the porphyry cuts across the strata of Cambrian age. Followe(l eastward the contact is with successively highe~ and younger strata, until
2 miles east of Barker the upper strata of the Madison limestones are
cut by it. On the flanks of Mixes Baldy the contact is with Cambrian
again. On the north it adjoins the intruded sheet rocks of Clendennin
Mountain, and the syenite mass of Hughesville farther down.
The strata at th.e border of the intrusion are apparently unaffected
by it on the south. Near Barker the beds dip toward the intrusive mass
at 15o, and 1~ miles east of Barlrer the mountain slopes also show limestone benches dipping at 10°. toward the igneous contact. About the
bead of Arrow Creek (or I.~onetree Park) the limestone strata are steeply
upturned, dipping at 70o awayfrom the contact (strike N. 100 W.) 1~
miles southeast of Mixes Baldy, this altitude prevailing to the gap
north of that peak, where the dip is'80° to the southeast, into the mountain. The last locality is the only place where marked alteration of the
contact rocks was observed, the limestones being marmorized and the
shale indurated, but no contact minerals were seen.
The divide above the Tiger mine is cut in limestone, the contact with
the Wolf porphyry being 100 feet' above the saddle on the south side.
The beds strike N. 45° E. and dip at 70° to 90° W., into the mountain,
and form a wedge-shaped block, extending down the gulch toward the
Tiger mine to a point 500 feet below the saddle. The trail above this
mine "is, however, cut across slopes of Wolf porphyry to a point 100 feet
below the saddle, and from there to the summit it crosses the micaceous porphyry of Clendenuin Mountain.
MONARCH. DISTRICT.

The region adjacent to the· town of Monarch, together with Thunder
Mountain, Pilgrim Creek Valley, and Tiger Butte, is conveniently
described under this heading.
GENERAL FEATURES.

The general geologic structure of this district is simple. The stratified rock& have a general northward dip. away from the Archean center
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of the range. This structure is disturbed by the dome-shaped uplifts
of Tiger Butte and Thunder Mountain, due to laccolithic intrusions of
igneous rock.
The topography is varied. The most noticeable features are the deep
canyons, presenting precipitous cliffs with almost ideal exposures of
the sedimentary rocks. 1 Where the canyons are cut across the strike
of the beds both sides of the gorge show good exposures, but the largest canyon, that of Belt Creek, shows receding slopes on the south and
steep cliff's on the north, owing to the prevailing northward dip of
the strata. The two mountain masses of Tiger Butte and Thunder
Mountain dominate the topography, and are landmarks visible for
great distances across the open country north of the mountains. The
valleys of Logging, Pilgrim, and Tenderfoot creeks show the usual
narrow gorges cut in the massive limestone seri(.ls, with broader basinlike valleys where the softer Cam'Qrian shales prevail. The region is
well wooded south of Belt Creek, but the character and rel~tive abundance of the timber varies with the exposure and also with the nature
of the soil and rock; it is most abundant on northern slopes and on
porphyry areas. Up to the present time no productive mines have
been found in the distriQt, and Monarch is the only settlement. Prospecting has shown the presence of ore deposits on the flank of Thunder Mountain and Tiger Butte, and also in the valley of Pilgrim Creek.
The iron ores of Thunder Mountain are described in the account of the
ore deposits of the range. The other deposits are silver and gold ores,
of which sma11 quantities have been packed out over the horsebaek
trails and shipped to the smelter at Great Falls. Limestone is quarried near the mouth of Logging Creek, and there is a sawmill near the
head of the stream. With the exception of a few acres of arable land
near Monarch, the district is not susceptible of agricultural development. The high limestone plateau north of Belt Creek is, however, a
very fertile and productive wheat area.
MONARCH CLIFFS.

For. several miles from Monarch up and down Belt Creek and the
Dry Fork the slopes to the south are more or less wooded and show no
prominent exposures, while to the north a line of cliffs rises in grand
exposure several hundred feet high.' These cliff's of white limestone
are largely stained by the orange color and reddish material from less
pure layers, and might be fittingly called the Orange Cliff's. Now here
in the region are better and more imposing exposures of the Carbouiforous rocks. At Monarch the brown limestones, which take their name
from the town, form the valley floor, and the cliffs northwest of the railroad station show only the Carboniferous, the contact with the Monarch
limestones being hidden by debris. The clifl's seen in Pl. XLIII, A,
show, however, unusually good exposures of the impure argillaceous
- - - - - - ------·
1

See Davis, Tenth Census, Vol. XIV, p. 708.
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limestones forming the lowest member of the Carboniferous, which are
so generally characterized. by the presence of silicified fossils. Tile
rocks are dark-blue and dull straw-colored, earthy limestones when
fresh and unaltered, but the weathered surfaces and shaly fragments
into which the rocks break are of a buff or rosy-pink color, and frequently show the fossils weathered out in relief on exposed surfaces.
These rocks are capped by the massive block-jointed beds of limestone
which are so prominent in the Orange Cliffs and give them the banded
e:fl'ect, as the more massive beds alternate with shaly layers. The following section was measured at the base of the cliffs immediately north
of the station. (See Pl. XLIII, A..) These cliff's are not everywhere
persistent to the top or" the plateau, but show a general escarpment of
300 to 400 feet, with branches and cliffs above, broken occasionally by
coulees or deep and narrow gulches tributary to Belt Creek.
D1·y Belt section, Orange Cliffs of Monarch.
Castle limestone:
Feet.
Massive Carboniferous limestones; heavy hedded, rough surfaced; forms ·
crags; holds round lenticular masses of chert up to 12 inches in diameter. 400
Limestone; platy and fissile. (Fossils 30 feet_ above the base of this bed) .. 100
Limestone; massive. (Fossils just beneath this bed)...................... 10
Limestone, shaly .....••• - ...... -.- ..... ---- ... --- '- .'- ---- --- .. - ---- ---- ---- }200
Limestone, less shaly than above ........•..•...... .' ...................... .
(The three beds last described with underlying fissile limestone form bold
red bluffs and walls.)
•
Woodhurst limestone:
White limestone bed, weathering as ribbon ledge above second line of buttresses ..•••...•.•........•......•.......................... _............ .
Second buttress line. Thin bedded limestone, carrying fossils ............ .
Limestone; dark gray, weathering buff; shows argillaceous lines; weathers
down frequently ..................•••.........••....•...................
135
Limestone, massive, 6 feet ................................................ .
Limestone; very dark gray, alternating with light-gray rocks; forms first
buttress line ..........••....... ~ ...... ;_ •• " ...................... __ .... .
Limestone; gray, compact, pure, in beds 5 to 10: feet thiCk; forms base of
massive cliff's ...............................•.•......................... _
Limestone; impure and shaly; carries silicified fossils ....... _.......... __ . 30
Shaly limestone; light buff-colored, with one-half foot layers of harder limestone carrying chert lenses 16 inches across and 3 inches thick .. ~ .... ·... _ 35
Paine shale :
Fissile limestones, in6 to 10 inch layers; dense in texture, showing cross-bedding structure . . . • • . • . . • . . . . . . • . . • . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
5
Banded limestones forming cliff face. Light-buff and gray limestones in 6
to 12 inch layers 1 of rather hard, compact texture, carrying chert lenses of 3
inches by one-half inch, alternating with earthy ~haly limeHtone in 3 to 6
inch bands, usually of a light-buff to dark blue-gray color, but varying to
pink when weathered. The layers are inconstant and grade into one
another horizontally ................................................... _. 45
Monarch limestone:
No exposure.
Brown limestones.

South of Monarch the eaRtern side of Belt Creek shows a line of
cliff's .whose limestone beds dip at a gentle angle downstream. Near
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Uhls Station, about 8 miles above 1\ionarch, the Archean gneisses are
seen overlain by sandstones and shales which are intruded by a great
sheet of augite-syenite-porphyry, from 70 to 100 or more feet thick.
This rock forms the steep walls of the canyon, and passes underground
Uhls, where it forms the rocky bed of the creek. At this place the
cliffs to the east show an excellent section of the lower part of the sedimentary series. Owing to locallandslips,. the shale formation above
the basal sandstone series is not well exposed, but it can not be
very different from that of Keegan Butte, only a short distance to the
southeast, where it was measured in company with Mr. C. D. Walcott.
The following section represents the complete series from the Arcltean
to the middle part of the Carboniferous.

at

Section of beds exposed north of Belt Creek, 8 ntiles so nth of Mona1·ch.
Feet.

Castle limestone:
Massive bed of limestone, heavily bedded, in places reddish colored.
Woodhurst limestone:
·
Fissile limestones, or calcareous shale, generally weathering dowu ... _..
Limestone; forms persfsten t bluff or reef on slopes, gray ............•..
Limestone, not shaly; upper 100 feet carrying silicified fossils .. ___ .... _.
Shales and shaly, dark-gray limestones. Fossils 648 of table, p. 292 .... .
Paine shale:
·
Limestone; cream colored, .splintery fragments . _..... _. _. __ ..... _..
Conglomerate; gray brown ........ _... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
Limestone; cream colored ... _•...••..... _..... __ ........ ___ . . . . . . . . 2
Threeforks shale:
Limestone; fissile, pink to light-buff colored shaly beds, believed to represeu t shales of Devonian ............ _......... __ ........ __ . . _... __ .
J effers~n limestone:
L~mestone; rou~h, gran~lar, brow~ (coffee colored) .. ------·----· ..... .
Limestone; whtte, massive .... --~- ................................... .
Limestone; granular, brown! .................•..... ---- .............. .
Limestone; light brown, splintery------------ ................ ---- .... .
Limestone; light brown, sandy and granular, pitted, with large cavities
(o inches), in part due to limestone forms. Emits a fetid odor when
crushed with a hammer; weathers in steep cliffs ..••••. ------ ..... ---Limestone, yellow, forming ledge with black-streaked face, but elsewhere
weathering down to a steep slope-----------------· .••••. -----------Limestone; forms biggest and most prominent ledge of mountain side,.
irregularly bedded, lilac-gray, roundish weathering, and resembles
mottled limestone of Gallatin times. Ledge undercut, and forms cavernous recesses ... _.... __ ............ __ ....•.... __ ... ____ ....•............
Yogo limestone:
Limestones, thinly bedded (2 to 6 inches), alternating with 5-inch strata
showing no lamination lines.' Cherty, very dense, dove-gray, not crystalline, breaking with blocJrjointing and into prisms; weathers as cliffs.
Limestones, alternately thick and thin bedded ......................... .
Limestones, gray, weathering buff, thinly bedded (6 to 24 ihches); forms
pediment of cliff ...... ------··---- ..•••. ---··· ....................... .
Limestone, thinly bedded, gray. Beneath big cliffs .................... .
Limestone, thinly bedded. Beneath big cliffs ......... _................ ~
Dry Creek shale:
, Shale or shaly red limestone .... _...........•..........• - .. --- ..• - ...•••
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Dry Creek shale-Contimwd.
Feet.
Shaly limestone, light blue-green antl thinly bedded white limestones ...
15
Shales, red, earthy, and not lamin~ted like micaceous shale of lower part
of Cambrian. Shales are crumbly and of hright dark-red or pnrp"Ie
color .............•.... __ ............... _................... __ ...... .
·•
40
Limestone, granular or saccharoillal, yellow aml retl limestone, with
earthy portions iiTegularly distributed througll bed ............. ~ .... .
12
Alternating th_inly bedded li_mestone nn<l conglomen~te, aml green fissile
laipi~ated shales and shaly limest.ones ............................. _..
15
Pilgrim limestone:
Alternating beds of thinly he1lded limestone or conglomerate and shaly
limestone .. ~---- ......... ·.................... ·...................... --20
Limestone, fissile or shaJ_,., argillaceous ........... _.................... .
20
Limestone, conglomerate ............................................. ..
2
Limestone, thin bedded, carrying a little conglomerate. <_Bed is baked
by intrusive ma!'.s.) ............................ --- ................••••
35
Volcanic sl1eet ........................................................ .
40
Limestones, thin hedded (one-fonrtll to one-half inch), alternating with
micaceous shaly limestones and conglomerate. Exposure looks like a
pile of boar1ls ..................... _.......................• _•.... _••.
20
Park shale:
Shales, micaceous, leafy, black. Obscured by landslips; thickness given
from estiml1te based on aneroid readings.~ ........................... .
600
Meagher limestone,:
Limestones, flaggy, not well exposed. Thickness on Keegan Butte is 80
feet ... _.......... _............. - ..•.• _................ _.•.. ___ ... __ ..
110
Wolsey shale:
Shales, leafy, grayish green, mica.ceous .. _...... _....... _ .. __ .... ___ .....
125
Flathead sandstone:
.
Quartzite, vrr hi te ......................... __ .... _. _.. _... __ .. __ ........ .
lt
·Sandstone, rusty, rotten ..... .- ..............·........................... "
5
Sandstone, tla.~g~·, white or buff-colored ...................... --~--- ... .
15
Sandstone, fissile, rnsty colored, varying to purplish shale ............. .
30
Sand~:~ tone, rnassi ve ................ .' ....... : . ......•....................
1
Quartzite, flaggy ............................ ~ ........................ ..
6
Quartzite, vitreous, and massh·e; neither well bedded 'i:tor fissile ....... .
60
Augite-syenite, intrusive ...................... _.. ~ ....... _.......... -·-.
70
Sandstones, black, and at times ferruginous. Qua.rzite, white and pink .. 25-50
THUNDER MOUN'l'AIN.

Thunder Mountain is the name given to the high mouutai11 north west
It is composed of a great mass of igneous rock, some
4 miles broad. The outline of the· mountain is r::tther flat, but lacks
the smooth dome shape of Barker and Baldy moinitaius. The fla11ks
are wooded, but the summit is generally bare and covered by platy
debris. The igneous mass is not a typical laccolith, for, as det-icribed
by Lindgren, 1 ''it does not disturb the sedimentary rocks to a very
great extent; its only action has generally been to turn up, perhaps
even reverse, the edge of the nearly horizontal surrounding strata for a
distance of 1,000 or 2,000 feet." In general, the rocks a.bout tlte borders
of the intrusion dip sharply away from it. Fig. 44, copieCl from Lindof Belt Park.

1

Tenth Census, Vol. XV, p. 720.
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gren, shows the general relations of the sedimentary rocks to the intrusion, as seen along the contacts 590 feet above the creek.
This place was also visited by the writer. The limestones belong to
the Jefferson formation and show but little alteration, although so near
the igneous rock. The latter, near the contact, 'shows a pronounced
platy parting,, which causes it to break into small bits. The usual
deposits of iron ore occur at the contact. The attitude of the roch:s
shown by .the figure is true only near the contact, for if this divide ridge
be followed southward, toward the low wooded summit at the head of
Tillinghast and Tenderfoot creeks, it is found that the rocks, iiistea~
....
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FIG. 44.-Contact between igneous rocks and limestone on south side of Thunder Mountain. a, dacite;
b, red·\Yeathering limestone (Silurian); c, bluish shale; d, heavy limestone (Carboniferous).

of dipping away from Thunder Mountain at from 30 to 5°, :flatten out in
a short distance and change to a dip of 20° to the north, or toward
Thunder Mountain. The section thus exposed in following the ridge
or divide south ward em braces the normal successio11 of formations seen
throughout the r,egion.
In these upturned beds south of Thunder .Mountain eight sheets of _
porphyry occur; conformably intruded in the limestones and shales.
These intrusions consist mainly of hornblendic porphyries allied to that
of Thunder Mountain, but minettes and augite-minettes also occur, the
rocks being generally too altered for definite ~ecognition. At the north
end of the mountain the .
·
trail from 1\'Ionarch to
d
Pilgrim Creek follows
along the contact, which
is well cxpo·sed at several places.
Fig. 45, by Lindgren,
ShOWS the prevailing :Fw. 45.- Upturned beds at north end of '.rhun!ler ::'.tonutain.
a, dacite;

b, heavy limestone;

c, black shale;

d, sandy lime8tone

structural relations of
(Devonian).
·
the igneous rock and the
surrounding sediments on the northern· side of the mountain. Gn this
side the drainages cut deeply into the limestones and head in shallow
gullies Rcored in the igueousrock. The spurs show a sag or depression
between the igneous rock and the limestones, due to the presence of
the Cambrian shales between tile limestone and porphyry. This sag
affords easy traveling and is the route followed by the trail. The shales
show little, if any, appreciable metamorphism, and it is only at Iron
Creek, where bodies of iron ore occur along the igneous contact, that
there is any metamorpllism. Here the ·lower Rhales are exposed, and
they are indurated to dense hornstones. It may be noted, h0wever,
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that the eruptive d¢bris is so extensive and slides dow·n the slopes
so freely ·that it concea.Is the actual contact plane, and it is not improbable that similar contacts might prevail on other spurs. The
rocks at the Iron mine dip away from the mountain at 40o, but flatten
rapidly in a few hundred yards, and dip about 2oo on limestone knobs
above the shale sags, this lessening to 6° at Belt Creek. It is apparent
that these beds are uplifted by the igneous rock, ~ince they are seen in Tillinghast Creek, the fiat stream bottom being- cut in them. The Jefferson
limestones show 200 feet above the creek at its forks, where the beds
dip at 30 down the creek.
·
At the point where the trail descends from the shonlder of Thunder
Mountain to Pilgrim Creek a mining· i)rospect was observed, 1,000 feet,
above Pilgrim Creek. The brown J e:fferson limestones appear 350 feet
above the valley shale. These beds probably form a sharp trough face,
for the Cam brian shales are found above and below them. ':[~he Iimeston·es are underlain by an intrusive sheet of porphyry along the red
shale horizon. Along the trail the dip is 20° down the mountain side,
at a place perhaps 600 feet above Pilgrim Creek.
--------------- ------
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FIG. 46.-North-south section across Thunder Mountain.

The west slope of the mountain shows the same sharp infold as
observed alongside the Pilgrim Creek trail. The igneous rock has
pushed up the se11iments so sharply as to form a trough, which forms ·
cliffs, seen on an escarpment line above the lanQ.slide slopes of shale.
The exposures, however, were not visited.
The eastern sirle of the mountain was not visited. Seen from the
south, it shows talus slopes, which are undoubtedly of porphyry, with
limestone beds below, dipping- away from the mountain at 300. Lindgren 1 noted "black, somewhat metamorphosed Silurian (Jeffers~m ~)
limestone, dipping at 15° toward the eruptive." The valley of Tillinghast Creek is cut in Cambrian shale, and forms fertile benches occupied
by several ranches and watered by numerous springs.
The Thunder Mountain intrusion is not a typical laccolith and does
not arch up the strata about it, as plainly shown by fig. 46, as well as those
already given. Lindgren says, 2 '~The whole can be compared to nothing but an enormous plug driven up through the sediments." It seems
I

Tenth Census, Vol. XV, p. 721.

2 Ibid.,

p. 720.
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to be an irregular laccolith, corresponding perhaps to the type of intrusion to which the name of bysmp,lith has been applied by Iddings, and
its structural relations are noted later in the chapter on dynamic geology of the mountains.
The igneous rock is a variety of the Barker porphyry type of graniteporphyry. Its resemblance to the rock of Barker Mountain is mentioned by Lindgren, who gives a description of it under the name of
hornblende-dacite. The rock is described in the report appended to this
paper, and needs no further comment here.
TENDERF001.' ::.v.IOUN1'AIN.

Between the head waters of Tende.rfoot and Tillinghast creeks, and
west of Belt Park, there is a low, rounded, densely timbered mountain
mass to which this name is given. It is a broad mass of igneous rock,
from which the strata incline away at gentle angies in each direction.
It is so densely wooded that good exposures are rather rare, and as only
the northern side was visited the outline given on the ·map is merely
approximate., The rock is similar to that of Thunder Mountain, and
undoubtedly occurs as a laccolith intruded between the gneiss complex
and the Cambrian formations.
·VALLEYS OF PILGRIM .A.ND 1.'ENDERFOOT CREEKS.

Pilgrim Creek arid Tenderfoot Creek valleys are broad mountain
depressions cut in the soft Cambrian shales. They present similar
geologic conditions, and at both places there are mining prospects from
which small amounts of ore have been extracted and packed out. The
valleys are formed by streams cutting into rocks whose general dip is
in the directiOn of the stream. In the lower course both creeks cut
· deep and narrow canyons through the lwavily bedded limestones, but
as the dip'ofthe beds is downstream the upper course is sunk through
these rocks, and broader valleys are er~ded iu the soft mic~ceous shales
of the Barker formation. The lower benches and slopes are parked by
open groves of the stately yellow pine (Pinus ponderosa). The upper
slopes were once densely timbered with the lodgepole pine, but are
now burned, aud only a forest of poles remains. The harder rocks are
well exposed in the lower canyons and the escarpments which overlook
the valleys, but the soft shales are rarely seen except along the narrow
and deeply cut creek channel.
In both Pilgrim and 'l'enderfoot creeks. the shale valley is bordered
by cliff's of limestones, the ledges running along the slope until the dip
brings them down to the creek level, and they close in the valley. The
valley slopes are often disturbed by landslides. The conditions are
especially favorable for this, as the massively bedded limestones rest
on soft shales, whose downward dip facilitates slippmg when the
shales become soft and slippery by saturation. This is especially
noticeable about the flanks of Thunder Mountain.
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About the head waters of the streams the limestones extend down the
spurs leading into the valleys, as the dip i.s downstream.
The only section measured in this part of the range was a partial
section of the cliff~ west of Pilgrim Oreek, opposite the pomt where the
trail comes down from Thunder :Mountain. The creek banks at this
point show good exposures of the Park sha]es of the Cambrian, in which
there are abundant fossil remains, identified for nie by Mr. Walcott, as
mentioned in the first part of this paper. The cliffs to the west of these
exposures show a perfect section, but only the following partial section
wa's made:
Section on Pilgrim ·c1·eek, northwest of Thunder .211ountain.
Orange cliff!:!:
Feet.
Limestones, thin bedded (beds 3 to 6 feet).
Shaly beu!:l .......................... -~-..... .. ... . ...... ... ... ... ... ...... 50
Limestones, block jointed, red, brownish weathering, in beds 3 to 4 feet thick.
Lime!:ltone in broken ledges, chocolate colored.
Poorly exposed beds of light chocolate-colored limestones.
Limestone, forming prominent, heavy, black-jointed ledge, showing no
striping.
Chocolate beds:
Alternating beds of thin chocolate-brown limestones and buff-colored, argillaceous beds, the latter not of persistent thickness.
Jefferson formation:
Chocolate-colored limestone, with lighter cream-colored parallel lines striping face of exposure.
Yogo limestone:
Persistent ledge of heavy, massive limestone, brown gray, and lighter than
rocks above.
Massively bedded, brownish-gray limestone.
Base of big cliffs and bluff.
Dry Creek shale:
Impure, very argillaceous, and sandy limestone, weathering •light buff and
showing fucoid markings, sun cracks, and argillaceous partings ....... _.: 10
Olive-gray shale..... ------ .... ·----- .... ·-----·----- .... ·----·............
8
Limestone; straw colored, shaly, thinly bedded, impure ........ ------ ....
4
Red and green shale _____ . _... -- ...................... ~- ....... __ . . . . . . . . . 20
Limestone, gray green to olive brown, weathering. light pmk or buff; arenaceous, with granular texture ...... ·---··..............................
3
Gra:y-green shale .... ·----- ........ -----·--·· .................... ------....
5
Red shales, and straw-colored earthy or magnesian lirnestone ......... __ . 30-35
Pilgrim limestone:
Sand!:ltone ........ _-- ...... --.-. -.-- - _.- .. -- ....... _.......... _.. ____ . __ . .
5
Poor exposure; limestone varying to a conglomerate au<l shale .... ________ 20
Park shale:
Conglomerate of limestone pebbles .... -----------·------ ...... ··---·-----Soft n)icaceoP<s ..;hales·-----·-·--··----- ............. -----· ... ·............ .
Thinly berlded, impure limestone, with argillaceous matter, mottle(l, aud
with cha-racteristic weathering ___ ...... ____ ....... _..... ___ . __ ...... _.. .
Soft micaceous sh&les --·· .•............... -----· .. ---· .... -·-- ------ ...... 355
Ribbon beds or banded limestone, carrying fossils ...... ------··-------··--Thinly, irregularly bedded limestone in layers, 2 inches to 4 inches thick,
separated by layers of soft, micaceous, argillaceous shale one-fourth inch
to one-half inch thick .. _..... __ .... __ . _......... ___ .. _. __ • __ .... __ ... _. _
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A . CLIFFS OF LIMESTONE NEAR LOGGING CREEK STATION , BELT CREEK .
Pa in e shale, ca pp ed by W ood hurst lim estone.

B. FLORENCE MINE, NEIHART.
Showi ng massive gneiss ou t crops and gully cu t in outcrop of vein
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In Pilgrim Creek Valley, as is commonly the case in the northern
part of the Little Belt Range, the shales of the Cambrian formation are
intruded by sheets of igneous rock. Intrusive sheets were noted in
the Cambrian limestones at the head of Pilgrim and Tenderfoot creeks,
and in most instances prospectors have sunk shallow pits along the
contacts looking for ore, but there are no extensive explorations at
either place. Both localities are at present accessible by trail only,
but wagon roads of easy grade could be cheaply built if developments
warranted it. In Pilgrim Creek, immediately above the main forks of
' the stream, two such sheets are seen intruded in shales, the silvery
gray intrusives forming a narrow bench that defines the outcrop of the
sheet for a mile. or so along the slope. The mineral prospects seen in
this vicinity are in connection with the upper sheet. The creek exposes
a thickness of about 200 feet of shale here, but the shale is indurated
and hardened ·by contact metamorphi~m, and as the intrusive sheets
have not produced this alteration there is reason to believe that the
main mass of the Thunder Mountain core lies not far below, though its
nearest edge is seen a half mile distant and 600 feet above on the slopes
to the east.
SLUICEBOX CANYON.

Between Tiger Butte and the high limestone plateau that. extends
eastward to Barker Mountain there is a broad and well-defined valley
cut in the Carboniferous limestone. The rocks possess a general northerly dip of about 6°, but there are many small local flexures and faults.
In this broad, rather shallow valley Belt Creek has cut a very narrow
trench, from 50 to 150 feet deep, with vertical and overhanging 1Valls.•
The creek flows in a succession of deep and rapid reaches of great
beauty. ':rhe narrow gorge has been christened the Sluice-boxes, or
Sluicebox Canyon, ,and from the railroad, which follows the old valley
level above the canyon, the view is superb. The general appearance is
well shown in the illustration. (Pl. XLV).
TIGER BUTTE.

This rather sharp and prominent butte is caused by an 'asymmetric
or irregular laccolith. The summit and sides are formed. of limestones,
dipping away from the mountain on all sides, and arching over its top.
The general horizon of intrusion is not definitely known, but it is probably the Cambrian. On the north the igneous rock has broken through
to the higher beds and is in contact with the Jurassic, and at this place
it h:;ts been bared by erosion and is exposed to view. · The rock is similar
in character to that of the other laccoliths of the region, and belongs to
what has been designated the Barker type of granite-porphyry. It
wea~hers with the usual massively platy parting, is much shattered by
joints and weathering, and forms extensive talus heaps. There are the
usual silver prospects about the contact, but though rich samples of ore
are said to come from the deposits, no workable bodies of ore have as
20 GEOL, PT 3--24
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yet been brought to light.. The butte lies some little distance in front
and away from the general margin of the range, so that the laccolithic
doming of the strata is very prominent. Only a part of the butte comes
within the limits of tne accompanying map (Pl. XXXVI). Logging
Creek has cut its valley between the range and the butte, and a small
stream defines its western borders.- The latter shows no igneous rocks
in its gTavels, so that although not visited, it is believed that no igneous
rocks occur on the western side.
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NEIHART, MONTANA ; SEEN FROM THE NORTH , LO OKI N G UP BELT CREEK .
T he first gulch seen on the right of the picture is Johnson Gulch, and beyord is the cut of O ' Brie n Creek.

PART Ill
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CHAPTER VI.
DESCRIPTIVE GEOLOGY OF THE NEIHART DISTRICT.
LOCATION AND GENERAL FEi\.,TURES.

The principal settlement of the Little Belt Mountains lies in the center
of the range, not far distant from the geograph'ic center of the State.
It is situated on the head waters of Belt Creek, in the bottom of the
deep mountain valley of that stream, with the sharp point of_ Neihart
Baldy overlooking the town, and the high plateaus of Belt Park and
its neighbors surrounding it on the west. (See PI. LI.) The general
situation of the town is shown in the map of the district (fig. 52, p. 403).
The location is accessible by wagon road from White Sulphur Springs and
the Judith Basin, and i~ the terminus of a branch line of.the Great
Nortllern Railway running from Great Falls, from which place it is 65
miles distant. The town owes its origin and existence to the ore deposits of the surrounding_ district.
·
The Neihart district, embracing the drainage tributary to Belt Creek
in the immediate vicinity of the town of Neihart, presents scenery and
geologic structure quite different from .those of. the parts of the range
already described. The town is situated near the southern end of an
area of metamorphic rocks, which constitute the central core of the
range and are believed to be of Archean age. These are overlain by
stratified rocks which dip away .fmm the Archean contact at steep
angles to the south and at relatively low angles to the north. The
Archean rocks themselves are cut by eruptives of several different
ages.
ARCHEAN GNEISSES AND SCHISTS.

The Archean rocks are well banded, have a prevailing dip or plane
of schistosity of 450 to the south, and show no traces of sedimentary
origin.
The ridge at Johnson Gulch shows a rough crest, formed of harder,
dark-red, feldspathic schists, but no massive weathering gneisses are
seen on the east side of the creek until the gully defining the shoulder
of Neihart Mountain (or Neihart Baldy) is reached, where the masHive
rocks near the Broadwater mine are seen, with strike and dip of schistosity planes conformable witb those found farther north. Viewed in a
general way, the gneisses show very distinct and well-marked divisions
of color and lithologic habit. Red feldspar-gneiss, white or gray
feldspar-gneiss, black mica-schist or amphibolite, and the more schistose
rocks appear to be persistent divisions. To a certain extent such dis371
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tinctions can be made in a rough way, and they prove to be very important distinctions in tlle economy of the ore deposits, but when studied
in the attempt to map the boundaries of such rocks they are found to
grade into one another without order or system. Moreover, the very
intricate and indented intrusion of the peculiar Pinto diorite has modified the schists near its contact, and though somewhat gneissoid yet
uniform in character: its surface is less varied than the gneiss.
At only a few localities was the igneous character of the schists recognized. Some 300 fee~ above the town, on the road from the Broadwater mine, a foliated rhyolite-porphyry was found. A similar rock,
but leached and altereg., occurs in the Queen mine. At the upper end
of the Broadwater road a very fissile rhyolite-porphyry-schist was
obtained. It is a pale cream-colored rock, weathering a buff or straw
color. It is very fissile, splitting into slaty debris, which conceals its
outcrop. This is due to an abundance of sericite flakes developed
along the folia. The edges of the fragments show a very decided flow
structure, with quartz phenocrysts ~rawn out into lenticules. The
rock is a. sheared rhyolite-porphyry. Another form is much less
schistose, and is a distinctly porphyritic rock. Large oval masses,
one-fourth to three-fourths of an inch long, of sheared and drawn-out
granules of red quartz, and smaller dull-white feldspars, appear in a
dark-gray or greenish-black groundmass; the rock is a sheared rhyolite-porphyry. With these exceptions the rocks do not show their
derivation to the naked eye.
The rocks south of tne town, and between it and the Broadwater
workings, are schistose and fissile, breaking readily along the folia and
seldom showing massive outcrops (see Pl. XXXVII, A). North of the
town, on both sides of Belt. Creek, the rocks are gneisses, in which
along Rock Creek a diorite is irregularly intruded. There is, however,
no transition between these schist~se and gneissic forms, and no evidence showing their character to be due to metamorphism produced by
the diorite. The most notable varieties can be distinguished as gray
feldspar-gneisses, red feldspar-g11:eisses, and amphibolite-gneisses.
The gray gneisses show wide variations in texture, color, and foliation. In general, they are coarsely crystalline, with mica folia sP.parating a coarsely granular mixture of quartz and feldspar. The red
gneiss forms fairly well-defined bands, which, like the folia, are lenticular in shape. The rock occurs as patches and streaks in micagneisses along Hock Creek and north of the town. Typical specimens
from the Moulton mine are evenly granular medium-grained rocks,.
showing a streaking of dark-green chlorite. The rock consists of a
mixture of pinkish feldspar and quartz~ A red gneiss from the mine
workings-the 400-foot level west-is a very dense aud finely granular
rock, broken by small joints into diamond-shaped rhombs. The red
gneiss encountered in the Queen workings is coarsely granular, and
forms patches separated by black mica-schist, and is associated with a
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gray mica-gneiss. The altered quartz-porphyry-gneiss from this mine
is like that of the Broadwater, but can not be mapped as separate from
the inclosing gneisses. A black mica-gneiss consists of a biotite and
quartz, with white lenses of quartz arid feldspar.
The amphibolites also vary from coarse to fine-grained textures. The
coarser rocks are usually evenly granular and show little foliation,
except on dark reddish-gray weathered surfaces, where the feldspar
shows as pinkish material and the rock is distinctly streaked. The
rock breaks with a sharply angular fracture into thin flakes. The commoner varietjr seen in the mine workings is a very tough rock with
rounded fracture. It is a finely and evenly granular amphibolite, but
slightly schistose to the eye, and consists of a felty mass of interlocked
hornblende needles. This rock is seen along Hock Creek above the
Moulton, and in the Florence and other mine workings.
The gneisses of Carpenter Creek form uniform and rather smooth but
steep slopes, having a few rock outcrops of reddish gneiss pillars, but
covered by fine debris supporting a dense growth of small pine, so that
in a general view the country appears smooth, and shows the topography
.typical of simple erosion of a homogeneous material. The grassy tops
of the hills are smooth and bare of outcrops; the canyon walls rough,
with picturesque masses. Their aspect at the mouth of Carpenter •.
Creek is shown in Pl. LXV, B.
On Snow Creek the porphyry of Poverty Mountain ends a short distance above where the wagon road to the Cornucopia and Benton mines
leaves the main creek. The prophyry is in contact with a hard and
dense, blocky, gray gneiss banded with amphibolite. This gneiss prevails for several miles up Snow Creek, changing to a red feldspathic
gneiss where the trail crosses the slopes west of the creek. The slopes
between Snow Creek and the Cornucopia show alternate belts of black
amphibolite and red feldspathoid gneiss dipping north. The Cornucopia is on a bench cut in the ridge between the forks of Snow Creek,
in black micaceous gneiss, but the Pinto diorite forms a bench to
the north, below the shaft house. Follow ingthe road from the Cornucopia to Neihart, porphyry is found at 8,000 feet, forming a spur down
to 7, 700 feet, where the black gneiss outcrops.
OLDER IGNEOUS ROCKS.
PINTO DIORITE.

The gneiss series is intruded by a large and very irregular body of
diorite which has been designated the Pinto diorite, from its spotted
appearance. This rock occurs in a continuous body on the ridges
between Rock Pinto and Carpenter creeks, is cut across by the canyon
of Belt Creek below Carpenter Creek, and forms the gateway of Harley
Creek. It was traced up the last-named creek one-half mile, beyond
which the exposure was not followed, owing to the dense timber and
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debris covering the slopes. Isolated exposures of this rock were also
found at the extreme head of Carpenter Creek west of Long Baldy
Mountain, at the Broadwater mine, and near the Cornucopia and
Barker mines of Snow Creek. At the l~st localities it is possible that
there is a surface connection with the main body, but it wa.S not determined. In the very narrow and steep gulch near the head of Carpenter
Creek, Pinto diorite occurs in'trusive in black amphibolitic gneiss, at
8,000 feet, or 300 feet below the top of the black amphibolite just below
the summit. The exposure at this place is small and the rock contains
many included fragments of gneiss, a common feature of the borders of
the mass, though at this locality the denser contact facies of the rock
was not recognized. It is cut by a minette dike, trending to the east.
There is reason to believe that all these exposures are part of a single
great body-a batholith, and that the several masses now exposed connect at an unknown depth.
The rock has a striking appearance. Photographs of a hand specimen
are shown in Pl. LXXIII, A. The rock consists of roundish, pale-green,
white, or pink feldspar masses.or aggregates, one-half to 1 inch across,
closely packed, with the interspaces filled with schistose hornblende.
In the freshest material obtained from underground workings the feld·
: spar is pale green in color. The porphyritic appearance produced by
these feldspar groups is most striking on weathered surfaces, where
they are reddish in color and stand out in relief. The rock is very uniform in habit and character throughout the district. In most cases
there is no change in grain at the contact, but the southern borders of
the main body exposed along Rock Creek above the Moulton mine show
a very marked contact facies, in which the feldspars are thinly tabular,
and are arranged in a :fluidal structure, which is very striking on a
weathered surface. At this locality, also, both the denser contact form
and the coarse-grained rock are cut by aplitic dikes, which are regarded
as connected with the intrusion, the aplite being a fine-grained granite,
much mashed. These dikes are often only an inch or two across and
are accompanied by dark seams. They are seen or;.ly near the contact.
The contact between the Pinto diorite and the schists is an extremely
irregular one. Not only is it indented by projecting wedges and
tongues of diorite in the schist and of sharp and irregular wedges of
the schist in the diorite, but many masses of schist are included in the.
diorite. The relation of the two rocks is complicated by late dynamic
forces, causing the development of a gneissoid structure in the diorite.
The Pinto diorite has a more massive weathering than the schist.
This is especially noticeable on the sharp ridges dividing the drainage
of Rock and Snow creeks. At this place the diorite forms rough,
craggy masses, shown in Pl. XLIX, B. The rock breaks into great
blocks, 2 to 10 feet across. It shows a distinctly spotted character on
freshly fractured surfaces, but where long exposed to the weather is
reddish and largely overgrown with lichens. These exposures, like
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those nearer the town (above the Moulton mine), hold stringy masses
of schist and are streaked with occasional seams· of aplite. The
included fragments of schist and gneiss do not show any melting on
their edges, nor the development of contact minerals.
YOUNGER IGNEOUS ROCKS.
RHYOLITE-PORPHYRY OF ROCK CREEK.

On the narrow divide between Snow Creek and Rock Creek (the
gulch just back of the town) the Pinto diorite and gneisses are cut by
a mass of porphyry, whose debris is scattered over the surface and
is seen in several shallow prospect pits, though its boundaries could
not be determined. The rock is not schistose, but shows
fracturing
approaching flowage. It is a pale-green rock, with abundant phenocrysts of dark-gray quartz 2 mm. in diameter. This quartz shows
doubly terminated pyramidal crystals, and the grains commonly project
above the fracture planes of the rock, though others fracture with the
rock. The groundmass is extremely dense and felsitic, and is of a
grayish-green color. The rock is much altered and the former feldspar
phenocrysts are now spots of yellowish earthy matter, probably sericite and kaolin. The rock is a rhyolite-porphyry (quartz-porphyry
of older nomenclature), but it differs in both texture and appearance
from the Carpenter Creek type of that rock.

a

NEIHART PORPHYRY.

The rhyolite-porphyry distinguished by this name occurs as dikes and
large intrusive bodies cutting the Pinto diorite and gneisses. It forms
the dikes seen in the workings of the Galt, Ingersoll, Benton, and other
mines, and is exposed on the surface north of Belt Creek~ It also
occurs in irregularly intrusive bodies in the slopes adjacent to Snow,
Carpenter, and Mackay creeks, where various ore bodies have been
found in it and mines located. Its outcrops are seldom massive, as the
rock is crackled by a network of fine joints, and breaks into small angular debris, which covers the slopes, and under favorable conditions
forms e~tensive debris slides, such as those seen on Poverty Mountain,
as the hill between Snow and Carpenter creeks is called. ~hroughout
the different exposures the rock is fairly constant in habit, though it
varies somewhat in appearance, owing mainly to the alteration that has
occurred near ore bodies, or the changes produced by weathering. The
rock is a normal rhyolite- (quartz-) porphyry showing rather small phenocrysts of quartz 1 to 2 mm. across, scattered through a very dense
felsitic-looking groundmass, which is white in some cases, but in the
vicinity of the ore deposits it is pale green. Irregular-shaped masses
of rusty earthy material occurring in some specimens represent phenocrysts wholly decayed-probably biotite. The altered rock of the ore
deposits is impregnated with pyrite grains, and is often brecciated.
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The fine rhomboidal or diamond-shaped fractures which crack the rock
cause it to break readily into angular debris on weathering. This rock
is seen at the Galt, IXL, and Eureka mines, and at these localities the
fragments often show a black surface, due to oxidation of pyrite.
The Mackay Creek mass, in which the ores of that area have been
found, is intrusive in the gray and red schists, and is found on both
sides of this creek from the bead to the mouth. It extends across to
Carpenter Creek and forn.1s the sharp ridge between that and Mackay
Creek. On the opposite side the extent of the porphyry is not accurately known. A short distance (estimated a.t half a mile) below the
mouth of Mackay Creek it is not seen, and gneisses are exposed.
The· ridge betw~en Snow and Carpenter creeks shows granite-porphyry at its very end, but the Neihart porphyry of Poverty Mountain
appears one-fo-il.rth mile above the junction of the streams, as noted.
The Neihart porphyry occurs on the spur below the Cornucopia mine
on the ridge east of the Benton mine, being exposed alongside of the
Cornucopia road at 6,900 feet; with black gneiss below it. The porphyry extends across the slopes to the Benton workings, showing at
the point where the road swings around to the south, where it descends
to Benton Gulch, and the rock is cut by a crosscut level from the Benton to the Flora vein. No surface connection between this and the
mass at the IXL mine was found.
West of the Snow Creek Basin porphyry outcrops 350 feet below the
Rock Creek divide, just below the IXL mine, and is 200 feet wide on
top of the ridge, and abuts against gneisses. To the east the schists
extend to Snow Creek, but the Neihart porphyry forms the crest of the
spur and connects with the Poverty Mountain mass near the junction
of Snow and Carpenter creeks.
CARPENTER CREEK PORPHYRY.

The canyon wall north of Carpenter Creek shows a ledge of lightcolored rock running along the wall for several miles. It forms a vertical cliff 50 to 60 feet in height, whose base is about 300 feet above the
creek. The ledge does not continue west along Carpenter Creek to Belt
Creek, but as the crest of the ridge becomes lower it crosses the spur
and appears on Belt Creek a half mile or more below Harley Creek; and
here it is very plainly seen to be an inclined dike or sheet dipping north
at 450, It is here 30 to 35 feet thick, and cuts through the Pinto diorite.
It shows a contact band 3 to 5 feet wide at top and bottom, and the
rock holds many fragments of schist and gneiss torn from tlle fissure
walls. On the clift' seen north of Carpenter Creek this contact is very
apparent, owing to its darker color and di:tferent weathering, due to a
denser texture.
The reef can be traced as far as the mouth of Snow Creek, where it is
lost on the smooth slopes to the north. An exposure of it was found
.on the doab 1 ridge between Snow and Carpenter creeks, at the extreme
l

Triangular space between two streams at their junction; see Century Dictionary.
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end of the spur. The rock is light gray in color, and thinly spotted
with crystals of pale-pink orthoclase an inch or less across, with smal1er
light-colored feldspars between. These lie in a gray groundmass
sprinkled with black dots of biotite. The rock is not schistose, and is
apparently of later age than the diorite.
TR.AP DIKES (MINETTES).

Besides the rocks already mentioned as intrusions in the gneiss complex of the Neihart district, dikes of minette also occur at the Galt
and Ingersoll mines and at the head of Snow Creek. They are regarded
as due to the igneous activity of the Yogo Peak center, since they
possess the composition and characters peculiar to the rocks of that
locality. They are soft and easily weathered rocks, which are seldom
exposed except under the most favorable conditions. It is possible that
they are more common about Neihart than at present ~mpposed, since
they would be concealed by gneissic debris on the surface, and in the
altered condition prevailing about the veins in most mine workings
would llOt be readily recognizable. They are an important bit of evidence, however, since their occurrence shows that the ore deposits
which cut them are of later age, and therefore certainly post-Jurassic,
and probably Tertiary.
SEDIMENTARY AREAS.
QUARTZITE RIM ROCK.

The mountain slopes above N eibart show massively bedded quartzites
capping Neihart and Long Baldy mountains (Pl. LII, A), and the same
beds are seen as a rim rock running along the edge of the plateau
west of· the town. The latter outcrops are nearly horizontal, but followed southward the beds are seen to dip in that direction, as they
do on Long Baldy Mountain, and to be overlain by a thickness of 4,000
feH of gray slaty rocks. The exposed edges of the quartzite beds are
seen running dow·n the slopes east of Belt Creek, and 2 miles above
the town the creek has cut a very-strikingly picturesque canyon through
these rocks (see Pl. XXXVIII, B). Above this canyon the slaty series
composing the various formations of the Belt terrane are seen for several
miles up Belt Creek and its several branches. The detailed section of
these beds has already been given in the description of the terrane.
The thickness varies greatly, however, at different localities. On the
O'Brien Creek road it is not over 1,000 feet, probably less, while on
SawmiU Creek it is 4,500 feet, and on Chamberlain and Belt creeks a
little less.
The slaty rock beds of the formation are cut by sheets and dikes of
intrusive rocks, which alter the strata, and are frequently prospected
for ores. The intrusions are relatively small and part of the fringe of
sheets and dikes surrounding the Yogo center.
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BELT CREEK PARKS.

Along the stage road up Sawmill Creek, as well as on the old O'Brien
Oreek road, the slaty Belt rocks are seen overlain by reddish and yellow
cross-bedded sandstones, the basal beds of Cambrian formations.
These rocks are well indurated, and as they are overlain by soft shales
that weather readily, the sandstones form extensive grass-covered
plateau areas lying between the creek valleys. This is rendered more
effective by the intrusion of a thick sheet of prophyry in the fissile beds
just above the base of the formation, a sheet whose characteristic cliff's
and talus slopes are shown in Pl. LII, B. These sheets outline extensive plateau areas between Belt and Sawmill creeks. The areas of
porphyry and quartzite dehris are very generally densely timbered with
lodgepole pine, as shown in Pl. XXXVII, B. They are thus in strong
contrast to the open grassy or sparsely timbered areas where shales cover
the surface. This is noticed not only on the plateau but along Belt
Creek on the Yogo trail. These plateau levels are the most characteristic
topographic features of the Neihart district. They are all due to the
resistant nature of the quartzite or sandstone beds. Near Neihart it is
the Neihart quartzite that determines the level area; south of Neihart
it is the Flathead quartzite. In going south from Neihart along Belt
Creek or any of its branches the stratified rocks are seen to dip to the
south. On the summit of Long Baldy the dip is 200 to 22°. Along
Sawmill Creek it is at first 14°, but increases to 2oo, which prevails
until the sharp twist in the road is reached, where the Cambrian Flathead sandstones have a much gentler dip, changing to 2° to 30 on the
grassy plateau levels. An angular unconformity exists between the
two series, but it is much less marked than these dips indicate. The
Cambrian shales are soft, easily intruded rocks, and in them the igneous intrusions are abundant, and the intruded sheets ~hickest. The
shale formations attain a thickness of about 1,200 feet near the divide
between Belt Creek and the neighboring drainage basins,and, as elsewhere, are separated by several formations of limestone. Now here
within the actual limits of the Neihart district, as defined by the drainage basin of Belt Creek, are more recent stratified rocks exposed.
North of Neihart the crystalline schists form a hilly country, deeply
trenched, yet with smooth and generally rounded slopes. West of
Belt Creek the plateau area known ,as Belt Park is, like the smaller
areas to the south, formed by nearly level beds of indurated sandstones
resting upon the schists. The fissile impure sandstones found interbedded with the harder shales of this locality hold fossils of Cambrian
age, and the two buttes which rise above the park are formed of shales
and limestone whose fossils pr~ve to be Cambrian types. The southern
limit of the park, where it is cut off by Harley Creek, shows the Cambrian resting directly upon the crystalline schists with no intervening
beds. · Similar conditions prevail all about the western and northern
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margins of the Archean area, no Belt rocks occurring north of an eastwest line through Long Baldy Mountain at Neihart.
HEAD· WATER V .ALLEY OF BEL'!' CREEK.

Belt Creek above Neihart Canyon flows through a mountain valley,
whose width and character vary with the nature of the rocks. The
lower park, cut in Belt shales, extends for a mile above Chamberlain
Creek. To the north the slopes have been densely wooded, the forest
being now largely cut or burned over. The slopes are steep up to the
cliff fronts of the terraces formed by porphyry sheets. The normal
sequence of the Belt rocks is seen in occasional exposures along the
creek. The shales prevail to Chamberlain Creek, where they are
broken by an intrusive sheet of porphyry. Above Chamberlain Creek
the blue Newland limestones appear, in beds 3 to 5 feet thick, with
interbedded shales. The limestones are either shaly or, in more massive beds, the rock breaks into splintery fragments. They weather
bu:fl", with square jointing, break into cubical blocks, and contain carbonaceous markings and calcite streakings. They are succeeded by
black shales, extending up t~e creek until the low ledges of darkcolored Cambrian quartzite appear. The beds dip upstream at low
angles until the divide at the head of Running Wolf is reached, where
the dip. is westward, or down Belt Creek.
The sedimentary rocks encountered on Chamberlain Creek show the
same beds. The channel is cut in shale for 2 miles above its mouth,
and above here in the Neihart quartzite. A sheet of porphyry intruded
in the sandstones of this formation covers with its drift a large part of
the mountain side to the north. The intrusion is a sheet perhaps 300
feet thick, tapering to the west, and regarded as an offshoot of Big
Baldy. Cambrian beds here conformably dip upstream.
Belt Creek above the quartzite exposures shows a wider valley,
where it is cut in the overlying soft shales, and a beautiful park
occupies its center. Up the Yogo trail few exposures are seen until
the crest of the divide is reached, for dense but open woods prevail
until the steep and open or parked higher slopes are reached, where
the soil is thin and occasional low exposures of green shale and knotty
surfaced, thinly bedded limestones are seen, with one intrusive sheet
exposed 725 feet below the top. The ridge to the north of the trail, a
lateral spur of the divide, shows better exposures along its crest, and
the soft shales ·are seen to be intruded by a dozen or more sheets of
igneous rock. These are of two kinds. The .first is the light-colored
rhyolite-syenite-porphyry, which, on account of its hardness, forms
benches.
INTRUD~D

SHEETS AT HEAD OF BELT CREEK.

These intruded sheets are syenite-porphyries, which vary somewhat
in appearance according as the sheet is thick or thin. 'They are chocolate or purplish-gray rocks, characterized by abundant phenocrysts of
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dull-white feldspars and black or greenish hornblende needles, and
sometimes mica scales. These dark-colored minerals are altered to
chlorite and rusty limonite spots in the weathered forms. The sheets
break with a platy fracture, and their debris .covers the slopes and
obscures the lower contact. The rocks of the thicker sheets possess a
strong resemblance to the 8yenite-porphyry of the laccolith end of the
east end of the Yogo stock. The sheet forming the crest where the
Yogo trail_ descends to Belt Creek differs from the common type of
porphyry forming the intrusive sheets. It occurs on the east crest,
intruded in shaly beds that dip 5° W., and swings across the ridge to
the ridge to the west as lower beds appear in going north from the
trail. The rock is a pale-greenish, very dense, hard, platy-looking
rhyolite-porphyry, showing infrequent rectangular sections of pinkish
orthoclase up to one-fourth inch across, and a few scattered grains of
a clear, glassy quartz. The weathered surface is buff colored and shows
a minute pitting, revealing a banded or flow structure.
The west slopes of this divide ridge contain numerous intruded
sheets in the Cambrian shales, eight being counted on the spur visited,
running down between two head-water branches of Belt Creek. The
sheets vary from a few feet to 75 feet in thickness, and weather in
step-like benches that terminate in rocky cliffs. The rocks are syeniteporphyries, but include two sheets of minette. The two thickest sheets,
one 75 feet thick 400 feet below the top, and the other nearly 100 feet
thick at the base of the slope, have baked and altered the rocks for 10
feet from the contact. The lower 600 feet shows six intruded sheets.
Although there is little doubt that these sheets, like those so generally
observed in the district, are continuous for considerable distances, only
two of them were seen on the slopes crossed by the Yogo trail, owing
probably to soil and debris, but there is no reason to doubt that they
would be found if carefully_ looked for in essentially the same horizons
on all the spurs leading down into Belt and Wolf creeks.
OUTLINE OF GEOLOGIC HISTORY OF NEIHART DISTRICT.

The crystalline schists are the oldest rocks of the mountains, and
constitute the central core or nucleus, about which the later stratified
rocks have been folded. The bedded rocks show that theNeihart region
has been the site of dynamic disturbance from the very earliest geologic time. The cliffs of Long Baldy Mountain and the rim rock of
the plateau to the west are formed by sedimentary strata deposited
along the shore of an .Algonkian sea, in whose waters the very oldest
forms of life known to the world existed, and remains of wlJich were
recently discovered near Neihart. The region of Belt Park and Hoover
Creek, north of Neihart, was a land. area, the shore being near the
present site of the town. This location was along the "hinge line"
between the northern continental land and the gradually sinking sea
·to the south, in which 4,500 feet of strata were laid down. The lines
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of weakness developed at this time may have been intensified by those
later oscillations of level to which the entire region was subjected
throughout later geologic epochs, but no definite data as to their effect
upon this region are obtainable.
It is probably to later igneous activity that the fissuring of the rocks
is due. These represent at least two, perhaps three, periods of dynamic disturbance, but their age is not known, for they do not cut the
sedimentary strata. The most important intrusion was that of the
magma forming the Pinto diorite. This rock is found penetrating the
schists in every direction and over an extensive area. Its contacts
appear to be without order or arrangement, and over the district distinguished by mineral veins the observed facts indicate that it under·lies even a larger area than is indicated by its surface exposures. That
its intrusion shattered the schists is shown by the numerous included
fragments in it. · In places it shows endomorphic contact phenomena,
but more generally the observed facts indicate a thorough heating of
the adjacent rocks and a slow cooling of its mass. That it is later· than
the schists is shown by the structure of the included fragments, and
that it is earlier than the last ~ynamic movements producing schistosity is shown by its gneissoid structure.
This Pinto diorite is of unknown age. It may be pre-Algonkian, but
its occurrence near the base of the quartzite beds of Long Baldy Mountain and the absence of any fragments of it in the conglomerates of
those strata are opposed to this hypothesis; its gneissoid structure
would accord with this idea, since the Algonkian rocks are but slightly
metamorphosed. Still later igneous forces ruptured the rocks, in whose
crevices dikes of porphyry were injected, or formed irregularly intru- ·
sive masses. These rocks cut the diorite as well as the schists, and
although sheared, they are not gneissoid or schistose. T~e period of
their intrusion is not known.
A third period of. energetic igneous activity accompanied the uplift
of the range, or directly followed it, and the igneous rocks, which were
sent out as sheets and dikes from various centers of disturbance, o.ccur
in the stratified rocks surround.ing the Archean area of Neihart, and
are sometimes found in it. The period of vein formation and ore deposition either accompanied or followed these igneous intrusions. The
precise geologic age of the ore deposits is unknown, because they are
found only in the older rocks of the region. On the summit of Long
Baldy the ores occur in the quartzite overlying the g-neiss, but nowhere
else do they cut stratified rocks. Inferentially the deposits :ue believed
to be post-Cretaceous.

CHAPTER VII.
GENERAL GEOLOGY.
HISTORY OF REGION AS INTERPRETED FROM SEDIMENTARY
ROCKS.

The sedimentary rocks of the region show that the same general
conditions prevailed in the Little Belt region as in the rest of the eastern pa.rt of the Rocky Mountain area of the State. The stratigraphic
sections are very similar and show the same formations recognized
throughout the geologic province. There is, however, one feature of
especial importance shown in this section, namely, the overlap of the
Cambrian beds .from the Algonkian rocks of the southern part of
the mountains to the Archean gneisRes. of the northern.
The Archean rocks are, so far as recognized, wholly of igneous origin,
and may be supposed here as elsewhere to represent the downward
crystallization of the original crust of the earth. These rocks were
already metamorphosed to gneisses and schists of the same character
seen to-day when the earliest known sedimentary rocks of the region,
the :Neihart quartzites, were deposited, for occasional pebbles of red
and gray gneiss are found in the latter.
The Neihart quartzites were laid down upon what appears to be a
very uniform surface. The lower beds consist of clean quartz sand,
but silty material appears in the higher beds and in all the rest of the
Belt terrane, which attains a thickness of at least several thousand
feet in the southern part of the ra~ge, and of 10,000 to 12,000 in the
Big Belt Range. These beds are shallow-water deposits. During the
period in which the rocks of the Belt terrane were deposited the northern part of the Little Belt area was probably above water, for no Belt
rocks are found there, and the beds immediately overlying the gneiss
contain no material indicating the former existence of such rocks in
the northern part of the range. Of the conditions prevailing through
this part of Algonkian time there is little knowledge other than that
which may be deduced from the character of the beds themselves.
These show a cycle of deposition, with slowly deepening sea, followed
by gradual emergence. The only forms of life yet discovered are those
described by W alcott. 1
After the formation of the Belt beds the whole region was uplifted.
There is not only an entire absence of Lower Cambrian throughout this
and the neighboring ranges of central Montana, but the succeeding
I
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beds consist of assorted sands whose material varies in character from
place to place with the nature of the underlying rock. The belt "formations were extensively eroded in this interval, and as a consequence the
Flathead sandstones, which constitute the basal beds of the Middle
Cambrian, rest upon different formations at different places. .Angular
unconformity between the Belt and Cambrian rocks has been seen, but
it is seldom very noticeable in exposures. The overlap of the beds is
itself convincing proof of unconformity. The plane of contact on which
the Cambrian rests is a very uniform one, and is especially so when it
is .the .Archean. This. is seen in the canyon wall along Belt Creek and
Belt Park, as well as in lower Sheep Creek. This plane surface presents the characters of a plane of marine erosion, or shore-line cutting.
Crosby 1 has recently called attention to the widespread extent of this
feature. Pebbles of Belt rocks in the basal beds of the Flathead, where
the latter formation rests upon the .Algonkian terrane, and of gneisses
and schists over .Archean areas, show the erosion caused by a spreadh1g
sea margin. These Flathead sandstones represent a general subsidence of this region in common with the rest of the eastern mountain
region of the State. The level plane of contact was apparently formed
as the sea cut back and wore down the land during a gradual submergence. The overlying beds show, in the shales, impure lip.1estones,
and intraformational conglomerates, as well as by the fossil remains,
that the conditions prevailing were those that are known to have prevailed commonly in Cambrian time over large parts of the continent. 2
So far as at present known, there are no beds of either Upper Cambrian or Silurian age in this region, the fossil remains from adjoining
beds holding Middle Cambrian and Devonian forms, respectively. It
is assumed, therefore, that the region was a land area during the
Upper Cambrian and Silurian periods.
The Devonian period is represented by arenaceous limestones whose
fossil remains are mostly corals. No unconformity is recognizable
between these beds and the succeeding layers of the Carboniferous,
though a bed of red sands was observed in one exposure and may
indicate estuarine conditions.
The Carboniferous period was one of slowly deepening, followed by
shallowing, seas. The rocks contain abundant fossil remains, which are
wholly of Lower Carboniferous types, and the well-defined subdivisions
recognized in the Mississippi Valley and the States east of it have not
been distinguished. The lowest beds are impure, argillaceous, shaly
limestones, and the fossils contained in them are shallow-water forms.
The middle and greater part of the rocks of this age are, however,
quite pure limestones, more rarely dolomites, and the life is such as to
indicate relatively deep water. The close of the period was, however,
one of elevation, and there is an abrupt change to very shallow-water
1 W.

C. Crosby, Bull. Geol. Soc. America, Vol. X, 1899, pp. 141-164.
Cambrian rocks of Pennsylvania: Bull. U. S. Geol. Survey No. 134; and Correlation
Papers-Cambrian: Bull. U.S. Geol Survey No. 81.
2 Walcott,
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and estuarine areas in which red sands and gypsum deposits were
formed. These conditions were followed by a gentle depresswn, with the
formation of green shales alternating with limestones, whose fauna
also inqicates shallow and muddy waters.
No definite break or unconformity is in general recognizable between
the topmost beds of the Carboniferous and those of ~he succeeding
marine ._Turassic. On the southern flanks of the range the highest
beds of the Carboniferous show a fauna somewhat different from that
prevailing elsewhere, and their fossils are found within 2 feet of Jurassic
. fossils. There is, moreover, some evidence of an.erosion i,nterval in the
varying thickness and absence of certain beds of the Quadrant group
of the Upper Carboniferous. The succeeding Jurassic period was at
first one of quiet waters covering the entire area, but the limestones
formed in this time are succeeded by beach sands holding shell remains
evidently broken by wave action, showing a gradual elevation of the
land, that resulted in the rapid deposition of sands which are barren
of life.
The succeeding Mesozoic rocks do not form any part /of the mountain
area, but it is necessary for a comprehension of the conditions determining the uplift of the rarige to understand the fact that the sediments
of Cretac~ous age all show a thickening, with a great increase of sands
and clays near the mountain front. The conditions indicate quite
clearly that there was a general and widespread uplift in early
Cretaceous time, accompanied by the formation of marsh lands and
fresh-w~ter lakes, while volcanic eruptions breaking forth at some
distant point scattered ashes over this area. Succeeding this epoch,
the plains area was depressed beneath the Cretaceous sea, while the
Little Belt region remained a land area. This was not, so far as now
recognized, a time of mountain folding. The infolds of Cretaceous
rocks found at Castle Mountain, just south of the Little Belt Range,
and the general upturnirtg of these rocks about the mountain flanks,
indicate that this occurred at some later period, which the evidence in
neighboring ranges indicates to have been post-Cretaceous. 1
STRUCTURAL FEATURES OF THE RANGE.
NATURE OF THE UPLIFT.

The Little Belt Mountains· form a part of the eastern front of the
Rocky Mountain region. They are structurally connected with Castle
Mountain on the south and through it with the end of the Big Belt
Range. They are formed by a broadly V-shaped uplift, pointing eastward, which disappears beneath th~ plains at Judith Gap, but is ~lever
theless continued eastward and reappears in the dome uplift of Big
Snowy Mountain. Although connected with the general mountain
folding, the Little Belt fold is practically a unit. It differs from the
commoner and sharper folds of the region in being a broad,. relatively
J Weed,
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low anticline, having a :fiat or .slightly undulating top and steep sides.
The southern border is formed by a secondary fold, pitching.eastward
and passing into a fault that outlines the margin of the uplift farther
west in Volcano Valley and continues westward to Sheep Creek, near
Kinney. With this exception no faults of any magnitude ·were found
in the range, except those directly due to laccolithic uplift. The warping is all broad in its features, and there are none of the narrow foldings
and overturns seen farther south and west in the mountains near Bozeman and Livingston. On the north and south are troughs of deposition
in which great masses of sediments 'Yere laid down. The Highwood
Mountains on the north show several thousand feet of Cretaceous rock.
The Crazy Mountains to the south are composed. of 10,000 feet of latest
Cretaceous and Eocene ( ~) rocks, cut by igneous intrusions. The initial
dips of these strata away from the Little Belt area probably determined
the uplift. There is every reason to suppose that the range uplift is
due to lateral compression.
Relat·ion of igneous intrusions to folding.-lt is evident, however, that
the minor doming and faulting which are observed at all the larger
mountain masses of the range are due to igneous intrusions. These
mountains are in mos.t cases isolated and individual masses. It will be
shown that they accompanied and were a corollary of the large uplift,
and locally modified it greatly. To do this it will be necessary first to
review the general character, structure, and relation of these igneous
masses, a detailed account of which is given in the chapters on
the descriptive geology.
DYNAMIC GEOLOGY.

The present structure and altitude of the Little Belt Mountains are
plainly seen to be due, first, to a general uplift and folding of the range
as a whole, and, secondly, to the presence of large intrusive bodies of
igneous rock, of which the largest mountains-in fact, all the individual
mountain masses-are formed and to which they owe their origin and
present relief. As already stated, these igneous intrusions occur in a
variety of ways. The smaller masses form dikes and sheets, the larger
ones stocks and laccoliths or allied forms.
Though presenting these different forms and structural relations, it is
believed that the intrusions are all the result of the same general cause;
that the rocks come from the same general source of supply, and were
intruded at the same time or period of igneous activity. This hypothesis
finds striking confirmation in the chemical and mineralogical relations
of the rocks, as is forcibly shown py Professor P,irsson in the report
on the petrography of the igneous rocks which follows this paper.
IN1'RUSIVE SHEETS.

The areal distribution of the intrusive sheets of the region as shown
upon the geologic map does not convey an adequate idea of the abundance and the extent of sucli intrusions or of the part they play in
20 GEOL, P1' 3--25
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determining the topographic development of the region. This is due
to the fact that the sheets mapped are in most cases shown only at the
places actually visited. A better idea of their probable occurrence
would perhaps be given if the map had been made more diagrammatic,
for many of the sheets are very persistent over many miles of country,
though only prominent where the slopes show cliffs or debris heapings
of the rocks.· For thjs reason the valleys cut through those areas in
which such sheets occur show their outcrops on both sides, conforming
to the structure of the rocks in which they are intruded.The horizons invaded by these intrusions embrace parts of all the
Paleozoic formations. As .would naturally be expected, the softer and
more easily intruded shales are selected, and as the Cam brian rocks
present the most favorable conditions for intrusions the greatest number of sheets are found in these rocks. In the Belt formations the
rocks yield irregularly to intruding forces, and the ruptures are filled
by dikes and irregular intrusions, which are rarely persistent, sheets
following along definite bedding planes.
In the Cambrian, on the other hand, the alternation of shale and of
beds of sandstone or of limestone offer peculiarly favorable conditions for such intrusions, and they are here most em~ctively developed.
In the higher formations the :fissile beds lying between heavy-bedded
limestones are the horizons of easy intrusion. The basic sheets are
much thinner than the acidic ones, seldom exceeding 15 feet in thickness, and commonly being but 5 to 10 feet through. The acidic sheets,
on the contrary, vary from a few feet up to 100 feet in thickness, and
are commonly 20 or more feet through. The light-colored sheet rocks
consist of rhyolitic and syenitic (or trachytic) porphyrites, and are
usually much altered by the normal processes of weathering, but do not
crumble down, as do the basic rocks~ The basic sheet rocks are mostly
minettes, slw_wing considerable difference in grain, being very dense in:
the thin sheets and crystalline in the thicker; and the latter rocks alter
and disi~1tegrate rapidly when exposed, forming rounded exposures or
sandy slopes, so that they are seldom conspicuous elements of the scenery. The two types are also contrasted in the effects which they have
produced upon the sedimentary rocks in which they are intruded. The
siliceous rocks have produced little if any contact metamorphism; the
basic rocks, a good deal. This is usually apparent in a baking or hardening of the shales to horns tone and the development of a :fine jointing
that is illdependent of the bedding. This metamorphism is, of course,
most marked about the largest sheets, and is directly })roportional to
the thickness of the intrusion.
Ill the impure limestones secondary minerals are often developed aud
the rocks marmorized. In those observed instances where the two
rocks cut one another the minette is the latest in age. This rock itself
shows light-colored <likelets cutting it, but they· appear to be aplitic in
character and to merely represent parts of the same magma and not
independent. eruptions
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The siliceous rocks are relatively much more abundant, as the Rheets
are more numerous, and are always much thicker. It is difficult to
form an estimate of the relative volume of the two types of rocks.
Probably 1 : 500 would not overestimate the proportion of the lightercolored rock.
It seems certain that the igneous sheets, some of which can be traced
for miles along a certain bedding plane, and which are found upturned
and folded with the sedimentary rocks, could not have been intruded
after the folding of the strata. No force, however powerful, could
inject sheets of so uniform a thickness and so wide an extent into rocks
folded as these are to-day. On the other band, if the sheets were
intruded before the folding of the sedimentary rocks they should show
some evidence of the movement. It is incredible that the sheets should
have been upturned with the inclosing shales, when they were tilted,
without showing evidence of the dynamic forces in strain phenomena
or cracking of the phenocrysts of the rock. Yet such evidences are
lacking in the field exposures and are not revealed by careful examination of the section under the microscope. The only alternative is
the hypothesis that the intrusions were injected contemporaneously
with the uplift and folding of the strata, their ·present position being
in consequence of such folding and of the "latent" cavities or planes
of easy intrusion then developed. This hypothesis seems in perfect
accord with the facts observed in the :field.
LACCOLITHIC INTRUSIONS.

Position and m.l/mber.-With the single exception ofYogo Peak, all the
prominent mountain masses of the Little Belt Range are formed of
masses of igneous rock, whose structural features show that they constitute a group of closely related forms, grading from a typical laccolith
to those which may represent plutonic plugs 1 or bysmaliths. 2 The
geologic map (Pl. XLI) shows the distribution of these intrusions
throughout the range by the exposed areas of igneous rock, o:r, where
this is not yet revealed by erosion, by the outlying domes of older rocks,
which are believed to cover such intrusions.
. Fig. 4.7 is a ground plan of these intrusions. This diagram shows the
relation of the laccoliths to Olle another and their distribution in the
range. The circular areas marked by letters represent the different
mountain masses, the curved line representing areas of uplifting or
doming of the strata where this has occurred, or of the boundary of the
igneous rock where the intrusion has not disturbed the adjacent strata.
The uplift of the whole range is defined by a line which marks very
nearly the outer boundary of the Carboniferous limestones.
Genm·aljeatures.-It is evident from fig. 47, which is based upon the
geologic map, ·that the intrusions occur along the northerly border of
I I. C. Russell, Jour. Geol., Vol. IV, 1896, pp. 23-43.
· 2J, P. Iddings, Jour. Geol., Vol. VI, 1898, p. 705.
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the uplift, most of them being situated on its northern limit or monocline. By reference to the geologic map it will be seen that they occur
only where the Belt terrane is wanting. It will also be seen that the
igneous rocks are in contact with strata of various ages, and that only
in the uplifts outside of the range, as at Skull Butte, is the symmetrical
doming of a typical laccolith shown by concentric outcrops of the different formations. The map shows plainly that the intrusions associated
with the main range uplift the strata about a part of their periphery
· in some cases, and break through the beds in another part, while in
other cases they show only a narrow zone of abrupt uplifting or none
at all. These relations are also seen in the vertical sections across the

0

0

FIG. 47.-Diagram showing distribution of laccolithic masses and related intrusions in Little Belt
Mountains. The outer line shows the limit of pronounced displacement or uplift (the springing line
of the range), the rudely circular areas that of the laccoliths and related intrusions. A, Tiger Butte
laccolith; B, Thunder Mountain dome; C, Tillinghast Mountain dome; D, Kibbey Dome; E, Barker
Mountain; F, Clendenin and Otter Mountain dome; G, Mixes Baldy dome; H, Taylor Peak and Wolf
Butte; I, Foothill Dome; J, Steamboat Mountain; K, Big Baldy dome and Steamboat Mountain; L,
Dry Wolf dome; M, Sage Creek Mountain; N, Ricard Mountain; 0, Skull Butte.

range shown in folios Nos. 55 and 56 of the Geologic Atlas of the United
States.
It is apparent that the asymmetric laccolith is the prevailing type.
These sections and the geologic map also show that the asymmetric or·
faulted side of the laccolith is on the outer side-that is, next to the
plains country, and away from the mountains, and that it coincides
with the steep dip marking the flank of the fold. In other words, the
asymmetric sides of the laccoliths coincide with the monoclinal fold
along the flanks of the range anticline.
Size.-The size of these intrusive bodies varies. Big Baldy, the
largest, shows a surface exposure of 3 by 5 miles, and a vertical extent
which is believed to be very nearly its original thickness of 3,000 feet
at the center. The Barker Mountain mass has a diameter of about 4
miles, as shown by the doming of the strata, and the Jl?.ass is probably
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about 3,000 feet thick in the center. The Steamboat, Sage, and Ricard
mountain masses are smaller, the folding· indicat_ing a base about 2
miles in diameter.
Contact metamorphism.-These intrusions have produced but little
contact metamorphism of the sedimentary rocks. At the immediatecontact there is a hardening and alteration of the adjacent rocks to
hornstones or marbles, but this extends at most only a few yards from
the igneous rock. So far as observed, this alteration affects a greater
thickness of rock over the top of the intrusion, as at Steamboat Mountain, than it does along the sides.
Oharq,cter of the rocks.-The rocks constituting these intrusive masses
are ·uniform in mineral composition throughout the whole extent of
each body, but exhibit a limited variability of texture, ranging from dense
aphanitic forms at the contact to finely crystalline textured porphyries
in general. Those of the same type differ somewhat in the different
intrusions, showing variations in texture and in the relative proportions
@f the component minerals, but the rock nevertheless preserves its
general character and habit. The rocks are classed, first, as Barker
porphyry, the prevailing type, which grades into diorite-porphyry at
Steamboat Mountain; and, second, as Wolf porphyry. Both types are
granite-porphyries, and are fully described in the report following this.
Their field relations are given in the descriptive geology of the range.
Jointing.-The rocks of each type show characteristic jointing, but
the jointing is more dependent upon texture than upon mineral composition. The Wolf porphyry at Wolf Butte shows typical granitic
weathering, with well-marked jointing, forming great castellated crags
and rounded bowlder masses, the so-called "Woolsack" structure. In
general, however, the rock is crumbly and seldom forms good exposures.
The Barker porphyry breaks with a conchoidal platy fracture, rarely
showing massive forms. The best examples are those seen in the Big
Baldy amphitheaters, illustrated in Pis. XL VIII, B, and XLIX, A.
The contact forms of both types show a fissile or platy structure, with
the planes parallel to the contact.• These platy masses break up into
rather small, angular blocks, due to minute joints-the common weathering of dense rhyolitic porphyries.
Horizon intruded.-In no case has the bottom contact of these intrusions been seen. The correlative evidence afforded by the stratified
rocks about the intrusion is, however, quite conclusive that the intru. sions rest on a floor of Archean gneiss or upon the basal sandstones of
the sedimentary series. The horizon invaded is therefore the shale
formations of the Cambrian, and the later formations of this age are
seen uplifted about and encircling many of the intruded masses.
JJepth of intrusion.-The Archean rocks are covered in the vicinity of
these intrusions by a thickness of 2,200 feet of strata. The Quadrant
formation, 400 to 600 feet, and possibly the Ellis, 200 feet, were also
probably present, but have been removed in the denudation of the
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range. How much of the Cretaceous, if any, formerly covered the range
is not known. The shore-line features observed about the flanks of
the range and their absence from the infolds of the region seem to indicate that these rocks never covered the Little Belt area. Skull Butte,
which is believed to be a concealed laccolith, is still covered by Jurassic
rocks and shows the Cascade formation (Lower· Cretaceous) sharply
upturned by it, so that it undoubtedly once covered the dome. This
would mean a total cover of about 4,000 feet.
None of these intrusions of this character occur where the Algonkian
rocks are found; that is, they are absent where the sedimentary section
is greater than 4,000 feet and were not formed under a cover of great
thickness.
Extent of denudation.-The intrusions are seen to-day in various stages
of denudation and erosion. At Thunder Mountain the original surface
has been carved into a broad peak; at Big Baldy Mountain the smooth,
rounded contour is preserved on one side, but the other is deeply cut
by amphitheaters. Barker Mountain is a bared but as yet almost
uneroded laceolith, showing the original smooth, curved upper surface
ofthe intrusion. Steamboat Mountain shows the cover of sediments
just cut through~ exposing a small area of the igneous core. The Kibbey dome is believed to conceal a laccolith; the softer beds have been
removed from the core, but the dome of Carboniferous rocks are only
slightly attacked by erosion. At Skull Butte the Mesozoic rocks are
not yet pared off, though the center of the dome is deeply trenched hy
a small drainage originating in this butte. Thus every stage is seen,
from intrusions still covered by the domed itrata to those almost "Ompletely denuded and deeply scored and carved into peaks.
The Kibbey and Dry Wolf Creek domes are crossed by streams flowing in deeply trenched channels cut in the arch. This peculiarity is
due, as Gilbert has shown for similar examples in the Henry Mountains,1 to theformationofplanation terraces-the work of streams radial
from the mountains cutting across the soft Mesozoic rocks. As degradation progressed the Carbonifer~ms limestones of the domes were
uncovered, and, lateral corrosion by the stream being checked by the
harder rock, the channel became fixed and a canyon was carved, while
the dome of ~imestone was, at tbe same period, left in relief by the
general degradation of the region.
Accompanying dikes or sheets.-There is a general absence of dikes
connected with these intrusions. Only one case was found of a· dike·
that owes its origin to a laccolith or related form of intrusion. This is
on the summit of Ricard Mountain. This is in accord with the facts
observed in the Judith Mountains, but quite different from the Henry
Mountain laccoliths. Intrusive sheets are, however, often found in the
upturned beds about the intrusions. They are usually of little thickness, the larger sheets seen in t,he range owing their origin to the Yogo
Peak center.
J

Geology of the H~nry Mountains, p. 126.
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Fm·m of intr·usion.-The jntruded masses whose occurrence and
characteristics have been summarized in the last few pages have been
referred to as laccoliths. Their cross sections are shown in figs. 43, 44,
45, and 46. In none of the denuded laccoliths is the simple, symmetrical,
dome-shaped uplift realized. All the masses slJow at least a short arc
on one side, along which the strata are broken, and the igneous rock
has risen to a higher horizon across the fractured edges of the beds.
This is the typical asymmetric laccolith.
Barker Mountain, a cross section of which is given in fig. 43, shows
this structure. On three sides the rocks are flexed and arch over the
intru~ion; on the remaining side they are broken and faulted. A section made in a different direction would show this better than that in
the figure, which is intended to show, not the normal doming of the
beds, but the asymmetric character of the intrusion.
The cross section of Thunder Mountain (fig. 46) represents a different form of intrusion. It is easy to see that there may be every gradation, from tbe asymmetric laccolith, whose lack of symmetry is confined
to a single side or a short arc of its circumference, as seen in ground plan,
to one in which half the circumference is a line of fracture and fold, and
from this to one that is fractured for three-fourths of the periphery.
If we assume the contact plane is a11 fracture and no fold it becomes
a bysmalith-that is, a laccolith in which the arched part equals ,zero.
The laccoliths of the Little Belt Mountains are all asymmetric ones, and
show various gradations into the bysmalith. It is noticed that the laccoliths are smaller in area than the bysmaliths when the rock is the same
in both. There are three bysmaliths, viz: Thunder Mountain, Mixes
Baldy, and Big Baldy Mountain. The Wolf Butte and Steamboat
Mountain intrusions are intermediate in type; the remaining six are
asymmetric laccolitlJs of the Barker Mountain type, while the three
outlying domes may belong to any one of these groups, since in each
the mtrusion is covered by an arch of sediments~
The common form found in the Little Belt 1\fountains is, however,
clearly entitled to the name laccolith, being symmetric for the greater
part of the circumference. Moreover, as stated by Gilbert, "if the
strata had experienced anterior displacements, so as to be inclined, folded,
and faulted, a symmetrical growth of laccoliths would have been impossible." 1 Cross, 2 in discussing the laccolith, s~ys:
In regions where the beds are under orographic stress almost or quite to the point
of folding, a magma would find intrusion on certain planes a comparatively easy
matter. Such conditions are illnstratetl by the sheets in the spring of the arch of
s1rata over the laccolith, fig. [48], and it seems probable that snch occtirrences as
those of the Musquito Range and Ten Mile district, where many of the sheets are
intruded very regularly, represent localities where lateral pressure has already overcome the gravity of the strata to a great extent, and the intrusion planes were
planes of easy parting.
• Geology of Henry }fountains, p. 98.
Laccolithic mouutam groups: Fourteenth Ann. Rept. U. S. Geol. Survey, Part IT, 1893, p. 236.
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He explains the asymmetric form of the Mount Marcellina laccolith
by supposing "a line of weakness * * * from axial tension, preexisting fracture or resistance offered by an earlier intrusion-the
intruding magma would develop this into dislocation." .
These statements apply with peculiar force to the conditions found

FIG. 48.-Profile section through Mount Marcellina, with ideal restoration of laccolith and cover (Cross).

in the Little Belt Mountains. _The common type is like that of Mount
Marcellina, given by Cross. Fig. 48, copied from Cross, shows an ideal
restoration of laccoliths and strata above it, based upon a profile section .. If this be compared with the section of Mount Hillers, in the
Henry Mountains, as given by Gilbert (fig. 49), it will be seen that the

---------------

FIG.

49.-ldeal cross

s~ction

of Mount Hillers laccolith, Henry Mountains (Gilbert).

conditions observed there and those supposed by Cross are similar, but
the interpretation is very different. The Thunder Mountain laccolith
shows a cross section (fig. 46) strikingly like that of Hillers. It is
believed that the facts observed in the Montana region are in accord
with the interpretation given by Cross. If the right-hand half of the
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diagram (fig. 48) be revolved about a vertical axis, the resulting form
would be the bysmalith of Iddings, as shown in his diagram of Mount
Holmes, of the Gallatin Range of the Y el1owstone National Park (fig.
50). It is easy to conceive of all gradations between laccoliths asym-

FIG. 50.-Ideal cross section of Mount Holmes bysmalith, Yellowstone National Park (Iddings).

metric for short arcs of the ground plan, through those that are
asymmetric for half the circumference, to the typical bysmalith. It is
believed that the Little Belt masses present actual examples of all these
forms.
The occurrence of dikes filling fissures formed by extensile strains,

,

FIG.

:----- ...
-------:

51.-Ideal cross section of northern flank of Little Belt Range, to show relation of asymmetric
laccolith to fold or faulting of uplift.

due to the stretching of the strata over the laccoliths, is a very uncommon feature in the Little Belt Range, owing, it is believed, largely to
the shaly nature of the overlying strata. The pipe of rhyoliteporphyry cutting the limestone that crowns Ricard Peak is· believed
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to be th~ filling of a fissure due to such extensile strain. Gilbert's
hypothesis of ·stretching is, however, based upon hydrostatic pressure
acting on horizontal beds. If the beds were flexed or being flexed by
orographic forces, there would not be a stretching of the strata next to
the laccoliths, but rather a compres~ion, while the uppermost layers
of the arch would be stretched, though the well-bedded stratified rocks,
being coherent, would tend to fold rather than rupture, like the beds of
the Colorado locality described by Cross.
Theory of origin and peculia1·ities of forn~ of laccoliths.-The origin of
laccoliths, originally treated by Gilbert, has since been discussed by
Cross, and recently by Pirsson. The former writer shows that relative
"densities of intruding lavas and invaded strata" are not the cause,
and finds in forces of different intensity, if not in kinrl, the factors
determining whether the intrusion shall be a laccolith or stock. 1 Pirsson,2 in a very lucid and practical treatment of the subject, calls attention to the physics of the problem and the analogy between sheets a11d
laccoliths. Particular emphasis is laid upon the viscosity of the intruding magma, and in this and the rate of injection he finds the main
factors determining the character of the intruston as a sheet or laccolith, with upward force of magma, gravity, load of sediments, and
their resistance to splitting as other factors. Owing to viscosity, the
force is not transmitted as in a perfect fluid, and in a supposed instance,
where the magma is intruded between strata when the sheet-like mass
becomes of a certain radius, the force is greater over the supply pipe
than elsewhere, and the strata arch up. The convexity of a laccolith
is a function of the viscosity of the lava.
In the same way, it is believed that if the force be great, fractures
will occur and a bysmalith be formed instead of a laccolith. It is only
carrying the process a step further, and the bysmalith bears the same
relation to the laccolith that the latter does to an intrusive sheet.
Pirs~on 3 finds in rapidity of supply of the mag.ma the cause why stocks
and not laccoliths are formed, the magma "spreading out laterally as
the lateral resistance diminishes, rupturing and tearing up the beds
* * * or under lighter loads expanding laterally and uplifting beds
so as to simulate laccoliths when seen from above, but having no proper
floor." In the writer's opinion, such fan-like expansions are most apt
to form in clay shales and similar easily ruptured beds.
Summarizing the conditions determining the nature of the Little
Belt :Mountain intrusions, we find thatl. Sheets occur in easily separable, well-bedded strata; the intrusive
rocks are of various composition.
2. Laccoliths occur along planes of easy intrusion (usually between a
solid resistant floor and overlying massive beds competent to form
1 Loc.

cit., p. 240.
2L. V. Pirsson, in Geology of Judith Mountains, by Weed and Pirsson: Eighteenth .A.nn. Rept.
U. S. Geol. Survey, Pt. III, 1898, p. 586.
3Loc. cit., p. 587.
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arches) when the invading- magma is relatively siliceous, aud hence
viscous. 1 Theoretically they should have a larger horizontal area than
the sheets, other conditions being equal. ...~\.symmetry of form results
from local weakness of the cover, due to one or more of several causes.
3. Still more irregular laccoliths, or those forms called bysmaliths,
will form instead of true laccoliths when the diameter or the ascensive
force is greater, and hence causes more rapid uplifting.
These three forms of intrusion all grade into one another, and are
similar in that they all are covere.d by an arch of strata domed by the
intrusion. Gradations from the la,ccolith to the stock will occur when
there is a well-developed line of weakness or fracture along one side of
the laccolith. It is merely a question of the ratio of resistance of
lateral expansion and uplift to fissuring and ascension.
·
In regions where easily separable strata of very uillike character,
such as massive limestone alternating with micaceous shale, are folded
by orogenic forces, it is evident that if molten magma has access to the
folds intrusions will be easy in the span of the arch or along the slip
planes on the limbs of the fold. The theoretical shape of intrude<l
masses in the span will give a crescent-shaped cross section, like the
"saddle reefs" of the Australian ore deposits, which are strictly analo- ·
gous deposits of quartz. This form of intrusion is, as Iddings has
pointed out, the one to which Suess applied the term batholith-a term
now generally used in a broader sense. Such meniscus-shaped intrusions have been found by the writer on the summit of anticlines in the
Castle Mountain region south of the Little Belt ~'dountains.
Unlike tbe laccoliths of the various localities hitherto· described, the
Little Belt Mountain examples are in a region where orographic folding
has occurred. The sedimentary rocks consh;t of well-bedded strata
resting on Archean gneisses. The lower member of the series consists
of 900 feet of shale alternating with thinly bedded limestone, the middle member of 1,000 or more feet of massive limestone, the upper member of 1,000 or. more feet of shale and sandstone. It is tbe same
series which under tectonic forces always formed folds in this region.
Summary.-In the Little Belt Range the observed facts show that
the intrusions did not occur before the uplift nor after the uplift of
the range. The hypothesis is advanced that the igneous intrusions
accompanied the uplift, and that they invaded those places where
the orographic stresses furnished planes of easy entrance, so that the
force causing the range uplift and the upward pressure of the ascending magma worked together. The laccoliths occur mainly on the flanks
of the mountain uplift because it furnished faults or lines of weakness
for intrusion, especially along the outer sides. The presence of the
laccoliths on the northern part of the range only is in accord with the
hypothesis of a relatively light load. Where the ma"uy thousand
1 Laccoliths of basic rock occur in the Highwood Mountains of Montana and elsewhere, but are not
consit.lered here, the contrasted types being those of the Little Belt region only.
·
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feet of strata of the Belt terrane lie between the gneisses and the
Cambrian beds no laccoliths occur. Where the Belt beds are absent
the intrusions had less than one-fourth of the load to lift.
The asymmetric character of the intrusions, and the fact that the
asymmetric side is always toward the open plains, are quite in accord
with the theory just given, as the line of monoclinal flexure on the
fiank of the range anticline would also be a line of weakness, which
the ascensive force of the magma, added to the compression and folding stresses of orographic movement, would tend to develop into a dislocation. This might readily pass into a fold upward and be revealed
only by erosion.·
GRADATION BETWEEN LACCOLITHS AND STOCKS.

Intrusive stocks may show fanlike sections and dome up the strata.
In giving the conditions which he believes favor the formation of a
stock rather than a laccolith, Pirsson mentions the conditions which
the present writer believes determine the formation of bysmalithsviz, too rapid forcing of magma upward for adjustment of load and
arching of ~trata. It is, however, a question how far the facts carry
out Pirsson's hypothesis that '' as the magma ascends from one horizon
to another it continually spreads out laterally as the lateral resistance
diminishes, rupturing and tearing up the beds and carrying their material with it;" or ''diminishing lateral resistance, the lighter load may
permit the magmas to seek relief by lateral expansion, and in so doing
they may lift the lighter beds above them and solidify beneath them;
then from above they would simulate a laccolith, but differ in having
no proper floor."
The soft Mesozoic beds which prevail in the Judith Mountain exam·
pies are readily ruptured and do not flex well, but these formations are
not present in the Little Belt examples, and the observed facts do not
accord with this hypothesis.
INTRUSIVE S1'0CKS.

There are three intrusive masses in .the range which differ in occurrence from those already deRcribed, and are best classed as stocks or
intrusions breaking abruptly through all other rocks with a more or
less vertical contact. The most northern of these masses occurs in the
Barker district, and is a mass of rather evenly coarse-grained syenite
about 1~ miles across. But little is known of its structural relation
further than the fact that it is later than the intrusive sheets of the
vicinity. No connection with the laccoliths is known.
YOGO STOCK.

In the central part of the mountains there is a chain of peaks extending in a general northeasterly direction 13 miles from Yogo Peak, the
second highest summit of the region, to W oodhurst Mountain. This
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chain, to which the name of range might perhaps be applied, is geologically of very different origin from the mountain types of the reE~t of the
district, and finds its nearest known counterpart in the Ruby Range of
Colorado, described by Cross. 1
.At the southwest end of thiE? chain is a stock whose culminating
point is Yo go Peak. This is connected by numerous dikes with another
stock to the northeast, which is for convenience designated the Woodhurst stock, as its extreme end forms Woodhurst · Mountain. These
two stocks and the connecting dikes constitute the filling of a great
break or fissure extending across the eastern side of the Little Belt
Range. The Yogo Peak stock appears to have been a conduit or center
for the igneous activity of the region; theWoodhurst stock is in places
a broad dike-like intrusion, breaking up through the rocks without
regard to their structure, but at Woodhurst Mountain is laccolithic in
character. It constitutes, in .fact, a transition form between a stock
and the laccolith-bysmalith types. Moreover, the rocks of this stock
show an essential identity in composition, and even in details of structure, with those of the laccoliths. This forms the bulbous eastern
extension of the remarkable fissure line noted above. It consists of a
mass of coarsely granular rocks, whose structural relations show that
it was a center of igneous activity.
The sheets which encircle the center, and the dikes, which show a wellmarked radial arrangement about it, indicate that this stock formed a
center from which intrusions were sent out in various directions and in
various forms for many miles into the rocks surrounding it. There is,
however, no positive evidence to show that it had any direct connection
with the various laccoliths of the range. The rocks composing the
stock are also of unusual interest, since they show a systematic gradation of types from basic to syenitic rocks, and this arrangement has a
definite structural Rignificance.
General geology of Yogo stock.-The rocks of the Yogo stock, together
with those of the encircling sheets and ·radial dikes, form a natural
group showing great variability of composition. and structure. The
stock rocks grade into one another, but are sharply contrasted in some
small closely adjoining portions. The granular nonporphyritic types,
the syenite, monzonite, and shonkinite, occur only in the stock and its
larger offshoots, while the finer-grained porphyritic rocks occur in the
stock and in dikes and thinner sheets intruded in the sedimentary
rocks for many miles about it. The syenitic types vary in structure
and composition in the different occurrences, but the changes in a single
area are not rapid or marked except at Yogo Peak. .At this locality the
different types occur in such a manner as to suggest differentiation in
place. It is possible that successive injections occurred, but the general
u-=::~.iform gradation of the types is ag·ainst this view. There is no reason
ILaccolithic mountain groups: Fourteenth Ann. Rept. U. S. Geol. Survey, Part II, 1893, pp.
199-201,
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to believe that the material ever found an outlet at the surface, but the
stock appears to be the site from which not only the great mass of the
stock itself but also the lesser masses of the encircling dikes and sheets
were sent out. The variability of grain, the banding of some of the
smaller portions of the Y ogo rock, the little included masses of porphyry, which seem to fade into the coarser-grained rock, and the other
variations observed in the field could have resulted from a differentiation of the mass. This might possibly have differentiated before the
final act of intrusion and have been slightly mixed during the final
movement, as explained in the petrographic report following this paper.
If this is true, the differentiation observed is a result of cooling after
injection. Since cooling must have been about the same throughout this
large body, it must have been one cause of the variation in character,
since rock structure depends upon both temperature and chemical composition. The magma of the main stoclf1. would remain molt~n much
longer than in the smaller fissures, and it is therefore in general much
coarser grained. There is no evidence at Y ogo Peak of very fine-grained
or dense rock at the contact, and at the time of the final consolidation
the surrounding rocks, as the metamorphism shows, were undoubtedly
thoroughly heated, so that very fine-grained varieties were not formed.
The porphyries forming part of the stock and the intrusive sheets
and dikes may be divided into light-colored feldspathic and basaltic
types. The light-colored rocks contain a little hornblende and biotite,
and only the basaltic or trap-like forms contain augite. The lightcolored acidic rocks are cut in places by the dark-colored basic ones,
and vice versa, and it is therefore certain that there were suc~essive
periods of fracturing and of dike filling. The evidence also shows
that the intrusion of the great stock itself was practically simultaneous, though there may have been several acts of dynamic action closely
following one another, all forming one great period. When the first
dynamic actipn fissured the sedimentary strata the magma at baud
would fill the larger fissures and penetrate all the smaller cracks aud
solidify as sheets and dikes. There is no evidence that the stock broke
out along a general syncline, which seems to be the most favorable condition for the injection of such large masses. That the force was an
uplifting one is, however, shown by the abundance of iutruded sheets.
The intrusion of the sheets is generally parallel to the bedding of the
strata, except in places where for short distances they may break across
the beds. The association of light-colored acidic and of dark basic types
is oftentimes very close, and sometimes they occur as parts of a continuous rock mass, but in no case observed is there distinct evidence of differentiation in the sheets, such as that described by Merrill 1· in the Gallatin Valley, and as seen by the authors of this memoir in the neighboring
Highwood Mountains. The thicker acidic sheets-from 75 to 100 feet
I

Proc. U.S. Nat. Mus., Vol. XVII, p. 637.
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thick-are light-colored rocks, resembling types occurring in the Yogo
stock. These sheets show plainly that in large part they were intruded
at a time of uplift, when the stresses produced by dynamic forces aided
in the injection of the igneous rock. The intruded sheets vary greatly,
both in thickness and in horizontal extent, and present corresponding
variations in texture and in mineral composition. In the thinner sheets,
which are from 1 to 25 feet thick, the acidic light-colored rocks exhibit
a very uniform habit. They vary in texture from dense aphanitic to
fine crystalline forms, and, except in the very thinnest sheets, they
exhibit an abundance of white feldspar phenocrysts or embedded crystals, which spot the rock and give it a typical porphyritic appearance,
and smaller quantities of black ferro magnesian silicates, hornblende and
biotite, the relative proportions of which vary in different forms. Considerable variations in color are shown, and are due to Yariations in
the amount or character of the groundmass and of the phenocrysts.
As a whole, the rocks of the stock and its connected intrusions form a
very complex group, intimately connected in geologic occurrence, and
tlJey are the result of a single period of igneous activity, forming a series
exhibiting both transitions and contrasts in composition and in
structure.
The character of the intrusion is such that it shows that the force
was great enough to force the magma upward and disrupt the strata
without greatly uptilting the beds, as previously mentioned. The mass
thus injected is some 14 or 15 miles long, by about a mile wide, forming
a continuous rock body, of which Yogo Peak is the southwestern end.
Although accompanied, as stated, by numbers of sheets and some dikes,
there has been no such vast amount of radial fissuring of the surrounding strata as occurs in the Crazy and Highwood mountains of this same
general region, where the intrusions of streaks are in the soft Cretaceous strata, with great surrounding zones or dikes. This is probably
due to the harder, more resistant character of the Paleozoic beds. 'fhe
greatest amount of fissuring of the strata appears to be at the northeast end, where the intrusion is connected by dike-like masses through
the sediments with the large intrusive masses of Schoppe and Sheep
mountains, which carry the whole line of intrusions to the northeast
along a great general plane of fracturing.
These intrusions appear to lack the depth and massiveness of the
great Yogo stock, since they terminate toward the northeast with a
distinct laccolithic phase of intrusion, and the rock has also the porphyritic structure of the laccolitlJs. And as in the laccoliths, there is
no perceptible amount of differentiation in place.
How far above the present surtace theYogo stock once extended is
of course uncertain, but it is clear that a great load of sediments above
it, and probably a considerable portion of igneous rock itself, have been
removed.
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RELATION OF STOCKS .AND LACCOLITHS.

The basic dikes and all the dikes found radial from the Yogo center
are basic in character, are the latest rocks, and cut igneous rocks as
well as the sedimentary ones. The minette dikes are believed to be ·of
the same phase as the minette sheets, and in some instances at least
to be directly connected with and to form a part of such sheets.
On the other hand, the dikes of analcite-basalt and associated types
cut through are later than the laccoliths, acidic sheets, minettes, or
the granular rocks of the core. They can not, therefore, be offshoots
from the massive rock of Yogo Peak, but must come from some deeperseated source or the still liquid lower part of this Yogo stock. Both
the basic dikes and sheets are found at fat greater· distances from the
Y ogo stock than the acidic rocks.
The fact that the dikes are the very latest intrusions of the Yogo
series is in accord with similar observations made by the author elsewhere in Montana. It indicates that the final forces produced a fissuring of the rocks adjacent to the stock. The analogy with the hot
springs of Yellowstone National Park is worthy of notice in this connection. While the hot waters have a free outlet they build up a mound
about the spring-, line the conduit with a calcareous deposit, and, penetrating every fissure adjacent to the conduit, tend to fill it up with a fresh
deposit. There is thus gradually formed a definite conduit with solid
walls. When deposition arches over and contracts the outlet, as is
often the case, the water level is raised to keep pace with the building
up of the deposit, until finally a level is reached where overflow all but
ceases, and the rapidly forming travertine covers over and sometimes
completely closes up the spring. The gases of the spring waters thus
confined, together with an increased head resulting from the accumulation of water due to lack of outlet, make a gradually accumulating
force, which, if it can not break a new outlet from some point in the
conduit walls, will split the formation about the spring in radiating
cracks, which generally extend far enough outward to give a much
]ower outlet for the ~ater and thus renew the life of the spring.
THEORY OF. DIKE FORMATION ABOUT IGNEOUS CENTERS.

If we suppose that an igneous magma, under pressure, penetrates
between sedimentary beds to form intrusive sheets, or raises them to
make laccoliths, then chills in the pipe or central stock, but remains still
liquid below, the result of such intrusions is to strengthen the surrounding structure and to make further intrusions as sheets more difficult until the accumulated ·pressure brings about a final rupturing of
the area adjacent to the center of activity, with accompanying intrusion
of the differentiated magma, the regulus of the fluid, into these fissures,
forming dikes. This, in fact, appears to have taken place at Yogo.

CHAPTER
VIII.
..
NOTES ON THE ORE DEPOSITS OF THE LITTLE BELT
MOUNTAINS.
HISTORY AND DEVELOPMENT OF MINING IN THE REGION.

The :first recorded discovery of valuable deposits of the precious
metals in the Little Belt region was made on October 21, 1879, at
Barker. Several extensive bodies of rich silver-bearing lead carbonate
were found in that district, and it became a producer in 1881. The
same year that the Barker deposits were discovered the discovery of
gold in .the alluvial gravels of Yogo Gulch resulted in an inrush of
fortune seekers to that locality. The attention thus directed upon the
Little Belt Range resulted in the general exploration of the mountains
in this and succeeding years, The carbonate and silver-lead deposits of
the Wolf Creek district, north of Yogo~ were developed, and many hundreds of lode claims were staked out in various sections of the range.
The Neihart deposits, discovered in 1881, attracted relatively little
attention at fir~t, but have proved the most valuable and permanent
source of wealth of the entire region. The total production of the dif.
ferent camps can not be given, nor is it possible to give that of any of
the separate districts with any degree of accuracy. Tlle entire product
of the Barker and Neihart districts for 1882 was only $65,000 to $70,000.
That of Neihart up to 1898 is estimated at $2,140,000. In the year
1883 mming development reached high-water mark in all but the Neihart district, where it bad just begun. The exhaustion of the bodies
of rich carbonate ores resulted in stagnation and in a period of waiting until railroad communication was established. But little devel. opment work was done, though it was very generally believed that
a rapid revival would follow the advent of the railroad. In 1891 a
branch line of the Montana Central Railroad (now part of the Great
Northern line) was built from Great Falls to Neihart and Barker, and
another '• boom" period began. The well-defined veins and rich ore
bodies of the Neihart region naturally directed especial attention to
that district, and extensive development of mines and the usual mushroom growth of a ruining town followed. Since that time the history
of the mining development of the region is practically that of N eibart,
the Yogo and Hunning Wolf districts having been but small producers.
Since the ore bodies first discovered proved limited in extent, sufficient
development work has not been done to prove either the value or the
worthlessness of the properties, and they have been idle the larger part of
20 GEOL, PT 3--26
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the time. Local excitement over discoveries on King Creek, Tenderfoot and Pilgrim creeks, Tiger Butte, Sage Creek, and other localities
proved short lived, and though small amounts of ore have been packed
out from various claims in these districts no producing mines have been
developed. Up to the present time the geologic work reveals no such
well-defined veins as those of Neihart, the deposits being mainly along
contacts or associated with igneous intrusions.
The prevailing· inactivity, outside of theN eillart district, has made it
difficult to obtain valuable data about the ore deposits. Wherever
the workings were accessible they have been visited, but in many
instances the surface geology and such facts as could be gathered from
an examination of the ores and dump heaps, together with the information given by persons familiar with the region, are all the data available for this memoir. Moreover, it should be remembered that the
gathering of information upon the ore deposits was merely incidental
to the survey of the areal geology of the mountains on a 4-mile-to-theinch scale. Though the work was not in any sense a detailed study of
the ore deposits of the region, it is confidently believed that the facts
presented will be of general interest. As ·an account of the general
geology of the region has already been given, the following pages are
devoted entirely to a description of theore deposits. The Neihart district, the principal producer of the region, is :first described·. This is
followed by notes on the Barker district, the Yogo district, the Yogo
sapphire mines, and the iron-ore deposits of the region.
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NEIHART DISTRICT. 1
DISCOVERY AND DEVELOPMENT.

The ore deposits of Neihart were discovered in July, 1881, by a party
of prospectors from the neighboring town of Barker, and tlle first claim
that was located, tlle Queen of the Hills, is still worked. The news of
I

Montana district, unorganized, of United States Land Office.
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the discovery soon reached Barker, when several parties started for
the locality, and a large number of claims were staked out in the :first
few weeks. The camp was named after J. L ..Neihart, but the district
was called the Montana district, and has never been officially organized.
In 1882 a smaU settlement bad sprung up, a wagon road was cut
through to "Thite Sulphur Springs, and small amounts of rich ore were
packed on horseback to the Barker smelter. The first mine to be

FIG. 52.-Map of Neihart district.

developed by outside capital was the Galt, bonded by Governor Hauser
in 1883. In that year the district was visited by Prof. W. M. Davis,
of the Northern Transcontinental Survey, and in April, 1884, Prof.
J. S. Newberry visited the camp on behalf of capitalists, who bonded
the Mountain Chief. The year 1884 was a lively one for the new camp.
The Queen, Galt, Ball, and Mountain Chief mines were being actively
developed and began shipping ore to the Omaha smelter. These ship.
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ments netted the owners $200 a ton, after deducting $100 per ton for
freight and treatment. The Mountain Chief was purchased for $18,000
by the Hudson Mining Company, which spent over $10,000 in developing the property, and acquired a group of six claims. The character
of the ore uncovered by these workings led to the building of a concentrator and smelter by this company in 1885-86. About 1,000 tons
of concentrates and $50,000 to $60,000 worth of bullion were mad~.
The works closed down in 1887, owing to the exhaustion of the rich
surface ores and to the encountering of ores at slight depths carrying ,
but 15 to 40 ounces of silver. It was found difficult to concentrate this
ore, ~he tailings being, I am told, as high as 9 to 15 ounces of silver;
and as large sums had meanwhile been expended in unproductive
development, the enterprise was abandoned.
In April, 1885, a group of claims acquired by the late Colonel Broadwater were consolidated to form the Broadwater mine. This property
was vigorously exploited for a few months, but the ore bo4ies opened
proved disappointing to the promoters, and work was soon suspended.
These two failures gave the new camp a decided setback. Transportation was costly, low-grade ores could not be successfully mined; so from
1887 to 1890 the camp was deserted by all but its most sanguine men.
In 1890 the building of a railroad line to Great Falls was assured, and
a new era at once began. People flocked in from all over the State,
buildings sprang up like magic, a large number of mines were bonded
and sold, and mining development was actively carried 011. The railroad was completed on November 15, 1891, giving cheap transportation
to the new smelter at Great Falls and to similar establishments elsewhere. The result was that development work had progressed so far
in 1893 that a number of properties were in a condition where a steady
output was assured, when the price of silver took its final drop in that
year. It came like a thunderclap to the little camp. Work was sus~
pended on all but a few mines until something of the future was known.
From this blow the camp has not fully recovered, though the rich ores
of the Florence, Benton, and Big Seven mines were profitably worked
despite the low price of silver, more especially as those of the two lastnamed properties carried high values in gold. Before the drop in silver, in this same year, exploratory work upon the Broadwater mine by
its new owners had developed large bodies of rich galena ores, and this
mine has continued to produce and ship ore up to the present time.
From the figures given for various mines tlJe total production of the
district up to 1898 is estimated to aggregate 4-,008,000 ounces of silver,
$800,000 in gold; and 10,000,000 pounds of lead. As the ores have been
very largely shipped outside the State, and the properties have changed
bands several times, absolutely reliable returns could not be secured.
While a large part of the known area of the district bas been patented, there is reason to believe that development of the camp has just
begun. Very few of the veins known to exist have been explored.
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Where tunnels have been driven few, if any, upraises or crosscuts have
been made. Discoveries in 1897 of rich ores on virgin ground on
Mackey Creek, of the extension of the veins into the quartzite hitherto
believed to be barren, and of the existence of rich ores south of Belt
Creek show that these places have been overlooked in the past. The
steep slopes are admirably adapted for the development of many of the
veins by aflit levels, and this system is generally followed. Cooperative
working of several veins by a common level will undoubtedly cheapen
development. Water power is abundant and close at hand, while the
coal mines of Belt, only 40 miles away, insure a supply of cheap fuel.
· Timber is abundant and near at hand, though large mine timbers are
relatively scarce.
The leasing system of workings has been adopted in a small way
and is likely to become a powerful factor in the development of the
camp. At present the rates are based upon an assurance of $3 for a
day's work, a royalty of 10 to 15 per cent being exacted. The equitable
system in vogue in Colorado of a definite and signed contract, with
sliding scale of royalty according to the value of the ore produced,
seems a sure way to develop many properties now idle into paying
mines. Concentration of the low-grade ores now thrown aside must of

FIG. 53.-Northwest-southeast section across Neihart district. Cb, Cambrian, Barker formation:
iRgn, Archean gneiss; pd, Pinto diorite; An, Algonkian, Neihart quartzite; Ab, Algonkian, Belt
shale; Cm, Carboniferous, Madison formation; Dm, Devonian, .Jefferson formation.

necessity come soon. Several attempts have been made of late years
to build works for this purpose, but so far without success, yet even at
the present price of silver the future of the district is thought to be
brighter than is generally believed.
THE ORES.

General nature.-The ores of the Neihart district are all silver bearing, and a large proportion of them are silver-lead ores. In the product
of one or two mines gold forms an important constituent. ·In most of
the ores it occurs in quite insignificant amounts. The amount of lead
varies in the product of the different mines. It avoraged between 7
and 15 per cent in the shipments made from the principal mines for
several years. In those mines producing the richest ores the amount
of lead Is too small to appear in the smelter returns. Zinc is present
in all the ores, especially in those high in lead, and in the latter it often
exceeds the 10 per cent limit allowed by the smelters. Copper is often
present in small amount, and the richer ores also contain antimony and
a smaller amount of arsenic. The veins show but a relatively small
amount of superficial alteration and have yielded but little oxidized
ores. The silver-lead ores are usually "basic;" that is, they are not
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siliceous, but have a gangue of carbonates. The rich, "dry" silver ores
generally have a siliceous gangue.
Mineralogic chardcter of the ore.-The common type of ore constituting the ore shoots of the Broadwater, Galt, Nevada, Moulton, and·
Queen mines and making up the greater part of the ore shipped froni
the district consists of an intimate mixture of galena and ankerite
"spar "___:_a mixture of lime, magnesia, iron, and manganese carbonates
with silica. There is also some heavy spar (barite), pyrite, and blende.
The dry or rich silver ores consist of polybasite (locally called brittle
silver), pyragyrite, and quartz, with small amounts of galena, pyrite,
chalcopyrite, sphalerite, ankerite "spar," and heavy spar (barite).
ORE MINERALS.

Galena (lead sulphide, PbS).-This is the most common ore mineral
of the vein, and it forms the bulk of the great ore bodies thus far mined.
It occurs massive in the ore shoots, in disseminated grains and small
masses through the lean ore. The massive ore varies in grain from
fine to coarse, but it'is seldom that the cleavage surfaces exceed a half
inch across. Rarely the ore breaks into cubes an inch or less across.
Galena also occurs in well-developed crystals with the quartz and
other minerals of vugs. In some cases well-developed crystals onefourth inch across appear coated with a soft metallic substance, and
the mineral beneath is not so brittle as ordinary galena. Crystals lining recent water courses show a dull surface coated with an undetermined material. It varies greatly in silver contents, from less than 1
ounce up to 50 or more ounces per ton, and there seems to be no relation between the coarseness or fineness of grain and the amount of
silver in it.
Pyrite (iron sulphide, FeS2 ).-This mineral occurs in nearly every
vein in the' district, both in the quartz and in the alt,ered country rock.
It is as common as galena in most of the ores, but is usually most abundant in the poorer varieties. It occurs massive in the vein filling
as well-developed crystals on the surface of vugs and disseminated
through the altered country rock of the vein matter. It is commonly
pale in color, and in the massive form is inte~grown with blende and
sometimes with galena. On the surface of vugs the massive form has
a spongy, crystalline surface, though solid well-developed crystals also
occur. In the altered rock of the vein :filling and walls the crystals are
minute, but perfect and of normal cubical forms.
Blende (zinc blende, sphalerite, ZnS).-Sphalerite is an extremely
common mineral in all the veins. The common variety is dark brown
in color and has a resinous luster. It occurs iu all tlie veins and is
closely associated with galena. It is always crystal1ine, but usually
massive in the primary ore. Where it is of later formation it occurs in
well-formed crystals lining the open spaces or vugs of the veins. Some
of these crystals are honey-yellow or greenish yellow, transparent, and
show lustrous faces. The massive variety is dark brown, sometimes
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almost black, and though it occasionally forms a considerable proportion
of the ore constituting the big ore shoots, and increases the charges for
smelter treatment, yet the miners regard it with favor, as it is currently
believed to accompany rich ores. No tests have been made to determine whether it is silver bearing or not.
Polybasite (sulphantimonide of silver, 9AgS, As2S 3, with copper and
zinc replacing silver).-This contains 64 to 72 per cent of silver. The
brittle silver of theN eihart miners is not stephanite, but polybasite,
and forms a very important constituent of the ores, being the most
common of the rich silver minerals. It occurs both as a doubtful primary ore mineral and as a product of secondary enrichment of the sulphide zone. ..:\s a possible original mineral it occurs in crystalline
masses, showing a minutely rough fracture, and is without crystal outline. In color it is a steely gray and resembles gray copper (tetrahedrite). It occurs intimately associated with galena and bleude in or~
from the Big Seven, and with copper pyrite in the product of the Florence mine. It also occurs disseminated
through the altered country rock of the
vein matter in some of the other mines,
usually in cobweb-like films on minute fracture planes. Its most important occurrence
is, however, as a product of s. econdary FIG. 54.-Crystalline form of polybasite.
enrichment of the primary ores. It forms ·
well-developed crystals in open cavities, but the crystal faces are usually dull. Prof. S. L. Penfield, who has kindly examined for me the
best specimen obtainable, has furnished me the following note:
The crystals, owing to the uneven nature of the faces, were not well adapted for
crystallographic measurement. They appear as 6 sided tablets, with triangular
markings upon the basal planes, a development which is very characteristic for this
species. This form is very close to that shown in fig. [54]. 1 The material gave a
slight reaction for arsenic and a decided test for antimony and silver.

In rare in~tances the mineral forms an open network of crystals whose
surfaces are covered by a granular coating of a purplish and green
iridescent substance of undetermined composition. In the smaller
cavities it occurs coating quartz crystals, and as specks or minute
crystalline aggregates on barite tablets or other minerals. In most
instances, however, it occurs as crusts upon the original galena-pyrite
ore ·in small open fissures, or filling minute fractures in this or the
altered country rock. In such cases it is usually massive, rarely showing triangular terracing, more often coated by a sooty substance which
is an extremely finely divided form of the mineral mixed with earthy
oxide of manganese. It is the chief silver mineral of the Big Seven,
Benton, and Florence ores.
Argentite (silver sulphide, Ag2 S).-This has been identified in mineral collections of the Neihart ores, but it is not a common constituent
of them.
J

Copied from A.m. Jour. Sci., 4th series, Vol. II, p. 24, July, 1896.
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Stephamite (brittle silver, sulphantimonide of silver, 5AgzS, SbzS:l)·This contains 68.5 per cent ·of silver when pure. This mi~eral, which
was supposed to be of very common occurrence, proves to be quite rare,
the material mistaken for it being polybasite. So far as known it does
not occur in well-formed crystals.
· Pyrargyrite (dark ruby silver, antimonial silver sulphide, 3AgzS,
Sb 2S 3 ).-This contains 60 per cent silver when pure. The dark-colored
ruby silver is a common mineral in the rich silver ores. It is usually
associated with poly basite, and in these ores is generally of secondary
origin. It is found as grains scattered through vein quartz, and also
in crystalline clusters, which rarely show well-formed crystals upon the
surfaces of the vugs in the vein.
,
Native silver.-This is of common occurrence in the oxidized zone of
the veins, and where the pyrargyrite has been subject to alteration.
It occurs in the usual' hair-like form, and as solid masses having a
fibrous structure.
Gold.-Free gold is reliably reported from the Big Seven ores. The
quartzite ores of this property contain oxidized molybdenum, but no
mineral is visible to the eye.
Chalcopyrite (copper pyrite, CuFeS2 ).-Some of the veins contain this
mineral in rich ores, where it occurs mixed with polybasite. It is,
however, of rather uncommon occurrence, and has not been noted in
the ore extracted from most of the mines.
Pyronwrphitc (lead phosphate).-'rhis bas been observed in only one
locality, a mine i11 Narrow Gauge Gulch, where it occ1,1rs in films and
clusters of little crystals, coating a rusty iron-stained quartz. It is a
bright yellowish green in color.
GANGUE MINERALS.

Quartz is a.n abundant mineral of the veins. It is generally coarse
grained, slightly turbid or white, though not the typical milky-white
quartz common in some districts. This quartz consists of interlocking
grains, and quite commonly shows transition into a well-defined comb
structure. In t.he cavities and lines of vugs, which are .often found in
the vein, it forms typic<:tl comb quartz. The ores also show small cavities lined with quar~z crystals. All the other minerals occur as inclusions in quartz. In some cases the quartz coats a cryptocrystalline
form of silica, which is best classed as chalcedony or opal, whose
minute concentric banding and the frequent presence of a central
nucleus of altered rock show its formation by metasomatic replacement
of the country rock. This replacement of quartz and chalcedony is
not prominent, however, though it is believed that the banding of the
veins is in part due to such replacement.
Sericite (white mica.).-This is extremely common in the altered country rock of the vein and its walls, but occurs in such minute scales as
to be scarcely visible to the eye. It is this mineral which imparts the
greasy feel to the altered rocks and which constitutes the chief constituent of the ''clays" encountered in the mine workings.
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Barite (heavy spar, BaS04).-This is a common gangue mineral,
though not so abundant as the ankerite "spar" noted later. It is
commonly a pure white, lustrous mineral occurring in tabular crysta~s in the richest ores or in massive form in· poorer ones. The platy
crystals sometimes form septate masses, with the interspaces filled by
ore sulphides. In the drusy lining of vugs it occurs in pale-yellowish,
well-developed crystals. A specimen from the Florence mine ha.s been
studied and figured for me by Mr. H. H. Robinson, nuder the direction
of Prof. S. L. Penfield, of the Sheffield Scientific School of Yale U niversity. Mr. Robinson furnishes the following notes:
In the barite from the Florence mine at Neihart the habit of the crystals is tabular, which is common with this species, the basal plane c (001), the prism m (110),
and the pyramid z (111) being the prominent faces. Faces of the brachypinacoid
b (010), the brachydome o (011), and the macrodome l (104), although small, are

FIG. 56.--Crystal of barite.

FIG. 55.-Cryst.al of barite.

almost always present, as shown by fig. [55]. On a few of the crystals the macrodome
d (102) and the prism n (320) were observed, as shown by fig. [56], which represents
the corner of a crystal showing these forms in combination with the faces c, m, and
z, previously mentioned.

Ankerite spar.-The most abundant gangue mineral of the ores is a
white or very pale brownish or pinkish, coarsely crystalline substance
which upon chemical analysis proves to be a mixture of lime, iron, magnesia, and manganese carbonates. In the small cavities of the galena
ores, and rarely in the larger vugs, it is seen in rosette-like aggregates
of small rhombohedral" crystals, but no well-formed crystals were found
available for measurement. Analyses of this gangue mineral have been
made by Dr. H. N. Stokes in the laboratory of the United States
Geological Survey. Analysis I is that of the pale-brownish or creamcolored material. Analysis II is of the white mineral.
.Analyses of cm·bonate gangue 'mineral (ankerite spar).

I

Constituent.

~~arbonate, FeC03 . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

·I.

Ia.

26. 55
41.26
15.08
17.·11

Total ........ __ ............ -- ..•. _. 100. 00

100. 00

Insoluble in HCl ....... · ........ · .... · ·

"13.14 ~~
1

23. 16
35.99
13. 16
14.93

Manganesecarbonate,MnC03··---····-·
Lime carbonate, CaC03 ....... -..... . . . .
Magnesia carbonate, MgCO:l- .. - ....... _.

~

II.

17.66
36. 84
18.02 .

20.62
43. 00
21.04

~~.::.:..:.:.:.:. ~:_'l4,_~-- .. · .... ·1
100. 00

I 100. 00

The insoluble material consists of quartz and metallic sulphides.
Recalculating the analysis and leaving out this impurity, we get the
prpportions given in Uolumns Ia and IIa.
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The compositions given do not correspond to those of any one :mineral species, but as siderite, dolomite, and rhodochrosite grade into
one another, it is probable that the two minerals belong in this group .
.As the material is probably variable in composition, and may be a mixture an~ not a definite mine'ral species, the miners' name of " spar" 1 is
used for it. In the lean ores it is the matrix in which the metallic sulphides occur. Both this spar and the mineral grains in it are cut by
thin plates of heavy spar (barite) and by string~ and films of quartz.
.

PARAGENESIS.

.

The association of ~he minerals with one another and their order
and mode of formation constitute paragenesis. Each of the minerals
found in the ore occur of different generations, and most of them not
only as constituents of the original or primary vein-filling, but also
of later formation, filling crevices and fractures. This is clearly due
to recent circulating waters altering the original vein constituents.
The relative order of crystallization of the minerals is studied to the
best advantage where the ores show successive "crusts" or bands of
mineral, or where crystals of one mineral occur upon the crystal faces
of another. The first arrangement is not usually well developed in the
Neihart ores, but may be seen in several veins where the vein matter
consists of fragments of country rock, cemented together by the vein
filling. Similar crusts are also observable along vug lines, and even
where the cavity is completely filled the crusted arrangement may be
apparent. It is, of course, only in the open cavities that the crystals
of one mineral are found upon the crystal faces of another. Where the
vein minerals occur massive or show only poorly defined streaking it
is often impossible to distinguish the order of formation by a study of
hand specimens alone, and a careful microscopic. examination has been
made of thin sections of the ore.
In the primary vein-filling pyrite appears to be the earliest-formed
mineral, followed by blende and galena. Specimens of crusted ores
from the Big Seven mine are illustrated in Pl. LIV, A. While the ore
is quartzose and somewhat different from the more common "spar" ores
of the district, the order of mineral deposition appears to have been
nearly the same in the different veins. The specimen~ figured show
the following sequence of deposition, beginning with the oldest:
1. Quartz, radially fibrous, crystalline, with a little scattered pyrite.
2. Blende, with some pyrite; forming a massive layer.
3. Mixture of galena, pyrite, and quartz, with scattered grains of blende; showing
rude banding; a little barite also occurs. Crystals of galena project into layer
above.
4. Frosting of opaque white quartz in stout crystal&. The pyrite crystals of No. 3
project up through this crust.
5. Polybasite, sometimes mixed with pyrargyrite. Filling of interstices between
quartz crystals, specking on crystals (rarely good crusts).
I Ankerite is a term used by some writers for such a mixture of carbonates, and this name is therefore
adopted here because of its usefulness, although it is not the mineral ankerite.
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In other specimens the layer No. 4 is well developed and consists
of quartz with masses of pyrite. In some cases the minerals form
individual layers.
Fig. 57, which is drawn from a specimen of ore from the Big Seven
mine, represents a cross section of the little quartz ''vein" which constitutes the high-grade ore streak of the lode. The figure shows the
relative abundance and association of the minerals, but does not represent the spongy texture of the polybasite and its intimate
•
P~J~~~;~i~~d
admixture with both
Galena.
galena and pyrite
(chalcopyrite¥), as
ft~~}~~}H Pyrite.
this growth is too
mossy to be repreBlende.
sented well, and the
mineral is therefore
~ Quartz, fibrous.
indicated as polyQuartz.
basite alone. The
specimen seen in
thin section ShOWS FIG. 57.-Diagram to show occurrence of minerals in qttartz streak
of Big Seven vein.
ruby silver and poly. basite intimately associated together and forming irregular, shreddy,
and ragged patches. No positive identification of galena as the
nucleus of such masses was made, but the association with galena is
such as to indicate a possible change to polybasite. The pyrite is
broken and fractured, but the grains are always sharply defined and
no genetic relation to the silver sulphides is recognizable. A blende
crystal seen isolated in the central quartz filli.ng shows in thin section
a crust of polybasite, the latter holding minute incltlsions of pyrite, as shown in fig. 58. The blende seen
in another section of such rich ore is invariably surrounded by a dark crust which is not iron oxide, nor
does it appear to be an iron-rich blend e. It 'is not definitely determinable, but resembles galena or a silver
FIG. 58.-Crystal
SUlphide.
. ot zinc blende
Another little quartz vein an inch across, also in the
coated with poly·
basite.
Big Seven mine~ shows walls of quartz radially arranged,
with the center filled by irregular grains of blende and
pyrite held in a quartz filling. The sulphides are seen to be parts of
shattered and broken grains. The fragments, though separated by
quartz, show faces fitting together, but more often are too much
broken to show similar indentations. The blende was evidently
formed before the pyrite, but continued to grow during the formation of that mineral, which is now seen in sac-shaped embayments in
the blende and s.uperimposed upon its faces. In general, th~ pyrite
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does not show crystal outlines, but the irregular form due to fracture
and cleavage. The blende also shows fracture, .but the borders have
been softened by corrosion during the period of quartz :filling.
An examination of numerous specimens from the Florence and Big
Seven· mines shows that while polybasite is possibly a constituent of
the primary ore, its more common occurrence, like that of pyrargyrite,
is as a secondary mineral, filling cavities and cracks in the original ore.
The material gathered from the lowest level of the Florence mine shows
polybasite in the form of crystalline tablets upon barite and other minerals, and also as a moss-like mass of open skeleton texture which
seems to represent arrested deposition. The latter form is believed to
come from a place in the vein where mineral-bearing water is now
depositing this mineral, together with spar, quartz, and probably galena.
Studied under the microscope the polybasite appears to be an alteration product of galena, and itself to be mixed with and to grade into
pyrargyrite, which is in some cases its undoubted alteration product.
It is certain that polybasite, as the important constituent of many of
the ores, is of secondary origin. It occurs on all other minerals, and
is itself not coated or dotted by them.
Thin sections show that the barite seen in the ore occurs in fractu~es
of the original spar. Such fractures, cutting across spar crystals and
shattering pyrite grnins, sometimes show one' part of the fracture filled
by barite, with quartz filling beyond on the same line. In' the little spar
veins of the Ingersoll mine the metallic sulphides occur mainly in connection with quartz-filled fractures of the spar. Usually the barite is
easily distinguished from the spar by the unaided ('ye, by its whiteness
and its 'luster.
Sphalerite also occurs in well-formed crystals in some of the vugs,
all(l is one of the most recently deposited minerals.
·The products of superficial alteration-that is, oxidizing action-are
those common to silver mines. The pyrargyrite alters to native silver,
the galen~ to pyromorphite, cerusite, etc. These changes present no
features of. especial interest.
Summarizing the mineral composition and minerai· associations of
the ores, we find:
1. The common type of ore of the veins consists of galena and spar.
· 2. The rich ores of a few veins contain their chief values in polybasite and, more
rarely, pyrargyrite ..
3. The primary vein minerals are pyrite, blende, galena, and a mixture of carbonates
called spar; chalcopyrite and in some instances quartz are of doubtful primary
origin.
4. The above minerals all occur of secondary formation; that is, are later than the
primary ore. The polybasite and pyrargyrite are of secondary origin. Barite
is especially common in these secondary ores. Quartz occurs of several generations and is of latest formation.
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VALUE Ol!' THE ORES.

The values vary greatly in different veins and in the same vein. The
galena ores, which form the bulk of the ore shipped, sometimes carry
60 to 70 ounces of silver and sometimes as low as 10 to 12 ounces. The
average shipments of the Broadwater when the great galena ore
bodies were being extracted was 40 to 50 ounces. Where the rich silver ores occur, as in the Florence, Benton, and Big Seven, the values
run up very high-into the hundrt>ds of ounces. The so-called high. grade ore of the Broad water mine carries fr9m 40 to 60 ounces of silver
per ton; the low grade 20 to 30 ounces of silver and only traces of gold.
Gold ratio of Big Seven, 5 ounces silver: $1 gold. The ores shipped
by the Galt in 1897 ran 8 to 15 per cent of lead. Those of the Broadwater averaged 7 to 8 per cent lead while the large ore bodies were
being stoped, but in 1897, owing to admixture of the altered country
rock carrying films of silver sulphides, the amom1 t of lead dropped'
to 2 to 3 per cent. In the early history of the district the ores from
the upper part of the veins were exceedingly rich and values of $500
to $1,000 a ton were not uncommon. The ores now being mined vary
greatly in silver contents. The galena ores carry from a few ounces
up to 100 ounces or more per ton. In the lead ores the smelter returns
show that the shipments rarely average over 35 to 40 ounces of siiver
per ton. The purest ga1ena is sometimes very poor in silver. The
richer ores also vary greatly in values, and no general figures can be
given. The high-grade ores shipped from the Florence, Big Seven, and
Benton mines gave returns varying from $3,000 to $4,000 a carload,
which is approximately $200 a ton.
THE VEINS.

Occurrence.-The veins occur in a narrowly circumscribed area adjacent to Neihart, and traverse the gneiss and the various igneous rocks
which penetrate it. So far as known they are confined to the gneisses
and schists of supposed .Archean age, penetrating in a few instances
the quartzite which overlies those rocks. The geology of the area has
already been described, :so that here it will be sufficient to repeat only a
brief summary of the leading facts. The cryRtalline schists. of the Neihart district are composed of gneisses and schists of varying color and
texture, in which var:ious igneous rocks have been intruded as irregular
branching stocks, as more regularly bounded intrusive bodies, and as
dikes and sheets. The gneiss is roughly divisible by its mineralogic
composition into wlJite or gray gneiss, red gneiss, and black gneiss or
amphibolite. The red a.nd gray gneisses vary considerably in composition and texture, and it is often difficult to determine whetlJer a. particular modification should be classed as one form or another, as they occur
intermingled. There is, however, a di~tinct l>anding. The intrusions are
of several kinds and are all older than the veins. The Pinto diorite is
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the most common and characteristic rock of the district. It penetrates
the gneiss without apparent order or system and is itself somewhat
gneissoid in structure. The later eruptives are rhyolite- and granite~
porphyries. The rhyolite-porphyry occurs in dikes and as bosses. The
veins are independent of these• eruptions also. There are no contact
deposits.
Heavily bedded quart.zites, inclined at an angle of 20°, dip southward
from the borders of the district and form the base of a great series of
stratified rocks. A few veins have been found in this quartzite on the
summit of Long, Neihart, and Baldy mountains.
The ores occur in normal fissure veins, whose character varies in th~
different rocks traversed by the fissures, but ~hich fill well-defined fissures in all rocks except the porphyry. In this the rock is shattered
for a considerable width, and this belt of fracturing might be classed
as a "crush" zone. The veins are primarily replacement deposits, with
some filling of open fissures.
FISSURE SYSTEM,

As ore veins are fissures filled with ore, a knowledge of the struc~
tural relations of the fissures is of the utmost importance in mining,
since the success or failure of the property as an investment depends
upon it.
The vein fissures form part of a well-marked system of fractures trav~
ersing the rock complex. As described elsewhere, the gneisses are
banded, the bands dipping to the south at angles of 400 to 65°. As this
banding corresponds to differences in the character of the rock, it deter~
mines the nature of the outcrop. These rocks show a well-defined sheet~
ing by a system of fractures crossing them at nearly right angles to
the banding. This sheeting is not uniform throughout the district, as
the fractures occur in groups or zones of sheeting. The fissures are not
open cracks, but mere fracture planes recognizable in jointed surfaces of
the outcrops, especially in the more massive rocks. Underground they
are most often marked by thin films of ocherous or clayey material or
by a distinct but almost imperceptible fracture in slightly altered rock.
· The fissures occur at different intervals; that is, the spacing between
them is not uniform. Like those described in other mining districts, the
sheeted zones are separated by rock showing little or no fissuring.
The vein thus has a sheeted structure, and consists of highly altered
country rock inclosed by walls that practically limit the intense rock
alteration. In some places such veins show areas where instead of
sheeted country rock the yein matter is brecciated, the fragments being
held in the finer breccia or cemented by quartz and other minerals. The
width of the vein as thus defined varies greatly.· It may be as great
as that of the Galt vein, which is 60 feet or more between walls.
Practically, however, the vein as worked seldom exceeds 8 feet in
width. This sheeting is recognizable even where the original rock is
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entirely replaced, for the sheeting planes are often marked by comb
quartz or vug lines, filling the original small open fissure. The hanging wall of the Ingersoll lode is sheeted, the fissure being 8 to 10 inches
apart. In the Rock Creek vein the hanging wall shows five such
planes in 5 feet. In both cases this hanging-wall rock is practically
unaltered.
Oourse.-The fissures have a general northeasterly and southwesterly course. Owing to the difficulty of tracing them upon the surface,
and the lack of an adequate base map, no attempt was made to map
their outcrops. The maps of underground workings, so courteously
placed at my disposal, show a course varying from true north toN. 450 E.
The direction of individual veins is not constant, but the variation
is not wide. The average trend is about N. 15° E. The vein fissures
with but few exceptions dip west, the average dip varying between
GOO and 65o, though there is considerable variation in the amount in
different mines, and. even in the same vein. The most extensive workings are those of the Broad water mine. The map of the underground
working·s of this property (Pl. LVIII) shows the variation i·n the dip
and strike of the Yeins in the different levels, and this may be considered as typical for the district.
Origin of jissures.-The fissures show the common features of compression fractures. Their occurrence in especial abundance at this
locality is possibly due to a line of weakness first developed here in early
geologic time, wh~n this place was a shore line of a gradually deepening
sea, or the hing·e line of a strong flexure, which bas at many times since
been subject to fracturing, as shown by the numerous igneous intrusions. The fissure system to which the veins belong is, however, of
later origin and probably coincident with the late dynamic disturbances
of the region. When the range uplift occurred, the ore deposition followed a period of igneous activity.
Relation to dikes.-The fissures intersect dikes of rhyolite-porphyry
in several mines. In the Galt workings the vein follows the general
course of the dike which forms the immediate wall rock of the vein in
some places, as shown in fig. 62, on page 427. In other workings the
fissures cross the dikes at considerable angles.
Splits.-The fissures are approximately parallel, as already stated, so
that several veins are workable from one crosscut tunnel. The vein
fissures show, however, numerous "splits," or smaller fractures running
off in the country rock of either wall. and these bear a definite relation
to the course of the vein, forming the second set of fractures common
where the fissures are compression faults. The vein walls are commonly quite well defined, and the crosscutting necessary in so many
districts of sheeted·rocks is not so essential here. (See note on Broadwater mine, p. 433.)
Effect of country rock on vein"fissures.-The character of the fissure
varies with the nature of the inclosing rock. In the red and gray gneiss
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it is a well-defined, clean-cut fracture; in the more schistose rocks the
vein is wider and less sharply defined. In passing from gneiss into the
Pinto diorite there is a pronounced narrowing of the fissure, the veins
that are 5 to 8 feet wide in the gneiss contracting to 3 or 4 feet in the
diorite, usually with a loss of ore.
In the rhyolite-porphyry maRses of Snow Creek the vein sp1its up
into a network of fractures~ shattering the rock, so that a definite vein
is not always recognizable. This is believed to be due to ~he brittle
character of the rock, which is weakened perhaps by the strains developed .in it in cooling from a state of fusion at the time of its intrusion.
In ordinary weathering this rock breaks up into angular fragments
which seldom exceed 2 or 3 inches across.
Where the vein encounters black gneiss or amphibolite it is commonly
spoken of as faulted. In the instances observed no true faulting was
recognized, but the vein was deflected as shown in fig. 60, preserving
its normal course beyond. In this case the tough nature of the rock
resists sharp fracture and becomes a curving break,-narrower than in the
feldspar gneiss and with less regular boundary planes. Observations
were not sufficient to determine whether the vein was or was not slightly
thrown by this band. The former superintendent of the Moulton, Mr.
Frank Raymond, assured me that the vein of that mine, together with
those adjacent to it, was cut through by a fault traceable southward
to the Broadwater workings, and his observations upon the barrenness
of the ores in the black gneiss, given in the account of the occurrence of
the ore bodies, are pertinent in this place.
VEIN STRUCTURE.

Vein 1natter is the material which lies between the walls and forms
the vein. It therefore includes various materials, the included fragments or horses of altered country rock, as well as the quartz and other
ore and gangue minerals brought into the vein from the outside.
Vein filling consists of the material b~ought into and filling the open
spaces of the fissure. It consists of ore and gangue minerals, those
found at Neihart having already been noted, The difference between
true vein filling and the altered country rock is an important one to
bear in mind, since it is the former alone that constitutes the ore. In
the Neihart veins the bulk of the vein material is frequently the altered
country rock or the clays resulting from it. This altered country rock
is often too much decayed to determine its original composition, but
where nucleal masses are found the rock is seen to be the same as the
vein walls. The intense alteration results in the formation of a material
composed of white mica, carbonates, pyrite, etc. This material varies
slightly in appearance according to the rock from which it has been
derived, but is all essentially similar in composition. All traces of the
original minerals have disappeared, and the only mineral recognizable
to the naked eye is pyrite in small, well-developed crystals. Where the
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altered rock contains silver, the values are in secondary quartz and ore
veinlets. The altered rock never constitutes workable ore unless such
films of mineral are present.
Metasomatic replacement of the rocks has been, however, a very common phenomenon, and in the dolomitic gangue the altered rock is seen
in various stages of replacement. The chalcedonic quartz resulting
from so-called silicification of the country rock of the vein has also been
noted.
Banding.-The Neihart veins show a prevailing banded structure.
Very often this is plainly seen to be merely sheeted rock with the parallel cracks occupied by vein filling. More generally the vein near the
productive ore bodies is more or less distinctly banded, but the appearance is due to a streaking of the ore minerals in the gangue. In the
nearly solid galena there is often a decided banding or striping due to
alternations of finer and coarser grained galena. In the usual ore composing the ''shoots" there is a marked banding, due to alternate layers
of galena and blende. The banding is also due to lines of spar, which
are not persistent, and in the center of which there is often a line of
cavities or vugs. Moreover, the spar itself is commonly spotted with
grains of galena, blende, and pyrite, which show a general banded
arrangement. Such banding is in fact a common and almost constant
feature of the ore bodies, even the ore itself being banded when seen
in cross section in the ore shoots. A.s a result of later fracturing, tlle
ore shows lines of vugs or open fissures, but such places are more often
partially :filled, only the broader parts remaining open. It is about
such cavities that true crusti:fi.cation is observed. Commonly the vein
does not show a filling of successive crusts of mineral. Rarely the
vein matter is a breccia of country-rock fragments cemented by filling,
a structure that does not prevail throughout any one of the veins so
far observed, but occurs in parts of several veins. The minerals about
these fr'agments of country rock are arranged in concentric bands exhibjting true crustification, and open cavities between adjacent fragments
are often seen. The stringers often show little veins of solid quartz,
and such veinlets also occur in the altered country rock of the vein
matter. This quartz generally exhibits a radial or comb structure.
Ribbon structure.-Secondary banding, due to a sheeting of the vein
filling, as defined by Lindgren, 1 was rarely observed, but the ores
exhibit a very plain secondary fracturing. The fractures cross the
vein at a considerable angle, though they do not fault or very greatly
disturb it, but merely crack it and leave minute crevices in part filled
by later minerals. Where such fissuring of the ore is in parallel planes
a banded structure is produced by reopening. These openings are
usually small, are a. common feature of th~ ore, and afford the opportunity for processes of secondary concentration of the silver sulphides.
e

J Gold-quartz

veins of California: Seventeenth .A.nn. Rept. U.S. Geol. Survey, Part II, p.129,
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ROCK ALTEHATION.

The rock walls of the vein often show more or less sheeting and
more or less chemical alteration. The amount of this chemical alteration is, however, quite variable along different veins, the zone of
pronounced chang-e varying from an inch or less to several feet in
width. It is most pronounced in the rock material found within the
vein walls and constituting the bulk of the vein matter. All stages of
alteration are found in the vein walls, from the slightly altered roek to
the light-gray or yellowish, soft, greasy, or clay-like material of the vein
matter. All the rocks are subject to this alteration, even the Neihart
quartzite. In the Pinto diorite it is less marked than in the gneisses,
and apparently took place more slowly. The final product of alteration is very similar whatever the original nature of the rock, but in
the less altered materials the former character is very often clearly
recognizable.
The changes in the rocks are those common to the quartz veins of
California,! being those due to the formation of carbonates, sulphides,
and sericite. The changes are clearly those produced by metasomatic
replacement. Iri. studying the veins it is easy to distinguish between
the qua~tz filling or "veins" deposited in open spaces and the altered
country rock. The distinction is, however, of little use in most of the
mines, since the ore occurs with carbonates. Although :the varying
composition of the Neihart rocks produces many local peculiarities, yet
the general process of metasomatic alteration is that described by
Lindgren.
The replacement of the altered rock by carbonates is recognizable
under the microscope in slides cut from some of the vein rocks, and it
is thought that the banded structure of the veins may be largely due to
the replacement of the layers of sheeted rock by carbonates and ore.
Tests have not been made to determine whether the pyrite· of the
altered rock carries gold or silver, but the general absence of other
sulphides-except as fracture fillings-shows that the ores were introduced from outside when the carbonates were deposited.
DISTRIBUTION OF ORE IN VEIN.

Pay shoots.-In general it may be said that the ore streaks are very
constant, but the values "bunchy." The ore minerals occur in nearly
all parts of the vein, but are found concentrated in workable ore bodies
in only a relatively smaller part of the vein, such masses forming the
pay shoots. Throughout the more barren parts of the vein the sulphides occur in streaks in the gangue minerals. Gener~lly the ore
bodies are composed essentially of galena with associated minerals.
They occur in long, narrow, lenticular bodies, which as they wedge out
pass into streaks; or they may end abruptly and another lens occur
I

Lindgren, op. cit., p. 146.
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alongside in the vein, the end overlapping; but this, of eourse, varies
in the different veins of the region.
The occurreuce of the ore bodies thus far developed in the Broad·
water mine is shown on Pl. LX. The shoots have a general tendency
to pitch northward. Mr. Raymond, the former superintendent of the
Moulton mine, who made a careful study of the relationship of the
productive ore bodies to the wall rock,found that, as a ru!e, the veins
are productive where they traverse the feldspathic gneisses and are barren in the amphibolites and dark-gray gneisses. The Moulton workings, which tap three veins, show this relationship very plainly, and
so far as I was able to extend my observations it is true· for the camp,
but the number of productive mines appears to me to be too small to
afford data for a positive statement. The accompanying diagram (fig.
59) is intended as a plan of the area near the Moulton mine, on which
the successive bands of gneiss are indicated, and the veins are shown
Pinto diorite; no ore,
Gray gneiss; pay ore.

Black gi;Jeiss; no ore

Red gneiss; good ore.
Dark-gray schist; no ore.
FIG. 59.-Diagram to show relative position of the Neihart veins and the relation of pay ore to
· nature of country rock. The veins are, for convenience, represented simply as straight lines.

in the order in which they occur, though for convenience their relative
distances apart have not been preserved, the diagram not being
drawn to scale.
·
Careful observations made in all the accessible workings show that
thus far no workable ore bodies have been uncovered in the Pinto
diorite. This is also true of the dense and very tough amphibolites, of
relatively rare occurrence, which deflect the veins. As already noted
in describing the vein fissures, these rocks narrow the vein, and the
vein matter itself does not present the favorable physical conditions
for ore deposition found in the other rocks.
Rhyolite-porphyry in dikes does not appear to show any association
with the occurrence of pay ore. In the larger' bodies the deposits so
far worked proved very rich near the surface, but gave out in depth.
The reason for this is discussed elsewhere. It is believed to be due to
the spreading out, or, as it were, the diffusion, of the fissure in this easily
shattered rock, so that ~he ores occur in numerous veinlets and films
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scattered through a considerable extent of rock, rather than in compact, well-defined ore bodies. The same shattered condition is, however, favorable to the penetration of later circulated waterR ,and results
in great surface enrichment, so that such properties show large amounts
of such ores, as observed at the IXL, Eureka, and on Mackey Creek.
Influence of splits.-Stringers or splits generally enrich and often
enlarge the ore bodies of the main vein, and near the vein the ores of
such splits are themselves generally richer than those of the ore bodies
of the main vein.
Permanence .in depth.- The study of the region indicates that the fissures are deep. There is no reason to doubt that ore shoots occur in
the.m at far. greater depths than any yet attained. The rich silver sulphide ores peculiarly characterize the upper parts of some of the veins,
and it is open to question whether such very rich ores will be found at
greater ·depths.· That they· are of secondary or later origin in most
cases in this district is beyond doubt, but these minerals are of primary
origi~ in the California vein~, 1 and may also be found so here.
CROSSCUTTiNG.

But few of the veins have as yet proved productive, though an unusual amount of prospecting has been done in the district. Crosscutting of the walls may be of value here, and one should always be
certain that the wall is not a sheeting plane in the vein matter.
I

SUGGESTIONS l<'OR DEVELOPMENT.

A careful regard to the nature of the country rock, a close observance of splits or branches of the veins, and, above all, an exploration of
the vein above those levels in which it is seemingly barren, are recommended. Past experience in the working of the veins shows that ore
bodies have been overlooked because the shoots wedged out downward
and did not show in the levels. The soft, altered rock of the vein is
sometimes richer than the galena ore shoots, owing to minute :films of
ore, so that this rock should be carefully watched and assayed.
ORE DEPOSITION.

The observed facts of occurrence are believed to prove that the ores
were deposited by ascending mineralizing waters, mainly in open
cavities. Alteration of the country rock with metasomatic replacement took place at first along minute fractures in the rock and
along cleavages in the minerals of the rock, the process being one of
molecular substitution. The sheeted country rock between the vein
walls was thus altered or partially replaced, as is well shown in specimens from the Florence mine. T·h.e metallie sulphides, if brought into
the vein in sulphide waters, might perhaps be deposited by reaction
between feldspar and sulphides, 2 which may account for the occurrence
I
2

Oral communication of W. Lindgren.
See Kemp, Ore Deposits of the United States, New York, 1896, p. 34.
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of the ore mainly in the feldspathic rocks. The original source of the
metals is not known, but the presence of large intrusive bodies of
ingeous rock (and the indications point to the existence of a g·eneral
stock of such rocks unct.erlying the district) aftords a possible source of
the metals at no very great depth as well as at no great distance laterally. The paucity of ore in' the veins in the Pinto diorite itself indicates that the ore is not derived from this rock by lateral secretion.
It is believed that the primary vein filling is due to heated ascending
waters, but no direct evidence showing that the waters were hot is at
hand.
SUPERFICIAL ALTERATION OF VEINS.

Superficial alteration of the vein mineral by circulating oxidizing
waters has produced small amounts of oxidized or carbonate ores, and
these ores are found mainly along what appear to be even now the pipes
or channels of descent for surface waters. Surface waters altered in
character and robbed of their oxygen in their descent by the changes
they induce in the metallic sulphides of the upper parts of the veins
are believed to be the agents producing the rich sulphide ores forming
secondary enrichments.
The outcrops of the veins do not show the great gossans or" iron
caps" found at some localities. Surface alteration breaks up the vein
matter in places and the quartz is rusty with iron oxide. The disintegration is, however, such as to make the outcrop rather inconspicuous
on the debris-covered slopes. A view of a surface cut exposing the
outcrop and upper part of the Empire vein is shown in Pl. LV, A.
The planking seen on the right is an air box connecting with the
underground workings. The vein, across which a hammer is seen, bas
sharply defined walls, and. the contrast between the massive, unaltered
gneiss on either side and the shattered quartz of the vein is very well
shown.
SECONDARY ENRICHMENT OF VEINS.

Secondary enrichment has played an unusually important part in
the development of the ore deposits of Neihart. The ores extracted
in the earlier workings and those found to-day where new veins are
opened all show silver sulphides deposited by secondary enrichment
as crusts or crystals lining cavities, or as films or thin coatings along
fractures of the primary ore, or in the oxidized zone as the so-called
"sooty sulphide" ores that occur with manganese oxides. It is from
this zone of enrichment that tlle high-grade ores, running from 200 to
1,000 ounces of silver to the ton, or even higher, were obtained in the
early history of the camp. Although such ores played out in depth
and caused many disappointments and failures, their occurrence played
a most beneficial part in causing the development of the veins.
While the secondary enrichment of copper veins along a level
between an upper zone of oxidation and the unaltered vein material
below is a well-recognized fact, a similar enrichment of silver veins
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appears to have escaped general recognition. The secondary minerals
recognized are chiefly polybasite and ruby silver, the former being
more abundant. There are also bright metallic coatings, presumably
argentite, on crystals aud along fracture planes, and rarely in minutely
crystalline masses. The chemical changes by which the primary sulphides split up and yield t.hese minerals •have not been investigated.
The change is presumably the result of superficial alteration in which
the primary vein minerals are broken up (chemically) and their silver
contents are partially leached out and carried downward and deposited
in the upper parts bf the sulphide zone. Briefly stated, the process is
believed to be a partial leaching out of the silver contents from the outcrop of the vein by surface waters and the precipitation of the silver at
somewhat lo~ver levels. The superficial alteration.of the Neihart veins
is not a marked one, as there are no great zones of carbonates and oxidized ore. Such ores occur only in limited amounts, being most abundant in the Broadwater vein, where the partially oxidized ores extend
down 170 feet below the outcrop, and in pipes and along drainage fissures reach even greater depths. Generally, however, there is another
zone of afteration below the level of these altered or highly altered oresthe zone of enrichment. These secondary enrichments are believed to
be due to the alteration of argentiferous galena into the usual carbonates and sulphates, in which the silver and to some extent the other
metals are taken into solution during the reactions produced by this
alteration, the surface waters, changed ~n character by the formation
of the lead carbonates, carrying the silver down and depositing it in
crevices, open spaces, and minute fractures of the vein filling, especially
of the metalliferous portions. The ore also occurs in the cracks of the.
shattered country rock, forming the vein matter where it is associated
with secondary quartz. Very commonly the polybasite occurs in crystalline masses showing no definite crystal outlines. In the open spaces
and vugs of the vein, crystallized specimens have been found associated
with barite. It appears that this mineral is in process of formation at
the Florence mine, 200 feet below the creek level, wh~ch is about the
water line. It is possible, of course, that it may be due to the meeting
of surface· and of deep-seated waters. The zones of impoverishment,
of enrichment, and of unaltered primary sulphides recognized in the
case of copper veins are clearly present here, though the uppermost
is of limited extent; and the zones are not so sharply or definitely separated from one another as they are in copper deposits, owing to the
later fissuring of the vein filling allowing the secondary enrichment to
be mixed with the unaltered sulphides. Polybasite is said by Dana to
alter to stephanite and pyrite. In the Neihart ores this mineral seems
to show an alteration to pyrargyrite and pyrite, and the former, in turn,
changes to native silver in the upper zone.
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SUMMARY.

The Neihart ore deposits occur in metamorphic gneisses of supposed
igneous origin and Archean age, and extend upward into the basal beds
of the Belt series of Algonkian age. They are sheeted fissures that
cut both ancient and later igneous rocks and are believed to be of postCretaceous age.
The veins contain silver-lead ores; more rarely rich silver sulphides,
and a value in gold of $1 to 5 ounces of silver. The common ores
consist of galena, blende, and pyrite, in a gangue consisting of lime,
magnesia, iron, and manganese carbonates. The rich silver oreR consist of polybasite with a lesser amount of pyrargyrite and native silver
in the oxidation zone; chalcopyr.ite alsq occurs. Barite is a common
gangue mineral, but occurs in much smaller quantity than the carbonate
''spar." The primary ore minerals are those mentioned above, excepting perhaps pyrargyrite. Polybasite more commonly occurs, however,
as a secondary .mineral.
The silver-lead ores vary from $20 to $60 per ton; the richer ores, from
$100 to $200 or more per ton. The most valuable carload shipped by
the Benton mine retLuned $36~000.
The fissures ali belong to a single system, running about north and
south magnetic, and dipping 60° to 80° W. Tbe·vein fissures are part
of a general fissure system. The width of the fissure varies in the different rocks. It is widest in the softer schistose rocks, narrow but
sharp cut in the massive diorite, irregular and narrow in tough and
knotty amphibolite, and becomes lost in a multitude of little fissures in
rhyolite- porphyry.
The veins are in part replacement zones of closely sheeted rock and
in part filling of narrow open fissures. The rock between the fissures
is intensely alter~d and decomposed, and the vein walls practically
limit this alteration. The ores occur in more or less persistent streaks
of spar, and rarely of quartz, in this altered rock or vein matter. 'fhe
payable ore bodies occur in shoots. Secondary filling of open spaces
by quartz has occurred in some of the veins, usually accompanied by
rich silver sulphide ores. ·
Ore deposition was by ascending carbonated waters, producing ·
metasomatic replacement along fissure lines. The veins have suffered
later fracturing and secondary enrichment of the zone at or below the
water level. There is now but a small amount of superficially altered
or oxidized ore.
NOTES ON MINES OF THE DISTRICT.
:NEIHART DISTRICT PROPER.

Queen.-This was the first vein discovered in the district. It was
opened by a tunnel driven a short distance on the vein, which Rhowed
such favorable conditions that the Queen claim, together with its exten-
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sions, the Homestake and O'Brien, was bonded for $45,000 in 1884.
Further development work exposing less ore than was expected, the
property "\Yas abandoned to the vendors the following year. Later
development work by the own errs resulted in the discovery of ore bodies
from which large shipments have been made. The present development (1897) consists of a three-compartment shaft 300 feet deep, with
100-foot and 300-foot levels, and a tunnel driven 1,010 feet along the
vein and extended several hundred feet farther by the owners of the
Galt, who nmv work their property throtl.gh this adit. The property
is well equipped with machinery and buildings. A general view is
given in Pl. LVII, 13, showing the shaft house, ore bins, and waste dump.
The Queen vein varies from 1 foot to 5 feet in width. The underground
surveys show that the vein has an easterly dip, which is contrary to the
prevailing dip of the other veins. The old shaft, 530 feet north of the
entrance of the main tunnel, shows the vein to be vertical between this
tunnel and the level100 feet below, but to dip easterly at 80° be~ow
this. The levels driv~n from the new shaft show a less steep inclination, the angle being 80° above the 100-foot level and 75° below it.
The pay ore of the early workings is said to have occurred in kidneyshaped masses scattered through the vein fillings, and not in regular
ore shoots. As the mine was shut down and the shaft flooded at the
time of the writer's visit, no personal observations were possible. The
map of the workings shows that the vein at the shaft house bas a
general course of N. 200 to 300 E. The long tunnel which connects with
the Galt workings has a course of about N. 40° E. There is reason to
believe that it is run on a stringer or cross vein, for the O'Brien and
Queen veins appear to be either the same or two closely adjacent parallel
veins.
0' Brien.-This vein bas been worked by a tunnel, which was over
420 feet long in 1896, and by a 324-foot crosscut from the main Queen
tunnel to the vein. This surface tunnel and the drift from the crosscut show the vein to have a course of N. 100 E. and to dip west at the
steep inclination usual in the district.
·
JJ1.ounta,in Ohief.-This vein, on which the mines of that name are
located, crosses the mount~in spur lying between Belt and Carpenter
creeks, from the London over the slopes to the Eighty-eight mine. The
Mountain Chief mine was one of the :first properties of the district to be •
developed. It was purchased in 1884 by the Hudson Mining Company
for $18,000, and extensive deveJonment work at once begun, a concentrator and smelter being erected to treat the product of the mine. The
ores first extracted were very high grade, it being reliably reported
that over $10,000 worth of ore was extracted in sinking the :first 20 feet
on the southern shaft. This rich ore did not continue in depth, and as
the low-grade ore did not concentrate well and a large amount of money
was expended in driving the Eighty-eight tunnel without any returns
work was stopped upon the exhaustion of the stopes of the upper tunnels
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in 1890 and has not been resumed since. ·It is evident from an examination of the workings that the lower or Eighty-eight tunnel, though
1,700 feet long, is still several hundred feet from the vein, and that its
course to the lead is not a direct one. The vein has a course of nearly
true north and south, as shown in the upper workings, curving slightly
toward the west in its southern extension. If, as is supposed, it is the
same as the London vein, this change of course continues until, at the
London workings, above Belt Creek, the course is nearly northeast.
The dip is to the west, varying from 62° to 650.
The property was visited in 1894, when the two upper tunnels were
examined. The lower of the two tunnels is 950 feet above Carpenter
Creek and is about 1,000 feet long. The vein traverses the Pinto diorite
for the first several hundred feet, and in this rock is but a foot or so
wide, the filling being a rusty oxidized material, showing no values at
first, but carrying a streak of ore farther in. .About 600 feet from the
mouth of the tunnel the country rock changes and the vein widens to
7 feet across and carries an ore body stoped out to the surface. Two
short crosscuts driven into the walls show the diorite to be quite solid,
no sheeting being seen 011 either side of the vein. In the upper tunnel, which is about 700 feet long, the vein traverses" gashes" or included
masses of the feldspar-gneiss in the diorite, and in part the vein
appeared to have a Pinto diorite hanging wall, with gneiss on the
foot, so that the gneiss seen on the hanging wall may be projecting
tongues or wedges cut by the veins. .A porphyry dike is cut at abou.t
500 feet from the entrance. The vein, which is 30 to 40 inches wide,
shows the ore shoot cut in the lower tunnel, which has been worked out.
.A crosscut from the upper tunnel into the east or foot wall of the Mountain Chief vein cuts a second vein 33 feet from it and another vein 10
feet beyond. The first vein cut is 3 feet across, but is barren of ore
material; the second is only 2 feet wide, but shows a streak of goodlookiug ore.
Florence.-This has been one of the most successful mines of the
camp, having been a steady producer since 1893, and thus far has
shown pay ore in every part of the vein worked. The ore consists of
a mixture of galena, pyrite, and blende, together with chalcopyrite,
polybasite, and pyrargyrite. The vein runs northeast and is nearly
vertical. Its width varies from 4 to 6 feet, and the fissure is always
well defined. It traverses a gray feldspar-gneiss, generally much altered
along the wa1ls, and giving place to a black amphibolite for a short
distance. The fissure varies in width in the different rocks, and in the
amphibolite is deflected slightly, and narrowed, as shown in fig. 60, but
continues its normal direction and width beyond this rock. The vein
shows occasional splits or stringers, and where these run off they
usually carry for short distances an ore richer than that of the main
vein. The ore shows a well-marked banding, but it is more commonly
a streaking parallel to the fissure walls, formed by a stringing out of
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the minerals in the gangue, rather than a definite crustification or
banding due to alternating layers of different minerals.
The vein matter consists of leached and whitened gneiss, the richest
ores being found where this alteration is most intense. This vein matter
often bas a fine sheeting or banding. The pay streak varies in width
and in its position in the vein. In some places it fills the entire.width of
the vein, differing in thisrespectfromanyothervein worked in the district.
The ore carries barite very commonly. The face showed in August,
1897, a 2.foot ore body averaging 60 ounces of silver to the ton. A
section of the vein seen in the face of the upper tunnel on August
14, 1897, is shown in fig. 61. .At this point a spur comes in from the
west and enlarges the ore streak to 2 feet. The figure illustrates the
banded structure of the vein due to the stringing out of the grains of
ore minerals in the light-colored gangue. .A line of vugs marks the
center. The face figured in the· diagram, fig. 61, shows an ore body
decidedly above the average for the vein, both in width and in
quality. The ore is partly brecciated, bas vugs, and consists of white
spar with some quartz, together with rich silver sulphides and galena.
The property is developed by two adit levels and a two-compartment
shaft, 135 feet from the entrance of the lower level. This shaft is 300 ·

FIG. 60.-Fault where vein crosses amphiuolite, upper level Florence mine, .August 13, 1897.

feet deep, the bottom level being 280 feet below Belt· Creek. In 1897
the lower tunnel was 465 feet long. Pl. LXIV, B, shows the ore and
hoist houses and the entrance to the tunnels. The view also illustrates
the characteristic weathering of the gneisses near by. The shipments
for 1897 averaged 5 carloads per month. The claim has four well:
defined veins in a width of 300 feet, only two of which have as yet
been opened on the surface.
The Florence ore, as shipped, will not average 10 per cent lead, but
the higher the silver the higher the lead contents. The poorer ores
are carefully sorted before shipment. Very little stoping bas been
done on the upper part of the vein.
Concentrated and Monarch.-These properties now belong to the
Florence Company. The former owners ran a 1,500-foot tunnel at a
slight angle toward the Florence on a vein averaging 3~ feet wide. .A
crosscut at the end cuts a new lead, but no ore bas been shipped from
either vein.
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Galt.-This vein has been one of the large ore producers of the district since 1893. The Galt claim shows, it is said, four parallel veins,
the Galt vein being the only one developed. It is now commonly
regarded as the same as the Queen vein, though formerly the Equator,
Galt, and Nevada claims were supposed to be on the same ledge. The
vein bas a course N. 20° to 30° E., and where the main ~re body
occurs is vertical, the dip being eastward to the north of the shaft
and westward to the south
VUe LINE
CHE
t
ONE
of it. A light-colored feldspathic gneiss is the common
wall rock, but in part the
vein follo~s a dike of rhyolite-porphyry, the fissure
cutting the. dike and not
being a true contact. Pinto
diorite is seen in only one
place in the workings, and
o.3-o.z
black gneiss (amphibolite¥)
only in the fault at face of FIG. 61.-l!'ace of Yein, A ngust 14, 1897; upper tunnel Florence mine.

\Yidth of vein 2 feet.

the level. The vein is 10 to
20 feet in width, but the vein matter is wider, and in the only places where
the wall is cut through 60 feet of altered gneiss is encountered between
the ore body and the unaltered country rock on the hanging-wall side.
Crosscuts from the working level150 feet above the Queen tunnel, and
from the winze 150 feet below the Galt tunnel (150 feet above the other
crosscut), show 40 to 50 feet of vein matter. It is certain, therefore, that
the vein is a wide one.· The rhyolite-porphyry is a hard rock, showing
quartz grain!': in a dense, felsitic ground.mass, and quite like the Nei-

•

FIG. 62.-Diagram showing relation of Galt vein to porphyry dike, north end of Queen tunnel, ~ ngnst,
1897.

hart po_rphyry described elsewhere (pp. 375-376). The dike is 4 to 5 feet
wide, and its relation to the vein is represented in the accompanying
diagram (fig. 62), which shows its occurrence in the end of the Queen
tunnel. The vein cuts the porphyry for a distance of 300 feet or more,
and is seen forming one or the other of the vein walls, though not on both
sides of the vein at one place; it also often forms horses in the vein.
The same relation of vein and dike is seen in the Galt tunnel, 450 feet
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vertically above the Queen tunnel. Amphibolite or black gneiss was
seen on.ly at the extreme end of the lowest tunnel, where it faults or
deflects the vein as it commonly does other veins of the district, but
there is apparently also a true fault or slip cutting the vein at the face
of the tunnel, as the ore and vein material are crushed and thrown to
the northwest.
'fhe ore is galena with the usual ·accompaniments of blende and
pyrite, and occurs in a shoot that bas been developed some 600 feet in
vertical extent. The pay streak varies from 1 foot to 4 or even 5 feet
in width throughout the workings. In the stopes visited the vein
showed 2 to 24 inches of ore, separated by a seam of clayey matter from
a porphyry foot wall. The ore has a gangue of spar. In the workings
visited the ore showed a more or less distinct banding. The vein matter is largely an altered country rock, which is sometimes sheeted or
shattered, and these minute fissures are filled with rich ore. The vein
shows a clayey or talc parting, sometimes on both sides of the vein, but
more commonly only on one wall. It is currently reported that the
vein is richest where the gouge is most abundant. The vein has been
developed by three tunnels. The middle or main Galt tunnel runs for
1,015 feet on the vein. A 150-foot shaft was sunk from this tunnel at
450 feet from the entrance. Pl. LIX shows the engine house and ore
bins at the mouth of this tunnel as they appeared in 1895. Upon the
extension of the Queel!. tunnel to the side line of the Galt claim, arrangements were made by which the Galt vein could be worked from this
tunnel, 450 feet below the level of the Galt tunnel, the level being
extended beneath the earlier workings. In 1897 two levels, at 75 and
150 feet above the Queen tunnel, opened up stoping ground, but the ore
body had wedged out and the ore in sight was too low grade to warrant
shipping. The mine was therefore shut down until early in 1899, when
·new development work disclosed good shipping ore.
Moulton.-This mine, owned by the Diamond R. Mining Company,
was prior to 1893 the largest producer of ~he district, and it is credited
with a production of 450,000 ounces of silver. The ore is galena, together with pyrite and blend in a barite and quartz gangue. The vein
runs nearly north and south, and cuts bands of ·vari-colored gneiss.
The vein dips 80° to 90° W., while the gneiss bands run east and west
and dip 70° S. The vein matter consists largely of crushed and decomposed country rock, which is usually soft. No definite sheeting of this.
altered rock was observed, though it is commonly cracked and the
joints ar~ filled by ore. The vein is 3 to 7 feet wide, with walls of hard,
unaltered rock. The pay streak is from a few inches to several feet in
width, varying with the inclosing walls. Zinc blende occurs abundantly
with the galena, and is looked upon favorably, for, coutrary to the rule,
it is here a sign of good paying ore, as the galena with blende carries
more silver than the galena alone.
The workings show very striking examples of the influence of the
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country rock upon the vein, and the generalization made by the former
superintendent, Mr. Frank Raymond, that the productive ore bodies
occur. only in the bands of feldspathic gneiss appears to be borne out
by the workings of other mines. A fault is reported to run from the
Queen of the Hills workings through the Moulton and across to the
Broadwater. The development consists of a tunnel driven on the Ingersoll vein, which here runs through Pinto diorite and is barren of pay ore,
with crosscuts to the Moulton. and South Carolina veins. · Pl. LXI
shows the shaft house and mine buildings as they appeared in 1895. A
three-compartment shaft 550 feet deep, with levels at 100-foot intervals,
develops the lower part of the vein. The 300-foot level was the only
one visited. South of the shaft it runs through black mica-schists, and
is ore bearing in the pink gneiss, beyond which it passes into black
gneiss again. To the north the level dc,es not extend to the feldspargneiss. The mine is the only one where careful ore assorting has been
done. The average smelting ore is reported to run 50 to 60 ounces of
silver per ton.
Oumberland.-This vein is said to be an exception to the rule that
the veins are ore bearing in the pink gneiss.
Ingersoll.-Over $45,000 has been expended upon this vein in driving
exploratory tunnels in the unsuccessful search for ore. This expendi- ture was without doubt incurred because the ore carries a considerable
proportion of ~ts value in gold. Up to 1897 the total amount of ore
shipped amounted to only 6 carloads, the last of which, though sorted,
netted only $200 to the shippers.
The vein is a well-defined one, but in the five claims owned by the
Ingersoll Company has been worked only on the Ingersoll claim. On
this property it cuts both gneisses and Pinto diorite, as it crosses and in
part follows the contact between these rocks. The gneiss is of both the
red and the black varieties, and, as usual, in neither the latter rock nor
the diorite does the vein contain any workable ore. Owing to the
indented nature of the contact with the diorite, the vein cuts successive
projecting tongues of the latter in the gneiss as well as the main body
of the intrusion.
The vein has a ·course N. 10° to 20° E. The dip is to the west in
the southern part of the workings, but at the end of the long tunnel
is to the east, the angle· of dip being from 6oo to 8oo. In the ore
body from which shipments have been made the dip is nearly 80°, the
vein showing an offset of 25 feet in the 111 feet bet ween the two levels.
The width varies with the nature of the inclosing rock. In the red
gneiss it is over 2 feet; in the diorite it is commonly but a few inches,
and nowhere does it exceed 1~ feet.
The property has been explored by two tunnels driven on the vein.
The upper is about 150 feet long and exposes a small ore shoot; the
face shows walls of hard and blocky rock, inclosing 30 inches of soft
and whitened, much-altered gneiss that is sheeted by planes 6 to 10
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inches apart. Tbe ore occurs as a streak of sparry galena lying on the
footwal1, and as the vein rock is soft and clayey it. slips easily in mining
and caves down, leaving the ore attached to the foot. The wall rock
in this tunnel is minette, but its nature was not recognized in the field
and its relations are not known.
The lower tunnel follows the vein for 1,000 feet and then changes to
a crosscut driven west to the Queen of the Mountains vein. The ore
seen in the upper tunnel extends down to this level, and the shipments
made from the property came from this shoot. In general, the tunnel
shows the vein to carry a narrow streak of spar dotted with blende,
galena, and pyrite, but averaging, it is stated, less. than 6 ounces of
silver to the ton. The diorite walls, which prevail beyond a point 700
feet from the entrance of the tunnel, show alteration for a distance of
3 or 4 inches.
About 1,000 feet from the entrance the adit level leaves the Ingersoll
lead and for a little over 100 feet follows a cross fracture in the diorite,
which has smooth and polished walls and occasionally films of rich ore.
The diorite is very solid, showing no shearing until within 25 feet of a
vein 2 feet wide and running parallel to and about 150 feet west of the
Ingersoll. This vein carries bunches of 5 to 6 ounce galena.
One hundred feet beyond this vein the level leaves the fracture plane
in the diorite and the course is almost due west till the Queen df the
Mountains vein is encountered. These relations will be ~nderstood by
reference to fig. 63.
Queen of the .llfountains.-This vein has been explored for several hundred feet by levels run north and south from the end of the Ingersoll
crosscut. The crosscut itself is driven entirely in diorite until within
40 feet of the vein, where a dike of rhyolite-porphyry is cut. This dike
dips west toward the vein at 45°. The north level of the Queen of the
Mountains vein shows a narrow streak of spar dotted with blende,
pyrite, and galena, but no workable ore bodies. The level driven south
from the crosscut tunnel was filled by a cave-in at the time the mine
was visited, but it is said to be cut in black gneiss and to show no
workable ore.
lnge1·soll No. 2.-The property is developed by tunnels run north on
the Ingersoll vein. About 1,000 feet from its mouth the lower tunnel
is deflected and is cut across the country rock for 600 feet in order
to crosscut the veins parallel and adjacent to the Ingersoll on the
west (see map of workings, fig. 63). Tbro~ghout this tunnel the Ingersoll vein shows only 2 to 3 inches of lean ore, and by some of the miners
is believed to be a "stringer," meaning an offshoot that runs parallel
to the vein.
In the crosscut at the end of the long tunnel the rock is a very bard,
solid, unaltered Pinto diorite, breaking with blocky fracture, and is
very hard to drilL It shows no sheeting or fracturing until within
25 feet of the 300~foot east crosscut, where a stringer is seen having
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smooth polished walls, the fracture running nearly west and dipping
north. This crosscut shows a 2-foot vein carrying bunches of solid
galena that holds but 5 ounces of silver per ton. This cross lead is
toiiowed 100 feet or more, showing occasional films of rich minerai, but
no bunches of ore, though bunches of quartz occur in the hard rock.
Rock Greek.-The three veins supposed to cross this property have
not been sufficiently developed to prove their value. The workings
comprise a tunnel with several branches. The Rock Creek vein pitches
west at 6oo, is 2~ to 12 inches wide, and runs through blackish or darkgray gneiss holding much reddish gneiss and shot with tongues,
stringers, and bunches of Pinto diorite, similar to that seen on the
surface workings. The ore thus far extracted yi~Ids, when sorted, 16 to
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FIG. 63.-Workings on Ingersoll Yein, 1897.

18 per cent of lead, with SO ounces or more of silver per ton. It shows
galena with silver sulphide and some wire silver, and carries no gold.
The workings throw little light on the vein structure. The west branch
has a spur or offshoot to a stope from which the rich ore was being
taken out and runs through Pinto diorite mostly. The east branch
follows a narrow fissure showing a film of spar without any pay ore,
running through solid gneiss, the face showing leached and whitened
gneiss. A little offshoot from the vein shows the banging wal~ to be a
solid, blocky, black gneiss that is distinctly sheeted with five sheeting
planes in a thickness of 4 feet, but as there is no talc or decomposed
rock along the sheeting planes they are not prominent. These planes
adjoin 6 to 8 feet of shattered gneiss.
Lizzie.-This property is developed by numerous surface cuts and a
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short tunnel. There are supposed to be four veills in the claim, two of
which are cut by this tunnel, the easternmost being the Lizzie vein and
Lizzie No.2, the vein parallel to it. The surface cuts show a vein of
brown ,ocherous,oxidized
ore, containing residual
masses of galena. This
ore carries no gold. The
tunnel, which starts near
the end line of the .claim,
is 200 feet long and shows
at its face a vein of white
spar and quartz but a
few inches wide. The
ore occurs like a string
of lenses edge to edge.
The wall rock is solid
and blocky in fracture
and is largely amphibolite, in which shearing is
not prominent. Higher
up the hillside is au SOfoot t.unnel. The discovery shaft is 73 feet deep.
Lizzie No. 2.-This
vein is developed by two
tunnels, 110 and 120 feet
long. The first carload
of ore shipped was from
the discovery shaft, and
netted $786 for about 15
tons. Up to 1897 the
claim is estimated to
have produced about
$5,000 worth of ore.
JJakota.- This property is said to have a
good showing of lowgrade ore in a well-defined fissure. In 1897
the workings were not
IQO
2?0F££T
accessible, the tunnel being
filled by a cave-in
FIG. 64.-Cross section of l3roadwater vein.
about 300 feet from the
entrance. This lower tunnel starts in the Pinto diorite, but the wall
rock changes to black amphibolite-gneiss, and in a short distance this
is replaced by the diorite again. No vein was observed in the 300 feet
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accessible in this tunnel. The lead is said to be 4 feet wide. Tl.te duinp
heap shows a leached white gneiss impregnated with pyrite.
Broadwater.-Thi~ mine has been the chief producer of the district
since 1893. The property embraces several adjoining claims situated
on the upper slopes of Neihart Mountain, southeast of the town, and
from 700 to 1,000 feet above Belt Creek (see Pl. LXII). The property
was actively prospected in 1885, employing as many as 75 men at that
time, but the ore bodies then found were not considered to warrant
further development, and work was abandoned and the mine shut
down. In 1892 tl.w property was sold for $165,000, and the new owners
at once began extensive development. Large bodies of argentiterous
galena were at once encountered, and tl.te mine yielded over l ,000,000
ounces of ~ilver in the succeeding two years, the net profits being stated
to have been $4115,000 up to 1895. . In December,_ 1896, the ore in sight
was largely exhausted and a long adit tunnel seemed to limit the downward extension of the ore shoots, but further development uncovered
new extensions, and the mine bas since then continued to yield a steady
output of ore. The shipments averaged 3 cars per week from January
to July, 1897, and were.then increased to 15 cars per week (300 tons).
The vein has a general eourse of N. 2G 0 E. and dips west at angles
varying between 60° and 80° (see fig. 64). The vein has been, owing
to its productiveness, more extensively prospected than ·any other in
the district. Pl. LVIII, which shows the workings in 1896-97, gives a
good idea of the regularity of the vein in lateral extent.
The vein is strong and well defined and traverses light-colored schists
and reddish or streaked gray feldspathic gneisses, which it crosses
at nearly right angles throughout the greater part of its extent as
developed. At the extreme northern end the level penetrates Pinto
diorite, and no paying Dre has been found in this part of the vein.
Near the entrance to the lower tunnel sheeted gneissoid porphyry is
found. In the Pinto diorite the vein is well defined and continues with
unaltered course,· showing a banding of rusty and bluish clay, and
occasionally sma.U bunches of lead ore, though in the diorite it has
nowhere yielded any paying ore bodies. The vein varies in width in
different parts of the workings, averaging between 3 and 6 feet. It
has been explored for over 1,000 feet vertically and 2,400 feet in lateral
extent. Offshoots or splits are numerous, mostly from the hanging
wall, but are n,ot large or important. In the upper workings the vein
splits about a horse of country rock 50 feet wide and 100 feet long.
Small horses 50 feet in length and half this in width are sometimes
enc~:mntered. The workings indicate a splitting of the vein southward.
The foot wall is usually well defined. The ore sometimes occurs
" frozen" to it, but is more often separated by a band of clay a few
inches thick, which sometimes is a rich ore, owing to films of silver sulphides. No streaks or slickensides were observed on either wall. The
hanging wall is usually a hard though little-altered rock, but crosscuts
are few an<l its character is known only at such places.
20 GEOL, PT 3--28
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The vein shows usually a very distinctly banded structure. This is
not due to successive layers or crusts of gangue and ore materials,
but chiefly to a sheeting of the altered country rock which lieR between
the vein walls and constitutes the greater part of the vein matter.
This material, of which the waste-dump heaps are formed, is a greatly
altered leached gneiss or schist. In some parts of the miue the vein
matter is brecciated, fragments of country rock being cemented by
barite and quartz with ore minerals, and to a lesser extent by clay.
No evidence showing the amount of faulting was obtained. In some
parts of the workings the vein is about 4 feet wide and shows 3 to 8
inch ore streaks near both walls, witu intervening altered country rock
sheeted in plates one-half to 2 inches thick. .As the ore itself is sheeted
in this case and the minute fractures are coated with secondary pyrite,
it is evident that post-mineral.. fracture bas occurred here, as it has in
several other mines of the region.
Two faults are observed. The first is noted only on the lower level,
and throws the vein to the east in its southern extension. The second
is near the north end of the workings, and is a well-defined slip with dip
of 5oo N., and is marked by 6 inches to 3 feet of soft clay or slickenside
materials between hard country rock. The fault cuts off the pay ore,
but the vein continues beyond it with unaltered course into the Pinto.
The ore consists chiefly of galena, together with a little pyrite in a
gangue of spar, with lesser amounts of barite and blende. The shipments often averaged 20 per cent zinc, 7 to 8 per cent lead, 40 to 60
ounces of silver for the high-grade and 20 to 30 ounces of silver for
the low-grade ores. In 1897 the ores contained only 2 to 3 per cent of
lead.
The vein generally shows first a· streak of soft, muddy material, from a
:l:ew inches to a foot thicK, resting upon a well-defined foot wall. Upon
this is the sulphide streak, consisting chiefly of galena, then a lowgrade ore, which is a mixture of spar, heavy spar, and galena. The
hanging-wall rock is commonly hard and unaltered, but in some parts
of the vein the reverse is true.
While the galena ore bodies do not commonly show a sheeted or
banded structure, yet in some parts of the vein this structure is very
marked, and even in band specimens the ore shows a decided banding,
due to minute layers of spar running through the galena. There is
also a coarser banding, due to alternations of sparry ore with nearly
pure galena. The ore is soft and easily broken and handled, one man
averaging a carload (20 tons) every two days. The decomposed rock
between the vein walls carries large amounts of carbonates, and the
wall rocks also contain carbonate minerals.
Fig. 65 shows a cross section of the vein observed on stopes below
the third level near the south end, and illustrates a common appearance
of the vein. It is impossible, however, to give a general section, as the
vein varies from point to point. While the ore minerals occur rather
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generally disseminated throughout the sparry parts of the vein, the
pay ore occurs in shoots. Pl. LX shows the space stoped up to
December, 1896, and illustrates the size and dip of the shoots.
Thege shoots are often persistent for many feet laterally, but vary
somewhat in position in the vein. They vary from narrow streaks to
lenticular bodies which are sometimes as much as 4 feet across. In the
southerly workings, near the entrance, the ore oceurs in isolated and
well-defined lenses whose ends overlap. The best ore bodies consist
ofa nearly solid mass of galena with a little barite, and will average 40
ounces of silver. The ore above the No. :3 level (6,416 feet elevation)
was largely oxidized, showing residual bunches of
galena. This surface oxi*.. ~
dation extends several hunr.
dred feet or more below the
,,,,
outcrop, and is deeper along
pipes or watercourses. The
richest ores are not the galena ores, but those carrying silver sulphides, which
occur in the upper workings. In later development
3- 4
2
work at lower levels the FIG. 65.-Face of Broadwater vein, on stope below No.3 adit
level, under blacksmith shop. a, wall rock; '1, :!" black
sheeted vein material, which
clay; 2, white spar and stipple mineral; 3, clay gauge and
is a bleached and altered
fault clay; 4, rusty shattered spar and some mineral; 5,
3"-5" black talc with bP.st values; 6•, ore streak; 6b, soft
gneiss, is reticulated with
blue rock and good ore; 7, wall; 8, blocky rock, showing
minute films of silver sui
iron-stained face_
phide, so that this rock, resembling waste, is more valuable than the galena-ore streak. In one place
the vein for 18 inches nearest the foot wall is sheeted, and sho:ws a streak
of poor gal(-'na ore but 6 inches across, that carries much spar and holds
but 4 to 5 ounces of silver. The rock above this for a width of 5 feet is
netted with cobweb-like films of blue sulphides, so that the rock as a
whole carries over300 ounces of silver. This rock seems to fade into the
country, and no good hanging wall was observed. Near this same place
the vein passes into a greenish gneiss, and is filled by a coarse
breccia of this rock held together by spar, the foot wall being a solid
and blocky red gneiss and the ores low in zinc. Zinc-lined water
courst'S were observed in a number of different parts of the mine. The
workings are wet, owing to the surface openings, but are well drained
by the lower adit level.
In many places where the vein is not workable it shows a mass of
spar peppered with grains of galena and pyrite. As shown in the map
of the workings, the property has been developed mainly by adit levels.
The relative elevation of these levels and the appearance of the surface
works of the mine are well shown in PI. LXII. The property is admi-
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rably situated for the use of a wire-rope bucket line, but the ore has
been hauled down a very steep wagon road-the lowest level being 400
feet above the railroad-despite the fact that tlle teaming bill for six
months more than eauals the amount necessary to have built a bucket
line.
SNOW CREEK l\UNES.

The veins found upon the north slope of Long and Neihart mountains
cross the slopes drained by Snow Creek. Though not over 2 or 3 miles
from Neihart, th~y are accessible only by wagon road up Carpenter
Creek, and the long haul and rough roads make the mining of lowgrade ore impossible under present conditions. -Thus far no large
bodies of silver-lead ores have been found, bnt the high-grade character
of the ores mined has led to extensive development work. The veins
cut the various rocks of the district, and the n~ture of the country
plays an important part in the economy of the mining development. A
large number of claims have been prospected, but the only productive
mines are the Benton group, Big Seven, and formerly the IXI.J and
Eureka. The Cornucopia bas, I am told, been extensively prospected,
but has not been a large shipper.
Benton group.- This was for many years the largest producer of highgrade ores of the camp, and the gold contents were so considerable that
the mine was profitably worked from 1892 to 1896 despite the general depression in silver properties. The property consists of twelve
claims, situated at the head of a so_utherly fork of Snow Creek under
the western point of Long Ba{dy (locally known as Neihart Baldy).
The only workings visited in 1893 were those of the new tunnel
or uppermost adit of the mine. These workings nowhere cut entirely
through the vein, exposing the walls. The vein matter is a bluish decomposed gneiss carrying pyrite. The ore, though but a few inches in width,
was very rich, consisting of loosely compacted sulphides with native
silver. The hanging wall of the tunnel, which is driven on the lead,
shows Pinto diorite, and the foot wall a quartzose gneiss, bl]_t the vein
crosses both rocks and is not a contact lode.
In the sum-mer of 1897 the high-grade ore bodies of the vein were
reported exhausted and active development work was suspended, though
a couple of leasors were· extracting some galena ore from the stopes near
the face of the lower tunnel. The workings were visited, but were very
wet, and the ore bodies were obscured by mud in most places. The main
adit level is 2,400feetlong and is driven on the vein. In this lower tunnel
the vein is from 3 to 6 feet wide, and shows walls of both gneiss and
Pinto diorite, the former prevailing where the ore shoots occur and tl1e
vein pinching to a few inches in wiuth in the latter rock. The vein
is a breccia or gneiss, which is in places checked and sandy, but
more generally is altered to a so~t clay-like materia.!, so that the mine
workings are wet and muddy. The Benton ore bas been unusually high
grade, the values being chiefly in gold, with some silver; but the bodies
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at the end of the new tunnel consist of lead ore, generally zincky and
low grade. · In the third tunnel the vein carries ore in bunches and not
big shoots. In the main lead the values were largely in gold. The
tunnel is said to cut two leads. The ore produced in the past has been
much like that of the Big Seven. One carload netted $26,000, according to Mr. D. C. E. Barker, and the total product oft be mine had exceeded
$400,000 in 1898.
IXL and E1.treka.-Thi~ mine is developed by a 250-foot shaft and
levels, but has been idle for several years. The ore obtained in the
upper workings was very rich, but gave out at 90 feet below the· surface, the vein consisting of ,rock checked by minute fissures and not
showing a single well-defined fissure. This is the general experience in
mining the ore deposits of the district which occur in porphyry. In the
writer's opinion this is due here, as it has been found to be elsewhere in
the State, to the physical nature of the country rock. The porphyry
is fractured by a close jointing, fissuring the rock so that it was freely
penetrated by the mineralizing waters, and the ore, instead of being
confined to a well-defined vein, is disseminated in minute films throughout the fine joint fissures of a wide zone. Secondary enrichment of such
deposits generally re~mlts in the concentration of the minerals near the
surface as rich ores, which are probably silver sulphides-" sooty" sulphides they are called in some camps. They contain much manganese
oxide, and are quite unlike those sulphides found at greater depths in
the neighboring mines.
Big Seven.-This mine has been for several years past a large producer of the rich silver sulphide ores, carrying high values in gold.
The company owns a group of seven claims upon the high mountain
slopes north of the summit of Long Baldy. The ore being extracted in
August, 1897, when the mine was visited, carried from 100 to 500 ounees
of silver and $50 per ton in gold. The mine was producing from 2 to 3
carloads a month of 300-ounce ore, derived from development work
alone, no stoping being done. The veins are exposed by numerous ~ur
face cuts and by three adit levels. The veins have the geueral northeast course common in the district, and are well-defined fissures, cutting
gneiss and a dike-like mass of Pinto diorite. Their upward extension
is in the overlying Neihart quartzite. The vein dips west at a steep
angle, and is from 5 to 6 feet wide (except in passing through the Pinto
diorite, where it is 3 inches to 2-2- feet in width). It carries a 1- to 2-inch
streak of white quartz spotted with sulphides, which sometimes forms
good ore; the rest of the vein matter is altered country rock cased in
bard walls. There are often two ore streaks, but they are not persistent, though one is always present. The hauging-wall streak is 1 to
6 inches wide, and occurs "frozen" to the wall. The vein widens 700
feet from the entrance to the tunnel, and has a correspondingly wider
streak of quartz aud ore. At the face it was 12 feet wide, and a lens
of ore on the foot wall was 1.8 feet wide. The hanging-wall ore streak
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was not exposed, as the hanging wall was not cut. The vein matter is
a decomposed gneiss, which appears crushed, but shows no recognizable sheeting, and it is impregnated with quartz spotted with ore.
The Big Seven ore shows polybasite with ruby silver and the usual
baser sulphides. It carries very little galena, and is generally regarded
as a dry ore. This ore presents a wider variety of structure than tlle
ore of any of the other veins. In the smaller quartz streaks the ore consists of quartz, with galena, blende, and pyrite as primary :filling, showing banding aud comb structure. The larger masses show much barite
in a crisscross structure, the interspaces :filled by pyrite, galena, and
blende, which along vugs is capped by massive galena, with chalcopyrite at top, covered by quartz crystals. Replacement of country rock
is seen in some specimens, but more commonly there is a sharp demarcation between altered
country rock and :filling,
which is best seen in the
breccia ore.
An unusual type of ore
fom1d here consists of
zinc blende with a little
pyrite and galena, coated
' by plumose quartz whose
surface is dotted with
masses of pyrite, the ore
being evidently formed
a
along
a vug line. A carFIG. 66.-l3ig Se\·en vein in quartzite, face of upper drift, August, 1897. a, quartzite, somewhat fissured and checked; b, 3 load of this ore ran, zinc
inches of white clay; c, cracked and fissured, rust-stained 28 per cent, silver 800 to
quartzite, carrying gold; d, !to i inch of soft clay; e, soft white
900 ounces per ton, gold
clay; j, brown sand; g, quartzite ore; h, unaltered quartzite.
$150 to $200 per ton.
The owners say that the smelter returns do not give any lead from the
Big Seven shipments, though the average ore always contains more
or less galena visible to the eye and determined as such by the usual
tests. The ratio of the gold and silver contents of the Big Seven ores
appears to be about $1 in gold to 5 ounces of silver.
The most interesting feature of the mine is seen in the upper workings, where the vein passes into quartzite. In the only face seen the vein
runs N. 20° E., is nearly vertical and is 7 feet wide, and showed the
cross section given in :fig. 66. The upper workings were inaccessible,
owing to a snowslide a few months previous to our visit. From information furnished by the owners_ and from the character of the veins
in quartzite on the neighboring claims, it appears that the vein scatters
in the quartzite and is very irregular. There is reason to believe that
rich ore deposits will be found along the contact· plane between the
gneiss and quartzite, where the veins pass in to the latter rock. Samples of the oxidized rock ~ssayed by Prof. C. E. Monroe for the
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laboratory of the United States Geological Survey gave 49.75 ounces
of silver and $145 in gold per ton. -The quartzite ore is in part a quartz
filling and in part impregnated quartzite. It shows no free gold, and
no mineral other than a rustiness of the rock due to iron oxide is observable even in ore that assayed $1,600 per ton, but the ore is shown by
chemical tests to contain a large amount of molybdenum. The average
ores from veins in quartzite yield 20 to 50 ounces of silver and $5 to
$10 in gold per ton. A sample collected by the writer from a ledge
(not located) on the head of Narrow Gauge Gulch, on the opposite side of
the mountain, gave, upon assay by C. E. Monroe, $4 in gold and 12.20
ounces of silver per ton.
In addition to the Big Seven mine there are a number of properties
located upon working veins in the quartzite. The rock is very dense
and hard to work and forms large talus blocks, as seen in Pl. LXIII,
showing the summit of Neihart Mountain. The rock dips southward
at about 30°, the bedding plane being seen in the illustration. The
summit of this mountain shows a narrow but well-defined vein of rusty
quartz, whose course is N. 80° E., dip 85° N. It is uncovered by a
trench 50 feet long and 5 to 6 feet deep, from which a low grade of ore
has been taken. Other claims on the saddle between Neihart and
Long Baldy Mountain, or east of it and a little higher than the Big
Seven workings, show short tunnels that expose rusty ores of cemented
quartzite fragments carrying $5 to $10 in gold and 20 to 50 ounces of
silver per ton. Rich quartzite ore like that of the Big Seven has not
been found in quantity in any of these claims.
MACKEY CREEK.

The discovery in 1897 of veins carrying rich surface ores along the
course of this stream brought into prominence a part of the district
that had been generally regarded as barren. Several claims were
located on the two veins now known as the Gold Rock and the Phillippi.
The first named has a nearly north-and-south course, like those of the
district generally, and is nearly parallel to the creek, whose waters
in some places flowed over the lead. The veinR all occur in the Neihart
porphyry. This rock forms the ridge between Mackey Creek and
Carpenter Creek, but shows few- exposures, though the debris covers
the ground. The exact areal extent of the rock was not determined,
owing to this debris and to the dense growth of lodgepole pine that
everywhere covers it. The workings seen in 1897 showed only bunches
of ore in a checked and shattered porphyry.
A fiso:;ure showed in the face of the Golden Dream, the lead having a
course N. 200 E. and dipping 60° to the west. The surface cut seen
showed a shattered and altered porphyry streaked with brown and
black manganiferous ore. A short tunnel on this property showed no
distinctly defined vein at its face, but an altered rhyolite-porphyry
netted by fractures marked by reddish films carrying pyrite and some
quartz.
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The Phillippi lode, from which some rich ore was being extracted, was
at that time opened for only 100 feet, and the ore occurred on the contact between a hanging wall of dark-gray micaceous schist and a foot
wall of altered porphyry. The Mackey Creek ore bodies illustrate the·
branching or diffusion of the vein fissures in the porphyry. Everywhere that prospect cuts or drifts had been run some ore was seen.
The ores are all secondary sulphide enrichments. Some nucleal masses
of galena were seen, and a very little oxidized ore, but the greater part
consisted of sooty-looking sulphides mixed at the grass roots with
manganese oxides. As was stated in discussing the influence of wall
rock on the character of the vein fissures, the porphyry is favorable for
such surface ores, but the veins are not to be relied· on in d~pth. The
ores will undoubtedly change in depth to galena, with or without silver
sulphides. Until development work shall prove them permanent the
deposits found in porphyry will be looked upon as likely to decrease in
both value and quantity in depth.
At the head of the creek the Dawn and Foster lodes have been developed by drifts several hundred feet in length. ~he ores thus disclosed
were low in grade and zincky, though there is a well-defined vein with
quartz filling along a porphyry-gneiss contact. Pl. LXIV, A, shows
this property. Specimens of nearly pure galeua from this claim have
been assayed for the laboratory of the United States Geological Survey
by C. E. Monroe, and prove very low in grade, carryin,g but 0.15 ounce
of silver per ton.
The Whippoorwill mine, shown in Pl. LXV, A, was one of the
earliest discoveries of the district, but bas never been a profitable
producer. It is easily accessible by the Carpenter Ureek wagon road,
and the recent discovery (1897) of ore bodies on the claim by leasers has
revived interest in this part of the dh;trict.
HARLEY CREEK.

Mention shouJd be made of the Harley Creek prospects, although
they were not visited. The writer is indebted to E. K. Abbott, of
Neihart, for the following notes: The ore samples from these prospects
carry as high as 12 to 20 per cent of copper, with a few dollars per ton
in gold. The Imperial group, comprising eight claims, was in 1897
developed by a 450-foot tunnel, the Royal by a 200-foot tunnel, and the
Granite Mountain by a 225-foot tunnel on the vein.
HOOVER CREEK.

Claims located about the bead water::; of Hoover Creek yield lowgrade auriferous silver-lead ores, but the prospects are not sufficiently
developed to show their character.
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.BARKER DISTRICT.
DISCOVERY AND DEVELOPMENT

The first discovery of the ore deposits of this district was made in
Octobar, 1879, when the Barker and Gray Eagle mines were located
by P. H. Hughes and D. C. E. Barker. It was after the latter that the
district was named. 'fhe Wright and Edwards mine was discovered
shortly afterwards, and both this and the properties named above were
exploited, so that in 1881 the ore bodies in sight were sufficient to
warrant the erection of a smelter at the camp. In that year a smelter
with a daily capacity of 4 tons was built by the Clendennin Mining
and Smelting Company near the mouth of Gold Run, below the present
town of Barker. The plant consisted of two Blake crushers, a set of
Uornish rolls, a Baker blower, and a 40-horsepower engine. The ores
were treated in two reverberatory furnaces with 10 by 45 feet hearths. 1
This smelter, whose dismantled remains are still standing, began opera·
tions in December, 1881, but financial reverses of the company caused
the closing of the works until the summer of 1882, when it was started
up again and continued with success the remainder of the year. In
1882 the smelter treated 934 tons of ore, which yielded 240,542 pounds
of base bullion carrying 20,527 ounces of silver and 41 ounces of gold.
This bullion, cast into 97-pound bars, was hauled to Fort Benton and
shipped by steamer down the Missouri River.
In 1883 the smelter was idle part of the season for lack of fuel, and
some difficulty was eX:perienced in getting a constant supply of ore.
Beehive kilns were erected, insuring a sufficent supply of charcoal, and
the Silver Belle mine was purchased by the Smelter Company. The
output when running is said to have been 25,000 to 30,000 pounds of
bullion per week in 1883. In those years the May and Edna mine was
the chief source of ore supply, together with the Wright and Edwards,
Barker, and Gray Eagle, the last two furnishing but little ore in 1883,
while the Silver Belle yielded about 25 tons per day.
A second and smaller smelter, costing about $1,200, was erected in
1884, but when the principal ore .bodies of the mine noted above gave
out, both smelters were closed, in 1884. This was, perhaps, also brought
about by the lower grade of the ore encountered, whose decreased
values, though too low to pay the costly smelting charges of the local
plant, could be profitably treated if railroad communication were
afforded to large reduction works. The railroad was completed in 1891,
since which time the output of the mine has been shipped to various
points.
At present the increased demand for silver-lead ores for the Great
Falls smelter has led to the leasing or purchase of several of the mines
J

Report of the Director of the Mint for 1881, Washington, 1882.
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by the Helena Smelter Company, and if energetic work· is prosecuted,
so that development work keeps ahead of ore extraction, the future of
the mines seems bright.
OCCURRENCE OF THE ORE DEPOSITS.

The ore deposits of Barker may be divided into two classes: First,
those occurring in veins in the Hughesville syenite; second, those found
in limestones along contact planes between limestone and porphyry
(fig. 69). The Barker and the Wright and Edwards mines belong to the
first class. The second class includes a number of very productive
ore bodies..:._the Carter, May and Edna, Tiger, Moulton, and other
mines. Experience with several of these ore bodies having shown
that the galena changes in depth into low-grade pyrite, it is a question
whether this is a common phenomenon with deposits of this type. A
plan ~nd section of the Carter mine are shown in fig. 67. The May and
Edna, Silver Belle, and Carter mines show the same phenomena.
In this connection, also, may be noted the fact that the Cumberland,
the greatest ore body of the Castle Mountain district in this State, is
a pipe of galena in limestone. Here also the ore changes in depth into
pyrite, at a point where the fissure is occupied by a porphyry dike
that does not reach into the upper working. The workings at the
Tiger and Moulton mines may not be deep enough to show whether the
galena will be replaced by pyrite in depth, though the ore body of the
mine is cut at 326 feet below the outcrop and is still a good grade of
galena.
In the Tiger the ore bodies near the surface were relatively flat and
shallow, indicating a spreading out along joints and beddi:pg planes,
but as the rocks are much fissured and the structure is complicated at
this point, no definite evidence showing their exact occurrence. was
obtainable in the short visit made there. The mines located upon ore
bodies in the syenite itself appear, however, to be upon well-defined
fissures in the syenite and include the oldest mines and largest producers of the district.
NOTES ON THE MINES.

Barker.-This and the Gray Eagle are the oldest mines of the district and yielded large amounts of ore in 1881, 1882, and 1883, and
again in 1891. The mine is situated on Galena Creek, a short distance
above the town of Hughesville. The vein is in the Hughesville syenite,
the mine being near t.he contact with granite-porphyry. The ore is an
argentiferous galena mixed with pyrite and a little chalcopyrite, in a
gangue carrying calc spar and some barite. The syenite close to the
vein is much decomposed and the granite-porphyry encountered in the
workings is. leached and altered to a soft, white, crumbly ~ass. The
main body of syenite is fresh and very hard, though traversed by films
of pyrite. The workings were not accessible in the years when the
district was visited. The mine was leased in 1898. The property
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includes the Barker, Gray Eagle, and Equator claims, and is developed
by a two-compartment shaft, with levels and a tunnel.
Wright and Edwards.-This mine is also one of the oldest of the
district, and one of the best producers. It is developed by a shaft
said to be 250 feet deep, and is therefore the deepest mine of the camp.
The vein is a well-defined fissure in the Hughesville syenite, which in
part follows the contact with a trap dike. At the time visited the
mine was closed down and only the tunnel was accessible. This is cut
through the solid syenite, running in an easterly direction for some 300
feet before reaching the lode. The syenite shows in this distance eight
or ten well-defined parallel fracture or sheeting· planes that run north-

FIG. 67.-Plan and section of Carter mine, Barker diAtrict.

east and southwest, or parallel to the vein, and also very slight reticulation by cross fractures. These planes are marked by a few inches of
leached and whitened rock, but so far as known have not been prospected. The trap dike is 20 feet wide, and where seen seems to form
the west wall of the fissure. This rock, as described in the previous
chapters, is a kersantite. The syenite is so decomposed and leached
near the ore bodies that it slacks in part to clay when exposed on the
dump. It contains much pyrite in string·ers and disseminated grains.
The vein is said to average nearly 3 feet in width. The ore is like
that of all the mines-an argentiferous galena-and occurs mixed with
pyrite and zinc blende. Samples of the best ore seen showed 40 to 50
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per cent of l~ad and 30 ounces of silver per ton. . It shows banding and
crusti:fication and evidences of formations in open cavities, and occurs
in well-defined sheets separated by ore streakings or a low-grade ore.
The property includes the Power, Neptune, and Joe Hill claims, all patented, and in 1898 was bonded by T. C. Powers et al. to the United
States Smelting and Refining Company as a source of supply for the
Great Falls Smelter. In 1897 the shaft was 1SO feet deep, with the usual
levels, and a tunnel was expected to tap the shaft at 300 feet. The
mine was shipping in 1897.

FrG. 68.-Workings of May and Edna mine, Barker district.

Paragon, May and Edna, and Oarter.-These mines are on or near
, the Kibbey divide, where the wagon road from Barker and Hughesville
to Kibbey and Belt crosses the mountains. The workings are in the
Carboniferous limestones on the flanks of Clendennin Mountain, where
the strata are upturned and intruded by sheets of rhyolite-porphyry.
'The workings were inaccessible when visited in 1894 and 1897. The
Paragon is developed by a 150-foot shaft, and is said to show 2 feet of
ore. Like similar deposits in limestone, the ore occurs in chambers or
bunches; The May and Edna was the principal producer in the early
history of the district.
Moulton, Tiger, and T. W.-These mines form a group in the gulch
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between Mixes Baldy and Olendennin Mountain. The first two are said
to be on the same vein, which is in ·the broken and folded limestones
near the contact between the porphyry of Clendennin Mountain and
that of Mixes Baldy. In the workings visited in 1894 the vein appeared
in one place to have rhyolite-porphyry or Wolf.. porphyry on one wall,
and to be in Barker porphyry.
The Tiger has been a shipping mine for many years past, and was.
worked even when the other mines were closed down. The ore is
argentiferous galeua, which occurs in lenticular bodies, those seen in
the workings in 1894 being lenses 3 to 6 feet wide, pinching out rapidly
in depth. The workings at that
time comprised a 335-foot tunnel
and shaft. According to information since received, the tunnel has
been extended to 550 feet, the shaft
has been deepened to 120feet (1898),
and an ore shoot 3 feet wide and
carrying 30 'to 40 .per cent of lead,
with 18 to 20 ounces of silver per
ton, has been developed. The property has been worked under lease
by various parties since 1893, during which time the shipments of ore
aggregate about a thousand to11s,
in shipments of 10 to 20 carloads a
summer.
The Moulton mine, comprising a
group of four adjacent claims, viz,
Harrison,. Bellfont, Pioneer, and
Moulton, has also been a shipping
mine for several years past. The
ore is a galena, carrying from 20 to
40 ounces of silver per ton. It is
developed by a 100-foot shaft and a
tunnel, completed in 1898, which FIG. 69.-Ideal transverse section of type of contact ore deposits, Barker district.
tops the lode when 1,232 feet long,
at a depth of 356 feet. This level shows a vein lying, it is said, on
the contact between a porphyry hanging wall and limestone. The ore
body opened by this adit shows a galena that is 7 feet wide in places.
Three thousand tons of ore were shipped in 1898. The last ore body
discovered is said to be 14 feet wide.
Liberty and Queen Esther.-These mines are situated in the syeniteporphyry, near its contact with the granite-porphyry mass, whose
highest point is the peak known as Mixes Baldy.
The Liberty lode has a course N. 600 to 650 E. and dips at 500 to
60° to the south, into the mountain. The ore is the usual argentiferous
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galena, and occurs in a banded mixture with quartz. The pay ore occurs
in a shoot that is 3 to 4 feet wide and 130 feet long, where it is cut by
the upper tunnel. The mine is developed by two tunnels driven along
the vein, 110 feet apart, and an inclined shaft 190 feet deep following
the vein froill the surface to the lower tunnel. The ore shoot was not
crossed by the lower tunnel when the mine was visited in 1897, but
was cut for UO feet. Its vertical extent was still unknown. At that
time there were 30 men employed and from 2 to 3 carloads of ore a
week were shipped. This mine was also reported leased to the United
States Refining and Smelting Company in 1897.
The Queen Esther mine shows a quartzose vein carrying a pay streak
of galena up to 6 inches in width in a well-defined shoot. The vein, like
the Liberty, dips into the mountain, and at near1y the same angle. The
vein follows in part 'along the contact between syenite and a graniteporphyry dike which forms the east face in the lower tunnel. In 1897
the vein was developed by two tunnels, one of 95 feet and one of but
75 feet in length. Four carloads of ore were shipped in the summer
of1897.
Other claims.-The McKinley was worked in 1898, the development
work consisting of a 95-foot shaft, which shows a 3-foot ore body of
galena and spar, and from which samples were reported to assay 40 to
60 per cent lead and 90 to 120 ounces of silver per ton. This property
was not visited. The St. Louis was not visited, but is said to show a
vein carrying an ore running 44 per cent lead, 20 per cent zinc, and
carrying 37 ounces of silver per ton. It is developed by a 200-foot
tunnel. The Blackhawk, Ontario, Defiance, and Sunlight claims are
reported to be ,promising, but no information concerning them was
obtainable.
MIDDLE FORK OF JUDITH RIVER.

Several discoveries of copper, silver, an9. gold ores have been made
in the region drained by the bead-water branches of the Middle Fork
of Judith River. On King Creek one such property shows an oxidized
ore carrying gold, which occurs in the limestones beneath an intrusive
sheet of trachytic porphyry. A small amount of the ore was treated
in an arrastre run by water power, but no work has been done for ten
years past.
The Fairview claim also shows a body of low-grade silver-lead ore,
along a contact between a porphyry sheet and limestone.
The Grendal claim has yielded ore carrying copper as well as lead,
picked samples assaying 10 to 12 per cent of copper and $5 in gold,
according to published statements in the local press. The development
consists of a 75-foot adit tunnel and a 50-foot shaft.
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YOGO MINES.
HIS'l'ORY.

The discovery of gold in the alluvial gravels of Yogo Creek brought
the customary stampede in 1879. The town of Yogo was started, and
during its brief period of life is said to have contained 1,200 or 1,500
people, with well-built log houses and the usual accompaniments of a
mining town. An active season's work, during which several miles of
ditches were built and considerable amounts of gravel passed through
the flumes, was followed by a clean-up so meager as to discourage further
operations, and the boom collapsed. The town was all but deserted in
1883, and in the many years that have f:lince elapsed the log cabins have
been carried off by settlers to the treeless country of the Judith Basin, ,
until to-day a half dozen or ~o are all that remain to· mark the spot.
The l~cality was visited in the summer of 1889 by G. E. Swallow, 1 at
that time State inspector of mines. In his report be states that at
the Weatherwax mine, on Skunk Creek, be found a small mill having
a crusher, Hunter oscillator, and Frue vanner, working 6 to 15 tons of
ore a day, the ore coming from the Gold Belt mine and yielding $15
per ton. Four men were employed at the mine and mill together. An
arrastre, run by an overshot wheel, was also running at Yogo on ore
from the T. C. Power mine. In 1893 a dozen or more men were living
there. In 1897 only three or four men were in the neighborhood.
The alluvial gravels, though too poor to pay a return in the early
days, have been worked at intervals ever since, though never by more
than half a dozen men at a time. In 1897 but two men were thus
employed, and they informed me that they made fair wages from the
little strip of bill~ide gravel they were then washing. Panning a little
of the gravel, the gold was found to be bright and clean, without
quartz, rather rough, and in flattish grains; no scale gold being noticed.
During the single season of its existence Yogo was the center from
which prospectors streamed out over the neighboring region in every
direction. Many discoveries of minerals. were made at this time and
in subsequent years, when both Great Falls and Neihart contributed
men who diligently sought for mineral deposits in this part of the
Little Belt. Much work was done-seldom wisely-in this vicinity, but,
so far as the writer bas been able to ascertain, the total production of
the mines at y ogo proper does not exceed one or two thousand dollars.
The Weatherwax mine is reported to have yielded as much as this, but
no definite information on this point could be obtained. On Running
Wolf Creek two mines, the Woodhurst-Mortson and ·the Sir Walter
Scott, have produced considerable ore, which was freighted to Great
I Reports of the inspector and deputy inspector of mines for six months ending November 30, 1889,
by G. E. Swallpw, inspector, and J. B. Trevartben, deputy inspector: Journal Publishing Company,
Helena, Montana, 1890.
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Falls, but definite returns could not be obtained. Several prospects
have also yielded small amounts of silver-lead ore from Running Wolf
Valley and Lion Creek.
GENERAL OCCURRENCE OF ORES.

The ores of the mines at Y ogo proper are generally very low grade
or occur in deposits too small to work. Galena, pyrite, chalcopyrite,
and their oxidation products are the chief minerals. The deposits
occur in the altered limestones at or near the contact with the granular
rocks of the Yogo stock or the sheets and dikes connected with it.
The "stock" contact can be very easily traced by the prospect pits,
whose dump heaps of white marble are common features of the contact
zone. The minette dikes cutting the limestones have also been quite
. often prospected, as their contact is frequently marked by bands of
pyrite. The under contact of intrusive sheets of porphyry is also very
often mineralized. There is a widespread miueralization, but, so ·far as
developments show, the ore is too low grade to be workable under
present conditions. The ores at Yogo which have been worked occur
beneath intrusive sheets of porphyry, the ore qeing a replacement of
the limestone and in part an impregnation of the leached and altered
porphyry itself. The cursory examination made of these properties
does not enable me to say what their future may be. Geologically,
their occurrence is a favorable one. It is perhaps safe to predict that
the oxidized ores found in several localities may yield a profit by the
cyanide or some equally cheap process of extraction.
The south contact of the Yogo stock was located for a distance of 10
miles, being known as the " blue lode." So far as known, no ore has
been shipped from any of the workings. At the head of Yogo Creek
a prospect shaft near the trail shows decomposed lead ores and a rusty
gossan, said to be slightly auriferous. West of Yogo Peak an old log
shaft house stands on the contact between the main shonkinite mass
and the altered limestones. No ore was seen here, but the dump heap
shows shonkinite carrying stringers and films of pyrite. The northern
contact of the stock has also been more or less prospected, but without success. The Lion Creek prospects (Judith mining district, unorganized) are on porphyry contacts some distance from the syenite
mass.
NOTES ON INDIVIDUAL PROPERTIES.

The following notes were obtained during brief visits to the district
in 1893-94:, though few workings were accessible, and the few facts presented are given for the reason that no other information whatever is
obtainable.
Quaker City and Della.- These claims are situated on the open slopes
of the basin at the extreme head of E~k Gulch. At this place the Carboniferous limestones are fractured and show numerous sheets of
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syenite-porphyry, which are similar to, and probably offshoots from,
the main mass of the mountain top. Dikes of dark minette are also
seen. The claim.s have been worked intermittently since 1892, several
shallow prospect shafts, one 40 feet deep, being sunk, and a tunnel several hundred feet long driven into tlle mountain siue. Ore, said to
contaiu free gold and to assay wen, is reported to have been found in
bunches, but I have been unable to find that any of it has been shipped,
and the samples gathered by myself and assayed for this office carry
too little value to be classed as ore. When last visited-1897--the writer
was informed by the placer miners that the claims were no longer worked.
When visited in 1893 the owners, Charles Ferris and M. R. Dornblut,
were driving a tunnel on a dike of minette. The shaft showed 5 to 6
feet of mineralized material said to be low-grade ore, but the ore body
was cut off by porphyry. The tunnel was at this time about ·300 feet
long. The minette being soft and easily mined, it was followed, though
the so-called ore was but a band 2 to 3 inches in width that was found
at the contact of the dike and encasing limestones. The course of the
dike is northeast and the dip 70° W.; the trend is no.t constant, but
somewhat sinuous. The limestones (Cambrian~) occur in layers 3 to 6
inches thick, with shaly portions, and show contact metamorphism
alongside the dike, where tlley are altered to marble and a coarse
aggregate of garnet, pyroxene, and calcite. The ore streak occurs
with a thin clay selvage, which is not always present along the contact
plane. The so-called ore, found at both the tunnel and the shaft, is
pyritous, and of too low grade to work, picked samples gathered by
the writer giving no gold and 0.05 ounce of silver as a result of careful
assays made by C. E . .1\fonroe.
Oal·ifornia.-This claim is situated on top of the ridge at the head of
Skunk Creek, near the contact between the syenite and limestones.
The vein matter is said to be 10i feet wide, to have been developed for
50 feet in depth, and to carry $7 per ton in gold. It is owned by the
Judith Valley Mining and Milling Company and is worked by Louis
Pepin, R. Giroux, and Joseph Sutler.
Christopher Oolombo.-This is the name given a prospect on the
Bandbox l\iountain side of the divide, at the head of a fork of Wolf'
Creek. T!Je workings comprise a 500-foot tunnel, a 75-foot shaft, and
two crosscut levels. The lead shows only silver-lead ore, occurring in
nearly :fiat beds of limestone.
Weatherwax.-In the early eighties, when the Yogo district looked
most promising, this property was extensively prospected and a 5-stamp
mill erected. The workings embrace tunnels driven into the slopes
west of the gulch and tapping a lode said to be a contact deposit
between limestone and a porphyry sheet. It was not accessible when
the district was visited.
T. 0. Power.-This claim is on a sheet of porphyry showing on both
sides of Skunk Creek ar1d on Elk Creek. Considerable prospecting
20 GEOL, PT 3--29
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has'been done at various periods. The ore is a rotted, oxidized quartz,
showing· no minerals, but said to carry low values in gold. .A minette
dike cuts across the claim. The property has yielded Heveral hundred
tons of oxidized ore, treated in the Y ogo arrastre. In 1889 the ore is
said to have assayed $15 per ton. The property was worked in 1893,
but is now shut down.
Little Enuna.-This claim, situated west of the Blue Dick, shows a
pyritous gold ore. Two 28-foot shafts and a 300-foot tunnel prospect
the lead. The tunnel is 12 feet wide, and shows ore on contact of limestone and syenite that is said to assay $17 per ton but is not free
milling.
Blue Diclc.-This claim, on the slopes west of Skunk Creek, shows
mineralized contact dipping at 45° into the mountain. The ore is mainly
pyrite carrying free gold with copper staining. The ore occurs at under
contact of syeuite-porphyry and limestone, and shows some brecciation.
This property was worked by P. H. Hughes in 1893, the ore being
crushed and amalgamated in the arrastre at the Yogo sett]ement.
The ore carried a small amount of silver and gold. A sample of the
oxidized "ore" assayed for the Snr,vey laboratory by C. E. Monroe
yielded only a trace of gold and 2.2 ounces of silver. One of the sulphide ores gave $1 in gold and less than an ounce of silver to the ton.
Climax.- This claim, like the Christopher Colombo, is on the Wolf
Creek side. The ore is a mixture of manganese, pyrite, and galena,
and carries considerable lead and some gold.
Bill Cummins.- This prospect yields hrgh-grade lead ores (128 ounces),
but in small pockets.
•
In addition to the prospects mentioned, there are many more in the
vicinity of Yogo, some of which were visited, although the \vorkings
were generally so shallow that little could be said of the claim.
RUNNING WOLF DISTRICT.
ORE DEPOSITS.

The ore deposits of the Running Wolf Creek district occur in limestone, and, as is so commonly the ease with the ore deposits in this rock,
they proved irregular in form and limited extent. That they occur on
fracture planes either on or near eruptive contacts is apparent from
tueir surface relations, and the ores and waste rock of the mines show
that they are replacement deposits. So far as observed they occur on
lines of faulting or disturbance too slight to show on the geologic map.
The ores consist of galena and its alteration products. At one place,
theW alter Scott, the ores are '' dry"-i. e., without lead. The common
ore is galena mixed with a jaspery gangue. The replacement is shown
by a gradual passage from ore into jasper, and this into a silicified limestone showing knots and bunches of silica, and thh; into unaltered limestone. The jasper is really a mixture of chalcedonic or cryptocrystalliue
silica, with a little quartz in small bunches and lining cavities. It is
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usually brown or reddish from iron oxide, and quite plainly occurs as a
replacement of limestone usually encasing the galena ore bodies. The
caves and water courses seen about such deposits are plainly of recent
origin.
The S1r Walter Scott, Mountainside, and W oodhurst are the only
mines that have been producers. -The region is easily accessible by
wagon road, but is so remote from a railroad that low-grade ore bodies
can not be worked at a profit. The limited size of the ore bodies and the
lack of well-defined veins render the future of the region uncertain.
No11e of the workings were accessible when .the region was visited in
1894, and the properties are, it is understood, still idle.
NOTES ON THE .MINES.

llToodhurst-11/ortson.-This property shows the most extensive development work of any mine of this district. The mine is situated on the
south side of Bunning Wolf Creek, in a recess or niche cut in the steep
limestone slopes, some 600 or more feet above the creek. The ore now
seen is chh~fly galena in a jaspery gangue showing much calcite. The
mine buildings are shown on Pl. LXVIII, which also shows the towering wails of massively bedded white limestone that rise behind it.
These rocks dip southward, the synclinal folding being due, it is
supposed, to the Steamboat uplift. The limestones are intruded by
a sheet of syenitic porphyry, whose talus slide is SAen alongside of
the mine on the east. The material of the dump heap indicates that
this porphyry is encountered in the underground workings of the mine.
The ore occurs in a contact vein between the porphyry and the limestone.
The vein is 2 to 7 feet in width. The workings comprise a shaft said to
be 250 feet deep, together with levels aggregating nearly 4,000 feet in
length. In 1889 it had yielded 500 tons of carbonate lead ore, carrying.
65 per cent lead and 30 ounces of silver per ton, with no zinc. 1 .A. small
smelter was built on the main creek, near the mine. It was run only
a short time, and was not a financial success. Over $20,000 worth of
work is said to have Leen done on the property.
Alongside of the Woodhurst-Mortson is a low-grade body of oxidized
iron-copper ore, carrying a few ounces of silver. When visited in 1894,
this bad been prospected by a shaft 50 feet deep.
Si'r Walter Scott.-This mine is situated on the flat, elevated summit
of a spur of Steamboat Mountain, north of the Woodhu.rst mine. The
vein is said to be 2 to 5 feet wide, and ·is a contact deposit between
limestone and porphyry. 2 The deposit was worked for short period,
about 100 tons being shipped, on which a few thousand dollars was
realized. The character of the ore is unlike that of the WoodhurstMortson, being a free-milling silver ore, carrying 60 to 70 ounces of
silver per ton and containing bunches of very rich ore. The geologic
structure of the locality has already been noted. The limestones are

a

J

Report State Inspector of Mines, 1889, p. 23.

2

Ibid., p. 24.
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thinly bedded and belong to the base of the Carboniferous series. The
beds dip away from Steamboat Mountain, and are intruded by several
sheets of porphyry and cut by t_rap (minette) dikes trending to Yogo
Peak. The mine is accessible by a fairly good wagon road. The property is equipped with comfortable log buildings for boarding house,
blacksmith shop, shaft hou~e, etc. The underground workings were not
accessible when the property was visited by the writer. Miners familiar
with the workings statP, that the shaft is 300 feet
deep, with the usual levels. It is also reported that
the ore occurred near the surface, and that the ore
body is worked out. The levels tap a large cave,
whose bottom is filled by a great pool of water. The
material seen on the ore pile shows galena, mixed
with copper pyrite and fluorite. Vanadinite collected from this mine by Mr. R. H. Chapman is well
crystallized; the specimen has been kindly studied
for me by Mr. H. H. Robinson, and the crystals have
been drawn under the direction of Prof. S. L. Penfield, of the Sheffield Scientific School, Yale University. Mr. Robinson furnishes the following notes:
The brownish crystals have· the form of a hexagonal prism, usually
with slight truncations of the edges and a tendency to taper toward the
extremities (fig. 70), thus giving the crystals a barrel-like habit which
is not uncommon with this species. The surfaces of the prisms are
uneven, while the basal planes are rough and usually s_bow a slight sixsided depression. On a few of the very small crystals the faces were
sufficiently perfect to admit of measurement with the reflecting goniometer. The habit of these crystals is shown by fig. 71, the forms
being the prism m (1010), the pyramid of the
first order x (1011 ), the pyramid of the second
order v ( 1122), and the base c (0001 ).
M01.tntainside.-This mine, near the Sir Walter
Scott, was not visited. The property was being
worked iu 18!l4, and is said to have yielded some
$30,000 to $40,000 worth of ore, paying '' from
the grass roots down."
·
Yankee Girl.-This claim, discovered and FIG. 71.-Vanadinite cry~:Jtal.
worked in 1894, is a deposit of argentiferous fromSirWalterScottmine.
galena and its oxidation products found in limestone. The chiim is streaked on the steep slopes south of Running Wolf
Creek, about a mile above its forks. The ore body is clearly a replacem(mt. No definite fissure or fault plane was recognized, but the ore
occurs in a zone of shattered limestone parallel to the bedding. 'l'he
central part of the ore body is a nearly pure galena, which grades iuto
a mixture of brown jasper and galena, forming the outer part, antl this
is incased by an irregular crust of jaspery quartz which grades into the
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limestone. Several tons were shipped in 1894, the ore being sorted,
sacked, hauled on "stone boats" down the steep trail, and th~nce carried
by team to Great Falls. The ore body was 6 feet thick, 200 feet long, and
was exposed for a width of 20 feet. The lens dips south at 30°, being
nearly conformable with the inclosing limestones. Several other claims
in the vicinity--the .Ada, Cascade, and Keystone, north of the creek,
and the Lookout, one-fourth mile east of the Yankee Girl-show similar
occurrences of lead ores in limestone.
E~trelca.- This property is situated at the head of the creek, directly
under the divide to Lion and Dry Wolf creeks. Small pockets of silverlead ore were found, but the mine is very generally regarded by the
miners of the region as a " wild cat" proposition. The limestones are
nearly horizontal, being the center of a synclinal fold or basin. They
are cut by a number of dikes of basaltic rock running across the ridge,
and the ore deposit is supposed to be connected with these or similar
fissures in this zone of fractured limestones. The mine is equipped
with a 60-horsepower engine and hoist.
DRY .WOLF OR LION CREEK DISTRICT.

The ore deposits thus far prospected in this district occur on the
northern side of the Yogo divide, and properly belong to that· district.
The only claims examined are on Lion Creek, on the slopes south ot
Big Park. The alluvial deposits at the mouth of Lion Creek contain
gold and have been placered with more or less success at various times.
Lion Creek is a small stream draining the mountain side directly
north of the settlement of Y ogo and cutting a deep trench in the sedimentary rocks. The strata dip eastwa.rd at a gentle angle and are
intruded. by sheets of porphyry. The ore deposits thus far discovered
appear to be contact deposits, and they occur beneath these porphyry
sheets .
.At the head of the creek small ore bodies are found along t.he contact between the limestones and the big syenitic stock, and in some
cases on dike contacts, but no producing mines have yet been developed. Iron ores also occur at the cont.acts between limestone and porphyry in Iron Gulch. Large bowlders of this material seen near the
Lion Creek settlement consist of very pure limonite carrying 40 to 60
per cent of iron.
The only property as yet developed is the Pierce .and Higbee mine,
embracing the Dry Wolf, Gold Dust, and Anything claims, which have
been surveyed and patented. The property was deserted and the
tunnels were not accessible when the place was visited. The ore heap
showed galena and chalcopyrite, with their decomposition products.
The deposit appears to be on a contact with a sheet of porphyry
intruded in the dark-brown Jefferson limestones.
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MOUNT TAYLOR MINES.

A lead discovered on a high shoulder a short distance below the
summit of Mount Taylor has been developed by a shallow shaft, over
which a log shaft house has been built. The vein is a fissure in limestone, running east and west, and carries galena and its decomposition
products with jasper and oxidized copper ores. A road which has
been cut through the forest on the south slopes of the mountain affords
easy access to the mine, but sufficient development work has not yet
been done to prove the property.
YOGO SAPPHIRE MINES.

The Yogo sapphire mines, which are to-day the most valuable gem
mines of the country, are situated in Fergus County, Montana, 13 miles
west of the town of Utica. The locality is not accessible by railroad,
but can be reached by wagon road from Utica, from which town a stage
line runs daily to the railroad at Great Falls. There is also a short cut
over the mountains by horseback trail to Neihart, the termination of
the Belt Mountain branch of the Great Northern Railway.
These mines are an illustration of the good luck which sometimes
occurs in mining. In 1895 a placer-mining company was organized to
work the gold-bearing gravels. found in pockets upon the limestone
bench land lying east of the Yogo fork of the Judith River. A ditch
costing $38,000 was built and the waters of Yogo Creek were carried
upon the bench land, with a head of 300 or 400 feet. The first sea~on's
work demonstrated that the gravels would. not pay as gold placers, as
a clean-up of but $700 was made as the result of the entire season's
work. The sluice boxes, however, contained a large number of blue
stones, which were identified in November, 1885, as sapphires.
A cigar box full of the gems collected at this time is said to have
been sold to Tiffany & Co. for $3,750. Preparations were immediately
made to work the gravels for the sapphires, which seemingly occurred
in great abundance in certain parts of the field. It was believt>d at
first that the gems, together with the gold: came from Yogo Gulch,
and that the gravels represeuted an old and high channel of that
creek. Their local derivation was discovered by John Ettien, a settler
in the neighboring valley of the Judith River, in February, 1~96.
While prospecting the ground above the placer he noticed a fissure in
the limestone, whose soft filling resembled the outcrop of a vein. Two
claims were located on it and some of the dirt was taken to the nearest
stream and washed. The blue sapphires in the earth were noticed, but
it was not until they were shown to the placer workers that their value
was known. The importance of this discovery was recognized by Mr.
Hoover, one of the owners of the placers, and he and his partners at
once located the sapphire lead. It is t1ow known that the gems occur
in a dike of trap rock cutting white or gray limestones. This dike.Las
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now been traced for a distance of 5 miles from the meadows of the
Judith River westward to the canyon of Yo go Creek. The entire known
extent of the dike has been located as a lode and a large number of
claims have already been patented.
The mines are situated in the center of a broad and open basin
inclosed on three sides by the Little Belt :Mountains, whose wooded
slopes show white limestone outcrops that look like banks of snow. To
the east high foothill ridges shut in the basin from the open plains country beyond. The Judith River flows through the center of the basin,
its three forks uniting at the base of the mountain slopes to the west.
The most northerly fork is Yogo Creek, and from it the mines take
their name. The claims are located on the bare bench land lying north
of the main stream and east of Yogo Creek. The surface has a general easterly slope, having a descent of 800 feet from the brink of
Yogo Canyon to the meadow land of the Judith.
Several dry drainage ways traverse the sapphire basin, cutting gulches
before they are lost on the a lin vial bottom lands. The general aspect of
. the region is shown in Pl. LV, B, made from a photograph taken at the
mine settlement, looking westward up the largest of these gulcb,es. In
a general view the sapphire locality sbowR rolling hills whose summits
and slopes are formed by the bare and white surface of limestone. The
intervening gullies are well grassed, and the gentle slopes show matlike growths of ground cedar. Occasional small groves of stunted pine
are seen in a few places, but the general lack of vegetation is in marked
contra~t to the wooded mountains near by.
The geologic structure of the basil1 consists of a broad, basin-like
fold, opening eastward. It is a synclinal basin, lying between the sharp
uplifts on the north and south. While the general structure is thus
quite simple, the massive limestones show many minor undulations,
and it is largely to them that the present relief of the surface is due,
the soft, red earths that overlay the limestone having been carried off
from the greater part of the district. As already stated, the gems are
found in a dike of igneous rock cutting the limestones. This dike is
recognizable upon the surface only by a slight depression~ a foot or so
deep, emphasized by grass and herbage where It crosses the slopes of
bare limestone. In the hollows and gulches the outcrop is recognizable only by the liue of gopher and badger holes which mark its extent.
No solid outcrops of the dike rock occur, as it alters on weathering to
a soft clayey material. This is why its course is marked by gopher
heapings, since the adja.cent limestone is too bard and undecomposed
for these animals to burrow into. These holes, indeed, proved the
means of locating the dike when the claims were staked, and many of
the finest stones yet obtained were picked up from the beapings made
by these animals.
The dike has a general trend S. 56° W. It is from 3 to 6 feet
wide, and, so far as shown by the workings, is vertical. It bas been
traced east and west from the meadow lands of the Judith to the walls
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of Yogo Canyon, where it apparently ends, as it is not seen in the
limestone walls of that canyon, but a few yards west of the crest. It
has been found west of the creek bottom, however, at a lower elevation, and, as shown later, it is not seen in the exposure because it did
not break quite so far through the limestones at this point. The dike
walJs are rough, but not especially irregular; they show the bedded
limestones slightly indurated by the intrusion. The dike material is
somewhat variable in appearance. Near the surface it consists of a
coarse breccia of limestone and shale fragments cemented by the igneous rocks. Where the upward termination of the dike is seen, at the
westernmost workings, the top part of the dike is a blunt wedge and
the material consists chiefly of these· rock fragments, as shown in
fig. 72. In the main workiogs, 2 miles farther east
and several hundred feet
lower in elevation, the exca~ations show a similar
breccia (Pl. LXVII, B) at
the surface, butthesizeand
number of the fragments
decrease with the depth.
This is believed to be the
fragmental material from
the fissure walls, which llas
been floated upward as the
molten rock rose in the fissure, like chips on the surface of a stream of water.
The workings were in 1897 entirely in altered rock, the shaft being
at that time only 60 feet deep. (Pl. LXVII, A.) At this depth it had
passed out of the zone of surface alteration, and the ocherous, yellow
clay was replaced by a blue clay which reminds one very much of the
description given of the Kimberley diamond matrix. Throughout this
clay there are bowlders of the unaltered rock, with kernels of solid
material, which have been broken open and furnish specimens for
petrographic description. In the shaft the entire width is 11.4 feet
from wall to wall. Of·this, 3.7 feet on the south wall was of solid
minette, checked with calcite seams, but otherwise comparatively
fresh and unaltered. The clay does not always bear the same relation
to the walls, but jumps across from one side to the other. In the workings it is at once seen that the upper part of the dike is largely a breccia-that is, it consists of a mixture of dike material and the limestone
fragments. It appears to be somewhat near the apex of the dike.
The questions naturally arise, how far the relative abundance of these
limestone fragments have influenced the formation of the sapphires,
and whethe~ the sapphires will continue in depth or not. For this reason a very careful examination was made of the shaft and ·of the blue
clay which was seen there.
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The writer was unable to find any sapphires in the blue clay itself,
but was assured that when washed the blue clay yielded a fair proportion of the gems. There seems reason to believe that this blue clay
will require a special treatment, inasmuch as it is very tenacious and
does not yield readily to ordinary washing. In all probability it will
have to be handled as the blue clay of Kimberley is handled for the
extraction of diamonds. The gems in this blue clay are said to be much
finer than those in the more altered material. This one can readily
believe, because the sapphires in the altered rock are so checked and
fissured that even when found in place they split up into chips of no
value for cutting. In the blue clay the gems would not have been subjected to the strains and processes incident to the decomposition and
expansion of the rock, and therefore should yield a very much larger
proportion of cuttable stones.
'
At present the' greatest amount of material is derived from an open
cut, some 400 or 500 feet in length, upon the highest part of the claims.
Three windlasses are employed, and men are at work with pick and
shovel, diggiug the soft, yellow earth and throwing it into shallow
tubs, which are hauled to the surface, where the earth is thrown into ordinary dump carts. It is then hauled about a quarter of a mile to the
ditch and slwveled directly into sluice boxes .. In the sluices the harder
bowlders and the balls of blue clay are carried through the riffles and
accumulate upon the tailing dumps. Probably not over 33 per cent
of the gems are recovered in this first washing. By exposure to the
atmosphere and by the frequent freezing and thawing which takes
place in this frosty climate the blue clay slacks and disintegrates, so
that the material can be washed over, with a further extraction of gems.
At the time of the writer's visit some 20 loads, each approximating a
square yard of earth, gave between 1,200 and 1,500 carats of cuttable
stones. The value of the stones in London market is $6 a carat for the
:first qua1ity, $1.25 a carat for the second quality, and 25 cents a carat
for the gleanings. The larger stones found weigh, wheu cut, 4 to 5
carats, and are then valued at $75 a carat.
In sluicing the earth the process followed is similar to that of washing
gold-bearing gravels, but no mercury is used. The gems drop between
the riffles and are obtained at the close of each day's work by turning off
the water and lifting the racks. This material from the riffle is then sifted
and panned by hand, to get rid of valueless materials. The result is a
concentration of the sapphires, together with grains of pyrite, from which
the gems must be picked by hand. This pyrite is the only other mineral found with the gems. It has been assayed for the writer and found
to contain a little silver, copper, and nickel, but no gold. The pyrite is
in moss-like aggregates and not in well-shaped crystals. The clay contained a few hexagonal crystals, which had the form of corundum, but
consisted of some decomposition product and showed no trace of the original mineral. The shaft has been sunk to a depth of 300 feet, and considerable masses of corundum are said to have been found at that depth.
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As already stated, in the upper part of the dike the rock is largely
altered to a yellowish clay in which only the fragments of sedimentary
rock are recognizable. At depths of 20 to 40 feet. below the surface
bowlders of the igneous rock are found. They are clearly nucleal
masses not yet decomposed by surface waters. In some places con- .
siderable masses of the solid dike rock are also found, and every
gradation may be observed, from the tough and resistant dark-gray
dike rock to the soft yellow cl::..y into which it finally decomposes.
The freshest material has been carefully studied and proves to be a
lamprophyre rock. In the hand specimen it is dark gray, has an
uneven, rough fracture, and is evidently a tough and heavy trap rock.
The rock shows numerous angular inclusions of white or pale-green
color, which vary in size from those of microscopic dimensions to
masses a foot or more across. The large inclusions consist chiefly either
of quartz or of crystalline calcite surrounded by a 'rim of pale-green
pyroxene of small but variable width. Some of the smaller inclusions
consist entirely of this green pyroxene, and it is also recognizable in
the calcite center of the larger pieces.
The dike rocl{ itself is very dense, dark colored, and glistens with
the light reflected by innumerable flakes of biotite, of which the rock
is seemingly composed. Pyroxene is recognizable to the eye. A few
. scattered tablets of brown mica-the largest seen a quarter of an inch
across-are the only phenocrysts. The rock has been described by
Professor Pirsson, 1 and the results of his microscopic Sl..udy are given
in the following paper. Under the microscope the rock is seen to
consist of biotite and pyroxene in closely crowded masses. There is no
feldspar present, but a small amount of interstitial kaolin-like material
occurs. The rock is most like a mica-pyroxene-analcite-basalt.
The sapphires occur embedded in this rock in well-formed crysta.ls
. and in rounded masses -21.6 inch to £ inch across. They were found in
the freshest unaltered rock obtained, as well as in the altered decomposed material. They show no connection with the included fragmeuts
and. are always distinct a11d sharply defined. Their crystalline form is
fully discussed by Pratt, 2 a summary of his work being given in Professor Pirsson's report.
The occurrence of the sapphires shows quite conclusively that they
were formed in the dike rock itself. Their origin is believed to he tl1e
result of the action of the molten igneous rock upon fragments of clay
shale or impure limestone, taken up by the former in its ascent, as
suggested by Pirsson. This implies the complete assimilat1on aml
digestion of such material in the igneous rock. It is apparent from a
study of the sapphires themselves that they crystallized out of tlJe
rock, but it is also evident that partial resorption took place bdore
final consolidation, since many of the sapphires show deeply corroded
surfaces; others are rounded masses whose crystalline . outli11e is
1

Am. .Tour. Sci .. 4th series, Vol. IV, 1897, p. 421.

2

Ibid., p .. 424.
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nearly effaced, while many of them are surrounded by a blackish crust.
If the molten rock could dissolve the sapphires at this stage, it is certain it could dissolve clay shale as well. The dike undoubtedly extends
a considerable distance in depth. The limestones are 1,000 feet thick
in this vicinity, and rest upon nearly a thousand feet of Cambrian
shale. The Belt formation is believed to be absent, but the Cambrian
beds contain almost every possible variety of.calcareous, siliceous, and
argillaceous rocks. It is remarkable, however, that, though sapphires
are found throughout the entire extent of this dike, they do not occur in
the parallel dike of nearly similar rock that cuts the limestone 600 feet
north of the sapphire claims, nor have gems been found in the augite
minettes that occur as dikes and sheets in the shales of the Quadrant
formation southeast of the mines, along the border of the Judith River
bottom land.
A parallel dike about 600 feet north of the sapphire dike weathers
to a sandy, micaceous material that probably represents the outcrop of
a minette dike cutting through the limestone. A few kernels of partly
altered rock were found where prospecting bad been done on the dike.
The rock and its debris show no sapphires, although many cart loads
of the dirt have been washed from different points along the outcrop.
It seems probable, however, that this dike is the source of the gold
found in the placers, as the colors can be traced up the gulches to the
outcrop of the dike and never occur beyond it.
IRON ORES OF THE LITTLE BELT MOUNTAINS.

Deposits of limonite and hematite are .found at a number of localities
in the Little Belt Mountains. and the small amount of development
work which has been done thus far shows that they are of sufficient
purity and extent to be workable and will some day be utilized in
Montana furnaces. The material is very dense and hard, resisting erosion better than any of the rocks of the region, so that the float from
such deposits is often v.ery noticeable in the drift and gravels of the
region. The occurrence of the ores is noted by Eldridge, who says :1
In the Judith Basin, at the southwestern edge of the map, there occurs, in addition
to the stratified rocks already mentioned, a narrow belt of granite, width undetermined, accompanied by a band of magnetic iron ore, the relations ofw hich to the stratified rocks were, for various good reasons, left undetermined. The ore is steel gray,
strongly magnetic, unless, as in few instances, exposure to atmospheric influences
has altered it to limonite. It outcrops in heavy masses from one-ha.If ton to 20 tons
weight, the outcrop varying in width from 2 feet to what would seem from the float
to be at least 15 feet, though perhaps this may be too great a width. The question
of width could only be solved by systematic prospecting. The trend of the ore body
is, as nearly as could be determined, about north 70° west. In the vicinity of the
head of Wolf Creek it was traced by float for 2 miles, but with an intervening space
of a mile where it could not be found, owing perhaps to a cover of soil and debris.
At one point on its cou"rse it was traced continuously for 3,000 feet. The guide who
was with the party, a.nd in whom every confidence as to truth in this matter can be
J

Tenth Census of the United States, Vol. XV, p. 751.
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placed, states that he has traced it from 3 to 6 miles farther to the westward, or midway between the head of Wolf Creek and the Barker mining district, seen on the
general maps of the Survey. Magnetic iron ore is also reported on good authority
in the Barker mining district itself.
The only other points at which iron ore was observed on the border of the Judith
Basin were in the Judith Mountains, north of the Maiden mining camp, where is
also found a limited amount of magnetic iron ore, together with a mass of bog ore
(limonite), resulting from the breaking down of the magnetite, which occurs higher
up on the mountains.

The locality mentioned by Eldridge is undoubtedly Woodhurst Mountain, and the contact referred to is that of the Woodhurst stock.
From the general study made of the region it is evident that no generallead extends across the mountains, but that lenticular bodies of
ore occur a~ the contacts of many of the masses of igneous rock. They
were observed on Woodhurst Mountain, on Iron Creek, on a branch of
Lion Gulch, at a point north of Yogo, on the mountain top above that
place, and on Thunder Mountain. Iron-ore float was observed at
other localities, and_ there seems little reason to doubt that it is of
common occurrence about most of the larger igneous intrusions.
T1loodhurst iron mine.-The Woodhurst Mountain deposits have, so far
as known, been prospected at only one place. These workings are on
the southeastern flank of the mountain, at the head of a smaJI drainage
tributary to Galena Fork of Running Wolf·Creek. The locality, though
remote from a railroad, could be made readily accessible by wagon road.
The deposit has been opened by surface cuts, exposing a contir.uous
mass of hematite in a trench 40 feet long, cut at right angles to the
contact and hence across the lens. The deposit lies at the base of a
projecting tongue or offshoot of the porphyry body of Woodhurst
lHountain, and is clearly a contact deposit. The porphyry is somewhat altered and rotted, but the Carboniferous limestones show only
slight alteration. The claims are 600 feet above the forks of Running
Wolf Creek. An analysis of the ore, made by Dr. W. F. Hillebrand
in the laboratory of the United States Geological Survey, gav~ Fez03,
83.7 per cent; FeO, 6A per cent; Mn, none; Ti02, none; Pz05, trace.
The remainder is mostly silica. The ore is strongly magnetic, and is
evidently a mixture of magnetite, hematite, and the hydrated oxides
of iron.
Iron Greek or Lion Gulch.-These deposits were not examined, but
the character and amount of ore seen in the gulch warrants an examiJlation of the locality.
Yogo deposits.-A lens of quite pure hematite 2-2- feet thick was
observed on the mountain ridge east of the head of Skunk Creek, near
Yogo. The deposit occurs at the contact between limestones and a
dark-colored, coarsely granular rock (shonkinite).
Thunder Mountain iron mines.-On tl1e north side of Thunder Mountain, at the head of Iron Creek and at an altitude of 6,000 feet, the contact between the porphyry and sedimentary rocks is marked by contact
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lenses of iron ore. The sedimentary rocks are locally baked and metamorphosed, the soft micaceous Cambrian shales being changed to hard,
flinty hornstones. The iron ore is, in part at least, a replacement of
these rocks and occurs between them and the granite-porphyry. The ore
is in lenses varying from a few feet to 20 feet in thickness, whose lateral
extent is not exposed by outcrops or by the artificial openings thus far
made. The ore is at present exposed in an open cut, and the quantity
appears to warrant mining if there should arise a demand for ~ucb ores,
since the ore could be easily transported, by some gravity system, to the
railroad. Analyses of the ore, made for the owners and published in
the Neihart Herald, show Fe203, 76.90 per cent; FeO, 0.07 per cent;
Mn, 0.03 per cent; SiOz, 8.80 per cent; Alz03, 0.74 per cent; S, 0.03 per
cent; H 2 0, 13.36 per cent.
From the analyses it would appear that the ore is a fairly pure limonite mixed with a little quartz; but the ore is magnetic, and hence must
be a mixture of magnetite with limonite derived from it. Openings
along the contact on the southern side of the mountain also showed
iron ores, but their existence was not determined.

PETROGRAPHY OF THE IGNEOUS ROCKS OF THE
LITTLE BELT MOUNTAINS, MONTANA.
By L. V.

PIRSSON.

CHAPTER I.
INTRODUCTION.
PREFATORY REMARKS.

The present work embraces a somewhat detailed description of the
petrography of the region of the Little Belt Mountains. Although a
considerable portion of the rocks are classified under simple and wellknown types, or present but slight divergences from them, it has been
deemed uest to give a rather full account of them and accompany it
with analyses, since the area is a mining region which is growing in
importance, and a detailed description of the igneous rocks, with which
moRt of the minillg industries stand in close relationship, will be of local
service.
It is also thought that, since even these well-known types of rocks,
such as granite-porphyry, syenite-porphyry, etc., are not devoid of
certain regional characteristics , and individual peculiarities, their
description will be of interest to -the petrographer.
The greater part of t.he occurrences here described have been visited
and collected from by the writer while in company with Mr. W. H.
Weed, through who~e kindness and cooperation he was enabled to
enter the field during the prog1~ess of the areal mapping of the region,
by Mr. Weed, for the United States Geological Survey.
In this portion of the work only such details of descriptive geology
will be given as will enable the reader to locate the types described
and refer them to their proper places in the descriptive geology by Mr.
Weed in the foregoing pages.
CLASSIFICATION.

In regard to this vexed subject, it has seemed best to divi<le the types

to be considered primarily into four groups: a., the granular nonporphyritic rocks, which are here of plutonic origin and which mainly form
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intruded stocks, but in a few cases are found as dikes; b, the acid feld,l:tpathic porphyries, which are usually light-colored rocks composing the
laccoliths of the region and a considerable portion of the dikes and
sheets, and with which are included several dense types which lack
phenocrysts and may be considered as imperfectly developed porphyries; c, the lamprophyres, or dark-colored basic rocks, composed mainly
of ferromagnesian minerals, and found only in dikes and sheets, usually
of rather small dimensions; and a, effusive rocks, or lava flow!:', which in
this area are restricted to two occurrences of basalt.
In the nomenclature no regard has been paid to the fast-dying and
nearly obsolete qualification of geologic age; thus, rhyolite has been
used irrespective of the consideration whether the rock so called is of
Tertiar~ or of pre-Cambrian age. The term porphyry has been used
simply as one of structure, 11ot as the name of a kind of rock, and
hence is used as a suffix to any of the names of the rock families, as,
for instance, d'iorite-porphyry in place of diorite-porphyrite. This is
merely restoring the word to its earlier, more logical, and correct usage,
and is in full accord with the best and prevalent American practice. 1
In the first group of granular rocks are found representatives of the
syenites, monzonites, diorites, and shonkinites; in the second group are
various representatives of the granite, syenite, and diorite families in
the form of porphyries and densely textured rocks; in the third group,
that of the lamprophyres, we :find minettes, vogesites, and analcitebasalts of various types, with transitional forms as well; while in the
last group there is only common feldspar-basalt.
1 See

J.D. Dana's Manual of

Miner~logy

and Petrography, 1887, p. 441.

CHAPTER II.
THE GRANULAR ROCKS.

From the standpoint of .general geology the granular rocks are by no
means so important in this district as are the porphyritic. The most
notable occurrence is that of the Pinto diorite of Neihart. In addition, the list of occurrences includes the syenites of Barker and Belt
Creek, the analcite-syenite of Otter Creek, and the stock of Y ogo Peak, ·
which is differentiated into various rock varieties,· such as syenite,
monzonite, and shonkinite.
BARKER SYENITE.

The syenite which forms the intruded mass north of Barker has several mines located upon its contact, like the Wright and Edwards,
Barker, etc., from the dump heaps of which most exceUent fresh material can be obtained. The rock is of a gray color, of moderately fine
grain, with occasional large feldspars, half an inch or so long, which are
phenocrystic in character. It is thickly dotted with small' anhedrons
of a black ferromagnesian mineral, and is .locally termed "granite."
Under the microscope the minerals of a typical syenite are disclosed,
viz, iron ore, hornblende, pyroxene, apatite, alkali feldspars, a little
oligoclase, and a little quartz. The iron ore and apatite are of the character usual in rocks of this class. The hornblende is mostly of a stringy,
fibrou~ character, and plainly paramorphic after the pyroxene with
which it is connected; but in some specimens, such as those from the
Wright and Edwards mine, the hornblende is idiomorphic, compact,
and of the usual olive-green pleochroic character seen in many syenites
and diorites, and must here be regarded as primary. The pyroxene,
which has been mostly changed to hornblende, is a pale-greenish diopside of a wide extinction angle. The feldspars are of greater interest;.
they consist mainly of alkali kinds which have no good outlines but
always have a tendency to a broad tabular habit. They are sodabearing orthoclases, and in them the section perpendicular to a exhibits
2E varying from 40o to 50°, with extinction parallel to the very good
cleavage lines which show the trace of 001 on the section. In sections
perpendicular to .c-that is, nearly parallel to 010-the extinction is 90
plus, as measured from the cleavage of 001, the direction of the vertical
axis and the orientation of the angle f3 being shown by inclusions and
a parting parallel to m (110). These soda orthoclases contain interlaminated perthite bands of albite; they also occasionally contain small
. cores of oligoclase; the included plagioclase may, indeed, be an acid
andesine, as shown by Becke's method. Albite may be present in inde20 GEOL, P'l' 3--30
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pendent crystals and also oligoclase, as shown in some cases by the
simultaneous illumination of sections in the zone perpendicular to 010
of excellent Carlsbad twins with their albite lamellre, while other crystals are those of oligoclase. The amount of plagioclase present is
always small in comparison with the alkali feldspar. Of the quartz, a
small quantity is seen, mostly interstitial, the last product of crystallization, though sometimes in more or less small rounded anhedrons
inclosed in the outer boundary of the feldspar.
The structure of the rock is purely granitoid, though the occasional
larger orthoclases give it sometimes a slight tendency to a porphyritic
structure. The chemical composition is shown in the following table of
analyses:
Analyses of syenites.

~ Con•tituont

I.
---

SiOz ................•..
.AlzOa .•.................
Fez03 ......... - ..............
:FeO ..••................
MgO .............. - - - - CaO ....................

-.--.

N azO .. - - ...... - . - · · - - - ·
KzO .••••..•..•.....•••.
i
HzO at 110° ·----· ----··
H20 above 1100 .........
! TiOz .................................
P205 . - ........ -.... - --Zr02 ...................
S0 3 ....................
FeS2 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
C02 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
1
1

~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ·_ ~ ~ ~ ~ :~ ~ ~ ~ :~ j

64.64
16.27
2.42
1. 58
1.27
2.65
4.39
4.98
.09
.27
.51
. 37

65.43
65.54
16.11
17.83
1.15
. 74
2.85
1.15
.40
. 98
1. 49
1. 92
5.00
5.55
5.97
5.58
.19
.54
. 39
.50
.11
.13 Trace.
. 11 .
........
..
Trace ..............••.
• • • • • • • •
• 07 . . . • . . . .
• 37
Trace. . . • . . . . .

}

-----

.---.- ~~.

v.

II.
III.
IV..
--- ------

---- --

VI.

59.78
68.34
1.077
15.32
16.86
.158
1.90
3.08
.015
3.72
.84
.022
.54
. 69
. 031
2.96
. 92
.047
5.45
5.39
.070
5.62
5.01
.053
.15
1. 58
- . -- .
.30
.21
.13 .. --. .. ... .. . - ..
.. ---- ...... .. -............. --------'rrace ................. .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ....... .
.... ....
. 75 ........ .

{

}

---------------

:~: .----... --.-~ ~~- ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ :~ ::~ ~ ~ ~ :

MnO ................... Trace.
. 2S
BaO...... .. .. .. .. . . . . . .
. 18
. 03
SrO . . • . . . . .. .. . .. . . . . ..
. 08
LbO . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Trace.
Undet.
Undet.
Trace.

. 07
. 08
. 04
None.

.14 ......•..
'
........ .
...•.....

- - - - - - - - - ·--- ----1----

Total . . . . . . . • • • . . . . 100. 12

l

Less oxygen (0).... ....

_

Remainder .....••..

.02

100. 18

99. 92

99. 95

99. 96 ........ .

.04 ·••• ---· ---· ···• ········ -~~

J:00.101oQ.U======'~==J

I. Syenite (No. 633), Wright and Edwards mine, Barker, Montana. W. F. Hillebrand, analyst.
II. Syenite, Mount Ascutney, Vermont. Jaggar and Daly. See Bull. U. S. Geol.
Survey No. 148, by Clarke and Hillebrand, p. 68. W. F. Hillebrand, analyst.
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III. Syenite, Highwood Peak, Highwood Mountains, Montana. L. V. Pirsson and
W. F. Mitchell, analysts.
IV. Syenite, Head of ,Beaver Creek, Bearpaw Mountains, Montana. Weed and
Pirsson: Am. Jour. Sci., 4th series, Vol.l, 1896, p. 354. H. N. Stokes, analyst.
V. Syenite, Blue Mountains, Colorado, W. Cross: Proc. Colorado Sci. Soc., 1887,
'
p. 240. L. G. Eakins, analyst.
VI. Molecular ratios of No. I.

This analysis is quite typical for a syenite, in respect to the high silica,
alumina, alkalies and low lime, magnesia, and iron. The silica is
toward the upper limit of the syenite group, verging on the granites, and
this explains the amount of quartz which is present. Since the quartz,
however, is small and entirely microscopic, it appears best to classify
the rock as a syenite rather than a granite. For sake of comparison,
the analyses of some other quartzose syenites, mostly of western occurrences, are given. The silicia in No. IV is very high, running into the
granite group, but this is because the rock is almost pure feldspar; the
actual amount of quartz present is very small.
From the molecular ratios given in No. VI we may calculate the
percentage of minerals present. In the specimen analyzed the only
'dark minerals present are iron ore and hornblende. We may assume
that all of t.he alumina is in the feldspar, all the ferric oxide in magnetite; then the excess of alumina over alkalies demands an equivalent
of lime to form anorthite. Thus the excess of lime over the anorthite,
the excess of ferrous oxide over the magnetite, and the magnesia are the
elements forming the hornblende, and they are present in the ratio
Oa : MgO, FeO :: 0.012 : 0.038 = 1: 3.1,

while the theory for hornblende, Ca (MgFe)3 (Si03)4, demands 1 : 3.
This result is remarkably close and is another proof of the marvelous
accuracy of Hillebrand's analyses. 'fhese results show that the rock
has the following mineral composition, in parts by weight:
Per cent.

Magnetite .. _..... _... _. _... _.. ____ ........... _... . . . . . .
Hornblende ............................... ____ ..........
Anorthite ... _.. _................. _. _......... ____ ... _...
Albite·----------- .... ---- ____ ........ ---------- ____ ....
Orthoclase ............. _.... _.... __ .............. __ . ____
Quartz ............... ___ ...... ___ .... _............. __ . . . . .

3. 6
5.5
10. 0

37,4
30. 1

13. 4

Total ................. _. __ .•.. _..••••.. ~ .. _...... , ·; 100. 0

If all the albite and anorthite were combined to form plagioclase, the
resulting feldspar would be an oligoclase, Ab 140 An 35 , or exactly Ab4 An 1•
The microscope shows, however, that the average plagioclase present is
not so rich in soda, but approximates to Ab2 An 1, and this permits of
the presence of the albite molecule in the soda orthoclase and in the
microperthite intergrowths. 1
1 The albite molecules are thus about. equally divided, and the ratio of plagioclase to alkali feldspar
is abo11t 7: 12, which shows a syenite verging toward the monzonite ,group of Brogger.
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From the foregoing result:::; we can calculate approximately the chemical composition of the hornblende present, and find it to be as follows:
Per cent.

SiOz . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
FeO . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

55. 1
9. 3

MgO . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
CaO ...............................................•. -...

23. 3
12. 3

Total ................••........... .'.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100. 0

This is, in fact, the ordinary composition of a common hornblende,
though perhaps a little richer in iron than usual.
In making these calculations the minute amount of lime necessary
to turn phosphoric acid into apatite, offerrou:::; iron belonging in ilmenite,
and of the barium and strontium in the feldspar, have not been taken into
account; possibly if they had been the results would be a trifle more
accurate.
AUGITE-SYENITE OF BELT CREEK.

This occurs as a thick intrusive sheet, reaching 100 feet in thickness
in places in the Cambrian beds on Belt Creek, and extending from 3 to
6 miles above its junction with the Dry Fork. It has been previously
mentioned by I.Jindgren 1 in his two publications on. this region, and a
brief description of it given. The collection of new and more varied
material has added much of interest to the original study, and the whole
is herewith given in full.
The rock is of a medium fine grain, and in color of a grayish tone with light-pink spots. The general gray tone is due to the feldspar
granules being thickly sprinkled with exceedingly minute dots of a ferromagnesian mineral, to be seen only with a powerful lens. In these
grayish feldspars are scattered many tablets of biotite, while occasional
quite large formless inclusions or phenocrysts of a pink alkali feldspar
are seen. A few included quartz grains with greenish mantle were
noted. , The rock also contains some inclusions·, as large as one's finger,
of another rock, which appears to be a minette, with micaceous
groundmass and phenocrysts of biotite. The rock surface exhibits
ma·ny small miarolitic cavities studded with projecting feldspars of
poorly developed crystal form. The microscope discloses in the section
the following minerals: Iron ore, titanite, apatite, diopside, biotite,
alkali feldspar, and quartz.
The iron ore a~d apatite are of the usual character; the titanite is not
very common and is in small, well-formed crystals. The pyroxene,
which is of a clear, very pale-yellow green, has an extinction angle of
about 45o, and is of diopside character. It occurs rather sparingly in
good-sized crystals 1 or 2 mm. across, but also in great quantities of
very small, well-formed, slender prisms which are thickly scattered
through the feldspars, the latter inclosing them in a,poikilitic manner.
I Tenth Census of the United States, Vol. XV, p. 723; Proc. California .A.cad. Nat. Sci., 2d aeries,
Vol. III, p. 45.
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The biotite also occurs in the same manner, and is in crystals of two
sizes, the smaller embedded ·in the feldspar, but it is much less in
amount than the diopside. The feldspar, which is the chief constituent,
has a short, thick, tabular habit, giving square. or rectangular cross
sections; in a section para11el to b (010) and perpendicular to ,e the
extinction is 10° 30' from the trace of 001, and hence the feldspar is a
soda orthoclase_; and this is also shown by its marbled, patchy, moire
appearance between crossed nicols with high powers. Moreover, there
being but one variety present, it would naturally be rich in soda. The
average _size of feldspar grain is between 1 and 2 mm. In some of the
angular interspaces between the feldspars is a little quartz, or quartz
and feldspar in micrographic intergrowths.
The striking feature of this rock is the small augite prisms embedded
in the feldspar. The large occasional pink feldspars are quite free
from them, and must therefore be an earlier product. The rock is thus
an augite-mica-syenite verging on the syenite-porphyries.
A specimen collected at another outcrop of the sheet shows a slightly
different character. · There is more mica present, titanite is wanting,
and the feldspars are smaller and tend more to a lath-like form. This
variety agrees more closely with the description of Lindgren, and is
undoubtedly the variety examined by him. He refers it to the micasyenites or minettes, stating that it bas a tendency to the augitesyenites. In his second article it is referred to the augite-syenites,
where it clearly belongs.
ANALCITE- (NEPHELITE-) SYENITE.

Rocks of the nephelite-syenite group, or those composed chiefly of
alkali feldspars in combination with a feldspathoid mineral of which
nephelite may be taken as the type, are rare in the Little Belt Mountains, only one occurrence being known, which may be referred to under
this heading.
The rock forms an intrusive mass on the west side of upper Otter
Creek, about 6 miles north of Barker. It is first mentioned and
described by Lindgren,I who gives some brief petrographic data concerning it. Some additional details are given in a later publication.2
The following account supplements that given by Lindgren:
It is rather fine grained and of a light-gray color, due to a mingling
of the white feldspathic material with innumerable small, slender foils
of biotite, which lie pointed in every direction and produce a markedly
speckled appearance. In the maximum these foils of biotite attain the
length of half an inch, but their thickness is not over one-twentieth of
this, and commonly they appear not over an eighth to a quarter of an
inch long. They are not the edges of thin tables of biotite that are seen
on end, but actually have this curious rod-like development, and appear
at first sight much like slender horn bien de prisms. ·Among these glit~
J
2

Tent.h Census of the United States, Vol. XV, p. 723.
Proc. California .Acad. Nat. Sci., 2d series, Vol. III. p. 45.
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tering biotites are roundish flecks of dull greenish black, which are due
to small, s~out prisms of pyroxene. The average size of grain and
texture is similar to that of an ordinary granitic aplite. To these details
the lens adds little beyond showing that the feldspars have a pronounced thin tabular habit.
In thin section the microscope dis~loses the following minerals: Iron
ore, apatite, pyroxene, biotite, muscovite, alkali feldspars, nephelite ( ~),
and analcite, while a little calcite and serpentine are clearly secondary
products,
Iron ore occasi~nally occurs in rather large scattered anhedrons. The
apatite in its usual prisms is closely associated with the iron ore and
pyroxene. The pyroxene is moderately abundant in thick, short prismoids. Ithasaclear,palegray-greencolor, and exhibits in places a faintly
perceptible pleochroism in tones of the same color. Its extinction angle
on 010 is about 45°. It is clearly a member of the diopside family. In
places along the cleavages and cracks it is altering into a yellowish,
fibrous, serpentine-like product.
The biotite has a stroug pleochroism varying between a dark redbrowncolor and a very pale yellow, almost colorless. Its most marked
feature is the development into long, slender foils. It is strikingly
idiomorphic aud free fi.·om inclusions.
The feldspars appear to be wholly made up of alkali varieties. In
some of them interior cores remain which are clear, homogeneous, and
unaltered, and which seem to be of soda orthoclase. Generally, however, the feldspars are more or less flecked and muddy. They contain
occasional strips of muscovite, and more especially small bays and
areas of a colorless isotropic mineral of low relief, which, as will be
presently shown, is undoubtedly analcite. Generally between crossed
nicols the feldspars show the mottled look characteristic of soda orthoclases which are being altered. Small areas and occasional laths show
the albite twinning, and are due to albite. The feldspars have a pronounced lath shape, giving the section a broadly trachytoid appearance.
In the interstices between the feldspars is a colorless isotropic mineral
of very low relief, which is analcite. There is considerable of it present.
That it is aualcite is shown by the fact that if the powdered rock is
boiled with extremely dilute acid the resulting solution when filtered
and evaporated yields gelatinous silica abundantly. This· shows the
mineral is not leucite. The filtrate when tested with silver nitrate
yields but the faintest perceptible trace of chlorine and none of sulphates, which excludes sodalite and nosean. On application of heat
in a closed tube the rock powder yields water readily and abundantly
far below redness. These tests show a considerable amount of analcite
present in the rock. In his earlier publication Lindgren was inclined
to believe that this analcite was glass, and believing the rock to be of
younger age he placed it among the trachytes, but in his later work
he recognized that it might be a mineral of isometric character, perhaps
sodahte, and classified the rock as au augite-syenite.
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A little c_!1lcite and muscovite are present as secondary alteration
products. It seems probable that the analcite is also wholly, or at
least in great part, secondary, probably after nephelite or sodalite in
the angular interspaces, and partly after the albite molecule in the
feldspars. The rock is thus somewhat ehanged along the line of zeolitic
alteration.
·
Whether we assume the analcite filling the angular interspaces to be
secondary or original, the rock in any case belongs in the nephelitesyenite group. If we ass~me that it is secondary after nephelite, as
seem's most probable, the rock is to be classed as a miascite. The presence of some nephelite in the rock could not be directly proved, but it
is suspected from the section.
THE ROCKS OF YOGO PEAK.

The rock mass of Yogo Peak and the different rock varieties into
which it is differentiated have already been described by Mr. Weed
and the writer. 1 In that article only brief petrographic details were
given, sufficient to make clear the discussion of the analyses and the
facts bearing on theoretic petrography, which comprised its essential
features. It is here proposed to treat these types in more detail,
especially those points which are of interest to petrographers. The
discussfon of the facts from a standpoint of theoretic petrography is
deferred until the latter part of this work. For details of descriptive
geology the reader is referred to the description by Mr. Weed in the
first portion of this work.
SYENITE OF YOGO PEAK.

That portion of the Yogo Peak stock which may be most properly
classified as a syenite comprises the eastern shoulder of the elevated
mass. The rock has a platy parting which causes it to split readily,
making· the joint blocks a foot or so· long. They are very hard and
tough, and specimens are broken off with difficulty. The rock is urialtered, fresh, aud very suitable·for study and analysis.
'
On a freshly fractured surface the rock appears evenly granular, of
moderately fine grain, and is compact in character and with few miarolitic cavities. The color is a medium gray, with a pinkish tone. An
illustration of it is shown in Pl. LXX, A. Examined with the lens, it is
seen to be chiefly composed of light-colored feldspar, dotted with small,
dark, formless spots of green pyroxene or hornblende.
The microscope shows the following minerals to be present: Apatite,
titanite, iron ore, pyroxene, hornblende, biotite, orthoclase, oligoclase,
and quartz. The apatite and titanite are of the usual characters
common to such rocks. The iron ore is not abundant and occurs in
small grains of about 1 mm. in diameter. The pyroxene is a very
pale green diopside, and is much cracked and broken up. Frequently
I

Am. Jour. Sci., :J<l series, Vol. L, 1895, p. 467.
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it appears like a bundle of rods. It is rarely alone, generally occurring in common with a brownish-green hornblende. The two minerals are very frequently found together in stout, ill-shaped crystals
from 1 to 2 mm.long, the pyroxene forming a core surrounded by the
hornblende! In such cases the amount of pyroxene is inversely proportional to that of the hornblende. The appearance and association
of these two minerals indicate that the hornblende is paramorphic after
the pyroxene. The latter rarely occurs alone, while the hornblende
frequently does." Biotite is rare, and occurs only as occasional brown
pleochroic shreds.
·
Orthoclase is the predominant feldspar, occurring in irregular masses.
A smaller quantity of plagioclase is also present, the optical characters
of which prove it to be oligoclase. It is more idiomorphic than the
orthoclase, frequently or even commonly occurring in rather rectangular elongated lath~o and is often surrounded by a mantle of orthoclase. A small amount of interstitial quartz completes the list of
minerals.
In structure the rock is hypidiomorphic, but only partly so, as the
pyroxene and hornblende are themselves rather ill formed and irregular, and the tendency is toward an allotriomorphic structure. The average size of grain is about lmm.
The analysis given in No. I of the following table shows the chemical
composition, which is that of a syenite with rather high lime, iron, and
magnesia for a rock of that group. The mineral and chemical character show it to have a somewhat dioritic tendency, and in fact it is closely
related to the monzonite group, in which the feldspars are equal; that
is, approximately the plagioclase equals the orthoclase. It is very
closely related to certain of the syenites which have been called akerites,
as the analysis of one of them tends to sbow. Moreover, the description of these akerites as given by Brogger, 1 with their rectangular
zonal feldspars, applies closely to this rock. On the other hand, its
relation to certain rocks which have been variously placed, sometimes
among the syenites, sometimes amoi;J.g the diorites, is shown by the
close agreement with the analysis of the rock from the Hodritsch Vale
near Schemnitz. All these types· clearly belong in a group by themselves, and, following the proposal of Brogger,Z they may well be considered an intermediate group between the normal syenites and diorites
and be called banatites, after the old name used by Von Cotta. Thus the
rock of Yogo Peak, although here called a syenite, as under a broad
grouping according to present ideas of rock classification it would
undoubtedly be called, would for petrographic purposes be better
design& ted a banatite. Its connection with the monzonite of Y ogo
Peak, as part of a single geologic mass, is extremely interesting, as it
shows, as exhibited by nature itself, that grouping and connection which
Brogger has suggested on theoretic grounds.
1 Syenitpegmatltgange der sudnorwegischen: Groth's Zeit. f. Kryst., Vol. XVI, p. 51.
2Triadischen Eruptionsfolge bei Predazzo, p. 60.
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Analyses of syenites.
Constituent.

Silica (SiOz)...... ............ ....
Alumina (Ah03)------ ...... ......
Ferric iron (Fe20s) .............. .
Ferrous iron (FeO) ............••. ·
Magnesia (MgO) ................. .
Lime (CaO) ..................... .
Soda (NazO) ......................
Potash (K20) ................... ..
Water (HzO) at 110o .......... ____ I
1

Water (HzO) above 110° ........ ..
Titanic oxide (TiOz) ..... .... ....
Chromic oxide (Cr203) .. . ... . ....
Manganese oxide (MnO) .. . . . . . . ..

I.

II.

III.

61.65
15.07
2.03
2.25
3.67
4.61
4.35
4.50

59.56
17.60
2.90
3.38
1. 87
3.67
4.88
4.40

61.73
17.45

1. 37

1.16

. 26
. 41
.56
Trace.
. 09

'}

1.22
X=. 44
. 03

5.94

~
11

2.29 I
I

4.52
3.12
3.88

1.027
.145
.013
.031
.092
.082
.070
.048

(~)
...... ---.. ---- ............. _
............. _ .. _. __

Baryta (BaO) .... .... .... .... ....
.27
C')
C')
---------Strontia(SrO)------------------.10
(~)
(~)
---------Chlorine ( Cl) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . • • • . . . _... _. __
Phosphoric acid (PzOo) ----------.
33
( ')
( ~)
---------Sulphuric acid (S03) .... ---- ......... ------ .................... ·----- .. ..
Carbonic acid (COz) .............. j . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Lithia (Li2 0) ................. ---- Trace.
·

1

Total ..................... .

100.15

I. Syenite, Yogo Peak, Little Belt Mountains, Montana. W. P. Hillebrand,
analyst.
II. Syenite, akerite type, Vettakollen, South Norway. H. 0. Laug: Nyt Mag. for
'Nat., vol. 30, p. 4-0. P. Jannasch, analyst.
III. Syenite, diorite, banatite, Hodritsch Vale near Schemnitz. K. R. von Hauer:
Verhandl. K. k. Reichsanstalt, ..Wien, 1867, p. 82.
IV. Molecular proportions of No. I.

By assuming that all the alumina is in feldspar, and taking the equivalent of soda, potash, and lime for 'it, and then assigning sufficient
ferrous iron to convert the ferric iron into magnetite, we may calculate
the mineral composition with rather close approximation to truth; for
the remaining lime, iron, and magnesia are to be divided between
pyroxene and hornblende, which is readily done, while the excess of
silica represents tbe quartz. This gives:
Per cent.

Magnetite _..................... _. _.... _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Pyroxene . . • • . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .
Hornblende...... .. . . . . . . • . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Anorthite. . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Albite ..• ·.................... _ ...................... -...

3. 1
5. 4
12. 9
7. 5
37. 5
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Per cent.

Orthoclase ..................................... : . . . . . . . . .
Quartz . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

27. 5
6. 1

Total. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100. 0
Components :
Dark . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Light . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

21. 4

78. 6
100.0

The average plagioclase combining the above would be Ab5An 17 but
as a large part of the albite molecule is present in the orthoclase, the
oligoclase present does not average nearly so much soda as this.
Local varieties of the syenite.~Toward the high east shoulder of Yogo
Peak, which descends to a saddle on the ridge, the talus forming this
slope shows a variety of the rock in which the plagioclase diminishes
almost to the vanishing point, and the rock therefore assumes the
character of a normal and typical syenite; in other respects its character is that of the type just described, and it can not, indeed, in the
hand specimen, be distinguished from it. The variation, like aU types
at Yogo Peak, is probably local, but it has a certain petrologic significance, which will be treated of in another place.
At the prospect mining shaft which has been sunk not far from the
contact on the south side of Yogo Peak, in the igneous rock, there
occurs a light-colored rock which is another variation of the banatite in
that it represents a more dioritic phase. The lath-like plagioelases
clearly predominate over the alkali feldspar and form the main rock
constituent. It is interesting to note in this variety that the hornblendes, although quite eompact and appearing, on the whole, original, yet occasionally carry interior cores or fragments of pale-green
diopside. What the exact relation of this diorite-like facies is to the
shonkinite and monzonite, which are the main rock types of the vicinity,
could not be learned, as it is not apparent at the surface, but it must
certainly be quite limited in amount when compared with them.
Storr Peak.-The granite- porphyry of the great intruded mass of
which Y ogo Peak forms the western extremity passes again into more
basic phases to the northeast. Thus, at the high point at the head of
one of the forks of Dry Wolf Creek, near where the 110° 15' meridian
crosses the boundary of the igneous rocks, here called Storr Peak, the
rock passes into a phase that is between a porphyry and a granular
rock, and also a transition to syenite.
The hand specimen shows a rock that appears like a rather finegrained syenite, gray in color, dotted with minute black specks of
ferromagnesian minerals. In fact, megascopically, it exactly resembles the Y ogo Peak syenite just described.
In the thin section the feldspar phenocrysts, which are almost entirely
soda orthoclase with a very little oligoclase, are of uniform size and
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packed so thickly together that the groundmass is reduced to a very
small amount, filling the little interspaces between them. It i~ a microgranite mixture of quartz and feldspars, and is quite fine grained. Some
green hornblende, iron ore, and apatite complete the minerals. Such a
rock is difficult to classify, as it is a connecting link between the granular and porphyritic structures, and also between the granite and syenite
families. It appears best to place it here with the syenites, as its porphyritic character is seen only under the microscope, while the total
amount of quartz is very small and is confined to the groundmass.
MONZONITE OF YOGO PE.A.K.

This name has been applied to a massive igneous rock occurring at
Monzoni, in· the Tyrol, and usually classified under the syenites, of which
it has been considered a variety rich in plagioclase and in the darker
ferromagnesian minerals, especially pyroxene. It has been shown in
recent years that this type of rock is not confined to the vicinity of
Monzoni, but occurs elsewhere in sufficient abundance to warrant the
proposition that the name shall no longer be considered that of a mere
variety of syenite, but of an independent rock group of the same order
of significance as that of syenite and diorite, to be applied to those rocks
in which the alkali and lime-soda feldspars are about equally balanced,
thus avoiding the difficulties of classifying such rocks either with. the
syenites or the diorites.t In the former article on Yogo Peak, by Mr.
Weed and the writer, 2 it was shown in the petrographic description that
the type of rock forming the middle knob ~f the peak was of unusual
character, in which alkali feldspars were of about equal amount with.
plagioclase, and the name ''yogoite" was proposed for it. Later, 3
however, recognizing that" yogoite" is essentially the same rock as that
from Monzoni and Predazzo, both chemically and in its mineral composition, the name "yogoite" was withdrawn for the older and betterknown term. Rocks of this character have been found in several
localities in Montana, and the number of occurrences in this portion of
the Rocky Mountain area will no doubt be increased in the future. It
can scarcely be doubted that many types of rocks hitherto placed under
diorites or syenite-s by different petrographers, really belong in this general.group, and that the future will show the type to be a not uncommon
one. In the localities so far described-at Monzoni and Preda.zzo in Tyrol,
at the Bearpaw Mountains, here at Yogo Peak. and also in the Highwood
Mountains in Montana-the rock does not appear geologically alone
and independent, but is accompanied by more feldspathic types on the
one hand and by darker-colored, more basic, augitic varieties on th~
other. It is thus part of a differentiated complex, and considering the
very medium chemical character it possesses, as a sort of petrographic
mean, this should be expected.
J Brogger, Eruptivgesteine des Kristianiagebietes, II, Predazzo.
2Am. Jour. Sci., 3d series, Vol. L, 1895, p. 467.
s Weed and~Pirsson, Bearpaw Mountains of Montana: Am. Jour. Sci., 4th series, Vol. I, 1296, p. 357.
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At Y ogo Peak the rock occurs most typically and best exposed at
the central one of the three prominent knobs forming the peak. On
the one hand it grades into the banatite variety of syenite, previously
described, which forms the eastern shoulder, and on the other hand
into the shonkinite of the western outcrops and exposures.
The rock is divided by joints into short blocks, and is very firm and
tough. On a freshly fractured surface it is rather dark gray, with
a greenish tone, and appears of medium granularity. It is clearly seen
to be somewhat mottled, by the contrast between the light-colored feldspathic portion and the darker-colored ferromagnesian minerals, and
recalls in its appearance many diorites. The dark minerals appear to
make up half the bulk of the rock. The reflection of light from numerous biotite cleavages of small size is also noticeable. Theappearance
of the rock is shown in PI. LXX, B.
Under the microscope the minerals seen are iron ore, apatite, biotite,
pyroxene, hornblende, plagioclase, alkali feldspars, and quartz.
The iron ore is not present in large amount, but is seen in scattered
grains usually attached to pyroxene and biotite. The apatite is not
abundant and shows nothing of special interest.
The pyroxene is a clear pale-green diopside of wide extinction angle
and rather idiomorphic in form. It is comparatively free from inclusions, save those of iron ore and apatite; in a few cases some inclusions of
a brownish substance, which may be glass, were seen. It is very fresh
and unaltered, except for its connection with hornblende. It is the
most abundant ferromagnesian mineral.
·
The hornblende is of the olive-green color usually seen in common
hornblende, is strongly pleochroic, and is generally seen surrounding or
attached to the diopside. It occurs in places penetrating the latter
in small flakes or rods, and sometimes the diopside is quite spotted
with these bits of hornblende. When in larger pieces it does not have
any distinct idiomorphic form. All these facts go to show very
clearly its secondary paramorphic character. Nowhere. does it show
those evidences of primary character which Iddings has so well
described and figured in the intergrowths of hornblende and pyroxene
in the diorite of Electric Peak. 1 An estimate based on the sections
places the amount of hornblende at one-tenth that of the diopside.
The biotite is pleochroic, in tones of pale yellow and olive brown;
basal sections are a deep umber brown. It is quite idiomorphic and
has the usual apatite and iron-ore inclusions.
The plagioclase is rather variable; studies of it according to recent
methods show that it is mostly andesine, in small part oligoclase, and
even a little albite is present. It occurs in rather broad tabular forms,
giving in general idiomorphic sections; sometimes it is seen in rather
slender laths, which are always smaller than the tables mentioned
above, and while they are generally Carlsbad twins they often show no
albite twinning, or at best but one or two strips. They ar:e invariably
1

Twelfth Ann. Rept. U. S. Geol. Suney, Part I, p. 606.
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of andesine. The larger tables, on the contrary, always show albite
twinning, usually in very fine lamell::.e, and sometimes are not Carls.bad
twins; they are more irregular in their composition, are sometimes
zonally built with basic cores, and sometimes consist of varying irregular
masses without any regular crystallographic or zonal arrangement, but
with the albite twinning passing through as if the crystal were entirely
homogeneous. Thus, in these crystals, while andesine is the most common proportion of the albite and anorthite molecules, they vary through
oligoclase to albite.
The alkali feldspar is mostly a soda orthoclase, but this contains a
microperthite-like intergrowth of another feldspar that is believed to
be albite, but it is present in so narrow lamellre that this could not
be proved; moreover, it does not show the albite twinning. All that
can be safely said of it is that it is another feldspar and not quartz.
The intergrowths are not exactly like the usual ·microperthitic lamellre
of albite, but more nearly resemble micrographic intergrowths of
quartz and orthoclase; they are shown in Pl. LXXI, A,. in which they
are seen very greatly magnified; it does not require a very high power
to see them clearly.
The calculation of the chemical analysis shows that the total average
alkali feldspar has the composition Or1Ab1, but the microscope shows
that although this may be the sum total, there is considerable variability in the manner in which the albite and orthoclase molecules are
arranged.
The structure of the rock is a purely hypidiomorphic granular one.
There is a strong tendency for the ferromagnesian elements to be
together,- and also for little areas to occur in which plagioclase is very
abundant, others in which it is nearly absent, unstriated alkali feldspar
predominating. Thus, while taken in mass the composition of the rock
is very homogenous, on a microscopic scale it is variable, and it is dif:fi.cult to bring into the field of the microscope, except with extremely
low powers, an area that would be typical of the rock as a whole. The
alkali feldspar shows always a tendency to a broad, poikilitic character,
.tending to surround the other minerals. An extremely minute amount
of interstitial quartz needs no further mention; its role as rock component is here without importance.
An analysis of the rock by Dr. Hillebrand is shown in the following
table, and with it are given published analyses of four other monzonites
from different tocalities. The older analyses are. full of analytical
errors and are not to be trusted. It will be noticed how nearly all
these agree, and how little any one of them departs from the mean of
the whole five given in No. VI. This mean may be taken then as the
typical composition of a monzonite, especially as expressed in the nearest whole numbers and given in No. VIa. The feature of this c~emical
composition is the very medium character expressed throughout. In
respects the monzonites stand as a mean between the different rock
groups.

all
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Analyses of monzonites.

I

.
I II. II III.
. I.
------;---

Conot;tuent.

Si02 .......
A1203 ......
Fez03 ......
FeO '"' .. --- .. MgO .......
CaO .......
NazO.·......

54.42
14.28
3.32
4.13
6.12
7. 72
3.44
4.22
.38
.22
.80

KzO ••••••••

52.81
15.66
3.06
4.76
4.99
7.57
3.60
4.84

I 52.05
I

15.02
2.65
5.52
5.39
8.14
3.17
6.10

}

-- - ----

-

I

Total .. l 100. 19 1100. 24

---· ---- ---100.03

8.50
3.07
4.42

52.89
15.58
3.03
4.81
5.22
8.21
3.23
4.90

53.0
16.0
3.0
5.0
5.0
8.0
3.0
5.0

.50

.51

.5

.40

.56

§

0.907
.139
. 021
. 057
.152
.139
. 055
. 045

.5

- -..... -.... .. -.. - ..... -.. . - - - ..
.................
.11 - ....... -- ....

-

I

'---1---

VIa.

VI.

54.20
15.73
3.67
5.40
3.40

51.00
17.21
2.41
4.23
6.19
9.15
2.88
4.93

HzO-uoo.
.93
.63
.35
H 2 0+ 110o.
.16
TiOz .......
.13
.71
.47
Fl .....•... - ......... ...... Trace. .. ............... .. ... .. - ... ....
Cl .....•... •••• ----1
.24 Trace.
.07
PzOs ....... I · . 59 I
• 75
. 33
.21
I
. 03
. 02
S03 ...... --~-- ...... ; Trace.
Cr203 .............. i Trace. .. .. ......
.........
I
MnO ....... I
.10 I Trace. Trace. Trace.
I
BaO .. -- .. - .
.24
.34
.42
. 32 I
:
SrO ........
.14
.28
.09
.13 I
I
LizO ....... i Trace. I Trace.
..........

--

v.

IV.

99.60

...

... ...

.50!

.5

.47

................ ' .......... ----

-------r-----i

...

...
...

-.. - ............
-... -- ....

. 70 --- - ---.
(f)
. 33
( Y) I
.15

.3
.2

.... ----!···· ....

-....... -- ...

100. 49,100. 00

100.00

I

=-==I
==J

I. Monzonite of Yogo Peak. W. F. Hillebrand, analyst.
II. Monzonite of Beaver Creek, Bearpaw Mountains. Weed and Pirsson: Am.
Jour. Sci., 1st series, vol. 50, 1895, p. 357. H. N. Stokes, analyst.
III. Monzonite of Highwood Peak, Highwood Mountains. Bull. U. S. Geol. Survey No. 148, p. 154. E. B. Hurlburt, analyst.
IV. Monzonite of Middle Peak, Highwood Mountains. Loc. cit. supra. E. B.
Hurlburt, analyst.
V. Monzonite of Monzoni. Brogger: Ernptivegesteine, Predazzo, 1895, p. 24.
V. Schmelck, analyst.
VI and VIa. Average Of above analyses reduced to 100.
VII. Molecular proportions of No. 1.

If we make two or three assumptions, as follows: That the biotite is
nearly or practically free from ferric iron, and agrees with the biotite of
Monzoni (which has been analyzed) in this respect; that the replacement of magnesia by ferrous iron is similar in the minerals into which
these enter, and that the amount of hornblende is one-tenth that of
diopside, as shown by estimates made from the sections, we may calculate from the analysis and the table of molecular proportions given in
No. VII the mineral composition of the rock. None of these assumptions is absolutely correct, but all of them must be approximately so;
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hence the f(Jllowing table, while not absolutely accurate, must represent
the composition rather closely:
Per cel\t.

Magnetite . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Biotite ... _..... _....................... __ .... _.... ____ .
Diopside .. __ ..... _ . _......... _... _...... _..... _..... __ ..
Hornblende. __ ... _... __ ... ____ .. ___ ... ____ .. ____ •.... _. .
Anorthite .. __ ..... __ ................... _............. _..
Albite ... _...................... ___ ... __ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Orthoclase_._ .... _.... _....... _........ _.. ____ .. ____ . . . . .

5. 1
12. 1
20. 7
4. 5
11. 3
30. 1
16. 2

Total . _..........•. _...... _.. _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100. 0
Andesine (An2Ab3) ..••........... __ .............. ·-- .. . .
Soda orthoclase (Or1Ab1) ...... ____ ......................

27.2
30.4

Total feldspars .......•..................... __ . . . .
Total ferromagnesian minerals ... _............. _. . . . . . ..

57. 6
42. 4

Total .......... _........... _..... _.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100. 0

The amount of the albite molecule present is just sufficient to turn
the anorthite into the andesine demanded by the microscopic study,
and have enough left to convert the orthoclase into a soda orthoclase
where the relations are as 1: 1-a very common 'ratio for soda orthoclase,
as, indeed, on chemical grounds we should expect. The calculation
shows also that the plagioclase and alkali feldspar present are equal,
and again shows the impossibility of logically classifying these rocks
either as syenites or diorites. The large proportion of ferromagnesian
minerals present, forming two-fifths of the whole, also shows the middle
position occupied. by this type.
SHONKINITE OF YOGO PEAK •.

This name has been given to dark-colored basic granitoid rocks consisting chiefly of orthoclase (or alkali feldspar) and augite, but in
which, unlike the syenites, which are feldspathic rocks, the augite predominates, producing an augitic or, as one migb.t say, a gabbroid rock.
Besides these chief components, olivine, biotite, and iron ore among the
dark-colored minerals, and plagioclase among the light-colored ones,
may be present, as accessory components, in considerable amount, but
the orthoclase and augite are in all cases the determinant minerals.
This type of rock is closely related to theralite, in that both are darkcolored basic augitic types and both are likely to occur associated with
other types of rocks rich in alkalies, but theralite, the granular plu-tonic equivalent of the tephrites, has plagioclase and nephelite as its
determinant white minerals.
The first shonkinite described was that from Square Butte, in the
Highwood Mountains, 1 and later the occurrence at Y ogo Peak was
briefly mentioned. 2 This account it is now proposed to supplement
with further details, and to mention another occurrence in this district.
J Weed
2 .A.m.

and Pirsson, BulL Geol. Soc. America, Vol. VI, 1894, p. 389.
Jour. Sci., 3d series, Vol. L, 1895, p. 467.
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Besides these occurrences in the Little Belt and Highwood mountains,
shonkinite has been described from localities in the Bearpaw l\fountains,1 and it appears, as will be shown later, to occur at Monzoni, in
the Tyrol, and doubtless other localities will be found as knowledge of.
the type becomes better known and petrographic research progresses.
At Yogo Peak the shonkinite forms the rock masses of the western
end, abutting against the sediments, and it also occurs about 4 miles
northeast, on the ridge running out in that direction from Yogo Peak.
Here it is found in contact with the limestones at the head of one of
the main branches of Running Wolf Creek.
The shonkinite rock does not possess the thick platy parting of the
monzonite and syenite, but has an exceedingly massive character. The
rock is very tough and breaks under the hammer with difficulty. On a
fresh fracture it is of a very dark stone color, and at first glance recalls
many coarse, dark gabbros. On inspection it appears that the quantity
of ferromagnesian minerals is very large, and the eye is caught by the
reflection of numerous plates of a dark-brownish biotite, which average
several millimeters in diameter. With the lens a great abundap.ce of
small augites are also seen in the feldspathic constituent.
At p!aces, especially toward the contact, there is considerable variation in the grain of this type; it sometimes occurs very much fin~r
than the normal type mentioned above, and, on the other hand, at the
extreme west end of the peak a variety is found that forms large,
irregular masses, the rock being noticeable for the very large, spongy,
biotite crystals which it carries. These biotites are. at times 1 em.
across a cleavage face. They are made up of a number of smaller,
nearly similarly ori~nted individuals mixed with other constituepts.
Although the mica is really subordin~te in amount to the other minerals, it has the appearance of being predominant, and the rock seems at
first glance to be almost wholly made up of these coarse biotite crystals,
and has a very coarse-grained, curious appearance. Examination with
the lens shows that although the biotite thus appears so important, it is
merely because the crystals reflect the light from their cleavage surfaces,
and thus seem more prominent than the other minerals; moreover they
are very poikilitic, and are filled with augite grains. Thus the actual
amount of biotite is less than that of either <::t,ngit£.. or orthoclase. The
rock is shown in Pl. LXX, G.
Under the microscope the minerals seen are iron ore, apatite, augite,
hornblende, biotite, olivine, plagioclase, and soda orthoclase.
Iron ore as an actual component of the rock is almost entirely wanting. In one phase a few sca~tered grains surrounded by coats of biotite were observed, but in the other sections, representing different
phases and areas of the shonkinite mass, it may be said to be entirely
wanting. This is a very striking feature for so dark and basic a type,
which, as the analysis shows, possesses considerable of the oxides of
I

Weed and Pirsson, Bearpaw :Mountains of :Montana: .A.m. Jour. Sci., 4th series, Vol. I, 1896, p. 351.
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iron. It is therefore clear that it has gone into the f~rromagnesian
minerals present, and the green color and character of much of the
biotite indicates that it must approach lepidomelane in composition.
It should also be stated that a very small amount of iron ore from
the olivine resorptions, to be presently described, is also present, but
this is in a way secondary and confined to these occa~ional minute
areas.
The apatite present in short stout crystals shows nothing of special
interest. The amount of phosphoric anhydride in the analysis proves
that 2~3 per cent of it is present, while the fluorine, in the absence of
chlorine, shows it to be a :fluor-apatite. The augite is a pale-greenish
diopside-like pyroxene of a very wi~e extinction angle. The prismatic
cleavage is well developed; it has no other, and there is no trace of any
diallage-like character. It is quite idiomorphic, especially in the prism1a.tic zone, being bounded by the faces a(100), m(110), and b(010),
which have generally about an equal development. The ends of the
prisms are less well developed and are likely to be rounded off. The
habit is short, thick, and columnar. It contains inclusions of biotite,
and, less rarely, of glass or iron ore. These inclusions are infrequent.
In size the crystals vary from one-tenth to 1 mm. in diameter.
Hornblende is not common, and. its character and association are
such as to lead to the belief that it is secondary, as described under the
monzonite; its color, lack of definite form,. and its association with
pyroxene, are similar, but it is rather less in amount.
Olivine and its resorption bands.- The olivine, in the most basic type_:_
that is, the one containing the coarse poikilitic biotite-is mostly very
fresh and clear, but in a few places is altered to a yellowish-red micaceous
substance-one of the well-known alterations of olivine which need not
be further mentioned. The·olivine has no good crystal outline, but is in
irregular masses. It has, as inclusions, shred:::; of mica, sometimes an
ore grain, and occasionally little darker shadow-like spots which, when
.examined with very high powers, are seen to be skeleton magnetites
presenting wonderful patterns of intricate grating structures. They
resemble somewhat similar growths which have been previously
described by other petrographers. They are illustrated in Pl. LXXI.~ B.
The most interesting thing in regard to the olivines is the resorption
phenomena they show. In the more basic and coarse-grained phase
thPy are quite unaltered, except that they seem somewhat rounded,
and where they come against alkali feldspar there is generally a band
of green mica separating the two. From this character they pass, in
otht:'r phases of the sbonkinite, into types which are surrounded by
zones, as is often the case in gabbros. The zones, however, are of somewhat different character from those seen in the gabbros. Here the
olivine is surrounded by, first, a band of granules of a biaxial mineral
of high refraction and rather low birefringence, whose general characters
indicate it to be enstatite; t~e granules are rather small in size and
20 GEOL, PT 3--31
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too confused for absolutely positive identification, but this also seems
most probable, considering the composition of olivine. Next to this
comes a band of green biotite and then the alkali feldspar. The iron
in the olivine separates out as iron ore in black grains. This process
·goes on until no olivine is left, and only a yellowish mica-like substance
dotted full of ore grains shows the place of the core of the original
crystal. Such a resorption phantom is shown in Pl. LXXIV, A. From
this 'stage they may be traced gradually, by unaltered pieces of olivine,
into the unchanged crystals.
But the most interesting point in regard to this change is that it is
directly proportional to the amount of feldspar which the rock contains. In the most basic, least feldspathic type of shonkinite the
olivines, as noted above, are unaltered or surrounded only by a band of
biotite where they touch the feldspar; in the more feldspathic types
they begin to be surrounded by the resorption bands, but there is generally, though notal ways, some olivine substance left. In the monzonite,
a much more feldspathic phase of the Y ogo Peak mass, these resorptions of olivine occur, but they are always resorptio.ns (no olivine substance is seen) and they are, moreover, riot nearly so common. In the
syenite (banatite) certain groupings of iron ore and biotite suggest the
same thing, but are not conclusive. It is indeed interesting as a speculation whether these olivines formed before differentiation took place
in the mass or afterward.
The resorption zones, or ''reaction rims," as they have been called,
which occur around olivines in the plagioclase roeks have been so well
described and their origin so fully discussed 1 that they need no further
mention here; but it may be said that the idea that they could have been
formed in the shonkinite under discussion by any dynamic metamorphic processes is not tenable for a moment; 1t does not even need to be
discussed; we are dealing here with fresh rocks of a recent geologic
period, breaking up through almost unaltered sedimentary beds.
When we consider the chemical composition of the minerals involved,
the cause and character of these resorption or "reaction" phenomena
in the shonkinite become quite clear. If we consider that olivine was
one of the first minerals to separate out of the original magma, it was
because a mineral of that composition was capable of forming and was
insoluble in the resulting and residual magma or capable of existing
in it. As the process of crystallization proceeded, however, and the
pyroxene, biotite, etc., crystallized out, the residual magma became
riclter in alkalies and alumina, until it eventually solidified as alkali
feldspar. When this stage was reached the olivine was no longer
insoluble in the molten feldspathic magma, and, redissolving and the
magma crystallizing, the following reaction took place:
Olivine.

5(MgFe)2Si04

Orthoclase.

+ KzAbSi601
1

Hypersthene.
6

=8(MgFe)Si03

Biotite.

+ Kz(MgFe)2Ab(Si04)s

Rosenbusch, Mass. Gest., 1895-96, p. 314.
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That is, the olivine and orthoclase give rise to hypersthene and biotite,
and very naturally the hypersthene, the mineral richest in magnesia,
lies next to the olivine; while the biotite, rich in alkali and alumina,
lies next to the feldspar. Thus it is very easy to see why, on purely
chemical grounds, the formation of such zones and their composition
may be both expected and explained.
It is to be noted that lime, which plays so important a part in the
zones around the olivines in the gabbros, is entirely absent in the
above. In one or two cases slender needles were seen in the outer
zone, and it may be that lime bas been present and a little hornblende
formed, as in the gabbros. This is the exception, and not the rule, in·
the shonkinite.
Feldspars.-The feldspars in the shonkinite are somewhat variable,
especially the plagioclase. This is sometimes present and sometimes
wholly absent, and this within small areas, even within that of an
ordinary thin section. It is usualiy in the form of laths, some very
small and narrow, others broader and more columnar. It varies from
interior ·cores as basic as a labradorite Ab 3An 4 to outer rims of andesine Ab5.A.n3; poth albite and Carlsbad twins are generally present.
The noticeable feature of this plagioclase is its strong idiomorphic character, and this is especially noticeable when it lies embedded in the
soda orthoclase. In some places, within a very minute area a considerable quantity of these plagioclase prisms will be heaped together,
surrounded by broad regions quite destitute of them. Its total amount
is small, and considered altogether it plays only the role of an accessory constituent. It seems to depend to some extent on the relation
between pyroxene and biotite; thus, in the more basic phases, where augite is very abundant and its prisms thickly crowded, the plagioclase is
almost wholly wanting, because the lime has all united with the magnesia and iron in the production of pyroxene, while in those areas where
it is not so common the magnesia and iron combined with alumina and
potash to form biotite, thus permitting the lime to enter into plagioclase with the soda.
The alkali feldspar ranks with the augite as the most important rock
constituent. In sections perpendicular to the obtuse positive bisectrixthat is, approximately parallel to b (010)-the basal cleavage is easily
seen and is usually good; at times a cleavage crosses this at 64°, which
is probably parallel to the prism, a not unusual phenomenon in alkali
feldspars. This gives the direction of the vertical axis and enables the
section to be oriented, and it is then found that the extinction lies 10°
in the obtuse angle-that is, is positive-and therefore the feldspar is a
soda orthoclase. This is shown also by its watery, moire appearance
and by other phenomena which show that it is not a simple compound.
Chemical composition.-To show the chemical composition of the shonkinite there is given the analysis which has been made by Dr.
Hillebrand; also some analyses of these rock~ from other localities,
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all of which show the characteristics of the type-rather low silica,
low alumina, Ligh iron, lime, and magnesia, with moderate alkalies
and the potash predominating over soda. In No. V is given the
average of the first three analyses, and this may be taken as representing the composition of a typical shonkinite; the analyses vary from it
but little.
Analyses of shonkinites.

I

I_._~~~

Conotit nent.

Si02

__

---- -.

AbO:I

48.98
12.29

. --- -··

FecO:J ..........

2.88

----- ..
----- ..

5.77
9.19

FeO.
M~O.

CaO _-- ... -

~

NazO_ ............

'

9.65
2.22

---

4.96

H20-110°.

.26

K~O

.. . .. ..

~~-~~:1

HzO+
Ti02.

. 56
1.44

PzO~______________
-------:
.981_

so~

~ ~-~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ :I::::: ~ :

VI.

VII.

VIII.

50.43
10.21

48.90

47.85

50.82
11.44
.25

48.36
12.42

46.73

9.87
3.46
5.01

10.05

8.31
11.92

9.27
13.22

5.58
14.82

11.59

2.41
5.02

1. 81

1.48
3.70

2.15
4.55

5.25

8. 14
1. 79
3. 4.'5

. 17}
1.16

1. 24

1.13

2.74

. 58

5. 54

.59

1. 18

.19

.13

. 73
. 81
. 02

11. 07113. 24
2.74
3.53} 11.57 { 3.32
6. 33 I 2. 65
8.20

3.76

Cr.0:1 --·---Trace.

.11

NiO ------ __ ·----- .'

. 07

.08 Trace.

. 87

. 78 Undet.
1.51
.70

. 31

. 22

MnO.......

V.

50.00

. 08
. 16

Fl .. _. ____ .

IV.

9.06

5.68
14.36
3.72

. 98 .. ... --- ...
1.10

8.94
14.01

~
0.813
.119
.018

5.25
2.48

.080
.229

9.36
8.65
1. 46

.173
. 036

3.97

. 052
I

.031

. 52 ------

.28 ------· ------- .......

E~-:.:::::1 Tr~~:. Tr~~~- ITl~e: ::::::: ::::::: ::::::: :::: ~: :<~£:: : :
Total -- 99. 99 100. 01 100. 56

I 0-CJ, Fl..'

1

.08

19!Ull

.081

0

99. 88 100. 18 100. 65 100. 49

.04 """"""",""""""""""""" """"""

99.931100.52

99. 93_\ .... ___ _

-------i==l

~--~--::-:-:= :-:-:=1:-:-:= ~-t3

I. Shonkinite, Yogo Peak, Montana. W. F. Hillebrand, analyst.
II. Shonkinite, Bearpaw Mountains, Montana. Weed and Pirsson: Am. Jour.
Sci., 4th series, Vol. I, 1896, p. 360. H. N. Stokes, analyst.
III. Shonkinite, Square Butte, Highwood Mountains, Montana. \",\1 eed and
Pirsson: Bull. Geol. Soc. Am., Vol. VI, 1895, p. 414. L. V. Pirsson, analyst.
As originally published MgO = 9.68, but a recalculation of the analytical
data showed that a slight error in calculation had been made, and that the
. MgO Rhould be 9.27.
IV. Shonkinite, Monzoni. Lemberg: Zeitschr. d. Deutsch geol. Gesell., 1872, p.
201. Lemberg, analyst.
V. Average of I, II, and III.
VI. Malignite, Pooh bah Lake, Ontario. Lawson: Bull ..Geol. Dept. University of
California, Vol. I, No. 12, p. 350. F. L. Ransome, analyst.
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PLATE LXXII.
THIN SECTION OF SHONKINITE •

.A, Sbonkinite ofYogo Peak. Olivine (pale yellow), biotite (brown and olive),
pyroxene (green), and soda orthoclase (white). Apatite and iron ore are also present, as well as a little plagioclase. Actual size of field 4 mm. multiplied by 19;
section seen in natural light.
B, the same section seen in polarized light between crossed nicols. It shows the
field occupied by a single large plate of orthoclase which incloses the other minerals,
a common characteristic of this rock. The section here selected to show this does
not contain quite the average amount of the dark ferromagnesian minerals.
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VII. Lamprophyre, between South Boulder and Antelope creeks; Montana.
Merrill: Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., Vol. XVII, 1895, p. 670. L. G. Eakins,
analyst.
.
VIII. Absarokite, dike south of Clark Fork, ·wyoming. Iddings: Jour. Geol.,
Vol. III, 1895, p. 938. L. G. Eakins, analyst.
IX. Molecular proportions of No. I.

The shonkinite magma is that which is characteristic of the class of
rocks which have been called lamprophyres. That this magma exists
in other localities in a different mineralogic, structural, and geologic
form is shown by the comparison of the analyses given in VII and VIII,
the former a thick intrusive sheet, the latter a dike. The relation
between sbonkinite and absarokite has been already noted by Iddiugs. 1
In No. VI is given, for comparison, the analysis of a rock described
by Lawson 2 under the name rmalignite. Mineralogically it is closely
related to shonkinite, in that pyroxene and orthoclase are the prominent
constituents; it differs in the presence of nephelite and in the character
of the pyroxene, which is mgirite-augite, and these differences are caused
by the larger amount of alkalies, especially of soda. Rosen busch 3
places it under the shonkinites, including both in the theralite family.
Structu1·e and dass~fication.-The structure of the Y ogo_ Peak rock is
purely hypidiomorphic granular, and it has all the characteristics of a
plutonic rock. The most striking and dominant microscopic feature is
the poikilitic character of the orthoclase, which occurs in broad masses
enveloping the other minerals and evidently the latest product of crystallization. This is shown in the figures given on Pl. l.JXXII. Lawson 4 mentions it as being also a characteristic of malignite.
From a consideration of the molecular proportions given in No. IX of
the table of analyses and the results of the study of the thin sections,
it is estimated that the rock contains, on the average, by weightPer cent.

Pyroxene ..................................... ·...... . . . . . .
Biotite . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Olivine . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Hornblende, apatite, etc..................................
Andesine . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Soda orthoclase.... .. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .

35
18
7
5
10
25

Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100
Dark constituents . .. .. . .. .. .. .. . .. . .. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
Light constituents ................ ,~---·..................

65
35

Total ....................... ---------- .............. 100

This, of course, is not accurate, but the control is sufficient to make
certain that the variation in the more doubtful constituents can not be
more than a few per cent either way.
A mere inspection of the above table shows that this rock can not be
classed with existing rock groups, and that its erection into a new
group is justified. But its occurrence in other localities and the acceptI Jour. Geol., Vol. III, 1895, p. 953.
2 Bull. Dept. Geol. Univ. Cal., Vol. I,

March, 1896, pp. 237-362.

3Mass. Gesteine, 3d ed., 1895-96, p.l303.
cit.

4 Loc.
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.ance of the group by other petrologists are already matters of history
·.and render any further comment on this point superfl.uous. 1 It must be
stated, ho~ever, that the persistent appearance of quantities of biotite
'in all.these cases, due doubtless to the large amount of MgO and K 2 0
in the magma, renders this mineral a much more constant feature of the
·rock type than was supposed would be the case when the original
specimen from Square Butte was described.
Shonkinite at head of Running Wolf Oreek.-This occurrence, which
has already been mentioned in the description of the Yogo Peak mass,
has also been studied in thin section, and excepting the fact that none
of it has been seen to carry any plagioclase and that the soda orthoclase
is a little more abundant, it so exactly resembles the type ~lrea<ly
described that no further mention is necessary.
Shonkinite of Otter Oreek.-Besides the occurrence of ·shonkinite at
Yogo Peak, there is another in the region of the Little Belt Mountains
which deserves brief mention. It forms the large heavy mass intruded
in the Upper Carboniferous beds on Little Otter Creek, about 2 miles or
so above its junction with the main Otter stream. The mass is exposed
at least 300 feet above the creek, and the outcrops, which are very
columnar, extend in a long line, suggesting a sheet which must be
extremely thick. The road quarry at one point bas exposed quite good
fresh material.
In the hand specimen the rock is very dark gray and moderately
fine grained, the components running from 1 to 2 mm. in diameter. In
the section it shows the same minerals mentioned above for the Yogo
Peak shonkinite, but the amount of olivine, which is very fresh aud
has no reaction rims, is comdderably greater, while biotite is much less.
The amount of andesine is also less, only au occasional minute pri·3m
being present. The orthoclase as usual cements the other minerals. The
rock iu other respects so closely conforms to the description already
given that it needs no further mention.
PINTO DIORITE OF NEIHART.

This rock forms the great massif intruded in the crystalline schists
at Neihart, and hence it is there one of the most prominent rocks; the
slopes north and east of the town are covered with bowlders of it, and
it is equally prominent in the Carpenter Creek Gulch. Many mines are
connected with it, and its stdking appearance makes it well known
among the mining population in the vicinity.
The rock is noteworthy for its bizarre appearance, which is best
seen on a large scale on some c~iff wall or smooth surface of a large
1 In his review of the original paper on Yogo Peak by Mr. Weed and the writer (Neues Jahrlmch,
1896, Vol. II, p. 442), H. Behrens quotes none of the analysfls, omits all mention of the presence of
orthoclase in the shonkinite, mentions especially the kind of })lagioclase, states with emphasis that it
resembles gabbro, and thus produces a totally false impression that only an ordinary gabbro ha!l been
described and decorated with a new name, an idea which anyone may see is patently wrong by reading
the original description and observing the analysis.
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B. VARIOLITIC MINETTE OF SHEEP CREEK.

From photographs (natural scale) of actual specimens.
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outcrop, where it has a mottled appearance, due to ovoid masses of
feldspar which vary from half an inch to an inch or more in
diameter, and which lie so thickly scattered .that they constitute the
ma,in portion of the rock, the inters paces between them being much less
in bulk amount; indeed, they run into one another in many places, leaving
only rudely. cusp- or June-shaped spaces between them. Neither are
these feldspar bodies always ovoid; sometimes they are curved, bent,
drawn out, elongated, and otherwise distorted, but the average shape
inclines to the ovoid character. The interspaces between them are
fille~ with a greenish-black ferromagnesian mineral, and it is this strong
contrast of. these white spots on a black background that gives the
rock the peculiar mottled appearance that is so striking, especially
when seen on a large scale. When seen in this way the rock has also
a gneissoid appearance, as the ovoid feldspar spots })ave their longer
axes in one common direction, as a rule, and they are likely to succeed
one another in liues, thus suggesting gneissoid structure. In the hand
specimen it can be scarcely observed-the scale is too great-but an
illustration is given in Pl. LXXIII, A.
This mottling produces also the effect of a huge coarse porphyry, the
white spots appearing like phenocrysts. The appearance is, however,
deceptive, for the rock is not a true porphyry, as will be shown later.
The structure might be termed pseudoporphyritic. When the rock is
ex.amiued closely, and especially with the lens, it is seen that the
apparent phenocrysts-the white feldspar masses-:-are not made up
of a single feldspar crystal, though they are likely to contain one feldspar mass that is larger than all the rest. They are of a pale-green or
gray color. The dark material filling the interspaces is in greater part
a black lustrous hornblende, which has a somewhat schistose arrangement. Occasionally a shining leaf of biotite is seen among the horublendes.
JJlicroscopic characters of diorite.- In thin section under the microscope
the minerals seen are apatite, iron ore, biotite, hornblende, plagioclase,
alld orthoclase; a very little sericite and calcite from alteration products of the plagioclase are also present. The apatite in small prisms
lies mostly em bedded in the hornblende. The iron ore is in small
anhedra and is limited in amount.. Biotite is of the usual dark- brown
pleochroic variety; -it is variable in amount; sometimes there is considerable to be seen in the section, at other times it is almost wanting.
This is the case in the sample analyzed. ·
The hornblende is in small formless masses which tend to produce
prismoid bodies which are more or less extended in one direction, thus
aiding in the effect of schistosity. These prismoids are heaped together
in clusters, without any other included p1ineral except apatite, and
define the white feldspar areas. It is of the type of common horn- .
b1ende, with its pleochroism of deep grass-green, olive green, and
yellow.
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The plagioclase is in formless interlocking grains, always twinned
according to the albite law, almost never according to the pericline
law. No Carlsbad twins were seen in spite of careful search. There
is considerable variation in thesize of the grains. In sections perpendicular to 010 the maximum extinction found was 24°, which would
indicate a basic andesine, according to the statistic method. There are
no zonal growths to be seen among these feldspars; they are apparently
all homogeneous and similar throughout. The caJculation of t.he chemical analysis shows that they have the compo:;:.ition Abw An7 , which confirms the measurement given above; the plagioclase is basic ande~ine.
Orthoclase is also present in rather small amount, and is generally
interstitial in character between the plagioclases. Both of the feldspars are more or less turbid from le2.ves of sericite, which as u~ual
develops mostly along the cleavage cracks. The analysis shows that
a little trace of a carbonate is present, and this may be due to some
calcite rleposited along cracks; none was recognized in the sections.
A few minute grains of quartz were detected along with the orthoclase.
Chemical composition.-The composition of" this diorite is shown in
No.1 of the adjoining table, as made by Dr. Hillebrand.
Analyses of diorites.

~

ituent.

I.

II.
III.
----

IV.

I

v.
VI.
VII. VIII.
--------

IX.

8

SiO" . ...... -.......... 55. 13 53. 48 58. 05 52.05 55. 531 58. 05 58. 63 55. 54 . 91 9 55.80
Al"0,3 • ... --- ........... 20. 27 19. 351 18. 00 17.96 16.801 15.46 16.231 15. 64 .191"' 17.44
1. 52 2. 37 2. 49 4.09 4. 061 1. 69 1. 91 1.19 .01 0 2. 59
Fe~o~
FeO .. --- ...... - .. - 4. 291 4. 90 4. 56 6.33 3.351 5.09 4.20 7.13 . 060 4. 67
MgO . .. ... - .... ... 1. 80 3.67 3.55 5.03 ~{. 001 4.84 4.28 4.84 . 04-;) 3.59
CaO. .... - ----- .. 7.05 7.55 6.17 8.64 6. 96i 6.94 6.59 5.67 .126 7.13
4.31 4.07 3.64 2.99 4. 311 2.86 3.51 3.17 .06
Na~o. - .. --- ... -....
901 3. 67
2.84 1. 41 2. 18 1. 61 3. 571 2. 14 2.09 2.28 .03
2.26
K20 .. -- ..... ...
.14
.10
.15
H20- 110° ....
.16} . 86
. 97 { . ~:1
} 2.93 .06011.13
. 95
.80
2.02 1.17
.,t);)!
H20+ 110° ....
Ti02 . .... -............
.74- 1. 07 1. 05 .
. 72
. 74 1. 24 . 009
. 95
.88
I
.62
.40
.17
.31
P20.;.
.20 undet .003
.33
.471
.16
... --• 26
. 09 none . none . u·ndet .
C02 .. ... -- .. - - .... . 081.----. .. ... --- ...
I
MnO.
.13
. 43
.14
.11 ( ~) . - ... -.....
.17
. 061 none.
.161
BaO. ----. - .........
. 06
. 19 undet undet.
.13
.11
.07
.06 undet. . ......
1
1
. 09
. 11
. 11 undet. undet.
. 11 trace.' trace. undet .......
SrO .. . _. _. . . . .
1
......... trace. trace. none ....... trace. trace. trace.............
... -

.....

00

...

--

---

----.

----00

..............

---

I

1

1----.------:--:----

-j§

TotaL ... 100. 00 99. 89!100. 79100. 41100. 17 100. 28l 99. 93 99. 63 • _••..
1
1

I. Diorite, Carpenter Creek, near Neihart, Montana. Vv. F. Hillebrand, analyst.
II. Quartz-diorite, Sweet Grass Creek, Crazy Mountains, Montana. Bull. U. ~.
Geol. Survey No. 148, p. 143. \V. F. Hillebrand, analyst.
III. Diorite, Electric Peak, Yellowstone Park. Iddings: Twelfth Ann. Rept. U. S.
Geol. Survey, Part I, p. 577. W. H. Melville, analyst. Includes 0.07 SO~.
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IV. Augite-diorite, Stony Mountain, Ouray County, Colorado. Bull. U. $. Geol.
Survey No.148, p.180. L. G. Eakins, analyst.
V. Diorite, La Plata Mountains, Colorado. Bull. U. S. Geol. Survey No. 148,
p.181. W. F. Hillebrand, analyst. Includes 0.04 FeS2.
VI. Diorite, near Sonora, California. Bull. U. S. Geol. Survey No. 148, p. 218.
y.,r, }'.Hillebrand, analyst.
VII. Diorite, Captains Bay, Unalaska Island. Bull. U. S. Geol. Survey No. 148,
p. 232, with 0.0! FeS2 and 0.02 NiO. W. F. Hillebrand, analyst.
VIII. Diorite, Lampersdorf in Silesia. Cf. Zirkel, Lehr. Petrog,, Vol. II, p. 485.
Hampe, analyst.
IX. Molecular proportions of No. 1.
X. Average of analyses I to VII, inclusive.

For the sake of comparison, a number of other analyRes of diorites are
quoted, mostly from Bu1letin 148 of the United States Geological Survey. It is interesting to observe how nearly alike they are all(J bow
clearly they show the characteristic magma composition for a typical
diorite-that is, medium silica; high alumina, medium iron and magnesia,
high lime, moderate alkalies, with soda predominating strongly over
potash. The alumina, lime, and soda condition the appearance of the
plagioclase; with an increase of magnesia and iron the ferromagnesian
minerals would become more prominent and the rock would pass into
the gabbros; with potash predominating over soda, biotite and orthoclase would become prominent and it would pass into the monzonites.
The analyses here given are the best that have been made of diorites;
most analyses are very crude and untrustworthy, especially as showing
the relation between alumina and magnesia, oxidation of the iron, etc.
One of the best, taken from Zirkel, is given under VIII. The average
of these seven analyses, given in X, may be taken as representing a
typical diorite magma; as such it may be of value for comparison.
Undoubtedly a portion of the water in the analyses is not secondary,
but original, and comes from the biotite and hornblende. 1
From the molecular proportions given under IX of the table we may
approximately calculate the mineral composition of the rock by reckoning the feldspars from the alumina, the iron ore from the ferric iron,
and the hornblende from the magnesia, a little correction being applied
for the small amount of biotite, apatite, etc., but as the others are the
chief minerals the error is small and can not materially affect the result.
From this calculation we find that the rock containsPer cent.

Iron ore ... -- .... _.................. - ................ - _..
Biotite, apatite, etc.------ .... ---- ...... ____ -----------Hornblende ...................... __ .....................
Andesine ..... -------- ...................... ----........
Orthoclase ................................ -----·------··

2. 5
3. 5
13.0
63.5
17.5

Total .. _._ ..... _......... ____ .. _.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100. 0
1 Cf.

Granitit von Durbach, Sauer: Mitt. d. Grossh. Baden. Geol. Landesanst., Bd. II, pp. 251-255.
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The f~ldspars present are, Ab=36.2, An=27.5, 0r=17.5. The dark
minerals are 19 per cent; the light minerals 81 per cent.
St1·ucture and classification.-The remarkable feature of this rock
is its structure, which is ocellar or pseudoporphyritic. It is remarkable to find all the feldspars collected into such lumps or eyes, and
the interspaces filled with hornblende.. It recalls the ophitic structure
of diabases ·in which the feldspars are idiomorphic and the augite fills
the interstices between them. The rock, it is true, has been subjected
to severe dynamic pressure, the geologic evidence in the field and its
appearance in the hand specimen and under the microscope agreeing
on this point. The hornblende, however, shows no evidence of this,
but the andesine is cracked and granulated and the albite twinning
lamellre are curved and broken. But it is difficult to see how pres~ure
and shearing could have produced this structure if there had been an
ordinary diorite to work upon. It is very much what would be pro·
duced if a corsite, 1 with its orbicular masses, were crushed and sheared.
But here there is so marked a separation of the light and dark minerals that one feels compelled to a-ssume that this must be an original
character-produced in the magma, perhaps, as an ophitic structure on
·a huge scale which was afterwards crushed and broken down by the
dynamic forces,. With the facts at present at band regarding the rock,
it Reems useless to speculate further upon the origin of this structure,
but so far as the author knows it has not been elsewhere described, and
be desires to call the attention of petrographers to it in the hope that
some light may be thrown upon it.
Contact facies of diorite.- Where the diorite comes in contact with
the crystalline schists, and especially where it penetrates them in
apophyses, it shows a marked endomorphic contact modification. The
roek becomes of quite fine grain, compact, very dark in color, and in
some places has scattered through it numerous flat t::tbu1ar feldspar
phenocrysts; it is here a true porphyry. On a freshly broken surface
these feldspar phenocrysts are dark and not especially noticeable, but
011 a weathered surface they are white and strongly eontrasted against
the background, and it is here seen that they have a strongly pro·nounced :flow structure, the :flattened tables being arranged in lines,
curves, etc. The groundmass, or the rock devoid of phenocrysts, is
very dark and glitters with innumerable mica scales, so that it has a
somewhat minette or kersantite-like appearance.
Under the microscope the minera,ls seen are iron ore, apatite, titanite,
biotite, horn_blende, andesine, orthoclase, quartz, and sericite.
The iron ore, the apatite, and the occasional titanite in grains offer
nothing unusuaL The biotite is not abundant, and in considerable areas
is eutirely wanting, as in the· main diorite. Hornblende is present in
considerable amount, much greater than in the diorite, and is in rounded
grains or small masses. The feldspar phenocrysts are almost entirely
1 Orbicular

diorite or N apoleonite of Corsica. Cf. Zirkel, Lehrbuch der Petrog., VoL II, p. 471.
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converted into masses of sericite, or at least into a fine, scaly, micaceous, colorless mineral of high birefringence, and it is difficult to say
more about them, except to determine, from unaltered scraps, that in all
cases they are a plagioclase, and a rather basic one. They are in strong
contrast to the rest of the rock, which is very fresh, and the feldspars
of t.be groundmass are andesine, with a subordinate amount of orthoclase and a very little interstitial quartz. The groundmass feldspar
is dotted through with small grains of iron ore.
The most interesting thing about this contact rock is its structure
. and petrologic position. The structure is the sugar ·granular one
characteristic of aplites-that is, it is panidiomorphic in the sense of
Rosen busch; ·au the grains, feldspar and hornblende, have an isometric
development. The rock has, however, compared with the main diorite,
a very considerable enrichment of the dark minerals; in the hand spec~
imen, aside from the type which has phenocrysts, it looks like a kersantite-that is, it appears like a lamprophyre or is melanocratic iu the
sense of Brogger. 1 This enrichment in the dark minerals is of very
common occurrence in intruded igneous masses, and need not be further
d·welt upon beyond the influence it bas upon the character of the rock
produced. Aside from the type with rather abundant thin, flat phenocrysts of feldspar, one could call this variety of diorite a type of the
spessartite of Rosenbusch, 2 with the description of which it very closely
agrees. Rosenbusch speaks of these rocks as sometimes having a holocrystalline porphyritic structure, and if we accept the view that. a
lamprophyre can contain feldspar phenocrysts, this variety of the
rock would be a spessartite-porphyry. The occurrence of a lamprophyric
border facies of an intruded diorite is of great interest. The type,
which is purely lamprophyric, without phenocrysts, is in places quite
gnei8soid from a parallel arrangement of the ·components. What the
quantitative relation of the facies which is porphyritic bears to that
which is not, could not, from the nature of the outcrops, be ascertained.
APLITES.

All portions of the rock masses composing Yogo Peak-the nuge
heavy black knobs, monoliths, and masses of shonkinite forming the
western end, the masses and rock heaps of monzonite forming the middle portions, and the platy debris and slide-rock areas of the banatitelike syenite of the eastern shoulder-are everywhere cut by narrow veins,_
or rather dikelets, if they may be so termed, of a light-colored aplitic
rock. In places these veins are very uumerous, and as. they resi~t
weathering much better than the basic rock whic.h they cut, they are
likely to project as ribs or slight ridges on the rock faces. The cut
shown in fig. 73 is a drawing of a rock slab about 3 feet square, approximately drawn on the scale of 11~f' and this shows how numerous these.
1 Ernptivgesteine
2

Kristianiagebietes; Ill, Ganggefolge des Lanrdalits, p. 262.
Mass. Gesteine, 3d ed., 1895-96, p. 532.
·
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little dikes are. They vary in width from a fraction of an inch to perhaps
2 feet or more, and their length can not be told. They clearly represent a later intrusion of more acidic feldspathic magma after the main
masses had cooled, crystallized, and broken through contraction into
innumerable fragments.
These dikes are composed of a fine-grained nonporphyritic rock of a
pale-red color. Under the micro~cope it is seen to be composed .of the
same minerals as the syenite and monzonite which it cuts; that is to
say, pale-green diopside surrounded by mantles of common green hornblende which appears paramorphic in character, shreds of biotite, 'a very
little iron ore and apatite, a very small amount of oligoclase, a soda
orthoclase, which is the chief mineral, and a little interstitial quartz.
The structure is granular allotriomorphic or pauidiomorphic, as one
chooses to regard it, characteristic
of aplitic rocks, where the grains
are of general isometric character,
without distinct crystal form and
nearly of a size, perhaps 0.5 mm.
in diameter.
The iron ore is a mere trace, the
iron appearingalmostwhollyin the'
ferromagnesian minerals. These
latter are in proportion to the white
components about as in the banatite-like syenite of Y ogo Peak, in
which the dark are to the light
· FIG. 73.-Rock surface at Yogo Peak, showing components as 1: 5; that is, 20 per
aplite dikelets.
cent of the former to 80 per cent
of the latter, which in this case is almost entirely soda orthoclase, as
the amount of plagioclase is very small, not nearly so great as in the
banatite.
Banatite-aplite 'l ariety.-In one of the dikes the rock contains darkcolored angul~r inclusions which, so far as can be determined, seem to
consist of fragments of the more basic shonkinite-like rocks through
which the magma has pressed upward. This dike is also of interest in
that, like the banatite, it contains a large proportion of plagioclase,
and the feldspar minerals have the same tendency to a square, tabular,
idiom orphic form. Between these the minerals, orthoclase, and q nartz
·filling the interspaces are rather finely granular, and there is thus a
tendency to a porphyritic structure. The diopside has almost wholly
given place· to hornblende, and it is indeed an interesting fact that the
diopside in the Yogo Peak rocks changes into hornblende in direct
ratio with the increase of silica.
The Yogo Peak massif is also cut by dikes of granite-porphyry, but
these are mentioned in connection with that rock (p. 502).
1
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SHEARED APLITE OF NEIHART.

The crystalline schists around Neihart below the Belt quartzite ~re
in many places filled with granitic injections ~hich appeared as dikes,
etc. In. the severe dynamic pressures and shearing to which these
rocks have been subjected, these igneous rocks also have suffered.
This is well illustrated by an aplite from near the Moulton ·mine which
has taken on a gneissoid structure. When the thin section of one of
these is studied under the microscope, it is seen that the minerals no
longer have the forms characteristic of them in unaltered igneous rocks.
The quartz is strewn out in angular fragments, which extend in long
lines, and the larger pieces have an undulatory extinction, showing optical strains due to pressure. The alkali feldspar also shows certain
peculiarities. It is mostly a microcline, but the grains, instead of being
either orthoclase or microcline in clear, well-defined areas, such as, for
instance, one finds in many rocks, like some of the eheolite-syenite of
Litchfield, Maine, are indefinite and indeterminate between orthoclase
and microcline. Some larger grains of feldspar extinguish uniformly,
are untwinned, and appear to be homogeneous orthoclase and remnants
of larger crystals, perhaps phenocryRts. In others, however, there is ~n
undulatory rolling extinction which is much like that in the quartzes.
Unlike that in the quartzes, however, it often starts from certain spots
and rolls in ~mveral directions, and one may trace such areas into those
of weakly defined microcline, and these into more perfect material. Yet
the microcline itself is never sharp, clean, and well defined, as one finds
it in pegmatite dikes; it, too, has a rolling extinction. These transitions
occur not only in different grains but in the same grain, and every gradation may be traced in such a grain, from homogeneous orthoclase into
areas of undulatory extinction, and from these into the microcline. 1
Origin of the microcline.-The whole appearance of these two minerals is such that one feels forced to believe that the feldspar can not be
in its original condition, but has suffered a change of some sort-that
either the orthoclase or the microcline is not the original mineral. Moreover, the fact that these appearances occur in a rock that has been
much sheared, has, of course, a great tendency to strengthen this opinion, though it is not the cause of it. At all events, it may be set down
as almost certain that one or the other is not the original mineral, but
whether the microcline has bee~ changed into orthoclase, or vice versa,
is not easy to say. Microcline occurs in aplites, but it is far less common than orthoclase; the largest feldspars in the rock are orthoclase;
the smallest fragments, or those most crushed, are invariably microcline. The microcline itself is ill defined in character, and these appearances lead to the belief that it is the secondary mineral. Moreover, it is a common phenomenon that in a variety of minerals
twinning is produced by pressure, and not the reverse; anrl it would
1

See al'so Zirkel, Lehrbucb der Petrog., 2d ed., Vol. II, p. 4, 1894.
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also. be nat,ural to expect that in such a crushing process, if a sub~;tance were dimorphous, it would have its symmetry reduced from a
higher to a lower state. Even if one believes .that orthoclase is only
submicroscopic microcline, it would be easy to understand that an
extremely complicated system might be reduced to a simpler one. The
general prevalence of microcline in the crystalline schists and its com·
mon assochition with gneissoid structure are well known. In the New
Haven area granites occur, which in those places where they have suffered dynamic metamorphism contain microcline of the same character
as that described above. There seems, therefore, very clearly to be,
in certain cases, some casual relation between the occurrence of microcline and dynamic metamorphism; wlJether primarily induced by the
pressure or other causes which the dynamic metamorphisn;t has set at
work, is not easily told. Its occurrence in pegmatites and in certain
unaltered igneous rocks rich. in alkalit>s, is of a quite different character from this, and is not here considered.
GR.A.NITE-SYENI'rE-.A.PLI'l'E OF SHEEP CREEK.

The sheets· of minette intruded in the Cambrian shales at the head
of Sheep Creek, and whose petrology is described later in this work,
are cut in a number of places by narrow dikes of a white feldspathic
rock from 6 to 12 inches in width, which has partly the aspect of a
porphyry, partly of an aplite, and whose mineral character shows it to
lie between the granite and syenite groups. The cutting made for the
road way along Sheep Creek has well exposed these narrow dikes in one
or two places, and they are clearly seen cutting the dark-colored shales
and intruded sheets of minette. The latter has a soft, decayed, smooth
character in its exposure, across which tLe dikes break irregularly, with
~rooked courses and with very massive jointing for so small dikes.
. The rock in the hand specimen is gray, and appears like a very fine
aplite of syenite aspect, rather thickly spotted with very small formless
phP-nocrysts of feldspar which are not much larger than· the groundmass in which they lie.
: In thin section this groundrnass is seen to be made up of alkali feldspar and quartz in a rather coarse microgranitic structure, and is brown
and turbid with kaolin. In it lie scattered small phenocrysts of oligoclase, orthoclase, and green hornblende, with fewer of biotite. TLe
oligoclase has an average character of Ab3An 1, and this makes the
orthoclase a soda orthoclase of the compo~ition Or 1.Ab 1• An analysis of
the rock. by Dr. W. F. Hillebrand resulted as follows:
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Analysis of gmnite-syenite-aplite j1·on~ Sheep Creek, Little Belt Mountains, Montana.
Constituent.

I.

~

................... _.... _. ____ .. __

66.29

-1.105

Al~O:; ........... ------ --·- ------------

15.09
1. 37
1.17
2.39
. 2. 38

.146
. 008
. 016
. 060
. 042
. 064
. 052
.033

SiO~

Fe~O:l

...... ---- --·-- ------ ............ ,

FeO ............ ------------------ -···
MgO ------.------ -----· ---------- ... .
CaO .. ___ ... __ .... __ .... _•..... __ .... .
N a20 .......................•.........

1{~0 ---- . - - - - - . - - - - - - - - -- - . ·_ - - - - - - - --HzO+l10° ........................... .
H'.!0-110° ........ ---- .... ------ ..... .
Ti 02 ............... ·..........•....•..
PzOs---· .•..••••........••.. -----· ....
COz •.••....•• - ••••••••. - •••. - ••.•• - .•
MnO .... ------------------- ...... ---BaO ......•.....•.....•............• ·•.
SrO . . . . . . . . . . . ....•..................

I Li,O -;~t~- ::::::::::::::::::::::::::

3.96
4.91
.60
.39
.27
.15
.45
.06
.30
.07
Trace.
99.85

. 010

--~.'
--~

I. · Perct·ntages.

II. Molecular proportions.

This composition recalls closely that of some of the granite-porphyries
of the laccoliths of this region, as is shown later. From this analysis
and the study of the section we may approximately calculate the mineral composition as follows:
Per cent.

Magnetite ............... ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Biotite....... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Hornblende ................ __ ...........................
OJ igoclase . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Soda orthoclase ......... _.. ·....................... ·. . .. . .
Quart:r, ..•........•............... ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Kaolin.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Calcite . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

2. 0
3. 3
7. 4

16. 2
47. 6
18. 4
4. 1
1. 0

Total . _............ :. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100. 0

The occurrence of this aplitic dike, although in texture it might
equally well be classed ·as a porphyry, is from a genetic point of view
of great interest, siuce we find it cutting the minettes which form so
prominent a feature of this part of the district, and itself having the
composition of the great masses of acid rock, the granite-porphyries of
tbe laccoliths of the region, while the minette has very nearly the composition of the s.honkinite of Y ogo Peak.
20 GEOL, PT 3--32

CHAPTER III.
ACIDIC FELDSPATHIC PORPHYRIES OF THE LACCOLITHS,
DIKES, AND SHEETS.
INTRODUCTION.

The classification and consequently the arrangement and description.
of these rocks offer some difficulties. Not only do they differ in their
mode of occurrence geologically, but there. are many transitional types
among them, the transitions being in several cases of much more importance locally than the more commonly known types of such rocks, and,
further, these transitions occur not only in different masses, but often
in the same mass. On the other hand, the description, according to
geologic occurrence, would involve .a vast amount of repetition. It has
seemed best, therefore, to describe the rocks under the headings of wellrecognized types, and discuss the transitional forms under them.
The types of acid porphyries occurring in the district are graniteporphyry, granite-syenite-porphyry, syenite-porphyry, syenite-diorite-.
porphyry, diorite-porphyry, rhyolite-porphyry (quartz-porphyry), and
trachyte (bostonite ).
GRANITE-PORPHYRY.

From a geologic point of view this rock is one of the most important
in the Little Belt Mountains, as it forms many of the largest laccoliths
and intrusive masses and comprises many of the sheets and dikes.
The large amount of material these afford for study is grouped and discussed under several types of this rock which are of local importance,
and to which, therefore, local names have been given, such as the Wolf ·
Butte, the Barker, the Yogo Peak, and the Carpenter Creek types.
WOLF BUTTE TYPE.

.

.

One of the most important occurrences of granite-porphyry is the
large area of Wolf Butte and the peak southward from it. This great
laccolith is intrusive in the shaly Cambrian beds below the Lower
Carboniferous, whose heavy limestones it has upraised and displaced.
The mass has been much eroded and cut into, so that the prevailing
type of rock is clearly seen. It is of a_pale-gray color, of a rather dense
groundmass, thickly sprinkled with white feldspar phenocrysts from
3 to 5 mm. in diameter, with occasional ones of about 20 mm. in lengtll
and of tabular form; among them one sees, less frequently, dark-gray
phenocrysts of quartz from 2 to 8 mm., averaging 3 to 5 mm., in
diameter. The appearance of the rock is rather dull and lusterless,
especially the feldspar phenocrysts, as if considerably altered; some
of the larger ones, however, are clear, transparent, and of sanidinelike character; these are unstriated and are of orthoclase. A very
498
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few small black tablets of biotite complete the list of megascopic
minerals. The rock carries inclusions of a mica-syenite of rather fine
grain which may be several centimeters in diameter.
Under the microscope the quartz phenocrysts show the common
phenomenon of rounding and of absorption embayments, and they are
frequently ~urrounded by coronre of the groundmass. The large
phenocrysts and most of the small ones are of orthoclase, many of the
smaller are of oligoclase, and small penocrysts of the latter are intergrown in the large crystals. The biotite is of the usual pleochroic
brown variety; a small amount of iron ore is present.
The groundmass is a very fine-grained mixture of quartz and alkali
feldspar of distinct microgranitic structure, and the whole rock is thus
seen to be a common and well-known type; it is, in fact, a typical
granite-porphyry in all respects, and it is to be regretted that better
material could 'not be procured for the analysis. The dull appearance
of the rock is seen under the microscope to be -due to the presence of
considerable kaolin, which occurs chiefly in the groundmass, rendering
it turbid and brown in color. .A. little calcite, and probably muscovite
also, is present.
.An analysis of this type has been made by Dr. W. F. Hillebrand and
iR herewith given.
Analysis of granite-porphyry froin Wolf Butte, Little Belt Mountains, Montana.

I

s;o, ______

---~~~,u~~·: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Al~0 3 •• _ •••••••••••••••••••••• ~ •••••••
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H20 -110° .......................... .
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H 20
Ti 0 2
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I.

II.
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.88
SO:~ ••....•• _••..••••••••••••••..•.•..
Trace.
Cl ...........•...••........•.•••.•.•. Trace.
MnO ................................ .
SrO ......•..••••..•••••..•. -..••.•••...
BaO ••...........•....•••.............

Trace.
.06
.14

l _Total ••...............••........

99,86

I

I. Percentages.
II. Molecular proportions.
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The composition is that of a typical magma of the granite family, and
it needs no further comment. The amount of water and carbonic acid
shows that the rock is not very fresh; the amount of calcite seen in the
section would not account for .the amount of carbonic acid, but as the
rock is greatly cracked, making it difficult to obtain a fair-sized hand
specimen, and as the laccolith has solidified under a heavy cover of limestones, since eroded away, it seems clear that these joints have become
filled with secondary films of calcite, which might not show in the
sections and yet be. sufficient to account for the carbon dioxide.
.
From the molecular proportions given iu the second column, we may
readily calculate the mineral composition to be:
Per cent.

Iron ore ·- .. __ ......... _. _.................... _~ _.... __ . . 1. 13
Biotite .................... _.................... __ .. __ .. 3. 01
Oligoclase .... ---- .............. ···--· .................. 17.06
Orthoclase ..................... _...... _.... _. _.. __ ... _.. 37.48
Quartz ........................ _ ........... ~ _...... __ . . . 30. 24
l{aolin ............... _..... _.......................... , . 7. 25
Calcite ..................... __ ........ _.. __ ..... _... _... 2. 00
Residue . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1. 71
Total .................... _........ _............ _. . 99. 86

The residue contains the extra water below 110o, traces of barium,
strontium, mang~nese, etc., of which no· account has been taken and
which can have no important bearing on the above result. The oligoclase has been reckoned asAb:lAn 1, as the optical determinations, according to Michel Levy's method, on Carlsbad and albite twins have shown
it to have that ratio of soda to lime. This proves the orthoclase to be
a soda orthoclase of the composition Ab30r4, and the determination of
the extinction angle on the face (010) of the phenocrysts made on cleavage material shows the angle of extinction to be 7° 30' +, an extinction
greater than that of pure orthoclase but not so great as many soda
orthoclases show, which generally contain, however, more soda.
Oontact.-At the contact with the shaly Cambrian beds, as is well
seen on the saddle between Taylor Peak and the next peak north
of it, the granite-porphyry magma has solidified as a dense, pinkish,
felsitic-looking rock without phenocrysts. It is, in fact, a typical felsite of a well-known type, and as such deserves no further mention. It
gradually, as one proceeds·inward toward the laccolith, changes to the
granite-porphyry mentioned. It!' lack of the larger phenocrysts of the
granite-porphyry is very striking and is its most interesting feature, as
it shows that these were not present in the magma at the time of its
intrusion, but were formed later.
The exomorpbic contact action is comparatively slight; the limy,
shaly beds of the Cambrian are indurated for a few yards, and their
cavities are coated with small crystals of grossular garnet and
pyroxene; the metamorphism is similar to that described on page 540.
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JJfixes Baldy is composed of exactly the same type of rock, but the
material shown in its outcrops and surface exposures is much more
altered and decayed by weathering.
OARPENTER OREEK 'l'YPE.

This is a variation of the foregoing type of granite-porphyry. It is
called here the Carpenter Cre~k type, as it occurs locally well developed as an intrusion in the crystalline schists above Carpenter Creek.
It is a rather light-gray rock, thickly spotted with pale-pink orthoclase
phenocrysts 15 to 20 mm. long, which are generally Carlsbad twins.
Between them are many small light-colored feldspar phenocrysts, which
the microscope shows are oligoclase, anq. · rather infrequent gray
rounded phenocrysts of quartz from 6 to 8 mm. in diameter. The gray
groundmass is speckled with minute black dots of a ferromagnesian
mineral which under the microscope proves to be biotite. The study
of the section adds nothing of special interest (excepting a character
of the quartz phenocrysts, to be described later) beyond what has
been mentioned in the foregoing type. There is a recurrence, however, of the biotite in the groundmass in little strips, shreds, etc. It
differs from the preceding type chiefly in the hand specimen; that is,
megascopically. The Wolf Butte type is remarkable for the abundant
and large quartz phenocrysts. The feldspar phenocrysts are important, but not so important as in the Carpenter Creek type, whi1e in the
latter the quartz phenocrysts are not abundant. Both types have the
microgranitic groundmass.
To this type belongs the rock of the dike which cuts the limestone
forming the bench north of Gold Run and near where it enters the
main stream at Barker. The rock is of a brownish~gray color, and the
feldspars and quartz phenocrysts are much smaller than in the preeeding type. It contains hornblende, both as phenocrysts and in small
prisms in the groundmass. Under this type come also the heavy
intrusive sheets in the Cambrian beds, and just at their: base, on the
Sawmil1 Creek branch of Belt l~iver. The road from Neihart to White
Sulphur Springs passes up this creek, and its cuttings have exposed
the igneous material. The rocks are light-colored porphyries with abundant phenocrysts of feldspar and less abundant ones of quartz. The
same may be said of the dikes cutting Yogo Peak, and of t.he dike on the
divide between Yogo Peak and Big Baldy Mountain, which occurs a
little distance south of where the heavy talus slopes of Big Baldy
Mountain reach the divide. The intruded sheet at the base of the
Cambrian, which is exposed at the head of Dry Fork Belt Creek, on the
spur running northward from Big Baldy Mountain, although somewhat
deficient in quartz and inclining toward the syenite-porphyries, seems
best placed here.
·
·
Structure of quartz phenocrysts.-In the granite-porphyries which
have been previously described,. especially in those from vY olf Butte
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and Snow Ceeek, which have large to good-sized phenocrysts of quartz,
a curious structure bas been observed. It is a multiple intricate twinning, seen with crossed nicols, by which the quartz of the phenocrysts
looks almost exactly like a microcline, but the structure is much :finer
than in the generality of microclines; it has the same basket-work
appearance. The difference in birefringence between the parts· is less,
however, than in microcline, and the phenomenon of twinning is faint,
as in leucites. Not every phenocryst 'in a section shows this-only
the larger ones. · That the material is really quartz is shown by its
form-that of the dibexagonal pyramid-the em bayed character so well
known in quartz phenocrysts, and its uniaxial positive character, an of
which have· been observed· on crystals showing this twinned structure.
I have been able to find no reference to anything similar in the literature, and can suggest nothing plausible to account for this curious
structure.
YOGO PEAK TYPE.

This rock forms a great mass on the divide running east from Yogo
Peak. It_ begins in the saddle just east of Yogo Peak proper, the
syenite of the eastern part appearing to merge gradually into this
type. It is feldspathic, light colo"red, dotted with small amphibole
prisms; its chief characteristic, however, is that it is very porphy~
ritic, with large equidimensional feldspar phenocrysts. These resist
weathering better than the groundmass and project, giving the rock a
rude resemblance to a conglomerate. In the saddle mentioned many
of them have fallen out and form a rough gravel.
Microscopic cha.racters.-In thin section the microscope discloses the
following minerals: Apatite, zircon, titanite, hornblende, iron ore, biotite, orthoclase, oligoclase, and quartz.
The apatite and zircon are found in occasional small grains, usually
embedded in biotite; titanite sometimes occurs in well-formed crystals,
but is more likely to be in irregular masses, and it commonly accompanies the hornblende.
The hornblende occurs in irregular, shredded, broken crystals, which
are often anhedral. Its angle of extinction is small, its pleochroism
good, but not strong, with .C= bluish green, h=olive green, a= greenish
yellow, absorption .c > h >a. It contains titanite, iron ore, and biotite as inclusions, and. some crystals are hollow and contain pieces of
quartz and feldspar of the groundmass.
The biotite is the usual dark-brown, strongly pleochroic variety found
in granitic rocks. It is usually in good crystals. Its period of formation appears to follow the hornblende. The actual amount of both
hornblende and biotite is comparatively small, and they are strictly
accessory minerals, as biotite usually is in granitic rocks.
Following the biotite and hornblende in the order of crystallization
comes the oligoclase. It is found in short, broad tablet8 inclining to
columnar forms on the a axis, and sections across these are perfect
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squares; it is, therefore, quite idiomorphic. It rang·es from 1 to 2 mm.
in length, and is a rather abundant phenocryst. It is always twinned
according to the albite law, often following that of the Carlsbad; a
few pericline twins were seen. It varies in composition from .A.b 4 .A.n 1
to .A.b:1 .A.n 1 ; thus, a section oriented in the zone perpendicular to 010,
and showing a negative bisectrix centered in the field, gives extinction
angles of oo for both sets of albite lamellre; the section is zonal and
the outer zone extinguishes at 5°; the equal illumination between the'
two is produced at a little over 40°, _and we have here, following Michel
Levy's tables, an oligoclase with from 15 to 20 per cent .An. The parallel extinction of numerous other sections in this zone confirms this
determination.
By far the most abundant mineral is the orthoclase, which occurs in
phenocrysts, from examples• 2 or 3 mm. long, stout columnar on the a
axis, and showing the forms c (001), b (010), m (110), and x (l01) or y (201),
down _to individuals 1 mm. long and less. perfect in form. The largest
phei:wcrysts, while not abundant; are rather regularly sprinkled through
the rock.
The determination of the mineral as orthoclase rests on the fact that
in sections parallel to b (010) an obtuse positive bisectrix em{'rges and
the plane of the optic a :xes lies at 8° from the trace of c (001) in the
obtuse angle fJ. Sections perpendicular to the negative bisectrix show
a rather large angle in air (and therefore not sanidine), and the extinction is rigidly parallel to the trace of c (001). The mineral is quite
fresh and clear.
Quartz occurs only very rarely in such a manner that it may be said
to rank as a phenocryst; it then occurs in irregular areas with projecting
tongues and small fringes of attendant quartz with similar orientation.
The groundmass, compared with the total bulk of the phenocrysts,
is rather small in amount; it occupies mostly the angular interspaces
between the phenocrysts, is rather coarse, and bas a microgranitoid
structure; it is chiefly composed of quartz and alkali feldspar, with a
very subordinate amount of oligoclase. The quartz grains are very
likely to be disposetllike beads around· the largest feldspars.
Structure and classification.-The dominant character is given to this
type by the great abundance of the phenocrysts, the small amount of
groundmass, and the gradual passage of the phenocrysts by graduation
in size· into the ground mass. The structure is therefore really a transition between the bypidiomorphic structure of granular abyssal rocks
and the typical porphyritic structures. A strikingfea;ture is the rounded
granular, idiomorphic character of the quartz grains in the ground·
mass, which latter, indeed, bas the aspect of a rather fine aplite.
In normal position this rock must stand between a typical graniteporphyry with characteristic quartz phenocrysts and abundant quartz
in its groundmass and a syenite-porphyry devoid of quartz phenocrysts
and with little to no quartz in the groundmass. •
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With respect to its feldspar const,ituents, the alkali one so plainly rules
that the rock clearly belongs in the granite-syenite series; it does not,
however, belong to the alkaline family, but. to· the one approaching
the diorites. If Brogger's group of monzonites, that is orthoclaseplagioclase rocks standing between the alkali feldspar series and the
soda-lime feldspar series; be taken into account, then the type just
described stands mid way between the alkaline series and the monzonites
·(adamellite).
Transition forms.-This type, by simple decrease of quartz and
increase of other constituents, goes ·over locally into subvarieties which
may be properly termed quartz-syenite-porphyries. One notices this
first by the loss of quartz as_a phenocryst and its entire restriction to
the groundmass, by which it becomes very subordinate in amount.
All the other components remain the same, and the gradational type
needs no further mention. Though somewhat coarser grained, .it is
extremely_similar to the type composing the great mass of Big Baldy
Mountain, elsewhere qescribed. For 1 this reason no ~nalysis o{ it has
been made. It is the type which geologically borders the syenite of
·Yogo Peak proper.
BARKER TYPE.
/

The rock composing the great laccolith of Mount Barker is a graniteporphyry, but of different character from the typical one of the Wolf
Butte and Mount Mix laccolithic masses. It is a grayish porphyry which
appears rather granular,
dotted thickly with feldspar phenocrysts from 5
to 10 mm. long and of tabular habit, with occasional
scattered ones three· to five
times as large. These_ are
unstriated and of orthoFIG. 74.-Manebach twin.
clase. The surface of the
rock is well sprinkled with small, dull, black spots- which are an altered
ferromagnesian mineraJ. Quartz as a phenocryst is almost entirely
wanting, and this is the most marked feature in contrast with the typical granite-porphyry of Wolf Butte.
Under the microscrope the sections show phenocrysts of orthoclase
and oligoclase of the composition approximately Ab 3An 1 lying in aquartz
and alkali feldspar groundmass. There is a little iron ore, some fresh
brown. pleochroic biotite, and pseudomorphs, in part of chlorite and muscovite after biotite, in part of" serpentine~ iron ore, etc., after hornblende.
In some sections the amphibole is fresh and of the usual columnar
form and olive-green color_ of common hornblende. When it increases
in amount, biotite diminishes, and vice versa. When most abundant, it
is accompanied by occ:asional small, well-formed cr·ystals of titanite.
The groundmass is an interesting feature. It is somewhat variable
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in its degree of granularity, but is always micropoikilitic, and in the
type analyzed from the summit of the mountain it is rather coarse.
When examined with a high power the small feldspar grains are seen
lying embedded in fields of quartz, each of which forms one quartz
crystal, while the feldspar has no orientation. There are a few clear
areas of quartz which might almost be termed phenocrysts.
One of the large orthoclase phenocrysts in the sections is of interest
as it chances to be a Mane bach twin cut almost exactly parallel to the·
face 010, and it shows the relations exhibited in fig. 74. There are two
lines of growth clearly seen revealed by a sharp.line of tiny inclusions
and by a slight but perceptible difference. in optical properties, the
outer shells extinguishing at perhaps half a degree to a degree greater
angle than the main inner portion, ir:.dicatiug probably an increase in
the albite molecule. That the albite molecule is present is indicated
by the extinction angle of 8°, and this is confirmed by the analysis of
the rock. It is interesting to notice .that the mineral shows a good
partin'g parallel to the prism, as indicated in the· figure .
.An analysis of the rock has been made by Dr. Hillebrand with the
resnlts here given':
Analysis of granite-porphyry front _Mount Ba1·km·, Monta"!'a..

~

.

Con•tituent.

.

___
r_.__ ,__r_r_._,

Si02 .. -- ..... - ................. __ . . . .
Ah03 ... - . - - . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . • • • .
Fe~03 . -- ...•..... --.- ............ _. _.
J<'eO .... - ... ___ .......... __ .....•..• _.
~I gO

68. 60
16. 13
2. 22
. 44

. _............. · ........ _... _. . . . .

. 72

CaO ............ ---· ------------ ......
N a~O .. - ..... _................. - _. . . . .

1.36
4. 37
4.89
. 20
.58
. 32

K20 ....... - .. -- .... -- . -- ............ .
H20 -110° .................... -·---·

f:~: +: ;;~::.: :::::::.:::::::::::::::I

. ;tB

1. 143

.156
.013
.006
. 018
.024
. 070
.052
.011
. 004

--- ---·- --~

SO:J • - - ...... - - - - •. - • - - - .•.•. - •••.• __ . ' Trace.
Cl ...... ~ ......... -- ...•.. _. __ ... _... Trace.
MnO ...... _...... ---. -....... . . . . . . . . Trace.

-- __ -- -- __ ._ -- _· _· _.

BaO ___ .......... ---- --- .... - ---- _. __

.• _.-

'
C
s

0

. 27

1

j·-..

. _. __ ..... :

------------·····_-··--·--······· _ _
··~=~
Total ........................... 100.37 •.........

- - - ·---- - I. Percentages.
II. Moleculai.· proportions.
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From this analysis we may reckon, using the molecular ratios given
in the second column and taking into account the relations and kinds
of minerals seen in the section, that the rock has approximately the
following composition:
·
Per cent.

Iron ore . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . .
Biotite. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Oligoclase ............... :. . .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. . .. . .. .. . .. .
Orthoclase. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . .
Quartz . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
:S:ornblende and_ alteration products........... . . • . . . . . . .

1. 4
4. 6
25. 6
36. 2
25. 2
7. 0

Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100. 0

This alteration material comprises the chlorite, serpentine, etc., and
may be regarded as the residue; the figure given is not very accurate,
but can not be far from the right amount. The oligoclase is reckoned
as Ab 3An 1, as shown by the microscope; the orthoclase by this reckoning becomes, as an average, exactly Or1Ab1, and must therefore be
mainly a soda orthoclase.
. .
The peculiarity of this type of granite-porphyry lies in the fact that
with so abundant quartz there is none appearing· in definite phenocrysts; it is all in the groundmass. Here, however, it is so abundant
as to condition the poikilitic structure, and in fact, at first sight, the
hand specimen appears granular, much like an aplite. Study with the
microscope shows us, however, that the grains are really quartz sponges
:filled with unoriented grains of orthoclase.
THUNDER MOUNTAIN.

The porphyry composing the great laccolith of Thunder Mountain
also comes under the head of this Barker type. It is a light-colored
rock, thickly dotted with numerous phenocrysts of feldspar) which
occasionally attain large size, arid with small black spots of hornblende
or shining biotite. The rock appears quite fresh and unchanged; in
the enormous exposures on the mountain side it occurs in large plates
and rhomboidal blocks.
Under the microscope this type appears like the preceding; it consists of iron ore, ap.atite, biotite, hornblende, plagioclase, orthoclase,
and quartz.
The biotite, of the usual brown pleochroic type, is quite idiomorphic
and moderately abundant; the hornblende is the olive-green variety of
common hornblende. It is in columnar crystals defined by the prism
faces. A few resorptions and alterations to augite ('),iron ore, and
biotite were seen; in these cases the biotite is on the outer boundary,
where the magnesia of the hornblende has come in contact with the
potash and alumina of the feldspar. The hornblende is more plentiful
than the biotite. The plagioclase is variable; some of the phenocrysts
are of andesine, some of basic oligoclase, some are zonally built; there
is very little in the groundmass, and that appears to be oligoclase.
It is not exactly easy, with these varying data, to determine what the

PLATE LXXIV.
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PLATE LXXIV.
THIN SECTIONS 01!' OLIVINE AND GRANITE-PORPHYRY.

A, Resorbed olivine in shonkinite of Yogo Peak. The central core of yellow
and black is the remnant of the olivine (now altered); around this is a band of lightbrown enstatite granules, and outside of this another band of green biotite; the
whole surrounded by white orthoclase, with one or two grains of green augite and
brown biotite. Actual size of field, 2 mm. multiplied by 38, section seen in polarized
light, uncrossed nicols.
B, Granite-porphyry of Thunder Mountain.
Ferromagnesian minerals, green
hornblende and brown biotite, seen with uncrossed nicols; magnetite dark blue.
Orthoclase, plagioclase, and quartz seen with crossed nicols. The groundmass has a
micropoikilitic structure: Actual size of field, 2 mm. multiplied by 38.
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average plagioclase is, for the purpose of calculating how much of the
albite molecules shall be assigned to the anorthite and how much to
the soda orthoclase. After careful study of the sections and estimation of all the data at hand, it is determined that it must be very close
to an oligoclase AbzAn1; it certainly runs in some cases into andesine,
and it may thus be that the weight of plagioclase as reckoned is too
great, but probably not very much.
The orthoclase presents the same features as those described for the
rock from Mount Barker; its extinction angle on 010 is 8° to go, which
indicates the presence of soda, and the calculation of the analysis shows
that it is Or3Ab2• Besides the usual Carlsbad twins, Manebach twins
also occur, as shown in fig. 74. The orthoclase forms the largest phenocrysts, the· plagioclase is likely to be relatively small.
The groundmass consists of alkali feldspar and quartz, 'with a little
oligoclase. The structure is pronouncedly rnicropoikilitic, with quartz
as the oriented cementing mineral; it is considerably' coarser in grain
than the Mount Barker variety, and the quartz sponges are much
larger, but the effect is the same. An endeavor to show this groundmass with its poikilitic groups has been made in Pl. LXXIV, B.
As this rock appeared much fresher than that from Mount Barker, an
analysis of it has been made by Dr. H. N. Stokes; of the United States
Geological Survey, with the following results:
Analysis of granite-porphy1·y j1·ont Thunder .ilfountain, Montana.

_I

1----Con_sti-tue-nt._ _ _ ,_r_.

Si02

~

• • • • • • • • • • .. • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • •

67. 44
15. 78

1. 124
. 153

Feo~03 ...... ------ ... . ...... ...... ....
FeO .... _..... ___ ..... ·........ ___ . ...

1.58
. 85

.010
. 012

MgO . _... _. .. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. .. . .. .. .

1. 43

cao ............ __ .... _... .. . .. .. .. ..

2. 38
4.11

•• • • • • • • • • • • •• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• • •

Al20 3 •

Na20 ....... - . - .... -. ----- ---- ---- --rc~o ... __ '_ . _. _..... _................. .

4. 87

H:tO -110° ...... ---------- .... --HzO
110° --- ... -. -· .. -- .......... .
Ti 0 2 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
P 20 5 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
S03 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • •

. 32
. 70
• 32
• 21
Trace.

+

. 035
. o,t3
. 066
. 052
. 018
.039
......... .
, ........ .
. ........ .

~~{:_::::_::·::::·:·:: ... ::-:-: :-::: ~:~ ;::::. ::::!
Total ..........................

100.32
1

1. Percentages.
II. Molecular proportions.

.1· ---=\
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The correspondence in composition between this and the Barker rock
is very close-they are rather 1ow in silica, and in this respect approach
the syenite-porphyries.
From the table of molecular ratios given in the second column, and
aided by the study of the thin section, we may calculate the approximate
mineral composition to be-

PHOOD~

Magnetite . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . .. . . • . . . . . . . . .
2. 4
Hornblende...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
3. 5
Biotite . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2. 0
Oligoclase • . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . .. . . .. . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 28. 9
Orthoclase.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 42. 8
Quartz.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20. 4
Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100. 0

The above composition places this rock in the granite-porphyries,
·though the lack of quartz phenocrysts gives it a tendency toward the
syenites. It also has a tendency toward the diorites, and clearly does
not belong in the alkaline subdivision of the granite group, but at the
head of the granito-dioritic family. Lindgren,t who has previously
giYen a description, but no analysis, of this rock, called it a dacite, as
its age was supposed to be post-Cretaceous and the prevaling method
of classification at that time being based on the character of the feldspar phenocryst~, and as these are more numerous than those of orthoclase, it was naturally classified as a dacite. When, however, one has
an analysis to calculate from, and the rock including the groundmass is
considered as a whole, then it is seen that orthoclase predominates, as
shown above.
If the lack of quartz phenocrysts be taken into account in the classification, such rocks as these might well be called granite-syeniteporphyries.
TIGER BUTTE.

The rock composing the laccolith of Tiger Butte is of this type; in
the hand specimen it is scarcely to be distinguished from the Thunder
Mountain rock; in thin section it is exactly like the Barker type, and
needs no further mention.
BIG BALDY MOUNTAIN.

The rock composing the great laccolith of Big Baldy Mountain
appears to belong in this group. Like those preceding, it is light colored, feldspathic, with numerous small phenocrysts of oligoclase, also
some of orthoclase, with occasional large, well-formed idiomorphic crystals of orthoclase up to an inch or more long (15 to 25 mm.) which show
the common forms c (001), b (010), m (110) andy (201); they are often
Carlsbad twins. The groundmass is dotted with specks of ferromagnesian minerals which never attain large size.
The microscope shows in addition iron ore, titanite, apatite, hornblende, biotite, and quartz.
1

Tent.h Census, Vol. XV, p. 722; Proc. California Acad. Nat. Sci., 2d series, Vol. III, p. 42.
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The hornblende is a rather curious pale leather-brown variety, very
slightly pleochroic, of very low birefriugence and small extinction angle.
The study of the plagioclase shows it to be a rather basic oligoclase of
the average composition Abz An1. The orthoclase is not only a soda
orthocla~e, but is full of microperthite growths of albite, and its patchy,
flamed, unhomogeneous character exhibits the considerable amount of
soda present. The calculation of the analysis in fact shows the average of the alkali feldspars to b~ Or6 Ab 5 • The groundmass is of alkali
feldspar and quartz, which is rather coarse and in a microgranitic
structure, at tim'es approaching to a micropoikilitic one. The analysis
of the rock by Dr. W. F. Hillebrand gave the following results:
Analysis of porphy1·y from Big Baldy Mountain, Montana.

~

,

Conotituent,

•

810~·-···· .· ......... -----· ······ ·---··

Al10s ...... --- .... --·· .. - -- ... -- .. ---.

l!..,e20a ••••••..•...•• - - - .• - - - - • - - - - •...
FeO ....... _. _..... ·.·. _.... _... _..... .

MgO . . . . . . . . . ........... - ....... - - .. .
CaO ................................ .
. N a20 .......... - .. - - - · · - · - - · · · · - - · · · · ·
1{2 0 .............•. _.•................

HzO+ 110° .............. --· ---- ..... .
H 2 0-110:> .......................... .

I.

67.04
15.25
1. 69
1.13
1.75
2.17
4.09
5.10

MnO .· .............•..........•••......
BaO .................... ;··· ........ .
SrO . ~ ............................... .

'.51
. 56
.20
.21
.05
. 33
.03

L_Total ......................... ..

100.11

TiOz .... - ........ --- .. ---- .... -- .... .
Pz05 ......... -··· ................ -•---

1

~
1.117
.148
. 011
. 016
.043
.039
.066
. 054
.028

.............................

··---· ---·
---- ... --- ... -

.. ---- -- .....
.................

----

--~
. ---- --...

...

I. Percentages.
II. Molecular proportions.

As in the former cases, by use of the molecular ratios in connection
with the facts discovered in the thin section, we may calculate the
approximate composition of the rock to bePer cent.

Apatite, titanite, etc....................................
Magnetite ...... ·..............................· . _. ... • . . . .
Biotite .......... - ..... - ... -... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Hornblende ..........-..... --.·...........................
Oligoclase ............. -... . • . • • .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Orthoclase ............ - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Quartz .................................................
Total .............................. _. . . . . . . . . . . . .

1.0
2. 4
3. 2

4. 8
22. 2
47. 0
19.4
100. 0
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This is very similar in composition to the rock of Thunder Mountain.
As previously remarked, none of these rocks are to be considered
typical granite-porphyries, since they lack quartz phenocrysts and the
quartz present is only discovered under the microscope. They approach .
closely to the syenite-porphyries, as previously remarked, and might
be termed granite-syenite-porphyries.
GRANITE-SYENITE-PORPHYRY.

Tillinghast laccolith.- What has been previously stated under the
description of the granite-porphyry of Big Baldy Mountain, in regard
to its transitional character, becomes still more evident in the case of
several other occurrences. This is well illustrated in the porphyry
composing the large laccolith just south· of Thunder Mountain and
lying between and drained by the heads of Tillinghast and Tenderfoot
creeks.·
It is a grayfeldspathic porphyry, thickly spotted witll small feldspar
phenocrysts and s.mall black dots of mica and hornblende. It. lacks the
large orthoclase phenocrysts which distinguish the previous types, and
has also none of quartz.
.
In the section it appears that orthoclase and oligoclase are about
equally divided in the number of phenocrysts. Hornblende is quite
common, in well-formed prisms of the usual olive-green color; biotite
is less abundant. These phenocrysts lie in a microgranitic groundmass of quartz and alkali feldspar of rather fine grain. It is noticeable that the quartz is quite idiomorphic; its sections furnishing little
squares; in amount there is far less of it than in the preceding types,
and the rock is thei·efore classed under the transition types.
Sage Greek Jl1ountain.--Under tlle type previously described should
be included the igneous rock of the laccolith at the head of Sage Qreek.
The road passing over the divide at the head of Bear Park and down
Sage Creek through the .limestone canyon, passes the edge of this laccolith and afford's excellent fresh material. It is so similar to the rock
just described that it needs no further mention.
Intrusive sheets.-Intrusive sheets of porphyry at the following localities may be placed under this type: In the Cambrian beds at the head
of Sawmill Creek branch of Belt Creek, crossed by the road to White
Sulphur Springs; in the Cambrian beds on the spur between Harrison
and King creeks, where its exposure forms a mass on the ridge; in the
Cambrian shales and Devonian beds on the northwest side of upper
Dry Wolf Creek, where the succe·ssive sheets form a series of benches
on the wooded hillsides.
There is some variation among these types. In sorp.e tllere is a tendency to a micropoikilitic. structure in the groundmass, the arriount· of
quartz being too small for a full expression of the structure; in others
the feldspars of the grounclmass tend to assume lath-shaped forms and
produce a transition toward the orthophyres mentioned later. Nearly
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all of these sheets are greatly altered and decayed, the former ferromagnesian mineral being indicated by pseudomorphs or rusty spots.
Some have biotite alone, others biotite and hornblende. The feldspar
phenocrysts are usually small, considerable oligoclase is present, and
the rocks show tendencies toward the diorite group. They are none of
them of the alkaline series.
SYENITE-PORPHYRY.

In several localities in the Little Belt Mountains there are intruded
sheets of a rock which is best classified as a syenite-porphyry. Although
there are small differences in texture and appearance among the rocks
from the different localities, such are of minor importance, and on the
whole the different specimens resemble one another in a quite remarkable degree; so that one description will do for them all. In the hand
specimen they are purplish or chocolate-colored rocks, dotted with
numerous very small white feldspar phenocrysts, which are formless in
shape, and with many phenocrysts of slender, dark, .blackish-green
columns of hornblende. The feldspars average about 2 mm. in diameter, the hornblende prisms 5 mm. in length.
The groundmass becomes granular under the lens, and its purplish
tone suggests the keratophyres of several foreign regions. All the
dift'erent localities furnish material more or less altered, and in all the
rocks are rather dull and lusterless.
·
In thin section they are seen tq be composed of phenocrysts of orthoclase and oligoclase, which are of the common habit seen in such porphyries, embedded in a groundmass of alkali feldspar with some quartz.
Hornblende also occurs, of the usual olive-green pleochroic variety
found in the syenitic rocks of the group rich in lime and magnesia.
The structure of the groundmass is microgranitoid. The feldspars,
which are often twinned as Carlsbads, are in short, broad forms and show
sometimes a tendency toward a trachytoid structure, tending to throw
the rocks into the orthophyre group. At all times this groundmass is
rather fine in its granularity. The quartz in minute grains fills the
interspaces in the groundmass, and it sometimes appears partly secondary in character. The feldspars are more or less turbid from the presence of kaolin, especially in the groundmass, and the hornblendes are
in some places altered to calcite, chlorite, and perhaps serpentine, and
there are some fine calcite particles scattered through the groundmass.
A little biotite, often changed to chlorite, with iron ore, and apatite
completes the list of minerals.
20 G EOL, PT 3--33
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An analysis of the freshest of these rocks has been made by Dr.
Hillebrand, with these results:
·
Analysi.11 of syenite-p01-phy1·y front Little Belt Mountains, 11£ontana..

I

~ ~ : : : : :~n'tituent: : : : :::::::: -~-;-;5-4:-1 1 ;: ·1~
Fez0:1 . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . .. . . . .. . . . .. . . ..
FeO ___ ... ___ ... __ .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

2. 46

. 015

1. 96

. 027

I

MgO ... - .... -......... - - . . .. . . .. .. . ..
CaO .................. _... . . . . . . . . . .. .
N a20 ........ - .... -.. .. . . .. .. .. .. . .. ..
K20 ..................................
H~O
110° .. _. • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Hz0-110° ................. --~--- ....
Ti02 ................... - ..... ·...... - .
P20o ....... -·· .... . .. . .. . . .. .. .. . ....
C02 . ____ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
MnO .... ...... ........ ..... ...... ....
BaO . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
SrO --"· .... .... ...... ...... ...... ....

1. 84
2. 47
4. 57
3.91
1.

. 046
.

1

+

40

LizO ....................... - - ....... .

. 38
. 40
. 33
. 77
.·08
. 41
.10
Trace.

Total .. _...................... .

100.08

044

. 073
.041
077

.

.017

1==1

L-----------------------------~------~~

I. Analysis of syenite-potphyry of rock from ridge between Big Baldy Mountain
and Y ogo Peak.
II. Molecular proportions.

The locality is on the ridge between Yogo Peak and Big Baldy Mountain. The rock is from an intrusive sheet whose exposure forms a cap
on the ridge. The 1. 78 per cent of _water shows that the rock has suffered some alteration, and this is confirmed by a calculation of its
mineral character, which gives approximately the following relations:
Per cent.

Iron ore .. __ ................ - ........................ - ~ .
Hornblende.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Oligoclase . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .
Orthoclase ............... -.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Quartz._. . . . . ................................ _. . . . . . . . . .
Kaolin.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Calcite . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Biotite, chlorite, apatite, etc............................

3. 5
8. 4
10. 8
52. 7
11. 5
9. 6
1. 7
1.8

Total ................•..................... -.. . . . . 100. 0

The oligoclase is reckoned from the study of the section as Ab4Anh
and from this the alkali feldspar or orthoclase averages a soda orthoclase OrzAb3.
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Other localities for these rocks besides the one just mentioned are
the sheet, perhaps 100 feet in thickness, intruded in the Cambrian beds
at the head of Belt Creek, about 6 miles or so above Neihart, forming
some heavy outcrops and talus slides close by the stream, and also in
the Cambrian beds on the Sawmill Creek branch of Belt Creek below
the heavy sheet of granite-porphyry at the winding of the road. This
sheet is about 10 feet in thickness. Several sheets of this rock are also
exposed on the crests of the spurs leading down from the ridge between
Yogo Peak and Big Baldy Mountain into .the extreme head of Belt
Creek; the rocks are sometimes quite :fine-grained and dense, with platy
parting, and in that case of gray color. Although somewhat different,
on account of the finer grain, they are best placed under this type.
King Oreelc intrusives.-At the head of Weatherwax and King creeks
there occur, intruded as sheets in the Cambrian beds, a number of
igneous rocks of porphyritic habit, which are best included under the
syenite-porphyries. They are light-colored, feldspathic rocks, which
generally have a pinkish tone from the iron hydroxide scattered through
them and resulting from the decay of some former iron-bearing component. AU of these rocks are greatly altered and kaolinized, and in
part mineralized, so that they have been more or less actively prospected. They usually carry altered phenocrysts of orthoclase and plagiodase in a feldspathic groundmass. They are too greatly altered to
afl:ord any satisfactory material for petrographic study.
DIORITE-PORPHYRY.

Between the granite-porphyries without phenocrysts of quartz but
with abundant quartz in the groundmass, which pass into syeniteporphyries whose quartz is merely accessory, and the series of the
diorite-porphyries, there are in this district many transitional rocks.
Some of these transitions have been already described. They occur
chiefly in the sheets and laccoliths. The diorite series of this group
of porphyries will now be described. The most typical is the rock
composing the laccolith of Steamboat Mountain.
STEAMBOAT MOUNTAIN TYPE.

The great laccolith of Steamboat Mountain which has been injected
into the Cambrian shales has domed them up, along with the heavy
beds of the Carboniferous limestones, and now lies in considerable part
exposed by ~rosion. The igneous rock has a thin platy parting, and
the plates lie piled conformable to the laccolithic surface. This is
unusual in laccoliths of acid feldspathic rock possessing a platy parting
of the material near the laccolithic boundary, since generally the plates
have a radial deposition and stand on end, perpendicular to the domed
surface. The rock is of a dark-gray color, quite fine grained, thickly ·
spotted with ~mall, white; formless feldspar phenocrysts. In addition,
the groundrnass glistens with the reflection of light from numerous
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cleavages of tiny black biotites which minutely speckle its gray surface. The rock appears granular to the eye, but its grains are too fine
'to recognize.
·
Under the microscope the minerals seen are phenocrysts of hornblende, biotite, and plagioclase in a groundmass of plagioclase, alkali
feldspar, and quartz. Scattered grains of iron ore and a trace oftitanite
are preseu t.
The hornblende is quite.idiomorphic in columnar crystals, having the /
color and pleochroism of ordinary olive-green hornblende. In addition
there are smaller shreds and grains; a few lighter-colored grains may
be of augite.
The biotite also is somewhat variable in size, the larger crystals being
well formed and mixed with smaller pieces. It is
..
a light- brown pleochroic type, and is older than
,.. . -., ,
the hornblende, for the latter often incloses it.
~
All of the feldspar l)henocrysts appear to be of
plagioclase. Their composition is somewhat variable, running through the oligoclases into the
,
·: andesines, and even more basic varieties occur.
Thus, as shown in fig. 75, a crystal oriented in the
,.~:0 ~z:_. l zone perpendicular to 010 shows a zonal banding.
·
J\
·
The albite twins of the·core extinguish at 12o, the
\ '·- ~o]:~~o: __ ,/
zonal band at 20o, and the outer rim at 12°. Equal
illumination takes place at+ 36, and the core shows
FIG. 75.-Zoned plagioclase
a nearly centered in the field. At 44° the albite
(andesine-labradorite-anHence the core is cut
desine) in diorite- por- twinning also disappears.
phyry of Steambqat at 65°+ from zero, and contains 30 per cent of
Mountain.
anorthite and is an andesine; the zonal band contains 38 per cent of anorthite and is an acid labradorite; the rim is
also an andesine.
The composition of the small plagioclases in the groundmass is more
acid than this, and while it is difficult to decide what the average plagioclase is, it is believed to be approximately about Ab2 An 1 ; that is, a
basic oligoclase.
In company with this plagioclase a considerable proportion of orthoclase and quartz is also present, entirely, so far as can be told, in the
groundmass.
The structure of the groundmass is microgranitoid, and the plagioclase has a tendency to ashort lath for:m, which gives this ground mass a
perceptible microlitic character. In it lie, irregularly sprinkled, the
numerous small phenocrysts. The character of the rock and the structure of the groundmass are illustrated in the microdrawing shown in
Pl. LXXV, B.
The ehemical composition is seen from the following analysis by Dr.
W. F. Hillebrand:
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Analysis of diorite-pm·phyry frorn Stearnboat Mountain, Montana.

I

SiO,

--------~:~~titu~~'---- .......... -I

-I-~

J-6:-:1-8

Al203 ...............................

15. 77

. 153

~:~3- ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~~~~~I ~: ~!

:~~~

MgO ................................. !

. 089

3. 55

~:~o ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ i ~: ~~
K20 .•••.•.............. _. . . . . . . . . . . . .
H 20
110° .............. _.. .. . . .. . .. .
H20 - 110°. . . . . .. . . .. .. .. . • . . .. . . .. . .

3. 91
. 70
. 30

--1

.55

+

Ti 02 .................... -- .........
PzOn . . . . . . • . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • • • • .

803 - - - - .. - - - . - - - - - - . - - - - . - - - - - - - - - - - · Cl ....... - .......................... .
Mn 0 ............... - - ... - ... - - - -... - .
BaO ............... - - . - - ... - .. - .. --- -

l:_i~:.~·::::_:::::: ::::::::::::::::

. 32
Trace.
.04
Trace.
.43
.16
100.23

:

~~~

. 041
. 038

-~1

·==J

I. Percentages.
II. Molecular proportions.

The analysis is that of a normal diorite-porphyry, and, bearing in
mind the facts mentioned under the description of the thin section, it
may be calculated to furnish approximately the following mineral composition:
Per cent.

Iron ore. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Biotite...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Hornblende. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Anorthite .. ~.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Albite .. _... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Orthoclase . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Quartz .......................·... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Total ............. ·................

~...

2. 5
8. 7
11. 5
14. 2
33. 2
13. 3
16. 6

. . . . . . . . 100. 0

If we accept t_hat the average plagioclase, as previously stated, is
AbzAn 1, then the albite molecule may be distributed so that the feldspars become Ab2An 1, 39.5 per cent; alkali feldspar, Or5Ab3, 21 per
cent; total feldspars, 60.5 per cent,
This shows that the rock must be classed as a quartz-diorite~ porphyry,
and yet the actual amount of quartz is not enough to .form phenocrysts
and characterize the rock as a typical one of the quartz-bearing series.
This same type, in, however, a greatly altered condition, forms an
intrusive sheet on the divide running south from Thunder Mountain.
I
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Tllis occurs at several localities, each of which is marked by some
small local peculiarity. The phenocrysts of feldspar vary from oligoclase to andesine, and they are generally rather small and well formed;
there are sometimes present a few rare, scattered, large orthoclase phenocrysts. The dark-colored minerals are hornblende and biotite, both
of which are present, sometimes fresh, sometimes altered, and generally
of small size and. inconspicuous, except under the microscope. The
groundmass is made up of quartz and feldspar in about equal proportion, sometimes in a micro granitic structure, sometimes in a micropoikilitic one. The proportion of orthoclase to plagioclase in this groundmass
is generally about one to one. The quart?-: iJhenocrysts are not abundant, nor are they large cr well formed.
Examples of these ·rocks are found in the intrusive sheets in the
Carboniferous beds at· the head of Dry Wolf Creek; in the spurs running southeast from Mount Taylor; in the dike cutting the Cambrian
rocks exposed in the stream at Barker and opposite the railroad station;
and in a sheet, about 15 feet in thickness, which is exposed in the
Cam brian shales on upper Dry Wolf Creek, in one of the spurs leading
down from Big Baldy Mountain. At the latter locality the porphyry
sheet was cut by a much-altered minette dike, with trend southward
toward Y ogo Peak.
A variation of this type is found in the porphyry composing the large
fiat area on the ridge east of Yogo Peak and east of the type describefl
on page 502 as the Yogo granite-porphyry; it is between the head of
Elk Gulch. and the fork of D~y Wolf Creek, and is south of Storr
Peak. The rock in the hand specimen is similar to the Y ogo graniteporphyry, and has the same minerals and struci(iure under the microscope, and the same beading of the feldspars with little quartz grains.
The orthoclase of the granite-porphyry has given way, however, to
oligoclase, which is the predominant feldspar, and the type has become,
in fact, a granite-diorite-porphyry, as there is still much orthoclase
in the groundmass.
SYENITE-DIORITE-PORPHYRY.

Just as transition forms occur between the granite- and syeniteporphyries and the granite- and diorite-porphyries, there are also those
between the syenite- and diorite-porphyries. Excellent examples of
this type compose that part of the great intrusive mass which runs
eastward from Yogo Peak and which composes the slopes of Sheep
Mountain and the masses east of it. An example from the talus slopes
which border Bear Park at the head of Bear Creek above Y ogo is
selected for description.
In the baud specimen the type closely resembles the other porphyries
described, especially those forming the laccoliths in great part. In a
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very fine granular groundmass of very pale chocolate color lie, thickly
crowded, small white phenocrysts of feldspar, which are only moderately well-formed crystals; the groundmass is further spotted by
numerous small black specks of shining biotite and small slender
hornblendes. There are numei:ous tiny cavities of miarolitic character.
In the section there are seen phenocrysts of soda orthoclase of
homogeneous aspect, of plagioclase varying from andesine to oligoclase
and about equal in size and number with the orthoclase, idiomorphic
biotite and green hornblende in a micro granitoid groundmass of quartz
·and alkali feldspar, with some oligoclase, which is not so common,
apparently, as the orthoclase. The rock is so similar to others which
have been previously described that no further details are necessary.
An analysis of this rock has been made by Dr. H. N. Stokes, with
the following results:
.Analysis of dioTite-syenite-porphyry j1·om Bem· Park, Montana.

~-------C-on_s_ti-tu_en_t_.___________

I.

Si Oz . . • • • . . . . • . . . •••••..•••..•....•••.
Al203 ................................ .
Fe203 .•..•.........•.................

FeO ......... -.. - . - .... ---- . ----- . ----MgO . . . . . . - . . . . . • . . . - - . - . -- - - - - . - - - - CaO ....•...•.• _....•... __ . ___ .... _. _
N azO .........•• - - . ~ - - - · · - - - - - - · · · --- •

K20 .••• - ... --- -- ~- ---- ·-- · ---- ---- ---H20 110° ............ - ............ ..
Hz0-110° ........... ---- ........ ---·

+

Ti02. ------ -----· ., .......... ---- ...•
PzOo . ....................... ---------803 . - . - -. - - - - .. - - - . - - - . -... - - - - - - - . - -

::~:: ::.:::::::::::: ::::::::::::.]

64.95
15.44
2.02
1.60
2.65
3.07
4.25
3.87
.85
. 26
. 39
.25
. 02
. 04

SrO .•.......• -.- ..................... .

Trace.
. 35
.10

L_Total ........................ ..

100.11

I

~

I-------I--

1. 082

.150
.013
. 022
. 066
.055
. 068
. 041
.047

-----------·-----.--

-------·--

~~~~~~~~~~~

!!!>>I

I. Analysis of diorite-syenite- (monzonite-) porphyry, ta.lus slope west side of
&MP~.
.
.
.
II. Molecular proportions.
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·From this analysis may be derived the molecular ratios given in the
second column, and, recalling the study of the section, the rock may be
calculated to have the following mineral composition:
Per cent.

Iron ore ......... _.......... ~ - - ............ _.. _. _.... ___ .
Hornblende.............................................
Biotite . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Anorthite .... _........................ _...... _.. . . . . . . . .
Albite ........... -.. .. . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .. . . ..
Orthoclase ............ ---- ..............................
Quartz . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

3. 0
6.2
7. 7
11. 7

36. 6
13.9
20. 9

Total . _....................... _.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100. 0

From the study of the sections it may be estimated that the average
plagioclase would be about A.bzA.nl, and distributing the albite properly we wou]d have A.bzA.n 1 33.2 per cent~ and of alkali feldspar or
soda orthoclase, Or1A.br(Or24.Abz7), 29 per cent, which would place the
rock between the two groups. The qua'rtz, though abundant, is all in
the groundmass, and the rock can hardly be considered a type between
typical granite-porphyries and typical quartz-diorite-porphyr~es. It
has then, on the whole, seemed best to place it between the syenite and
diorite groups, although in reality it stands betwf>en the rather abnormal granite-porphyry of the Barker type _and the diorite-porphyry of
Steamboat Mountain. ·It is a good example of a monzonite-porphyry,
if one accepts the new monzonite group in its widest extent.
RHYOLITE-PORPHYRY (QUARTZ-PORPHYRY).

The group of rocks which are described under this heading are those
which correspond in all essential particulars to the types which have
generally, especially by European petrographers, been called "quartzporphyries." Since this term, however, carries with it the idea of age,
and is also logically objectionable, it is discarded and the rocks are
termed rhyolite-porphyries.
Megascopic characters.-The rhyolite-porphyries· of the Little Belt
Mountains are in general very dense, hard, compact, flinty or felsiticlooking rocks. The groundmass is so dense that it has generally a
more or less horny texture, and its component grains can not be distinguished by the eye, and rarely by the lens. It has a conchoidal or
shell-like fracture, and the rock mass itself is generally rimch jointed,
gi\ring rise to small plates or chippy fragments. In color the rocks
are always of light tones, sometimes pure white (head of Dry Wolf
Creek), very commonly a pale yellow or buff turning to a light brown
(divide west of Yogo Peak, Ricard Peak), or of a light pink or. pale
red (south edge of Mount Lupus, Dry Fork Belt Creek above Barker),
more rarely a pale gray (Neihart Mountain). They usually contain
very few or almost no phenocrysts, and these are generally small.
The feldspar phenocrysts are commonly not of good crystal· form; the
quartzes, which are dark gray in color, have the bipyramidal form
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common in these roeks, and frequently break out of the matrix, leaving
a clear imprint of their crystal form. Some occurrences, like the south
border facies of Mount Lupus, have no phenocrysts at all, and are therefore not really porphyries but are placed he·re for conven~ence. The
dominant megascopic character is the flinty aspect, the _pale color, and
the scarcity or lack of phenocrysts.
Microscopic characters.-According to the structure which these rocks
present when studied in thin section, they may be divided into several
types or subsections as follows:
Type No. 1.-This class is almost devoid of phenocrysts, and under
the microscope. shows only a microgranitic mixture of fine grains of
quartz and alkali feldspar. The size of grain is somewhat variable,
but always very fine. There are practically no dark components
whatever, but the rocks contain small traces here and thereof limonite
and chlorite, which seems to indicate that originally a little biotite
was present. They contain more or less sericite in the feldspar, and
sometimes muscovite in good-sized crystals, which may be altered
biotite phenocrysts~ In addition, in two cases (Dry Wolf Creek and
1\iount J..~upus) the groundmass is liberally sprinkled with minute
shreds of light olive-colored pleochroic tourmaline (uniaxial, negative)
and small irregularly shaped granules of colorless topaz. The minESral
is biaxial, has one good cleavage, the· plane of the optic axes is perpendicular to the cleavage, and assuming the cleavage to be basal, then
c = _c, a= a, and b = b; the refraction is about that of apatite, the
birefringence that of quartz; the mineral contains many fluid cavities
with bubbles. 'rhese properties prove the mineral to be topaz.
The occurrence of tourmaline in rocks of this class is not uncommon,
and has been previously described from this region (Castle Mountain) 1
but topaz is much rarer. According to Rosen busch, 2 it is mentioned by
Schalch and Schroeder as occurring in "microgranite" dikes in one or
two localities in Saxony, and its occurrence in lithophysre of rhyolites
has been described by Cross 3 from localities ip_ Colorado and Utah, in
which it is found in very perfect crystals; but as a granular constituent
of the groundmass of these rocks it has either been overlooked or does
not occur, since this appears to be the first case noticed. It is a matter
of considerable interest, as it links the rhyolites and porphyries in the
piieumatolytic stages with those of the granites, already so well known.
The rock whose analysis is given later is of this No.1 type, and forms
an intrusive sheet in the Cambrian beds on the divide le~ding west
from Yogo Peak and not far from it. Other localities are the intrusive sheet at the head of Dry Wolf Creek in the spurs coming down
from Big Baldy Mountain (the rock is white and has a few quartz
phe11ocrysts); ·and the contact facies of the granite-porphyry of the
1 Weed and Pirsson, Geology of the Castle Mountain mining district: Bull. U.S. Geol. Survey No. 139,
p.99.
2 Mass. Gesteine, 3d ed., 1895-96, p. 655.
a Am . .Jour. Sci., 3d serie~;, Vol. XXXI, U!86, p. 432.
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Wolf Butte laccolith exposed on the saddle between Taylor Mountain
·and the next peak north.·
Type No. 2.-ln this the groundmass is of the same rnicrogranitoid
·character described'intypeNo. 1, but there are numerous phenocrysts of
-feldspar and quartz-. The feldspar phenocrysts are generally orthoclase,
with smaller ones of oligoclase or andesine. Usually they are more
numerous than those of quartz, but in one case, Neihart Mountain, the
reverse is true. These are the types of rhyolite-porphyry (quartz-porphyry) which tend to transitions into the granite-porphyries.
The size of grain of the groundmass is variable; in one case (Neihart-Mountain) it is exceedingly fine and suggests a possible devitrified
glass; others are mu.ch 'coarser. The dark components are rare, and
are mostly chloritized biotites. None of the rocks are very fresh; all
are somewhat filled with calcite, sericite, or kaolin. In one phase (Ricard Peak) most_- of ~he fei.dspar and quartz phenocrysts are quite small,
only to be seen ·with the lens, arid there are many slender columnar
hornblendes ofthe common green variety, also brown biotite foils, which
megascopically spot the rock-surface with slender black lines. Another
·phase;of this type (intrusive sheets on Dry Fork Belt Creek above Bar·kN~) is a "transition. into the granite-syenite-porphyries, described under
:the laccolith rocks.· Tlie phenocrysts of. feldspar are more numerous,
·tbose·of quartz)ess·common; the feldspar of the groundmass bas a very
·slight but distinct. tendency toward idiomorphism, giving a suggestion
~of the· trac'hytoid···structure ·of syenite-porphyries; the· quartz dimin:ishes ·in -amou·nt and tends to fill angular· interspaces; the dark minerals are biotite and hornblende. The rocks are somewhat altered.
·Megascopically they exhibit many -small- phenocrysts of feldspar and
hornblende· and very few of quartz. They appear very much like the
chocolate-colored: syenite-porphyry previously described, and are, in
'fact, a:transitioii-·between it -and a typical rhyolite-(quartz-)porphyry.
Type No. B._:._Ifi the third and last type the groundmass is micropoikilitic, a mixture of orthoclase and quartz, with the latter oriented into
spongy masses inclosing the feldspar. At times there are distinct
transitions from these· impure quartz sponges into regular clear quartz
phenocrysts; the quartz, in crystallizing, has excluded more of the
feldspar material and tended to become more homogenous. A drawing of this phase of the micropoikilitic groundmass is shown on Pl.
LXXV, A, from the contact facies of Mount Clendennin, above the Tiger
mine. The phenocrysts in this type are usually rare, and are of the
character described above for the other types. Slender columns of
hornblende are numerous in the Clendennin rock just mentioned.
Chemical compos-ition.-The (!hemical composition of rocks of this
class is so simple and well known that it usually offers little of general
interest. In the present series, moreover, the types are more or less
altered, ·in many cases mineralized, and the material not well suited
for analysis. As_ a control, however, upon the petrographic work, and
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to ascertain that these types present nothing unusual from a chemical
point of view, an analysis was made of the rock forming an intrusive
sheet on the divide just west of Yogo Peak, whose felsitic character has
been previously mentioned. The analysis is by Dr. W. F. Hillebrand.
Analysis of rhyolite- (quartz-) porphyry j1·onL near Yogo Peak, Montana.

0

I SiO, ________

~~:~~:~~~------

I.

----- ··--

Al203 ... -._ ......... - - -•............ - ..
Fez03 ................. - -..... --..... .
:I<, eO ................................. .
MgO ......... -- - - - . - - - - -- - - - .. - - - - -- CaO ..·................. ___ ....... _. _.
NazO.· ............ -·--- -----· ---------K20 .•••.... - - .... - - - - - - - - -- - - - - -- -·- - H20
110° ------ ----·· .............. .
H20 -110° ............ __________ ... .

+

TiOz .. _............................. .

P20ij. ------.-----· ------ ----·· -------C02 ...•...................... : ...._... .
MnO ... ·.... -----· ..... : ............. .
BaO .... _..............••......•......
SrO .. : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..•........
L' 0

._ ....... ---~ ........ :..... ......
otal ----- .. ----. ---- ---- ---- . -.-

73.12
14.27
.51
·.26
.241.10
3.43

4.90
. 73
. 68
. 08
.03
. 77
. 06
Trace.
Trace.

-~
1. 218
.138
. 003
. 003
.006
.020
. 055
. 052

. 040

. 017

Trace.

··3···
... .

100. 18

-- .. -- ....

-------

I. Analysis of rock from divide west of Yogo Peak.
II. Molecular proportions.

The water and carbonic acid prove what the micr~scope has shown,
that considerable alteration has taken place. The analysis is easily
calculated into the mineral compositionPer cent.

Iron ore ...................................... " . .
Muscovite ............ "..........................
Anorthite........................................
Albite ................ - ... - .... ------ -.-- - -·--- ·-Orthoclase ...... _.......... _............ __ ..... .
QnaTtz ...•. : .. ~ .· ........................ ~ _.. . . . .
Calcite ............ -~---- ...•.................... ·
Chlorite ..................... _......... _..... _..

.8
11.3
. .8
29 ._ 4}
21 6
33. 6
1.7
.8

Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100. 0

Localities.-The ·following list gives the· more important localities in
which the porphyries just described are known to occur:
'Ridge between Yogo Peak and Big Baldy Mountain; analyzed:
Head of Dry Wolf Creek; intrusive sheets at base· and top of Big
Baldy Mountain spurs.
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Contact facies of Mount Lupus, Mount _Taylor saddle.
Contact facies of Mount Clendennin, above Tiger mine.
Intrusive in limestones, extreme head of Dry Fork Belt Creek.
Intrusive sheets, Dry Fork Belt Creek a mile or two above Barker,
chocolate colored.
Intrusive (laccolith), head of Otter Creek.
Intrusive forming hill on Running Wolf Creek below W oodhurst.
Masses of Ricard Peak.
·
Intrusive mass forming lowest north spur of Ricard Peak.
Localities on Neihart Mountain and on slopes of Snow Creek Valley.
TRACHYTE (BOSTONlTE).

On the upper main bead of Dry Fork Belt Creek there occurs, intruded
in the Cambrian, a mass of igneous rock which, so far as the exposures
warrant supposition, appears to be an int:cusive sheet. It is near the
boundary of the Cambrian, and above the locality, along the creek,
there are open parks cut in Cambrian shale; the mass forms a wooded
bench which yields a considerable talus along the ~tream.
..
The rock is of a light-brownish color, rather porous in texture (from
numerous small miarolitic or steam cavities), coated with limonite, has a
rough, trachytic feel, and is rather dense. The phenocrysts are entirely
inconspicuous and consist of numerous very small, thin, tabular, sanidine-like feldspars, and others which are soft, lusterless, and kaolinized.
Ferromagnesian minerals are almost entirely wanting; occasional rusty
specks may be the remains of former ones.
·
In thin section the rock is found to consist almost entirely of orthoclase,
with a very little quartz. The phenocrysts are homogeneous in structure, untwinned, and show none of the microperthite, soda-microcline,
or moire structures so common in this class of rocks. In sections perpendicular to a the optic angle is small, the bars barely passing out of
the field of the No.9 objective of Fuess, i. e., 2E is in the neighborhood
of 50°.
The small feldspars of the groundmass are in thin plates tabular on
010; they are extremely apt to be grouped together parallel to this
face, so that at times they either actually form repeated Carlsbad
twins or appear to do so, or are slightly divergent from one another.
As these groups are cut at different angles by the section, the feldspars
appear in rectangular laths iti para1le1 positions or in broader formless
plates. There is no sign of any albite twinning to be seen among them,
and in all cases where they form rectangular sections with sharp clean
edges without neighboring overlaps, which shows that the plate of
feldspar (and therefore 010) is perpendicular to the section, they extinguish rigidly parallel, as a monoclinic feldspar should.
Practically the entire mass of the rock is made up of these plates of
alkali feldspar, packed as closely together as is possible. The angular
interspaces, which, so closely are they joined, are always minute, are
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usually filled with a small amount of quartz; sometimes they are empty,
giving rise to minute miarolitic cavities. The structure of the rock is
thus really the panidiomorphic of Rosenbusch, in the sense that the
constituents have to a greater .or less degree their own form; it is not
of course the ~mgar granular structure of the aplites. Rosen busch 1
includes all of the aplitic rocks in one group of his dike rocks, m·entioning the panidiomorphic structure as being characteristic of the group.
Brogger 2 has later suggested their division into two groups, the aplitic,
with sugar granular structure, and the bostonitic, with trachytoid
structure. This latter is the structure, in a very high degree, of. the
rock just described, and in rock classifications, where the mode of
geologic occurrence is ·strongly taken into account, the rock is a typical
bostonite; a more general term for it is trachyte.
The rock does not appear fresh enough to warrant a careful analysis,
but since pure potash rocks are almost unknown, it seems clear that the
alkali feldspar, its almost sole constituent, must be a soda orthoclase.
I

2

Mass. Gesteine, 3d ed., 1895-96, p. 388.
Eruptivgesteine Kristianiagebietes; III, Ganggefolge des Laurdalits, 1898, p. 211.

(JHAPTER IV.
THE LAl\lPROPI-IYRES AND THE EFFUSIVE ROCKS.
THE LAMPBOPHYRES.
MINETTE.

Minette, which has be~n :c~~msidere~ a. r~ther rare rock in America,
is frequently fou,nd in the ~ittle Belt ~ountains, and u~ually in the
form of sheets intruded into. the thinly ;bedded horizons of the Cambrian and Carboniferous. Its occurrence in dikes is much more uncommon, though a series of dikes occur at the .head of Dry Wolf Creek
w bich are closely related to these :m~n~ttes. · .In a! n urn ber of cases, how
ever, dikes of minette ar:e found in connection with the sheets, being,
in fact, the feeding canals to _them.
According as the minette is found .i:n. th:e: very thin or in the thicker
sheets it has a markedly different appearance in the hand specimen. In
the thicker sheets it bas,_ when fresh, _a dark-gray color, and it is easily
seen by the eye alone to be distinctly crystalline, and in certain cases
it approaches the cop.dition of a fine-grained granular rock. Occasional
large biotites, quite idiom orphic and about 2 or 3 rum. across, are found
playing the rOle of phenocrysts. In these coarser varieties the groundmass is easily differentiated into a white feldspathic component, in
which lie innumerable small leaves of biotite, while smaller grains of
a greenish pyroxene can be seen with the lens. This type of rock has a
dull, hackly fracture. It occurs more abundantly among the sheets
intruded in the Cambrian shales and limestones at the head of Sheep
Creek.
The work done on the White Sulphur Springs and Neihart road,
which follows Sheep Creek to the divide and crosses the strike of
the beds and the intruded sheets, has exposed in a number of places
material which is quite fresh, especially in one locality. The rock as
here seen was the least altered of any obtained, and for a rock of this
family was remarkably fresh, as disclosed not only by the study of the
section but also by the analysis given later.
· In the thinner sheets and in the few dikes in which this rock occurs
it has a quite different appearance. It is very dark stone gray, almost
black, of a very fine, den~e grain, with a distinct conchoidal fracture.
It has, in fact, a pronounced basaltic appearance and merits well the
field term '' mica trap," applied by the older geologists to this class
of rocks. Occasional phenocrysts of biotite are seen in the rocks,
and they are often speckled by small spots of white, which are mostly
due to altered and calcitized augite crystals and included fragments
of calcite.
0

MICROSCOPIC PETROGRAPHY OF THE MINET1'E.

While the greater number of the occurrences of this rock are ::;o greatly
altered by weathering that no satisfactory results could be gained by
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·PLATE LXXVI.
THIN SECTIONS OF LA:\1PROPHYRES.

A. Minette from the sheets and dikes at the head of Sheep Creek. Brown biotite,
green augite, and black iron ore, in a mixture of white orthoclase and plagioclase.
Seen in natural light; actual size of field 2 rum. multiplied by 38.
B. Analcite-basalt from dike cutting Bandbox Mountain. Olivine (.yellow), biotite (brown), and pyroxene (green), lying in au isotropic pale-brown gronndmass of
analcite. N aturallight; actual size of field 2 rum. multiplied by 38.
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an examination of them, about two dozen were in a sufficiently good
state of preservation to furnish fair material for study in thin section,
and of these about one-third were practically unaltered. These show
that the ordinary minerals of a typical minette are present-iron ore,
apatite, biotite, augite, orthoclase, plagioclase-and in the altered varieties several decomposition products, which are, indeed, not wholly wanting in the very freshest examples.
Iron ore and apatite.-TlH~se present their usual characters. The ore
grains are, as a rule, rather small, averaging about 0.03 mm. They are
at times clustered bead-like along the edges of the augites in such a
manner as distinctly to suggest a pushing and exclusion of the already
formed magnetite grains by the growing and expand!ng augite. In a
few instances quite large crystals of apatite were noted rising almots
to the dignity of phenocrysts.
Biotite.-This has the typical micro character found in minettes. In
the interior of the crystal the color is a brownish ocher-yellow, bordered
by a mantle of deep brown, best seen in basal plates (see Pl. LXX VI, A),
while in sections perpendicular to the cleavage the pleochroism is very
strong, varying between pale yellow and deep brown. The larger
phenocrysts are sometimes embayed, and the edges of the embayment
are bordered by l1exagonal boundaries. Sometimes the larger crystals
are made up of smaller ones in parallel position. The great majority
of the sections do not give an opening of the axial cross sufficient to
tell whether the micrLisa meroxene orananomite, butin one case a distinct.opening showed the trace of the axial plane perpendicular to one
side of the hexagon; in this case the biotite is an anomite. In some
cases the larger crystals exhibit a bending and deformation through
stress, showing that they had crystallized out in the magna before it
had attained its final resting place. In a few cases it is seen that the
biotites have suffered magmatic resorption and are partially converted
into opacite.
Augite.-This is a pale·greenish diopside. It rarely occurs in clear,
well-formed, and distinct crystals. It is far more likely to be present
in irregular masses and in collections of rounded grains with similar
orientation or in small anhedrons. Compared with the biotite, it also
varies considerably in amount and in relative quantity. In some cases
it is scarcely present, in others it increases until it equals the biotite,
and in a few dikes it preponderates, giving transition f<Jrms into lamprophyric rocks, to be described later. · In a few of the coarser-grained
minettes, where the augite is more idiomorphic, it frequently appears
with secondary tufts of a finely fibrous hornblende attached to the
basal plane. Both minerals have the vertical axis in common. This
hornblende is a rich green in color and strongly pleochroic. Its angle
of extinction is extremely small. Since its extension is optically positive and its pleochroism is in tones of green, it can not belong to the
20 GEOL, PT 3-~34
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soda-iron group. In composition it differs from the very similar tufted
groups described by Cross? as secondary on augite.
From its method of occurrence it is inferred that the augite occurs
at times in two generations, though by far the greater part, like the
biotite, belongs to the second.
Feldspa1·.-This is, of course, chiefly orthoclase, or at least an unstriated alkali feldspar. In the finer-grained va.rieties in. the dikes and
thinner sheets it bas a lath-like form, giving a trachytoid appearance
to the groundmass. In the coarser-grained types found in the thick
sheets the orthoclase occurs in shapeless masses, which at times have a
tendency to run into broad plates, inclosing the micas and other ferromagnesian minerals in a poikilitic manner. It is usually more .or less
clouded by incipient kaolinization, even in the freshest types, and in
those in which decay is far advanced it is greatly altered.
Associated with this orthoclase there is a variable quantity of plagioclase. It has a strongly zonal formation and runs from interior cores
of plagioclase as basic as labradorite down to albite on the outer borders. At times such individuals have an exterior mantle of orthoclase
surrounding them, and it is 'to be suspected that as the inner shells
pass into albite on the exterior, this in turn is succeeded by anorthoclase or soda-rich orthoclases, the orientation of the whole being preserved by this succession. In some of the smaller sheets the plagioclase does not become so basic as labradorite, and in these cases there
is also less of it. The relative proportion, indeed, of orthoclase and
plagioclase is quite variable, not only in the different occurrences compared with one another, but even in the same rock mass. While in all
cases orthoclase is strongly the predominant feldspar, yet in certain
cases local enrichments of plagioclase are found to such an·extent that
the rock assumes a kersantite facies. Here it is that the plagioclase
·assumes its most basic form. In general the plagioclase is fresher and
much more limpid than the orthoclase.
Secondar~1 minerals.-These are present in direct proportion to the
amount of alteration the rock bas suffered. The biotite changes into
· chlorite, the augite into limonite and masses of carbonates, while, as
previously mentioned, the feldspars are changed into kaolin and allied
products.
Structure.-The type of structure varies somewhat according to the
mode of occurrence. In the dikes and thin sheets the lath-like form of
the feldspar gives a somewhat trachytoid type of structure, very similar
to that of the minettes so common in eastern Germany, but this type
changes in the thicker sheets to one much more granitoid or hypidiomorphic in its character. This is caused by the gradual thickening
and loss of definite form of the feldspar, which assumes the character
of that seen in granites. It should, indeed, be stated that in some of
the very thickest of the sheets the growing coarseness of the grain of
these minettes, the absence of phenocrysts, and the structure described
1

Am. Jour. Sci., 3d series, Vol. XXXIX, 1890, p. 359.
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above, cause them to assume facies which are clearly transition forms
into the mica-syenites, or, since rocks so basic as these and with RO
great an abundance of ferromagnesian minerals can scarcely be termed
syenites with propriety, into rock types of which perhaps the durbachite of Sauer 1 is at present the only type which has been distinctly recognized and differentiated from the syenite group.
·
A figure of one of these minettes is given on Pl. LXXVI, A.
Chem-ical composition.-The chemical composition of these minettes is
shown by an analysis of the very fresh and rather coarse-grained type
(No. 274) taken from material brought out in the road-cut on upper
Sheep Creek. The analysis is by Dr. W. F. Hillebrand and is given
in Column I in the table below. This shows the composition to be
that of a normallampropbyre with low silica, moderate alumina and alkalies, with high iron, lime, and magnesia. The amount of carbonic acid
is low for a rock of this class, and proves it to be fairly fresh. The
water is no more than must be expected in a rock of this group, it being
nearly impossible to obtain absolutely fresh material. Part of it probably goes with the biotite. For the sake of comparison, analyses of
two other augite minettes from well-known and typical occurrences are
given, and it will be seen that on the whole the agreement is very satisfactory. It agrees also fairly well with the durbachite of Sauer except
in the potash and ferric iron, and we may conclude that the durbachite
eontains a larger amount of biotite.
Analyses of minettes.
Constituent.

SiOz ..............................
Ti 0 2 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
Al203 .. - - . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Cr20s . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Fe203 ....... -.- ..... - . ---- .. -.- ..
FeO ................. - ........... .
MnO. ------ ...•.. -----· --·· ·•••··
MgO ...•.........................
BaO ...........•.............•...

SrO . . . . . . . .................. ____ .
CaO .............•..........•.•..
Na20. -------- .•••.. -------------K20 . - ••.. -....•.• -.. - -- - - - - - · - - · ·
Li20 . . • . • . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . .
H~o-

H 20

noo . _...... _.. . . . . . . . . . . . .

+ 110° . . . . . . • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . .

P205 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . • . . . . . .

I

II.

III.

52.26
• 58
13. 96
Trace.
2.76
4.45
.14
8.21
.23
.05
7.06
2.80
3.87
Trace.
1. 53
1. 34
. 52

52.70
1.71
15.07

51.15
15.91

51. Oo
1. 76
14.49

8.41

4.63
3.72

4.16
4.37

{¥)

(f)

.......... 1·------ ____ /:_______ ---7.23

. -- ... -...... --

4.14

1 Mitteilungen

8.16

......... -- - .. - .. , ... --- .. - ... --

5.33
3.12
4.81

7.68
1. 92
5.97

5.11

2.38

2.75

1. 05

(f)

. 70

Trace.

C02 ~----- ··•··· ·----· ·----- ·----· -~_2:.:~_:.:.::_

L o t a l ................ :. . . . . . .

~

I.

100. 25 j 100. 76 j

99. 99

d. Bad. Geol. Landesanstalt, II, 1892, p. 247.

1. 85
7.25

---- ······[
99. 94

I
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I. Augite-minette (No. 274); Sheep Creek, Little Belt Mountains, lVlontana.
W. F. Hillebrand, analyst.
II. Augite-minette; w·eilerbei Weissenburg, Alsace. Linck: .!.bh. z. Geol. Specialkarte v. Elsass Loth., Bd. III, 1884, p. 55. G. Linck, analyst.
III. Augite-minette; Leonharuskopf bie Flockenbach. Roth, Tab., 1879, XXVI.
IV. Durbachite; Dnrbach, Schwartzwald. Sauer: Mitt. Baden Geol. Landesanst.,
Vol. II, p. 258.

Variolitic facies of minette.-In the compacter varieties of this rock
occurring in the thinner intrusive sheets and in the dikes a variolitic
facies at the saalband is not uncommon. Megascopically, in sueh cases
the freshly fractured surface is seen to be thickly spotted by circular
masses averaging from 2 to 5 mm. in diameter. They are of a palegray color, while the matrix in which they lie is a dull brown with
greenish tinge. The difference in color is so pronounced that the rock
has a strongly mottled character that at once arrests attention. Their
number is very great; they are rarely separated by more than their
own diameter, and in places are so thickly crowded tlJat they touch
one another, or even intersect in groups. They are more compact and
coherent than the matrix, which on a fracture tends to break away
from them, giving a gnarly, knotted appearance to the break. On a
weathered surface the rock has a pale-brown color, and tile matrix
weathering faster than the spheres, leaves them projecting. The rock
surface has thus a pronounced warty appearance, and it rudely resembles the perlitic development of acid glasses. On the other hand, the
fractured surface recalls certain rhyolites with a spherulitic development. Its appearance is shown in Pl. LXXIII, B.
Examined with a lens, the varioles, as we shall call the globular
bodies, are seen to be composed of a gray feldspathic mass flecked by
tiny dark spots from which one catches the occasional reflection of a
mica cleavage. As we approach the outer border of the variole the
gray color changes within. a narrow zone to pure white. Thus the
variole is encircled by a mantle, which, on a fresh fracture, is easily seen
by the naked eye as a white ring surrounding it. On close inspection
with the lens, however, it may be seen that the border zone is not
wholly composed of feldspar, but that it is traversed by many very
narrow hair-like lines of black, which sometimes have a radial direction
and sometimes not. These are the edges of very thin, small tables of
biotite, commonly arranged so that th~ tabular face is either radially or
tangentially disposed with respect to the spherical mass.
Under the lens the matrix in which the varioles lie is found to be
extremely rich in biotite, compared with the varioles. While the grain
is dense, the m~ca tablets can be easily seen. The boundary of the
variole against the matrix is not a perfectly geometric one, but is rather
wavy and irregular, though the boundary between the two colors is
perfectly sharp~ It is because of the greater richness of the matrix in
biotite, which cleaves so readily, that the varioles may be separated out
from it, and from its easy crumbling and decay that they are left projecting like warts from a weathered surface.
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The characters described above become less and less noticeable as a
greater distance from the saalband is reached, until eventually the rock
attains its normal character. In the most developed case we have
seen, the breadth of the variolitic band is about 6 inches, so that hand
specimens can be made showing the varioles on all faces.
Microscopic cha.racters of variolite.-Under the microscope the usual
minerals of the minette are seen--iron ore, augite, biotite, and feldspar.
In plain light the appearance of the section at first/glance is similar to
that of an ordinary fine-grained minette; the iron ore is in fairly good
crystal form; the small stout prisms of augite are quite idiomorphic, aud
these, with the biotite, appear to be scattered irregularly through the
section. It is noticeable that the biotite is in very thin leaves, which,
when standing perpendicular to the section, show as very slender
pleochroic rods. In certain places it is seen to be locally abundant.
It is quite surprising how the strongly marked individuality of the
varioles, which is so characteristic a feature 1ilegascopically, practically
disappears in thin section, giving way to au appearance of uniformity.
The thinner the section the more pronounced this becomes.
Between crossed nicols the study of the feldspar areas, which in white
light are of a very pale ocher color and appear slightly kaolinized,
shows that they are not made up of a siugle feldspar individual, but
that they are composed of bundles of fibers arranged in plumose or
fan-like forms, across which the brush of an interference cross waves as
the section is revolved. They are formed, in fact, of spherulitic growths
of orthoclase, and the sensitive tint, showing that the fibers are extended
in an optically negative direction, indicates that the development of the
feldspar is, as usual, parallel to the clino-axis. The study of the development and arrangement of these growths shows that they start from
some common center, such as a group of augites or of iron ore, and
spread radially in all directions. until interrupted by the interposition
of the mass of some of the ferromagnes:an miuerals. Then from these
they again start, preserving approximately the general radial direction,
until finally the outer boundary of the variole is reached, where they meet
spherulitic growths coming in the opposite direction, and the varioles
intersect or terminate at the interspaces. The whole arraugement is
similar to a great quantity of brushes placed radially in rudely concentric circles around some common point and mixed without arrangement with the ferromagnesian minerals. The mica, however, shows a
tendency to arrange itself so that the basal plane is also radially
extended.'Ihe cusp-shaped and annular inters paces between the varioles, which
appear so plainly in the hand specimen, are seen by study of the section
to be local enrichments of biotite tablets, which are generally arranged
tangentially to the spherulitic growths and cemented together by deepbrown glass. The s~udy of these interspaces has not been as satisfactory as could be desired, owing to the difficulty which has been found
in preparing thiu sections. The varioles are much harder and resis-
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tant, and in grinding the crumbly brown material disappears long
before the varioles are sufficiently thin. We have had to study it,
therefore, in rather thick section, from which the above characters have
been made out.
From what bas been stated above, it seems evident that the varioles
are spherulites of feldspar quite comparable to the spherulitic growths
uo characteristic of acid glasses. They differ, however, from the
majority of these in that the spherulitic growth has been interrupted
by the presence of augite and iron ore and has then repeated itself,
thus making the variole a compound spherulite, while in acid glasses
the growths usuaUy take place before other minerals have crystallized
out, and ar·e hence not interrupted; they are the first products of crystallization, while in the variolites described they are the last.
Spherical structure in the minette-kersantite rocks has been observed
by various writers, but this, as described, is usually a contraction phenomenon occurring on a large scale and brought out by weathering,
not a mi~roscopic structure produced by a special process of crystallization. .A spherical structure on a minute scale is, however, mentioned
by several authors, 1 but, so far as we can learn from the literature, it
appears to have been formed by an amygdaloidal filling of vesicular
cavities.
Pohlmann, 2 indeed, speaks of a kersantite in wbich are ''.concretions" the size of peas, whose center consists of feldspar laths ''whose
radial structure is not to be mistaken," and between which lie aggregates of chlorite from decomposed augite and biotite. This description seems to agree with the one we have given for the Sheep Creek
minette. Pohlmann does not seem to offer a direct explanation for
these structures, except to connect them with others containing calcite.
Rosenbusch 3 sees in these structures the fi1ling of amygdaloidal cavities; he does not apparently believe that they are of spherulitic nature,
since be says "an evident divergent radial structure of the little
spheroids is nowhere mentioned" (" auch wird eine evident excentrisch
strahlige St.ructur der Kiigelchen nirgends angegeben "), a statement
which does not seem to agree with Pohlmann's mentioned above.
As we have not seen the material which these writers have investigated, we can not, of course, presume to offer any opinion as to the
origin of the· spherical masses they have described, but it is clearly
evident that the varioles of the Sheep Creek minettes are not due to
the filling of amygdaloidal cavities. They are, on the contrary, an
1 E. Cohen, Kersantit von Laveline: N. Jahrb. Min., 1879, p. 858.
E. Cohen, Ueber einige Vogesengesteine: N. Jahrb. Min., 1883, p.199.
Liebe und Zimmermann, Jiingere Eruptivgebilde in siidwes.ten Ostthiiringens: Jabrb. k. preuss
geol. Landesanst. flir 1885, p. 178, Berlin, l88G.
.
Pohlmann, Untersuchungen iiher Glimmerdiorite und Kersantit Sudtbiiringens und des Frankenwaldes: N. Jabrb. Min., Bei. Bd. III, 1885, p. 7H.
Linck. Geog. petrog. Beschreibung des Grauwackengebietes von Weiler bei Weissenburg; Inaug.
Diss. Strassburg i.E. 1884.
2Loc. cit. pp. 78, 96.
a Massige Gesteine, Jd ed., 1895, p. 519.
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original rock structure, and are .quite similar to the variolitic facies of
certain diabases, and to be compared to the spherulites found in acid
glasses.
We have conceived their mode of formation to be as follows: In the
magma, as it was gradually being- forced into its final resting place,
certain products had begun to crystallize, and it was filled with small
crystals of augite, iron ore, and some biotite. On coming in contact
with the cold limestones, between whose bedding planes the sheets now
lie, a very much more rapid cooling began in the portion adjacent to the
contact plane. This forced the remaining portion of the magma into a
rapid process of crystallization, and from the minerals already present,
which served as centers, rapid growths of feldspar branched out, forming spherulites. These would generally include whatever minerals they
found in their way, but it is quite conceivable that while a mica tablet,
with its basal plane lying in the direction of growth, would be included,
one with the ·same plane perpendicular to this direction might be pushed
along some distance and excluded by the mass of growing fibers. At
the same time the mass of feldspathic material growing in this manner
would tend to take up those elements necessary for its formation, and
to exclude those that were not; hence the residual material would be
becoming richer in iron and magnesia, and therefore better fitted chem·
ically for the development of the biotite. The biotite may thus have
been excluded from the varioles and concentrated in the interspaces,
partly as an already formed mineral and partly as chemical material,
some of which formed biotite later. This explanation we believe
enables us to understand why the outer zone of the spherulites or
varioles is of a lighter color, and 'vhy the cement is richer in biotite.
Finally, the rate of cooling was such that the residual material now
forming tl1e cement did not have time to entirely crystallize, but partly
solidified as glass. The whole phenomenon in these minettes-, as we
understand it from our studies, is clearly that of an endomorphic con·
tact modification of the rock structure, due to quick crystallization
induced by rapid cooling.
Some of the observers1 who have studied the formation of feldspar
spherulites in acid glassy rocks have attributed to absorbed aqueous
vapors a preponderating role in the process. While by no means indicating that such is not the case, the minettes under discussion afl:ord
no evidence of their action. That they are not always necessary as a
factor in spherulitic crystallization is clearly shown by the occurrence
of such bodies, often of great beauty in their development, as an accidental product in artificial glasses.
Exomorphic contact phenomena.-Where the thinner sheets have come
in contact with the limestones very little effect has been produced.
1 Cross, Constitution and origin of spherulites in acid eruptive rocks: Bull. Philos. Soc. Washington, Vol. XI., 1891, p. 411. Iddings, Obsidian cliff: Seventh Ann. Rept. U.S. Geol. Sun·ey, 1888, p. 255.
Iddings, 8pherulitic crystallization: Bull. Philos. Soc. Washington, Vol. X, 1891, p. 445.
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Immediately next to the contact wall a thin layer of hardened, toughened material has been produced, and the limestone appears to have
undergone some rectystaUization. As the sheets become thicker this
effect increases, and where the beds were shaly they are filled with
cavities lined with minate crystals, or are much cracked and the walls
of the crevices also filled with crystals. The minerals which are produced by these processes are garnet and pyroxene.1 The former is of
the grossular variety and shows the form of the dodecahedron. The
pyroxene comprises the greater part of the altered material and is
rarely well crystallized. The contact produced is similar in character
to that described on page 540, produced by a closely related igneous
rock, and that description includes all that bas been observed in the
case of the minettes.
The shales on Sheep Creek have been greatly toughened and hardened, and their color is deepened.
Included 1nasses in minette.-Occasionally in the minettes ar~ to be
found masses of a plutonic rock which have been brought up from
depths below by the ascending magma. One of these is well exposed
in the road-cutting previously alluded to. It is a large mass, some
2 or 3 feet in diameter, and is a striking ohject to find in an intruded
sheet at what. must be at least a considerable distance from the point
of ascent. In the hand specimen it. is a grayish rock, rather coarse
grained, and of a syenitic aspect'. With the lens one sees tbat it is composed of feldspar and mica, with an occasional grain of pyrite. The
feldspar has a waxy appearance, recalling paraffin; it does not possess
lm;trous cleavages, but is clearly altered. The biotite also ba:-; an
altered, nonlustrous appearance; the rock, however, does not impress
one as having suffered from weathering or atmospheric agencies, but
rather from some other cause. Its line of contact with the minette is
sharply defined, and the two may even be broken apart at the contact
plane with comparatively smooth. surfaces. Under the microscope the
inclusion is seen to be a mica-syenite of rather coarse grain and of granitic structure, with a gneissoid tendency, as the micas are strung out
along certain planes. This does not appear to be due to shearing forces,.
as the minerals are not at all granulated or broken, but is due rather
to an original fluid movement before the rock was wholly crystallized.
The minerals seen under the microscope are biotite, plagioclase, orthoclase, iron ore, and apatite. The biotite has suft'ered from processes
which in the younger extrusive rocks would be called resorption; it
appears precisely like many of the resorbed micas which often oceur in
trachytes; it is partly or wholly converted into opacite or bordered by
opacite rims. The feldspars are converted into masses· of sericite;
occasional unaltered fragments or cores in the crystals permit of the
identification of the species, and from these it is seen that orthoclase
very greatly predominates. ·The condition of the plagioclase, together
with its small amount, does not permit of accurate determination of the
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variety, but from the fact that in one example the twin striations which
were approximately of equal angle of extinction on either side o{ the
twinning line blended in the position of equal illumination with a
Carlsbad twin, so that the whole appeared homogeneous, it· must be
inferred that it is a very acid one, in the albite-oligoclase group. The
occurrence of this syenite as an inclosure in the minette, from the point
of view of the genetic relationships of igneous rocks, is very interesting and significant; it shows that this rock exists in the depths, and
that the minette is of later origin and connected with it.
The minette itself does not seem to have suffered the least amount
of endomorphic modification from its presence; it retains its normal
minerals and structure directly to the contact line, and from this we
may infer that the mass was taken up while the magma was extremely
hot, and that it bad acquired very nearly the temperature of the fluid.
mass before the latter began crystallizing. With regard to the altered
condition of the minerals of the syenite, it seems certain that the change
in the mica was occasioned by the action of the minette magma. In his
valuable work on the inclosures of the volcanic rocks 1 Lacroix speaks
of the alteration produced in the biotite of granitoid rocks by the
action of an inclosing trachytic magma, and states that the mineral is
converted into magnetite, green spinel, uew biotite, and often hypersthene. It seems certain to us that heat alone has not produced these
changes in the mica, as suggested by Lacroix 2 (at least in the present case), because we should then expect the mica to be equally affected
throughout, since it must all have attained the same temperature;
whereas in reality some mica tablets are more affected than others but
a few millimeters distant from them. If we attribute the alteration to
mineralizing vapors in the magma a,cting with the heat; it is easy to
see that some individual micas will be more affected than others,
according as the rock varies in its permeability to· the vapors from
place to place. The new minerals formed are iron ore, new biotite, and
a pyroxene in granules.
The conversion of the feldspars into sericite or fine-leaved, fibrous,
white mjca is probably an effect due in part to the same cause, and possibly also in part to w·eathering, since the feldspar of the minette
appears to be similarly affected, though in less degree .
.Alteration of the 1ninettes.-These rocks undergo the normal processes of weathering, the biotite changes to a greenish chlorite, the
pyroxene to masses of carbonates and iron ore, while the feldspars
change to white mica in part, but mostly to kaolin. After a certain
period the feldspathic portion seems to decay more rapidly than the
biotites, and as the rock becomes soft and earthy the biotite appears as
green scales of chlorite. Eventually the exposure crumbles down into
soil, filled with these greenish altered scales, which serve to identify it
Enclaves des roches volcaniques, 1893, pp. 172,175.
2Loc. cit., p. 355.
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and .show its former character. Many of the intruded sheets have had
their outcrops reduced to this condition, making it impossible to obtain
good _material for investigation .
.1llinette-lilce 1·oclcs.-Above the series of minette sheets occurring
on Sheer) Creek, which have been mentioned as exposed in the road-cutting, and below the sheets of the same rock which are seen on the
divide, there occur intrusive masses~ probably thick intrusive sheets;
of a rock which is most closely connected with the minettes and yet
differ~ from them in some particulars. The large talus masses which
are found in the woods not far below the divide show a weathered rock
of a brownish color, fine, dense, and with decayed ferromagnesian
phenocrysts. Under the microscope this rock is seen to consist chiefly
of orthoclase, with considerable amounts of biotite and augite, and
some hornblende and iron ore. The orthoclase is in short, extended
laths, as in the minettes, and gives a trachytoid structure; it is much
altered and kao1inized. The augite and biotite are similar in character
to those in the minette; the amount of them is much less. They are
greatly altered, and converted into masses of chlorite; limonite, carbon, ates, etc. The hornblende, which is comparatively rare, is generally
fresh and of a dirty brownish-green color, with strong pleochroism; some
iron ore, apatite, and a few exotic grains of quartz, with mantles of
decayed pyroxene and some plagioclase, complete the list of minerals.
The material was not suitable for analysis.
The occurrence of this rock is interesting in spite of its altered character, because it furnishes a transition form from the minettes-orthoclase rocks rich in ferromagnesian minerals-into the syenite-porphyries
described ·on page 513, which are orthoclase-porphyries with the ferromagnesian elements greatly diminished. In mode of occurrence in
intruded sheets, in their moderate grain, and in the gradation of their
mineral and consequently chemical character, these rocks form a closely
connected series which are, genetically, intimately related to each other.
Tran~ition from minette into kersantite.-Another transition type of
the minette· is found in the dark basic dike cutting the syenite which
forms the projecting knob of Storr Peak, about 3 miles northeast of
Yogo Peak and at the head of one of the forks of Dry Wolf Creek. On
a fresh fracture the rock has a very dark-gray color and appears fine
grained and exactly like the finer-grained minettes previously described; it glistens from the fine cleavage surfaces of innumerable small
biotites. Under the microscope it is found to contain large phenocrysts
of augite, with a large amount of greenish fibrous hornblende, plainly
secondary after the augite. The augite contains specks of iron ore
zonally arranged. The ground mass is composed of biotite of a greenish
color and lath-shaped feldspar mixed with considerable of the green
hornblende. The greenish color of the biotite would indicate a variety
rich in iron, and this seems to to be confirmed by the practically total
absence of iron ore in the groundmass. The feldspar is a mixture of
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the alkaline species with andesine twinned according to the albite and
Carlsbad laws. Another of these transition types is founa in a black,
dense, basic dike cutting the syenite at the Wright and Edward's mine,
above HughesvHle. The rock contains large glassy, much-crackled
inclusions of quartz and of feldspar,- which appear to be taken up from
rock maRses through which the magma has passed on its way upward,
in a manner precisely similar to the well-known lamprophyre at Aschaffenburg in Germauy.
Under the microscope this dense groundmass resolves into a felt
composed of slender microlites of a feldspar varying from labradorite
to oligoclase mixed with many of alkali feldspar and granules and
formless· masses of a completely decayed and altered ferromagnesian
component.
NEPHELITE-MINETTE.

The normal minettes of Sheep Creek type, by increase in feldspathic
components and consequent diminution of the amount of the ferromagnesian elements, pass into types intermediate to the syeniteporphyries, and in another direction, by increase of plagioclase, ·they go
over into kersantite-like facies. On the other l1and, by their assumption of olivine and nephelite there are produced types which, although
megascopically retaining the same characteristic minette-like habit, are
by the microscope found to be lamprophyric rocks which do not correspond exactly to any hitherto-described rock types. These in their turn
grade into rocks in which the minette-like character is lost; they
are black or very dark, dense lamprophyres, occurring in dikes, and
although they can not be assigned to any definite type, in the present
systems of classification, they clearly belong in the monchiquite-alnoite
series of Rosen busch, and have perhaps their closest analogies in some of
the rocks described as "mouchiq uites." The most characteristic type of
nephelite-minette occurs in a broad dike or intrusive mass cutting the
limestones in.the saddle or low point in the spur running eastwardly
from Bandbox Mountain. The rock is of a clear dark-gray cotor, thickly
mottled with small glittering tablets of black biotite, which occasionally
reach 5 mm. in diameter, and with light-brownish spots which are
altered oliviues.
'
In thin section the following additional minerals are found to be
present: augite, iron ore, apatite, alkali feldspar, nephelite, and sodalite.
The augite is a clear, pale-greenish brown in the section, has a good
cleavage, and shows no inclusions. It is often fringed by granules of
iron ore. The phenocrysts are 1 or 2 mrn. in length, the habit broad
and stout, and the development of the crystal faces renders them
idiomorphic•. The phenocrysts are moderately common. Augite of a
. similar character is· freely and abundantly scattered through the
groundmass in small short prisms and rounded anhedral grains.
The biotite which occurs so abundantly through the grou:r;almass is
in rather slender foils, seldom iu broad tablets. It is intensely
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pleochroic, between a very deep olive-brown and a pale yellow. In addition to this i1ormal variety there occur spots in the rock which contain
local enrichments of biotite in larger leaves and tablets of peculiar
color and ap}Jearauce. Within it is of a light olive-green color, mottled
and clouded with areas of brown, and fringed by a zone of brown on the
outer edge; its pleochroism varies between the olive green and a palebrownish color. It is everywhere thickly spotted by inclusions of
iron ore.
The feldspar is entir_ely an untwinned alkali variety, found in small
grains and laths and mixed with irregular area.s of nephelite and small,
pale-orownish, rudely circular masses of sodalite, which are, of course,
isotropic between crossed nicols. Tile presence of the nephelite is
proved by the ready and abundant gelatinization of the powdered rock
in extremely dilute nitric acid, and by the faint negative uniaxial cross
of basal sections between crossed nicols; the sodalite is shown by the
strong reaction for chlorine given by the solution on qualitative testing.
Except for the alteration of the olivine, which appears to be quite
thoroughly altered to a micaceous substance which may be iddingsite,
the rock appears quite fresh and unchanged. In. structure the rock is
porphyritic, but holocrystalline, and in ordinary light it appears of a
strongly minette-like character, due to the abundaut foils of biotite,
though rather richer in augite than a truly typical minette. It is
clearly and pronouncedly a lamprop.hyre, and the name of nepheliteminette seems to beRt define it. It appears to be a transition form from
the regular minettes into the monchiquite-alnoite-lamprophyre series of
Rosen busch.
CON'L'ACT PHENOMENA.·

The most marked case of the metamorphism induced by the lamprophyres which has come under our notice is that produced by the rock
described above. Here a mass of the limestone into which the igneous
rock has been intruded has been split off' and immerged in the fluid
mass. As a result it has been subjected to a more intense degree of
contact metamorphism than we have seen exhibited in any other locality, and as it shows the character of the phenomenon on a large scale
anc:l with a more perfect development of new minerals, we have been
led to study it in some detail, since its description serves to cover aU
of the less striking cases previously mentioned.
The lime rock has become hard, dense, tough, and of a somewhat
greenish color. It has been.much cracked, and these cracks are often
filled by small dikelets or apophyses from the igneous rock. Often
these little tongues or ''flames" are but a few millimeters in width. In
other places the rock is hollow and rather cavernous and' the cavities are
completely studded by the brilliant facets of very small, often minute,
bright-green diopside crystals. The pyroxene is characterized by the
frequent occurrence of the forms m (110), i\. (331), and o (221), and is
similar to the pyroxene occurring in the limestone altered by contact
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metamorphism of the diorite at Blackhawk on Castle Mountain, which
has been described and figured by the author. 1 Associated with the
pyroxene are small; often brilliant crystals of a wine-colored grossular
gar11et which shows only the planes of the dodecahedron and is at times
two or three millimeters across the diameter of the cryst:al.
Thin sections cut across the altered rock and 'the narrow dikelets,
thus showing the contact plane of the two, exhibit several interesting
features under the micro~cope. The minette rock whose normal character is somewhat variable, as previously mentioned, seems to maintain
its full size_ of grain "to the contact wall. This is no doub~ due to the
mass of limestone havin·g been an inclusion and not a limiting contact
wall. It would therefore readily become so greatly heated as not to chill
the magma and interfere with the process of crystallization. As the
rock approaches the contact it becomes surcharged with lime, which
marks itself by the production of great quantities of augite. The
augite is present in large crystals and in great quantities of minute
rounded anhedra. It finally becomes enormous in amount, and the large
biotites inclose great quantities of these small grains poikilitically. A
considerable number of sodalites close to the contact edge are also
noticed .. Although this contact edge, as seen by the eye alone, is a very
sharp line, the microscope shows that there has been considerable penetration of the lime rock by the igneous magma. It penetrates in narrow
threads and tongues, and although at the edge there is ·a great predominance of augite in the lime rock, this is mixed with patches and masses
of alkali feldspar and biotite. These gradually fade out, and the rock
becomes an almost solid mass of small pyroxene·s in round grains, with
an occasional biotite flake; the minute interstices between the crowded
grains are filled with a colorless isotropic substance of low refraction
whose exact nature can not be determined. This appears to be the
dominant type of the included mass.
VOGESITE.

Several types of minettes have been found in which the augite has
apparently been converted into hornblende. Since in all the minettes
from this district the proportion of augite is large, they should be
termed augite-minettes. The hornblende, therefore, piays a conspicuous
role, and whether such rocks should be called vogesite or not is an open
question; it being understood, of course, that the secondary hornblende
predominates over biotite. They might, perhaps, be called pseudominettes or meta-minettes, indicating that an alteration of a prominent
ingredient has taken place.
·
In one or two instances, however, types occur in which it call. not be
said, from any evidence afforded by the microscope, that the hornblende
is secondary; and since the rocks are of typical lamprophyre habit and
1

Weed and Prisson, Geology of the Castle Mountain mining district:· Bull. U.S. Geol. Survey No.

139, p. 161.
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method of occurrence, and are composed of predominant hornblende and
alkali feldspar, they may well be termed vogesites. The best instance
of this type is found in intruded sheets in the Cambrian on Dry Belt
Creek several miles below Barker. The road-cutting on the side hill
has a:fiorded fairly fresh material. The rock is of a gray color, with
an olive tone, and weathers with a brownish crust. It is cracked by
prismatic jointing/ and on ~reaking one of the pieces it can be seen
that a zone of alteration extends from each joint face inward, leaving
only the central portion as an unaltered core. The grain is quite fine
and the rock tough and hard to break. \Vith the lens it appears distinctly crystalline, but contains no phenocrysts of any kind. An
occasional exotic fragment of included quartz or feldspar brought up
from the gneiss below was noted.
Under the microscope the rock is found to consist of a mixture of
greenish-brown hornblende and alkali feldspar, with accessory plagioclase, apatite, and iron ore, and with calcite, chlor:lte, and. quartz as
secondary alteration prod~cts.
The hornblende is moderately fresh. It occurs in slender prisms, and
its color varies from place to place from green to brown. It has a small
angle of extinction and moderately high birefract!on. It does not
appear to be an alkali- bearing variety. It is present in very large
amount; a rough estimate would place the proportion of hornblende to
feldspar as two to three.
Of the ·feldspar an unstriated alkali variety decidedly rules; it is
considerably altered, and filled with serisite leaves. It has a long, lathshaped form, much like the hornblende, and the two are interwoven in a
somewhat trachytic structure, with granules of iron ore, apatite, and
decomposition products, such as chlorite, filling the interspaces.
The plagioclase is also lath-shaped, like the alkali feldspar, but, if anything, more altered, so that its determination is not so satisfactory as.
could be wished. Nevertheless, since all sections of it seen extinguish
nearly parallel with the nicol, no matter what twinning is present, we
may safely conclude that it is an oligoclase.
The quartz appears in the triangular interspaces between the feldsparH much as in many trachytes. It appears in part secondary, but
much of it is clearly of primary origin and the last mineral which
crystallized.
The structure of the rock is dominated by the lath-shaped hornblen:des and feldspars; it is the structure of many well-known types of
lamprophyres, and is somewhattrachytic. A rock of quite similar type
occurs intruded in Cambrian shales on Belt Creek about 3 miles above
Monarch; the hand specimen is lighter in color and the rock more
coarsely crystallized; it forms a transition to a fine-grained syenite very
rich in brownish hornblende.
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ANALCITE-BASALTS.

As previously stated, the nephelite-minette forms a transition type
from trrie minette to a series of lamprophyres which are found most
abundantly cutting the limestones forming the top of Bandbox Mountain and the divide running north and connecting it with Steamboat
Mountain. These rocks are analcite-basalts, the type of which was first
·described by Lindgren 1 from the Highwood Mountains, Montana.
BANDBOX MOUNTAIN TYPE.

The rock forming the narrow dikes on Bandbox Mountain is generally
more or less decayed, but in one instance good fresh material could be
obtained. It strongly resembles the nephelite-minette in appearance,
is a dark basic-looking rock, with great numbers of large, fresh olivines,
small mica plates, and occasional augites as phenocrysts.
U n'der the microscope the same minerals are to be seen lying in a
colorless base. The large olivines are very fresh, clear, and limpid.
The occasional large augites are also clear and nearly colorless; t.hey
appear to be of the diopside variety. The biotite is very peculiar. It
has the striking. red-brown color often seen in theralitic and leucitic
rocks, but of so pale a tone that it appears a pale orange-brown; the
pleochroism, while marked, is therefore unusual.
Rays parallel to c=light yellow-brown.
Rays perpendicular to c =colorless.
The larger crystals of this mica, which may properly be termed phenocrysts, are at times broken and bent and have embayed portions. The
olivines and augites are also often broken and the pieces slightly separated from one another, the irregular contours of one piece exactly corresponding to those of the one adjoining. This would seem to point
to an earlier period of formation for these crystals, which have become
cracked and separated in the upward movement of the inclosing viscid
mass. It is noticeable that these interspaces in the case of the olivines
are filled with the peculiar mica already mentioned, while a narrow fringe
or mantle of it surrounds all of them on the outside. We are inclined
to believe, from its color and from the chemical relations shown in the
analysis, and a consideration of the minerals present., that it is a biotite
rich in alumina and poor in iron.
The. minerals which have been described are lying in what may be
termed a groundmass, consisting chiefly of pyroxene, with a considerable amount of the mica already described in flakes and scattered shreds,
cemented by a pale-brownish isotropic base. The second generation of
pyroxene occurs in small, slender prisms, having a colorless diopside
core~ surrounded by a deep-green mantle of regirite. The brownish
base examined with very high powers is really colorless, but dotted'
with innumerable small brownish specks, which give it, under low pow1 Tenth Census United States, Vol. XV, i886, p. 727.
Eruptive rocks from Montana: Proc. California
Acad. Nat. Sci., ser. 2, Vol. III, 1890, pp. 39-57.
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ers, a general brownish tone. In ordinary light it appears much like
a somewhat kaolinized feldspar. '\Vith a strong illumination between
crossed nicols, it is seen not to be wholly isotropic everywhere but to
have in places a feeble aggregate polarization; and it often contains
minute flecks of brightly polarizing substances, perhaps due to calcite
or muscovite. As will be shown later, this base consists of analcite, in
agreement with what has been demonstrated for similar rocks from
other regions. 1
The essential character of the rock is gh;en to it by the-large olivines
lying in the groundmass of interwoven small, slender pyroxenes with
their green rims and the dusty-brownish base of analcite cementing the
whole, touched up here and there with the pale-orange biotites. The
rock, from the presence of this mica and the green-rimmed pyroxenes,
has an appearance whi_ch recalls that of some oi the fine-grained theralites from the Crazy Mountains. (See PI. LXXVI, B.)
'
An analysis of this interesting type (No. 576) by Dr. W. F. Hillebrand gave the results shown below in No. I:
1 ..Analyses of analcite-basalts ]1·orn vario·u~ localities.

r._·~ ~-~~ _._v_._ ~~~

__
co_n_st-it_u'---en_t_._, ___

SiOz- ..... ---.
Al203----- ---·
Fez03 ....... .
FeO- - _- -.... .
MgO .... ----CaO ---- _ ---·
N a20 - ....... .
~~20 - - -- . - -- --

48. 39 46. 48
16.16
11.64
6.17
4.09
3.57
6.09
4.02
12.55
7.35
7.64
4.14
5.85
3.24
3.08
2.56
4.27
.28 - ................
.73
.99
None.
.45
.45
(~)

H20 + 110° ..
H20 -110° ..
Ti Oz - - - - -- •••
COz ---------P205--------Cl. . . . . . . . . . . . Trace.
S03 ..... - -.. .
. 08

42. 46
12.04
3.19
5.34
12.40
12.14
1. 21
2.68
4.03

43. 50
18.06
7.64
7.52
3.47
13.39
2.00
1. 30
1. 22

--- ....... - -----·-...

2.47
2.10
.55 .......•
.84
U)

45. 59
12.98
4.97
4.70
8.36
11.09
4.53
1.04
3.40
. 51
1. 32
-------.91
05
b • 03

I.... .. .. .

None.
None. . . . . . . . .

45. 58
15.87
4.65
6.37
8.32
9.91
3.42
1. 61
a3.14

0. 8065
.113
.026
.050
. 314
.136
.067
.034
.142

................ .............. ---Undet. ... .. -.... ----.
................. .
(~)
---------........ _.. _.... ..
__ . . . . . . . ........ .

3

~:~ - ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ Tr~c~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ----.- ~~- [ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ----.- ~~. -~~~~~~. ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~
.-

.-

NiO ..........
BaO.... ......

None.

SrO . . . . . . . . . . . 15.

Li,O.

I

.32 ---(·f·)--l~~d~~.T--(·~;--(f)

Undet.

(Y)

.... --~~- ---(-;)···[~~~~~~~~
.12

(f)]··········

~~~;:.: ~ ~ ~~~ ~~::::::::::
a. Ignition includes C02 , etc.

IPirsson, On the monchiqnite or analcite group of rocks: .Jour. Geol., Vol. IV, 1896, p. 679.
Analcite-basalt from Colorado: ibid., Vol. V, 1897, p. 684.
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I. Dike of analcite-basalt from Bandbox Mountain. W. F. Hillebrand, analyst.
II. Analcite-basalt (monchiquite), Santa Cruz, Brazil. Hunter and Rosen busch,
Tscher. Mitt., XI, 1890, p. 445 (see also Jour. Geol., Vol. IV, 1896, p. 679).
M. Hunter, analyst.
III. Analcite-basalt (monchiqnite), Castle Mountain district, Montana. Weed
and Pirsson, Bull. U.S. Geol. Survey No.139. L. V. Pirsson, analyst.
IV. Analcite-basalt (monchiquite), Magnet Cove, Ar~ansas. Williams, Igneous
Rocks of Arkansas, p. 295. W. A. Noyes, analyst.
·
V. Analcite-basa.lt, The Basin, Cripple Creek district, Colorado. Cross, Jour.
Geol., Vol. V, 1897, p. 689. W. P. Hillebrand, analyst.
VI. Analcite-l;utsalt (monchiquite), Shelburne Point, Vermont. Kemp, Bull. U.S.
Geol. Survey No.139, by vVeed and Pirsson, Geology Castle Mountain mining
district. H. T. Vnlte, analyst.
VII. Molecular ratio of oxides in No. I.

It will be noticed that the rock bas the chemical characters of the
lampropbyre group-low silica and modern alumina, with rather high
alkali for so basic a type, and, at the same time, high lime and magnesia. In connection with the analysis, we have given all the analyses
of rocks of this type which have been classed as moncbiquites that
we have been able to find in the literature. It will be seen that it does
not agree in its chemical relations very closely with any of them, nor,
indeed, for that matter, do they agree very closely with one another.
This is· due to the tact that under the heading of ferromagnesian minerals in a colorless isotropic base quite different varieties and proportions of minerals may be assembled; the composition of the base may be
variable, consisting of different isotropic minerals, analcite, leucite,
sodalite, etc., and its proportion to the dark minerals which are present
may also vary. The ratios given under VII furnish a means of determining the character of the isotropic base. Neglecting small quantities of nonessential minerals, we may assume the rock made up of diopside, olivine, biotite, and the base. All of the lime is in the pyroxene,
which gives the measure of its amount. The biotite produces some
uncertainty, but we may consider it made up of an olivine molecule
(MgFe) 2Si0 4 and a fe~ds.pathoid in which KzO: Alz03:: 1:1. The ferrous iron molecules may then be added to the magnesia, a correspondent for the lime (as augite) deducted from the sum, and the remainder
of the (MgFe)O molecules considered olivine. This leaves (Na2 0 +
KzO): A}z0 3: Si02 :: .101: .113: 420, which is-1.1: 4.1, or in round numbers, 1: 1: 4, and this shows that the base has the general formula RAI
(Si03)z. When we consider the ·ratio of the soda to the water we find
that it is 0.067:0.14:2 = 1:2.1 or 1:2, and consequently it is clear, since
the biotite contains a considerable part of the potash; and that the isotropic base has the composition NaAI(Si0 3)H20, or is made up of analcite. When we reflect that this is only an approxim~tion, that the
water in the biotite and the ferric iron present as regirite (though these
two errors tend to counterbalance each other, since regirite requires
N azO: Fez0 3 = 1 :1, and biotite requires H 20: Al20 3 : : 1: 1) have not been
considered, the agreement of these ratios is very remarkable, and it is
20 GEOL, PT 3--35
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clear that they are not accidental; and the fact of the isotropic base
being made up of analcite may be considered demonstrated. Thus,
a.U things considered, the. rock shows that it is an analcite-basalt and
should be classified as such. Its petrologic affinities will be pointed
out later when some other related types have been considered.
EUREKA DIVIDE 1'YPE.

It has been mentioned that on the divide between Bandbox and
Steamboat mountains a series of dikes occur. Like those on Bandbox
Mountain, they are narrow and of dark basic rocks of basaltic character. They do not show any large phenocrysts, but are quite dense, of
very dark-gray color, and one sees only the light reflected from numerous cleavage surfaces of minute biotites; they thus have a strong
minette-like habit.
Under the microscope they are found to consist of biotite and pyroxene in small crystals thickly crowded in a colorless base; the large
olivines of the previous type are entirely wanting. The biotite is of
the same character as in the former variety, and the pyroxene has the
same form and mantle of ffigirite. The rock thus ~ppears very similar,
but without the large phenocrysts; there appears . to be more variability in size of the second generation of pyroxene and biotite, and
relatively more of them in proportion to the amount of groundmass;
the amount of :£girite is also less. The colorless groundmass is also
thickly spotted with minute pale-brown specks that appear like kaolin;
in places it shows a feeble aggregate polarization between crossed nicols .
. One peculiarity that distinguishes this from the former type is that
its surface shows here and there minute round spots of a white mineral. Under the microscope these spots are without crystal form and
appear composed of au isotropic mineral; the other components frequently project into them; and they frequently contain bright polarizing
specks, which in convergent light give the negative, uniaxial, ringed
cross of calcite. The rock powder is found to gelatinize with very
dilute nitric acid, and qualitative tests show the absence of chlorine
and the presence of considerable sulphuric anhydride. in some sulphate. The colorless mineral is probably nosean, and that it is rich in
soda is shown by the fact that wherever the pyroxenes project into
it they are invariably tipped with deep-green ffigirite, although the
outer portion may be almost entirely a colorless diopside. Similar facts
·regarding a local.enrichment of soda have been described by Uross. 1
In this connection an interesting fact in relation to these rocks, as
well as the Bandbox Mountain type, should not be passed by without
mention, and this is the total absence of iron ore in them in spite of
the very considerable amount of both ferrous and ferric oxides shown
by the analysis previously given. The ferrous oxide bas gone into
olivine and pyroxene, the ferric into mgirite and biotite. The base
consists of various isotropic minerals, partly altered; analcite is
J Geology

Cripple Creek district: Sixteenth Ann. Rept. U.S. Geol. Survey, Part II, 1895, p. 35.
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undoubtedly present, and nothing more definite can be stated concerning it.
.
The only occurrence of a lamprophyre which we have been able to
find in the literature, similar in character to this just described, is one
from U mptek which has been studied by B ackman. 1
This consists also of olivine, biotite, and pyroxene in an isotropic base
(probably of analcite), and the pyroxene has also tlie regirite rims. Hackman, adverting to the character of the pyroxene, which differs so much
from the basaltic variety found in the types described as monchiquites, is
inclined to believe that these rocks should uot be placed in the same class
with them. With more or less uncertainty regarding the character of
the base existing, it appears to the writer that the formation of a new
class based on the distinction of a vari~ ble pyroxene seems to be hardly
advisable, and he has followed Hackman's conservative course.
BARKER TYPE •

.A rock which is closely related to the forms just described occurs as
a dike on the north side of Dry Fork of Belt Creek, above the town of
Barker. It is a dark, dense, basic-appearing variety, and the section
shows a considerable number of rather small olivines lying in a felt
composed of slender, colorless prisms of augite cemented by an isotropic
base. The olivines are fresh and present no particulars worthy of
_mention; they are accompanied by some iron ore and apatite. The
augite, with low powers, showR the mossy appearance so frequently presented by the slender microlites of regirite in tinguaites; it is a sort of
felt, -com posed of very small, long, slender micro lites densely interwoven,
of a colorless pyroxene which only in a few cases was seen to pass into
green regirite. When this mesh is studied with high powers occasional
minute scraps of a brownish mineral, which is thought to be biotite,
are seen; the particles are so small that the determination must be considered doubtful. The base which cements the minerals is colorless,
and though generally isotropic it shows in places. a feeble polarization;
it is probably of~analcite.
BIG BALDY MOUNTAIN TYPE.

This rock was not actually found in place, as the whole surface of the
exposed laccolith on the south ~ide, where the specimens were obtained,
presents a smooth surface formed of large, flat-joint plates, the outcrops
having broken down into slide rock. The course of the dikes, which are
seen as black lines crossing the white walls of the enormous amphitheaters on the east side, is here readily perceived by the dark fragments
mixed with the light-colored porphyry of the main rock. On a fresh
fracture the rock is a very dark stone color, or- grayish black, and very
dense in grain; only occasional small spots of a dark-brown mineral,
an altered olivine, are to be seen. The rock has, indeed, a pronounced
basaltic habit.
1 N ephelinsyenitgebiet

auf der Halbinsel Kola, Ramsey und Hackman: Fennia, II, No. 2, 1894, p. 178.
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In the section the olivines are found to be quite rare; they range from
1 to one-half millimeter in diameter and are nearly always serpentinized; with this exception the rock is very fresh. The most common .
mineral and the one which forms by far the greater bulk of the rock is
a pale brownish-green pyrox~ne, so light in color in the section as to be
nearly colorless. It is in rather slender, square prisms, and ranges in
size from 1 to one-tenth millimeter in length; it contains numerous palebrownish inclusions of glass. A moderate amount of iron ore is scattered around among the pyroxenes. These minerals are lying thickly
crowded in a groundmass which is filled with very great numbers of
fiat tabular microlites of a brownish-olive augite; these latter vary in
size up to the dimensions of the smallest of the colorless pyroxenes
already mentioned. The base which cements all of the minerals
together is a colorless isotropic substance filled with minute' dusty
specks of a brownish or blackish color, which are no doubt of a ferruginous nature or separated particles of ore. The general effect of the
section with a moderately low power is' precisely that of an augitite,
great quantities of augite in idiomorphic crystals lying in a brownish
base, which is isotropic.
An analysis of this type by Dr. W. F. Hillebrand gave the results
given in Column I:
·
Analyses of lamprophyres.

~ con.~tnent.

I.

II.

III.

H20 -110° ......... .' .. .
'fiOz ...•....•••••.••••.
P20o .....•.• - ..•• - ••• --C02 ... - ..• - •...•••.• --.
Fl ..•.••.•••••.••.•....

48.35
13.27
4:.38
3.23
8.36
9.94:
3.35
:3.01
2.89
.90
• 52
.4:0
.30
.25

cr.2o3 ................ -.

.......... FeSz,.56
. ......... 803,.08

Trace .

. ......... NaCI,.05

NiO .••••.••••••.•....••

. 04
.19
. 54
. 09

Si Oz • ••••.••••.••••••• - Al203 ....... --- .• --- ---Fez03 •••••• -----· ·••••·

FeO ................... .
Mg ............ -.... -- •.
CaO ....•....••...••••.
N a.20 .•..•.. - - •.... - -- - ·
1{20 .• --- ......• - - • - • -- •
H~O

+ 110° ............ .

MnO .........••....•••.
BaO. . . . . . • • . . • • • • . . . • . .

SrO . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
LbO. .... .... .... ......
Total . . . . .. .. .. ..

0 =Fl.................

IV.

45.04:
16.04:
7.10
8.23
4.46
10.19
6.11
2.85

~

( ~)

. .. . -.........
( ~)
( ~)

. 57

Trace.
( t)
( ~)

CO,trace......•....

. 34
( ~)
( ~)

Trace.
1-------1--------1-------1

100. 01
.10
99.91

~

4:2.03
4:8.4:3
0.806
13.60
11.4:1
.129
12.32
7.55
.027
6.65
.64
. 045
6.4:1
8.23
. 209
14.15
9.97
.179
3.59 .. .057
1.83
3.21
.032
. 97
1. 08
1. 33 ·----· ---·
.33
.. -.- . - ...... . .. -.-. -.. -. .... -.. - ...... -.. -- ... -.. -.
( ~)
3. 70

100~35

99.23

. --- ..... -..
...............

·----· ----

99.47

:::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: ::::::::::1

I. Analcite-basalt dike rock of Big Baldy Mountain, Little Belt Mountains.
Hillebrand, analyst.

W. F.
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II. Augitite, Upper Picos vale. Vulcane der Capverden. Doelter, 1882, p. 143. C.
Doelter, analyst.
III. Fourchite, Fourche Mountain, Arkansas. Igneous Rocks, Arkansas. J. F.
Williams, 1890, p.lll. Brackett and Noyes, analysts.
IV. Vogesite, ForsthausWelschbruch, Alsace. Rosenbusch, Steiger Schiefer, 1877,
p. 301. H. Rosen busch, analyst.
V. Molecular proportions of No. I.

The analysis shows strongly the characters of the lamprophyre
,group-high lime, iron and mag:nesia, low silica and alumina, and moderate alkalies.
Considering that the rock is composed essentially of augite and an
isotropic base which has the chemical composition given above, we
have not been able to find in the literature any type which precisely
corresponds with it. Two varieties of rocks of this class are compared, as to their chemical composition, under II and III, for the sake of
example. The rock described by Doelter consists mainly of augite in
a "glass" base, with· minute amounts of other minerals; that by Williams consists of augite in an '' altered glass base." The former is· an
extrusive. With both, the type under discussion shows certain analogies, but at tht same time important variations. When one compares
it with the analyses given on page 544, the same is found to be the
case; yet according to our existing systems of classification (and
especially when one takes into account its generic relations) it appears
to belong best under the camptonite-alnoite series of Rosenbusch.
From the chemical point of view the hornblende-vogesite whose analysis is given under IV in the above table agrees with the Big Baldy
Mountain rock better than any we have been able to find. The agreement, except as to the iron, is quite remarkable indeed, and it must be
confessed that the relations of the two iron oxides for a rock of this
class, as given in Analysis IV, are not above suspicion. The ferrous
oxide must certainly be too low; the ferric, too high. Taking this into
consideration, the agreement would be even closer. It shows how
extremely similar magmas may crystallize into quite different minerals.
If we consider the molecular ratios given in the last column of the
preceding table, they may be arranged as follows with respect to the
minerals shown to be present:
Fe203.-- ... 0· 027 = 1}Magnetite.
FeO ____ --- .027=1
FeO _------ . 018 {
MgO ... --. . 030 5 "' Olivine.
SiOz- ..... .. .024=1
CaO _.... .. .180=1}
MgO .... _·_ .180=1 Diopside.
Si02 ..... .. .360=2
'

?.}

From the above there 1·emains overSi02 =0. 424.
Al203= 129.
(Na~O+K20) = .089.
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Of course such a computation must be considered as only rudely
approximate; there is an excess of alumina over the alkali, and it is
therefore probable, as usually happens in such cases, that some of it
has found its way into the augite. The calculation is sufficient to show,
however, that if an ·alkali-alumina silicate had formed as a residual
product of crystallization, it must have been mainly one of the feldspathoid group, low in silica and rich in alumina and alkalies. This
group, it will be remembered, is composed mainly of isotropic minerals,
as leucite, analcite, sodalite, etc. The ratios, indeed, approximate to
the relation
N azO + K20 : Alz0 3 : S : Oz: : 1: 1: 4,
which would furnish a silicate of the formula (NaK) AI (Si03 ) 2, which is
that of leucite, or, with the addition of water, of analcite.
Of the very cousiderable amount of water shown by the analysis it
may be said that there is no apparent alteration product which could
account for it except the serpentinized oliviues, and they are entirely
too minute in amount to furnish more than a very small fraction of it.
It must therefore belong to the isotropic base, and could be furnished
by analcite. That it is the latter is shown by the molecular ratios of
the water to the other components(N a 20

+ K 20): Al20 3 : Si02: H 20:: .089: .129: .424: .210,

or approximately 1 : 1: 4: 2, which is the ratio required by analcite.
The rock powder when treated with very dilute nitric acid is found
to gelatinize readily and abundantly. This could not be due to leucite,
which does not gelatinize, though decomposed with acid, but is undoubtedly due to analcite. In this connection it is interesting to note
that the molecular ratio of the soda to the water in the fourchite of
Williams is .030: .060=1: 2, which is the ratio required by analcite, and
undoubtedly this mineral is present in the base of his rock.
From the molecular ratios furnished by the analysis it may be easily
calculated that our rock containsPer cent.

Iron ore . • . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . .
Pyroxene ........... -.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Olivine ...................... ------.....................
Base (mostly analcite) .. . ... . ... ... . . . .. . . . .. . .. .... ....

6. 7
39. 6

4.2
49.5

Total ............................................. 100.0
RELA'l'ED TYPES WITH POLARIZING BASE.

It will be noticed by reference to the geologic map that the great
intruded stock or mass of w bich Yo go Peak forms the western extremity
is narrowed down at the head of Yogo Gulch to a dike-like character.
As previously described, the western limb of this mass practically ends
at this point in a mass of shonkinite, and then thins out into the dike
which runs along the crest of the divide until it widens into the Sheep
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Mountain portion. The exposures at this poil)t hardly warrant us in
stating positively that the dike forms an actual .apophysis of the mass
and is not a separate intrusion, but the general relation of the intruded
bodies inclines one strongly to the belief that it is an apophysis-a connecting link between the masses, and not a separate intrusion.
The rock forming this dike is dense black and similar to the lamprophyric types previously described. In the section are found olivine and
augite•in a colorless base, thickly peppered with minute ore grain::;. In
places the ore grains are wanting, and their place is filled by scattered
leaves or skeleton crystals of biotite. The base when examined between
crossed nicols presents a mosaic of low polarizing grains of great fineness mixed with isotropic ones. The effect with a low power is that of
an aggregate polarization. This may be due in part to zeolitization,
but may ·equally well be a mixture of analcite with nepheline or ortho~
clase, or both. The rock also contains a number of olivines and augites
of large 'size, which are deeply corroded and bordered by heavy black
opacite rims. They are probablyofintratelluric origin and have suffered,
in later movements of the magma, a partial resorption. ·An exact analogue of this type, except for the corroded olivines and augites, occurs
in the drift brought down from Big Baldy Mountain in Butcherknife
Creek. The rock was not found in place, but undoubtedly comes from
some basic lamprophyre dike.
These types appear to be closely J'elated to the absarokites of Iddings, 1
which seem to belong in the monchiquite-alnoite series of lamprophyres of Rosenbusch, 2 with a base composed of alkali feldspars more
or less mixed with feldspathoid minerals. In the majority of the types
described as monchiq uites the base is an analcite, as we have shown
elsewhere; 3 in the camptonites it is a· soda-lime feldspar, and in ~he
absarokites it is essentially-orthoclase. If the base were nephelite the
rock would have tbe essential character of mauy nephelite-basalts, and
it is evident that these rocks with varying developments of the feldspathoid minerals, brit which are composed chiefly of ferromagnesian
silicates, will show transitions into the various types of alkallne basalts,
whose effusions_are a common feature of many_ regions.
TRANSITION FROM ANALCITE-BASALT ·To MINETTE (INCLUDING
THE SAPPHIRE-BEARING ROCK OF YOGO GULCH).

On the long ridge which extends eastwardly from Bandbox Mountain, and which forms a spur between the head branches of Running
Wolf Creek, and in a deep saddle of whieh occurs the nepheliteminette previously described, are found several dikes cutting the lime~
stone. One of these dikes is found to be composed of pyroxene and
biotite, with large pseudomorphs of serpentine after olivine, lying in a
lJour. Geol., Vol. III, 1895, p. 935.
2Mass. Gesteine, 3d ed.,-1895, p. 535.
3Jour. Geol., Vol. IV, 1896, p. 679.
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colorless isotropic base. The pyroxene is of a pale-brownish variety,
the biotite the usual deep-brown pleochroic kind found in igneous
rocks. The base has in places a fe(jble aggregate polarization: A considerable amount of iron ore is present. Disregarding the olivine, the
character, relations, and amount of the minerals are such that, seen in
ordinary light, the section strongly recalls many of the minettes which
have been previously described; the use of the analyzer shows, of
course, that the base is not composed of feldspar. From the actual
character of its minerals the rock is most nearly related to the analcitebasalt which ~as been previously described.
The same type occurs also in the form of sheets intruded in the Cambrian .beds at the very -head of Belt Creek, the structure and relation·
of the minerals being precisely similar; the ground mass giving a feeble
aggregate polarization, but presenting in many places minute spots
of a doubly refracting colorless mineral, which may be ortlwclase er
nephelite.
SAPPHIRE ROCK OF YOGO GULOH.

By far the most. important occurrence, from an economic standpoint,
of these basic lamprophyric types is that of the corundum or sapphirebearing rock near the mouth of Yogo Gulch. A preliminary account
ofthis rock and its sapphires has been already published elsewhere, 1
but on account of its economic bearings and in the hope that its description may aid in the search for similar occurrences in the region it
is now repeated with additional details.
The rock is of a dark-gray color and has an uneven fracture .. It contains small, light-green or white included masses, which forin its most
conspicuous feature, and these angular inclusions are pieces of limestone broken off and carried upward by the fluid rock in its ascent.
They vary in size from those of microscopic dimensions to some that
are half an inch or about a centimeter across. Many of them consist
entirely of calcite, while others appear to be made up of a pale-green
mineral, which is pyroxene. The largest inclusions, especially those of
quartz, show a reaction rim of the same green pyroxene, the rim being
about 1 mm. thick, while the entire center is of calcite with scattered
prisms of the pyroxene. The rock shows only scattered tablets of mica
as phenocrysts 2 or 3 mm. in diameter, while the groundmass glitters
with minute flecks of biotite, and considerable pyroxene is seen. ·
.Microscopic characters.-In thin sect.ion the rock at once exhibits its
character as a dark, basic lamprophyre, consisting mainly of biotite
and pyroxene. There is a little iron ore present, but its amount is small
and much less than is usually s~en in rocks of this class. The biotite
is strongly pleochroic, varying between an almost colorless and a strong,
clear, brown tint. It occurs in ragged masses, rarely showing crystal
outline, and it contains a large amount of small apatite crystals. The
pyroxene is a pale-green diopside filled with many inclusions~ now
I

Am. Jour. Sci., 4th series, Vol. IV, 1897, p. 421.
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altered, but probably originally of glass; in some crystals these inclusions are so abundant as to render the .mineral quite spongy. The
grains som~times show crystal form, but are mostly anhedral and vary
in size, though the evidence is not sufficient to show two distinct. generations.
These two minerals lie closely crowded together, and no feldspars are
seen in the rock. The small interstices between them are filled with a
clouded, brownish, kaolin-like aggregate, which appears to represent
some former feldspathic component, possibly leucite, perhaps analcite.
The rock appears to have its_ closest affinities in the analcite-basalt
group, of which ·it may be considered a .basic, somewhat altered, type.
The abundance of biotite shows its relation to the minettes, but the
rock is much richer in the ferromagnesian components and lacks the
feldspar of the minettes. It has evidently a close affinity with the
minettes and shonkinite of the region, and is clearly of the same
magma. It has the same richness in biotite and pyroxene as these, but
differs in the feldspathic component. Yogo Peak, with its shonkinite,
is but a small number of miles distant from the locality.
Some calcite in agglomerated granules is also seen in the section, and
this, as is so often the case in lamprophyres, does not appear as if
secondary in origin, and is probably due to limestone fragments picked
up, as previously mentioned.
Origin of the sapphires.-The occurrence of such well-crystallized
corundum in a basic igneous rock. is of great interest. It seems clear,
from the many different ways in which this mineral occurs, that there.
must be several methods in nature for its formation. The association
with metamorphic rocks such as gneisses, schists, etc., is well known,
and its occurrence with granites is also not uncommon. In all these
cases, however, the association is with older metamorphic or granular
crystalline rocks; and "re know of its occurrence in more recent,
undoubted basic igneous rocks in but few cases. Lagorio,I in an article to be mentioned presently, gives a list of the known occurrences of
corundum in igneous rocks, their tufl's, ejected fragments, and contact
zones.
By a series of important and interesting experiments Morozewicz 2
showed that molten glass of a basic character dissolved alumina readily
and in large quantity, and from this, on cooling, corundum and spinel
crystals separated out. Lagorio, 3 in commenting on these results and
adding details of some experiments of his own, showed that the former
idea which had been held concerning the origin of corundum in igneous
rocks s_hould now no longer be urged. This idea was that such corundums
had been torn loose from some place below where they had previously
existed, anct., being infusible, had spread tbelll.selves through the magma.
Others again recognized in these corundums infusible but recrystallized portions of rock fragments inclosed in the magma, other portions
1

Zeitschr. fiir Kryst., Vol. XXIV, 1895, p. 285.

2

Ibid., Vo~. XXIV, 1895, p. 281.

3

0p. cit.
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being converted into spinel, cordierite, etc. Lagorio points out, however, that this could not be the case, as corundum dissolves in molten
glasses; and he calls attention to the confusion which has existed
between· fusibility of compounds in molten masses and their solubility
in the same, the two being quite distinct. The characteristic form of
corundum occurring with igneous rocks is the thin, flat, hexagonal
table with low rhombohedron, described in a subsequent extract.
This occurrence at Yogo Creek is au important addition to the list
of pyrogenetic corundum. The clear-cut form of the crystals and their
general distribution show that they have crystallized out of the magma
with as much certainty as the well-formed phenocrysts of feldspar in
a porphyry betray their origin.
The general character of the· rock, however, and its close relationship to the minettes and shonkinite of the region, show that it could
not originally have been sufficiently rich in alumina to have allowed a
general separation out of corundum. The condition of it, as mentioned above, shows that the magma took up great ·quantities of inclusions from the sediments through which it passed. Among these
sediments must have been a considerable thickness of clay shales. The
liability of such beds to be shattered by igneous rocks ascending
through them and included as fragments has already been shown elsewhere.1
Such included fragments of shale, if the magma maintained its heat
sufficiently, as it naturally would if confined in the form of an intruded
mass, would eventually be dissolved, as the experiments described
show. There would thus be formed local areas in the magma very
rich in alumina, which on cooling would allow crystals of corundum to
separate out. This explanation seems to us most in accord both with
the facts observed in the field and with those obtained by experiment in
the laboratory. The form of the crystals is also in accord with that of
the pyrogenetic corundums. This occurrence, then, agrees well with
the experiments and views of Lagorio, and is indeed an important confirmation of them.2
Character of the sapphires.-The sapphires occur in good-sized and
generally well-formed crystals embedded in the rock and sometimes
showing a slight blackish crust. At my request a complete crystallographic study of these crystals has been made by Dr. J. H. Pratt, on
materials kindly furnished for the purpose by lVlr. G. F. Kunz, of the
firm of Tift'any & Co .., of New York. From the result of Dr. Pratt's
study, which has been published elsewhere, 3 the following is extracted:
Geology of Castle Mountain: Bull. U. S. Geol. Survey No. 139, p. 72.
the above was written a large number of investigations have been published on the occur.
renee of corundum as a primary constituent of igneous rocks, and it is, indeed, now well recognized
that this is the chief way in which it occurs. Cf. Morozewicz, Tschermaks Mitt., Vol. XVIII,
1898; Pratt, Am. Jour. Sci., 4th series, Vol. VI, 1898, p. 49, and Vol. VIII, 1899, p. 227; Miller, Re11t.
Bureau of Mines, Ontario, 1899, p. 205; Coleman, ibid., p. 250.
SAm. Jour. Sci., 4th series, Vol. IV, 1897, p. 424.
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The sapphire crystals are etched and striated to such a degree that no crystallographic measurements were possible on the reflecting goniometer; but sufficiently
accurate angles could be obtained with the contact goniometer to allow of the identification of the faces.
The prism of the second order a (1120), which is so common on corundum, was not
observed on any of the crystals from this locality. The only two faces that could
be identified were the base c (0001) and the rhombohedron x (3032), which is a new
face for corundum. On one crystal two very small faces were observed, which
were too small to be measured with the contact goniometer, but were probably the
faces of a pyramid of the second order.
In determining the rhombohedron, ten or more independent measurements were
made of c Ax.. These varied from 66° to 68°, but approximated closely to 67o,
which agrees very well with the calculated value, 67° 3', for 00011\ 3032.
The crystals are developed as shown in figs. (5, 6, and 7, Pl. LXXVII], the prevailing
type being like fig. (7]. The crystals vary from those where the base is very largely
developed, having a diameter of 8 mm., while the rhombohedron is only 1 mm., to
those that have the base and rhombohedron equally developed [fig. 5]. Where the
faces are more equally developed, the rhombohedral faces are generally rounded.
The basal plane often sh!>WS characteristic striations which are parallel to the
three intersections of the base c and the rhombohedron x, as shown in fig. (8]. These
lines are sharp and distinct and on the very flat crystals can easily be measured,
when examined under the microscope. The rhombohedral faces are very roughly
striated without showing any rlistinct parallel lines.
One very common development of these crystals is a repeated growth on the basal
plane, of the rombohedron x (3032) and the base c (0001), as represented in fig. [6].
These growths are very varied, as is shown in figs. [1-4], where they are drawn in
basal projection. In fig. [1] there is but one secondary rhombohedron and base, which
bas one of its rhombohedron faces a continuation of one of the rhombohedron faces
of the crystal. Fig. [2] represents a repeated growth, each face of which is entirely
distinct from the faces of the main crystal. In fig. [3] there are represented two and
in fig. [4] a series of such growths, where a number of the rhombohedral faces coincide. These growths occur most frequently on the flat crystals. The thickness of
the rhombohedron rarely reaches 1 mm., and often they are so thin that they appear
like striations. Figs. [1a-4a], representing the same crystals as figs. [1-4], have been
drawn as they appear under the lens, which brings out the relation of the base and
rhombohedron to better advantage.
Bauer, 1 in a recent article entitled" Ueber das Vorkommen der Rabine in Birrua,"
has described this same style of development as occurring on the Burma rubies, but
it is not so general as on the Montana corundums.
Etching .figures.-The etching figures, which were observed on nearly all • the crystals examined, were on the basal plane. The figures are very perfect, and, although
showing many different forms, they all have a 1·hombohedral symmetry. Fig. [76, a,
p. 556], represents the common etching figure, which is a 'rhombohedral depression
terminating in a· point. The edges of the depression are sharp and well defined, as
are also the intersections of the rhombohedral faces of the depression. These rhombohedral faces were smooth and gave fair reflections of the signal on the reflecting
goniometer. In measuring them all the crystal but the depression to be measured
was covered with a thin coating of wax. Two different crystals were measured
which gave for rhombohedron on rhombohedron 22° 30'; this corresponds to the
rhombohedron 1017, f<?r which the calculated value is 210 50'. The same style of
figures were observed whose edges were parallel to those of the negative rhombohedron; these, however, are not common in isolated figures.
Another common form is represented in [c and e, fig. 76], where the depression is
bounded by the basal plane, which at times is so large that the rhombohedral plane
1 Neues

Jahrbuch fiir Min., Geol., und Pal., II, 1896, p. 209.
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is hardly visible. ·Fig. [76, bJ represents etching figures, where, on the basal plane of
a shallow depression, there is another and sometimes two other etching figures. These
second etching figures are like the common ones shown in [a]. The outer rhombohedral contour of these figures is generally rounded; this is also usually the case
with the deeper depressions.
·
Often the etching figures are intergrown [d], and when many of these occur
together they have the appearance of raised figures rather than of depressions.
This raised appearance is very striking when there is a combination. of the plus and
minus rhombohedron in parallel position and without overlapping each other [f].
The figures vary considerably in size, but most of them are near 1 mm. in diameter. A few were observed that were nearly 2 rom. in diameter.

b

e
FIG. 76.-Natural etched figures on sapphires from Yo go Gulch. After J. H. Pratt.

THE EFFUSIVE ROCKS.
BASALT.

So far as is known, there are only two occurrences of effusive rocks
or lavas in the Little Belt Mountains, and both of these are basalt.
One is the mass resting on Cambrian beds at the head of Kinney Creek
and shown on the map; the other is on the summit of Smoky Mountain, in the southern part of the area shown on the map and crossed by
the line of 1100 45'. Such lava flows grow more abundant in the valley
between the Little Belt Mountains and Castle Mountain, and their
geological relation and petrographic character have been described. 1
From both localities the rocks are very dark stone gray in color. The
Kinney Creek occurrence is somewhat vesicular with small steam
pores; both are very dense and compact, and as phenocrysts exhibit
only a dull orange-colored mineral that is altered olivine.
I

Weed and Pirsson, Geology of Castle Mountain mining district: Bull. U. S. Geol. Survey No. 139, pp.

71-73, 129-131.
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Under the microscope they are seen to be of a common type of finegrained basalts; the groundmass, an intermingled mass of grains of
iron ore and of pyroxene mingled with plagioclase feldspars, having a
more or less pronounced lath-shaped development. In this lie rare
phenocrysts of augite and great numbers of olivines, some of which
are altered entirely to a fibrous orange-brown mineral; others contain
still unaltered cores of plivine. This alteration mineral is very probably
the same as that described by Iddings 1 and more lately discussed by
Lawson,Z and named by him iddingsite; at least the completely altered
mineral appears to have the characters ascribed to that mineral by
Lawson.
These lava flows appear to be the extrusions from dikes reaching to
the surface, and it is probable that the dikes are of lamprophyric character and that these flows and their feeding dikes are of the same age
and character as those occurring at Castle Mountain, whose origin has
already been discussed. 3
1 Geology of the Eureka District: Mon. U.S. Geol. Survey, Vol. XX, Appendix B, p. 388.
2Bull. Dept. Geol. Univ. California, Vol. I, p. 30.
aBull. U, S. Geol. Survey No. 139, 1896, pp. 131 and 142.

CHAPTER V.
GENERAL PETROLOGY OF THE LITTLE BELT MOUNTAINS.
INTRODUCTION.

The igneous rooks of the Little Belt Mountains, taken as a whole, are
of quite acid types. If the volumes of the various laccoliths, sheets,
· and dikes, as revealed by the study of their field relations, be taken
together-that is, if they were melted down into one mass-it is clearly
evident that the total amount of basic rocks, the Rheets and dikes of
minette, arid other lamprophyric rocks, would exercise almost no appreciable influence on the composition of the whole; and even if the '
diorite of Neihart and the shonkinite and monzonite of Yogo Peak
were added, the composition of the mass would still be an acid one.
The same has also been shown to be true of the neighboring eruptive
district to the southward, that of Castle l\1:ountain. 1
It is the belief of the writer that in this case the average composition
of the magma would be about that of a moderately acid syenite rather
rich in lime and magnesia, and thus approaching an acid monzonite in
character. Unlike the Castle Mountain area, however, the Little Belt
area, as may be seen from the geologic map, does not represent a single
.important center of eruption, but a considerable number of separate
centers. In these the magma has appeared chiefly in the form of
laccoliths, attended by numerous sheets and dikes.
It is possible that t.here was once a considerable amount of extrusive
material, flows, and breccias in the district, but if so, they have been
entirely removed by erosion, which bas progressed so far that some of
the deeper-lying laccoliths are now almost bared.
Yogo Peak, however, is the only eruptive mass which, by its character
and relation to the sedimentary beds in which it is placed, suggests
that it may have been the outlet of igneous material to a former upper
surface. It thus seems on the whole more probable that extrusive
material in this district was of comparatively limited occurrence, if
indeed any existed. On the whole, therefore, in discussing the character of the magmas it does not seem unreasonable to regard the
character and amounts of the material now existent as representing
rather olosely the sum total of the products of igneous activity in this
J
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district without serious loss by erosion. If this is admitted, the general magma of the district must have been, as stated above, of a
rather acid type.
ROCKS OF THE LACCOLITH3.

There is a somewhat striking similarity in the general character of the
rocks of the larger laccoliths. This is due not alone to their chemical
composition, but also very largely to their texture and porphyritic
nature. Comparing the analyses. of the laccoliths whose rocks have
been analyzed, we see that while there is a general similarity of type in
the composition and that they may be so arranged as to show a gradation, in which, with decrease of silica, the lime, iron, and magnesia
1steadily increase, there is considerable difference between the first and
last terms of the series.
Composition of laccoliths.
Constituent.

I.

1

II.

III.

I

IV.

v.

.

I

VI.

1---------------------------68.6
67.4
67.0
62. 1
SiOz ........................ ---·---- 69.7
65.0
Ah03. --· ...............
Fe203 ..................... ---·---FeO .. ----- -- ...... -- .......... - ...
MgO .... ·...............
CaO .. -- ....... -- .. - - ... -- - - .... ·Na.20------- ........ ····

K~O ................ ----:

15.0
.8
.3
.7
2.1
3.4
4.4

16.1'
2.2
.4
.7
1.4
4.4
4.9

15.8
1.6
.8
1.4
2.4
4.1
4.9

15.3
1.7
1.1
1.8
2.2
4.1
5.1

15.4
2.0
1.6
2.6
3. 1
4.3
3.9

15.8
1.8
2.4
3.6
4. 1
3.9
3.9

I. Granite-porphyry, Wolf Butte laccolith.

II.
III.
IV.
V.
VI.

Granite-porphyry, Barker Mountain laccolith.
Granite-porphyry, Thunder Mountain laccolith.
Granite syenite-porphyry, Big Baldy Mountain laccolith.
Diorite-syenite-porphyry, Sheep Mountain laccolith.
Diorite-porphyry, Steamboat Mountain laccolith.

From the standpoint of the che~ical classification of magmas the
variation is sufficient to throw them into different rock groups, as has
· been done in this work. This difference in the chemical composition of
the magmas shows itself most clearly in the mineral components, where,
beginning with the most acid type, the alkali feldspars diminish, plagioclase increases, and with its increase the amount of quartz finally
falls off.
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~~~~:··~~---

I.

SiO, ... • : . ..._--.-·--. ·--· ·- .... ---.
Ah03. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . .......... .
:Fe203 .•..... :: .................................•..
l!..,eO ............................................. .
MgO ................. ---------------------------CaO ............................................. .

~:::: -_:: -_:::::-:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::I

_r_r._

m.

62.1
15.8
1.8
2.4
3.6
4.1
3.9
3.9

66.8
15.5
1.7
1.4
1.8
2.5

69.7
15.0
.8
.3
.7
2.1
3.4
4.4

I. Most acid of laccoliths.
II. Most basic of laccoliths.
III. Average of the six analyzed.

I

iU
5

The average composition of the magmas ·taken together shows, as
stated above, that it is of an acid syenite nature, standing at the extreme
upper limit of this group and overlapping the granites. It is also not
of an alkaline type, but tends toward the granito-diorite series, and
has thus a banatite or monzonite,like character.
l\HNERAL COMPOSITION OF LACCOLITHS.

It is of interest to compare the laccoliths according to their mineral
'Compositjon, as has been done in the annexed table:
Table of mineral cornponents of laccoliths.
Component.

I.

Magnetite ..............
1.1
Biotite .................
3.0
Hornblende ............ ................
Plagioclase ............. 17.1
Orthoclase ............. 37.5
Quartz ................. 30.2

II.
III.
IV.
v.
VI.
--- --- --- ------

1.4
4.6
3.0
25.6
36.2
•
25.2

2.4
2.0
3.5
28.9
42.8
20.4

2.4
3.2
4.8
22.2
47.0
19.4

3.0
7.7
6.2
33.2
29.0
. 20.9

2.5
8.7
11.5
39.5
21.0
16.0

I
I.
II.
III.
IV.
V.
VI.

Granite-porphyry, Wolf Butte.
Granite-porphyry, Barker Mountain.
Granite-porphyry, Thunder Mountain.
Granite-syenite-porphyry, Big BaldyMonntain.
Syenite-diorite-porphyry,Sheep Mountain.
Diorite-porphyry, Steamboat Mountain.

It must be confessed that on the basis of this comparative table alone
the classification of No. III as a granite-porphyry and of No. IV as a
granite-~yenite-porphyry seems hardly justified; that whatever one may
be, the other is the same; but in this case it is not a~solutely the mineral
composition alone which has been taken into account, but to some extent
the structure, associations, etc., and these appear to justify the division
thus made.
·
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STRUCTURE .AND CLASSIFICATION OF 1'HE LACCOLI1'HIC ROCKS.

It is very interesting to observe how pertinaciously the well-defined
porphyritic structure clings to these occurrences of acid laccolitilic
rocks, and this is true not ~lone here, but nearly everywhere in the Rocky
l\fountain region. Cross has shown its occurrence in the various mountain groups of the Colorado, Arizona, and Utah region, 1 while its occurrence· elsewhere in the 1\lontana. region has been shown in the earlier
petrographic descriptions of Lindgren,Z and more recently by Mr. Weed
and the writer. 3 'l'hus, in the Little Belt, the Castle, the Moccasin, the
Judith, the Little Hocky, and the Bearpaw mountains and the Sweet
Grass Hills, this type is constantly found as the characteristic rock structure of the laccoliths and laccolithic masses of acid rocks occurring in
these mountain groups. The rocks range from acid alkaline types with
little free silica through increasing silica to very acid ones, and from
these again into rocks low in free ~ilica but containing considerable
lime and magnesia~ The intermediate position occupied by many of the
rock types in these mountain groups is shown in the discussion of the
rocks of the Judith Mountain"s. 4
That this porphyritic type of structure is due to magmas of a certain
chemical type-that is, of acid feldspathic nature-being intruded under
laccolithic conditions, and is not generally true of all magma::; intruded
as laccoliths, is well shown in the Highwood Mountains, 5 where Square
Butte and other laccoliths composed of rocks whose magmas are of
medium (56 per cent of Si0 2 ) to basic character have solidified with
typical granular, nonporphyritic structure.
The rocks of the laccoliths which have been described are typical
granite-, syenit~-, and diorite-porphyries, with many connecting types;
under the system of classification urged by Hosenbusch they are typical
examples of granitic porphy-r:itic dike rocks. It is to be noted, however, that in this Hocky ~fountain region dikes of this type, from both
a geologic and a petrographic standpoint, play but an insignificant role
when compared with the vast masses and importance of the great laccoliths. Certainly one who from his experience in this region would
propose a classification based on method of geologic occurrence would
never dream of referring these rocks to a "dike rock" subdivision, bnt
would be far more likely to refer the acidic porphyries occurring in
dikes and sheets to a division of ''laccolithic rocks," the attendant,
satellite-like attitude of the dikes and sheets toward these great laccoliths, from whose parent supply their material has been so often drawn,
1

Laccolithic mountain groups: lfourteenth Ann. Rept. U. S. Geol. Survey, Part II, 1895, p. 165.
Eruptive rocks of :Montana: Tenth Census U.S., Vol. XV, p. 719; Proc. CaliforniaAcad. Kat. Sci.,
Vol. III, 1890, p. 29; .A.m. Jour. Sci., 3d series, Vol. XLV, 1893, p. 286.
3Am. ,Jour. Sci., 3d series, Vol. L, 18!:15, p. 309; 4th series, Vol. I, 1896, p. ~83; Jour. Geol., Yo!. I\',
1896, p. 399.
4
Geology of the Judith Mountains: Eighteenth Ann. Rept. u.S. Geol. Sur"\""ey, Part III, 189R, p. 563.
5Weed and Pir!'lson, Highwood )Jountains of Montana: Bull. Geol. Soc. America, Vol. VI, 1895,
p.400.
2
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favoring this idea all the more strongly. But the Yery facts mentioned
above show that geologic position and structure can not be takeu as
analogous, and that in considering them chemical composition· must also
be taken into account.
The fact, observed by Crosslin the Plateau region and by the writer 2
in many Montana areas, that ma1iy of the phenocrysts of tlles~ porpllyritic laccolithic rocks were not brought up from greater depths, but
were formed where they now are, finds full confirmation also in the
Little Belt occurrences. The distribution of tlle phenocrysts is often a
local phenomenon. They ma.y be very abundant in some parts of tlle
mass and very sparse or wanting or of different character in other
parts. They may be abundant in the central portion and perllaps
wholly wanting in the contact zone. They may be abundant in the
main laccolith and wanting in the contemporary satellite dikes and
sheets. And microscopically some of them may include all the other
rock constituents, or they may, while gTowing, have excluded and
arranged them. All such facts point clea.rly to tlleir formation in the
place where they now are, and tend to confirm the view held by Zirkel 3
in his discussion of this subject. 4
•
DIFFERENTIATION IN THE LACCOLITHS.

No differentiation of any perceptible kind has been noted in these
laccoliths; they appear to be, so far as can be told from the exposuresand in some cases tlley have been quite deeply dissected-entirely homogeneous both in mineral composition and in structure. They thus
differ most markedly from the laccoliths of the Highwood 5 Mounhtins,
which have such a different composition both in minerals and in struc- .
ture, and also from those of the neighboring Judith Mquntains, 6 where
a certain amount of laccolitbic differentiation is clearly indicated.
There is no evident reason which at once suggests itself why differentiation has not taken place in these Little Belt laccoliths, but since
they are an of quite acid and of rather simple composition, this, COlilbined with a certain viscosity at the time of their entrance into the sediments, bas probably been the means of preventing such differentiation.
RELATION OF ROCK S'l'RUCTURE TO DEPTH.

Here in the Little Belt, as in the other mountain groups of laccolithic
character in the Rocky Mountain region, the depths at which tltc magmas are intruded appear to have exerted llO preceptible infl Uf'llCC on
their granularity. These great masses intruded in tbe s~aly beds of
the Cambrian and bearing above them the enormou~ load of all tlte
J Laccolithic mountain groups: Fourteenth Ann. Rept. u, S. Geol. Survey, Part II, 1895, p. 231.
2Phenocryst& of intrusive igneous rocks: Am. Jour. Sci., 4th series, Vol. VII, 1899, p. 271.
a Lehrbuch der Petrographic, 3d ed., Vol. I, 1893, p. 737.
4See Am. Jour. Sci., 4th series, Vol. VII, 1899, p. 271.
6 Highwood Mou11tains :Bull. Geol. Soc. America, Yol. VI, 1895, p. 400.
6 Geology of the Judith Mountains: Eighteenth Ann. Rept. U.S. Geol. Survey, Part III, 1898, p. 572.
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later sediments of the region are fine-grained porphyritic rocks, while
the'ir intrusive sheets at much higher horizons have the same structure
and may even be quite typical granular rocks, as in the case of the
nephelite- (analcite-) syenite of Otter Creek intruded in Cretaceous sediments. This shows how important a factor chemical composition is in
rock structures. 1
ROCKS OF THE STOCKS AND MASSIVES.

From the standpoint of theoretic petrography the granular rocks of
the J.1ittle Belt Mountains occurring in intrusive stocks and masses,
aside from that of Yogo Peak, do not offer any individual features
which are of especial importance. The syenite of Barker has a certain
. interest from the possibility that it may represent the source or center
from which various masses around it may have come, which idea is
favored by its position and granular structure. The Pinto diorite of
Neihart is iuteresting chiefly for the· evidences of dynamic slJearing
which it shows, its geologic age, and its connection with the mining
industries. The augite-syenite of Belt Ureek and the nephelite- (analcite-) syenite of Otter Creek are important from their petrographic char~
acter but not from any direct relationship with other igneous rocks, as
they are isolated and not a portion of a complex, and therefore there
is 110 direct connection between them and other masses. The chief
interest of this kind centers at Yogo Peak, where, as was shown in the
former paper on that area, there is a progressive change in rock types,
so that one passes from an acid syenite over continuous rock masses
through the monzonite stage into shonkinite-a very basic rock.
If one, however, as may be seen by referring to the geologic map
a.nd to the full description of the peak by 1\ir. Weed, takes the Yogo
Peak mass as simply the westward extension of the greater intrusive
stock which stretches some 4 miles more to the eastward, it will be seen
~hat in this direction the syenite (banatite) of Yogo Peak passes into a
still more acid stage, that of the syenitic granite-porphyry of Yogo
Peak type previously described. .A.s one passes on to the eastward
this gives way to syenite-porphyry and then to another occurrence of
shonkinite, which forms the boundary against the sediments at the head
of Running ·wolf Creek. 'rhus the geologic position of the syenitic
rocks and the shonkinite masses is a peripheral one with respect to the
more acid granite-porphyry and to each other, precisely the position
demanded by that view of theoretic petrqlogy which regards differentiation in rock masses as produced by the accumulation of basic material
at the outer walls of the inclosing chamber, with the more acid material
within. In strict accord with the theory one would expect the whole
outer margin of this mass to be composed of syenitic rocks encircled by
1 Cross, Laccolithic mountain groups: l<'ourteenth Ann. Rept. U.S. Geol. Sun.. ey, Part II, 1895, p.
230. See also Geology .Judith Mountains: Eighteenth Ann. Rept. U. S. Geol. Surn;y, Part III. 1898,
p. 574.
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shonkinite; it is indeed possible that this is so, but it could not be deft.
nitely determined in the field, partly on account of the nature of 'the
ground, from which the exposures were.either inaccessible or covered
by talus slides and debris, and partly from lack of time to devote to a
long and minute research.
There seems, however, to be sufficient facts at band, not only to
show that the Yogo Peak mass and its· eastward extension are an
example of differentiation in place, but to add certain facts concerning
such occurrences. This is shown in fig. 77, B, which is a little sketch
map of the area. In A is shown, in ground plan-that is, in horizontal
section-the theoretical disposition that an originally homogeneous
magma would assume on cooling, the more basic portions differentiating toward the margins. It is very clear that, the rate of coo·ling being.
·
most rapid proportionately along
the sides, the greatest amount of
differentiated material would be
found at the ends of the cavity;
A
it would be very thin along the
sides, and might even be wanting.
s'
Even if one considers differentiation to be a process of fractional
crystallization, as has been suggested by Harker 1 and elaborated
by Becker 2 , the result would be
the same. A familiar example
FIG. 77.-Dia.gram to show differentiation at would be the filling up of the corYogo Peak .
ners of a vessel containing a crys.A., theoretical ·arrangement of differentiated
mass, acid center, basic periphery (horizontal tallizing saline solution and leavplan); B, sketch map of Yogo Peak mass and exing a rounded cavity in the center,
tension; s, shonkinite; m, m{lnzonite; b', banatite
which contains the mother liquor.
(syenite); p, granite-porphyry; b', syeniteporphyry; s', shonkinite; ;smb, Yo go Peak mass;
The figure given shows the
p, plateau extension; b', Storr Peak; s', peak head
ground
plan of the. cavity. The
of Running Wolf Creek.
vertical extension is not here considered. It is of the nature of a very broad, thick dike, The Yogo
Peak mass, as shown in the sketch map, has approxima,tely this general form and arrangement o.f material, and is from half a mile to a
mile in width and severa.I miles in length, and hence could harc~ly be
called a dike. Y ogo Peak proper is a somewhat bulbed extension, and
it is here that t.he differentiation of the magma is seen to best ad vantage, anc~ bas been already briefly described. 3 The various types, passing from the granite1porphyry southwest along the peak, gradually
merge into one another along the exposures, and one passes from the
granite-porphyry into syenite (banatite), then into. monzonit<', and
finally into shonkinite. This is shown very strikingly by the comparison
1

Quart. Jour. Geol. Soc., Vol. L, 1894, p. 327.
.A.m. Jour. Sci., 4th series, Vol. IV, 1897, p. 257.
3 Weed and. Pirsson, Igneous rocks of Yogo Peak: .A.m. Jour. Sci., 3d series, Vol. L, 1895, p. 467.
See also the full account given by Mr. '\Veed in the preceding portion of this work.
1
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of the chemical analyses of the types involved. Fine fresh material of the
granite-porphyry suitable for analysis and equal in quality to the other
rocks was ·not obtained, and therefore an analysis of tbe graniteporphyry of Thunder 1\iountain is selected in its place, as the two rocks
must be very close together in their chemical composition, as shown by
the study of thin sections. The Thunder Mountain rock has possibly
not quite so mnch free quartz, and hence a little lower content of silica,
but for our purpose such small differences as must exist may be practically disregarded, since they could have no effect upon the general result.
CompoBition of the 1·ockB of Yogo Peale, Montana.

9.2
9.7
2.2
4.9

. 035
. 0<!3
. 066
. 052

I

. 092
. 082
. 070
. 048

I. Granite-porphyry.
II. Syenite (banatite ).
III. Monzonite.
IV. Shonkinite.
Ia-IVa.-Molecula.r oxides of preceding.

At the east end there are no su~h excellent outcrops to furnish material for investigation and analysis as at Yogo Peak proper~ The change
is from the granite-porphyry to a more· basic syenitic phase, with very
little quartz and predominant orthoclase. This is characterized by a
corresponding change in microstructure, the sections of the roek at
Storr Peak, where good material is seen in the outcrops, showing, as
previously described, a rock that is already nearly_ out of the porphyr:itie stage and almost a fully granular one. In the hand specimen
it appears wholly rather fine granular; .the minute amount of groundmass is seen only under the microscope.
Still farther to the eastward, where good fresh material is found
again, it is the coarser-grained shonkinite, with typical granitoid structure. Thus, as so commonly is the case, chemical composition and
structure are directly related, and this is shown at both ends of the
mass. The tendency of the very acid magmas to form porphyritic
rocks under the same conditions where the basic ones form granular
types, is here well exemplified; and although one expects the center of
a mass to possess . conditions more favorable for a higher degree of
granularity than the periphery, this is manifestly offset in the case
under consideratioil. by the elongated form of the mass, which in a
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great degree exposes its whole content to more nearly equal conditions,
and thus we find granite-porphyry (with, however, very coarse groundmass) and the coarse-grained shonkinite united in the.same ·mass.
As the theoretical diagram of fig. 77 would indicate, one would
expect· more basic material in slight amount to occur along the sides of
the mass. It may indeed do so, but this point the author is unable to
decide from personal observations, for the reasons ghren above, but it
can at least be said that if it does occur it is small and of no importance, except from the theoretical point of view.
A modification of the foregoing theory for the arr;:tngement of the
several parts of the Y ogo stock might be suggested as follows: If a
body of ~agma had been pressed upward into a cavity opened for it
in the crust, and bad then remained for a period at rest, it might ltave
differentiated, as required by theory, into. a more basic outer envelope,
passing into more and more acid material within. If at this time the present opening which the Yogo stock now occupies had formed, with a forcing upward of the differentiated material at the same time, the acid inner
portion might have been driven through the more basic envelope, crowding it back into the ends of the great fracture and itself occupying the
inner part. It is thought, however, that the greater part of the differentiation has occurred after the material came to rest, or at least very
nearly so, and that movements after the main injection have been slight,
otherwise the orderly arrangement of the parts, taken as a whole, would
have been disturbed, with a consequent large amount of mixing.
FORMATION OF THE APLITIC DIKELETS.

The numerous little syenite-aplite dikelets or veins which cut the
Yogo rocks in all directions, previously described, are readily explained
by the following hypothesis: As the upper and outer masses of the
stock crystallized into rock and cooled they contracted aud were
broken into innumerable blocks, like all igneous rocks.· The heavy
masses, restiug on the still molten, unconsolidated, acid, inner, lower
portion, by their weight gradually forced it up into these fractures,
where it solidified as the dikelets. That the material was forced illto
the fracture planes of the rocks while they were still very hot h; shown
by the granular character from wall to wall without sign of cont;~et
influence, and by the fact that such very narrow dikelets are really
granular crystalline and not glassy or microcrystalline. The fracture
planes would also serve as channel ways for escaping vapors from
below and from the walls, and these would tend to make the magma of
the little dikes extremely fluid and enable it to penetrate the narrowest
cracks.
DIFFERENTIATION.

Throughout this report this term is used to denote simply the cleaving of an igneous magma into two or more of different composition; it
does not denote any theory as to the process by which it is accomplished.
That diffel'entiation occurs the author regards as long since demon-
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strated. The process that causes it, whether molecular flow, convection currents, fractional crystallization, or other of the various theories
suggested, remains to be discovered.
V A.RIA.~'ION IN l\UNERAL COMPOSITION.

The character of the progressive variation in the rocks ofYogo Peak
is shown very clearly by the study of the table of analyses, with their
oxides, which has just been presented. These exhibit many features
of interest when studied in comparison with the mineral composition
and position of occurrence. Thus with respect to the mutual relations
of lime and magnesia, the table shows that in molecular proportions,
from granite-porphyry to shonkinite, they run as follows:
. Molecula1· propm·tions of linte and magneBia in rock8 of Yogo Peak, Montana.

t

Granite- I Syenite
t ·t
C
1------on_s_.J_u_e_n_._ _ _ _ _ l·-p-o-rp_h_y_ry_. ! (uanatite).
~1g0

__ ~ _____________________ . ____

CaO . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

35

.

43

IM onzomte.
·

:Jt

Sb k"
' on -m~I
e.

92

152

229

82

139

173

1

L__------------~--------------~--1

Thus in the granite-porphyry the lime is greater than the magnesia;
in the shonkinite, the reverse. This shows itself clearly in the mineral
products formed from the magmas. In the granite-porphyry there are
hornblende and plagioclase. The surplus of lime controls and sl1ows
itself in the feldspar. Then, as the relative amount of magnesia increases,
the l~tter begins to control; more of the lime is taken up by it, and
augite begins to appear and the plagioclase to diminish. Finally, in the
shonkinite, wher~ the magnesia is considerably in the lead, hornblende
in its ratio to pyroxene almost disappears, and the magnesia takes the
lime into augite before the plagioclase commences to form. Therefore,
in ~he most basic type it is entirely wanting and we see the surplus of
magnesia forming olivine, or in combination with potash and alumina
producing biotite. · These relations are also shown in the following
table of mineral components, in which, however, the most basic type of
the shonkinite is not represented, on ::wcount of the lack of its analysis:

c

Table Bll:owing ntineral contponents of rock8 of Yogo Peak, Montana.

p~:;:~~:';-.1

Component.

Iron ore .. __ .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Biotite. __ ..... _................ _.
Hornblende .... _. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . ..

2. 4
2. 0
3. 5

I

I

B=atite.l MonaonH•-IShonk;nue.

3. 1
.9
12. 0

5. 1
12. 1
4. 5

~ri:~::n~-~~~~~~~~~~~: ~~:: ~~:: ~·~:: ~~~~~: ::~: -----~--~-- ----~~--~--

Plagioclase ~ ...... _.. .. .. . .. . . . ..
Orthoclase.......................
Quartz .......................... ·I

I

28. 9

42.8
20. 4

II

29. 5
42.5
6. 0

1. 0
18. 0
4. 0

3~:~

27. 2
10. 0
30.4
25.0
.... -.---. -..... - .. .
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They can be even more strikingly represented by a series of diagrammatic curves, as shown in fig. 78. In this equal distances have been
taken as abscissas, and on the perpendiculars erected the amounts of
each mineral have been set off as ordinates, and through these points
the curves have been drawn. The diagram shows several featureR of
interest. Thus the pyroxene, determined by three points, is absolutely
a straight line. Tlle quartz, determined by two points only, is also
drawn. as a straight line. The olivine, for which one point only exists,
is of course purely diagrammatic. The curves between points can not,
of course, be very exact, but they are sufficiently so for this purpose.
There is an interesting mutual relation between hornblende and biotite; they appear to complement each other. The preponderance of
orthoclase over plagioclase in the more acid rocks-the granite-porphyries, passing into the syenites (banatites)-is practically lost in the
monzonite and then suddenly acquired
again in the basic types. In the more
basic shonkinite, lying to the right of
the diagram, it is clear th.athornblende,
iron ore, and plagioclase ·would be
wanting, wh'ich is, indeed, .the actual
fact.
It is clear, also, not only that the diagram thus constructed represents the
mineral variation at Yogo Peak, but
that by means of it we may obtain tlle
mineral composition of any of the iflterFrG. 78.-Variations of minerals in rocks
mediate product:::; Of the maSS by erectofYogo Peak.
·
·
bl
· a perpeu d'1cu1ar
mg
at a smta
· e pomt'
parallel to those already drawn. Then the points at which it is intersected by the curves, measured from the foot with a millimeter scale,
give directly the proportions· by weight of the minerals for the intermediate rock type.
·
The proper method to have constructed this diagram, with correct
abscissas, would have been to have measured along a line from the
granite-porphyry to the shonkinite boundary iu the :field, and, noting
the distances at which the types taken for analysis occurred, they
would have furnished correct data for the abscissas. Then to ascertain
the mineral composition of the rock mass at any point it would only
be 11~cessary to measure from there to the nearest point where the
composition is known from the aualyses, and, erecting a perpendicular
at a corresponding point ou the diagram, the curves would give the
mineral composition.

CHAPTER VI.
DISCUSSION OF MAGl\1AS BY GRAPHIC l\1ETHODS, AND
ABSORPTION OF SEDTl\1EN'.rS BY l\1AGl\'IAS.
DISCUSSION OF MAGMAS BY GRAPHIC METHODS.

The introduction of graphic methods for the study and comparison of
groups of related rock analyses we owe to Iddings, 1 and more recently 2
to Becke, 3 Michel Levy, 4 and ::Brogger. 5 These methods have had the
ad vantage of presenting more directly to the eye the facts furnished by
the analyses, and thus they permit a more direct comparison of the compositions of tbe rocks with each other than can be made from the table
of figures giving the several amounts of the rock-making oxides in.
molecular propor_tions. This is more especially true of the diagrams. of
Michel Levy and of Brogger. The diagrams of Iddings, on the other
hand, do not serve so well in this direction, but are more useful in showing the mutual relations produced by proces.ses of differentiation and ·
the direction in which the oxides tend during such proces~es. These
methods, then, may be said to represent pictorially the analysis and to
make its results more easily grasped, especially by those who are not
chemists aud to whom the numerical results of analytical work do not
readily appeal.
It has always seemed to the writer, however, that the results so far
obtained by these methods have been inadequate. They permit of comparison, it is true, but what has resulted from the comparisons of the
diagrams would mainly have resulted from compariso~ of the analyses
thems.elves. It would seem that the analyses are mathematical data,
which, if we knew how to use them rightly, should enable us to place
the subject o( differentiation or the derivation of magmas fronJ one
another on a more mathematical lmsis, and thus to gain a better statement of the laws governing these processes, and by analogy to suggest
new ideas.
Efforts tending in this direction by use of tile graphic method have
been made by Iddings 6 and some very interesting data obtained. On
the mathematical side Brogger 7 also has given some very remarkable
Origin of igneous rocks: Bull. Philos. Soc. Washington, Vol. XII, 1892, pp. 89-214.
In revismg the proof the author takes the opportunity to mention also the elaborate and beautiful
diagrams of Loewiuson-Lessing, which baYe just been reeei"l""ed, in his work Studien iiber Eruptivgesteiue: Compt. Rend. 7th Cong. Geol. Iuternat., 189!'l, p. 193.
a Tscher. Mitt., Vol. XVI, 1896, p. 308.
.
4 Bull. Soc. Geol. France, 3d series, Vol. XXV, 1897, p. 326.
5 Ganggefolge des Laurdalits, p. 255, Videnskab. Skrift I, Math.-nat. Kl. 1897, X o. 6.
GJour. Geol., Vol. III, 1895, p. 957.
7 Ganggefolge des Laurdalits, 1898, p. 276.
J
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data showing that the varied magmas of the south Norway region can
be derived by tlle admixture of parent magmas in proper quantities,
and these latter, which represent types actually occurrent in the district, may themselves be derived from simple~ forms. When one considers the large number of variables in the magmas, these agreements
furnish one of the most powerful and logical arguments against the
contention of those who see no connection between the distribution and
the chemical composition of igneous rocks and relegate the whole affair
to chance and chaos. In the original diagrams of Iddings 1 and in succeeding ones by Wasbington, 2 Dakyns and Teaii,:J and Harker 4 the molecular ratios of the silica are made to serve as abscissas, while those of the
metals are taken as ordinates. Supposedly the reason for this selection is that the silica is the only acid present, the metals being the bases.
It bas appeared to the writer, however; that the silica, being a variant.
and closely connected with the other oxides, should also be used as an
ordinate in any scheme which should graphically represent the variations in the magmas of a given unit district. The difficulty arises that
there seems to be no definite basis on which to select abscissas. .We
might, for .example, select the relative volumes of the various rocks,
but these are rarely even approximately known. An attempt in this
direction bas been made, however, with the Yogo Peak rocks, with the
effect of furnishing some results which are not only very interesting,
but even surprising.
For this purpose equal distances of 2 centimeters have b'een arbitrarily selected as abscissas, and at the points a, b, c, and d of the accompanying diagram (fig. 79) perpendiculars have been erected. The
reason for thus arbitrarily selBcting these equal distances is the same
as that previously given in the explanation of the diagram of mineral
variation at Yogo Peak (fig. 78), because they represent in a general way those relations seen in the field. On the perpendiculars
thus erected distances in millimeters have been measured off corresponding to the molecular relation of the oxides as shown by the
analyRes of the Y ogo Peak rocks, the molecular ratios having been
multiplied by 100 throughout for convenience. For greater accuracy,
however, a scale of twice the size at which the figure is reproduced
bas been actually used in plotting and obtaining the results given in
the following work. 5
At d the molecular ratios of the shonkinite have been measured off
and plotted, the silica being given twice the scale of the other oxides
to condense the diagram, and this relation of the silica. has been followed throughout the series of analyses, since its line does not intersect
Loc. cit.
2Egina and Met han a: .Tour. Geol., Vol. III,1895, p. 160.
3 Garabal Hill and Meall Breac: Quart. .Tour. Geol. Soc., Vol. XL VIII,l892, p.l04.
4Carrock Fell: Quart. .Tour. Geol. Soc., Vol. LI,1895, p. 125.
5 In reproducing the diagram, which was plotted and drawn with great care, the cut is found to be
not absolutely accurate in a vertical direction, though correct horizontally. This has occurred in the
process of reproduction, and should be kept in mind in case the measurements described in the following pages are repeated.
1
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those of the other oxides. At c the monzonite has been similarly laid
off, and at b the syenite (banatite). Since good material for the analysis
of the granite-porphyry was not collected, the analysis of the fresh and
precisely similar type of Thunder Mountain has been chosen in its
place, as was done in the diagram of mineral variation, and its molecular
relations have been plotted at a,, Through the similar points thus
obtained· on the four perpendiculars lines have been drawn, and the
resulting diagram shows the directions of molecular variation at Y ogo
Peale
It is of interest to study this diagram and observe the mutual relations and character of the lines or differentiation paths of the oxides.
The silica, of course, does not intersect any of the others. It will be
........... t'-..f..
I

I --

1 I
I

I
I

1

c

.Y

FIG. 79.-Differentiation diagram of Little Belt Mountain rocks. a, b, c, d, analyses of rocks of Yogo
Peak; a, granite-porphyry (of Thunder Mountain); b, syenite (banatite); c, monzonite; d, slwnkinite;
y, minette, Sheep Creek; x, diorite-porphyry, Steamboat Mountain; v, syenite-diorite-porphyry, Bear
Park; t, syenite-granite-aplite, Sheep Creek; s, granite-porphyry, Barker Mountain; p, granite-porphyry, Wolf Butte; r, rhyolite dike, Yogo Ridge; z, missourite.
•
'

noticed at once how very nearly straight lines the alumina, silica, and
ferrous iron are; the magnesia, the soda, and the potash seem to indicate very flat curves; and probably they should all be drawn as very
flat curves. The approach to symmetry which the :figure possesses
seems to indicate that the ·abscissas have been taken with a fair degree
of correctness, and that this is so will be shown in other ways.
RELATION TO OTHER MAGl\iAS.

On a previous page it was suggested that the minera.l composition of
any of the gradational types of Yogo Peak could be found from the
diagram of variation there given; and so, in respect to chemical composition, the diagram of variation just described should give the chemical
composition of any 6f the intermediate varieties. Unfortunately, having used all of the analyses to construct the figure, there are non~ left
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to directly test this, but a study of the other analyses of rocks of this
region shows the striking fact that this is the'diagram of variation for
the igneous rocks of the Little Belt 1\fountains.
Thus, if at the pointy, distance one-half centimeter from c and one
allCl one-half from d, we erect a perpendicular to cd, the point where it
intersects the lines of the various oxides, measured by a millimeter
scale to its foot, will give the molecular ratios of a magma intermediate
in type between c and d. This is shown in the following table, where
the first column gives the intercepts in millimeters-that is, decimal
parts of a meter, which are here considered as molecular ratios-which
multiplied by the corresponding molecular weights give the percentages
seen in the second column. This is the theoretical composition of a
magma between c and din composition.
Actual and them·etical composition of minette.

~

•••• Con..

itu~t~·-···

I.

••..•••.

AhO.;. ---·- .. - .... --- · · --- --· ··· ···
Fe10:j .... -.- ... - .... - ... --- -.· .. -.
FeO -·- ....... ---- ... ---. ------ ---1\1g0 ··-·· ·--- .... -------- .... ----

CaO ............................. .
N a:~O. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
l{20 ___ ....................... ___ .

I X ........................

. 880
.1~5

. 020
. 065
.175
. ll5

. 050
. O.J-5

I I.

'III.

52.8
13.9
3.2
4.7
7.0
8.1
. 3. 1
4. 2

52.26
13.96
2.76
4.4-5

····----~--------··:-3.~

L_ Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

~ .... ~

..

--j

100. 0

!-~
13.8
3.2
4.5
6.9
8.2
3.1
4.4

~.21

7.06
2.80
3.87
4.88
100.25

~

-1

I. Measured oxic1es 5 mm. left of c ·in fig. 79 equals molecular ratios.
IL Above converted into percentages; X= Ti0 2 , H 2 0, P 2 0 5, etc., supplied by difference.
III. Actual analysis of minette of upper Sheep Creek.
IV. Three parts of monzonite and one part of shonkinite mixed ..

In the third column is given the actual analysis of the minette of
Sheep Creek, and it will be seen at once how close is the agreement
between the two, only a few tenths of 1 per cent, except in the lime
and magnesia.
It is clear from the foregoing that the minette magma y, considering
its position between c and d, where Jyc = yd, can be expressed in terms
of c and d as follows:
3c+ d
Y=-4-

The solution of the equation is given in the fourth column of the
adjoining table, and agrees very closely with both the theory derived
by measurement of the intercepts aud the actual analysis.
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The Sheep Creek minette is not, however, the only magma which can
be thus derived from the differentiation diagram of Yogo Peak. If at
the point x, between a and b, a perpendicular be ere-cted we can obtain
in the same way the composition of the magma of the Steamboat
Mountain laccolith; similarly the perpendicular v· gives the rock of
Bear Park, ami t the narrow dike of aplite (granite-syenite-aplite)
cutting the minette of Sheep Creek, which is thus so well shown to be
complementary to it. The re::mlt of tht-se comparisons is shown iu the
following table. The symbol X stands, as before, for the titanic and
phosphoric acids, barium, manganese, water, etc.
It is also evident that the rock compoRing the laccolith of Big Baldy
]\fountain slwul<l be included in the series, since its analysis is nearly
identical with that of Thunder 1\iountain. For this reason its caleulation from the diagram bas not been attempted.
Comparison of theo1·etical and actual m.agmas.
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Molecular proportions of oxides measured at x in fig. 79.
Above converted into percentages, X= Ti0 1 , P,.JO:., etc., supplied by difference.
Actual analysis of diorite-porphyry of Steamboat Mountain laccolith.
Molecular proportions at v in diagram.
Above converted into percentages.
Actnal analysis of syenite-diorite-porphyry of Bear Park.
l\Iolecular proportions at t in dia.gram.
Above converted into percentages.
~A~nalysis of syenite-granite-aplite cutting minette ::.t.hc£Ld of Sheep Creek.

It will be seen from the table that the agreement between the cal
culated values and those found is very close. It may be said of these
rocks that, given the percentage of one element, the chemical composition of any intermediate type can be deduced from the diagram.
EXTENSION OF 1'HE DIAGRAM.

The quite regular and symmetrical character of.the diagram suggests
that it might be carried out by prolm1gation of the lines, and that
perhaps other magmas, on the one hand more acid, on the other more
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basic, might be derived from it. The relations already shown to exist
may also be true of other magmas of the district. That this is so is
easily shown. Thus to the left of a, in fig. 79, we may extend the lines
of the molecular oxides as shown by the dotted Jines. They are carried
out as far as r, which marks the limit of the diagram. The magnesia
and ferrous iron have disappeared before this point is reached. If we
now erect a perpendicular at s and measure and reduce to percentages
as before, we obtain the theoretical magma shown in the column A 2 of
the annexed table, while A 3 gives the actual analysis of the Barker
Mountain rock. The agreement is very striking. In the same manner,
perpendiculars erected at p and at r give other magmas whose relations
to actual types are shown in the annexed table under B and C. The
agreement is quite close on the whole, but it is to be noted that the
alumina line, instead of being a straight prolongation of the ab section,
really curves slightly downward, if we take the percentages found in
the analyses as ordinates, and thus completes in its whole course a
very flat, gentle curve.
Cmnpa1·ison of derived and actualma.gmas.
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Actual analysis of granite-porphyry of Barker Mountain.
Molecular proportion of oxides at p in diagram.
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Analysis of granite-porphyry of Wolf Butte.
Molecular proportion of oxides at 1' in diagram.
Above converted into percentages.
Analysis of rhyolite-porphyry dike on Yogo Ridge.
Molecular proportion of oxides at z in diagram.
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Analysis of missourite of Highwood Mountains. Am. Jour. Sci., 4th series,
. Vol. II, 1896, p. 315.

If now, on the other hand, we extend the lines to the right-that is,
in the basic direction-we may derive basic magmas and examine what
the products of the differentiation in this direction might have been.
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If at z, in which the distance zd equals that of cd, we erect a perpendicular, the intercepts on the prolonged lines are seen in 'D 1 of the
annexed table, which yields the theoretical magma of D 2 • An inspection of this magma shows at once that it is typical for a basic leucitic
rock, and that this is so is shown by its general close agreement with·
the analysis of missourite' of the Highwood Mountains, 1 a granular,
intrusive augite-olivine-leucite rock, the granular plutonic representative of tile leucite-basalts.
The relation thus brought out is a most interesting one. It shows
that if differentiation had gone on as far beyond· the shonkinite as tile
·latter is from the monzonite there would have been formed, not a
pyroxenite, but a missourite, and it shows tlw intimate relation between
the latter and shonkinite. This relation is confirmed in fact, for the
stoek which furnished the original missourite has shonkinite phases.
We may thus deduce that in regions where monzonite occurs as a
main stock type both shonkinite and missourite facies and dependencies are to be expected and should be carefully looked for.
It is also quite true that tilis deduced magma might exprebs itself
as a pyroxene-biotite rock (biotite instead of olivine and leucite), and
especia1ly if the magma crystallized under such conditions that water
vapor and fluorine, necessary for the formation of biotite, could not
readily escape.
'file more basic type of shonkinite, described in the original paper and
mentioned in this work under shonkinite~ with its large and abundant
poikil.itic biotites, would thus in part be accounted for.
Such a rock, though of pyroxenic habit, is very different from the ,
pyroxenites which represent the differentiation end products of the
gabbro-peridotite group, as shown by its abundant potash, and.is not
to be confounded with them.
DEDUCTION OF RESULTS •

. From the results which have been obtained in the foregoing it
seems .not too much to say of rocks of the Yogo series that, given the
percentage of one element, the chemical composition of any ro'3k of
the series to within a fraction of 1 per cent can be deduced from tile
diagram. It is approximately true in practice and appear.s absolutely
so in theory. There are a few analyses of rocks in the Little Belt Mountains given in these pages which do not fit into the diagram. One of
· these is that of the ''Pinto'~ diorite of ~eihart. This rock, however, was injected and formed before the Paleozoic, and the whole of
that vast period elapsed before the Yogo series was produced. The
magmas then can have nothing in common; all sorts of changes
and alterations in magmati~ conditions may have occurred during tile
enormous lapse of time involved in that great era. Another is the
syenite of Barker, which comes very near the syenite-diorite-porphyry
1 Am.

Jour. Sci., 4th series, Vol. ll, 1896, p. 321.
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of Bear Park. The difference lies chiefly in the rehttions of magnesia
and alumina; these are not great, but still distinct. It is to be noted,
however, that tl1is syenite is a ,granular type and an independent
abyssal rock. Those rocks, howevei·, which connect geologically with
the Yogo ·series, evidently of tlle same ag~ and belonging to the some
general center, and depart most clearly from the diagram, are the
syenite-porphyry of Y ogo IUdge and the two lamprophyres, the analcitebasalt dikes of Big Baldy and Bandbox mountains.
Why these depart from the diagram series can not be definitely
explained, but the writer believes that these complementary types are
rocks of secondary differentiation, since, in· contrast to the view of
· Brogger, 1 who holds the complementary rocks iu his region to have
been of deep-seated origin, he believes that in many areas they are
produced by laccolithic differentiation, as in the Judith l\tfountains. 2 In
this ca,se they belong to a later order of differentiated products than
those of the Yogo Peak series, and might well differ from them.
In conClusion a few deductions can certainly be drawn from the
remarkable relations which have been shown to exist in tlie Yogo series.
The masses occur over a large area and their magmas have certain definite relations to one another, so that a,ny one magma may be definitely
and mathematically stated in terms of the others or be derived from
thew. It is conceivable that the difl'erentiatio11 lines ·or paths of the
molecular oxides of the diagrams might be drawn as cut·ves and these
curves mathematically discusseq. and their equations found.
All this points· clearly and unequivocally to the fact that these
magmas have had a common, deep-seate<l origin-that they have been
derived from a common source according to some definite law. It does
not point toward these magmas having been produced by chance, from
heterogeneous substances, or by the absorption of sediments or o'ther
material; on the contrary, it would be impossible to concede this and
at the same time believe that harmonious relationships are due to the
operations of natural law.
.
Whether the relationships and manner of discussing them which have
·been shown for the Yo go series can be also shown at the present time
for other regions is 1'10t ea~y to E~.ay. The great advantage in Laving a
series of analyses from a unit rock mass whose differentiation rel?resents that of the region is evident, and it would seem as if this should
be the poiut of departure in the study of other. series. Some preliminary work on other regions of which groups of ana]yses exist seems to
· indicate that generally the relations are much more complex than in
the J..~ittle Belt area and more difficult to unravel. This may also be
due 'in part to the unfamiliarity of the writer with these regions and
their rock types.
I

2

Eruptivgesteine des Christianiagcbietes, Grorudit-Tinguait Serie, 1894, p. 152.
Geolog.r of the. .Judith Mountains: Eighteenth .A.nn.ltept. 1J. S. Geol. Survey, Part III, 1898, p. 572.
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ABSORPTION OF SEDIMENTS BY MAGMAS.

In regard to the question which has been brought up at various
times, and which is being actively debated in Europe at present by
Brogger, M'ichel Levy, Lacroix, and others, as to whether igneous
ma~ses are capable of dissolving and absorbing large amounts of the
stratified rocks with which they come in contact, becoming changed in
composition thereby, it can be said that the Little Belt area presents no
facts in favor of such a view. Indeed, the only occurrence in the
district which could lend any color ·to such a supposition is that at
Y ogo Peak, the change in chemical composition from center to sides
being alluded to. But here again the facts speak against it. The contact metamorphism is too inconsiderable; the change in basicity at the
ends of the mass and not on the sides would by this be incompr~hensi
ble, although easily explained, as previously noted, by the cooling and
crystallizing of a differentiated mass; but it is especially in the comparison of the chemical composition of the different phases that such a ·
supposition receives a final blow. A reference to the comparative table
of Yogo analyses shows. tha.t the greatest increase has been in magnesia,
and that a rock containing an enormous percentage of magnesia in comparison to the other elements should have been absorbed; bu:t the
difficulty is that no such rock occurs in the district. The section, as described in the foregoing pages by Mr. Weed, is known from the gneisses
of the Archean upward, and consists of shales, sandstones (i. e.,
quartzites), and. limestones, the latter containing but little iron and little
magnesia compared with the lime. It is impossible on any chemical
basis to account for the shonldnite as produced by the gralliteporphyry having absorbed local limestones or shales. Moreover, the
method of occurrence shows, as previously described, th~t the arrange~
ment is local and must have been produced by local causes after the
magma reached its present position. Other facts in this direction
might be cited, but the above is decisive and therefore sufficient. A
somewhat similar instance is found at Castle Mountain and has been
described.l It is not intended in this statement to generalize upon
other regions. It should lie clearly recognized that in different areas
unlike conditions have often prevailed and given rise to quite differing phenomena; and without regard to the general aspect of this
question of absorption,. it is only intended to show that there is no·
evidence in favor of it in this region.
I Weed and Pirsson, Geology of Castle Mountain mining district: Bull. U. S. Geol. Survey No. 139.
1896, p. 133.
.
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CHAPTER VII.
ANALYSES OF ROCKS.

For convenient reference the various analyses of rocks of the Little
Belt Mountains which have appeared in the foregoing pages are here
grouped in one table. Of these analyses, Numbers I, V, VI, X, XI,
XII, XIII, XIV, XV, XVII have been made by Dr. W. F. Hillebrand,
and Numbers II, III, IV, VII, VIII, IX, XVI by Dr. H. N. Stokes, in
the laboratory of the United States Geological Survey. The painstak~
ing accuracy and skill of these chemists are well known, and the contention of Hillebrand 1 for more exact and careful work in rock analysis is
being more and more justified as such data are given a mathematical
usage,. and the graphic discussion in t,be foregoing p~ges is a direct
evidence of this. No problem meets the analytical chemist requiring more- skill and special training than the complete and accurate
analysis of an igneous rock, and without this training and careful attention to the best modern methods even a very good analyst is liable to
make serious errors. The too common method of turning rock analyses
over to beginners and students is an absurdity on the face of it; more
useful work on the whole would be achieved if the investigator, pro-.
vided be is a chemist, made the analyses himself and turned the petrographic work over to the student. Of the vast mass of rock analyses
which confront the petrographer it must be confessed that very few
are of any value from a modern standpoint; the most are mere approximations, and many not even that.
Even in the handbooks prepared by masters of'the science many
analyses are quoted which are obviously wrong, especially in the basic
rocks. A type is described as being composed cl1iefly of augite and
often olivine, but the analysis gives but a slight amount of magnesia
and a large percentage of alumina; or the iron is given as ferric acid and
titanic and phosphoric acids are not determined, while loss by ignition
may be largely carbon dioxide. The writer -desires to emphasize these
I

Jour. .A.m. Chern. Soc., Vol. XVI,189!l, p. 90; Bull. U.S. Geol. Survey No.l48, 1897, p.13.
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points, because in his opinion this is the greatest weakness in petro·
- graphic work. Thus, for example, in spite of the great number of
occurrences which have been described, th.ere are very few reliable
detailed and accurate analyses of European nephelite and leucite basic
rocks.
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IX. Diorite-porphyry, Steamboat Mountain laccolith.
X. Syenite (banatite), Yogo Peak, east end.
XI. Syenite-porphyry, Yogo-Big Baldy Ridge, intrusive sheet.
XII. Monzonite, Yogo Peak, middle knob.
XIII. Minette, intrusive sheet, head of Sheep Creek.
XIV. Shonkinite, Yogo Peak, west end.
XV. Analcite-basalt dike, Big Baldy Mountain.,
XVI. Analcite-basalt dike, Bandbox Mountain.
XVII. Diorite, Carpenter Creek, near Neihart.
Analyses I, V, VI, X, XI, XII, XIII, XIV, XV, XVII by V\T. F. Hillebrand.
Analyses II, III, IV, VII, VIII, IX, XVI by H. N. Stokes.
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